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Abstract 
 

 

 

The focus of this study is a single manuscript in a Tai Nuea village near Mueang Sing in 

northwestern Laos, copied in 1935 and entitled Pukthanusati (Pali buddhānussati) ‘the 

Recollection of the Buddha.’ It is written in the Tai Nuea language and Lik Tho Ngok or ‘Bean 

Sprout’ script, and is in the form of a jātaka or narrative story of a former lifetime of the 

Buddha, the most popular genre for recitation. The thesis examines the lay manuscript culture of 

which it is a part and the language and orthography of its contents, and then provides a 

phonemic transcription and annotated English translation of the text together a complete 

glossary of terms and images of the manuscript. 

 The detailed study of this one manuscript is used as an entry point for a broader 

investigation of Lik manuscript culture as found in Mueang Sing today, including the distinct 

roles of the Lik and Tham orthographies, scribal vocation, manuscript production, uses and 

functions, and the contents of the texts. The Pukthanusati text is then the basis for examination 

of phonological aspects of language use in the recitation of Lik manuscript literature and the 

historical context of the dialect’s phonemes as well as Burmese and Indic forms occurring as 

loanwords. The Lik Tho Ngok orthography is also placed in context through an overview of its 

historical development, including possible prototypes and phonological influences, the 

twentieth century reforms of some traditional orthographies and the question of orthographic 

depth. The Lik Tho Ngok orthography as found in the manuscript studied is then described in 

detail, with tables and accompanying notes illustrating the inventories of consonant and vowel 

glyphs, consonant clusters, ligatures and special orthographic forms, use of subscripts and 

superscripts, numerals, punctuation, and the Tai Nuea spelling system. The phonemic 

transcription and annotated English translation of the text illustrate the rhyming structure and 

other features of specialised language use in Lik manuscript culture. 

 The Tai Nuea and a number of closely related Tai groups have generally been overlooked 

in the field of Buddhist Studies. The study of this manuscript culture therefore contributes to our 

understanding of local practices on the northern periphery of Theravāda Buddhist influence in 

mainland Southeast Asia in addition to responding to an urgent need to examine and document 

this endangered scribal tradition and it specialised use of language and orthography. 
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Transcription systems 
 

 

 

Several transcription systems are used in this thesis, the main one being for the phonemic 

transcription of Tai Nuea terms, which uses consonant phonemes /p, t, c, k, ʔ, th, m, n, ɲ, ŋ, f, v, 

s, x, h, y, l/, vowel phonemes /i, ɯ, u, e, ɤ, o, ɛ, a, ɔ/ and the open back unrounded vowel /ɑ/ 

restricted to medial position in Burmese loanwords, and final semivowel /-aɰ/. 

 The glottal stop /ʔ/ occurs before otherwise syllable-initial vowels such as  

B3 ʔaan2 ‘to count’ and represents strong glottal restriction or glottal stop in syllable-final 

position in words such as such as C4 maʔ6 ‘horse’ or loan words such as DS2 DS4 paʔ3taʔ1 

‘foot’ (Pali pada). Only /a/ and possibly /ɑ/ have phonemic vowel length contrast. 

 The numbering of tones is the same system as used for Gedney’s wordlist in his Notes on 

Tai Nuea (Gedney 1972), which follows Harris’s system in A Comparative Wordlist of Three 

Tai Nüa Dialects (Harris 1975), rather than Gedney’s usual system of tone numbering. The six 

tones in the dialect studied are numbered as follows: 1 = A23 = B4, 2 = B123 = DL123,  

3 = C123 = DS123, 4 = A4 = DL4, and 5 = A1, 6 = C4. 

 Where tones are modified or adapted in manuscript recitation, the original tone is placed in 

parentheses after the modified tone, such as pen5(1), which indicates that the A2 tone of pen1 

(originally tone 1) has been modified to the same tone as A1 syllables (tone 5). 

 In Chapter 3 and the glossary in Appendix C, the column and row from Gedney’s system 

of 20 tone classes (A1, B3, C4, DS2, etc.) are also provided to clearly distinguish between 

ambiguities due to tonal coalescences and mergers of initial consonants, e.g. pi1 A2 ‘year’ and 

B4 ‘elder sibling.’ 

 For general use, the phonemic transcription is simplified by omitting tones and vowel 

length distinctions and by replacing the special symbols as follows: /ʔ/ is omitted, consonants 

/ɲ, ŋ, x/ are replaced by ‘ny,’ ‘ng’ and ‘kh’ respectively, and vowels /ɯ, ɤ, ɛ, ɔ/ by ‘ue,’ ‘oe,’ 

‘ae’ and ‘o,’ while /-aɰ/ is ‘aoe,’ thus mɤŋ4 ‘polity, kingdom’ becomes ‘moeng,’ for example. 

 Indic loanwords are romanised according to the Critical Pali Dictionary and International 

Alphabet of Sanskrit Transliteration systems. Burmese loanwords are not transcribed or 

romanised in order to provide a comparison with the Burmese orthographic forms to which the 

Tai Nuea written and spoken forms closely correspond. 

 Personal names and place names also appear in their commonly used forms. 
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1 Introduction 
 

 

 

1.1 Overview and background to the study 
This thesis essentially studies a single manuscript in a Tai Nuea village near Mueang Sing1 in 

northwestern Laos. It examines the lay manuscript culture of which it is a part, the language and 

orthography of its contents, and provides a phonemic transcription and English translation of the 

text together with a glossary of terms and images of the manuscript. The Tai Nuea have 

generally been overlooked in the field of Buddhist Studies, as have a number of related Tai 

groups.2 The study of this manuscript culture therefore contributes to our understanding of local 

practices on the northern periphery of Theravāda Buddhist influence in mainland Southeast 

Asia. It also responds to an urgent need to examine and document this endangered scribal 

tradition and the specialised language and orthography used within the texts. 

 The stimulus for the present study was a previous research project undertaken through the 

National Library of Laos between 2005 and 2009 which produced Lao and English-language 

summaries of over seventy texts found in Tai Nuea homes in Mueang Sing (Wharton and 

Phanthavong: 2009). 3  The research project was in turn based on a Preservation of Lao 

Manuscripts Programme survey conducted in 1997, which was the first time that Tai Nuea 

manuscripts in Laos had been catalogued and microfilmed. The resulting overview of this 

manuscript corpus and introduction to local manuscript culture highlighted the need for a more 

in-depth study, for which the present Pukthanusati manuscript was selected. 

  

                                                        
1 Throughout this study mueang is used for districts in Laos while the Tai Nuea cognate moeng (mɤŋ4 in 

phonemic transcription) is used for Tai polities in China and Myanmar. 

2 The term ‘Tai’ is used broadly throughout for the Tai ethnolinguistic stock (Dai in Chinese sources) and 

in particular for the speakers of P dialects (see 3.2.3 below). ‘Thai’ is used for the Central or Standard 

Thai language often occurring as ‘Siamese’ in linguistic sources. 

3 The project ‘Annotated Catalogue of Tai Nuea Manuscripts in Northern Laos’ was funded by the Toyota 

Foundation under the Research Grant Program Preservation, Compilation, and Annotation of Indigenous 

Documents: Between Chinese and Indian Civilization (Grant Numbers D05-Q-011, D06-Q-005 and D08-

Q-013) for a total of three years. The research team, consisting of the present author, Harald Hundius and 

Bounchanh Phanthavong, collaborated with five local scribes: Ho Yi Kham, Nan Say Thammasan, Ho 

Nam Vong, Nan Kot Cay, and the late Ho Tham Duang. 
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Research for the present study relied heavily upon collaboration with local scribes4 and lay 

communities in the Tai Nuea villages around Mueang Sing as well as related communities in 

China and Myanmar. At the beginning of the study, scribes in Mueang Sing would say that if  

ten different informants were asked to interpret the text, then ten different answers would be 

received. This has largely proven to be true, even to the extent that asking the same informant 

on different occasions would elicit quite different responses. This flexibility of interpretation is 

an inherent part of the Tai Nuea approach to their traditional literature, and even of the 

traditional Lik orthography, and is an important feature which has been lost in translation (and 

even in phonemic transcription). The written English language simply cannot represent such 

ambiguity, for which the manuscript images in Appendix D should be consulted. However, the 

main difficulty was in finding informants literate in the Lik Tho Ngok or ‘Bean Sprout’ 

orthography and who understood the vocabulary in manuscript use, which differs greatly from 

that in everyday speech. When examining the manuscript in word by word detail, which was 

beyond the scope of the previous Toyota-funded project, it quickly became apparent that local 

knowledge of its vocabulary was incomplete. As a result, visits were made to related 

communities in the Jinggu Dai and Yi 

Autonomous County of Pu’er Prefecture, 

Yunnan, China, and in Kengtung, Shan State, 

Myanmar. A number of other scholars were also 

consulted, including Burmese, Shan, Tai 

Dehong, Tai Maw, 5  and Tai Phake scholars. 

Their suggestions were then discussed with local 

scribes in Mueang Sing and it is their 

perspectives and understanding which inform the 

interpretation of the text presented here, together 

with additional data such as certain Burmese 

loanwords which were unknown locally but with 

which they agreed with the meaning. Throughout 

the study period, one scribe in particular, Ho 

Nam Vong,6 provided an essential contribution 

                                                        
4 The term ‘scribe’ is used in general for both manuscript copyist and reciter (similar to Shan ‘care’ or 

‘zare’), and a distinction is only made when necessary. The Tai Nuea use only separate terms for these 

roles, and while most copyists are also reciters, a number of reciters do not copy texts. 
5 I use Maw throughout for Tai Maw and Moeng Maw, which occurs elsewhere as Mao, Maaw.  

6 Houanamvong Phongsavong, from Ban Silihueang village. 

Khan Intavicay and Ho Nam Vong discuss a 
Pukthanusati text in Moeng Ka, Yunnan, in 
2012. Khan Intavicay was a boyhood friend 
of Ho Nam Vong’s late father who fled to 
Moeng Sing at the age of eight, and 
recounted the circumstances of their 
departure. At the age of 88, he was still 
actively copying manuscripts. 
 

Figure 1-1: Field recording in Moeng Ka 
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to understanding the manuscript culture, language, orthography, the interpretation of the text, 

and in facilitating access to local Tai Nuea communities when travelling together in China and 

Myanmar. He also acted as an interpreter between Lao and Tai Nuea dialects and assisted in 

manuscript digitisation. Without his cooperation and patience, this study would not have been 

possible. 

 Work with local scribes mostly took place during numerous visits to Mueang Sing and also 

through their travelling to Vientiane, where I was based throughout the research period. Related 

Tai Nuea communities were also visited in Moeng Vo and Moeng Ka in Yunnan and in 

Kengtung in Myanmar, in addition to short periods of consultation with other scribes and 

scholars in Lashio, Yangon, Mandalay, Chiang Mai, and the United Kingdom. The purpose of 

the study was explained to all participants and verbal permission was obtained for audio 

recordings and photographs and their later publication, and for use of personal names. 

 The question of different perspectives often arose during the course of the study.  

The chapter on Tai Nuea Lik manuscript culture is largely informed by the few elderly male 

scribes and reciters with whom I worked most closely, and I am aware that audiences’ 

perspectives, and particularly those of women and of different generations within the Tai Nuea 

villages, are not represented. The influence of the manuscript culture on local communities and 

of its current decline also deserve more attention. The examination of Tai Nuea phonemic 

inventories makes use of frameworks which are alien to native speakers, since attempts to elicit 

local vocabularies for language description were unsuccessful. However, much more data was 

available for local descriptions of the Lik Tho Ngok orthography, and these are used in Chapter 

4 for the naming of letters, spelling, etc. Importantly, the study is of a written rather than a 

recited text, which already differs from its usual function within Tai Nuea communities. 

Likewise, my interest in understanding each word of the text for this study differed greatly to 

the approach of local scribes, reciters and audiences, which is one of faith and reverence, and 

above all of the merit which is associated with manuscript production, offering, recitation and 

the act of listening. I do not know that I could have done differently, since these must really be 

witnessed in person, but I regret that such fundamental aspects of the Tai Nuea approach to 

manuscripts have not been adequately conveyed. 

Preliminary research focused on language and orthography and then progressed to reading 

the text. A complete phonemic transcription is included here due to ambiguity in the reading of 

some vowel graphemes, sound coalescences and lack of tone markers which means that even 

experienced scribes must rely upon the context to discern between possible meanings of words 

in a written text. This orthographic depth, discussed in 4.4.4 below, also provides the flexibility 

to encompass sound fluctuations in the spoken language and across multiple dialects, but is 

better suited to traditional manuscript use as the preserve of small numbers of skilled scribes 

than for more widespread modern use. As with phonology, a thorough examination of the 
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orthography was required due to the lack of available resources. The subsequent phonemic 

transcription and English translation which are the heart of the thesis can be read together with 

images of the manuscript folios in Appendix D, with each version numbered by corresponding 

page and line as ‘[page number.line number].’ This significantly increased the length of the 

thesis,7 but the inclusion of these components is essential for it to be a practical contribution to 

further studies of Tai Nuea language and related manuscript literature. It is, in effect, what I 

needed to hand when beginning to study this text.  

 

 

1.2 The Tai Nuea in Mueang Sing 
There are five villages with Tai Nuea communities within the district of Mueang Sing in Luang 

Nam Tha province, situated close to the border of Laos and China:8 Ban Nam Kaew Luang, Ban 

Nyang Kham (known as Ban Pa Toy), Ban Kum, Ban Thong May and Ban Silihueang, the latter 

being the main site of field research for this study. Each of these small villages remains 

predominantly Tai Nuea, although there is some intermarriage with other ethnic groups.  

In Ban Silihueang, for example, the 83 households are mostly descendants of Tai Nuea migrants 

from Moeng Ka (Yongping Zhen 永平镇) in the Jinggu Dai and Yi Autonomous County  

(景谷傣族彝族自治县) of Pu’er Prefecture, China, with smaller numbers from Moeng Tuy and 

Moeng Lo (also in Jinggu), and amongst the younger generation there is some intermarriage 

with Tai Dam, Tai Lue, Phu Noy and Khmu. In contrast to the other villages, the inhabitants of 

Ban Pa Toy and Ban Kum are mostly descendants of migrants from Moeng Lo (also from 

Moeng Vo and Moeng Pan), and the dialects of these different Moeng in China retain distinct 

features in Mueang Sing. Overall, the district is populated by a variety of ethnic groups 

including Akha, Tai Lue, Hmong, Yao, Tai Dam and Khmu, although demographic patterns are 

dynamic, with large numbers of migrants from Phongsaly and an increasingly large immigrant 

Chinese presence in the town of Mueang Sing itself in the early twenty-first century. 

                                                        
7 Chapter 5 alone is over 270 pages, while Appendix C adds another 140 pages. 

8 The only other Tai Nuea village in Laos is Ban Nam Koeng May (L ບານນ ເກງໃໝ) in Bokeo province, 

which was established by internally displaced persons during the armed conflict in Mueang Sing in the 

1960s. An additional number have also migrated to urban centres such as Vientiane in recent decades, but 

reports of communities elsewhere in Laos appear to have arisen from confusion over use of the autonym 

Tai Noe (TN tay4 nɤ5) ‘upper or northern Tai’ and use of the Lao cognate thay nuea (L ໄທເໜືອ thay4 

nɯa5) meaning ‘northerner.’ In particular, the thay4 nɯa5 of Huaphan and Phongsaly provinces and are 

not of this ethnic group, the latter being more closely related to Tai Lue (Grégoire Schlemmer, personal 

communication, February 2012). 
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Other Tai Nuea villagers in Mueang Sing are also descendants of migrants from the Jinggu Dai 

and Yi Autonomous County in Yunnan. Zhou Hanli’s study9 of Chinese and Tai sources 

indicates that the first Tai settlers in Weiyuan (Moeng Vo), the major town in Jinggu, most 

probably arrived there from Moeng Maw in the mid-thirteenth century, shortly before it fell to 

the Yuan Dynasty. Wade (2004) examines the expansion of the Ming state during the fifteenth 

and sixteenth centuries over Weiyuan and other semi-autonomous Tai polities in the border 

areas between China and Southeast Asia. Their gradual absorption into the Chinese state was 

greatly facilitated by the destruction of Moeng Maw, the most powerful of these Tai polities, in 

the late fourteenth and mid-fifteenth centuries. This process continued during the eighteenth and 

nineteenth centuries under the Qing Dynasty, when Weiyuan/Moeng Vo was still considered a 

‘frontier town’ and there was a significant increase in the influx of Han migrants which had 

begun in the early fifteenth century (Giersch 2001; Wade 2004: 29-30). 

 The earliest mention of Mueang Sing is in the Chiang Khaeng Chronicle, in relation to an 

anti-Burmese uprising in 1564/65, after which it was most probably abandoned until being 

resettled in the late eighteenth century, depopulated 

once again in the middle of the nineteenth century, and 

then the first report of Tai Nuea migrants is in 1878 

when the ruler of nearly Chiang Khaeng ordered his 

Tai Nuea subjects to go to establish settlements there 

(Grabowsky 1999: 241-246). These first migrants had 

fled to Chiang Khaeng from the districts of ‘Chiang 

Ku’ and Moeng Lo shortly before this, when Chinese 

forces searched for remnants of the Taiping Rebellion 

(1851-1864), and they established the first Tai Nuea 

village of Nam Kaew Luang in Mueang Sing 

(Grabowsky and Wichasin 2008: 8-10). 

 The most recent and larger waves of Tai Nuea migration were from Moeng Ka, Moeng Lo, 

and other districts in Jinggu (in some cases via Kengtung in Shan State, Myanmar) in the 1920s 

and especially the 1930s due to widespread banditry at that time.10 The mid-twentieth century 

witnessed further upheaval for the inhabitants of Mueang Sing due to the presence of defeated 

                                                        
9 The Founding of Moeng Vo, unpublished article. 

10 Personal communication with a number of living descendants in Mueang Sing and with elderly 

villagers in China who remember the period of migration. The detailed story of one family’s migration is 

also recorded in the colophon of a ‘Lik Caw Thanu’ manuscript available online in the Digital Library of 

Lao Manuscripts (PLMP code number 03020707022_02, http://www.laomanuscripts.net/en/texts/5413, 

retrieved 23 April, 2017). 

Figure 1-2: Village temple in 

Ban Silihueang, Mueang Sing 
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Kuomintang forces in the 1940s and 50s, and most of the population then fled to neighbouring 

Bokeo province from 1962 until 1975 as a result of the armed conflict between Pathet Lao and 

Royal Government troops. 

 The key informants for this study are direct descendants of immigrants from Moeng Ka in 

the 1930s. They are fluent in the Tai Nuea language as well as Tai Lue and Lao, and although 

their language use is currently in transition, they are conscious if this process and are able to 

describe changes between the older and younger generations in their villages. They have also 

maintained a manuscript culture and other Buddhist practices which were insulated from the 

destruction of the Great Leap Forward and Cultural Revolution in related communities in 

China.11 Contact is maintained with the Tai Nuea communities in Moeng Ka, Moeng Vo, and 

Moeng Lo, as well as in Kengtung, through periodic visits to relatives, and field visits to both 

these locations were undertaken together with a local scribe during the course of this study. 

 

Figure 1-3: Map of Mueang Sing and related Tai Nuea communities 

 
 

 

 

 

                                                        
11 At Vat Xaen Kang in Moeng Ka, for example, when villagers were forced to throw manuscripts onto 

bonfires, their numbers were such that the fires burned continuously for three days and nights (Fan Han, 

personal communication). This destruction and suppression occurred throughout the Tai Nuea areas and 

there are remarkable accounts of villagers risking their lives to conceal and preserve manuscripts. 

The above map shows the overall areas of Mueang Sing and 
related districts in Jinggu (China) and Kengtung (Myanmar) and 
does not imply that the shaded areas are exclusively populated by 
Tai Nuea. Designed by David Wharton and produced in 
collaboration with Sylvain Dorey. 
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In addition to the communities described above, speakers of related dialects identifying 

themselves as Tai Noe (tay4 nɤ5) or Tai Loe (tay4 lɤ5) are found in several other areas of 

Yunnan as well as the Shan and Kachin States of Myanmar. In ethnolinguistic studies they are 

variously found as Tai Nuea, Tai Neua, Tai Nüa, Tai Nua, Tai Le12 and Dai Na, and are also 

called ‘Chinese Shan.’ These terms are also broadly used to include speakers who use the 

autonyms Tai Dehong (tay4 taɰ3 xoŋ4) and Tai Maw (tay4 maaw4). 

Today, the Tai Nuea in the Jinggu Dai and Yi Autonomous County are significant 

minorities13 in Moeng Vo (Weiyuanzhen), Moeng Ka (Yongpingzhen), Moeng Lo (Minlezhen), 

Moeng Nay (Zhengxingzhen), Moeng Pan (Mengbanxiang), Moeng Tuy (Yizhixiang) and 

Moeng Cu (Bi’anxiang). There are also separate areas of Tai Nuea settlement in Moeng Laem 

(Menglian) in the Menglian Dai, Lahu and Va Autonomous County of Pu’er Prefecture, and in 

Guengma in the Gengma Dai and Va Autonomous County of Lincang Prefecture. Tai Nuea 

communities are also found in parts of Kachin State and Shan State in Myanmar, with those 

around Kengtung having closest connection to Mueang Sing. 

The Tai Dehong (tay4 taɰ3 xoŋ4) and Tai Maw (tay4 maaw4) are mostly found in the 

Dehong Dai and Jingpo Autonomous Prefecture (德宏傣族景颇族自治州) with main centres at 

Moeng Khorn (Mangshi), Moeng Maw (Ruili) and Cefang (Zhefangzhen), as well as in Shan 

State, with main centres at Nam Kham and Muse. 

 These main settlement areas are illustrated in the map in Figure 1-4 below. However, the 

data for Tai Nuea settlements presented here is not exhaustive and is largely gathered from 

personal communication given the paucity of official statistics. For example, villagers in 

Mueang Sing also mention contacts with Moeng Voy and Moeng Maen (both presumably in the 

Jinggu Dai and Yi Autonomous County) and there may also be Tai Nuea in Baoshan Prefecture 

(保山) which borders on the Dehong Dai and Jingpo Autonomous Prefecture. Reportedly, Tai 

Nuea are even found in Yuanmou County 元谋县  (especially ‘Vaeng Mon’ village) in 

                                                        
12 Tai Le and Tai Loe are cognates of ‘Tai Nuea’ used in relation to the Dehong Dai and Jingpo 

Autonomous Prefecture, Yunnan, where intial /l-/ occurs for /n-/ found in other dialects. They are not to 

be confused with Tai Lue (tay4 lɯʔ6), a separate but closely-related ethnolinguistic group mostly found 

the Xishuangbanna Dai Autonomous Prefecture in Yunnan. 
13 Moeng Ka, for example, has a population of 68,000 of which some 20,000 are Tai Nuea (Xu Ziran, 

personal communication, May 2012). 
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Chuxiong Yi Autonomous Prefecture 楚雄彝族自治州, some 200 km northwest of Kunming, 

although with much integration with the predominantly Yi population.14 

Figure 1-4: Tai Nuea settlement areas 

 
 

 

 
These Tai Nuea communities speak closely-related but distinct dialects, have manuscript 

cultures which use versions of the Lik orthography,15 and their traditional literature is heavily 

influenced by Buddhism. In Mueang Sing, the Lik Tho Ngok (TN lik4 tho2 ŋɔk4) or ‘Bean 

Sprout’ script is used alongside the Tham script by lay Tai Nuea scribes in what are two parallel 

                                                        
14 I am grateful to Jiang Xiao Lin for data about Yuanmou County (personal communication, March 

2014). 

15 The Lik scripts are also used over a much broader geographical area by related ethnolinguistic groups 

including the Shan and the Tai in Northeast India. 

The above map shows overall administrative units with Tai Nuea 
settlements and does not imply that the shaded areas are exclusively 
populated by Tai Nuea. Striped shading in Kachin State indicates less 
dense population. Designed by David Wharton and produced in 
collaboration with Sylvain Dorey. 
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orthographic traditions, with Tham manuscripts mostly copied by monks and stored in temples, 

while Lik manuscripts are copied by lay scribes and stored in homes. Although some are found 

in both Lik and Tham versions, not only the scripts but also the contents and use of the texts are 

generally quite distinct, to the extent that they indicate separate transmissions of the 

orthographies and also of Buddhist texts.16  

The Lik script is known to have been adopted prior to the fifteenth century, most probably 

in the polity of Moeng Maw, from old Burmese or Mon prototype, and historical evidence as 

well as features of the script itself indicate that it was first developed as a secular script before 

the introduction of Buddhism (Daniels 2000). Moeng Maw’s initial contact with Buddhism 

appears to have occurred at the turn of the fifteenth century, through both Chinese and Burmese 

influence. The Bai-yi Zhuan, an account of the visit of two envoys of the Ming court to the 

important Tai polity of Lu-chuan (i.e. the Baiyi polity of Moeng Maw) in 1396, states that  

“In their society, they do not worship ancestors, do not serve the Buddha, and have no priests” 

(Wade 1996).17 However, by the following year, in October 1397, the Ming Shi-lu records that: 

 

Initially the people in Ping-Mian did not believe in Buddhism. A monk went there from Yun-

nan and spoke well about the effects of one’s actions in successive lives [karma]. Si Lun-fa 

placed great trust in his words.18 

 

Ten years later, in 1407, the Baiyi script was included in a Buddhist scroll produced on the 

occasion of the visit of the Tibetan Lama De-bzin-gsegs-pa to Nanjing to perform services for 

the deceased parents of the Yongle emperor, which is now the earliest dated example of the Lik 

script.19 Buddhist terminology in the scroll shows both Burmese and Chinese influence (Daniels 

2012; also 4.3.1 below). The date of more widespread adoption of Buddhism is unknown, but 

                                                        
16 Further research is needed to clarify the spread of these scripts and Buddhism among the Tai Nuea. 

17 From Wade’s (1996) draft translation, based upon the edited and annotated version of the Bai-yi Zhuan 

compiled by Jiang Ying-liang and published under the title Bai-yi Zhuan Jiao-zhu by the Yunnan Peoples 

Publishing House in 1980. 

18 Geoff Wade, translator, Southeast Asia in the Ming Shi-lu: an open access resource, Singapore: Asia 

Research Institute and the Singapore E-Press, National University of Singapore, 

http://www.epress.nus.edu.sg/msl/reign/hong-wu/year-30-month-9-day-19, retrieved 27 June, 2017.  

For Ping-Mian, a Tai polity very closely related to Lu-chuan (Moeng Maw), see the Introduction to  

Wade 1996.  

19 The script itself had already been in use for some time, since at least the fourteenth century, without 

Buddhist influence (see 4.2.1 below). 
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by 1584 the Xinan Yi Fengtu Ji reports that “As a custom they revere Buddhism, temples and 

pagodas are everywhere in the villages, and are extremely magnificent” (Daniels 2000: 76). 

  A separate transmission of Buddhism, possibly via the Tai Lue polity of Sipsongpanna, the 

Tai Khuen polity of Kengtung, or directly from Chiang Mai, took place later, at the earliest in 

the late fifteenth or first half of the sixteenth century.20 It is this later transmission which 

accounts for the use of Tham script in addition the earlier Lik script in Tai Nuea manuscript 

culture. Key differences in the contents and use of the texts, the fact that Lik texts are replete 

with Burmese loanwords while everyday speech and Tham texts have none,21 and that Tai Nuea 

lay meditation practices and forms of prostration also differ from those associated with the 

Tham cultural area strongly indicate separate transmissions of Buddhism and not only of script. 

 

 

1.3 The Pukthanusati manuscript 
The Pukthanusati manuscript studied here is currently kept 

in the lay home of a scribe in Ban Pa Toy village, one of five 

small Tai Nuea villages situated on the Mueang Sing plain 

outside the main district centre. The exemplar was copied in 

1876 in Moeng Ka, Yunnan, and later brought to Ban Nam 

Kaew Luang, another Tai Nuea village near Mueang Sing, by 

the grandfather of its current custodian. The copy studied 

here was commissioned in 1935 by Ho Can and his family in 

Ban Thong May, another nearby village, and was copied by 

Ca Kap Kaew, a well-known scribe who had also migrated 

from Yunnan via Kengtung in Shan State, Myanmar. The 39 

mulberry paper folios are 53.5 cm in height and 36.5 cm in 

width, comprising 73 pages of written text, and are bound at 

the head of the volume together with a protective cloth cover. It was given the Preservation of 

Lao Manuscripts Programme (PLMP) code number 03020402004_01. The text is written in the 
                                                        
20 This time period is based on the spread of the Tham script to the Tai Lue in Sipsongpanna (Daniels 

2000: 76). The date for its adoption by the Tai Nuea is unknown and could be much later. The Tham 

script was developed in the fifteenth century in the kingdom of Lan Na in the order to fully represent the 

Indic languages used for the transmission of Buddhism in northern Southeast Asia (Veidlinger 2006: 104, 

207-8). 

21 For example, the frequently used Tai Nuea terms for ‘Buddha,’ ‘Dhamma’ and ‘Bodhisatta’ are the 

Burmese loanwords fu4laa4, taa4laa4, ʔaa1lɔŋ4 (and other epithets) in Lik texts, whereas the straightforward 

cognates of the Pali terms occur in Tham texts.  

Figure 1-5: The Pukthanusati 
manuscript 
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Lik Tho Ngok script and is in the Tai Nuea language, in a rhyming narrative verse form with 

many additional Burmese and Pali loanwords not found in the spoken language. 

In addition to this 1935 copy and the 1876 exemplar, there are five other Pukthanusati 

manuscripts in Mueang Sing dated 1952, 1953, 1976, 2012 and 2013, with the latter two copies 

known to be of the 1935 manuscript. Several other known copies exist in Moeng Ka and Moeng 

Vo, in Yunnan (one of which was brought to Moeng Ka from Kengtung in Shan State), and an 

additional number of manuscripts in both Laos and China contain different versions of the main 

themes in the story (see below). Of these, the present study focuses on the 1935 copy, with 

reference to its 1876 exemplar to clarify difficult readings.  

 The title Pukthanusati (TN puk1thaa4nuʔ1saʔ3ti2) is the Tai Nuea rendering of the Pali term 

buddhānussati ‘the recollection of the Buddha,’ one of a list of six or ten recollections  

(P anussati, TN nu4saʔ3ti2) in Theravāda Buddhist texts.22 The six recollections are of the 

Buddha, Dhamma, Sangha, Morality, Generosity and Celestial Beings, while the list of ten adds 

Death, the Body, Breathing, and Peace. Of these, the first six together with the last of the ten 

recollections (Peace, P upasamānussati), are said to be recited by the Bodhisatta in lines [32.15] 

to [32.19] of the text, although the full list of ten are commonly found in Tai Nuea meditation 

manuals. Use of the word ‘recited’ is apposite here, since the practice of the recollections 

observed in Mueang Sing uses verbal or mental repetition of a word or phrase as its 

foundation.23 

 

His golden mouth continuously spoke the words of the jewel Tham [32.16] without going 

astray or forgetting his careful recitation of [ ] pukthanusati thammanusati sangxanusati 
[32.17] from beginning to end. 

 

The words of the Tham of the Recollections of Morality, Generosity, Celestial Beings, and 

Peace, [32.18] were placed in sequence with their divisions and assembled in order, [ ] so 

much so that after a long time it reached the ears of the spirits and of the gods who delighted 

[32.19] in the recitation of the Supreme Fula vaa nay. 

                                                        
22 See AN.VI.10, DN.33, Vism.VII, Vism.VIII, for example. 

23 For buddhānussati dhammānussati sanghānussati the practitioner might recite the Tai Nuea rendering 

of Pali buddho me nātho dhammo me nātho sangho me nātho ‘the Buddha is my refuge, the Dhamma is 

my refuge, the Sangha is my refuge.’ The Itipiso verses listing nine qualities of the Buddha, which are 

one of the standard components of Theravāda litany, are not used. 
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The term pukthanusati does occur alone as the recollection practised by the Bodhisatta in the 

story, but it is also very often as a combination of pukthanusati thammanusati sangxanusati  

(P buddhānussati dhammānussati sanghānussati), i.e. the recollections of the Buddha, the 

Dhamma, and the Sangha. At [13.18], where the Bodhisatta recites “the three words of 

pukthanusati” (TN saam5 kam4 puk1thaa4nuʔ1saʔ3ti2), this is understood as pukthanusati 

thammanusati sangxanusati, and in fact the use of pukthanusati in this text may be considered 

an abbreviated form representing all three recollections. The Bodhisatta practises these 

recollections to the extent that people call him “poor, miserable, Pukthanusati” at [06.07], and 

this is the name used for him throughout the text. He is also given the names ‘Mulanixanthula’ 

at [05.08] and ‘Xanthula Pukthanusati Thammanusati Sangxanusati’ at [14.06]. 

 This title (or other local renderings of P buddhānussati) is common in Buddhist literature 

in Southeast Asia given the importance of the recollection of the Buddha, but these are texts 

related to the practice of the recollection, whereas the text studied here is a narrative story of a 

former lifetime of the Buddha. To my knowledge, this story does not occur outside of Tai Nuea 

manuscript culture24 (although several related themes found elsewhere are discussed below), 

which raises the possibility that it may have originally been written by a Tai Nuea author and be 

unique to this literary tradition. This was one of the factors in selecting the text from the many 

Tai Nuea manuscripts that deserve closer study, together with its size, the legibility of the 

manuscript and existence of its exemplar, and the fact that it belongs to the most popular genre 

of texts still in use by Tai Nuea communities. 

 Stories relating episodes in former lives of the Buddha are known as lik4 ʔaa2pum2 ‘story 

texts’ (also cat4 ʔaa1lɔŋ4 ‘lives of the Bodhisatta’ or pum2 cat4 ‘birth stories’) in Tai Nuea, and as 

jātaka in Pali. They are the most popular form of narrative throughout Theravāda Buddhist 

cultures, in both their classical25 and apocryphal forms such as studied here. There is generally 

no distinction between ‘canonical’ and ‘apocryphal’ in Tai Nuea Buddhist literature, and as 

Crosby (2014: 103) observes, it should not be taken for granted that those not included as 

‘canonical’ are necessarily later in composition.  

                                                        
24 It is not found in the classical or apocryphal jātaka collections, searches for closely-related texts or for 

proper names occurring in it have so far been unsuccessful, and Shan scholars consulted during this study 

also did not recognise the story. I have been unable to confirm the possible occurrence of a similar story 

in the Madhurasavāhinī reported by Supranee Panitchayapong (personal communication, July 2016). 
25 Skilling (2006) and others use the term ‘classical’ rather than ‘canonical’ for the collection of 547 

jātakas found in the Pali Khuddaka-nikāya and its commentary the Jātaka-aṭṭhavaṇṇanā. Birth stories of 

the Bodhisatta and others occur throughout Buddhist literature in addition to important collections in the 

Apadāna, Buddhavaṃsa, Cariyāpiṭaka, and Dhammapada aṭṭhakathā. 
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The birth stories are recounted through the pubbenivāsānussati or ‘remembrance of former 

lifetimes,’ one of the six abhiññā or ‘higher knowledges’ of the Buddha, and are especially 

related to his cultivation of the ten pārāmitā or ‘Perfections’26 over innumerable lifetimes. The 

similes of the Perfections as parts of a ship to cross the ocean of suffering included in this text 

from [02.07] to [03.09] appear familiar due to the abundant use of such similes for Buddhist 

practise (see Shaw 2012), but I am unaware of these same similes outside of the Tai Nuea 

Pukthanusati texts, which begin: 

  

[02.07] The Perfections which I accumulated and developed were unfathomable,  

[ ] over many hundreds of thousands of lifetimes [02.08] and the coming and going of worldly 

eras. 

 

In the beginning it was as though the True Master was the helmsman of a great [02.09] ship or 

vessel, [ ] using mindfulness and energy to look attentively, to observe, to discern and to see 

the way to progress teʔ yaw. 

 

First [02.10], the True Master took the jewel essence Tala of the Perfection of Generosity [ ] as 

planks placed upon the ocean, [02.11] firmly secured together as a ship vaa nay. 

 

Next, the Jewel Essence cherished and treasured the Renowned Words of the Perfection of 

Morality [ ] [02.12] as though it were [making] this vessel, this great ship, firm and stable vay 

yaw. 

 

Taken as a whole, the jātaka stories portray the Bodhisatta’s spiritual aspiration and dedication 

over countless lifetimes on the path to Buddhahood. They also exemplify the workings of 

kamma (both good and bad) and especially the rewards of meritorious action in future lifetimes 

and over the long period of time before a future Buddha arises in the world. This ‘long-term’ 

view, involving the gradual accumulation of merit over many lifetimes, is mirrored in the 

approach of Tai Nuea villagers to Buddhist practice, for whom the jātaka offer a more tangible, 

emotional connection than the technical sutta and abhidhamma teachings. One feature of 

kamma in the jātaka is that it is ‘communal,’ as exemplified in the samodhāna linking the past 

and present and identifying the characters at the end of the story (see lines [68.07] to [69.16] in 

the text studied). Likewise, Tai Nuea lay practitioners express a similar sense of supporting each 

                                                        
26 The perfection of the ten qualities of generosity, moral virtue, renunciation, wisdom, energy, patience 

(missing in this manuscript), truthfulness, resolution, kindness, and equanimity lead to Buddhahood. 
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other on the path 27  and of consciously developing good kamma together and building 

relationships which will be of mutual benefit in future lifetimes.28  

 The virtue arising from Bodhisatta’s practise of buddhānussati in the text studied acts as a 

protection from yakkha (TN yak1xaa2, yak1), non-human beings usually portrayed in later 

Buddhist literature as malevolent ogres and often man-eating, but also able to recognise virtue 

and to be converted to Buddhism. They appear throughout Buddhist literature, and a number of 

other stories involve kings having to supply their subjects as food, such as the Sutano Jātaka  

(Ja 389). The recitation of verses for protection from yakkha is also found in canonical sources 

such as the Āṭānāṭiya Sutta (DN 32), and the protective quality of buddhānussati in particular 

also occurs in a number of other sources, such as the Dhajagga Sutta (SN 11.3), where the 

Recollections of the Buddha, Dhamma and Sangha are prescribed by the Buddha to dispel fear. 

For texts similar to the Pukthanusati story, in the Dārusākaṭikaputtavatthu, in the 

Pakiṇṇakavagga of the Dhammapada aṭṭhakathā, the recitation of namo buddhassa ‘homage to 

the Buddha’ protects a young boy from being devoured by a yakkha when stranded outside the 

city walls overnight after collecting firewood in the forest (translated as ‘The youth and the 

demons’ in Burlingame 1921, Vol. 3: 179-180).29 A version of this story also appears in a Tai 

Nuea Lik manuscript in Mueang Sing30 containing all ten of the anussati, titled with a Tai Nuea 

rendering of the Pali Buddhānussati dhammānussati sanghānussati sīlanussati cāganussati 

devatānussati maraṇānussati upasamānussati kāyānussati ānāpānānussati. The first five-page 

section (on buddhānussati), fire protects the boy from the yakkha when he recites the 

Recollection of the Buddha. In ʔaay3 min4 kɤn4 / puk1thaa4nuʔ1saʔ3ti2, a Tai Nuea Lik 

manuscript in Moeng Ka but originally from Kengtung, a king agrees to provide one person 

each day for a yakkha to eat. When it comes to the turn of a destitute family, their young son 

volunteers to go to a cage in the forest to await the yakkha, but when he recites the Recollection 

of the Buddha it is unable to eat the him and vows to stop eating humans and to reward the boy 

with money each day.31 

                                                        
27 This is especially apparent during their weekly practice days throughout the annual rainy season retreat 

period. 

28 For further discussion of the jātaka and their role in Buddhism, see Appleton (2016), Crosby (2014: 99-

111), and Skilling (2006). For ‘communal’ kamma in jātaka stories, see Walters (2003). 

29 I am grateful to Kham Moon for indicating the Dhammapada Commentary as a possible source for 

stories of buddhānussati as a protection from yakkha. 

30  PLMP code number 03020202015_02, available at http://www.laomanuscripts.net/en/texts/7579, 

retrieved 30 June 2017. 

31 From a summary of the story recounted by Khan Intavicay, April 2012. 
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The Pukthanusati text studied here is one of many Lik Tho Ngok manuscripts used by lay 

Buddhist practitioners in the Tai Nuea villages around Mueang Sing. This corpus and its related 

manuscript culture is maintained alongside a separate 

monastic manuscript tradition which uses the Tham 

script rather than the Lik. For the manuscripts’ 

custodians, all such texts are considered the teaching of 

the Buddha and therefore part of the pit3taʔ3kaat4  
(P piṭaka). They provide a further example of the 

distinction between a ‘practical’ canon, i.e. the texts 

that are actually used in a given time and place, and the 

‘formal’ or ‘ideal’ canon of Theravāda Buddhism 

(Collins 1990; Blackburn 1999; Braun 2009). They 

also underline the importance of the vernacular and of 

local, and especially lay, Buddhist traditions, which have now become well established in 

related scholarship.32 Tai Nuea texts and Buddhist practices appear to be less influenced by the 

centralising reforms of the eighteenth to twentieth centuries and their study will contribute to 

our understanding of local diversity in Theravāda Buddhism as Crosby and Khur-Yearn (2010: 

13-15) observe for Shan Buddhism. 

Much more research remains to be done on the contents of this and many more Tai Nuea 

texts. The present study focuses on language and orthography, as well as the context of the 

manuscript culture. Its contents are made available in annotated English translation in an effort 

to bring the reader into this Lik manuscript culture, but further analysis is beyond the scope of 

this thesis. Within these limitations, this study of the Pukthanusati text is offered as a 

contribution to the understanding of the language, orthography and literature of the Tai Nuea 

and other Tai groups on the northern periphery of Theravāda influence in mainland Southeast 

Asia, and in the hope that they may receive the attention they richly deserve in the field of 

Buddhist Studies. 

 

  

                                                        
32 See Hallisey (1995) for the approach of Western Buddhist scholarship in the nineteenth century and 

beyond, which favoured and ‘essentialised’ earlier Pali sources and neglected the diversity of the local 

and vernacular in Theravāda Buddhism. 

Figure 1-6: Recitation of a new 
manuscript in Ban Silihueang temple 
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1.4 Summary of the text 
The following summary is of the main story within the text, excluding colophons and most 

scribal asides. Terms such as Buddha, Dhamma, and Bodhisatta are given in their commonly 

found romanised Indic forms here, for which the English translation in Chapter 5 below 

preserves romanised Tai Nuea forms such as Fula, Tala, and a wide variety of epithets for the 

Bodhisatta (cognates of the Indic term do not occur in Tai Nuea Lik texts). 

 

The first section (lines 01.00-08.19) sets the scene of the Buddha addressing an assembly of 

monks at the Veluvana monastery, beginning with similes of the 10 Perfections as parts of a 

ship to cross the ocean of suffering. The story then begins in Palanasi with a description of the 

prosperous city and virtuous king, and of the orphaned and destitute Bodhisatta who begs for 

food and constantly practises the recollection of the qualities of the Buddha, the Dhamma, and 

the Sangha and observes the five precepts. When he reaches the age of 16, an elderly yakkha 

recognises his virtue and wants to take a magical kampala cloth to offer to him. 

In the second section (lines 08.20-16.05), the fortunes of Palanasi have changed for the 

worse due to the conduct of the king, and when the yakkha arrives at the city walls it challenges 

him to a trial of strength. Two volunteers impress the king and the people with their combat 

skills, and they prepare to fight the yakkha in front of the king and a great crowd.  

The Bodhisatta stays under a nearby tree and recites the recollection of the qualities of the 

Buddha, the Dhamma, and the Sangha, as a result of which the yakkha loses its strength.33  

It pays respect to the Bodhisatta and offers him the magical kampala cloth, which carries him 

away through the sky to the kingdom of Uktamathani. After the departure of the Bodhisatta, the 

yakkha’s strength returns, it easily defeats the two volunteers, and the kingdom of Palanasi 

agrees to send people to its forest lair each day as food. The kingdom fell into such hardship 

through lack of virtue, and that is why we must all practise the recollection of the qualities of 

the Buddha, the Dhamma, and the Sangha, and observe the five precepts. 

The third Section (lines 16.06-48.20) recounts the Bodhisatta’s visit to the kingdom of 

Uktamathani, where he marries Cantavati, the young daughter of the ruler, as a result of merit 

built together over many lifetimes in the past. After some time, she is persuaded by her parents 

(encouraged by an evil-minded minister) to steal the Bodhisatta’s magical cloth. The couple fly 

together to the Hemavanta forest and while the Bodhisatta is sleeping in the branches of a giant 

kapok tree, she returns alone, abandoning him to die alone in the forest, torn by her duty to obey 

her parents and her love for her husband. When she presents the cloth to her father a great 

festival is held, but she is filled with remorse. As the sun sets, the Bodhisatta wakes and realises 

he has been abandoned. He continues to recite the Recollection of the Qualities of the Buddha, 
                                                        
33 This is the Bodhisatta’s habitual practice and is not done to intentionally weaken the yakka. 
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the Dhamma, and the Sangha, to reflect on the Eight Wordly Dhammas, and the Recollection of 

Moral Conduct, of Generosity, of Heavenly Beings, and of the Peace of Nibbana.  

A celestial being comes to his aid in the form of a bear, which climbs the tree and chews the 

bark on its eastern, northern, western and southern branches and is transformed into a handsome 

young man, an elderly Brahmin, a monkey and a white heron, respectively.  

The Bodhisatta collects the magic tree bark from each branch, and transforming into a heron 

flies back to Uktamathani, where the bird lands on the spire of his wife’s palace and calls out 

three times before entering the forest. The king and the people are worried by this omen, and 

when the Bodhisatta later arrives having transformed himself into a white-robed Brahmin, the 

ministers clamour to hear his explanation. He explains that the king will die and a great 

misfortune will befall the kingdom as a result of stealing the magical cloth from his son-in-law, 

but this can be averted if a great festival is held on the following day and if a young man should 

arrive from the East, he should be given the girl’s hand in marriage and rule the kingdom.  

The next day, the Bodhisatta transforms himself into a handsome young man, the people are 

amazed to see the Brahmin’s prediction come true, and he is given the throne and Cantavati’s 

hand in marriage. When he later asks the reason for her unhappiness, she tearfully confesses the 

whole story and that she still loves her first husband. The Bodhisatta also tells her his story 

since he was abandoned in the forest, and they are reunited. She eats some of the magical bark 

from the kapok tree, and is rejuvenated, but when her parents and all the ministers eat it in order 

to become young again, they are transformed into monkeys, and the Bodhisatta drives them out 

into the forest. 

In the fourth section (lines 49.01-50.10) the Bodhisatta explains to Cantavati that her 

parents and the ministers were transformed into monkeys as a result of their bad conduct, and 

that if she wishes she can follow them into the forest. Tearfully, she requests to stay with him, 

and explains that she had only abandoned him because she could not disobey her parents.  

The Bodhisatta takes pity on her and the couple fly away on the magical cloth, leaving 

Uktamathani and traveling to Palanasi.  

In the fifth section (lines 50.10-56.06) the story returns to Palanasi, which was defeated by 

the yakkha and which has fallen into poverty and hardship because the people there were far 

from the Buddha Dhamma. Every house, both wealthy and poor, has supplied people as 

offerings to the yakkha, and it is now the turn of the king to send his daughter to be eaten.  

A great procession accompanies the young woman, together with her distraught parents, to the 

cage in the forest where they leave her alone to await the yakkha's arrival. She appeals for 

protection from the guardian spirits of the kingdom, asking them to examine her past actions to 

see if she deserves to die in this way. 
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In the sixth and final section (56.07-69.18) the Bodhisatta and his wife arrive in Palanasi, 

landing near the cage where Kengtavati is imprisoned. He asks what she has done wrong to be 

punished in this way and she explains her predicament. The Bodhisatta also tells the story of his 

life as a beggar in Palanasi, how the yakkha offered him the magical kampala cloth, of his 

journey to Uktamathani, his evil-minded father-in-law who stole the cloth, the magic bark from 

the kapok tree, the king and his ministers all being transformed into monkeys, and his journey 

with his wife Cantavati to the cage where Kengtavati is now imprisoned. As heavy footsteps 

signal the arrival of the man-eating yakkha, the Bodhisatta and his wife enter the cage with her. 

The yakkha first thinks that it has been provided with extra portions for its meal, but then it 

recognises the Bodhisatta and is unable to speak or move due to the power of his practice of the 

recollecton of the qualities of the Buddha. The Bodhisatta admonishes the terrified yakkha and 

threatens to cut off its head with his sword, but when it bows to him, he has compassion for it 

and the yakkha vows never to eat humans again and to keep the five precepts for the rest of its 

life. The Bodhisatta leads the yakkha to take refuge in the Buddha, Dhamma and Sangha, and to 

observe the five precepts: to refrain from taking life, to refrain from stealing, to refrain from 

sexual misconduct, to refrain from wrong speech, and to refrain from alcohol. The yakkha’s 

fangs fall out and it bows three times, offers a magical gem to the Bodhisatta and then leaves to 

live in the forest. As day breaks and the king, his ministers and the queen go collect 

Kengtavati's remains for her funeral, they are delighted to meet her together with the Bodhisatta 

and Cantavati on the outskirts of the city. She recounts the story of her rescue and of the 

Bodhisatta from his time as a beggar in Palanasi to his adventures in Uktamathani and then his 

arrival at the cage where she was imprisoned the previous evening. The king pays respect and 

lavishly rewards the Bodhisatta; a great festival is held, and the Bodhisatta and Cantavati are 

invited to rule the kingdom. Kengtavati also marries the Bodhisatta, who shares the magical 

bark with everyone in Palanasi and those who are virtuous are rejuvenated. For those who are 

evil-minded and do not keep the five precepts, and who do not respect their parents and 

religious teachers and elders, the Buddha Dhamma or virtuous monks, the bark has no effect. 

The Bodhisatta has loving kindness for all who are beggars and face hardships. He throws the 

magical gem into the sky, which causes a great rain of gold and silver to fall, piling up as high 

as the city walls, and is generous to everyone, so that they all became wealthy. They keep the 

precepts, practise generosity and the Buddhist path, and the city prospers, and their lifespans 

increase to 1,000 years. After ruling the kindgom together with his wives, the Bodhisatta goes to 

a heavenly realm. He and his wives are reborn many times in the three worlds, until he becomes 

the Buddha. Sukta Sangkahe, the king of Palanasi, becomes Upali Mahathera; his queen 

becomes Visakha; the yakkha, who the Bodhisatta taught, becomes a sotapanna and then after 

many lifetimes becomes Angkulimala Thera; the evil-minded king of Uktamathani, who turned 

into a monkey, becomes Devadatta; Cantavati, the princess of Uktamathani, accompanies the 
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Bodhisatta through many lifetimes, and becomes Yasodhara; Kengtavati, the princess of 

Palanasi, becomes Uppalavanna Mahatheri, the leading female disciple of the Buddha; the many 

other people, male and female, young and old, became the assemblies of the Buddha and were 

never forgotten by the Bodhisatta over many lifetimes, until he became the Fully-Enlightened 

Buddha. 

 

 

1.5 Structure of the thesis 
The thesis contains six chapters and four appendices each contributing to an understanding of 

the Pukthanusati text and the manuscript culture within which it is found. The remaining 

chapters and appendices are as follows: 

The second chapter introduces the Tai Nuea Lik manuscript culture as found in Mueang 

Sing, drawing heavily upon data from the village of Ban Silihueang. It describes the distinct 

roles of the Lik and Tham orthographies, current scribal activity and scribal vocation and 

training, Lik manuscript production, manuscript uses and functions, and the contents of 

manuscripts with a focus on their typology and main themes, structures, prosody, literary 

devices, scribal contributions to the text such as emendations, asides, errors and corrections, 

embellishments and illustrations, and their extensive colophons. 

The third chapter examines the dialect spoken in Ban Silihueang village by second 

generation descendants of immigrants from Moeng Ka, China, with a special emphasis on 

phonological aspects of language use in the recitation of Lik manuscript literature and the 

historical context of its phonemes as well as Burmese and Indic forms occurring as loanwords. 

The chapter begins with an overview of the Tai language family, the historical dispersion of the 

languages and their classification, and the sub-classification of Tai Nuea within the Central 

Southwestern Tai branch, and then outlines the Tai tonal system, including tonal development 

and the analysis of tonal systems in modern dialects, followed by detailed descriptions of the 

tonal system of Tai Nuea (Moeng Ka) speakers in Mueang Sing, tonal adaptation in manuscript 

recitation, tonal irregularities, and tones used on loanwords. It then describes the historical 

phonemics of consonants, consonant clusters and vowels in the dialect studied, using Li (1977) 

as a reference for the correspondence of initial consonants to reconstructed Proto-Tai initials, 

and Central Thai and Lao for vowel sounds. The focus on diachronic information placing 

phonemes in historical context, goes beyond a simpler phonemic inventory of the spoken 

language and allows an appreciation of the depth of historical information retained despite 

many sound mergers and coalescences. The focus on manuscript literature and recitation also 

differs from the majority of Tai linguistic studies which are primarily interested in spoken 

dialects. 
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The fourth chapter examines the Lik Tho Ngok orthography within its historical context as one 

of a number of Lik writing systems used by closely related Tai groups, providing an overview 

of the historical development of the Lik orthography, including possible prototypes and 

phonological influences, and examines early examples of the Lik script. It then focuses on Lik 

orthographies in use today, including their geographical spread, the twentieth century reforms of 

some traditional orthographies, and the question of orthographic depth. The Lik Tho Ngok 

orthography as found in the manuscript studied is described in detail, with additional reference 

to related nineteenth century manuscripts mostly written in Moeng Ka and Moeng Lo, to current 

usage by scribes in Mueang Sing, and to the reformed Tai Le font used in the Dehong Dai and 

Jingpo Autonomous Prefecture. Tables and accompanying notes illustrate the inventories of 

consonant and vowel glyphs, consonant clusters, ligatures and special orthographic forms, 

indeterminate use of subscripts and superscripts, numerals, punctuation, and the Tai Nuea 

spelling system. 

 The fifth chapter presents the Pukthanusati manuscript text in phonemic transcription and 

in English translation, both of which are annotated and numbered for ease of reference with the 

manuscript images in Appendix D. The transcription also indicates the rhyming structure of the 

text, whereas the annotated translation prioritises the interpretation of meaning and 

contextualization and preserves a number of features to illustrate Tai Nuea usage of Buddhist 

terms, epithets and synonyms, onomatopoeic terms, formulaic particles and certain loanwords 

rather than the use of English equivalents even when this appears cumbersome in translation. 

The interpretation of the text presented in the transcription and translation is largely based upon 

close collaboration with a single local scribe, Ho Nam Vong, although a number of other 

scribes, scholars and written resources were consulted. 

 Finally, the sixth chapter concludes the study with an overall summary of findings and 

suggestions for further research. 

The four appendices to the thesis provide a list of Lik manuscript titles in Mueang Sing, a 

glossary of manuscript terminology, a glossary of the approximately 3,500 terms found in the 

manuscript, and directly digitised images of the manuscript studied. 
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2 Manuscript culture 
 

 

 

2.1 Introduction 
This chapter examines Tai Nuea Lik manuscript culture in Mueang Sing by drawing heavily 

upon data from the village of Ban Silihueang. As such, it does not aim to represent Tai Nuea 

manuscript culture as a whole, which covers a much broader area including parts of Yunnan 

province in southwestern China and the Shan and Kachin States in Myanmar, where scribal 

practices and manuscript uses and functions may differ. Further research is required to know the 

extent to which ‘Tai Nuea manuscript culture’ can be viewed as homogeneous and to reveal the 

historical influences upon it and upon the texts themselves.  

 Focusing upon Lik manuscripts highlights the relationship between the Lik and Tham 

orthographies used by Tai Nuea scribes in Mueang Sing, and between lay and monastic 

manuscript cultures. Reference is made to this context and to differences in use between the two 

scripts, but Tham manuscripts and monastic scribal practices in general are beyond the scope of 

the present study and deserve further attention. Tai Nuea Lik manuscript culture in Mueang 

Sing is the preserve of the lay community rather than monastics. It is maintained by a small 

number of men who undertake the scribal vocation after leaving the monkhood and by lay 

families who commission the copying of texts which are recited to audiences in homes and in 

the local temple. The commonly recited texts blend orality with writing and are intended to be 

recited aloud and to be listened to by audiences, rather than to be silently read and studied.34  

The discussion here relies heavily upon the scribal tradition and manuscript recitation, and an 

understanding from the audience’s perspective, which is undergoing rapid change in the face of 

modernisation and access to modern media, would enhance overall understanding of the 

manuscript culture. 

The following Section 2.2 provides an overview of the Lik Tai Nuea scribal tradition in 

Mueang Sing, northwestern Laos, the distinct roles of the Lik and Tham orthographies, current 

scribal activity and scribal vocation and training. Section 2.3 examines Lik manuscript 

production, including the process of commissioning a new manuscript, the materials used, 

manuscript formats, the copying of the text and binding and finalising the manuscript. Section 

2.4 then examines manuscript uses and functions, including the initial offering and recitation of 

a new manuscript, regular recitation during the rainy season, specific functions which are 

                                                        
34 This is to the extent that scribes struggle to read texts silently, since the rhythm of the recited text is an 

essential support in determining the meaning. 
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assigned to certain manuscripts, and their custodianship and storage. Section 2.5 discusses the 

contents of Lik Tai Nuea manuscripts in Mueang Sing: their typology and main themes, their 

structures, prosody, literary devices, scribal contributions to the text such as emendations, 

asides, errors and corrections, embellishments and illustrations, and their extensive colophons. 

The main findings of the chapter are then summarised in the final Section 2.6. 

 

 

2.2 The Lik Tai Nuea scribal tradition 
The following discussion of the Lik and Tham manuscript traditions, current scribal activity, 

and scribal vocation and training is primarily based on data from Ban Silihueang, a single Tai 

Nuea village in Mueang Sing, with limited reference to neighbouring Tai Nuea villages and 

related villages in China. Further research over a much broader geographical area, beyond the 

scope of this study, would be required to gain a fuller understand of the variety of practices 

within the Lik Tai Nuea scribal tradition. 

 

2.2.1 The Lik and Tham manuscript traditions 

Almost all Lik scribes are lay men who learnt the Tham script in temples while previously 

ordained as monks or novices.35 The Lik script, however, is not taught in temples in Mueang 

Sing36 and training to read or to become a scribe happens informally for the small number who 

take up the now part-time vocation after disrobing. This distinct lay scribal tradition is a 

distinguishing feature of Lik manuscript culture37 in comparison to the related Tham traditions 

in Laos, Northern Thailand and the Xishuangbanna Dai Autonomous Prefecture in Yunnan (and 

to the mainstream Burmese, Cambodian, and Thai manuscript traditions), for which the copying 

                                                        
35 There is only one female scribe within living memory in Mueang Sing (see 2.2.3 below). 
36 The separation of Tham and Lik training has existed within living memory in Mueang Sing but appears 

to be less rigid amongst some Tai Nuea communities in China. Given current data, it is not possible to 

determine how old this tradition is, but the distinct features of the Lik and Tham texts and scribal 

practices indicate that it is unlikely to be a recent innovation in Mueang Sing. It is possible that the more 

flexible situation currently found in China may be in response to the loss of scribal and manuscript 

resources during the Cultural Revolution. For the Shan, who do not have a Tham/Lik division, the Lik 

orthography is learnt in the temple, although training in recitation is usually amongst lay scribes after 

disrobing (Crosby and Khur-Yearn 2010: 6-7). 
37 It should be noted, however, that Shan monks are active as Lik scribes, again because of the absence of 

separate scribal traditions as for Tai Nuea Tham and Lik scripts.  
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of texts and their recitation is largely founded in monastic training and where the manuscripts 

are usually stored in temple repositories.38  

 As discussed in 1.2 above, this may be the result of two separate transmissions of Buddhist 

texts to the Tai Nuea, the first of which were copied using the vernacular Lik orthography 

which was already in use, and the second together with the later adoption of the Tham 

orthography. In Mueang Sing, this has resulted in two parallel orthographic traditions for the 

Tai Nuea, with the majority of Tham manuscripts copied by monks (largely on ce3 saa5 or 

mulberry paper but also on vaɰ1 laan4 or palm-leaf) and stored in temples, and Lik manuscripts 

copied by lay scribes (on mulberry paper alone) and stored in homes. About a third of Lik texts 

in lay homes are also found in Tham script versions in local temples. The Tham script is also 

used in homes, where it is restricted to works such as astrological treatises or hu5laa4, almanacs 

or paa2kaa2tɤn4, teachings on moral conduct and its results in future lives such as xo4 saam5 

can6, tam1naan4 faʔ4yaa4 ʔin1, tam1naan4 faʔ4yaa4 tham4, fum4maʔ1cat4 (also fum4maʔ1lok4), and 

um2vaat4san5ten4, local chronicles such as tam1naan4 faʔ6 siŋ5 loŋ5 ceŋ4 may2 and tam1naan4 

thaat4 loŋ5 ceŋ4 tɯm4, legal treatises such as mun4laʔ1kan4trai4, maʔ1ho5saa5thaa5, teachings on 

conduct such as pu2 sɔn5 laan5 and fo5 kɛw3 me4 sɛŋ5, on rituals such as kam4 kaaw2 taan4, 

medical treatises or caam4 yaa1, meditation manuals or kam1ma1thaan5, and ye4 loŋ5, a small 

booklet placed around the neck of a corpse to facilitate entry into the heavenly realms. 

 The Preservation of Lao Manuscripts Programme catalogued a total of 824 manuscripts in 

the five Tai Nuea villages around Mueang Sing during its survey in 1997, of which 52 per cent 

were held in temples and 48 per cent in lay homes. Overall, approximately ninety per cent were 

written on mulberry paper and ten per cent on palm-leaf, with those on palm-leaf being entirely 

in temple collections.39 Almost all manuscripts in temple collections were also in the Tham 

script, with only 10 out of 431 written in the Lik script, whereas in lay homes two thirds of texts 

were written in the Lik script and one third in the Tham script.40 

 The use of two scripts is not in itself unusual. Lorrillard (2009: 42-45) examines the 

development of ‘religious and secular scripts’ in Laos (i.e. Tham and what is now the Lao 

Buhan script) and similar uses of more than one script have occurred in the past in Sukhothai 

(Khmer and Fak Kham) and in northern Thailand (Tham and Thai Nithet). However, the 

                                                        
38 Some former monks trained in the Tham script do also continue scribal practice after disrobing, but it is 

rare to take up the practice as a layman. 
39 Only one palm-leaf manuscript, and exceptional illustrated Nammatak text, was found in a lay home. 
40 Data from analysis of hard copies of PLMP survey data sheets stored at the National Library of Laos. 
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contrast here is more complex than religious versus secular, or even monastic versus lay,41 since 

the Lik literature is largely religious in content and conversely it is the more secular subjects 

which are written in the Tham script in the lay scribal tradition. The Tai Nuea themselves do not 

distinguish manuscript content in such terms and most texts which are found in both Tham and 

Lik versions share very similar content, although occasionally with differences in title, such as 

mɔn4 tham4 (in Lik script) and maʔ1haa5mun4laʔ1ni1paan2naʔ1sut2 (in Tham script), with the 

former having five sections and the latter only three by combining some of those in the Lik 

version.42 

 Scribes in Mueang Sing are generally literate in the Tham, Lik and Lao scripts, with the 

Lao script preferred for everyday use (or Tham by the older generation), since their 

orthographies are less ambiguous than the Lik and more suited to writing general information 

such as names, etc.43 The Lao script as taught in local schools is the most widely used by the Tai 

Nuea and other ethnic groups in Mueang Sing, and the younger generation seeks additional 

literacy in English or Chinese in preference to the Lik orthography, although Tai Nuea remains 

widely spoken at village level. 

 

2.2.2 Current scribal activity in Mueang Sing 

In Ban Silihueang village there are currently two Lik scribes,44 neither of which are very active 

in copying texts. In some years none are copied, while in others a single new manuscript might 

be produced. In addition to these two scribes, who also recite the texts regularly throughout the 

rainy season retreat period, there are seven other men who can recite in the temple or in homes, 

and a few others who can read, but not sufficiently to recite publicly. The situation is similar in 

the four other Tai Nuea villages around Mueang Sing: in Ban Pa Toy village (officially Ban 

Nyang Kham), there are also two scribes, producing one manuscript per year on average, while 
                                                        
41 The relationship between monastics and laity in Tai Nuea communities and the role of monastics in Tai 

Nuea manuscript culture deserve further examination, but are beyond the scope of the current study.  

In the Lik manuscript tradition in Mueang Sing, the role of monks is mostly limited to receiving the 

newly-offered manuscripts on behalf of the Buddha and providing the related blessing, thereby 

facilitating the accrual of associated merit. In general, the low profile of monastics is striking in 

comparison to other Theravāda cultures, where reverence for monks can be extreme and they are at the 

centre of all religious events within the monastery and by invitation within lay homes. 
42 See 2.5.1 below for a typology of Lik manuscripts by content and further comparison to Tham, and 

Appendix A for a list of titles of Lik texts in Mueang Sing. 
43 See 4.4.4 below for a discussion of orthographic depth and the suitability of the unreformed Lik scripts 

for general use. 
44 In each village the number of Tham scribes, who learnt the Tham orthography as novices and later 

disrobed, is far greater than Lik scribes. 
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in Ban Thong May village there are two scribes, in Ban Nam Kaew Luang village there are 

three, and in Ban Kum village there are two, but none of the latter are active. Of the eleven 

scribes, six are described as ‘young’ (i.e. 40-50 years of age), while others are significantly 

older, and at least three scribes have passed away in the last decade. Within living memory there 

were reportedly twice the present number of scribes and reciters of Lik manuscripts, and there is 

currently no transmission to the younger generation and very few younger people who are 

trying to read by themselves.45  

 This decline in manuscript culture is found throughout Southeast Asia, and local Tai Nuea 

scribes project that the survival of the Lik manuscript tradition is unlikely beyond one more 

generation. Clearly, the Tai Nuea scribal tradition has always been the preserve of a minority 

who became literate in the Lik script and undertook specialised training, and in fact the number 

of current scribes, although reduced by an estimated fifty per cent, does not differ greatly to one 

or two generations ago but those that remain are much less active. As Crosby and Khur-Yearn 

(2010: 11) observe for the Shan in Mae Hong Son, it is not the age of the scribes which is of 

concern in itself, but the absence of a younger generation of trainees. In Mueang Sing, scribal 

inactivity is generally attributed to a lack of sponsors rather than competent scribes, which in 

turn may be broadly attributed to the demise of local cultures in the face of modernisation and 

globalisation46 and specifically to the appeal of TV soap operas and video culture, whereas a 

generation ago these alternatives to manuscript culture were unavailable. Within living memory, 

a number of scribes were able to make a living from the copying of Lik texts in Mueang Sing, 

but this is no longer possible.47 

 

 

                                                        
45 Tham manuscripts are still produced by monks and novices in local temples, although their quality has 

declined due to lack of training. More copies of Tham manuscripts are made in the temple than in lay 

homes due to different customs regarding their use. For example, the maʔ1haa5mun4laʔ1ni1paan2naʔ1sut2/ 

mɔn4 tham4 text that is used when someone dies can be read from an existing copy in the family in its Lik 

form, but a new copy must be made on each occasion if the Tham form is to be used. 
46 The situation is similar for palm-leaf manuscripts, with only one lay person still able to inscribe them 

in all five Tai Nuea villages around Mueang Sing, and production in temples also in decline. Positive 

signs for the survival of the Lik manuscript traditions elsewhere are due to organised efforts to maintain 

and promote them, such as a group set up in 2005 to train scribes Mae Hong Son (Crosby and Khur-

Yearn 2010: 11) or the annual Lik Loung conferences held in Shan State under the leadership of Ven. 

Khammai Dhammasami (see www.tailikloung.org). 
47 Crosby and Khur-Yearn (2010:10-11) also found that the full-time profession of zare is no longer 

viable in Shan communities in Mae Hong Son. 
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2.2.3 Scribal vocation and training 

As mentioned above, almost all pu2 mo5 tɛm3 or lay scribes are former monks. In Mueang Sing 

the late Me Thaw Saeng Coy, who passed away in 1998 at the age of 81, is the only known 

female scribe. She had learnt the Lik orthography from her father, and also taught, including 

one of the two current scribes in Ban Silihueang village.48 Most Lik scribes, however, first 

become literate in the Tham orthography through lessons provided for novices in the local 

temple, and only begin to study the Lik orthography after disrobing, since it is not generally 

taught in the temple.49 

 Someone wishing to learn will typically visit the house of an experienced scribe after the 

evening meal and present a tray of offerings of money, incense, candles and bananas, and the 

scribe then invokes his own teachers (hek4 xu4) and the su5laʔ1saa5ti2 or kaay4 xam4 spirits who 

assist in learning scribal practices by staying close by and explaining what is not understood. 

The invocation of the su5laʔ1saa5ti2 spirits50 (from Skt sarasvatī, the goddess of learning, 

possibly via B သူရဿတီ) is an important element not only in the formation of a scribe, but also 

has different versions which are used in other skilled professions such carpentry, building or 

goldworking. For scribal practices, there are two forms:51 su5laʔ1saa5ti2 12 naaŋ4 or su5laʔ1saa5ti2 

32 naaŋ4 (also called kaay4 xam4 ‘golden water buffalo’). Someone beginning a scribal vocation 

will normally be initiated in one of these, involving the ingestion of water and balls of glutinous 

rice over a period of 12 or 32 days and which have been imbued with special properties through 

the recitation of specific verses, and following which there are prohibitions on the consumption 

of buffalo meat and dog meat. The reported effects are enhanced learning and memorisation 

skills, and the ability to invoke the su5laʔ1saa5ti2 spirits to assist when facing a problem, whereas 
                                                        
48 There is no prohibition against female scribes, but local scribes in Mueang Sing were not aware of any 

in Jinggu either. Female scribes are also rare in Shan State, although one of the six classical zare, Nang 

Kham Ku (1853-1918), was a woman who learnt from her father. Seven out of the 63 scribes interviewed 

in Mae Hong Son by Crosby and Khur-Yearn (2010: 6-9) were female. 
49 Some scribes do learn while still in robes by visiting a lay scribe in his home, although this is rare. 
50 Crosby and Khur-Yearn (2010: 9) mention surasati and hap khu as similar empowerments to improve 

the ability of Shan zare in reading, composing and memorising texts, with the surasati ritual also 

involving ingestion, in the form of water-dissolved ashes of burned magical charts. 
51 The relationship between the su5laʔ1saa5ti2 12 naaŋ4, su5laʔ1saa5ti2 32 naaŋ4 and kaay4 xam4 initiations 

is unclear. Some scribes see them as three different kinds of su5laʔ1saa5ti2, while some equate 

su5laʔ1saa5ti2 32 naaŋ4 with kaay4 xam4, and a Tham script su5laʔ1saa5ti2 text also mentions 33 naaŋ4.  

A separate initiation, ʔo6 tham4, is also used to help with learning and memorisation. 
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conversely those who try to learn the Lik scribal practices without these initiations are 

unsuccessful. The kaay4 xam4 text contains verses in which the paper, pen and ink are 

personified and together with the scribe are seen as four people who collaborate to copy the text. 

Each time before copying a Lik text, an initiated scribe will prepare offerings and invoke his 

teachers (hek4 xu4) and the su5laʔ1saa5ti2 spirits for the success of the work. These 

empowerments were very popular in the past, but there is now only one person remaining in the 

five Tai Nuea villages in Mueang Sing who can perform the kaay4 xam4 initiation, and only one 

known text. Passages such as the following are often added by the scribe at the beginning of a 

manuscript or at the end of its main sections: 

 

O soft and fine woven fibres of the mulberry paper folios, the good little pen that I write with, 

and the good black ink that I put in place upon the white fibres! Each day I take the pen in my 

hands and write the jewel thread of words known by heart, placing them in the colophon 

declaring the offering and also in the text. These three together with myself make four. May 

we be as close siblings, and if we are separated for some time, may we seek to be together 

[again]! These three should descend52 to be united with me, to encircle, conjoined and 

interwoven, nestled together to speak [to me]! 

 

Whereas literacy in the Tham orthography is taught in a systematic way by learning the letters 

of the alphabet and how to combine them, etc., the Lik orthography is taught by simply 

beginning to read a manuscript (often the colophons, which are generally easer to understand) 

under the personal guidance of an experienced scribe.53 Trainees learn to recite the texts aloud, 

with the rhyming structures and appropriate adaptations of tone and vowel sounds, etc. (see 

3.3.5 and 3.4.3.7 below) at the same time as learning the orthography, and those with sufficient 

aptitude progress to gradually learn the art of copying texts and other aspects of scribal practice 

such as making emendations, scribal asides, the composition of colophons (see 2.5.5 and 2.5.6 

below), and the binding and finishing of the manuscript (see 2.3.5 below). Mastering the 

complexity of the literary form, with its rhyming system, frequent use of loanwords and 

epithets, etc. is challenging even for a native speaker and requires considerable dedication.  

The main colophon or lik4 vaak2 (see 2.5.6.3 below) is generally more demanding of a scribal 

skills given its importance to the offering of the manuscript and the need for a new composition 

praising the qualities of the sponsors.  
                                                        
52 The term ‘descend’ in the final sentence above refers not only to taking down the paper, pen and ink to 

begin writing, but also to the sulasati spirits who descend to stay close to the scribe and guide his work. 
53 For example, there is no given order for the Lik consonants in Mueang Sing, and experienced local 

scribes struggle to provide a complete list of them. In contrast, this could easily be done for the Tham 

script, which has many more consonants than Lik. 
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The following brief biography of one of the two active scribes in Ban Silihueang village also 

illustrates some of the challenges to the transmission of the scribal culture during the twentieth 

century. Similar difficulties have been encountered in Shan State, and even more so in China, 

where transmission to a generation of scribes was lost due to the cultural devastation of the 

Great Leap Forward and the Cultural Revolution. 

 

Ho Nam Vong’s paternal grandfather migrated from Man Yong village in Moeng Ka, Yunnan, 

to Mueang Sing in the mid-1930s due to social unrest and large-scale banditry, and to 

difficulties raising his ten children following a rift in the family. His father was eight years old 

when they arrived in Mueang Sing, where five of the siblings died due to poverty and those 

surviving were given to other families to raise.54 Ho Nam Vong’s mother arrived in Mueang 

Sing in an earlier wave of migration from Mueang Ka, and he was born in Ban Silihueang 

village, a few kilometres outside of Mueang Sing district centre in 1952.  

 He became a novice in the local temple at the age of eight and learnt the Tham script for 

which there were lessons for all novices. During his time in the temple he did not receive any 

training in Lik orthography, but picked up a little from his father,55 who recited Lik texts, and 

by watching others. He progressed quickly due to the personal tuition of a monk teacher in 

both the Tham and Lao scripts, and even started to teach while still a novice from around the 

age of 12 or 13. When learning the Tham script, he learnt the consonants and vowels first and 

then also how to tet4 or recite, using texts such as se5thi5 sɔŋ5 xaw3, paa1laʔ1mi2, and 

maʔ1haa5mun4laʔ1ni1paan2naʔ1sut2. He continued to teach, and when he disrobed at the age of 

14 he received the tile ho5 which signifies that he had spent time as a novice. He did not want 

to disrobe, but at that time Mueang Sing was evacuated due to the ongoing military conflict 

and everyone went to stay in Ban Nam Tuy in neighbouring Bokeo province where he went to 

school for a few years.  

 When they fled to Bokeo, they took a few manuscripts with them, and after the evening 

meal they would listen to recitations and help each other to read, but it was only after they 

were eventually able to return to his home village in 1975 that he started to learn the Lik 

orthography with the one remaining elderly scribe in the village.  

 He has since held several minor positions in local village government, and was the leader 

of trade in the village for many years before making a living by growing rice and vegetables, 

making alcohol, and selling xaw3 sɔy4 rice noodles in Mueang Sing market. He continues to 

copy texts for sponsors and to recite regularly in the temple during the rainy season retreat 

period. 

 

 

                                                        
54 The eldest sibling migrated to Kengtung rather than Mueang Sing. 
55 Ho Nam Vong’s father passed away from illness when he had been a novice for one or two years. 
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2.3 Lik manuscript production 
 

2.3.1 Commissioning the production of a new manuscript 

The process of manuscript production begins with the decision of family members to offer a 

manuscript to make merit for themselves and for departed relatives. There is usually one main 

sponsor or kaw6 saa5thaa2 who is often the male head of the household,56 but it is very important 

that all family members are in agreement, and the copying and day of offering the new 

manuscript are usually planned well in advance, depending upon the occasion. Others joining in 

the offering in addition to the main sponsors are known as fu3 hɔm4 taan4 or saa5thaa2 hɔm4 

taan4. 

The most auspicious time for offering is the final day of the annual rainy season retreat 

period or ʔɔk2 faa1saa4, the full moon on the fifteenth day of the lunar cycle usually falling in the 

month of October. However, any of the other fifteenth days of the lunar cycle during the three-

month retreat period is also considered auspicious, and other times of the year are acceptable if 

necessary, such as when relatives visiting from overseas have a limited travel schedule. Due to 

the difficulty of writing on the mulberry paper when there is high humidity, texts are usually 

copied before the rainy season and then kept until the time of offering. 

To begin the process, the sponsors go to see the scribe or pu2 mo5 tɛm3 to see if he has time 

to copy a text (depending upon its size too) and to arrange the timeframe. An ‘offering in 

veneration of the text’ or ŋɤn4 pu2caa2 lik4 is also agreed upon, decided by the scribe depending 

upon the number and size of the pages and to be paid to him upon completion.57 The scribe will 

often join in the offering (and resulting merit) together with the sponsor. The text to be copied is 

chosen by the sponsor, who asks the owner for permission to borrow the manuscript for a period 

of several months. The owner is often in another village, since there is more value in copying a 

text which is not yet available in one’s own village but which is known to be good for an 

audience to listen to (such as ʔo3 pep4 saam5lo4) and the loan is usually agreed with a great deal 

of trust and rejoicing because the owner will share in the merit. However, the verses of 

                                                        
56 The sponsor is also called fu3 saaŋ3 taan4, or caw3 saa5thaa2 (fu3 saaŋ3) in the case that a single person is 

making the offering. 
57 A typical payment was about 5,000 LAK (60 US cents) per page in 2016. Payment is also made to 

monks or novices for the copying if a text, as with lay scribes. 
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dedication (see 2.5.6.3 below) do not mention the exemplar or its owner, even when joining in 

making a contribution to the offering, and no payment is made for the loan.58 

 

2.3.2 Mulberry paper as writing support 

The next stage is for the scribe to obtain mulberry paper or ce3 saa5 on which to copy the text.  

In Mueang Sing, every village still produces mulberry paper for manuscript use (see Figure 2-1 

below). In the past this was mostly done by monks and novices in village temples and while this 

has now ceased a number of lay people continue to produce paper at their homes. The paper can 

be made at any time in year, but it needs to dry in the sun and is therefore not generally made 

during the rainy season. Bark from the paper mulberry tree Broussonetia papyrifera (Moraceae) 

or naŋ5 saa5 was formerly harvested from trees growing naturally near villages, but this is no 

longer possible as the land is now used to cultivate other crops and the dried bark now comes 

from Vietnam (considered very good quality) or from the Akha people who live in the hills of 

Luang Nam Tha province where Mueang Sing is located. 

The dried bark is first soaked in water and then boiled for many hours (depending upon the 

quality of the bark) together with ashes from a charcoal fire, and after rinsing clean, the softened 

bark is beaten with a special wooden mallet or xɔn6 thup1 saa5 to further break down the fibres. 

Water is squeezed out of the resulting pulp and measured amounts (for the intended size and 

thickness of the paper) further broken down and mixed with water using a toothed may6 faat2 

saa5 before being spread in a wooden frame with a cloth base or pɤŋ1 ce3 saa5 which itself sits in 

a shallow bath of water. The frame is then carefully raised out of the water to dry, first 

horizontally and then in a more upright position in the sun, and when nearly dry, the paper is 

polished with the base of a drinking glass or a smooth rounded stone to improve the writing 

surface. 

 

 
  

                                                        
58 In addition to this traditional process, in recent years a number of the texts digitised during the author’s 

research visits to related Tai Nuea communities in Yunnan and Myanmar were later printed on A3 paper 

and shared with interested scribes in Mueang Sing to be copied into manuscript format. 
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Figure 2-1: Mulberry paper production 

 
1. Dried bark of the             
paper mulberry tree 

 
2. Softened bark after             
soaking and boiling 

 
3. Beating to further break 

down the fibres 

 

4. Using a may6 faat2 saa5        
to mix with water  

 

5. Spreading in the pɤŋ1 ce3 saa5   
frame in a bath of water 

 
6. Raising the frame                 

to drain water 

 
7. Drying in a more upright                  

position in the sun 

 
8. Paper size for bound 

manuscripts 

 
9. Paper size for leporello 

manuscripts  

 

Mulberry paper production was kindly demonstrated by Nan Tham Pannya (seen in Image 8) 
of Ban Silihueang village, Mueang Sing. Sheets used for leporello-style manuscripts (Image 9) 
are made in much larger frames. Photographs by David Wharton. 
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2.3.3 Manuscript formats 

The most common manuscript format is a bound volume with the spine at the head of the 

folio,59 while leporello-style folded volumes or paap1 lan2 are quite rare among the Tai Nuea  

(in contrast to Shan manuscripts,60 where leporello is the usual format). For the bound style, 

large sheets of paper are folded into two to prevent ink from seeping through, with each folded 

sheet counted as one folio or vaɰ1, and the written recto and verso on the outer pages (i.e. 

nothing is written inside the folded sheet). After writing, the short edges at the head of the folios 

are sewn together with the folds on the longer right hand edges, or alternatively the long edges 

may be bound with cotton thread along the head of the manuscript with the folds at the bottom 

of each folio.61 The largest bound volumes may contain over 200 folios or 400 pages of written 

text, with typical dimensions for this format ranging from 30 to 60 cm in height and 25 to 40 cm 

in width, while smaller meditation manuals, etc. (written in Tham script) may be only 10 cm in 

height and 20 cm in width. The manuscript studied here is 53.5 cm in height and 36.5 cm in 

width, and has 39 folios, 36 of which contain the main text and colophon. Leporello-style books 

are also made by glueing sheets of more rigid paper together, with typical dimensions of 

approximately 10-17 cm in height and 35-45 cm in width. 

 

Figure 2-2: Manuscript formats 

 
A 

 
B 

 
C 

                                    
                                   A: Bound manuscript in portrait format 
                                   B: Bound manuscript in landscape format 
                                   C: Leporello-style manuscript 

 

 

                                                        
59 There is no Tai Nuea term for this kind of Lik manuscript in Mueang Sing, although Tai Nuea Tham 

manuscripts in this format called paap1 yuŋ6, and they are paap1 laay4 in Shan. 

60 Terwiel and Khamdaengyodtai (2003:17-28) describe Shan material writing culture, including these 

leporello-style manuscripts. 
61 This latter format is used for smaller manuscripts such as meditation manuals, but is also found in 

larger nineteenth century manuscripts brought to Mueang Sing from Yunnan. 
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2.3.4 Copying the text 

When the paper has been prepared (and glued in the case of leporello-style folding 

manuscripts), bounding lines to guide the justification of the text block and margins and for the 

lines of text are ruled on the pages in pencil, with the Lik Tho Ngok script written below the 

line rather than above. The traditional writing implement or pit3 xen5 is fashioned from a reed 

known as ton3 pit3 (genus unknown), but other improvised dip pens with metal nibs are now 

also used. Ink brushes or brush pens made from animal 

hair, known as piʔ6, were also used in China and their 

distinctive style can be recognised in nineteenth century 

manuscripts. They were used more rarely in the twentieth 

century, although until the widespread introduction of 

modern writing implements piʔ6 continued to be used by 

the Tai Nuea as a general term for ‘pen,’ now replaced by 

pik2 (from ‘Bic’) or paa2kaa2 (from ‘Parker’). Similarly, 

traditional inks used to be made locally from a mixture of 

soot and bile, but Chinese ‘Chengdu’ inks are now the 

preferred writing substance.  

 The text is copied onto the loose folios of paper before 

binding the manuscript and its cover, with numerals or 

written numbers used for foliation on the verso of folios (see 

4.5.8.2 below). A number of ritual practices and offerings 

accompany the copying process,62 during which the scribe, 

paper, pen and ink are seen as four ‘people’ who contribute 

to its success. Before staring to write, the scribe prepares a 

tray with offerings of candles, incense and flowers or leaves 

and invokes his teachers (hek4 xu4) and the su5laʔ1saa5ti2 spirits (see 2.2.3 above) to assist in the 

copying so that it will be correct. This is repeated each time before re-commencing work. When 

the copying of the text is completed, the scribe then writes the main colophon or lik4 vaak2 (see 

2.5.6.3 below) which is newly composed for each manuscript. 

 

 

62 The most common terms used for ‘to copy’ or ‘to write’ are tɛm3 and thut2 (B ထုုတ္), but a number of 

others are found in the manuscript studied, such as le4 (B ေရး) and liʔ1xiʔ3taa2 (P likhita, from which the 

word lik4 is probably derived) 

    reed pen             brush 

 

Figure 2-3: Reed pen, Chinese ink 
and bundled ton pit reeds 

Figure 2-4: Reed pen and brush 
pen strokes 
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2.3.5 Binding and finalising the manuscript 

When the main text and colophon of the newly-commissioned manuscript are written, the 

separate folios are bound together (often including a cloth cover), or in the case of a leporello-

style folding manuscript the paper covers may be decorated and the edges coloured, to finalise 

the manuscript. The binding is done by the scribe, using cotton cord or may5 yaap1 along the 

head of the folios. A metal tool is used to make holes through the manuscript for binding, which 

can be very difficult depending upon the number of pages and thickness of paper. If cloth 

covers or sɤ3 lik4 (from sɤ3 ‘shirt, jacket’) are used, they are attached as part of the binding 

process, at both the front and back of the manuscript or only at the back in some cases.  

The back cloth covers are usually a little wider and longer than the manuscript folios, and are 

folded in to protect the edges of the folios when the manuscript is rolled. Covers are more 

common with larger manuscripts which are sometimes rolled for storage, and often have 

brightly coloured floral patterns, and an additional length of cotton cord or may5 maat1 lik4 is 

attached to these manuscripts to hold the rolled manuscript together. When the manuscript is 

completed, the sponsor offers the ŋɤn4 pu2caa2 lik4 or ‘payment in veneration of the text’ to the 

scribe, who then gives a blessing and the new copy is given to the sponsor. 

 
Figure 2-5: Manuscript binding and covers 

  

 

Back cover showing binding at head of  
manuscript, front page showing additional        
width of back cover, and rolled manuscript 
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Figure 2-5: Manuscript binding and covers (continued) 

                                                                    

 
  

 
Further examples of manuscripts with 
front and back cloth covers and of the 
decorated cover of a leporello-style 
folding manuscript 

 
 

 

2.4 Manuscript uses and functions 
The main reason for commissioning a new manuscript is to gain merit for one’s wellbeing in 

this and future lives. Although some manuscripts are assigned specific purposes and understood 

to be more effective in those cases, there is generally no hierarchy in terms of the merit that will 

be accrued through commissioning a new copy of one or another manuscript or through their 

recitation.63 Skill in interpreting the meaning of the texts is valued, but their copying and 

recitation takes place through faith and reverence for them as vehicles of Buddhist teachings 

rather than through a strong interest in the exegesis of their doctrinal components. Similarly, 

                                                        
63 Although this is generally the case, the mɔn4 tham4 and saaŋ2 nɔy6 texts specifically mention the merit 

to be accrued from copying them. The voy2san2 text is also considered to be of great merit, especially 

when associated with the sponsoring of the festival for its recitation. 
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while the personal reading or study of texts does occur, it is very rare in comparison to the 

recitation of texts to a gathered audience, either in a lay home or in the temple.  

 The contents of the texts are of great importance, however, since this is what maintains the 

interest of the audience by providing a balance of entertainment and Buddhist teachings in a 

format and language which differs considerably from everyday discourse and is poetically 

uplifting and yet is also accessible enough to be generally understood and followed.64 Again, the 

accrual of merit through listening to the recitation is an important factor in the participation of 

audiences and in fact imbues all aspects of Tai Nuea Buddhism, especially on the days of 

practice during the rainy season. 

 There is a general decline in manuscript use and attendance at recitations. Elderly people in 

Mueang Sing report, for example, that previously when the verses of dedication of a newly-

copied manuscript were read, the house would be so crowded that people also sat outside. While 

this is no longer the case,65 audience demographics have not changed greatly, and as in the past 

it is mostly villagers over 50 years of age, both male and female, who begin to attend the rainy 

season practice days and listen to manuscript recitations. Young lay women also go to the 

temple, where they take part in the offering of food to monastics and laity but rarely stay to 

listen to the recitation, although young lay men are unlikely to be seen. 

 

2.4.1 Manuscript recitation 

Unlike in neighbouring manuscript cultures, the recitation of Tai Nuea Lik texts is usually 

performed by two readers in unison.66 This is helpful to achieve a continuous recitation when 

one reader may pause briefly, but also requires additional skill to achieve a mellifluous sound, 

especially given the tonal adaptation which is a significant feature of the recitation (see 3.3.5 

below), and unless the readers are well coordinated one may occasionally use an adapted tone 

where the other does not. A number of terms are used for the ‘sound’ of the recitation, such as 

seŋ5 xɛŋ5 ‘hard sound,’ seŋ5 hɛŋ4 ‘strong sound,’ seŋ5 ʔɔn2 ‘soft sound,’ seŋ5 xɯn3 ‘rising 

sound,’ seŋ5 loŋ4 ‘falling sound,’ seŋ5 suŋ5 ‘high sound’ and seŋ5 tam2 ‘low sound’ which refer 

to qualities of the recitation rather than the tones of the dialect, for which there is no systematic 

description (see 3.5 below). Readers will usually decide together upon which style to use, so 

that neither voice is overly taxed during the long recitation. 

                                                        
64 The question of accessibility deserves more attention, but is beyond the scope of this study. See 2.5.4 

below for a limited discussion of the inaccessibility of loanwords and other language use in Lik 

manuscripts. 
65 Scribes report that manuscript recitation in homes is now largely seen as a social occasion to gather and 

to talk and drink, and that attention to the contents of the texts is very limited. 
66 Recitation by two readers only occurs for Lik texts and not for Tham. 
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Reciting a text is also challenging due to the ambiguity of the Lik Tho Ngok orthography and 

lack of tone markers (see 4.4.4 below), which requires readers to interpret the written word 

based on an understanding of its context within the story. As a result, those reciting must be 

familiar with the story and have at least partly memorised difficult sections. While some 

phonological features of manuscript recitation such as prosody and the adaptation of tone and 

vowel sounds are examined in 2.5.3 and in 3.3.5 and 3.4.3.7 below, other oral/aural dimensions 

such as different styles of recitation and modulation are beyond the scope of the present study. 

The following discussion focuses on the main occasions for recitation: the ‘warming’ and 

offering of a newly-copied manuscript and the regular recitation in the temple throughout the 

rainy season retreat period. Manuscripts may also be read in lay homes at other times of the year 

when people gather to make significant offerings to the temple or on other occasions such as 

funerals. 

 

2.4.1.1 Initial ‘warming’ of a newly-copied manuscript 

When the copying of a Lik text is completed and the verses of dedication have been added, a 

new manuscript is first celebrated through an initial ʔun2 yan4 (or ʔun2 ŋan4) ‘warming’ 

recitation of the whole or part of the text in the home of the main sponsor, attended by other 

villagers, on the evening before it will be offered in the temple.67 

 In preparation for the simple offering of a manuscript (as for other 

offerings in the temple), a ton3 yaat2 nam6 or ‘water pouring tree’ is always 

made, which has chilli, ginger, salt, rice (both raw and cooked),68 other rice 

products and cooked foods, fruit and preserved goods, and is lavishly 

decorated with bank notes. The so5loy5, a small package of banana leaves 

with flowers and candles inside, is an important element of the offering 

tree and of the receiving of merit. If there are many offerings, then betel 

nut or alcohol are taken to offer to the ho5 naa3 ke2 vaaw2, an informal 

position within the village responsible for such matters, to request his 

support. He then fetches the gong or mɔŋ4 from the temple to take to the 

house of the sponsor. 

 During the afternoon, the newly-copied manuscript is carried to each house in the village 

on a tray with candles and incense to invite others to attend, and the initial recitation or 

‘warming’ of the new manuscript then begins at dusk, after a shared meal, and may continue 

well into the night. If possible, the entire manuscript is recited, depending upon the number of 

                                                        
67 Tham manuscripts are not read in the home, but are still paraded from the home to offer in the temple. 
68 Chilli, ginger, salt and rice are seen as essential components of the offering. 

Figure 2-6: Water 
pouring tree 
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pages. This sometimes used to take until the early hours of the morning but is no longer popular 

and it is now more common that only part of the text will be read. The gong is struck at key 

points throughout the recitation, and especially at the dedication of merit in the main colophon 

(which is always read even when the reading of the main text is incomplete). 

 

2.4.1.2 Recitation and offering of a newly-copied manuscript in the temple 

The following morning, the su5maa4 verses are recited to request forgiveness for any 

wrongdoing during the preparation of the manuscript and then at about 7 or 8 o’clock the 

manuscript is paraded with the offering tree in a he2 ton3 yaat2 nam6 or he2 xɔŋ5 taan4 ‘offering 

procession’ from the home of the lay sponsor to the temple, accompanied by the sound of drums 

and gongs and loud cries of saa5 saa5 saa5 ‘It is well! It is well!,’ an expression of assent or 

approval (from P sādhu). Inside the temple grounds, outside the main meeting hall, more 

offerings are added, and there is a prolonged hay2 kɔŋ1 loŋ5 mu4caa4 faʔ6 caw3 or ‘sounding of 

the large temple drum to worship the Venerable Master,’ together with gongs and sometimes a 

traditional walking dance around the offering tree. In the case of large offerings, the tree will 

also be paraded three times around the main temple building. 

 The manuscript and offering tree are then taken 

inside the main temple building and placed in front 

of the shrine, and after a meal, taking the five 

precepts, and meditation, the recitation started the 

previous evening is continued. If, for example, the 

first two sections of the text and the main colophon 

were recited in the home, then the recitation in the 

temple continues with the third and subsequent 

sections followed by a second reading of the main 

colophon. If the whole manuscript was recited at 

home, then only the main colophon for the 

dedication of merit is read again in the temple. The 

recitation of the main colophon has special significance and when the deities and celestial 

beings are called to remember and record the offering (see 2.5.6.3 below), then the sponsors and 

other lay people present will pour water to dedicate the associated merit. When reciting in the 

temple, the two readers usually sit facing the main Buddha image and shrine, with their backs to 

the audience. 

 Following the recitation, then there is another su5maa4 xɔŋ5 taan4 to ask forgiveness for any 

wrongdoing in the preparation or offering of the manuscript, and then a kaaw2 taan4 or 

Figure 2-7: Recitation of a new manuscript 
in the temple 
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‘statement of the offering’ lead by the pu2 caan4 or lay officiant, after which the monk gives a 

blessing and the lay people pour water for a second time as the merit arising from the offering is 

dedicated. It should be noted that for offerings of manuscripts, the merit is for the sponsors 

themselves and is not dedicated to others when the water is poured,69 and is not later poured 

onto the ground in order to request naaŋ4 kɛw3 tho4laʔ1ni2, the Earth goddess, to transfer it as in 

neighbouring cultures (Crosby 2014: 120-121). This completes the ‘warming’ and offering of 

the newly-copied manuscript. Manuscripts are offered to the Buddha (see 2.5.6.3 below) rather 

than to a monk or temple, and will subsequently be stored in the lay homes of the sponsors who 

are their custodians. 

 Among the numerous additional offerings which accompany the manuscript and offering 

tree, three trays are of particular importance: the xan5 faʔ6 caw3, xan5 faʔ6 tham4, and xan5 pu2 

caan4 (also kaan4 faʔ6 caw3, kaan4 faʔ6 tham4, and kaan4 pu2 caan4).70 The first two are offered to 

the Buddha and Dhamma at dedicated places near the main shrine before the recitation begins, 

while the third is offered by the lay officiant after the ‘statement of offering’ following the 

recitation and before the monk gives a blessing. The ‘offering tree’ is then offered to the 

Sangha, received by the senior monk of the temple after the blessing is given. The Tai Nuea 

term for making such offerings is cen4, which is used for both monastic and lay recipients. 

 

2.4.1.3 Manuscript recitation during the rainy season 

Manuscript use is greatest during the annual xaw3 faa1saa4 three-month rainy season retreat 

period (from July to October), when lay people in all five Tai Nuea villages surrounding 

Mueang Sing gather in their local temples for one day each week for devotional and 

contemplative practices and to listen to the recitation of texts. Lay practitioners who keep the 

eight precepts sleep in the temple for two nights in each of the new, half, and full phases of the 

moon during this period, while those keeping five precepts will stay in the temple for a single 

day from dawn until dusk, and other lay people may also join to listen to the recitations.71 

 

 

 

                                                        
69 Except when offering the mɔn4 tham4 text, which is specifically for the deceased. 

70 The xan5 (or kaan4) caan4 is also known as xan5 sut2 or xan5 maŋ4kaʔ1laa2. 
71 Crosby & Khur-Yearn (2010) and Khur-Yearn (2012: 62-70) describe similar ‘temple-sleeping’ 

practices for Shan lay people. 
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Recitations usually take place during the afternoon, following a period of meditation, beginning 

with a Tham manuscript read by one or two young 

novices or monks for approximately 15 minutes each 

and then a Lik manuscript is read simultaneously by 

two lay men for one to two hours. Depending on the 

length of the text, the afternoon recitation on these 

practice days may take a number of weekly readings to 

complete, although occasionally only popular passages 

are selected for recitation in a single reading. There are 

also recitations in the temples on the days before the 

lunar practice days or van4 tam2 hen4 during the rainy 

season, for those observing eight precepts who stay in 

the temple overnight. 

 For the afternoon recitations during the rainy season, lay audiences in Ban Silihueang 

village previously enjoyed listening to unfamiliar manuscripts such as naʔ1mo4 loŋ5, sew5saat2, 

tɔŋ4 toy2 tɔŋ4 mɔŋ4, or van4naʔ1faam4, the latter two being borrowed from other villages. 

Nowadays, naʔ1mo4 loŋ5 is no longer used, but in 

addition to sew5saat2, other popular texts during this 

period are vo1 heŋ5 kaap2, maʔ6 ho5 xew5, thaʔ3nu4 

can1to2, can1taa1xaat2, sew2 fi5 sew2 kon4, xaaŋ5 xam4, 

or ʔo3 pep4 (also ʔo3 pem1) saam5lo4. All of these 

stories have very interesting or beautiful passages 

(sometimes just these favourite passages are read) 

which appeal more for their emotional content and 

stories of poverty, danger, and romance, rather than for 

their Buddhist teachings, for which there is reportedly 

less interest than in the past. 

2.4.2 Specific functions for manuscripts 

Certain Lik manuscripts are associated with specific occasions or properties. Of those still in 

common use, mɔn4 tham4 (maʔ1haa5mun4laʔ1ni1paan2naʔ1sut2 when in Tham script) is recited at 

funerals among the older generation, saaŋ2 nɔy6, mit1te1yaa2 saaŋ2 kaan4 xam4, and ʔaa1lɔŋ4 

kan1tu3laa2 are used for monastic ordinations, when offering robes to monks, and when offering 

Figure 2-8: Novice reciting Tham 
manuscript 

Figure 2-9: Lay audience of Lik 
manuscript recitation 
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monastic buildings respectively, and when the annual Vessantara festival is held, the voy2san2 

text is recited. Others are used much less frequently than a generation ago, such as ʔu2paa1kot1 

(P upagupta) which is said to protect travellers who carry a copy, or pe1 lɛŋ3 poŋ2 yɔt4 (also pɛt2 

lɛŋ3 ʔɔk2 yɔt4) which was previously recited when putting a new roof on a home, or ʔaa1liŋ4tum4 

(also ʔaa1liŋ4kaa1maa2, P arindama jātaka) which is recited when children pass away, but is now 

less frequently used as child mortality has been reduced. Scribes in Mueang Sing also report 

hearing that in the past when there was a lack of rainfall, villagers would meet in the local 

temple for a recitation of kaʔ1naʔ1kaʔ1vaʔ1ti1, but this has not been done within living memory. 

There are also certain restrictions on usage, such as the reading of ʔo3 pem1 saam5lo4 in lay 

homes, which is seen as inauspicious due to the violent deaths of the couple in the story. 

 

2.4.3 Manuscript custodianship and storage 

Lik manuscripts in Mueang Sing are almost all kept in lay homes rather than in local temples, 

and in addition to those copied locally, a significant number were also brought there by earlier 

generations of families who migrated from China and in some cases via Kengtung in Myanmar. 

Manuscripts are usually handed down within the families who commissioned them, which can 

lead to concerns about their preservation after the main custodian passes away and if other 

family members do not share the same interest or respect for the manuscripts. They do also 

change hands, although this is without payment and with a sense of custodianship rather than 

ownership. 

 The Pukthanusati manuscript studied here, for example, was commissioned by Ho Can and 

his family in Ban Thong May village near Mueang Sing. It was copied in 1935 by Ca Kap 

Kaew, who had also migrated from China, first to Kengtung and later to Mueang Sing.  

The exemplar, titled Lik pukthanusati xanthula along and dated 1876, was copied in man3 xɛn1 

tɔŋ4 village in Moeng Ka, and had been brought to Mueang Sing from China by Ho Cantakot, 

the grandfather of Ho Tit who is the current custodian living in Ban Nam Kaew Luang village. 

Ho Tit reports that this is the only old manuscript remaining out of many brought by his 

grandfather, the others being lost during the conflict in Mueang Sing in the 1960s. After Ho Can 

passed away in the 1960s, his relatives took care of the 1935 manuscript and later gave it to Ho 

In Kaew Luang72 in Ban Pa Toy village, but since Ho In Kaew Long could not read the Lik 

script, he later gave in to Nan Thammasan, an important scribe in that village, when their 

                                                        
72 The name ho5 ʔin1 kɛw3 loŋ5 is written in modern Lao script at upper left hand corner of the cover sheet 

(see Appendix D below). 
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families became related by marriage. The complexity of the short history of this manuscript, 

involving three countries and three different villages around Mueang Sing, is not unusual, and 

the lay custodianship of Lik manuscripts is generally more fluid than for Tham manuscripts 

stored in temple collections. 

 Storage of Lik bound manuscripts is generally by hanging on a wall (usually without 

additional protection other than the cloth cover), or rolled within the cloth covers and then 

placed inside an additional cloth or plastic covering or bag and stored in a cabinet or a high 

place such as the roof space of a house. Leporello-style manuscripts are usually kept in 

cupboards or cabinets. Many manuscripts are damaged or destroyed due to rainwater or rodents. 

 
Figure 2-10: Manuscript storage 

      

 

 

2.5 Contents of Lik Tai Nuea manuscripts 
The following discussion examines the typology and themes of Lik manuscripts in the five Tai 

Nuea villages around Mueang Sing, followed by their structures, prosody, literary devices, 

scribal contributions to the text and colophons.73 

 

2.5.1 Overview of Lik Tai Nuea texts 

The 1997 Preservation of Lao Manuscripts Programme survey of Tai Nuea villages in Mueang 

Sing lists 271 Lik manuscripts.74 A number of these are multiple copies or are alternate titles, 

73 Many more titles, not found in Moeng Sing, occur in other Tai Nuea and related Tai Dehong and Tai 

Maw communities in China and Myanmar. For China, see Yin Shaoting, Daniels, Kuai Yongsheng and 

Yue Xiaobao 2002, Yin Lun and Daniels 2005, and Yin Lun, Daniels and Kuai Yongsheng 2010.  

Scribe retrieving rolled manuscripts stored in the  
roofspace of his home in Mueang Sing 

 

Manuscripts stored 
by hanging on a wall 
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leaving some 73 distinct texts. However, it is not unusual for a manuscript to contain several 

different stories or even separate stories which are added at the end of the main work, and may 

remain undiscovered until examined in detail, which means that the total number of stories is 

significantly higher than 73. 

 The Tai Nuea classify their Lik texts into two types, with the most numerous being lik4 

ʔaa2pum2 ‘story texts’ (also called cat4 ʔaa1lɔŋ4 ‘lives of the Bodhisatta,’ pum2 cat4 ‘birth 

stories,’ or lik4 xaaw2 xun5 xaaw2 naaŋ4 ‘texts telling of the lord and lady,’ which are narrative 

stories of the Buddha-to-be in former lifetimes. The second type, lik4 vi4naay4, covers all other 

texts, although it should be noted that these lay manuscripts do not include any canonical or 

commentarial vinaya texts (i.e. on monastic discipline), which are only found in temples. 

 The first type of text, lik4 ʔaa2pum2 stories of the Buddha’s former lives, accounts for 40 of 

the 73 texts, although the percentage of actual catalogued manuscripts is much higher as they 

are the most popular stories for recitation. A relatively small number of these are vernacular 

retellings from the classical corpus of birth stories or jātaka,75 such as such as voy2san2  

(P vessantara jātaka), kin1naʔ1li2 (P candakinnara jātaka), and ʔaa1liŋ4tum4 (also 

ʔaa1liŋ4kaa1maa2, P arindama jātaka), while others are apocryphal, modelled on the canonical 

stories76 but transmitted separately such as found in local paññāsa-jātaka collections in several 

regions of Southeast Asia.77 The Tai Nuea apocryphal jātaka do not form a collection or 

anthology of their own, and further study is needed of their transmission and relation to other 

                                                                                                                                                                  
74 In fact, more than this exist, including a number that were not catalogued due to their inaccessibility in 

lay homes and have since come to light, as well as newly-copied manuscripts since the time of the survey. 

Of the original surveyed manuscripts, 204 were microfilmed and are available online in the Digital 

Library of Lao Manuscripts (www.laomanuscripts.net). 
75 i.e. the 547 jātaka found in the Pali Khuddaka-nikāya and its commentary the Jātaka-aṭṭhavaṇṇanā; 

other jātakas occur throughout Theravāda canonical literature. The Tai Nuea do not distinguish between 

‘canonical’ and ‘apocryphal’ birth stories. 
76 Although these are clearly ‘birth stories,’ the Tai Nuea versions often lack elements of classical jātaka 

such as the paccuppannavatthu or ‘story of the present’ referring to an event in the lifetime of the Buddha 

(although as in the text studied here, the scene of the Buddha narrating the story is set), and gāthā or 

verses and the veyyākaraṇa commentary; they contain the atītavatthu or ‘story of the past’ (which would 

normally explain the ‘story of the present’) and usually have a samodhāna linking the past and present 

and identifying the characters. 
77 There are probably several hundred such local jātaka stories. Skilling (2006) discusses Burmese, 

Cambodian, Central Thai, Lao, Mon, Northern Thai and Tai Khuen transmissions.  
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Southeast Asian collections, none of which appear to contain the Pukthanusati birth story 

studied here, for example. 

 The second type of text, lik4 vi4naay4, of which there are 33 titles, are sometimes read but 

are generally considered more difficult to understand and less entertaining than the narrative 

birth stories, and are therefore used much less in recitation to an audience. A number of these 

texts are on precepts and ethics, such as sin5 haa3 sen3 which illustrates the five precepts through 

narrative stories, and faʔ4yaa4 kaʔ1laʔ1naʔ1 and tam1naan4 faʔ4yaa4 ʔin1, on the results of good 

and bad actions. Other texts are on the 28 Buddhas, the five Buddhas of the present world cycle, 

the future Buddha Metteyya, the four and eight Upagupta (these latter are often illustrated), and 

chronicles and legends such as soy2taʔ1kuŋ4 (the Shwedagon pagoda in Yangon), kɔŋ4muŋ4 

mɤŋ4 nɔŋ5 se5 (a historical stupa near Kunming), and tham4 ʔaa1yɔŋ2 mɤŋ4 lay4 (a sacred cave in 

Moeng Ka, the entrance of which is sealed until the coming Metteyya Buddha). There is also a 

number of origin and creation stories and cosmological texts, including fi5 loŋ5 kan4 xaw3 (on 

the importance of the rice deity), lik4 saŋ5xaan5 (the origin of the Tai new year festival),  

kay2 nɔy6 laaw1 vi4 (the origin of the Pleiades constellation78), and naʔ1mo4 loŋ5 ‘Great 

Homage.’ There are no Lik script versions of canonical suttas, which are written in Tham script 

and traditionally stored in temples, although several abhidhamma texts such as 

ʔaa1fiʔ1tham4maa4 caa4 sɛŋ5 and ʔaa1fiʔ1tham4maa4 kɛm4 pɔŋ4 are kept in homes and are highly 

revered. These extensive texts are seen as very difficult to understand are now rarely copied or 

used, but the relatively high number of copies suggests that they were once more popular or that 

significant merit was attached to the commissioning of new copies. Other lik4 vi4naay4 texts 

with significantly higher than average copies include ʔaa1kaa1laa1vat1taa1 sut2, mɔn4 tham4, saaŋ2 

nɔy6 and various ʔu2paa1kot1 texts. 

 As mentioned above, texts may contain a number of different stories or sections. In one 

special example, the 380-page naʔ1mo4 loŋ5 or ‘Great Homage,’79 different sections of the text 

include a contest between the Buddha and Asurinda (Chief of the Asuras); the story of Makhava 

and his four wives; two stories of the Five Buddhas; the Ten Birth Stories (illustrating the Ten 

Perfections); a creation story where white, green and red termites form the earth from their 

mounds and form the first human ancestors, pu2 saŋ5kaa1saa5 yaa1 saŋ5kaa1si5; another creation 

story where the sons and daughters of the first couple populate the earth; the story of the seven 
                                                        
78 In common with many old European traditions, the constellation is created from a hen and her chicks. 
79 PLMP code number 03020702010_00, available in the Digital Library of Lao Manuscripts. 
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great fish which support the plates of the earth’s crust, a description of the seven lakes and 

seven mountains, and the levels of the universe; the story of the elephant Erawan and its role in 

rebuilding the earth after it is periodically destroyed by fire; the 27 astrological constellations; a 

second creation of the earth by termites, following its destruction and the story of humans and 

animals appearing from a great gourd; the 28 Buddhas, and other stories. This text is still highly 

revered by elderly Tai Nuea in Mueang Sing, although no longer in use. 

 Central motifs throughout the body of Lik literature found in Mueang Sing are the 

importance of the Buddhist faith and ethical values, kamma80 and rebirth, and the cultivation of 

merit through generosity and other good actions, framed within a view of practice over 

innumerable lifetimes and the rewards of heavenly rebirth and of eventually reaching the City of 

Nibbana. Other common themes are wealth and poverty (especially of poor people who are 

rewarded for their virtue); the use of a ruler’s power for good or for bad, and the related fortunes 

or instability of the kingdom; danger and protection from danger; romance and marriage, and 

relationships between spouses and between parents and children; death and the pain of 

separation; the intervention of deities, celestial and other non-human beings in human affairs; 

and magical objects and potions, magical animals, and superhuman powers. 

 

2.5.2 Structures within a text 

Tai Nuea Lik texts generally follow recognisable traditional structures. Within a birth-story, as 

in the text studied here, there are usually extensive colophons (see 2.5.6 below) before and after 

the main text, which is itself broken into a number of tɔy4 or sections/chapters which can be 

identified by formulaic particles at their beginning and end (see 2.5.4.7 below), accompanied by 

scribal embellishments (see 2.5.5.4 below) and by their beginning on a new line. Otherwise 

there are no paragraph or other breaks within each section, even where the text may run for 

thirty or more pages. The only breaks that occur in the flow of written text are short spaces, 

called xan3 xaak4, between the xaak4 or the ‘lines’ of a couplet or tercet,81 and there are no word 

breaks within a line of written text. Punctuation marks called may6 xaak4 are sometimes placed 

                                                        
80 Reflecting the samodhāna section of birth stories, which identify groups of characters in the past and 

present, there is a strong appreciation of collective kamma in Tai Nuea communities and in communal 

practices in local temples during the rainy season retreat. See Walters (2003) for a discussion of group 

kamma in Theravāda Buddhism. 
81 The use of ‘line’ (of a couplet) here for xaak4 should not be confused with the lines of the written page, 

which are thɛw5 in Tai Nuea; ‘verse’ and ‘stanza,’ which are also found for xaak4 in related literature, may 

similarly be confused with the couplet itself in their common English usage. Likewise, ‘couplet’ and 

‘tercet’ are used here in preference to ‘sentence,’ ‘verse’ or ‘stanza’ in related literature. 
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within the xan3 xaak4 (or sometimes incorporated into the final word of the xaak4).82 Although 

this gives the appearance of prose when looking at manuscript page, all lik4 ʔaa2pum2 ‘story 

texts’ are written in rhyming narrative verse, although this is not the case for the majority of lik4 

vi4naay4 texts. In the phonemic transcription used here, the beginning of a new line on the page 

is indicated by the number of the page and line within square brackets, whereas a break between 

the lines of a couplet in indicated by empty square brackets. 

 

2.5.3 Prosody 

The rhyming narrative of Lik texts is generally in couplets or tercets,83 although rarely single 

lines or sets of more than three lines do occur. Additional internal rhymes are frequent within 

individual lines, where words normally occur in pairs or in threes and it is very rare for a single 

word to stand alone. This pairing of words has a significant role in the interpretation of the text 

as well as the rhythm and melody of recitation (which is beyond the scope of this study).  

The number of syllables in a line is not fixed. The importance of prosody84 is illustrated in the 

following passage from the beginning of the text studied here: 

 

I venerate and pay homage to the jewel Tham of the Fula [01.04] as I assemble the letters of 

the alphabet in these lines lu kɔn, [ ] so that the Tala of the Star Jewel, the Golden Merit, may 

[01.05] be as a container and its lid, fitting together well and beautifully as they are created, 

drawn out and placed, [ ] as though wise [01.06] beings who are worthy of praise and 

exaltation were expounding the words of the Tham teʔ nɔ. 

 

The phrase ‘as a container and its lid’ in the above passage is a literal translation of the Tai 

Nuea pen1 to1 pen1 faa5, where to1 ‘body’ and faa5 ‘cover’ are understood as a container for 

glutinous rice with its tightly fitting lid, and in Mueang Sing the phrase to1 haap1 faa5 faa5 haap1 

to1 ‘the body receives (or fits) the cover and the cover receives the body’ is used for rhymes 

fitting together well between the lines of a couplet.85 

                                                        
82 See 4.5.9 below for a discussion of punctuation in Lik Tho Ngok orthography. 
83 i.e. the equivalent of sɔŋ5 kiw1 and saam5 kiw1 (‘two strands’ and ‘three strands’) in Shan. No related 

Tai Nuea terms are used to distinguish these in Mueang Sing. 
84 Discussion of prosody here is limited to poetic metre rather than its broader linguistic sense. 
85 Cushing (1887: 92) also has to1 and faa5 in Shan terms for the first and second lines of a couplet. 
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Linking the lines together into couplets or tercets are kam4 caap3 lɛp4 ‘words that connect 

fittingly’ or rhymes, from lɛp4 ‘to be suitable, fitting, becoming, comely (of appearance).’ These 

rhymes are usually of both rime and tone. However, as with all other words in the rhyming 

narrative, the kam4 caap3 lɛp4 very rarely occur in isolation but are usually counted in pairs or 

threes, as in the following example: 

 

maak1 muŋ1 | lɔŋ2 puŋ1 | [62.06] cak4 lɛŋ5 sɔŋ2 | ŋaw4 saɰ5 [ ] kaaŋ4 kaaŋ4 | ŋaw4 taaŋ4 | saay5 

sɛŋ5 | lɛŋ5 pɤŋ4 | hɤŋ4 thɔŋ2 | tɔŋ3 sɛn5 [62.07] vaɰ5(1) | maap4 maap4 | teʔ6 yaw6 
 

Vertical bars are added here to indicate the pairs of words, such as maak1 muŋ1, lɔŋ2 puŋ1, etc., 

and where three words are counted together, i.e. cak4 lɛŋ5 sɔŋ2 in the first line and tɔŋ3 sɛn5 vaɰ1 

in the second. The rhymes connecting the two lines of the couplet (double underlined in the 

phonemic transcription) are ŋaw4 saɰ5 and tɔŋ3 sɛn5 vaɰ,5(1) with the tone of vaɰ1 adapted to 

vaɰ5 to agree with saɰ5. This follows the normal pattern for rhymes between lines, i.e. the 

rhyming words are at the end of the first line and usually the third from the end of the second 

line, not including final particles such as teʔ6 yaw6 in the above example (see 2.5.4.7 below). 

Tonal adaptation to achieve the proper rhyme as for vaɰ1 in the above example is also a regular 

feature of Tai Nuea Lik texts and is discussed in more detail in 3.3.5 below. Vowels are also 

adapted, such as vɛŋ4 tum1 which becomes vɤŋ4 tum1 at [35.12] to rhyme with nan4 nɤŋ4 (see 

3.4.3.7 below). 

 The above example also has many internal rhymes in each line of the couplet, indicated by 

single underlines in the normal phonemic transcription as it appears in Chapter 5: 

 

maak1 muŋ1 lɔŋ2 puŋ1 [62.06] cak4 lɛŋ5 sɔŋ2 ŋaw4 saɰ5 [ ] kaaŋ4 kaaŋ4 ŋaw4 taaŋ4 saay5 sɛŋ5 

lɛŋ5 pɤŋ4 hɤŋ4 thɔŋ2 tɔŋ3 sɛn5 [62.07] vaɰ5(1) maap4 maap4 teʔ6 yaw6 
 

The internal rhymes (single underlines) are maak1 muŋ1 with lɔŋ2 puŋ1 in the first line and kaaŋ4 

kaaŋ4 with ŋaw4 taaŋ4, saay5 sɛŋ5 with lɛŋ5 pɤŋ4 and lɛŋ5 pɤŋ4 also with hɤŋ4 thɔŋ2 and then hɤŋ4 

thɔŋ2 also with tɔŋ3 sɛn5 vaɰ5(1) in the second line. Note that the rhyming words can be either 

the first or second of the word pairs, such as lɛŋ5 pɤŋ4 with hɤŋ4 thɔŋ2 in the above example, 

where the second word of the first pair rhymes with the first word of the second pair. They can 
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also be the middle of a set of three words, as in taŋ4 loŋ5 lan4 kan4 tɛk2 nan4 nɤŋ4 thaw2 yɤŋ1 at 

[64.09], where tɛk2 nan4 nɤŋ4 rhymes with both lan4 kan4 and with thaw2 yɤŋ1.  

No attempt is made to preserve these aspects of Tai Nuea Lik prosody in the accompanying 

English translation in Chapter 5 below, as follows: 

 

Looking at the aura cast [62.06] by the Celestial Vehicle’s brightly shining radiance, [ ] the 

brilliant radiance of the path of the Jewel Vehicle’s rays shone resplendent, catching and 

striking the hundred thousand [62.07] glittering leaves teʔ yaw. 

 

As mentioned above, the rhymes can also span tercets, as in the following two examples, where 

the middle lines have separate rhymes with both the first and third lines (note that as above the 

final particles me1 hɤy6, me1 nɔ1, me1 lay3, and teʔ6 nɔ1 are not counted in the rhyming system). 

 

vaa1 kaa1 sɛŋ5 pe4 ne4 me1 hɤy6 [ ] xaaw5 saɰ5 [52.08] pu4pe4 mu4le4 yɤŋ1 fi5 me4 kaan3 kɔŋ2 

me1 nɔ1 [ ] to1 nay5 faɰ5 taak2 yu2 mon1 con1 con1 [52.09] han3 praa1saat4 ho5 sɔŋ2 hom1 saw4 

me1 lay3 
 

vaa1 kaa1 naaŋ4 fi5 poŋ5(1) me1 hɤy6 [ ] xam4 fu3 xun5 fi5 si5kyaa4 vaaŋ4 loŋ4 [53.05] xaw3 naɰ4 

koŋ5(1) me1 kɤt2 nay1 nɔ1 [ ] faw2 nay6 me1 ʔu3 maw2 lay3 han5 se5 naa3 maɰ4 vɔy2 [53.06] sɔy1 

cɔy6 luk4 haak1 nam6 taa1 me1 po4 lɤt4 lay5 loŋ4 teʔ6 nɔ1 
 

The understanding of kam4 caap3 lɛp4 rhymes by local scribes in Mueang Sing differs slightly 

from those in Shan texts, where the rhymes are more flexible, such that any of the stops  

/-p, -t, -k/ can be rhymes with each other, and likewise for nasals /-m, -n, -ŋ/.86 The number of 

‘near misses’ in the text studied here, even where there is a slight difference in vowel such as 

such as naaŋ4 xɯn4 and vo1 ŋɤn4 at [43.06]/[43.07], indicates that the Tai Nuea system perhaps 

had more flexibility than is currently recognised by scribes in Mueang Sing, but these are not 

noted in the phonemic transcription, which is based their understanding. Another significant 

difference in the ‘three-strand’ form of Shan is that the same rhyme is found three times  

                                                        
86 Jotika Khur-Yearn, personal communication, January 2016. 
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(Khur-Yearn 2012: 36-39), rather than three lines being connected by two different rhymes as in 

the Tai Nuea examples here.87  

 The metrical character of the Tai Nuea Lik texts is an integral element of their 

composition, recitation and also of their interpretation, as understanding the kam4 caap3 lɛp4 

rhymes is essential in order to determine which lines form couplets or tercets. The English 

translation in Chapter 5 was significantly amended in several places once the Tai Nuea prosody 

was better understood, and the couplets and tercets are therefore separated in the phonemic 

transcription and translation. 

 

2.5.4 Literary devices  

Elaborate use of language, called saɰ2 mɔk2 saɰ2 vaɰ1 or ‘placing flowers and leaves’ or saɰ2 

sɔy6 ‘placing strings [of flowers],’ is a distinctive feature of Tai Nuea rhyming narrative  

lik4 ʔaa2pum2 texts and has also been noted in related literature for Shan (Cushing 1887;  

Khur-Yearn 2012: 195-199) and for the Tai of Northeast India (Morey 2005a: 381). Speaking of 

Shan texts, Cushing (1887: 8) comments “To such an extent is the insertion of these words 

sometimes carried, that an ordinary listener fails to understand fully what is read.” In Mueang 

Sing and Moeng Ka, even experienced scribes struggle with the meaning of some of these 

words, although difficulty in the overall interpretation of lik4 ʔaa2pum2 texts is also largely due 

to syntactic ambiguity rather than vocabulary alone. 

 A comparison of syntax in manuscript and everyday use would necessarily involve a 

thorough understanding of the conventions of spoken Tai Nuea at the time of manuscript 

composition, for which there is no available data,88 and even comparison with the modern 

                                                        
87 Cushing (1887: 88-104) provides a detailed description of Shan poetic styles, confirmed by Khur-

Yearn (2012: 36-39) and Terwiel and Khamdaengyodtai (2003: 35-39), many of which are not found in 

Tai Nuea texts. Daniels (2009: 184) also describes a Tai Maw system very similar to the Tai Nuea. Some 

features of the metrical form are similar to raay yaaw in other Tai traditional verse forms such as Thai, 

Tai Lue, and Tai Dam (Gedney 1989f, Hartmann 1992, Hudak 1986), but a detailed comparison is 

beyond the scope of the present study. 
88 Likewise, it is not possible to assess the extent to which some of the syntactic changes may have taken 

place in everyday spoken Tai Nuea, and elements of syntax found in manuscript use may in fact preserve 

archaic features of the language, for which comparison with older Tai sources such as the Xiyu tongwen 

biaowen memorials (see 4.3.2 below) may be helpful. Cushing (1887) for Shan, Needham (1894) for Tai 

Khamti, and Morey (2005a: 208-367) for the Tai languages of Northeast India are all useful resources for 

closely-related Tai languages; Morey (2005a: 288-303) has a detailed discussion of constituent order in 

the Tai languages of Northeast India. 
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spoken language is beyond the scope of the present study. However, the placement of sentence 

elements in manuscript use does differ significantly from the modern spoken language in 

Mueang Sing, to the extent that the meaning is often withheld until the entire couplet has been 

read, or in many cases until the overall context is understood through reading many consecutive 

couplets. Inversion is common in the sequencing of subject, object and verb as well as in simple 

word pairs in both Tai Nuea and in loan words such as laan4 kwyɔŋ4 (also kyɑɑŋ4 laan4) ‘course, 

route’ from Burmese လမ္းေၾကာင္း, and kɔŋ4 ʔuŋ4 (also ʔuŋ4 xyɑɑŋ4) ‘pillow, to pillow the head’ 

from Burmese ေခါင္းအုုံး. 

 Examination of a much broader sample of texts than the present study allows, including 

syntax as well as vocabulary, would be required for a more complete understanding of literary 

devices employed in lik4 ʔaa2pum2 texts. The following discussion is therefore limited to 

loanwords, synonyms, epithets, terms of respect and esteem, intensifiers, onomatopoeia, and 

formulaic particles as occurring in the text studied.  

 

2.5.4.1 Loanwords 

Tai Nuea Lik texts contain a very high percentage of loanwords from Burmese and Pali (and 

also from Sanskrit and Chinese), many of which are not understood by local scribes and 

audiences in Mueang Sing or in closely-related communities in China.89 Almost 20 per cent of 

the total number of terms in the text studied are loanwords, of which almost two-thirds are 

borrowed from Burmese and one third from Pali, with relatively few from Sanskrit or from 

Chinese.90 

 Many kam4 maan1 or Burmese loanwords are striking in both written form and in recitation 

due to complex initial clusters and vowel sounds such as kwyɑk4 ‘reputation’ (B က်က)္ or 

xwyɔt4 (also xwyɑɑt4) ‘to free, to deliver from danger’ (B ခၽြတ)္, which are not found in the Tai 

Nuea language. These loanwords are found only in Lik and not in Tham manuscripts, which are 

most likely from a later transmission of Buddhist literature. As can be seen from these 

                                                        
89 As expected, scribes tend to have better comprehension of loanwords than audiences, but many of 

these terms are not understood by them or their meaning is interpreted from the context. This was 

repeatedly the case during fieldwork in Mueang Sing, Moeng Vo, Moeng Ka, and even in Kengtung. 

Difficulty in the comprehension of loanwords is also reported by Khur-Yearn (2012: 199) for Shan 

manuscripts. 
90 These figures must also be understood within the context that many of the Indic loanwords appear to 

have been borrowed via Burmese. The period and route of borrowing of loanwords as well as other 

influences on Tai Nuea literature as a whole, requires further investigation beyond the scope of this study. 
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examples, the pronunciation of Burmese loanwords is as written (sometimes with 

hypercorrection) rather than with the sound changes which have simplified initial clusters in 

modern Burmese (see 3.4.2.2 below).  

 Indic loanwords or kam4 paa2li2 include a number of common Buddhist technical terms 

such as tham4 (a clipped form of P dhamma) ‘the teachings of the Buddha,’ taan4 (P dāna) 

‘generosity, to give, to offer,’ and von1 (P puñña) ‘merit, blessing,’ which have been well 

assimilated into Tai Nuea, but many less commonly-used terms are not generally understood. 

Only two kam4 xe2 or Chinese loanwords are identified in the text studied here, although local 

scribes report that Tai Nuea texts from the Jinggu Dai and Yi Autonomous County of Pu’er 

Prefecture, Yunnan contain more Chinese (and sometimes less Burmese) vocabulary. 

 Despite the difficulties created by the use of such a large number of loanwords in the 

overall comprehension of Tai Nuea audiences (and scribes), their effect is often mitigated by 

use in apposition to equivalent Tai Nuea words, similar to the use of synonyms (see 2.5.4.2 

below, which has further examples with loanwords), as in the following: 

 

Burmese loanword ʔuŋ4 xyɑɑŋ4 (B ေခါင္းအုုံး, elsewhere also kɔŋ4 ʔuŋ4) ‘pillow, to rest the head 

on a pillow’ with Tai Nuea mɔn5 ho5 ‘to cushion the head:’ 

 

thɤŋ5 caɰ1 haaŋ4 sɛŋ5 nɔn4 ŋum5 ʔuŋ4 xyɑɑŋ4 mɔn5 ho5 [54.13] mɔk2 laay4 se4 lom6 taaw1 ti1 

pɤn1 teʔ6 yaw6 
and her mournful father fell down by himself and lay curled up, resting his head upon a pillow 

[54.13] mottled with small flowers teʔ yaw. 

 

Burmese loanword vut4 loŋ2 (B ဝတ္ရံု) ‘to dress, to wear, to put on clothes’ used with Tai Nuea 

thay2 and put4, both meaning ‘to change’ and nuŋ1 ‘to put on clothes, to dress’ at [64.04]: 

 

thay2 put4 vut4 loŋ2 nuŋ1 haɰ3 sɔŋ5 xay2 faʔ6 num2 mu3 ʔaa1lɔŋ2 pew1 to4 

causing the radiance of the two young mu flower Eggs of the Heavens to be resplendent and 

dazzling when they changed to dress in their new clothes. 
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Pali loanword ke4saa2 (P kesa) with Tai Nuea fom5, both ‘hair,’ but not repeated in the English 

translation: 

 

pɔt4 si5 vi5 ho5 ŋaa4 [64.14] paay4 nep3 tin1 fom5 ke4saa2 
Rubbed and polished, with the ends of their hair [64.14] inserted in combs of ivory 

 

Pali loanwords pet4can1taa2 (‘outlying village’ B ပစၥႏၲရစ္ from P paccanta ‘adjacent, bordering, 

outskirts’) and ni1kaa2 ‘small town, hamlet’ (B ႏုုိဂံုး from P nigama) with Tai Nuea vaan3 nɔk4 

‘outlying village, rural’ and him4 mɤŋ4 ‘the edge of the kingdom:’ 

 

[05.01] kɤt2 tam3 pet4can1taa2 vaan3 nɔk4 ni1kaa2 him4 mɤŋ4 vaa1 nay5 

[05.01] I was born in an outlying rural village, a hamlet on the edge of the kingdom vaa nay. 

 

Tai Nuea sɤ5, Burmese loanword kyaa4 (B က်ား), and Pali loanword pyaa4xaa2 (P vyaggha / 

byaggha), all meaning ‘tiger,’ are used here with the placement of pyaa4xaa2 at the end of the 

line, separated from the related Tai Nuea and Burmese terms (romanised as pyaxa rather than 

translated, since the term is generally not understood by the audience): 

 

cem1 ʔan1 sɤ5 laa4 sɤ5 loŋ5 maaŋ4 kyaa4 ŋaa4 faay5 laay5 xun5 caaŋ1 kin1 [32.08] kon4 

pyaa4xaa2  
Together with many regal tigers, royal tigers, man-eating tiger kings with sharp [32.08] fangs, 

pyaxa 

 

Chinese loanword yi3 pɤʔ6 ʔɤ2 (Ch 一百二 yi bai er) with Tai Nuea paak2 saaw4 ‘one hundred 

and twenty’ (romanised as yi pɤʔ ʔɤ rather than translated, since it is not generally understood): 

 

thaan3 po4 mi4 se5 yi3 pɤʔ6 ʔɤ2 [48.03] to1 liŋ4 [ ] paak2 saaw4 tem1 peŋ4 … 

There were as many as yi pɤʔ ʔɤ [48.03] monkeys, [ ] a full one hundred and twenty … 
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In the following unusual case, the number 240,000 is written as sɔŋ5 sɛn5 le4 sɔŋ4, combining 

Tai Nuea sɔŋ5 sɛn5 ‘two hundred thousand’ with the Burmese loanword le4 sɔŋ4 (B ေလးေထာင္ 

‘forty thousand’), and where the reference, which is not made explicit in the text, is to the 

thickness of the earth in yojana in Buddhist cosmology: 

 

taŋ4 pɛŋ4 sɔŋ5 haa4 nam5 [18.09] se5 sɔŋ5 sɛn5 le4 sɔŋ4 hɔŋ4 pu1 luk4 saw5 mɤŋ4 man3 xɤŋ2 
The couple’s love was more abundant [18.09] than the two hundred and forty thousand,91 

spread to carry the Pillar of the World, stable and firm, 

 

Phonological and orthographic features of Burmese and Indic loanwords are discussed in detail 

in 3.3.7, 3.4.2 and 4.5.3 below. 

 

2.5.4.2 Synonyms 

Synonyms are used frequently for a number of common words such as for ‘father and mother,’ 

‘forest,’ ‘ship,’ ‘palace,’ ‘the heavens,’ ‘city/state,’ ‘to look/to see,’ ‘to rule/to govern,’ ‘to 

protect,’ and for ‘similar to’, the points of the compass, the five precepts, time periods, etc., in 

the text studied here. It is not uncommon for several synonyms to appear consecutively in a 

single line of a couplet, often combined with loanwords. The most numerous set of synonyms in 

the text studied is for ‘mother,’ ‘father’ and ‘parents,’ for which there are 17 terms, with only a 

few clearly identifiable as loanwords, as in the table below. The following table compares the 

understanding of these terms in Mueang Sing (which is often uncertain) with dictionary entries 

for Luo (1998) and Cushing (1914) for Tai Dehong and Shan respectively: 

 
Table 2-1: Synonyms for ‘parents’ 

Synonym Notes 

po1 ‘father’ in Mueang Sing (in everyday use) 

– Luo and Cushing both agree 

me1 ‘mother’ in Mueang Sing (in everyday use) 

– Luo and Cushing both agree 

po1 me1 ‘father and mother’ in Mueang Sing (in everyday use) 

– Luo and Cushing both agree 

haaŋ4 paa4 ‘father’ in Mueang Sing 

– Luo gives ‘parents,’ Cushing gives ‘mother’ 

                                                        
91 Since there are no synonyms to help with the meaning of the line, the term is fully translated for clarity 

here (with footnote) even though it not understood by the audience or by many scribes. 
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haaŋ4 sɛŋ5 read as ‘parents,’ possibly also ‘father’ in Mueang Sing 

– Luo gives ‘father,’ not in Cushing 

ke4 cu4 
Burmese loanword ‘benevolence, kindness, person who is benevolent  

towards us’ (B ေက်းဇူး), understood as ‘parents, father, mother’ in Mueang Sing 

– Luo gives ‘kindness, favour, grace,’ not in Cushing 

laa1 fe4 ‘parents’ in Mueang Sing 

– Luo gives ‘parents,’ Cushing gives ‘mother’ 

laa1 paa4 ‘parents’ in Mueang Sing 

– Luo gives ‘parents,’ not in Cushing 

laa1 se2 ‘parents’ in Mueang Sing 

– Luo gives ‘parents,’ Cushing gives ‘mother’ 

laa1 sɛŋ5 ‘parents’ in Mueang Sing, but read as ‘mother’ from the context at [52.20] 

– Luo gives ‘father,’ Cushing gives ‘mother’ 

laa1 xam4 ‘mother’ in Mueang Sing 

– Luo and Cushing also both give ‘mother’ 

laa1 ʔu2 ‘mother’ in Mueang Sing 

– Luo and Cushing also both give ‘mother’ 

laaŋ4 sɛŋ5 read as ‘parents’ in Mueang Sing 

– Luo gives ‘princess,’ not in Cushing 

maa4taa2 
Pali loanword ‘mother’ (P mātā) at [53.03] and [53.08], elsewhere read as  

a clipped form of maa4taa2piʔ3tu2 ‘mother and father’ in Mueang Sing 

– Luo gives ‘parents,’ Cushing gives ‘mother’ 

maa4taa2piʔ3tu2 Pali loanword ‘mother and father’ (P mātāpitu), read as such in Mueang Sing 

– not in Luo or Cushing 

saʔ3ke4/ saa5ke4 
read as ‘parents’ at [21.14] in Mueang Sing 

– possibly saa2kee2 ‘quality’ in Luo, not in Cushing 

xaa5me4/xaʔ3me4 ‘father’ (also understood as ‘parents’) in Mueang Sing 

– not in Luo or Cushing 

 

Note in the above table that other than po1 ‘father,’ me1 ‘mother,’ and po1 me1 ‘father and 

mother’ (for which cognates are common in related Tai languages), and the unproblematic 

loanword maa4taa2piʔ3tu2 (P mātāpitu) ‘mother and father,’ there is agreement between the 

understanding of scribes in Mueang Sing and the two dictionaries consulted for only two other 

terms, laa1 xam4 and laa1 ʔu2, both meaning ‘mother.’ In all other case there is some 

disagreement, and in two cases there is complete disagreement, i.e. haaŋ4 paa4 ‘father’ in 
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Mueang Sing, ‘parents’ in Luo, ‘mother’ in Cushing, and laa1 sɛŋ5 ‘parents’ in Mueang Sing 

(read as ‘mother’ from the context at [52.20]), ‘father’ in Luo, ‘mother’ in Cushing. 

  As mentioned above, the understanding of many of these terms in Mueang Sing is 

uncertain, and they are often simply given as ‘father and mother’ unless there is closer scrutiny 

of the context within a text. However, the occurrence of single terms meaning ‘parents’  

other than combined terms for ‘father’ and ‘mother’, or even the possibility that usage in some 

cases may be close to the English singular ‘parent’ is very unusual among Tai languages.  

 As with loanwords in 2.5.4.1 above, synonyms often appear together in the same line of a 

couplet, often in combination with loanwords. In the following example, saʔ3ke4 ‘parents,’ laa1 

fe4 ‘parents,’ and xaa5me4 ‘father’ (also understood as ‘parents’) are translated together as 

‘parents’ (with footnote), while ke4 cu4, which is understood generally as ‘parents, father, 

mother’ in Mueang Sing but with an appreciation of the Burmese meaning of ‘person who is 

benevolent towards us’ adds to the overall translation of saʔ5(3)ke4 laa1 fe4 xaa5me4 ke4 cu4 as 

‘benevolent parents:’ 

 

[21.14] mɤ1 thɤŋ5 ho5 suŋ5 saʔ5(3)ke4 laa1 fe4 xaa5me4 ke4 cu4 no2 xam4 lɛŋ5(1) kɤŋ2 thɤk4 

[21.14] and they went to the high hall of the benevolent parents of the Golden Red Shoot, as 

fitting and worthy. 

 

 

The following examples illustrate other synonyms occurring in combination with closely-related 

terms and loanwords in the text studied. 

 

The four terms can6 faʔ6, vaak2, kɔŋ4 kaaŋ2 (B ေကာင္းကင္) and kaaŋ1 haaw5 are used for for 

‘sky, the heavens, space’ at [20.12]: 

 

… kon4 faak4 can6 faʔ6 vaak2 kɔŋ4 kaaŋ2 kaaŋ1 haaw5 
… [this] person from the sky, the firmament, from space, the heavens, 

 

The four closely-related words van4 ʔɔn1 ‘formerly,’ sɯn4 ‘past, former,’ hɤŋ5 ‘long time’ and 

mɯn4 ‘long ago:’ 

 

van4 ʔɔn5(1) [63.05] tɔn4 sɯn4 hɤŋ5 mɯn4 … 
formerly, [63.05] a very long time ago in the past, … 
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The four closely-related Tai Nuea terms muŋ1 ‘to look, to watch,’ lu1 ‘to look’ (in manuscript 

use only), toy4 ‘to look’ (in everyday use) and han5 ‘to see’ at [59.02]: 

 

yaŋ4 het3 ŋɔk4 ŋɤ3 muŋ1 lu1 thi2 toy4 han5 

Looking around in bewilderment at what it clearly saw 

 

The three synonyms pɛn2caʔ1si2 (from P pañcasīla), sin5 haa3 (from P sīla + TN haa3 ‘five’) and 

yaa4 paa4 ‘five points’ (B ငါးပါး), are used for ‘the five moral precepts’ at [60.13]: 

 

… taak2 pɔy4 xam2 ʔaw1 pɛn2caʔ1si2 sin5 haa3 yaa4 paa4 

… will receive the paencasi, the five moral precepts, the five points 

 

Three Tai Nuea synonyms for ‘forest’ loŋ1, thɤn2, and paa2 with Burmese loanword to4 taaŋ4 

‘extensive forest’ (B ေတာတန္း), and with Tai Nuea loŋ5 ‘great’ and kaaŋ3 ‘wide, vast’ also 

agreeing with the Burmese ‘extensive.’ 

 

… naɰ4 loŋ1 loŋ5 thɤn2 [41.04] to4 taaŋ4 paa2 kaaŋ3 vaa1 nay5 

… into the great forest, the extensive woods, the vast [41.04] woodland vaa nay. 

 

The four synonyms Tai Nuea ceŋ2 hɔŋ2, Burmese loanword tɔŋ4 myɔk2 (from B ေတာင္ ‘south’ 

added to B ေျမာက္ ‘north’), Pali loanword ʔuk3taa4laa2 (P uttara), and Tai Nuea ho5 mɤŋ4 

(literally ‘head of the kingdom,’ also a synonym for ‘north’) used for ‘north:’ 

 

kɛn2 caw3 [38.14] mɤ4 yu2 ceŋ2 hɔŋ2 tɔŋ4 myɔk2 ʔuk3taa4laa2 ho5 mɤŋ4 
And the True Master [38.14] went to stay at the north, at the head of the kingdom 

 

In the following example, the three synonyms are all loanwords: le4saa2 (possibly a clipped form 

of B ေလသာေဆာင္), han3 praa1saat4 (TN han3 + Skt prāsāda) and ʔu4 kaaŋ2 (B ဥကင္း), are all 

read as ‘palace:’ 

 

le4saa2 han3 praa1[18.03]saat4 ʔu4 kaaŋ2 sɛŋ5 muŋ4 teʔ6 yaw6 

in the jewel-topped [18.03] palace teʔ yaw 
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2.5.4.3 Epithets 

Some 125 different epithets are used in the text studied here, which scribes in Mueang Sing 

consider average in terms of elaborate use of language. Almost half of this number are applied 

to the Bodhisatta, who has a central role in the story, while others are applied to the Buddha, the 

Dhamma, the Bodhi Tree, the god Sakka, religious teachers, and to the king, the queen and the 

princess. The most commonly used epithets of the Bodhisatta92 are no2 ʔaa1lɔŋ4, no2 caw3, lɔŋ4 

to2, lɔŋ4 xam4, no2 maŋ4lɔŋ4, no2 maŋ4saa4, maŋ4xɔŋ2, no2 yɔt4 faʔ6, no2 xam4 lɛŋ1, no2 saaŋ5 poŋ1, 

and xun5 xam4, while there is no Tai Nuea cognate of the Pali term bodhisatta as commonly 

used in neighbouring Theravāda cultures. Commonly used epithets of the Buddha (TN fu4laa4) 

include ŋaw4 sɛŋ5 fu4laa4, mɔn4 xam4, saa5piŋ2yu1, von1 xam4 fu4laa4, von1 suŋ5 fu4laa4, and vɔŋ6 

kɛn2 caw3. The derivation of many of these epithets is complex, such as no2 ʔaa1lɔŋ4 from Tai 

Nuea no2 ‘shoot (of bamboo, etc.),’ which indicates youthfulness, being emergent, burgeoning 

or developing, and is used as a classifier for the Bodhisatta and princess, and for children, and 

ʔaa1lɔŋ4 from Burmese အေလာင္း, which Judson (1913) gives as ‘anything in an incipient, 

unfinished, imperfect state, but progressing towards perfection’ and which is very commonly 

used for the Bodhisatta as someone progressing towards the perfection of Buddhahood. Further 

details are provided in the full glossary of terms in the manuscript studied, in Appendix C. 

 Several epithets have multiple uses, such as kɛn2 caw3 ‘True Master’ (of the Buddha, the 

Bodhisatta and the king), mɔn4 sɛŋ5 ‘Jewel Essence’ (of the Bodhisatta, the king, and rarely the 

princess, also used for the excellent qualities of teachings of the Buddha, the Bodhisatta, senior 

monks, etc.), no2 faʔ6 ‘Heavenly Shoot’ (of the Bodhisatta and of the princess), sɛŋ5 laaw1 ‘Star 

Jewel’ (of the Buddha, the Bodhisatta, and the princess), vɔŋ6 pen1 caw3 ‘Magnificence who is 

the Master’ (of the Buddha, of Inta (Sakka), and also used of kings in other texts) and xay2 faʔ6 

‘Egg of the Heavens’ (of the Bodhisatta, the king and the princess). 

 

2.5.4.4 Terms of respect and esteem 

A number of words occur frequently in Tai Nuea Lik texts to express respect, high esteem or 

special qualities, including xam4 ‘gold,’ lɛŋ1 ‘red,’ faʔ6 ‘sky, the heavens, heavenly, venerable,’ 

cɔm1 ‘summit, pinnacle,’ yɔt4 ‘tip, pinnacle, summit, supreme, to sprout, to shoot (of plants),’ 

                                                        
92 Reported as the most commonly found in overall Lik manuscript use by scribes in Mueang Sing, rather 

than in the specific manuscript studied here. 
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vɔŋ6 (also voŋ6) ‘magnificent, great, excellent, royal, regal,’ maat4 ‘excellent, outstanding, 

sacred (B ျမတ္),’ kɛw3 ‘gem, jewel, precious stone,’ sɛŋ5 ‘jewel, precious stone,’ yaat4 yaat4 

‘resplendent, gleaming, glittering,’ hoŋ5 (also hoŋ5 haaŋ4) ‘renowned, famed, celebrated, 

revered,’ and many others. 

 These terms abound in epithets of the Buddha and the Bodhisatta, and of royalty, and to 

imply special, illustrious, celestial, or magical qualities. The term sɛŋ5 ‘jewel,’ for example, 

occurs in fɯn4 sɛŋ5 ‘jewel cloth’ (i.e. the celestial flying kampala cloth), haaŋ4 sɛŋ5 ‘parents’ 

(possibly also ‘father’), laa1 sɛŋ5 ‘parents’ (also read as ‘mother’), laaŋ4 sɛŋ5 ‘parents,’ ho5 sɛŋ5 

‘jewelled hall’ (palace), hoŋ4 sɛŋ5 ‘meeting hall within a Buddhist monastery,’ kɛm4 sɛŋ5 ‘jewel 

vessel’ (for pouring water to dedicate merit) and also ‘jewel text’ (sacred book or discourse), 

lin4 sɛŋ5 ‘Jewel Fount’ (an epithet of the Buddha’s teaching), mɔn4 sɛŋ5 ‘Jewel Essence’ (an 

epithet of the Bodhisatta, the king, and (rarely) the princess, also used for the excellent qualities 

of teachings of the Buddha, the Bodhisatta, senior monks, etc.), ŋaa4 sɛŋ5 ‘jewel-toothed’  

(an epithet of the speech or teaching of the Buddha), ŋaw4 sɛŋ5 ‘Jewel Radiance’ (an epithet of 

the Buddha and the Bodhisatta), paan1 sɛŋ5 ‘Jewel Life’ (an epithet of the Bodhisatta and of the 

king), sɛŋ5 cɛn1 cɔy6 ‘Polished Jewel Damsel’ (an epithet of the princess), sɛŋ5 ciŋ2 ‘Diamond 

Jewel’ (an epithet of the queen), sɛŋ5 ho5 xam4 ‘Jewel of the Golden Hall’ (an epithet of the 

king), sɛŋ5 hun2 cɔy6 ‘Jewel Form Maiden’ (an epithet of the princess), sɛŋ5 hun2 tɛm3 ‘Jewel 

Painted Form’ (an epithet of the princess), sɛŋ5 laaw1 ‘Star Jewel’ (an epithet of the Buddha, the 

Bodhisatta, and of the princess), sɛŋ5 mɤŋ4 ‘Jewel of the Kingdom’ (an epithet of the princess), 

sɛŋ5 naaŋ4 ‘Jewel of Women’ (an epithet of the princess), sɛŋ5 paa4 ‘Jewel Person’ (an epithet of 

the princess), sɛŋ5 sɔn4 ‘Jewel of Abundance’ (an epithet of the princess), sɛŋ5 xaaŋ4 ‘Jewel 

Companion’ (an epithet of the princess as wife of the Bodhisatta), sɛŋ5 yɔt4 hun2 cɔy6 ‘Jewel 

Supreme Damsel Form’ (an epithet of the princess), ton1 sɛŋ5 ‘Jewel One’ (an epithet of the 

Buddha and of the Bodhisatta), veŋ4 sɛŋ5 ni1paan4 ‘Jewelled City of Nipan,’ xɔŋ5 sɛŋ5 ‘jewel 

object’ (celestial object with magical power), and ʔum1 sɛŋ5 ‘Jewel Vessel’ (the vessel 

containing the Dhamma, the teachings of the Buddha), etc. 
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2.5.4.5 Intensifiers 

Over 30 different intensifiers are used in the text studied, while many more occur in the Tai 

Nuea language, both in manuscript use and in everyday speech. The use of these special terms is 

restricted to a very limited number of words for which they intensify degree, as ‘pitch’ 

intensifies ‘black’ in English. They are usually of two syllables, with reduplication, and in 

manuscript use sometimes occur alone without terms they would normally qualify or are placed 

apart from them. They are mostly used for ‘extreme’ size or width, ‘utter’ destruction, ‘intense’ 

or ‘scorching’ heat, for youthfulness, beauty and plumpness, and for the qualities of colours, as 

in the examples below.93 

 

One of several intensifiers for great numbers, sizes or widths, caan1 laan4 is used alone with kin1 

taan4 ‘to make offerings’ at [04.08]: 

 

… naɰ4 veŋ4 ʔɔn1 kan1 kin5(1) taan4 caan1 laan4 

… within the city they made abundant offerings together 

 

Several intensifiers are used to express ‘utter’ or ‘complete’ destruction or loss, such as cum4 

xum4 (used for ‘utter’ defeat) and thaa4yaa4 (used with luʔ6 ‘to ruin, to destroy’). The following 

example has faay5 laay4, a similar intensifier for being ‘utterly’ shattered or broken, and also 

fɔŋ5 lɔŋ4, an intensifier for ‘extreme’ width: 

 

yaa2 haɰ3 mɤŋ4 loŋ5 lɛw5 haay5 faay5 [37.02] laay4 ke2 fɔŋ5 lɔŋ4 caat2 he1 xaa3 hɔ6 
so the great kingdom will not be utterly laid to waste, [37.02] small and widely scattered  

xaa hɔ? 

 

There are many Tai Nuea intensifiers for different qualities of colours. Here caaw4 ŋaaw4 is 

used alone rather than qualifying the usual xew5 ‘green’ and is translated as ‘verdant’ with 

reference to the forest: 

 

 

                                                        
93 These special terms, of which many more are found in spoken Tai Nuea, deserve further investigation. 

See Haas (1946) and Thongkum (1979) for studies of similar terms in Thai and in the Isan dialects of 

northeast Thailand. 
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kɔy4 to1 kaw1 xam4 kaa4 yaan5 caaw4 ŋaaw4 thɤn2 sɛn5 [45.05] fɤ5 vaay2 pɔk4 kɔy4 yaw6 
and alone the Golden One departed from the verdant forest of one hundred thousand [45.05] 

leaves, turning back to return kɔy yaw 

 

An intensifier for lɤŋ5 ‘yellow,’ mum1 mɤm1, is also used alone at [01.10] to refer to the yellow 

robes of Buddhist monks. In everyday speech it is used rarely as an addition to the usual 

intensifier for yellow ʔɤm1 hɤm1, as lɤŋ5 ʔɤm1 hɤm1 mum1 mɤm1: 

 

taŋ4 [01.10] kaa1 mɯn2 nɯŋ1 mum1 mɤm1 saŋ5xaa2 faʔ6 luk4 caw3 

together [01.10] with ten thousand yellow-robed venerable offspring of the Master 

 

A number of intensifiers indicating ‘brilliant’ of white are also used for ‘shiny, bright, pure,’ 

such as paan4 paan4, vaaw4 vaaw4, cɔn4 yɔn4 (also cɔn4 ŋɔn4) and cɯn4 yɯn4, and some are used 

for both white and gold, such as so5 po4, su5 pu4, and sɔn5 pɔn4, where xaaw5 pɔn4 indicates 

white which is ‘perfect, spotless, without any blemishes.’ The following line includes two 

intensifiers: so1 ho2 used for white which is ‘dull, faded, worn, not clean’ (and also used for 

‘sad’ mɔŋ5 so1 ho2) and kum4 ŋum4 ‘exceedingly, pitch’ is used for darkness and the colour 

black: 

 

[66.01] maaŋ1 koʔ6 yaŋ4 ʔan1 so1 ho2 sam6 lam1 kaa2 kum4 ŋum4 kɔʔ6 mi4 teʔ6 yaw6 

[66.01] and some people became even duller until they were pitch black teʔ yaw. 

 

2.5.4.6 Onomatopoeia  

There are over twenty specific occurrences of onomatopoeia in the text studied, imitating the 

sound of voices, crying, breathing, eating, the tearing of buffalo skin, footsteps and stamping, 

the breeze, drums, dogs, monkeys, and bees, etc. Most cases involve repetition of a single word 

(sometimes with slight variation of tone), such as fu4 fu2 ‘the sound of the breath when sleeping, 

snoring, the snorting sound of an ogre’s breathing,’ liw5 liw5 ‘the sound of fanning or the 

breeze,’ tum4 tum4 ‘the slow (mournful) sound of drums,’ or xap3 xap3 ‘the sound of the ogre 
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eating people.’ Other cases involve reduplication,94 such as kak4 kik4 and pup1 paap1 ‘the sound 

of footsteps’ or ʔu1 ʔi1 (also ʔu4 ʔi4) ‘the indistinct sound of a crowd of people talking when 

heard from a distance.’ Rarely, two words are repeated such as ŋok3 ŋok3 ŋak3 ŋak3 ‘the yapping 

sound of dogs’ and xuk4 xuk4 xak4 xak4 ‘the sound of monkeys,’ and in one case, the single 

word vɤ5 ‘the sound of the ogre’s fist moving though the air’ is used without repetition in the 

combination vɤ5 taap2, where taap2 ‘to strike, to hit’ is itself an example of a number of 

commonly-used words in Tai Nuea which may also be considered cases of onomatopoeia but 

which have become integrated into the language and are therefore directly translated. All 

specific cases of onomatopoeia are retained in the English translation in order to illustrate the 

Tai Nuea usage, thus vu1 vu2 ‘the sound of bees’ is kept as vu vu, rather than being replaced with 

an English equivalent such as ‘buzz.’ 

 

2.5.4.7 Formulaic particles 

Formulaic particles routinely occur at the beginning and end of sections of text and at the end of 

couplets or tercets. Tai Nuea scribes in Mueang Sing and Moeng Ka report that the majority are 

used for euphony in recitation and for punctuation alone and have no influence on the meaning 

of the text, and they are therefore left in romanised form in the English translation despite the 

fact that some, such as vaa1 nay5 ‘thus it is said’ and teʔ6 yaw6 ‘indeed, truly,’ could be rendered 

in English. In this respect, their use differs from that of sentence-final particles in spoken Lao, 

for example, which function as question words, imperative words, provide special emphasis, or 

indicate feelings or attitudes (Crisfield 1974, 1978; Enfield 2007: 41-72). 

A limited number of thematisers or formulaic story openings occur at the start of main 

sections of text or tɔy4, the most common being nay5 lɛ4 pen1 naŋ5 mɤ1 nan6 ‘Thus it was at that 

time,’ nay5 lɛ4 mɤ1 nan6 ‘Thus at that time,’ or nay5 lɛ4 pen1 naŋ5 ‘Thus it was.’ Similarly, pen1 

naŋ5 mɤ1 nan6, pen1 naŋ5 yaam4 nan4, and pen1 naŋ5 thaa2 nan6, all variations of ‘so it was at that 

time,’ are used to introduce new subjects within a section of text, while the standard closing of a 

section of text is su5 hɤy6 su5 nɔ1, which is romanised as su hɤy su nɔ in the translation. 

 Particles are also used to introduce new couplets or tercets within a section of text, the 

most common being caŋ2 nay6 (also caŋ2 nay5) which is similar to ‘Now…’ in English, while 

                                                        
94 Thongkum (1979) identifies iconic values of vowel qualities and patterns of reduplication in the Isan 

dialects of northeast Thailand, but a more thorough examination of the many reduplicated words in 

spoken Tai Nuea is beyond the scope of the present study. 
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yaŋ4 mi4 is used as a topic marker for introducing minor stories, and vaa1 ti1 and vaa1 kaa1 are 

often untranslated as topic markers introducing new subjects or speech, similar to ‘Speaking 

of... ‘ or ‘As for...’ in English.  

 The main use of formulaic particles is at the end of each couplet or tercet, where they serve 

to punctuate the text and to enhance the euphony of the recitation. Some seventy different forms 

occur in the text studied, the most common being vaa1 nay5 and teʔ6 yaw6. A limited number do 

convey a meaning relevant to understanding the content of the text, such as kɔʔ6 saa1 which 

expresses politeness, similar to English ‘How nice…,’ and the untranslated lu1 kɔn2 which is 

also a future marker, or nan4 taa4 and taa1 van1 which convey a sense of imperative. Very rarely, 

final particles are also found at the end of the initial lines within a couplet or tercet.  

 The main lik4 vaak2 colophon usually begins saa4thuʔ1 saa4thuʔ1 ʔo3kaa2saa5 fan4te2 xaa3 lɛ2 

von1 hɤy6 ‘It is well! It is well! May I take this opportunity, O Venerable Sirs xaa lɛ von hɤy!’ 

and ends with von1 hɤy6 von1 nɔ1 (xɔy3 lɛ1 von1 hɤy6 in the text studied here), while the su5 tɔŋ4 

statement itself (see 2.5.6.3 below) often begins nay5 lɛ4 kam2 nay6 saay5 sɛŋ5 su5 tɔŋ4. 

 

2.5.5 Scribal contributions to the text 

Completely new compositions, other than medical treatises, do not currently occur in Tai Nuea 

manuscript culture,95 and the original authors and dates of composition are unknown.96 Scribes 

therefore copy existing texts, but rather than with the aim of replicating a pristine copy of the 

exemplar, it is normal that the new copy will recognisably differ through scribal emendations to 

the main text, as well as more personal scribal asides admonishing the audience, etc. Other 

scribal contributions to the manuscript include embellishments, flourishes, marginalia and 

illustrations, and of course the errors and corrections which are a feature of such handwritten 

documents. The role of the scribe is essentially to narrate the story of the Buddha narrating a 

birth story, while at the same time commenting on the progress of the story, lessons to be drawn 

                                                        
95 Very rarely, Tai Nuea scribes make new Lik versions of birth stories from Tham manuscripts, but this 

is generally not approved of due to the higher prestige of the Tham script. 
96 In contrast, many Shan manuscripts composed from the sixteenth to nineteenth centuries have well-

known authors and the colophons of copies often mention the exemplar and the previous scribe (Terwiel 

and Khamdaengyodtai 2003: 14-17; Crosby and Khur-Yearn 2010: 3; Khur-Yearn 2012: 29-31), 

providing a depth of information not found in Tai Nuea manuscripts in Mueang Sing and Moeng Ka. 

Christian Daniels (personal communication, May 2017) reports that authors and dates of original 

composition and subsequent copies are also sometimes recorded in some Tai Dehong and Tai Maw 

manuscripts. 
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from it, and even the progress of the scribal activity of copying the text itself. This all takes 

place within the context of acknowledging the offering of a new manuscript copy, for which the 

composition of the colophons, which are discussed separately in 2.5.6 below, is the most 

important original scribal contribution. 

 

2.5.5.1 Scribal emendations 

While common in Lik manuscripts, scribal emendations to the main text (i.e. other than 

colophons and scribal asides, etc.) are for the most part minor and are undertaken with care and 

with the aim to improve the reading where the text is thought to have errors or cannot be 

understood. Scribes also have reverence for the text as the teaching of the Buddha and are 

therefore wary of the wrongdoing and demerit associated with making incorrect changes, 

particularly to Indic loanwords. 

 Changes are mostly made to clarify the written word (such as the writing of <-ay> and  

<-aay> or abbreviated forms97), to clarify syntax or to improve rhyme, but words or even whole 

lines or couplets of text might be omitted or replaced. When in doubt, an additional copy to the 

exemplar may be consulted, and if the two copies agree, then the reading will not be amended. 

If the copies differ, then a decision will often be made to keep the better existing copy, and if no 

other copies can be found, then the scribe will consider how to emend the text. 

 The dynamic nature of scribal practice and the fact that very few mulberry paper 

manuscripts survive longer that two hundred years means that there is little sense of an original 

text or archetype. Likewise, notions of ‘transmission errors,’ ‘corruption’ or ‘contamination’ of 

an ideal original form do not apply in the same way as with some Western classical texts,98 and 

all witnesses or variants are of intrinsic value. 

 Within this context, however, exemplars and a limited stemma can sometimes be 

identified, as in the case of the 1935 Pukthanusati manuscript studied here, for which the 1876 

manuscript is the only extant older copy and is taken as the exemplar.99 Other Pukthanusati 

manuscripts in Mueang Sing dated 1952, 1953 and 1976 are most probably copies of one of 

these two earlier texts, and there are two more recent copies, made in 2012 and 2013, which are 

known to be of the 1935 manuscript. While the 1876 text was used during this study to check 

difficult readings and possible scribal errors, a thorough comparison of changes within these 
                                                        
97 See 4.5.4 and 4.5.6.3 below. 
98 These notions may be more applicable to some Shan (and possibly Tai Dehong and Tai Maw) 

manuscripts, where the authors are well known and information about the transmission of the text is given 

in colophons. 
99 This is based on exact correspondences for most of the text, including repetition of scribal errors, but 

there may possibly have been intermediate texts which have since been lost. No older copies are known to 

exist, although the date of original composition is presumed to be older than the 1876 copy. 
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three generations of texts is beyond the scope of the present study and only limited examples are 

provided here for each re-copying of the text.100  

 

Examples comparing the 1876 text with the 1935 copy: 

 

ʔik2 si5laʔ1 paa1laa1mi2 xo3 nɯŋ1 xɔm4 hoŋ5 [ ] mɔn4 sɛŋ5 ʔaw1 pen1 mɔŋ4 tum4 tɛŋ1 naŋ1 tan4 

kaaŋ1 saaŋ5fo4 fɔŋ2 hɤ4 loŋ5 teŋ1 man3 teʔ6 yaw6 (1876 copy) 

 

ʔik2 loy3 si5laʔ1 paa1laa1mi2 xo3 nɯŋ1 xɔm4 hoŋ5 [ ] mɔn4 [02.12] sɛŋ5 pɛŋ4 sim4 yɤŋ1 naŋ5 

saaŋ5fo4 lɛm3 hɤ4 loŋ5 xɤŋ2 man3 vay6 yaw6 (1935 copy) 

 

In the above example, there is only the minor addition of loy3 in the first line, but the second 

line differs considerably, including the removal of mɔŋ4 tum4, which is not understood by 

present-day scribes in Mueang Sing, and the addition of an internal rhyme. 

 

At [07.02] in the 1935 copy, caan1 laan4 was added to the following line, providing an 

additional internal rhyme and euphony: 

 

myo4 saa1 yaa1haan4 caan1 laan4 caw3 taŋ4 laay5 fik1xu2 

 

The end of line [08.08], which reads … lɔt4 ʔe5(1) kuŋ2 fu4laa4 taa4laa4 in the 1876 text, has been 

simplified to lɔt4 ʔe5(1) taa4laa4 in the 1935 copy, improving the euphony of the line: 

 

nay6 kɔʔ6 pen1 pɤ1 [08.08] kuŋ2 maat4 puk1thaa4nuʔ1saʔ5(3)ti2 tham4maa4nuʔ1saʔ5(3)ti2 

saŋ5xaa4nuʔ1saʔ5(3)ti2 caw3 lɔt4 ʔe5(1) [08.09] taa4laa4 

 

Examples comparing the 1935 text with copies made in 2012 and 2013: 

 

saay5 taa1 mɔn4 [32.03] sɛŋ5 toy4 loŋ4 kom3 cu4 lin5(1) yem3 myo2 [ ] kɔy4 pen1 xwyɔŋ4 maa2 

maa1nuk2 caaŋ6 vɛk2 lam4 [32.04] ŋaa4 lo2 to1 paay4 
 
                                                        
100 Many more examples are provided in footnotes to the phonemic transcription and English translation 

in Chapter 5 below. 
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For the above couplet, the new text corrected myo2 at the end of the first line, which was written 

pyo2 in both the 1935 and 1876 copies but read as a scribal error for myo2 ‘to see, to look’  

(B ေမွွ်ာ္); the word maa1nuk2 was omitted due to unknown meaning, and lam4 changed to lɛm3, 

which is the more usual classifier for tusks. 

 

cem1 ʔan1 sɤ5 laa4 sɤ5 loŋ5 maaŋ4 kyaa4 ŋaa4 faay5 laay5 xun5 caaŋ1 kin1 [32.08] kon4 

pyaa4xaa2 
 

In the above example, laay5 xun5 in the 1935 text was changed to loŋ5 laay5 (retaining the 

internal rhyme with ŋaa4 faay5). Other examples of changes are from pan1yaa2 ‘wisdom’  

(P paññā, which is the form found in Tham manuscripts) in the 1935 text to its more usual Lik 

form piŋ2yaa2 in the later copies, and the removal of some subscript forms which are seen as 

indeterminate or to be added or not at the discretion of the scribe (see 4.5.7 below). Errors are 

sometimes made in emendations, such as paan1 lew5(1) paan1 lɤn4 ‘this and future lives’ at 

[59.13] in the 1935 text, which was changed to paan1 lew5(1) paan1 lun4 ‘this and past lives’ in 

the 2013 copy since the word lɤn4 for ‘future’ is not used in Mueang Sing101 and the meaning 

was guessed. Other words or phrases which are not understood are kept unchanged when no 

reasonable alternative can be found, such as maw4 pu4 the4 xu4 at [30.13] or thɔŋ5 thaa2 maa2 

thɔŋ5 thaa2 at [18.02]. Likewise, the Perfection of Patience (P khanti pāramī), omitted in both 

the 1876 and 1935 manuscripts, would be expected to be included in the list of the Ten 

Perfections at [02.17], but was not added to subsequent copies since a suitable simile could not 

be found. 

 

2.5.5.2 Scribal asides 

Scribal asides occur frequently in the form of comments on the stage of copying or of the story, 

setting the scene of the original discourse by the Buddha, comments on or summaries of the 

story and its characters, moral lessons from the story, admonishments to the audience, and the 

benefits of virtue and of listening to the recitation, etc. There may also be an section half a page 

or more in length on the first page or naa3 ho5 pɤŋ4, written by the scribe immediately before the 

                                                        
101 It may have been understood by the scribe of the 1935 copy, who had lived in Kengtung, in Myanmar, 

before moving to Mueang Sing. 
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main text begins, invoking his teachers (hek4 xu4) and the su5laʔ1saa5ti2 or kaay4 xam4 spirits (see 

2.2.3 above).102 The following examples are from the translation of the text studied here (see 

Chapter 5 below), where they account for some eight per cent of the written text excluding 

colophons.  

 

Comments on the progress of the copying of the text and the stage of the story: 

 

I venerate and pay homage to the jewel Tham of the Fula [01.04] as I assemble the letters of 

the alphabet in these lines lu kɔn, [ ] … 

 

At this time [in] the noble and resplendent discourse of the True Master, the Knower of the 

Worlds, [08.18] the Cingte Yon Sang, [ ] now I, the scribe who is copying this revered Tala 

text, [08.19] bow my head and put it down at the end of the first section su hɤy su nɔ. 

 

Setting the scene: 

 

[01.19] Because of the blindness and deafness of all the women and men who do not see and 

clearly understand virtue, [ ] [01.20] the True Magnificence reveals it in this noble text for us 

to hear vaa nay. 

 

[02.04] The Master will tell the story of a [previous] birth of the Jewel Life at that time, and 

each should lend their two ears to listen respectfully [02.05] as if holding a golden-red dish to 

receive [an offering] li yaw. 

 

Admonishing the audience: 

 

So listen well and remember, [08.13] the diverse assembly of all of you who are gathered in 

celebration xaw hɤy! [ ] Remember these teachings revealed by the Fula in former [08.14] 

times, in the past, long, long ago, in a far off time, so that these correctly recorded utterances 

will not be lost, and bear them firmly in mind li yaw! 
 

[08.15] In order that they will be a blessing paving the way until the coming of the Renowned 

One, Mitte Fula, [08.16] the youngest sibling, [ ] you should steadily build generosity, moral 

                                                        
102 Not found in the text studied here, but the exemplar copied in 1876 has three pages of such 

invocations before the main text begins. 
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virtue, [the Recollection of] the Qualities, and favana! Do not [08.17] stop or abandon the 

practice li yaw! 
 

Summaries of the story: 

 

[They] called him ‘poor Nusati, [15.18] the destitute,’ [ ] [but] in fact when the Manglong had 

left, they became food for the ogre [15.19] to receive continuously as fodder for his gut nay nɔ. 

 

When the seventh day arrived, women were placed in the cage, [ ] causing [15.20] anguish for 

the people dwelling both inside and outside the city of Palanasi teʔ yaw. 

 

Moral lessons: 

 

If a location, a [15.10] place, has no one of moral virtue and integrity, [ ] there will surely be 

many kinds of pain, misfortune and distress, confusion [15.11] and constant vexation teʔ nɔ. 

 

When one person speaks, then it’s true that others will surely follow suit [26.20] in disdaining 

[someone], at any time, [ ] and so it was with each of her two parents, [27.01] her father and 

mother. 

 

Benefits of virtue and of listening to the recitation: 

 

Thus it is said that whoever takes [51.03] refuge in the Words of the Magnificent Gem and is 

an upright and virtuous person [ ] will be free of and far from all kinds of dangers and removed 

from [51.04] anxiety for a long time cam yaw. 

 

It is said that anyone who repeatedly reads [59.12] and repeats and has memorised and recites 

it aloud each day [ ] will have goodness and advantages for themselves and they will quickly 

know [59.13] the place of refuge. 

 

[They will be] free from whatever evil and misfortunes in this and future lives, and all will be 

happy, [ ] [59.14] and in the future they will meet and encounter the celebration of the 

magnificent Mitteya, the Supreme Master, the Surpassing Pinnacle [59.15] cam yaw. 
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2.5.5.3 Scribal errors and corrections 

There are approximately 150 identified cases of scribal errors103 in the 1935 text studied, of 

which 90 have been noticed and corrected by the scribe. The most common are haplographies 

and dittographies, and errors in spelling arising from confusion over similarly shaped letters or 

unfamiliar vocabulary as in the following examples. 

 

An uncorrected dittography of taŋ4 kaa1 ʔaa1 (not in the 1876 manuscript) occurs at the end of 

line [10.20] beginning of [11.01], where the correct reading is ‘[ ] taŋ4 kaa1 ʔaa1[11.01]mu2:’ 

 

taŋ4 kaa1 ʔaa1[11.01][taŋ4 kaa1 ʔaa1]mu2 lɔŋ1 naŋ2 nay6 vay6 pun1 ʔaa1faʔ5(3)laa2 san5taa2 xaa3 

fu3 caw3 taak2 xam2 lɔŋ4 [11.02] faay4 
 

Confusion of similarly-shaped letters <ŋ> and <ʔ>104 appears to be the cause of a scribal 

misreading of yɯt4 (or ŋɯt4) lɔk2 ‘to threaten, to intimidate’ in the 1876 exemplar, which is 

mistakenly copied as ʔɯt2 lɔk2 at [49.09] in the 1935 manuscript.  

 

Figure 2-11: Scribal error with <ŋ> and <ʔ> 

  
yɯt4 lɔk2 (1876) ʔɯt2 lɔk2 (1935) 

 

A variety of techniques are used for correction of scribal errors. Single compact letters may be 

defaced by applying more ink, whereas those with elongated vertical lines or loops are 

expunctuated with a series of small perpendicular strokes. Words written in error may be simply 

crossed out or scribbled over (often very untidy), and are sometimes expunctuated with a row of 

dots above or around the words. Missing letters or words are inserted inline or above or below 

the line, or in the margin, sometimes with a ‘+’ or ‘x’ to signify the place of the correction, and 

are later interpolated by other scribes (sometimes in ballpoint pen). Examples are illustrated 

below: 

                                                        
103 At least 20 of these errors were reproduced from previous scribal errors occurring in the 1876 text.  

An additional number of scribal corrections are intentional emendations of errors occurring in the 

exemplar and are therefore unmarked in the new copy. See 2.5.5.1 above for scribal emendations. 
104 See 4.5.1 and Table 4-2 below for further examples of these consonant glyphs. 
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Table 2-2: Examples of scribal correction 

Scribal 
correction Examples 

Defacement of  
compact letters 

    

    

Expunctuation of  
elongated letters 

    

Crossing or 
scribbling out  
of whole words 

    

       

Expunctuation of 
whole words 

    

Insertion of missing 
letters of words above 
or below the line 

       

Corrections 
in margins 

    

 

Later interpolation 
    

 
 

A further layer of unwritten ‘correction’ occurs in the interpretation of the written text by the 

reader, of which many cases are noted in the phonemic transcription and English translation in 
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Chapter 5 below, where current interpretation of the 1935 text is also compared to the 1876 

exemplar, as in the following two examples: 

 

vaa1 ti1 [25.10] tan4 caɰ1 kaaŋ4 luk4 yiŋ4 lew5 muŋ6 ʔu2 po1 hɤy6 

O [25.10] my offspring, my progeny, my only daughter, your father’s child hɤy! 
 

In the above line [25.10], scribes in Mueang Sing read kaaŋ4 as a scribal error for kaaŋ4laa4 

‘one’s own child, offspring, progeny.’ Later consultation with the 1876 text revealed kaaŋ1 

haaŋ4 ‘womb, offspring’ in the exemplar, but kaaŋ4laa4 remained the preferred reading from 

these two similar terms and was used in the phonemic transcription.105 

 

can1 saŋ5 yaam4 dew5(1) kaa4 yaan5 ho5 laa4 po1 haaŋ4 laa1 ʔu2 

Immediately upon departing from the royal hall of her father and mother, 

  

In the above line [27.11], scribes read haaŋ4 as a scribal error for haaŋ4 paa4 ‘father.’ In this 

case, the 1876 exemplar was found to agree with their interpretation and haaŋ4 paa4 was used in 

the phonemic transcription. 

 

2.5.5.4 Scribal embellishments 

Scribal embellishments and ornamentation are very common at the beginnings and endings of 

tɔy4, the main sections or ‘chapters’ of a text, and occur less frequently in some of the formulaic 

particles at the end of xaak4 or ‘lines,’ in both cases functioning as punctuation marks.106 They 

are also found as marginalia, mostly as human faces, animals or flowers, and as isolated 

decorative extensions to the ascending or descending strokes of letters, for which the elongated 

Lik Tho Ngok ‘Bean Sprout’ script is ideally suited. Most are in the form of small pen-drawn 

flourishes, but occasionally they are coloured (especially in pink or red), the most elaborate 

occurring at the beginning and ending of main sections, often in the form of ornate floral 

designs of lɔk2 kut2 (Diplazium esculentum), an edible fern. The following examples illustrate a 

variety of pen flourishes and other scribal embellishments: 

 

 

                                                        
105 All such cases of scribal interpretation or correction are of course noted in the phonemic transcription. 
106 See 4.5.9 below for the role of scribal embellishments in punctuation. 
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Table 2-3: Scribal embellishments 

Embellishment Examples 

Decorative 
flourishes 

          

          

Particles at 
end of lines 

         

Beginning and 
end of sections 
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Marginalia 

             

             
 

2.5.5.5 Illustrations 

Illustrations other than small pen-drawn flourishes, faces or animals are rare in Lik manuscripts 

and are more often found in hu5laa4 or astrological treatises and other Tham manuscripts. 

Several examples of Lik and Tham manuscripts from the nineteenth, twentieth and early 

twenty-first centuries, from both China and Laos, are provided below:107 

 

Figure 2-12: Illustrated Kinnalinala (Kinnari) manuscript 

 
 

 

 

 
                                                        
107 Details of titles, dates, and current custodians and locations are intentionally withheld. 

First page of an early twenty-first century Lik text, depicting male and 
female kinnara and kinnarī as in the canonical Candakinnara Jātaka 
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Figure 2-13: Illustrated Upakot (Upagupta) manuscripts 

  

Examples from nineteenth century Lik manuscript depicting the eight Upagupta108 

 

  
Examples from early twentieth century Lik manuscript depicting the eight Upagupta 

 

  

 

 

  

 

 
  
                                                        
108 The Upagupta have origins in Sanskrit Buddhist traditions of northwestern India. See Strong 1992 

(171-185) for their persistence in Southeast Asian in the context of Therāvada reforms. 
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Figure 2-14: Illustrated manuscript of sacred locations 

 
 

 

 

 
 

Extensive twentieth century Lik text describing sacred locations such as stupas and foot or hand 
prints of the Buddha, illustrated by over 100 small pen-drawn images mostly placed in the margins. 

 

Figure 2-15: Illustrated astrological treatise 

   
Examples from an early twenty-first century Tham script  

astrological treatise with over twenty pages of illustrations. 
 

2.5.6 Colophons 

Lik Tai Nuea manuscripts usually have several colophons: on the cover or title page, at the end 

of sections of the main text, immediately following the main text, and for the dedication of 

merit or lik4 vaak2, which forms the final section of the manuscript.109 They have the vital 

function of ensuring that the offering will be properly recorded by the deities and spirits and the 

results of the associated merit will therefore be received. Tai Nuea colophons are far more 

extensive than those found in neighbouring manuscript traditions where a typical final colophon 
                                                        
109 Other passages are also commonly added by scribes throughout the text, especially at the end of 

sections or ‘chapters.’ These can reportedly be used to announce the name of the scribe and as a record 

and dedication or su5 tɔŋ4 (Ho Nam Vong, personal communication), but in the text studied they comprise 

commentary on the story and admonishment to the audience (see 2.5.5.2 above) rather than being used in 

this way. 
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rarely exceeds a single palm-leaf folio,110 compared to the main lik4 vaak2 colophon at the end 

of Tai Nuea manuscripts which may often be ten or more pages in length.111 The average length 

is approximately six or seven pages, and the three-page colophon in the text studied here is 

considered short by scribes in Mueang Sing.112 Although the colophons generally following 

well-established patterns, they are newly composed according to the occasion and the 

individuals concerned, and their quality is therefore more dependent upon the skill of the scribe 

than the copying of the main text. 

 The main themes are similar to those found in other traditions,113 i.e. statements about 

manuscript production (title of the text, names of sponsors and scribes, dates), wishes that the 

Buddhist religion may last for 5,000 years, and wishes that the sponsors or scribes and their 

families may receive benefits from the resulting merit, both in terms of progression on the 

Buddhist path (in future births, rebirth in the time of the future Buddha Metteyya, and in the 

Jewel City of Nibbana) and in terms of worldly gains and comfort. However, the extent of the 

Tai Nuea colophons allows for much greater detail and personal information to be included, as 

well as data of historical interest, and for elaborate composition in comparison to the somewhat 

terse statements in palm-leaf manuscripts in Cambodia, Laos, Myanmar and Thailand.114 

The three colophons discussed below, i.e. on the title page, following the main text, and the 

main colophon at the end of the manuscript, are expected to be included in all manuscripts, with 

specific information about the sponsors, etc. Additional information may also be included at the 

                                                        
110 In Hundius (1990) and von Hinüber (1996b), the typical length of colophons in Northern Thai Pali 

manuscripts is 30-60 words. 
111 Tai Nuea colophon can occasionally be of extreme length. A 1963 ‘Lik Caw Thanu’ manuscript in 

Mueang Sing has a total of 214 pages of which 24 pages are the final colophon. This remarkable text, 

written by the late uncle of a living scribe, includes a detailed account of the family’s journey when they 

fled from Moeng Ka to Mueang Sing in the 1930s and subsequent events in the life of the scribe, 

including a list of manuscripts he later copied (PLMP code number 03020707022_02, available online in 

the Digital Library of Lao Manuscripts at http://www.laomanuscripts.net/en/texts/5413, retrieved 23 

April, 2017). In another example, a ‘Lik Kinnali Nala’ manuscript also written in Mueang Sing has a total 

of 48 pages of text, of which 17 are the main colophon (PLMP code number 03020407003_01, available 

online in the Digital Library of Lao Manuscripts at http://www.laomanuscripts.net/en/texts/469, retrieved 

5 June 2017). 
112 These extensive colophons only occur in Lik manuscripts and those in Tai Nuea Tham manuscripts are 

very brief in contrast. 
113 See, for example, Hundius (1990: 26-41) and von Hinüber (1996b: 46-57) for Northern Thai. 
114 Colophons in Shan manuscripts are also extensive, often comprising 10-15 pages or more in leporello-

style volumes, or roughly equivalent to 5-7 pages in a bound Tai Nuea volume (confirmed by Jotika 

Khur-Yearn, personal communication). 
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end of each section of the text, at the discretion of the scribe, announcing the offering, the 

sponsors, the date, invoking the su5laʔ1saa5ti2 spirits, or as a kind of su5 tɔŋ4 statement or 

declaration of what the scribe would like to be recorded and remembered by the deities and 

spirits (as for the sponsors in the main lik4 vaak2).115 

 The importance of the lik4 vaak2 for the dedication of merit is such that in the case of 

significant offerings to the monastery other than manuscripts (i.e. of monastic buildings, etc.), 

special lik4 vaak2 su5 tɔŋ4 manuscripts are made to properly record the offerings and to be used 

in the same way as those included in new manuscript copies. These colophons which have 

become manuscripts in themselves are often even longer than the lik4 vaak2 colophons in newly-

copied manuscripts, especially when many families join together to contribute to an offering 

and a description of each co-sponsor must therefore be included. 

 

2.5.6.1 Title page colophon 

The first colophon usually appears on the cover or title page116 or naa3 taap1 lik4 and includes 

basic details of the title, the names of the sponsors and scribe, and standard expressions of 

wishes that the copying may sustain the Buddhist religion and may benefit the sponsors and 

scribe, as in the Pukthanusati manuscript studied here (see Chapter 5 below): 

 

[00.01] This manuscript of the Noble Master’s Tala entitled Pukthanusati xaa hɔ [ ] [00.02] has 

been copied by Ca Kap Kaew to sustain the period of the Buddhist religion [so that it may last] 

for five thousand years. [00.03] The main sponsors are the [wood] carver Ho Can and his wife, 

[00.04] in the year lap kay or 1297 of the era. May it truly bring blessings [00.05] and support 

and uphold us in the present and in future lives until we enter the Jewel [00.06] City of 

Nelapan xɔy lɛ.  
 

                                                        
115 This use of the end of manuscript sections does not feature in the text studied here. It is also 

commonly found in neighbouring manuscript traditions such as Tai Lue mulberry paper manuscripts or 

Lao and Northern Thai palm-leaf manuscripts. Hundius’ (1990: 37) study of colophons in Pali 

manuscripts in northern Thailand also finds colophons appearing at the end of each fascicle throughout 

some texts. 
116 As in the manuscript studied here, the cover page sometimes has only the title, followed by another 

page on a new folio (also called naa3 taap1 lik4) with this colophon. 
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The basic information provided in this colophon is similar to that found in palm-leaf 

manuscripts in other Southeast Asian traditions.117 The year given on this page in the current 

manuscript is pi lap kay according to the 60-year cycle to name years, which is also commonly 

used in manuscripts in Thailand and Laos (Eade 1995: 24-25) or 1297 of the Culasakarat or 

‘Little Era,’ which began in 638 of the Common Era (Eade 1995: 17), i.e. equvalent to the year 

1935 CE. This is the year when the work of copying began, presumably in this case after the 

rains had ended, during which manuscripts are rarely copied due to the dampness of the 

mulberry paper, but before the reckoning of the new year of 1298 began, which in the Tai Nuea 

calendar is counted one month after the end of the four-month rainy season in the lunisolar 

calendar, which normally coincides with the full-moon of December. Further information 

related to the date of completion of the manuscript is given in the minor colophon immediately 

following the main text (see 2.5.6.2 below). This colophon is written in a mixture of Lik Tho 

Ngok and Tham scripts, which is often the case. 

 

2.5.6.2 Minor colophon following the main text 

A minor colophon is added at the end of the main text or between the main text and the main 

colophon which forms the final part of the manuscript, as in this example from the text 

studied:118 

 

[69.19] Ca Kap Kaew wrote this in 1298, one thousand two hundred and ninety eight, [ ] in the 

sixth month, on the fourth day of the moon, at night. [69.20] The sponsor is the [wood] carver 

Ho Can of Tong Mai village. [ ] It is the sixth month, the ninth day of the waning moon, or 

faya van ma lɛ. 
 

This simple colophon is a very brief statement of facts, without any expression of wishes related 

to the associated merit. The first date is read as the completion of the copying of the main text, 

while the second shows that the writing of the main colophon or lik4 vaak2 began five days 

afterwards, possibly due to the time taken for composition. The copying was completed in the 

                                                        
117 The role of the scribe is not always as prominent as in this colophon, demonstrating the joint offering 

of the manuscript in this case. Otherwise, the name of the scribe may be mentioned only briefly. 
118 This colophon is more usually placed immediately before the end of the main text itself rather than as 

in the text studied here, and does not include the date. 
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sixth month119 of the year 1298 according to the ‘Little Era’ (i.e. 1936 CE), whereas the date 

that copying began (given in the title page colophon above) is 1297, implying that copying of 

the text was undertaken intermittently over a period of at least five to six months,120 whereas 

scribes in Mueang Sing report that normally a text of this size could be copied in less than a 

month of steady work. 

 

2.5.6.3 Main colophon for dedication of merit 

The main colophon or lik4 vaak2 forms the final section of a manuscript. It is of great 

importance in Tai Nuea manuscript culture since it contains the su5 tɔŋ4 (also su4 tɔŋ4), a 

statement or declaration of what the sponsors would like to be remembered (tɔŋ4) by the deities 

and spirits who record acts of merit. It is newly composed by the scribe, based on personal 

details provided by the sponsors, including their family members and others who may be 

joining in the offering, and related information such as other offerings which are made on the 

same occasion (of monastic buildings, robes, etc.). It is essential that the offering is properly 

written down in this way in the manuscript and in its recitation so that it may be witnessed and 

recorded by the deities and spirits and the sponsors may receive the benefits in this and future 

lives. This development of merit is central to Tai Nuea Buddhist practices, which are 

undertaken within a framework of progress over many lifetimes rather than with the aim of 

more immediate realisation of the Buddhist path to liberation from suffering. There should be 

separate descriptions of each sponsor, written with elaborate ‘flowers and leaves’ rather than a 

terse summary, including their family members, the date of offering, an invocation of the deities 

and spirits to remember and to record it, and the wishes of the sponsors in terms of benefits 

from the accrued merit in this and future lives. 

In the manuscript studied here, the main colophon begins at [70.01] with saa4thuʔ1 

saa4thuʔ1 ʔo3kaa2saa5 fan4te2 xaa3 lɛ2 von1 hɤy6 ‘It is well! It is well! May I take this 

                                                        
119 The use of “the sixth month” (at the time of faya van ma or the lunisolar new year, now fixed as the 

15th or 16th of April) and “the ninth day of the waning moon” here both imply that this is according to the 

Tai Lue calendar, which is also in use in Mueang Sing. The Tai Nuea sixth month is one month after the 

Tai Lue, i.e. not coinciding with the lunisolar new year, and they normally use a 29 or 30 day cycle for 

the lunar calendar (beginning the day after the new moon), rather than two 14 or 15 day cycles for the 

waxing and waning phases of the moon as used by the Tai Lue. 
120 This depends upon whether the calculation of the new year in the title colophon was according to the 

Tai Lue or the Tai Nuea calendar, which changes one month later. 
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opportunity, O Venerable Sirs xaa lɛ von hɤy!’. It is exactly three pages in length,121 the first 

half of which names the group of sponsors (including the scribe and his family, who joined in 

the offering) and provides a very brief summary of the text, after which there is statement 

offering the manuscript to the Buddha: 

 

We raise up and make this offering to the Magnificent Master, the Puktha, the Jewel [71.11] 

Essence. [ ] May the Fula receive the donation of the manuscript of this jewel text [in his 

hands] and support and cradle it [in his arms] xɔy lɛ! [ ] [71.12] May the donation of this jewel 

text be extremely vast, to the utmost! [ ] And may the portion of merit bless [71.13] and protect 

us, the many households of sponsors lɛ van! [ ] O Fula of high merit hɤy! [ ] [71.14] May 

Kotama, the Magnificence who is the Master, open the palms of his hands [ ] to receive the 

virtue [71.15] of the manuscript of this noble text which we are raising up to offer! [ ] May the 

Fula pray accept this donation and not [71.16] lose or let go if it xɔy lɛ! 
 

After the statement of offering, there is an invocation of the deities and spirits to remember and 

to record it (TN voy2 te4vaa1laa2 or thaay5 te4vaa1laa2), beginning with Nang Kaew Tholani, the 

earth goddess who is called to witness and convey the dedication of merit through the pouring 

of water:122 

 

Listen! Listen! [ ] O Good Lady of Washed Hair, graceful [71.17] and rounded Tholani nay 

hɤy! [ ] Pray remember the water poured by us and place it in the top-knot [71.18] of your lush 

hair and keep it safely by your side loy taa! 
 

This is followed by invocations to ‘the many groups of lord and lady spirits and celestial beings’ 

dwelling in temples and in homes, in the sixteen heavenly realms, to Inta (the god Sakka, who 

rules over the Tāvatiṁsa Heavenly Realm, from P devānam indo), and to Visukum (who 

records a person’s good and bad deeds in a ledger, which is then used at death to calculate the 

                                                        
121 See Chapter 5 below for the full phonemic transcription and annotated English translation. 
122 The pouring of water in order to dedicate merit (found throughout Theravāda Buddhist cultures) is 

used extensively by the Tai Nuea, especially during offerings such as this and on days of lay Buddhist 

practice, when water will be poured many times during the day, after each offering and each meditation 

session, etc. However, unlike in Thailand and Laos, for example, the dedication is made when first 

poured from one vessel into another, and there is no subsequent invocation when the water is later poured 

on the earth, which is often done quite casually.  
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destination of their rebirth, from P vissukamma). The ‘field of merit’ is then offered to the Lord 

Spirits of the Ten Heavenly Along (read as the spirits of the Bodhisatta’s ten final lives in the 

human realm), who are called to delight in the virtue of the sponsors, and the invocation ends 

with the wish that the merit of the sponsors be stated to the future Buddha Metteyya and to 

many other celestial beings including Lord Yom (the ‘god of death’ who judges the deceased 

according to their deeds), the xut (giant bird-like creatures, from Skt garuḍa) and nak (magical 

serpents, from P nāga), and the ‘Supreme Beings’ (TN ʔay1 son5, from Skt aiśvara or 

aiśvarya):123 

 

May our portion of merit [72.06] be stated to the Venerable Jewel Essence Master Mitteya,  

[ ] and stated to the ten thousand, the many thousands, the infinite [72.07] celestial beings,  

[ ] and to Lord Yom who watches over the ogre kingdom in the lower levels. [ ] We state to 

[72.08] every one [of them] of many kinds, to come to record this together. [ ] Together with 

the xut and the nak of the water, and also the Supreme Beings, [ ] pray [72.09] come to be 

witnesses of we who dwell in the Human Realm, and firmly remember xɔy lɛ! [ ] Do not allow 

our field of merit to fall away [72.10] and disappear with the blowing wind! [ ] In whatever 

time and whatever life we are born, let it be as before, [72.11] together with us! 

 

The colophon then ends with the kam4 faat1thaʔ3naa2 or wishes of the sponsors, often in terms of 

living at ease in the world in this and future lives, meeting the future Buddha Metteyya, and 

finally that they may go to dwell in the Jewelled City of Nipan: 

 

From now on and remaining for a long time to come, [ ] may we be far from [72.12] pain and 

disease, and may they not come near our bodies nɯŋ lɛ! [ ] According to the hearts of we, the 

sponsors, [let our] households be set up evenly [72.13] and live peacefully, [ ] and let us be far 

from the ninety-six dangers and misfortune depart from us! [72.14] Through the virtue of the 

manuscript of this shining text which we revere [above our] heads, [ ] let us, the sponsors, put 

                                                        
123 Other beings typically included in this invocation are pu2 caan4 kaaw2 taan4 ‘the officiant of the 

statement of offering,’ faʔ4yaa4 fum4 ‘P brahmā, chief of the gods, the creator god,’ caw3 caʔ1tuʔ4lok4 taŋ4 

si2 ‘the four guardian deities of the world,’ si5li5kut4taʔ1 ʔaa1maat4 ‘the counsellor Silikutta,’ ton1 cam1 

bun1 lɛ1 cam1 baap2 ‘those who remember merit and demerit,’ and ton1 cam1 nam6 yaat2 lɛ1 maay5 taan4 

‘those who remember the pouring of water and record the offering.’ 
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[72.15] down our anxiety and troubles in life and may we live at ease! [ ] Settle the minds of 

we the sponsors that that we are able to live in [72.16] Sing Xam for many years and gradually 

improve [our lives], [ ] and let us have many hundreds of cattle and horses, more than [for] a 

household! [72.17] [May we] not be lacking in rice and water, and have plenty to eat, [ ] and 

let that which is more than we can eat and donate be returned to be sold, heaped [72.18] up! 

May the benefits of the renowned text of this manuscript of the Tala screen and protect us, [ ] 

and may the virtue be born as a vɤn vɤn [72.19] boat, a ship! [ ] Convey us quickly beyond the 

waves of the four ocean floods, [ ] and may this [72.20] donation lead us to the Jewelled City 

of Nipan and we may truly go to see it and to live there continually xɔy lɛ von hɤy! 
 

 

2.6 Summary 
Tai Nuea Lik manuscript culture in Mueang Sing is maintained by small numbers of specialised 

scribes who are literate in the Lik Tho Ngok orthography (which is only in manuscript use) 

together with sponsors who commission the copying of texts. It is a lay rather than monastic 

tradition, and although almost all scribes were previously monks or novices, the Lik Tho Ngok 

script is not taught in temples, in favour of the Tham script. Both scripts are used by lay scribes, 

each restricted to certain genres of text. 

 Lik manuscript culture is far more than the copying of texts, and must be seen within the 

framework of Tai Nuea lay Buddhism which emphasises the accrual of merit over many 

lifetimes. The offering of a new manuscript, from its commissioning and copying, to the initial 

‘warming’ and subsequent recitations to audiences, and the act of listening to them, are all 

important occasions for this. Manuscript colophons, which are are far more extensive than those 

found in neighbouring manuscript traditions, have the vital function of ensuring that the offering 

will be properly recorded by the deities and spirits and the results of the associated merit will 

therefore be received.  

 A number of ritual practices and offerings accompany the formation of the scribe and the 

copying process itself, especially the sulasati and kaay xam initiations, in which the scribe, 

paper, pen and ink as four ‘people’ who contribute to its success. Although numbers of scribes 

are reportedly halved from a generation ago, this is not a large reduction in real numbers, and 

the underemployment of existing scribes as fewer people commission new copies is more 

significant in the overall decline of the manuscript culture. 

 Manuscripts continue to be produced in the traditional way, using locally-made mulberry 

paper, and remain an important part of weekly days of communal Buddhist practice in local 

temples throughout the rainy season each year, when they are recited by two readers in unison. 

The most commonly recited are ‘birth stories’ of former lives of the Buddha, such as the text 
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studied here. Their composition blends orality with writing, and they are intended to be recited 

aloud and to be listened to by audiences, rather than to be silently read and studied. They 

contain interesting or beautiful passages which appeal for their emotional content and are 

approached through faith and reverence as vehicles of Buddhist teachings rather than through a 

strong interest in the exegesis of their doctrinal components. 

 In copying such texts, the scribe essentially narrates the story of the Buddha recounting a 

birth story, while at the same time commenting on the progress of the story, lessons to be drawn 

from it, and even the progress of the scribal activity of copying the text itself, all within the 

context of acknowledging the commissioning and offering of the new copy. The metrical 

character of this genre of Lik texts is an integral element of their composition, recitation and 

also of their interpretation, in which the pairing of words, rhymes between the lines of a couplet 

or tercet and additional internal rhymes within a line all combine to provide euphony and a 

structure which differs significantly from the syntax of the modern spoken dialect.  

 Tai Nuea Lik texts contain a very high percentage of loanwords from Burmese and Pali, 

many of which are not understood by local scribes and audiences, as well as extensive use of 

synonyms, epithets, terms of respect and esteem, intensifiers, onomatopoeia, and formulaic 

particles. Scribal emendations are common, and scribal asides occur frequently in the form of 

comments on the stage of copying, setting the scene of the original discourse by the Buddha, 

comments on or summaries of the story and its characters, moral lessons and admonishments to 

the audience, and the benefits of virtue and of listening to the recitation. Other scribal 

contributions include embellishments, flourishes, marginalia and illustrations. 

The following chapter comprises a study of Tai Nue phonology in historical context as well 

as other aspects of language use in manuscripts. A glossary of manuscript terminology is 

provided in Appendix B. 
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3 Phonology 
 

 

 

3.1 Introduction 
This chapter examines the dialect spoken in one of five Tai Nuea villages located in the district 

of Mueang Sing, Laos, by second generation descendants of immigrants from Moeng Ka, 

China, with a special emphasis on phonological aspects of language use in the recitation of Lik 

manuscript literature and the historical context of phonemes in this dialect.124 It does not aim to 

give a thorough description of ‘the Tai Nuea language,’ which would be a major undertaking 

given the variety of dialects and uncertainty over the inclusion of Tai Dehong and Tai Maw etc. 

under such an umbrella term.125 

 The small Tai Nuea communities around Mueang Sing, with speakers descended from 

several neighbouring districts in China, appear to have preserved their distinct dialects over a 

number of generations of relative isolation, with few differences observed during field visits 

with a local scribe to the birthplace of his father in Moeng Ka. The main external influences on 

the Tai Nuea language in Mueang Sing now come from Tai Lue and Lao language contact (and 

Thai television),126 and the younger generation in particular has more exposure from mass 

media and through travel for study and for work. While this is not a focus of the current study, 

limited examples of differences between generations of speakers and other features of language 

change are provided where relevant. 

The present study makes use of Li's (1977) Proto-Tai reconstruction to examine the sound 

system of the dialect, as well as Burmese and Indic forms found in loanwords, which are a 

significant feature of the manuscript literature. In some cases, for convenience, the meanings of 

Tai Nuea words are kept to a minimum needed for identification, rather than more complete 

descriptions, which are provided in the glossary in Chapter 6. 

                                                        
124 For other aspects of language use, such as the rhyming structure or the extensive use of loanwords and 

epithets, etc., see 2.5.3 and 2.5.4 above.  

125 This also raises questions over the use of the terms ‘language’ and ‘dialect’ and the perceived degree 

of mutual intelligibility that informs such distinctions. A much broader investigation would be required, 

beyond the scope of the present study, to clarify this for ‘Tai Nuea.’ See Chantaroj (2007) for a 

sociolinguistic survey of selected Tai Nuea speech varieties.  

126  This situation differs in China, where language contact is predominantly with Chinese (both 

Putonghua and local dialects) and other languages such as Yi. In fact, there is considerable language 

contact in all places where the Tai Nuea live, and many Tai speakers are bi-lingual or multi-lingual. 
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The following Section 3.2 begins with an overview of the Tai language family, the historical 

dispersion of the languages and their classification, and the sub-classification of Tai Nuea 

within the Central Southwestern Tai branch. Section 3.3 then outlines the Tai tonal system, 

including tonal development and the analysis of tonal systems in modern dialects, followed by 

detailed descriptions of the tonal system of Tai Nuea (Moeng Ka) speakers in Mueang Sing, 

tonal adaptation in manuscript recitation, tonal irregularities, and tones used on loanwords. 

Section 3.4 describes the phonemic inventories of consonants, consonant clusters and vowels in 

the dialect studied, using Li (1977) as a reference for the correspondence of initial consonants to 

reconstructed Proto-Tai initials, and Central Thai and Lao for vowel sounds. Section 3.5 then 

briefly considers the Tai Nuea approach to phonology, followed by the final Section 3.6 which 

summarises the main findings of the chapter. 

 

 

3.2 The Tai languages 
Languages identified as part of a Tai linguistic family are found over a wide geographic area in 

parts of southern China, northeast India, Laos, northern Myanmar, Thailand, and northern 

Vietnam. They share a basic phonological structure, with each syllable having an initial 

consonant or consonant cluster, a vocalic nucleus, an optional final consonant or semivowel, 

and a distinctive tone which distinguishes between lexical items. Words are mostly 

monosyllabic, except for borrowed forms which may be polysyllabic (and may also have 

weakened or unstressed syllables). Tones vary in pitch and contour and some also feature glottal 

constriction. Although there is considerable phonological variation between languages within 

the Tai family, it is possible to determine genetic relationships by comparing cognate sets of 

words which show regular sound correspondences, allowing the reconstruction of a common 

hypothetical parent language or Proto-Tai (see Gedney 1972, 1989e; Li 1977: 24; etc.).  

 

3.2.1 The dispersion of Tai-speaking communities 

Comparative and historical linguistic evidence supported by historical data has been used to 

identify a Proto-Tai Urheimat in what is now the Guangxi-Vietnamese border (linguistically the 

most diverse area), suggesting that Tai speakers migrated westward and southwestward into 
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current areas of settlement127 (see, for example, Baker 2002, Chamberlain 2016, Evans 2014, 

2016). 

 Evans (2016: 7) describes three main phases for the Tai diaspora from Guangxi province, 

beginning in the mid-eighth century128 as a result of a revolt against Tang dynasty domination of 

the area. The second phase occurred in the mid-ninth century with the Nan Chao invasion of 

northern Vietnam, which Evans argues would have swept Tai peoples into the Nan Chao 

armies, and also allowed them a ‘safe passage’ across the north of mainland Southeast Asia. 

The third wave was in the mid-eleventh century, again in response to a large Tai-led rebellion 

against Chinese control, the Nong Zhi-gao revolt, and an unsuccessful attempt to establish the 

‘Great Southern Kingdom,’ which was crushed by the Song dynasty. Chamberlain (2016: 71) 

sees this westward expansion as happening quite rapidly given the relative lack of linguistic 

diversity in the Southwestern Tai dialects which are now found from northwestern Vietnam to 

northeastern India. 

 

3.2.2 Classification of the Tai languages 

Current research places the Tai languages within the Kra-Dai stock of language families.129 

Baker (2002) and Evans (2014, 2016) draw on linguistic and historical studies by Chamberlain 

to construct maps of migrations, while Chamberlain (2016) adds an earlier perspective by 

tracing the emergence of this ethnolinguistic stock to at least as early as the twelfth century 

BCE in the middle Yangtze basin, and its history until the end of the Han Dynasty in the second 

century CE, and subsequently until the twelfth century CE. 

 Three main families of Kra, Kam-Tai and Hlai are posited within Kra-Dai, with Kam-Tai 

further split into Kam-Sui and Be-Tai. Within the Be-Tai family, Chamberlain suggests a 

Central Southwestern Tai (CSW) branch and a second branch with Northern Tai (NT) and  

                                                        
127 Evans (2014) summarises evidence refuting theories that Tai migration was from north to south, and in 

particular the idea that the Ai-Lao and the peoples of the Nan Chao kingdom were ancestors of the Thai 

and Lao peoples, or that they had previously migrated from the Altai mountains. Chamberlain also casts 

some doubt on the theory that the Tai languages spread from the Guangxi-Vietnamese border area, and 

that this may be best interpreted as the location where the Central-Southwestern Tai (Luo-Yue) lived for a 

long time before their westward migration. He refers to evidence in Holm (2015) supporting the argument 

that the Yue were the origin of the Tai (Chamberlain 2016 and personal communication, May 2017). 

128  Baker (2002) suggests a much longer overall timeframe, with successive waves of migration 

beginning in the third century BCE. 

129 The term Kra-Dai, proposed by Ostapirat (2000), replaces Tai Kadai. 
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Be-Sek130 (Chamberlain 2016: 38, 58-59). This Central Southwestern branch is a combination 

of separate Southwestern and Central branches posited by Li (1959, 1960) together with 

Northern Tai, in his tentative classification of the Tai language family. Li’s scheme is more 

fully illustrated in his Handbook of Comparative Tai (1977), a reconstruction of the Proto-Tai 

phonological system, which has been widely accepted as a theoretical framework for 

comparative Tai studies.131 

  

Figure 3-1: Kra-Dai Ethnolinguistic Stock 

 
 

  

                                                        
130 Chamberlain (2016: 58-59) suggests a redrawing of the Tai family tree placing the Northern Branch 

together with Be-Sek rather than with the Central Southwestern languages. 

131 Several revised reconstructions have also been proposed, including Luo (1997) and Pittayaporn  

(2009a, 2009b), which attempt to address some of the discrepancies related to reconstruction and 

classification. 

Map designed by David Wharton in collaboration with James Chamberlain and 
produced in collaboration with Sylvain Dorey. The coloured areas are approximate, 
and a more detailed version based on local studies and using more GPS data is a 
desideratum. Several sources were consulted, including Chamberlain 2016; Diller 
et al. 2008; Edmondson and Solnit 1997a; Evans 2016; Gogoi 1996; and Morey 
2005a, 2005b, 2008. 
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A number of studies (Haudricourt 1956; Chamberlain 1975; Gedney 1989d, 1989g; Sarawit 

1973, etc.) have proposed a similar bipartite split of the Proto-Tai language, based on what 

Gedney (1989g) sees as a gradual dialectal transition between SWT and CT, in contrast to 

certain striking lexical and phonological differences between these and NT. Northern Tai is also 

very homogenous whereas the Central Tai languages are very diverse and there is a well-

defined isogloss between these branches (see Gedney 1989d, 1989e, for example). While this 

bipartite division is generally accepted,132 the present study will refer to Li’s scheme, in which 

Tai Nuea is in the Southwestern Tai (SWT) group together with related languages such as Thai, 

Northern Thai, Shan, Lao, Tai Khamti, Tai Aiton, Tai Phake, Tai Ahom, Black Tai, White Tai, 

Red Tai, etc.133  

 

3.2.3 Sub-classification within Southwestern Tai 

For further classification within SWT, Chamberlain (1972, 1975, 1991) identifies two main sub-

branches, labelled the P dialects and PH dialects, based on the observation that the reconstructed 

Proto-Tai voiced initial stops *b, *d, *j, *g134 change to /p, t, c, k/ in some dialects and to /ph, 

th, ch or s, kh/ in others. Additional criteria for tonal splits and coalescences are placed with 

P/PH in a hierarchy: 

 

Table 3-1: Hierarchy of criteria for SWT classification (Chamberlain 1975: 50) 

1. P/PH 

2. *A column 

3. *BCD column 

4. B-DL coalescence 

 

                                                        
132 In contrast to this bipartite division, Luo (2001a) proposes a fourth ‘Northwestern’ division including 

Dehong and possibly some Northern Shan varieties such as Khamti. This classification is mainly based 

on the distribution of certain lexical items common to NT, some CT dialects and to Dehong, but lacking 

in other SWT dialects, as well as possible historical patterns of migration. Luo’s hypothesis does not 

include examples from the Tai Nuea dialect studied here, which does not appear to share the ‘non-

Southwestern’ phonological features of Dehong, and only partly shares the lexical items. This is relevant 

to questions over the broader use of the term Tai Nuea, which is generally considered to include Dehong. 

Pittayaporn (2009b: 297-304) also proposes a radically different Tai classification with ten terminal 

nodes, based on his revised PT reconstruction, and in which SWT is the only one of Li’s three branches 

that is still recognised as a valid subgroup. 

133 The Central Tai group comprises Southern Zhuang, Tho, Tay, Nung, Lungchow, T’ienpao, etc; and 

the Northern Tai group comprises Northern Zhuang, Wuming, Po-ai, Dioi, Pu-i, Yai, Saek, etc. 

134 The prefaced ‘*’ indicates a reconstructed rather than attested form.  
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In this scheme, Tai Nuea is placed with a small subgroup of P dialects having  

*A1-23(-)4 tonal splits135 more usually associated with PH dialects.136 Chamberlain’s (1975: 56) 

data for ‘Muang Ka (Nüa)’ have an A1-234 tonal split, which disagrees with my own data from 

field work in 2012 in Man Yong, a village in Moeng Ka from which Tai Nuea migrated to 

Mueang Sing, which shows the same A1-23-4 split as in Mueang Sing. This agrees with 

Chamberlain’s findings for Tai Maw and Tse Fang, which he groups together with Muang Ka as 

P dialects with *A1-23(-)4 splits. Since then, as Chamberlain suspected (1975: 50), evidence 

has also appeared of this tonal split in northern Shan dialects (see Edmondson and Solnit 2008: 

194, for example). 

 Building upon Chamberlain’s criteria to further classify within the P dialects, Robinson 

(1994) groups Tai Maw, Tai Nuea and Tai Khamti together to propose a ‘Proto-Nüa-Mao-

Khamti’ with other dialects subdivided into two groups: Tai Khuen and Northern Thai (sharing 

an A12-34 tonal split), and Shan, Tai Lue,137 White Tai, Black Tai and Red Tai (sharing an 

A123-4 split). A different scheme of three major subdivisions of dialects, labelled Upper, 

Middle, and Lower Southwestern Tai, is identified by Hartmann (1980), based on patterns of 

bipartition and tripartition of PT tones found in distinct and continuous geographical areas. 

Other subdivisions proposed within SWT generally situate Tai Nuea in a ‘northern tier’ together 

with Shan and related dialects with historical connections to Tai settlements on the Shweli River 

in the border areas of present-day China and Myanmar (Edmondson and Solnit 1997, 2008). 

 

 

3.3 The Tai tonal system 
The Moeng Ka dialect in Mueang Sing is examined in the context of the development of tones 

in the Tai language family, and correspondences between the modern dialect and reconstructed 

Proto-Tai initials and initial clusters are used to clarify ambiguities and otherwise irregular 

forms due to consonant mergers and tonal coalescence. This section also describes systems of 

tonal adaptation in recitation as well as the tones used for Burmese and Indic loanwords in 

manuscript literature. 
                                                        
135 The overall scheme used for tonal splits and coalescences in modern dialects is described in 3.3.2 

below. 

136 Chamberlain’s early ‘Neua-Phuan’ subgroup of the PH dialects referred to those originating in the 

Sam Neua-Thang Hoá region (in the northeast of present-day Laos and northwest of Vietnam) rather than 

to Tai Nuea (his ‘Nüa’). 

137 The Tai Lue of Moeng Yong also have a 12-34 tonal split in common with the Tai Khuen and 

Northern Tai and distinguishing them from the Tai Lue of Sipsongpanna (Jim Chamberlain, personal 

communication, May 2017). 
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3.3.1 Tonal development 

Reconstructions of the parent language agree that there was a system of three contrasting tones 

on what are now live syllables ending in a vowel, semivowel, or nasal -m, -n, -ŋ, and a fourth 

type for syllables which end in a voiceless stop -p, -t or -k. This basic pattern of four tones, 

labelled A, B, C, D in Li (1977), is a common feature retained by all Tai dialects, although each 

branch of the family subsequently underwent different tonal splits within these.  

Gedney (1989f: 494) and others note that similar three-tone systems are also found in other 

linguistic families in the area such as Chinese and Miao-Yao. D syllables are thought to have 

showed no tonal differentiation, that is, they were differentiated by their ending in a stop. The 

nature of these four basic tones before splits occurred in the proto-language is unknown, and 

they were most probably pronounced in a variety of different dialects. 

 Contour tones are thought to have developed through a devoicing sound shift during which 

each of A, B, C, D split into two or more tones. From evidence within the reconstructed proto-

language as well as observations of related languages, this process may have been conditioned 

by a loss of phonemic contrast in syllable-initial consonants. This loss produced a merger of 

certain initials, which was then compensated for by the development of contour tones on the 

vowels (see, for example, Gedney 1991: 195-96). 

 Haudricourt (1972) identifies two kinds of initial consonant mergers which influenced 

different kinds of tonal splits: ‘voiceless and voiced,’ and ‘glottalised, aspirated and voiced.’ Li 

(1977: 25) identifies the merger of previously voiced initials with voiceless as having the most 

widespread influence on Tai dialects, and assumes that the four Proto-Tai tones first split into 

two series, with later splits and coalescences conditioned by the phonetic qualities of syllable-

initial consonants at the time, in particular by features such as aspiration and glottalisation. 

 For D syllables, the tonal splits were not only conditioned by the phonetic nature of the 

initial consonant (as for A, B, C), but also by vowel length, and D is therefore classified into 

two categories, distinguished by short or long vowels, represented by DS and DL. 

 While acknowledging the influence of other laryngeal features, Li’s (1977) reconstruction 

is of the most basic tonal split, where each of these five (A, B, C, DS and DL) divided into two 

series or registers, of syllables with historically voiceless initials and with historically voiced 

initials, producing ten possible Proto-Tai tones: 

 
Table 3-2: Li's Proto-Tai tones (Li 1977) 

Voiceless initial at time of tonal split A1 B1 C1 DS1 DL1 

Voiced initial at time of tonal split A2 B2 C2 DS2 DL2 
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This model of PT tonal splits, based on a voiced-voiceless opposition at the time, is the most 

common type found in almost all extant Tai languages. There are, however, a number of 

unexplained irregularities which complicate such a straightforward reconstruction of PT tonal 

splitting. One such question involves the reconstructed glottal stop and preglottalised initial 

sounds (reconstructed as *ʔ, *ʔb, *ʔd *ʔy or possibly *ʔ, *ʔm, *ʔn, *ʔɲ), which, as in Li’s 

reconstruction, remain grouped with voiceless initials in most modern dialects, but occasionally 

fall with voiced initials for one of A, B, C, or D and with voiceless for the others, as in the A 

tones of some Northern Thai dialects, for example. 

 The devoicing sound shift affected not only almost all the Tai languages,138 but many other 

languages in East and Southeast Asia, including Chinese (Gedney 1991: 196; Pulleyblank 

1986), and must have evolved gradually over considerable time, as further splits and 

coalescences gave rise to the many dialects found today. A similar splitting also occurred in 

Mon-Khmer languages, where the phonetic qualities of syllable-initial consonants at the time of 

the split conditioned an increase in phonemic vowel qualities rather than contour tones. 

Pulleyblank (1986: 74) mentions evidence from Chinese historical records that the process 

probably began in Northern Chinese, and was under way by the Tang Period (seventh to ninth 

centuries), and that voicing had largely been lost by the Yuan Period (thirteenth to fourteenth 

centuries). Li (1977: 26) also concludes from early Thai inscriptions that “as late as the 

thirteenth century, the two series of tones were not quite phonemic, in Siamese at least,” and 

Gedney (1991: 194, 198), again based on inscriptional evidence, estimates the split to have 

taken place as late as the middle of the Ayutthaya period (1351-1767 CE) for Standard Thai. 

 For the P languages, Chamberlain (1991: 458) dates the devoicing sound shift as prior to 

the eleventh and twelfth century establishment of historical kingdoms following the east to west 

movement of Tai peoples speaking these languages, which are found in a contiguous line from 

Vietnam to Assam. Related evidence from the (Tai Nuea) Lik script is considered in 4.2.2 

below. 

 The treatment of loanwords can also give indications as to the sound system at the time of 

borrowing, and verse forms can reveal tone systems at the time of composition. Gedney’s study 

of the Thai verse forms khloong and raay (1989f) shows that they were developed when the 

language had only the three tones A, B, C (and non-tonal D) and are therefore a rich source of 

information on early Thai pronunciation (although the picture is complicated by later alterations 

and additions to the texts). He uses this as evidence that “the earlier three-tone system prevailed 

up to the founding of Ayutthaya in 1350 A.D. and for some centuries afterwards” and that the 

changes had been completed by the late seventeenth century (Gedney 1989f: 507). 
                                                        
138  There are very few exceptions where languages have not undergone devoicing. Pittayaporn  

(2009b: 110) mentions “Cao Bang, Wenma and various Budai dialects” on the Sino-Vietnamese border. 
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These and other studies reveal an intricate picture of different stages of tonal splits and sound 

shifts for the wide variety of extant Tai languages, linking linguistic and written evidence 

together with patterns of Tai migration over the past millennium. 

 

3.3.2 Tone in modern Tai dialects  

In all modern Tai dialects, each syllable has a distinctive tone, and regular correspondences of 

tones can be identified for sets of words within any particular dialect. These patterns reflect the 

phonetic qualities of syllable-initial consonants at the time of tonal splits, rather than their 

modern values. 

 A wide variety of tonal systems has emerged through further tonal splits and coalescences, 

in addition to the simple voiced-voiceless opposition used in Li’s reconstruction of Proto-Tai. 

Gedney (1972: 193) estimates at least three or four hundred such systems for Tai dialects. There 

are also many sound changes from Proto-Tai, such as consonant and vowel mergers, the loss of 

many PT laryngeal features and the appearance of new features which developed secondarily 

(such as aspiration from voiced stops in Standard Thai). 

 Given the complex picture on modern dialects, a more detailed system is needed to analyse 

the different effects of the laryngeal components of PT initials, specifically aspiration, 

glottalisation and voicing, on the development of their tones.139 Li’s reconstruction divides PT 

initials into five groups: aspirated voiceless stops, voiceless continuants, unaspirated voiceless 

stops, glottalised consonants, and voiced consonants (Li 1977: 43), which would give 25 

possible tonal categories (15 on live syllables). The most widely accepted model is Gedney’s 

(1972) system which distinguishes four types of PT initial consonant influencing tone, through 

further splitting of the voiceless initials: 

 

Table 3-3: Tone chart for Tai dialects (adapted from Gedney 1972) 

Initials at time of tonal splits Proto-Tai tones 

voiceless friction sounds A1 B1 C1 DS1 DL1 

voiceless unaspirated stops A2 B2 C2 DS2 DL2 

glottal A3 B3 C3 DS3 DL3 

voiced A4 B4 C4 DS4 DL4 

 

 

                                                        
139 Chamberlain (1979) discusses the question of why the various phonetic features of different types of 

PT initial consonants have influenced the four original tones in different ways, i.e. why the splits are 

different in different columns of Table 3-3 above, suggesting there was a separate phonetic interplay 

between the PT initials and the original tones A, B, C, D. 
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Based on Li’s reconstruction of initials at the time of tonal splits, ‘voiceless friction sounds’ 

here includes voiceless fricatives *f, *x, *s, *h, aspirated voiceless stops *ph, *th, *kh, *ch and 

pre-aspirated sonorants such as *hm, *hn, *hŋ, *hɲ, *hr, *hl, *hw. The ‘voiceless unaspirated 

stops’ are *p, *t, *c, *k, ‘glottal’ includes the glottal stop and pre-glottalised sounds *ʔ, *ʔb, 

*ʔd *ʔy, and ‘voiced’ includes *b, *d, *j, *g, *m, *n, *ŋ, *ɲ, *z, *v, *ɣ, *r, *l, *w, *y.140 

 Initial clusters are not listed here as the first consonant always determines the tone, but they 

have an important role in reconstruction and in the understanding of sound changes and 

distribution of consonant phonemes in modern dialects (see 3.4.2 below). 

 Gedney’s system of 20 tone classes (12 on live syllables) remains the standard tool to 

analyse tone in Tai dialects, and is used in the present study. While these 20 classes are 

sufficient for SWT dialects, there are exceptions in the NT group, such as the Bac Va dialect of 

Nung, and also Saek, which each further split the A1 tone in different ways (Gedney 1972, 

1989c). A more complete chart might therefore require five or more rows in order to 

accommodate all Tai dialects. 

 Gedney (1972, 1989c, 1989g, etc.) discusses a number of other phonological features 

revealed through using the above tone chart for modern Tai dialects: 

 

– tonal coalescences are only found in adjacent rows for the four groups of initial consonant 

types, implying a fixed order. 

– in certain dialects, the PT glottal stop and pre-glottalised initials are sometimes treated like 

voiceless initials and sometimes like voiced initials. 

– the A column has far more lexical items than other columns, and the A column often has 

more tonal splits than the other columns. 

– the most common split is between rows three and four, i.e. a binary distinction between 

voiceless and voiced initials at the time of the split. 

– the B and DL columns most often have the same tone splits and phonetically similar tones. 

– in the CT and SWT branches, the C column often shows glottal constriction. 

– in the Northern Tai branch, items are often found in the PT ‘voiced’ (row 4) which are 

found in the PT ‘voiceless friction sounds’ (row 1) in the other branches (the converse is 

also found, but much less frequently). 

 

The reasons for these characteristic features and patterns are unknown. For the last feature, 

Gedney (1989c, 1989d) speculates that a more complete ‘chart’ may in fact be a cylinder, i.e. by 

                                                        
140 For Standard Thai and similar systems, the PT voiceless friction sounds are ‘high class’, voiceless 

unaspirated stops and glottal initials are ‘mid class’ and voiced initials are ‘low class’ initial consonants. 

This system is not used by the Tai Nuea. 
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making the top and bottom rows contiguous, and also including a fifth row of six additional 

voiced initials. Chamberlain (1984: 86, quoted in Robinson 1994) and Thurgood (2007) and 

others have suggested that the majority of these irregular forms in the PT reconstruction have 

been borrowed into Tai. 

 

3.3.3 The tonal system of Tai Nuea (Moeng Ka) speakers in Mueang Sing  

Considerably fewer previous studies of Tai Nuea have been undertaken than of other 

Southwestern Tai languages, with most attention on the Dehong and Tai Maw dialects in the 

Dehong Dai and Jingpo Autonomous Prefecture of Yunnan (Chantaroj 2007; Harris 1975;  

Luo 1998, 2001; Pranee 2001, for example). Gedney (1976) includes a brief description with his 

wordlist of the Moeng Vo dialect, which is closely related to Moeng Ka, sharing the same tonal 

splits, and with very similar tones on live syllables. 

 The following description focuses on the dialect of Tai Nuea speakers in Ban Silihueang, a 

village in Mueang Sing District of Luang Nam Tha Province, northernwestern Laos, who are 

mostly second generation descendants of migrants from Moeng Ka (Yongping Zhen 永平镇) in 

the Jinggu Dai and Yi Autonomous County of Pu’er Prefecture, Yunnan. Data was also 

collected from speakers in two other villages, Ban Nam Kaew Luang (also descended from 

Moeng Ka migrants) and Ban Pa Toy (also known as Ban Nyang Kham, mostly descended from 

Moeng Lo migrants, but also from Moeng Vo and Moeng Pan), as well as from villages in 

Moeng Ka itself and from Tai Nuea speakers around Kengtung in Shan State, Myanmar, and is 

sometimes used for comparison. 

 

Table 3-4: Tonal splits for Tai Nuea (Moeng Ka) speakers in Mueang Sing 

Initials at time of tonal splits Proto-Tai tones 

voiceless friction sounds A1 B1 C1 DS1 DL1 

voiceless unaspirated stops A2 B2 C2 DS2 DL2 

glottal A3 B3 C3 DS3 DL3 

voiced A4 B4 C4 DS4 DL4 

 

3.3.3.1 Tones on live syllables  

The same tripartite split of the A tone is also reported for Moeng Vo by Gedney (1976), and by 

Harris (1975) and Luo (1998, 2001) for Tai Maw and Dehong,141 and is one of the five criteria 

used by Robinson (1994) in his proposed ‘Proto-Nüa-Mao-Khamti’ subgroup classification 

within SWT. Tonal coalescence of A23 and B4 (another of Robinson’s subgroup criteria), 

                                                        
141 As mentioned in 3.2.3 above, this pattern differs from Chamberlain’s (1975: 56) data for ‘Muang Ka 

(Nüa),’ which have an A1-234 tonal split. 
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together with mergers of both consonant and vowel sounds described below, leads to 

homonyms in a number of words such as A2 pi ‘year’ (Th pi) and B4 pi ‘elder sibling’ (Th phi), 

or A2 to ‘body’ (Th tua) and B4 to ‘throughout’ (Th thua). There are six tones on live syllables: 

 

Table 3-5: Tones on live syllables 

A1 mid rising tone 

A23 = B4 mid falling tone (with initial rise) 

A4 high falling tone (with initial rise) 

B123 mid tone slightly rising (sometimes level with slight final rise) 

C123 low rising tone with mild final glottal constriction 

C4 low falling tone with strong final glottal constriction (and slight initial rise) 

 

Field research conducted in 2012 in Man Yong, a village in Moeng Ka from which many Tai 

Nuea migrated to Ban Silihueang in the 1930s, confirmed the same tones, which are illustrated 

in the following wave forms and F0 pitch diagrams142 for Ban Silihueang speakers for the 

minimally contrasting set maa: 

 

Figure 3-2: Wave forms and pitch diagrams of live syllable tones for minimal set maa 

 

 
    (A23=) B4            B1      C1                   A4        A1            C4 

       ‘to collapse’143     ‘to soak’144    ‘to rub’145     ‘to come’     ‘dog’         ‘horse’ 

                                                        
142 The following diagrams were produced using Praat software, version 5.3.56. 

143 Used of earth ‘collapsing’ or giving way underfoot. 

144 Used of soaking (glutinous) rice overnight before cooking. 
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Syllables with falling tone (A4, A23=B4, and C4) beginning with a sonorant have an initial rise 

before falling, which is lessened or sometimes not present on syllables beginning with a stop. 

This feature is greater on A4 syllables with high falling tone and is found to a lesser extent on 

A23 and B4 syllables with mid falling tone and on C4 syllables with low falling tone. 

 Gedney (1989g: 209-216) discusses evidence of historical glottal constriction on C tones 

before the tonal splits occurred, noting that it remains a characteristic feature of almost all 

dialects in Central Southwestern Tai languages (dialects of the southern peninsula of Thailand 

being a rare exception). It is also generally stronger in C4 tones developed from previously 

voiced initials than voiceless, as is the case for the dialect studied here. Vowels in open 

syllables, which are normally long, are shortened on C4 tones in this dialect, preceding the 

stronger glottal constriction, and both features are noted in the transcription.146 Vowels in closed 

syllables with C4 tone are also somewhat shortened, but to a lesser degree, and the change is not 

noted in transcription.147 

 

3.3.3.2 Tones on stopped syllables  

The convention of identifying tones on stopped syllables with the phonetically most similar live 

tones is followed. The closest equivalent tones used below are readily confirmed by Tai Nuea 

speakers for DS123 (= C123) and for DL123 (=B123). However, while DS4 and DL4 are seen 

as phonetically different to B4 and A4,148 they are used as the closest equivalents here since 

they are falling tones and the pitches of DL4 and A4 are respectively higher than DS4 and B4. 

With this caveat, on stopped syllables, DS and DL tones (ending in -p, -t, -k, or ʔ) are as 

follows: 

 

 

                                                                                                                                                                  
145 Used of rubbing the stomach, for example. 

146 This is not strictly necessary for a phonemic description, and is contrary to Gedney’s view that since 

the glottal constriction is automatic, it does not need to be marked in transcription.  

It is included here because of the clear distinction in vocalic length between C123 and C4 tones on open 

syllables, and also because the vowel is often written as short in Tai Nuea orthography in words such as 

C4 maʔ6 ‘horse.’ 

147 This does not occur with final particles in manuscript literature, such as C4 C4 teʔ6 hɔ6, which are 

lengthened and have no glottal constriction. 

148 Gedney (1972: 192) notes a similar situation in the traditional numbering of tones in Standard Thai, 

where a high level tone on stopped syllables is identified with the nearest equivalent high rising-falling 

tone on live syllables. 
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Table 3-6: Tones on stopped syllables 

DS123 low rising tone (= C123) 

DS4 mid falling tone (= A23 =B4) 

DL123 mid slightly rising tone (= B123) 

DL4 high falling tone (= A4)  

 

The following pitch diagrams illustrate the identification of stopped DS123 with live C123 

tones and of DL123 tones with B123 tones:  

 

Figure 3-3: Comparison of C123 and DS123 tones 

 
                  C1 haa ‘five’              DS1 haap ‘to shut’ 

 

Figure 3-4: Comparison of B123 and DL123 tones 

 
                B2 kaa ‘to go’               DL2 kaap ‘petal’ 

 

In contrast to the above examples, the following comparison illustrates the (slight) differences 

between the high-falling A4 and DL4 tones and between the mid falling (A23 =) B4 and DS4 

tones. Phonetically, DL4 is possibly closer to B4 than to A4, but since DL4 and DS4 are 

phonemically distinct tones (and perceived as phonetically different by local speakers), DL4 is 

identified with A4 and DS4 with B4 in the numbering system for tones in transcription: 
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Figure 3-5: Comparison of A4, DL4, (A23 =) B4 and DS4 tones 

    

         A4 maa ‘to come’        DL4 maak ‘blade’ B4 maa ‘to collapse’     DS4 maat ‘to bind’ 

 

This is a rare case of DL tones not being phonetically identical to B tones in SWT languages 

(Gedney 1972: 199). The DL and B columns share the same structural split, and the DL123 tone 

is identified with B123, but in careful speech the DL4 tone is always given a higher falling tone 

than B4 (slightly lower than A4, but identified as such in the system used here). In Harris’s Tai 

Nuea data, the DL tones are sometimes identified with B tones and sometimes not (Harris 1975: 

203-204), and in Gedney’s data for (1976: 287-288), DL tones are equivalent to B tones (with 

DL4 = DS4).149 
 

3.3.4 Numbering of tones in transcription  

The six tones are numbered in the phonemic transcription, taking A23 as the first tone rather 

than A1. This is the same system as used for Gedney’s wordlist in his Notes on Tai Nuea 

(Gedney 1972), which follows Harris’s system in A Comparative Wordlist of Three Tai Nüa 

Dialects (Harris 1975), rather than Gedney’s usual system of tone numbering.150 

 

Table 3-7: Numbering of tones in transcription 

1 A23 = B4 A2 paa1 ‘fish,’ B4 me1 ‘wife’ 

2 B123 = DL123 B2 kaa2 ‘to go,’ DL3 ʔɔk2 ‘to go out’ 

3 C123 = DS123 C2 caw3 ‘master,’ DS1 sip3 ‘ten’ 

4 A4 = DL4 A4 maa4 ‘to come,’ DL4 nɔk4 ‘outside’ 

5 A1 A1 xaa5 ‘leg’ 

6 C4 C4 may6 ‘wood’ 

 
                                                        
149 For vowel length on stopped syllables, see 3.4.3 below. 

150  This system also differs from that used in A Dictionary of Dehong, Southwest China  

(Luo 1998: xxxvi). 
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Where tones are modified or adapted in manuscript recitation, the original tone is placed in 

parentheses after the modified tone, such as pen5(1), which indicates that the A2 tone of pen1 

(originally tone 1) has been modified to the same tone as A1 syllables (tone 5). See the 

following section 3.3.5 for more details of these changes. 

 The glossary of terms found in the Pukthanusati manuscript (see Chapter 6) provides the 

column and row from Gedney’s system of 20 tone classes (A1, B3, C4, DS2, etc.) in addition to 

tone numbers, in order to clearly distinguish between ambiguities due to tonal coalescences and 

mergers of initial consonants, e.g. pi1 A2 ‘year’ and B4 ‘elder sibling,’ or mɔk2 DL1 ‘cloud’ and 

DL3 ‘flower.’ In many cases, this relied upon comparing cognates in related languages with 

different tone splits, or upon comparison with the Tham script, also used by the Tai Nuea, 

which has a more extensive inventory of initial consonants than the Lik script. 

 

3.3.5 Tonal adaptation in manuscript recitation 

There is considerable adaptation of tones for agreement of rhymes and for overall consonance 

or euphony in manuscript recitation, and its mastery is one of the skills of the mo5 vaay4 lɔŋ4 (or 

pu2 mo5 vaay4 lɔŋ4)151 who recite for audiences in temples and in lay homes. Since recitation is 

normally performed by two mo5 vaay4 lɔŋ4 in unison, it can also be a cause of some difficulty 

(and amusement) when one changes the tone and the other does not. While the adaptation of 

tones depends to great extent upon individual style and skill, the two tonal classes A23 and 

DS123 have regular possible tonal changes which make up over 90 per cent of 865 cases in the 

phonemic transcription of the Pukthanusati manuscript.152 The same patterns of tonal adaptation 

are also found in Moeng Ka. Other changes are less predictable, but still exhibit some 

identifiable patterns, while a smaller number of irregular changes depend upon context specific 

needs for rhymes or for euphony at the beginning or ending of a line.153 

 

 

 

                                                        
151 The Tai Nuea mo5 vaay4 lɔŋ4 is the equivalent of the Shan ‘zare,’ from A4 vaay4 ‘to recite’ and A4 

lɔŋ4 ‘the Bodhisatta’ (B အေလာင္း). 
152 The example of tonal adaptation noted in the transcription is based on the reading of a single reciter 

from Ban Silihueang in Mueang Sing. The present study does not examine differences in the style of 

adaptation, which varies from person to person within these general guidelines.  

153 For the adaptation of vowel sounds, see 3.4.3.7 below. 
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3.3.5.1 Regular adaptation of A23 and DS123 tones in recitation 

Slightly over fifty per cent of all tonal adaptation involves a regular change of mid falling A23 

tone (1) to the equivalent of mid rising A1 tone (5), effectively the same as an alternate A123-4 

split in the A column. For example, the common Tai Nuea word for ‘good, beautiful’ A3 li1 
takes the adapted tone in almost 30 per cent of cases, while mostly preserving the tone used in 

everyday speech. However, it also fluctuates with di1 in both everyday speech and in manuscript 

recitation, where this form takes an adapted tone in 90 per cent of cases, such as xun5 di5(1) 

ʔaa1lɔŋ4 or di5(1) ʔɔn2 di5(1) yɔŋ3. This A23 = A1 adaptation commonly provides euphony in 

rhyming couplets within lines, such as [03.11]154 lam4 saɰ5 vaɰ5(1) myaa4, [04.09] nan4 sɛŋ5 

xam4 lɛŋ5(1), or [10.20] vaaŋ4 ho5 ko5(1) vun5 (where the tone of vaɰ1 is adapted to agree with 

saɰ5, the tone of lɛŋ1 to agree with sɛŋ5, and the tone of ko1 to agree with ho5), as well as for 

rhyming couplets between lines,155 as in the following examples: 

 

laak4 thaak4 suʔ3kaat1 saŋ5kaʔ1he2 pen1 caw3 yam4 pɤŋ2 thi4 cɔm5(1) [ ] sip3 pɤŋ1 [04.12] 

saa5paʔ1 taa4laa4 paa4 fɛŋ5 yaw4 xo4 mɔk2 lam4 hɔm5 thoŋ2 xaw3  

 

faw2 nay6 xiŋ4 kaw1 yak1xaa2 yak1xi2 fi5 fet2 [09.15] thaw3 yaŋ4 maw2 ko5(1) taay5(1) [ ] hek4 

vaa1 xiŋ4 maɰ4 xun5 di5(1) mi4 taŋ4 xɔm4 yam4 xɔm4 mun4 sɛn5 [09.16] ʔan1 ne5 pan5(1) cem1 

fi5 cem1 kon4 caɰ6 kin5(1) laay5 kɔʔ6 lay3 vaa1 nay5 

 

mɔn4 xun5 [ ] xan5 ŋaw4 xiŋ4 kaw1 mɔn4 keŋ5(1) saaŋ5 tɛŋ5(1) xam4 lɛŋ5(1) ʔaa1[04.20]lɔŋ4 loŋ4 

kaa4 can6 xoŋ4 bu(o)n5(1) su2 lum1 

 

In the above cases, the adapted tone occurs in the first line, i.e. cɔm5(1) is adapted to agree with 

hɔm5, taay5(1) to agree with laay5, and bun5(1) to agree with xun5, which demands skill and 

foresight on the part of the reciters, whereas the A1 tone itself (hɔm5, laay5, xun5) occurring in 

the second line is very rarely adapted. In the third example, the vowel of bon is also modified to 

bun to agree with xun. The following pitch diagrams show A23 to1 ‘body’ and adapted A23 

(=A1) to5(1), in comparison to A1 ho5 ‘head.’ 
                                                        
154 Square brackets are used in the transcription (and in the translation and digital images of the 

manuscript) to indicate [page number.line number], and if empty to indicate a break in the written text. 

155 In the transcription, a single underline indicates a rhyme within a line, and double underline a rhyme 

between different lines. For more details of the rhyming structure, see 2.5.3 above.  
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Figure 3-6: Comparison of A23, adapted A23 and A1 tones 

 

           A2 to1 ‘body’      A2 (= A1) to5(1) ‘body’       A1 ho5 ‘head’ 

                     (adapted tone) 

 

The second regular adaptation, accounting for almost 40 per cent of cases in this manuscript, is 

of low rising DS123 tone (3) also to mid rising A1 tone (5). The following pitch diagrams show 

DS123 hok3 ‘six’ and adapted DS123 hok5(3), in comparison to A1 ho5 ‘head.’ 

 

Figure 3-7: Comparison of DS123, adapted DS123 and A1 tones 

 

                        DS1 hok3 ‘six’          DS1 (= A1) hok5(3)       A1 ho5 ‘head’ 

                            (adapted tone) 

 

This change is common where a syllable with DS123 tone precedes a syllable with high falling 

A4 tone (4), whereas the original low rising DS123 tone is mostly retained before a syllable 

with mid rising A1 tone (5), as in the following examples: 

 

Figure 3-8: Example of DS123 tonal adaptation 

 
               [46.04]        xun5          kop5(3)           naaŋ4 

                              (adapted tone) 
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         [46.10]     vaaw2                        kop3                  saaw5 

 

The vowel in such syllables is somewhat shortened when taking the higher mid rising tone, 

most noticeably on the vowel /aa/, which is noted as an adaptation of the vowel in the 

transcription, as in [06.05] sa(a)k5(3) xaa4 in contrast to [07.10] saak3 thaa2. This tonal adaptation 

is also used in loanwords with short vowels in initial or medial syllables, such as saʔ5(3)po2 DS1 

B2 ‘snake’ (from Pali sappa) or xat5(3)ti2 DS1 B2 ‘velvet’ (usually xat3ti1paa2 from Burmese 

ကတၱီပါ). 

 The mid rising DS123 = A1 tones are also heard in everyday speech of Tai Nuea in Ban 

Silihueang, especially by younger speakers when talking with Tai Lue and Lao speakers, 

whereas older speakers insist that the ‘true’ (Moeng Ka) Tai Nuea tone is low rising. However, 

in nearby Ban Nam Kaew Luang (with speakers also descended from Moeng Ka migrants), the 

higher tone is normal in everyday speech. While the extent of such tonal change in spoken Tai 

Nuea is outside the present focus on manuscript literature, some related information is noted in 

the glossary in Chapter 6 where known. 

 

3.3.5.2 Other adaptation of tones in recitation 

Adaptation of tones other than A23 = A1 and DS123 = A1 described above is less regular and 

accounts for only eight per cent of total tonal changes. For A23 tone (1), 94 per cent of all 

changes are of A23 = A1, with other change mostly occurring on the word A3 lu1 (and du1), 

which changes to the equivalent of A4 lu4(1) (and du4(1)) in over fifty per cent of cases. Similarly, 

A2 tɛŋ1 normally changes to the equivalent of B2 tɛŋ2(1), and the original tone is kept in only one 

case out of four, for euphony at the end of a line.156 The situation is very similar for DS123 tone 

(3), with almost 98 per cent of changes being DS123 = A1. 

                                                        
156 This change of A2 tɛŋ1 ‘to create’ to B2 is not to be confused with the word B2 tɛŋ2 ‘to strive.’ 
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Adaptation of other tone classes is irregular and occurs for euphony at the end of lines (such as 

kɔy4 naa2(1)) or for rhymes such as kaaŋ4 kaaŋ4 thɔn5 l(a)aŋ4(5) at [01.16], where the vowel is 

lengthened and the tone modified from A1 laŋ5 to the equivalent of laaŋ4 to agree with the 

preceding kaaŋ4 kaaŋ4. 

 Studies of Shan manuscript literature recognise tone alternations or adaptations, although 

none show the extensive changes found in the Tai Nuea manuscript studied here. Cushing 

(1887: 94) includes a description of Shan poetry which recognises that “the proper tone of a 

word is sometimes changed to meet the demands of the rhythm,” but the only example provided 

is of an adaptation from C4 to the equivalent of A4. Khur-yearn (2012: 36-39) also describes 

the elaborate use of tone within the rhyming structure of Shan manuscript literature, which 

relies upon the tones of rhyming syllables to a greater extent than found in this study, but 

without tonal adaptation. 

 The data for the present study is mostly limited to manuscript recitation, and the extent of 

tonal change in everyday speech deserves closer inspection, as do other influences of language 

contact and ongoing changes between the speech of older and younger generations. 

 

3.3.6 Tonal irregularities 

A number of tonal irregularities which are not related to tonal adaption for rhyme and euphony 

are found in the manuscript studied. Several of these are on words where the tonal changes are 

known to speakers or are attributed to recent changes in use among younger speakers. In other 

cases, the normal tones in use differ from those expected as found in related SWT dialects, most 

noticeably in tonal aberrations involving rows 1 and 4 of the tones, and also between tones A, 

B, C and between DS and DL. Tonal irregularities are discussed in detail by Gedney (1989c, 

1989e), Li (1977: 35-43), Luo (1996a, 1996b, 1997, 2001), Pittayawat (2009b), and Thurgood 

(2007). Alternate tones are also mentioned for isolated entries in dictionaries for Shan (Cushing 

1914) and Dehong (Luo 1998), such as entries in Cushing for B4 nan1 ‘to make a noise’ which 

is also given as A4, or Luo’s C1 fu3 ‘to support,’ which is also C4 (using my tone numbers). 

Examples are provided below from the manuscript studied and related data from everyday 

speech. However, the present study does not attempts to systematically compare sets of data for 

this dialect with other studies. 

 

3.3.6.1 Known changes in tone 

A number of words are routinely given tones other than their ‘correct’ tones, although these are 

known, for reasons other than tonal adaption in recitation described above. For example, C1 

naw3 ‘spouse, to be paired or coupled with’ (as in naw3 xɔt2 haak1, naw3 fo5) is understood by 
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Tai Nuea scribes as properly taking a C1 tone, but is usually pronounced C4 naw6(3) or naaw.6(3) 

A2 tun1 (possibly ‘to keep, to store’ 157), is not used in everyday speech, but is found in 

manuscript literature as tun4(1) xan5 ‘to call the spirits.’ Although understood as properly having 

an A2 tone, it is usually given the equivalent of an A4 tone. Conversely, C2 co3 ‘correct, to hit 

(the mark), also passive marker’ takes its original C2 tone in manuscript use, but is the 

equivalent of C4 coʔ6 in everyday speech. A small number of words take the A23 = A1 adapted 

tone rather than an expected A23 tone in everyday speech as well as in manuscript use, and are 

therefore given an A1 tone in the transcription, such as A1 kɛn5 ‘to roll (up),’ A1 keŋ5 

‘pandanus,’ A1 kway5 ‘to swing,’ A1 vun5 ‘merit,’ and the loanword A1 tum5 ‘log, ingot’  

(B အတုုံး). 

 Some known changes in tone are attributed to older and younger generations of speakers, 

such as the use of A1 laay5 in laay5 caŋ2 and laay5 sam2 ‘again, then,’ and in laay5 nay5 ‘now’ in 

younger speakers, whereas A4 laay4 is used by elderly speakers. 

 

3.3.6.2 Tonal aberrations 

Examples of words taking A4 tone rather than an expected A1 tone include tɯ4 ‘to hold, to use,’ 

and lɔm4 ‘to look (closely), to peer.’ Similar to these A4/A1 examples, DL4 lut4 ‘to detach, to 

come loose’ (also DL4 in Shan and Dehong) differs from Li’s reconstructed DL1.158 DS1 het3 is 

not considered an aberration here since it agrees with Li’s reconstruction, whereas the Lao DS4 

het differs. These may be examples of voicing alternations as found in the Northern Tai branch, 

where items are often found in the PT ‘voiced’ (row 4) which are found in the PT ‘voiceless 

friction sounds’ (row 1) in the other branches (see 3.3.2 above). However, other examples 

mentioned by Gedney (1989c), such as C1 fu3 ‘person,’ A1 thɛw5 ‘row,’ A1 thɤŋ5 ‘to reach,’ B1 

thɤn2 ‘forest,’ B1 thi2 ‘dense’, etc., do not share this feature in the dialect studied. 

 Between the A, B and C columns, several terms take alternate A4 tones, such as C4 nan6 

‘that’ (also A4 nan4), B4 nan1 ‘to make a noise’ (also A4 nan4), and C4 caaw6 ‘to swoop, to 

plunge (as a bird of prey)’ (also A4 caaw4). 
                                                        
157  The Thai Royal Institute Dictionary and Reinhorn’s Dictionnaire laotien-français give this as a 

Chinese loanword. 

158 Standard Thai DS1 lut also differs from the reconstructed tone here. 
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For the D tones, DL4 nop4 ‘to bend (down), to bow’ and DL4 pɛk4 (vaa1) ‘although, even 

though’ differ from the expected DS4 tones, and the future marker DL2 taak2 differs from Shan 

and Dehong DS2. 

 A significant number of words with initial glottal stop have historically unjustifiable tones, 

for example A1 ʔɔy5 ‘little’ (used in everyday speech), C4 ʔom6 kin1 ‘to eat hurriedly, to 

gobble,’ A4 ʔoy4 (haa5) ‘to long for,’ and C4 C4 ʔɔn6 ʔɛn6 ‘fine, small, dainty.’ This situation 

also occurs on a large number of onomatopoeic morphemes, such as ʔum4 ʔum4 ‘the sound of 

the monotonous, mumbling speech of the ogre’ and on loanwords, which are described in 3.3.7 

below. 

 

3.3.7 Tones on loanwords 

Loanwords from Burmese, Pali, Sanskrit and Chinese account for almost 20 per cent of the 

3,500 words found in the manuscript studied. Discussion below is limited to tonal patterns (with 

related reference to syllable-initial consonants, etc.), and consonant and vowel phonemes on 

loanwords are discussed under 3.4 below. For the use of loanwords in Tai Nuea manuscript 

literature and their comprehension by both scribes and audiences, see 2.5.4.1 above. 

 

3.3.7.1 Tones on Burmese loanwords 

The donor language for the majority of loanwords is Burmese, from which approximately 12 

per cent of words found in the text are borrowed (not including Indic loans that may have 

arrived via Burmese). This figure does however make the assumption that the loan was from 

Burmese to Tai in all cases and never vice versa. While this is not to be taken for granted,159 the 

fact that most of the morphemes in question have features not found in Tai Nuea such as initial 

clusters, a special vowel restricted to Burmese loanwords, and tones which correspond to the 

Burmese tonal system, make the assumption likely to be valid. Adding weight to this argument 

are the facts that the majority are recognised as kam4 maan2 or ‘Burmese words’ by Tai Nuea 

scribes and do not occur in everyday spoken Tai Nuea (and in fact many are not understood 

                                                        
159 See, for example, “Not all the -uik and -uiṅ words in Burmese are Shan in origin, but most of them 

are.” (Luce 1985 I: 100, quoted in Dempsey 2001: 206) for possible Tai borrowing into Burmese. It is 

also possible that Burmese loans were via Shan, but a closer inspection of cognates in Shan and Tai Nuea 

is beyond the scope of the present study. 
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when used in recitation). The following general patterns can be observed for the four Burmese 

tones ‘level, heavy, creaky, and stopped,’ and for unstressed initial syllables: 160 

 Monosyllabic loanwords with original Burmese level (low) tone take Tai Nuea B123 tone, 

such as B2 caaŋ2 ‘pure, clear’ (B စင္), B2 kyan2 ‘to remain’ (B က်န)္, B1 laan2 ‘enemy, danger’ 

(B ရန္), B1 ni2 ‘red’ (B နီီ).  

 Monosyllabic loanwords with original Burmese heavy (high) tone take Tai Nuea A4 tone, 

such as A4 caam4 ‘to test, to try out’ (B စမ္း), A4 kaa4 ‘to part, apart, distant’ (B ၾကား), A4 

nan4 ‘palace’ (B နန္း), A4 pɔŋ4 ‘to change, to transform’ (B ေျပာင္း).  

The treatment of original Burmese level and heavy tones is exemplified in many minimal pairs 

of loanwords which are written identically in the Lik Tho Ngok (TN lik4 tho2 ŋɔk4) script but 

have tonal differences corresponding to the Burmese tones. 

 

Table 3-8: Minimal pairs on loans from original Burmese level and heavy tones 

Tai Nuea B123 tone < Burmese level tone Tai Nuea A4 tone < Burmese heavy tone 

B2 ci2 ‘to place in row’ (B စီ) A4 ci4 ‘to ride, to be carried’ (B စီး) 

B1 fe2 ‘to loosen, to unfold’ (B ေျဖ) A4 fe4 ‘evil, danger’ (B ေဘး P bhaya) 

B2 kyɛm2 (also kɛm2, kyaam2) ‘to plan, to 

consider, to intend’ (B ၾက)ံ 

A4 kyɛm4 (also kɛm4, kyaam4) ‘to be harsh, 

rough, violent’ (B ၾကမ္း) 

B1 le2 ‘to walk, to visit’ (B လည္) A4 le4 ‘to write’ (B ေရး) 

B1 lɔŋ2 ‘brightness, aura’ (B ေရာင္) A4 lɔŋ4 ‘epithet of the Bodhisatta’  

(B အေလာင္း) 

B2 pu2 ‘hot’ (B ပူ) A4 pu4 ‘to join together’ (B ပူး) 

B2 to2 ‘noble, honorific’ (B ေတာ္) A4 to4 ‘forest’ (B ေတာ) 

 

Monosyllabic loanwords with original Burmese creaky tone also take Tai Nuea A4 tone (as for 

Burmese level tone), such as A4 ce4 ‘all, complete, completely’ (B ေစ့့), A4 cɔŋ4 ‘to watch 

intently, to pay attention to’ (B ေစာင့္္), A4 so4 ‘key, to lock’ (B ေသာ့),  

A4 (irreg.) ʔaam4 ‘to be amazed, to wonder’ (B အံ)့. 

                                                        
160  In this and following sections, examples in Burmese script are provided for reference rather than more 

detailed correspondences between the Burmese initials and those on loanwords in relation to each series 

of reconstructed PT consonants. The Tai Nuea forms preserve features found in the written Burmese 

which are lost in modern Burmese pronunciation. 
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Monosyllabic loanwords from original Burmese stopped syllables (Burmese stopped tone) take 

Tai Nuea DL4 tone (also identified with A4 on live syllables), such as DL4 cɛt4 ‘pure, genuine’ 

(B စစ္), DL4 kwyɑk4 ‘reputation, character’ (B က်က)္, DL4 vut4 ‘to dress, to wear’  

(B ဝတ္). 

 Unstressed or atonic syllables occurring in Burmese with /a/ before a second syllable 

normally take an A3 tone (and the vowel is lengthened) if there is no initial consonant (i.e. 

treated as glottal stop initial), such as A3 A4 ʔaa1kwyɑɑŋ4 ‘deed, practice, custom’ (B အက်င္)့, 

A3 B1 ʔaa1naa2 ‘pain, disease’ (B အနာ), A3 DL4 ʔaa1saak4 ‘age (of person)’ (B အသက္), A3 

B3 ʔaa1yu2 ‘thought, opinion, sentiment’ (B အယူ). Where these syllables are given a long 

vowel in Tai Nuea, there is a clear tonal distinction between syllables that were originally 

unstressed (which take TN A3 tone as in above examples) and those that were stressed (which 

do not take TN A3 tone). 

 Unstressed syllables occurring in Burmese with initial consonant and /a/ before a second 

syllable normally take a DS4 tone (and the short vowel preserved), such as DS4 B1 kaʔ1he2 

‘solder, bond’ (B ဂေဟ), DS4 B1 taʔ1maan2 ‘messenger (of the king)’ (B တမန)္, DS4 B1 

thaʔ1myɔŋ2 (also thaʔ3myɑɑŋ2) ‘dagger’ (B ဓါးေျမွာင္). 

 Other than words with unstressed initial syllables in Burmese, loanwords with two 

syllables (or two loanwords in combination) mostly take tones A4 B123. This tone pattern 

occurs naturally in many loanwords and combinations, such as A4 B2 ko4 kaay2 ‘to worship, to 

revere’ (B ကုုိးကြယ)္, DL4 B2 laak4 pam2 ‘kapok tree’ (B လက္ပ)ံ, DS4 B1 pyɔk4 xwyo2 ‘to 

deride, to mock’ (B ပ်က္ေခ်ာ)္, A4 B2 tɔŋ4 paan2 ‘to entreat, to beseech’ (B ေတာင္းပန)္. In other 

cases, the tone of either syllable is sometimes adapted to agree with the A4 B123 pattern, such 

as A4 B1 ki4 laaŋ2 ‘to order, to direct, to administer (B စီရင)္, A4 B1 le4saa2 ‘palace of the 

princess’ (B ေလသာ possibly clipped form of B ေလသာေဆာင), A4 (irreg.) B2 ʔu4 kaaŋ2 

‘palace’ (B ကင္း). 

 The above patterns of tonal distribution are found in over 80 per cent of Burmese 

loanwords, while others, including polysyllabic Indic loanwords via Burmese, take a variety of 

different tones. This close correlation between Burmese tones and those on the borrowed forms 

suggests an oral as well as written transmission from the donor language. Exceptions to the 

above patterns occurring with monosyllabic loanwords with live syllables are mostly also B123 

and A4 tones not in agreement with the above patterns for Burmese level and heavy or creaky 
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tones, while others take B4 tones, such as B4 fo1 ‘price’ (B အဖုုိး), B4 su1 ‘thorn’ (B ဆူး), or A1 

tones, such as A1 tho5 (of wind) to push, to blow (B ထုုိး), A1 tum5 (irreg.) ‘log, ingot’  

(B အတုုံး), A1 xan5 ‘to calculate, to reckon’ (B ခန္႔). Exceptions occurring with stopped syllables 

are rare, taking DS123 tones such as DS1 laap3 ‘empty, vacant’ (B လပ္), DS2 tɤk3 ‘to fight’  

(B တုုိက္), DS4 tones such as DS4 laak1 ‘hand, side’ (B လက)္, or DL123 tones such as DL1 

laak2 ‘skilled’ (B လက)္. 

 Exceptions for loanwords with two live syllables (or two loanwords in combination) occur 

mostly as variations of the A4 B123 pattern described above (such as A4 A4, B123 B123, and 

rarely B123 A4), while other syllables (mostly with initial /s-/) take an A1 tone (sometimes 

alternating with DS1), such as A1 B1 saa5faŋ2 (also DS1 B1 saʔ3faŋ2) ‘festival, carnival’  

(B သဘင)္, A1 A4 saa5fo4 (also DS1 A4 saʔ3fo4) ‘content, satisfied’ (B သေဘာ), A1 A4 thin5 

myaa4 ‘to marry; (B ထိမ္းျမား).  

 With stopped syllables, rare exceptions to the DL4 tone are DL123 tones such as DL1 DL1 

mek2 myɔk2 ‘before the eyes, present’ (B မ်က္ေမွာက္), DS123 tones such as DS1 B2 sap3pay2 

‘well-attired, finely clothed’ (B သပ္ပယ)္ or DS1 B1 xaʔ3miŋ2 ‘wise man, pandit’ (from  

B သုုခမိန္), and very rarely DS4 tone such as DS4 (irreg.) B2 ʔuk1caa2 ‘goods, possessions, 

money’ (B ဥစၥာ). 

 Burmese cognate forms are provided for a relatively small number of polysyllabic 

loanwords in the text studied, most of which are of Indic origin, but show sound changes found 

in Burmese or composites found in Burmese but not in Indic sources. Tones in such words 

generally follow the above patterns (and their exceptions), with B123 tones replacing expected 

tones on final syllables, such as DL4 A1 B1 naat4saa5mi2 ‘celestial maiden’ (B နတ္သမီး), A4 

B1 B2 te4viŋ2taa2 ‘Chief of the Gods’ (B ေဒဝိန ္ P devinda), DL4 DS4 B2 pyɑk4kaʔ1ti2 

‘astrological almanac’ (B ျပကၡဒိန ္Skt prakhya or P pakkha + dina), B3 DS4 B1 ʔaa2maʔ1xam2 

‘to assent, to agree, to undertake’ (B အာမခ ံ P āma and possibly B xam2 ‘to accept’).  

The possible influence of Burmese or other intermediate languages on Indic loanwords in Tai 

Nuea is not a focus of the present study, and for simplicity most are treated as Indic loans (see 

3.3.7.2 below). Nai Pan Hla (1998) discusses Mon influence on Indic loanwords in Burmese, 

and Dempsey (2001) also mentions Hla Pe (1961) as a good source for the phonology of Indic 

loanwords in Burmese.  
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Many Burmese loanwords take tones which are irregular in Tai Nuea, especially where 

morphemes with initial glottal stop occur in series 4 of the tones rather than series 3, such as A4 

(irreg.) ʔaa4 ‘great’ (B အား), A4 (irreg.) ʔaam4 ‘to be amazed, to wonder’ (B အံ)့, DL4 (irreg.) 

ʔaap4 ‘suitable, proper, fitting’ (B အပ္), A4 (irreg.) ʔo4 ‘old’ (B အုုိ), A4 (irreg.) ʔu4 ‘(top of) 

head’ (B ဦး). 

 The merging of (A4) tones on loanwords with original Burmese heavy and creaky tones 

(and the complete absence of C tones) is also a noticeable feature, especially as the Tai C tone 

and the Burmese creaky tone share glottal constriction as a common feature. 

 

3.3.7.2 Tones on Indic loanwords 

Some seven per cent of words found in the text are borrowed from the Indic languages Pali (P) 

or Sanskrit (Skt), with the majority being from Pali. In the glossary  

(see Appendix C), 237 words are noted as Pali loans and only 24 as Sanskrit  

(17 unambiguously Sanskrit based), the majority of which contain two or more syllables. Initial 

syllables usually take the A tone161 (or D tone where the syllable is stopped), according to the 

historic value of the initial consonant (see 3.4 below for correspondence of Indic and Tai Nuea 

and consonants), although a number of exceptions take B or C tones. However, a striking 

feature of tones on medial and final syllables is their dependence upon the position of the 

syllable in the word rather than the historic value of the initial, and the related flexibility and 

irregularity of their tones. 

 A small number of clipped forms of Indic words (or of fuller Tai Nuea cognates) are live 

monosyllables taking etymologically correct A1 or A4 tones, such as A1 hoŋ5 (P haṁsa),  

A4 fum4 (P brahmā), A4 maan4 (P māra), A4 mun4 (P manta), A4 taan4 (P dāna), or A4 yom4  

(P yama). However, with the exception of A3 von1 (P puñña), a number of other monosyllabic 

words take B123 tones, such as B1 fum2 (P bhūmi), B2 kam2 (P kamma), or B1 man2 (P māna, 

with shortened vowel), possibly indicating loan via Burmese.162 

                                                        
161 Gedney (1989e: 90) notes a similar situation in old Siamese, where “all the loanwords from Sanskrit 

and Pali acquired the tone of column A on all syllables except checked ones,” suggesting that tone A was 

a ‘normal’ tone used for words borrowed from the toneless Indic languages. 

162 In these three cases, at least, the Burmese orthography would be interpreted as a B123 tone in Tai 

Nuea. Further investigation of these correspondences between Indic loanwords and their Burmese 

cognates, might shed light on the extent to which they were borrowed via Burmese. 
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Some stopped monosyllabic words are treated similarly, such as DS2 kaap3  

(P kappa), DS1 suk3 (P sukha), DS4 tip1 (P dibba), and DL4 cat4 (P jāti), with the latter clipping 

of the Indic word resulting in a stopped syllable not found in the original. But DS4 saat1 (P satta 

or Skt sattva) is irregular, as are DS4 yak1 (P yakkha) and DL4 cak4 (P cakka).163 

 In a number of disyllabic words, the first syllable also takes an A (or D) tone, while the 

final syllable takes a B123 tone, such as A4 B2 caa4taa2 (P jāta), A4 B1 kan4thaa2  

(P gandha), A4 B2 lu4paa2 (P rūpa), A4 B1 naa4maa2 (P nāma), A4 B1 taa4naa2 (P dāna, also 

found as taa4naʔ1, taʔ1naʔ1), and with stopped syllables B4 DL1 fi1sek2 (P abhiseka) and DS4 A2 

fik1xu2 (P bhikkhu). Note that the tone of the second syllable is adapted in this way even when a 

B123 tone is historically unjustifiable, such as in (taa4)naa2 and (naa4)maa2 in the above 

examples. However, there are many exceptions to these cases, where both syllables keep the 

expected tones, such as A4 A4 faa4vo4 (P bhavo), A4 A4 kaa4naan4 (P gaṇanā), DS4 A4 laat1thi4 

(Skt ṛddhi), DS4 A4 naʔ1mo4 (P namo), or DS4 A1 nik1xaa5 (P nekkhamma). As with 

monosyllabic words, several also take B tones on the initial syllable (or both syllables), such as 

B2 B1 kam2maa2 (P kamma), B1 B2 saa2caa2 (P sacca), or B1 DL4 saa2vaat4 (Skt svad, svād), 

and (very rarely) C tones, such as C3 B2 ʔo3kaa2 (P okāsa). 

 Many irregular tones or historically unjustifiable tones are also found on disyllabic words, 

such as A4 B2 ke4saa2 (P kesa), A4 A4 mu4caa4 (P pūjā), or A4 A4 ʔu4taan4  

(P udāna), with the latter possibly via B ဥဒါန္း, since many words borrowed from Burmese have 

irregular tones with glottal initial. 

 Polysyllabic words follow a similar pattern, with expected A (or D) tones followed by a 

B123 tone on the final syllable, such as DS4 A4 B1 fik1xaa4voy2  

(P bhikkhave), DS2 A4 B1 kiʔ3le4saa2 (P kilesa), A4 A2 B1 ko4taa1maa2 (P gotama), or DS4 

DS1 B2 liʔ1xiʔ3taa2 (P likhita). In some four-syllable words, the pattern is repeated, with both 

second and fourth syllables taking B123 tones, such as A1 B1 A4 B2 he5maa2van4taa2  

(P himavanta) and DS3 B2 A4 B2 ʔup3paa2laa4caa2 (P uparājā), whereas five-syllable words 

might take a B123 tone on only the final syllable, such as A1 A4 DS4 DS1 B2 

                                                        
163 Long /aa/ in kaap3 and saat1 is a regular feature of DS syllables, discussed under 3.4.3.3 below. 
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saŋ5xaa4nuʔ1saʔ3ti2 (P sanghānussati). In this example, the second syllable of saŋ5xaa4nuʔ1saʔ3ti2 
takes its correct A4 tone when the required B tone is shifted to the final syllable, whereas A1 B1 

saŋ5xaa2 (P sangha) takes a historically unjustifiable tone on the final syllable. 

 As with monosyllabic and disyllabic words, the initial syllable occasionally takes a B123 

(or C123) tone, such as B2 A2 B1 kam2paa1laa2 (P kambala) and B1 DS1 B1 saa2saʔ3naa2  

(P sāsana). 

 The above patterns of adapting tones on Indic loanwords depending upon the position of a 

syllable within a word often disregard the historic value of syllable initial consonants (and 

therefore the expected tones). This can be achieved due to the very limited inventory of 

syllable-initial consonants symbols in the Lik Tho Ngok script (see 4.2.2 below), in a way that 

would be impossible in the Standard Thai or Tham scripts, for example, without changing the 

written initial consonant.164 Other than tonal changes as a result of this feature, and irregular 

tones on specific words, the historic tonal values of Indic borrowings are well preserved in the 

text studied. 

 

3.3.7.3 Tones on Chinese loanwords 

Only two words in the manuscript studied are identified as directly borrowed from Chinese  

(i.e. other than words which have long been assimilated into Tai languages): A2 taaw1 ‘sword’ 

(Ch 刀 dao), and C3 C4 B3 yi3 pɤʔ6 ʔɤ2 ‘one hundred and twenty’ (Ch 一百二 yi bai er). 
 

 

3.4 Historical phonemics of Tai Nuea (Moeng Ka) in Mueang Sing 
The following description is based on Tai Nuea as spoken and as used in manuscript recitation 

by descendants of migrants from Moeng Ka to Mueang Sing. It differs from the closely related 

dialects of Moeng Lo (also found in nearby villages in Mueang Sing)165 and Moeng Vo, which 

together with Moeng Ka and other Tai districts form part of the Jinggu Dai and Yi Autonomous 

County of Pu’er Prefecture, Yunnan. No systematic comparison is made between these dialects, 

although in some cases comparison is made to the Moeng Ka dialect as found in China in order 

to illustrate recent changes occurring in Mueang Sing. The phonemic intentories are placed in 
                                                        
164 For Standard Thai borrowings from Indic languages, which mostly take A tones, see Gedney  

(1947, 1991: 200-201). 

165 The Moeng Lo dialect differs from that of Moeng Ka in several respects, such as taking initial /ph-/ 

instead of /f-/, the occurrence of /sh-/ (and /ch-/?), and the more frequent occurrence of /r/, as well as in 

lexical items such as pɯŋ2 (in Moeng Lo) for pɯt2, put2 ‘to open’ in Moeng Ka. 
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historical context through comparison with Proto-Tai reconstructions and borrowed words, 

which are essential to an understanding of the dialect’s many sound mergers and coalescences. 

Despite the apparent loss of historical linguistic evidence, closer examination reveals that 

regular correspondences with Proto-Tai and with the donor languages of loanwords are 

preserved to a very large degree in this dialect. 

 

3.4.1 Consonant phonemes 

There are 15 syllable initial consonants in the spoken dialect studied, with two other consonants 

mostly restricted to manuscript recitation or found in fluctuation on certain words among some 

speakers only, possibly with the influence of Tai Lue or Lao. 

 
Table 3-9: Initial consonant phonemes in spoken Tai Nuea (Moeng Ka) in Mueang Sing 

 Labial Dental Palatal166 Velar Glottal 

Voiceless unaspirated stops p t c k (ʔ) 

Voiceless aspirated stops  th    

Nasals m n (ɲ) ŋ  

Fricatives f, v  s x h 

Palatal approximant   y   

Lateral approximant l     

 

All consonants can occur in syllable-initial position, although /ɲ-/ is very rare (see 3.4.1.3 

below). Two additional initials, /b-/ and /d-/, also occur in manuscript recitation, with /d/ 

sometimes fluctuating with /l/ in everyday speech for some speakers, on a limited number of 

words. 

 Initial consonant clusters occur on a very small number of Tai words, with /l/ and /w/ as 

second elements, while many more initial clusters occur on Burmese and Indic loanwords, with 

/r, l, w, y, wy/ in medial position (see 3.4.2 below). 

 In final position on Tai words, only the stops /-p, -t, -k/ and nasals /-m, -n, -ŋ/ occur, as 

well as /-w, -y, -ɰ/ which are treated as semivowels (see 3.4.3.4 below). Final glottal stop /-ʔ/ 

also occurs in DS syllables with short vowels in some Indic and Burmese loanwords such as 

DS2 DS4 paʔ3taʔ1 ‘foot’ (Pali pada), DS4 DS4 B3 viʔ1liʔ1yaa2 ‘energy’ (Pali viriya), or DS4 B1 

kaʔ1he2 ‘solder, bond’ (Burmese ဂေဟ), as well as the irregular DS4 taʔ1 ‘to challenge, to 

threaten.’ 

  
                                                        
166 I am grateful to Jim Chamberlain (personal communication, May 2017) for pointing out that these are 

technically alveolar or alveo-palatal rather than true palatals as found in Chinese, etc.  
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The syllable-final glottal closure is not always realised in medial syllables where there is close 

transition with the following syllable, but is included in the transcription in all cases to indicate 

that the syllable has a short vowel (which must be normally followed by glottal stop) rather than 

the usual long vowel in open syllables. 

 The following sections discuss the distribution of consonants in relation to series  

1-4 of initials and their correspondence with Proto-Tai initials, using Li (1977) as the reference. 

 

3.4.1.1 Voiceless unaspirated stops /p, t, c, k, (ʔ)/ 

As in other dialects, Tai Nuea voiceless unaspirated stops /p, t, c, k/ have a straightforward 

correspondence to PT voiceless unaspirated stops *p, *t, *c, *k in series 2 of initials, e.g. A2 pi1 

‘year,’ DL2 paak2 ‘hundred,’ A2 taam1 ‘to follow,’ DS2 tok3 ‘to fall,’ A2 caɰ1 ‘heart,’ DS2 cet3 

‘seven,’ A2 kam1 ‘to hold,’ and DL2 kɔt2 ‘to embrace, and also from PT clusters *pl-, such as 

A2 paa1 ‘fish,’ C2 pɔŋ3 ‘section (between joints),’ DL1 puk2 ‘to plant,’ *pr-, such as DL2 taak2 

‘to spread out’ and tɛk2 ‘to break,’ *tl-, such as A2 tem1 ‘full,’ A2 tɔŋ1 ‘(big) leaf’ and *tr-, such 

as A2 taa1 ‘eye’ and taay1 ‘to die.’ 

 An additional set of unaspirated stops is found in series 4, where reconstructed PT voiced 

initial stops *b, *d, *j, *g change to /p, t, c, k/ (classified as a P dialect) rather than /ph, th, ch or 

s, kh/ as in PH dialects (see 3.2.3 above). Examples of such change are A4 paa4 ‘to transport,’ 

A4 pi4 ‘fat,’ B4 po1 ‘father,’ A4 taaŋ4 ‘way,’ B4 ti1 ‘place,’ B4 tew1 ‘to travel,’ A4 caay4 ‘male, 

man,’ C4 caaŋ6 ‘elephant,’ and DL4 cɤk4 ‘rope,’ B4 ku1 ‘pair,’ C4 kew6 ‘to chew,’ and DL4 

kaap4 ‘to hold with the teeth.’ Exceptions within these PT initials are very rare, such as DL4 

thaap4 ‘to place one on another,’ which retains /th-/ (< *d-). 

 Rarely, series 4 /p-/ initials used in manuscript recitation fluctuate with /f-/ in everyday 

speech, as in DS4 pɛt1 to lie, to deceive,’ and DL4 pɛt4 ‘to throw away, to abandon,’ which are 

fɛt1 and fɛt4 in everyday speech. 

 Also in series 4, A4 kon4 ‘person’ and kaaŋ4 ‘jaw,’ both from *ɣ-, are unusual in taking /k-/ 

rather than /x-/, a feature which is also found in Tai Lue and White Tai for these words, and 

which Li explains as a merger with *g- (Li 1977: 214). Several words from PT clusters in series 

4 have fluctuation of /k-/ and /x-/, such as B4 kɤŋ1 ‘half’ in everyday speech and xɤŋ1 in 

recitation (< *gr-), and A4 kaay4 (also kwaay4) ‘water buffalo’ in recitation, which was 

previously kwaay4 in everyday speech, but is now xaay4 (< *ɣw-). 
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Palatalisation of /k-/ to /c-/ occurs on a small number of words with front vowels, such as A2 

cin1 ‘to eat’ in everyday speech (where both kin1 and cin1 are found in recitation), DS2 cep3 ‘to 

pick up’ (becoming a homonym of ‘pain’), and A4 cem4 ‘salty’ which is perhaps a later 

development of /c-/ < /k-/ < *kh-. 

 Rarely, /k-/ and /t-/ are also found in series 1, such as A1 kaa5 ‘right side’ (kaa5 in 

manuscript use, xaa5 in everyday speech) from *khw-, kan5 ‘spirit, soul’ (in this case xan5 in 

manuscript use, and kan5 in everyday speech) and kaan5 ‘axe’ (previously xwaan5), from *xw-, 

A1 kaay5
 ‘to turn around,’ A1 kɛn5 ‘to roll (up),’ A1 keŋ5 ‘pandanus,’ A1 kɛm5 ‘to keep at one’s 

side,’ and the loanword A1 tum5 ‘log, ingot’ (B အတုုံး). 

 The glottal stop /ʔ-/ (corresponding to an assumed PT *ʔ-) normally occurs before 

otherwise syllable-initial vowels in series 3, such as B3 ʔaan2 ‘to count,’ C3 ʔaa3 ‘to open (the 

mouth),’ DS3 ʔɤk3 ‘chest,’ and also occurs irregularly in series 1 and 4, such as A1 ʔɔy5 ‘little’ 

(used in everyday speech), C4 ʔom6 (kin1) ‘to eat hurriedly, to gobble,’ A4 ʔoy4 (haa5) ‘to long 

for,’ and C4 C4 ʔɔn6 ʔɛn6 ‘fine, small, dainty,’ and on a large number of onomatopoeic 

morphemes, such as A4 A4 ʔum4 ʔum4 ‘the sound of the monotonous, mumbling speech of the 

ogre.’  

 Burmese loanwords with /p, t, c, k/ occur with series 2 initial consonants such as B2 pɤŋ2 

‘to rule, to own’ (B ပုုိင္), B2 taam2 ‘punishment’ (B ဒဏ္), B2 caaŋ2 ‘pure, clear’ (B စင)္,  

B2 kwyo2 ‘famous’ (B ေၾကာ္), and with series 4 initials such as A4 paan4 ‘blossom’ (B ပန္း), 

DL4 tat4 ‘skilled, able’ (B တတ)္, A4 ce4 ‘all, complete’ (B ေစ့)့, and A4 ki4 ‘big, great’ (B ႀကီး). 

A significant number of Burmese loanwords also take irregular series 4 tones with initial /ʔ-/, 

such as A4 ʔaa4 ‘great’ (B အား ‘strength, force’), A4 ʔaam4 ‘to be amazed’ (B အံ့), and DL4 

ʔaap4 ‘to bestow’ (B အပ္). The rare irregular tone on Pali loanword A4 A4 ʔu4taan4 ‘utterance 

of the Buddha’ (P udāna) is presumably also via Burmese ဥဒါန္း. 

 Indic loanwords with initial /p, t, c, k/ correspond to Indic /p, t, c, k/167 in series 2, such as 

A2 B2 pɛn1caa2 ‘five’ (P pañca), B2 B4 DS4 paa2li1saat1 ‘assembly, company’ (Skt pariṣad  

P parisā), A2 A4 DS4 B1 cu1laa4maʔ1ni2 ‘name of King of Uktamathani’  

                                                        
167 There are no examples of Indic /t-/ in the text studied. 
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(P cuḷāmaṇi), A2 B1 kaa1laa2 ‘time’ (P kāla), DS2 kaap3 ‘aeon, world-cycle’ (P kappa), and to 

Indic /b, d, j, g/ in series 4, such as A4 B4 DS4 B1 paa4laa1naʔ1si2 ‘Benares, Varanasi’  

(P bārāṇasī), DS4 DS4 puʔ1thaʔ1 ‘Buddha’ (P buddha), A4 taan4 ‘generosity, to give’ (P dāna), 

DL4 B1 tɛk4xi2 ‘south’ (P dakkhiṇa), DL4 cat4 ‘birth, lifetime’ (P jāti), A4 B1 kan4thaa2 

‘fragrance, scent’ (P gandha), B4 B1 kaa1thaa2 ‘verse, stanza’ (P gāthā). 

 A small number of loanwords from Indic /p, t, c, k/ are also found in series 4, possibly via 

Burmese, such as A4 B1 paa4laŋ2 throne (P pallanka), DL4 A2 B2 pet4can1taa2 ‘outlying village’ 

(B ပစၥႏၲရစ္ P paccanta), A4 B2 te4co2 ‘flame, majesty’ (P tejo), A4 B2 caam4 pe2 ‘magnolia’  

(P campa, campaka), DS4 B2 caak1kaa2 ‘generosity’ (P cāga), DL4 cak4 ‘thunderbolt, celestial 

object’ (P cakka), A4 B2 ke4saa2 ‘hair’ (P kesa). 

 
3.4.1.2 Voiceless aspirated stop /th/ 

On Tai words, this initial only occurs in series 1 (*d- is represented as /t-/ in series 4), with 

straightforward correspondence to *th-, such as B1 thɤn2 ‘forest,’ C1 thaw3 ‘old  

(of person),’168 and from PT cluster *thl-, such as A1 thaam5 ‘to ask’ and C1 thon3 ‘to reach, 

complete.’ 

 A small number of Burmese and Indic loanwords also occur in series 1, such as A1 A4 

thin5 myaa4 ‘to marry’ (B ထိမ္းျမား); B1 thaaŋ2 ‘to think, to appear’ (B ထင္), B1 B1 thaa2naa2 

‘place’ (P ṭhāna). Other words with initial /th/ still occurring in series 4 are also Burmese or 

Indic /dh-/ loanwords, such as A4 thi4 ‘parasol’ (B ထီး), thu4 ‘to call’ (B ထူး), thɤk4 ‘worthy’  

(B ထုုိက္), and A4 B1 tham4maa2 ‘teachings of the Buddha’ (P dhamma), A4 B1 thi4taa2 

‘daughter’ (P dhītā), A4 DS4 B1 tho4laʔ1ni2 ‘earth goddess’ (P dharaṇī). A few remaining words 

are also expected to be loans: A4 A4 thaa4yaa4 ‘utterly’ (intensifier for C4 luʔ6 ‘ruined, 

destroyed’), DL4 thɔk4 ‘to present,’ and B4 thɔŋ1 ‘to poke, to stab.’ 

                                                        
168 An exception is A4 tɯ4 ‘to hold’ rather than the expected A1 thɯ5, as noted in 3.3.6.2 above. 
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The bilabial aspirated stop /ph-/ does not occur in this dialect, but is found in the Moeng Lo 

dialect in Mueang Sing (where only /ph-/ occurs and /f-/ does not).169 and also in Moeng Vo and 

in Dehong (which has both /ph-/ and /f-/). The Lik script used in Mueang Sing has two symbols 

for /f-/, one of which may have previously corresponded to *ph (see 4.4.1 below for 

orthographic usage of these symbols). There is also no palatal aspirated stop /ch-/, and /kh-/ 

only occurs in fluctuation with /x-/ in some speakers, as discussed under 3.4.1.4 below. 

 

3.4.1.3 Nasals /m, n, (ɲ), ŋ/ 

The nasals are fully-voiced in this dialect. In series 1 of initials, /m, n, ŋ/ have straightforward 

correspondence to *hm, *hn, *hŋ in words such as A1 maa5 ‘dog,’ C1 mo3 ‘pot,’ DL1 mɔk2 

‘cloud, fog,’ A1 nɤ5 ‘north, above,’ B1 num2 ‘young,’ DL1 not2 ‘beard,’ A1 ŋaw5 ‘to nod (when 

drowsy),’ C1 ŋaw3 ‘foundation.’ A number of words from *hŋ- are also represented by /h-/, as 

in related dialects (see 3.4.1.4 below). 

 Likewise, in series 4, there is a straightforward correspondence to *m, *n, *ŋ in words such 

as A4 maa4 ‘to come,’ C4 maʔ6 ‘horse,’ DL4 mit4 ‘knife,’ A4 naa4 ‘rice field,’ C4 nɔŋ6 ‘younger 

sibling,’ DL4 nop4 ‘to bend down,’ A4 ŋɤn4 ‘silver,’ B4 ŋaam1 ‘fork, branch,’ DL4 ŋɤk4 

‘magical water serpent,’ as well as PT clusters *mw-, such as A4 mɯ4 ‘hand,’ C4 may6 ‘wood, 

tree,’ *ml/r-, such as A4 mɛŋ4 ‘insect,’ *nl/r-, such as C4 nam6 ‘water,’ DS4 nok1 ‘bird,’ DL4 

nɔk4 ‘outside,’ A4 nan4 ‘noisy’ and naay4 ‘cloud, mist,’ and *ŋl/r- A4 ŋaa4 ‘sesame’ and ŋaw4 

‘radiance, shadow.’ 

 Use of /ŋ/ is a recent occurrence in Mueang Sing, whereas in Moeng Ka (and in elderly 

speakers in Mueang Sing) *hŋ-, *ŋ-, etc. are represented by /y-/ (or by /ɲ-/170), such as A4 

yaam4 ‘good, beautiful,’ A4 A4 yɤn4 ‘silver,’ or A4 yu4 ‘snake.’ There is fluctuation of /ŋ/ and 

/y/ in some words in Mueang Sing, such as A4 yam4 ‘to rule (over), to govern,’ which is written 

with initial <ŋ-> and sometimes also pronounced ŋam4 (see 3.4.1.3 and 3.4.1.5 below). 

                                                        
169 Most closely-related languages, i.e. Shan, Tai Maw, Tai Khamti, Tai Phake, Tai Aiton, Tai Khamyang, 

Tai Ahom, take only /ph-/ and not /f-/, and this Moeng Ka dialect in unusual in taking only /f-/ and not 

/ph-/, as does Harris’s (1975) Van Poong Tong dialect. Dehong and Gedney’s (1976) Moeng Vo dialect 

(located adjacent to Moeng Ka) have both /ph-/ and /f-/.  

170 In Mueang Sing, elderly descendants of immigrants from Mueang Ka have initial /y-/ corresponding to 

/ŋ-/, and report that this is the case in Moeng Ka, but my own data from Moeng Ka include examples with 

initial /ɲ-/ such as DL4 ɲɤk4 ‘magical water serpent.’  
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Harris’s (1975) data from Van Poong Tong also have initial /y-/ in several cases corresponding 

to /ŋ-/ in other Tai dialects, where Gedney’s (1976) Tai Nuea data have /ɲ-/ throughout and he 

reports finding only one case of /ŋ-/, in close transition after syllable-final /ŋ/. Conversely, in 

Mueang Sing, the palatal nasal /ɲ-/ mostly occurs in close transition after syllable-final /-n/, 

such as A2 A4 pan1 yin4 ‘to give a discourse, to teach (literally ‘to give to hear’). In these cases, 

/y-/ is kept in the phonemic transcription, as in normal pronunciation, although the actual 

pronunciation is pan1 ɲin4. Only one case occurs in the manuscript studied where initial /ɲ-/ 

cannot be from such palatalisation, and is therefore kept in the transcription, in A4 ɲim4 

‘extinguished, appeased,’ which is found in the combination suk3 ɲim4. 

 /m-/ is also found in series 3 on a number of words from *ʔb-,171 such as A3 maaŋ1 ‘some,’ 

B3 maw2 ‘not, negation marker.’ This representation of *ʔb- as /m-/ is usual in Moeng Ka, 

whereas most words now have /v-/ in Mueang Sing (see 3.4.1.4 below), and also (rarely) /b-/ in 

manuscript recitation (see 3.4.1.7 below). For example, Moeng Ka A3 maɰ1 ‘leaf’ and B3 

maaw2 ‘young man or woman’ are vaɰ1 and vaaw2 in Mueang Sing. On some words there is 

fluctuation between the two forms in everyday speech in Mueang Sing, such as C3 maan3 / 

vaan3 ‘village,’ B3 mɛŋ2 / vɛŋ2 ‘to divide, to distribute.’ Also in series 3, DL3 mɔk2 ‘flower,’ 

from *ʔbl/r-, takes this form in manuscript recitation, but is commonly lɔk2 in everyday speech. 

A number of loanwords from Indic /p-/ also take /m-/, such as A4 A4 mu4caa4 ‘worship’  

(P pūjā) and DL3 maap2 ‘evil’ (P pāpa), where otherwise these words mostly take /p-/. This 

feature also occurs in Standard Thai on a similar subset of loanwords from Indic /p-/, which are 

represented as /b-/ (i.e. corresponding with /m-/ or /v-/ in Tai Nuea) rather than /p-/, and which 

Gedney (1947: 81) assumes to be due to a consonant shift undergone by an earlier layer of 

loanwords. The above example of mu4caa4 (P pūjā) is also irregular in taking an A4 tone rather 

than the expected A3. There is generally no fluctuation with /v-/ on such loanwords, with the 

exception of A3 von1 ‘merit, blessing’ (P puñña). 

 Burmese loanwords also occur with initial /m, n, ŋ/ in series 1, such as DL1 DL1 mek2 

myɔk2 ‘before the eyes, present’ (B မ်က္ေမွာက္), B1 ni2 ‘red’ (B နီ)ီ, B1 ŋi2 (also yi2) ‘to fit 

together tightly’ (B ညီ), and in series 4, such as A4 myaa4 ‘emerald’ (B ျမ), nan4 ‘palace’  

(B နန္း), and ŋaa4 ‘five’ (B ငါး). 
                                                        
171 *ʔb- words are mostly written with initial /m-/ (and very rarely /v-/). 
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Loanwords from Indic /m/ and /n/ occur in series 4, such as A4 B3 maa4yaa2 ‘deception, 

illusion’ (P māyā), DS4 B2 met1taa2 ‘kindness’ (P mettā), B4 B1 naa1vaa2 ‘boat, ship’ (P nāvā), 

and DS4 A4 naʔ1mo4 ‘homage, praise’ (P namo). 

 

3.4.1.4 Fricatives /f, v, s, x, h/ 

/f-/ 

Initial /f-/ occurs in straightforward correspondence to *f- in series 1, such as A1 fon5 ‘rain,’ A1 

faŋ5 ‘to bury,’ B1 faa2 ‘palm of hand,’ and also from *ph-, such as C1 fu3 ‘person,’ C1 faa3 

‘cloth,’ DS1 fit3 ‘wrong,’ as well as from PT clusters, such as A1 fi5 ‘spirit,’ A1 fom5 ‘head 

hair,’ C1 faay3 ‘to walk’ (< *phl/r-) and DL1 fuk2 ‘to bind’ (< *fr-?). The Moeng Ka dialect has 

no /ph-/, unlike Moeng Vo, Dehong and Shan.172 

 In series 4, /f-/ corresponds to *v-, such as A4 faan4 ‘barking deer,’ A4 fɔŋ4 ‘wave,’ C4 faʔ6 

‘sky, heavens, and to PT clusters such as DL4 faak4 ‘to separate’ (< *br-)173 and other tentative 

reconstructions such as C4 fɔm6 ‘together’ and DL4 fuk4 ‘tomorrow’ (< *vr-?). As noted under 

3.4.1.1 above, rarely, series 4 /f-/ initials used in everyday speech fluctuate with /p-/ in 

manuscript recitation, as in DS4 fɛt1 to lie, to deceive,’ and DL4 fɛt4 ‘to throw away, to 

abandon,’ which are pɛt1 and pɛt4 in manuscript recitation. 

 Loanwords with /f-/ also occur in both series 1 and series 4, such as Burmese B1 faan2 ‘to 

create’ (B ဖန္), B1 fe2 ‘to loosen, to unfold’ (B ေျဖ), A4 fuŋ4 ‘glory’  

(B ဘုုန္း), DL4 fɛt4 ‘to invite’ (B ဖိတ)္. Indic loanwords in series 1 are in straightforward 

correspondence to Indic /ph-/, such as A1 A1 faa5laa5 ‘result’ (P phala), but also DL1 fet2 

‘hungry ghost’ (Skt preta), and irregular B1 fum2 ‘realm, division of the universe’ (P bhūmi), 

where Indic /bh-/ normally corresponds to series 4, such as A4 A4 faa4vo4 ‘sky, space, heavens’ 

(P bhavo), B4 DL1 fi1sek2 ‘to anoint, to consecrate’ (P abhiseka), and DS4 A2 fik1xu2 ‘Buddhist 

monk’ (P bhikkhu). Like DL1 fet2 ‘hungry ghost’ (Skt preta), DS4 DS1 B1 faat1thaʔ3naa2 ‘wish, 

                                                        
172 Harris’s (1975) Tai Nuea data also has no /ph-/, while Gedney (1976) confirms /ph-/ for Moeng Vo. 

173 See 3.4.2.1 below for a rare initial consonant cluster retained in DL4 plaat4 ‘to slip’ (< *bl-). 
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request, prayer’ (Skt prârthanā) is also from Indic /pr-/174 but here found in series 4 rather than 

series 1, as is A4 fum4 ‘Brahma, the creator god’ (P brahmā). 

 

/v-/ 

The voiced labiodental fricative /v-/ occurs in straightforward correspondence to *hw- and *w- 

in series 1 and 4, such as A1 vay5 ‘to move,’ A1 vaan5 ‘sweet,’ A1 vi5 ‘comb,’ A4 vaa4 ‘arm 

span,’ A4 vi4 ‘fan,’ C4 vay6 ‘to keep.’ It also occurs in series 3 from *ʔb-, such as A3 vaɰ1 

‘leaf,’ ven1 ‘to fly,’ B3 vaa2 ‘shoulder,’ B3 vo2 ‘source (of water, minerals),’ C3 vaan3 ‘village,’ 

DL3 vɛk2 ‘to carry on the shoulder.’ See 3.4.1.3 above for fluctuation with /m-/ and 3.4.1.7 

below for fluctuation with /b-/ in manuscript recitation. 

 In Burmese and Indic loanwords, /v-/ also occurs in series 1 and 4, such as B1 vaa2
 

‘yellow’ (B ဝါ), B1 voy2 ‘to distribute, to dispense’ (B ေဝ), A4 A4 vaaŋ4 viŋ4 enclosure  

(B ဝန္းဝိုုင္း), A4 B2 van4taa2 ‘to pay homage’ (P vandana), DS4 DS4 B3 viʔ1liʔ1yaa2 ‘energy’  

(P viriya), and rarely in series 3, as in A3 von1 (also A1 vun5, A3 bun1) ‘merit, blessing’  

(P puñña). 

 

/s-/ 

Initial /s-/ occurs in both series 1 from *s-, such as A1 saam5 ‘three,’ C1 say3 ‘intestines,’ DS1 

sop3 ‘mouth,’ from *ch- DL1 sik2 (often sɛk2) ‘to tear,’ and in series 4 from *z-, such as A4 

sɯn4 ‘past, former,’ B4 sɯ1 ‘straight.’ 

 Burmese and Indic loanwords also occur with both series 1 and series 4 initials, such as 

Burmese A1 B1 saa5faŋ2 (also DS1 B1 saʔ3faŋ2) ‘festival’ (B သဘင)္, A1 B1 saa5xaaŋ2 ‘master, 

lord’ (B သခင)္, B1 saaŋ2 ‘to enjoy, to rejoice’ (B ရႊင္), A4 so4 ‘key, to lock’ (B ေသာ့), B4 su1 

‘thorn’ (B ဆူး), A4 A4 saŋ4le4 ‘poor, destitute’ (B ဆင္းရဲ), A4 B1 saa4loy2 ‘(royal) cordon’  

(B စလြယ)္ and DL4 saak4 ‘to present an offering to someone of higher status’ (B ဆက)္. Indic 

loans mostly occur in series 1 from Indic /s-/, such as A1 B2 saa5ko2 (also sak3ko2) the god 

Sakka (P sakka), A1 B2 saŋ5kaa2 ‘doubt’ (P sankā), B1 DS1 B1 saa2saʔ3naa2 ‘religion’  

                                                        
174 In contrast, A2 DL4 praa1saat4 ‘palace’ (Skt prāsāda) retains the Indic initial consonant cluster in 

series 2 of initials. 
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(P sāsana), DS1 B2 saʔ3po2 ‘snake’ (P sappa), and from Indic /ch-/ in A1 B2 san5taa2 ‘desire’  

(P chanda). In series 4, it mostly occurs in stopped syllables, such as DS4 A2 B1 saat1taa1vaa2 

‘animal, living being’ (P sattava or Skt sattva) and DL4 B2 sɛt4caa2 ‘truth’ (P sacca). 

 

/x-/ 

The voiceless velar fricative /x-/ occurs in both series 1 and series 4, corresponding to *kh-, *x-, 

*ɣ and to related PT clusters. Some speakers also have fluctuation of /kh-/ with the more 

commonly found /x-/,175 but since there is no phonemic contrast as in White Tai and Tai Lue 

(Diller 1991b; Gedney 1989d; Li 1977, 1989; Minot 1940), /x-/ is used throughout the 

transcription.176 Where /kh-/ does occur, rather than in correlation to PT initials as in White Tai 

or Tai Lue, it is mostly preceding the high vowels /i/ and /u/ and is rarely found with the mid 

and low vowels. In recitation of the text studied, A1 A4 xun5 xam4 ‘Golden Lord’ or A4 A4 xiŋ4 

xam4 ‘Golden One,’ for example, are sometimes phonetically closer to khun5 xam4 and khiŋ4 

xam4. The distinction is less clear before the high vowel /ɯ/, where in many cases this initial 

consonant sound is phonetically between /kh-/ and /x-/. Initial /kh-/ is also sometimes found in 

consonant clusters which are transcribed as /xw-/, /xy-/, and /xwy-/. 

 Initial /x-/ occurs in series 1 in correspondence to *kh-, such as A1 xaa5 ‘leg,’ DL1 xaat2 

‘broken off,’ and to *x-, such as C1 xaam3 ‘to cross,’ DL1 xɔt2 ‘to knot, to bind,’ and from PT 

clusters *khl-, such as A1 xɛŋ5 ‘hard,’ C1 xaaŋ3 ‘side,’ and *khr- such as A1 xo5 ‘to request,’ 

and B1 xay2 ‘egg.’ For PT labio-velars, there is sometimes fluctuation with initial /k-/, as in A1 

kaa5 ‘right (side)’ in recitation and xaa5 in everyday speech (< *khw-), and A1 xan5 ‘spirit, soul’ 

in recitation and kan5 in everyday speech (< *xw-), whereas C1 xɔm3 ‘to overturn’ (also < *xw-) 

has no fluctuation. 

 In series 4, /x-/ corresponds to *ɣ, such as A4 xam4 ‘gold,’ DL4 xɔk4 ‘enclosure, pen, 

cage,’ and to PT cluster *gr-, such as B4 xɤŋ1 ‘half’ (kɤŋ1 in everyday speech) and C1 xaɰ3 ‘to 
                                                        
175 Harris (1975) and Gedney (1976) also have only /x-/ for their Tai Nuea dialects, as does Luo (1998) 

for Dehong. 

176 Li (1989) modified his 1977 reconstruction of *kh- and *x- to split each into two separate PT initials 

(and likewise for /th-/ and /ph-/) in order to explain the split into /kh-/ and /x-/ in Tai Lue and White Tai 

and also the voiced/voiceless tone alternations discussed in 3.3.6.2 above. Gedney (1989d: 353-4) and 

Pittayaporn (2009a, 2009b) provide alternative reconstructions. Since there is no phonemic distinction in 

the dialect studied, reference here is simplified to *kh-, *x- and related clusters as found in Li (1977). 
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desire.’ As in series 1, there is also fluctuation with /k-/ in PT labio-velar *ɣw-, such as A4 

kaay4 ‘water buffalo’ in recitation, which was previously kwaay4 in everyday speech, but is now 

xaay4. 

 Burmese loanwords occur in both series 1 and series 4, such as A1 xan5 ‘to calculate, to 

reckon’ (B ခန္႔), B1 xam2 ‘to receive, to accept, to endure, to suffer’  

(B ခံ), and A4 xi4 ‘to praise, to exalt’ (B ခ်ီ), A4 A4 xaan4thaa4 ‘to appoint, to commission’  

(B ခန္႔ထား). Initial consonant clusters with /x-/ on Burmese loanwords (often hypercorrected), 

such as A4 xwyo4 ‘to persuade, to coax, to entice’ (B ေခ်ာ့), are discussed in 3.4.2.2 below. 

 Indic loanwords with initial /x-/ occur with straightforward correspondence to Indic /kh-/ in 

series 1, such as DS1 DS4 xaʔ3naʔ1 ‘instant, moment, time’ (P khaṇa), and correspond to Indic 

/kar-/ in series 1 and /gar-/ in series 4, such as A1 A4 xu5naa4 ‘compassion, to pity, to forgive’ 

(P Skt karuṇā) and DS4 xut1 ‘giant bird-like creatures of immense strength’ (Skt garuḍa). 

 

/h-/ 

Initial /h-/ occurs in series 1 in straightforward correspondence to *h-, such as A1 haa5 ‘five,’ 

C1 haɰ3 ‘to give, to cause,’ DS1 haap3 ‘to shut,’ DS1 het3 ‘to do,’ and also from *hŋ-, such as 

B1 hɤ2 ‘sweat’ and DL1 hɤk2 ‘gum (in the mouth),’ from *hr-, such as C1 hɔŋ3 ‘room’ and DS1 

hep3 ‘mushroom,’177 and from *thr-, such as A1 ho5 ‘head,’ han5 ‘to see,’ and haaŋ5 ‘tail.’  

In series 4, /h-/ corresponds to *r-, such as A4 haa4 ‘we two,’ A4 hɤn4 ‘house,’ C4 huʔ6 ‘to 

know,’ DL4 haak4 ‘to vomit,’ DL4 hek4 ‘to call,’ and to *dr-, such as A4 hɤ4 ‘boat’ and DL4 

haak4 ‘root.’ 

 Burmese loanwords with initial /h-/ do not occur in the text studied, although it is found as 

a syllable initial in medial position, such as B4 A4 yaa1haan4 ‘Buddhist monk’ (B ရဟန္း  

P arahant). In Indic loanwords, /h-/ occurs as a series 1 initial, such as A1 hoŋ5 ‘sacred hangsa 

bird’ (P haṁsa), A1 B2 han5taa2 ‘enlightened person’ (P arahant), and also in series 4, such as 

DL4 hɤk4 (usually lɤk4) ‘star constellation’ (Skt ṛíksha). 

 

 
                                                        
177 Note DS1 hep3, also found in Shan, in contrast to het3 common in other dialects. 
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3.4.1.5 Palatal approximant /y-/ 

The fully-voiced palatal approximant /y-/178 occurs in series 1, 3 and 4 of initials. As discussed 

in 3.4.1.3 above, there is fluctuation with initial /ŋ-/ (or /ɲ-/), and fluctuation also occurs with /l-

/ on some Burmese loanwords (from Burmese or Indic /r-/). In some speakers, /y-/ is sometimes 

pronounced as a voiced palatal fricative [ʝ] or post alveolar fricative [ʒ], but these changes are 

not phonemic and are not noted in transcription. 

 Initial /y-/ occurs in series 1 corresponding to *hɲ-, such as B1 yaɰ2 ‘big,’ C1 yaa3 

‘medicine, herb, grass,’ C1 yuŋ3 ‘tangled,’ in series 3 corresponding to *ʔy-, such as A3 yen1 

‘quiet, still,’ B3 yaa2 ‘don’t!, negative imperative marker’ and B3 yuu2 ‘to be (at), to stay,’ and 

in series 4, corresponding to *ɲ-, such as A4 yaŋ4 ‘still, yet,’ A4 yin4 ‘to feel, to hear,’ DL4 yɔt4 

‘tip, pinnacle’ and to *y-, such as (DS4) A4 (nok1) yaaŋ4 ‘egret, heron,’ A4 yo4 ‘to raise,’ and 

DL4 yaak4 ‘difficult.’ 

 In Moeng Ka and among elderly speakers in Mueang Sing, initial /y-/ (or /ɲ-/) also occurs 

on words which take initial /ŋ-/ in other dialects, such as A4 yaam4 ‘good, beautiful,’ A4 yɤn4 

‘silver,’ or A4 yu4 ‘snake.’ The use of /ŋ/ is a recent occurrence in Mueang Sing, and there is 

also fluctuation of /ŋ/ and /y/ in some words, such as A1 yɛn5 ‘to smile, to laugh,’ A1 yɛw5 ‘to 

fear, to dread,’ and A4 yam4 ‘to rule (over), to govern,’ and A4 yaay4 ‘like, similar,’ which are 

written and sometimes pronounced with initial <ŋ->. 

 Burmese loanwords with initial /y-/ occur in series 1, such as B1 DL4 ye2 cɛt4 ‘to pour 

water as part of the dedication of merit’ (B ေရစက္) and B1 yɔŋ2 ‘small’  

(B ေညာင္), and in series 4, such as A4 yaa4 ‘to meet (with), to find’ (B ျငား), DL4 yaap4 ‘to 

squeeze, to pinch, to crush’ (B ညပ)္, DL4 yot4 ‘evil, vicious’ (B ယုုတ္), and A4 yoy4 ‘to choose, 

to select’ (B ေရြး). Some Indic loans via Burmese with initial Indic /r-/ also take /y-/, such as A4 

A4 yaa4thaa4 (also laa4thaa4) ‘vehicle, carriage’ (B ရထား P ratha) and B4 A4 yaa1haan4 ‘yahan,’ 

Buddhist monk (B ရဟန္း P arahant). 
 As with Tai words, there is fluctuation of initial /ŋ/ and /y-/ on a number of Burmese 

loanwords, such as B1 yi2/ŋi2 ‘to fit together tightly’ (B ညီ), B1 A1 yɛn2 se5/ɲɛn2 se5 ‘to harm, 

to injure’ (B ညွည္းဆဲ), and A4 yaa4/ŋaa4 ‘five’ (B ငါး). 
                                                        
178 The symbol <y> is used for the palatal approximant (and semivowel), as commonly found in related 

studies, rather than the International Phonetic Alphabet’s <j>. 
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Indic loanwords with initial /y-/ occur in series 4, such as A4 (xun5) yom4 ‘the god of death’  

(P yama), A4 DS1 yaa4vaʔ1 ‘until’ (P yāva), and also in series 3 (or 1), and B4 DS4 B2 

yaa1caʔ1kaa2 ‘mendicant, beggar’ (P yācaka). 

 

3.4.1.6 Lateral approximant /l-/ 

The fully-voiced lateral approximant /l-/ occurs in series 1, 3, and 4 of initials. There is 

fluctuation of /d-/ and /l-/ on a limited number of words (see 3.4.1.7 below), mostly in 

recitation, but also in some speakers in everyday speech, perhaps with Tai Lue or Lao influence. 

Although they are not in free variation, some speakers cannot distinguish between /d-/ and /l-/ 

on isolated words, and in some cases, they are pronounced somewhere between the two 

consonant sounds, or as /ld-/ as in A4 lin4 / din4 ‘pipe.’ There is also fluctuation of /y-/ and /l-/ 

on some Burmese loanwords (from Burmese or Indic /r-/). 

 Initial /l-/ occurs in series 1 in straightforward correspondence to *hl-, such as A1 laay5 

‘many,’ A1 loŋ5 ‘great,’ B1?179 liŋ2 ‘to incline, uneven,’ DS1 laak3 ‘post, pillar.’ 

 In series 3, /l-/ corresponds to *ʔd-, such as A3 li1 ‘good,’ A3 lu1 ‘to look,’ C3 loy3 

‘together, with’ and DS3 lek3 ‘child,’ and to PT clusters *ʔbl/r- A3 lɤn1 ‘month, moon,’ B3 

laaŋ2 ‘mottled,’ DL3 lɔk2 ‘flower’ (in everyday speech, but mɔk2 in recitation), and *ʔdl/r- A3 

laaw1 ‘star,’ A3 lam1 ‘black,’ DS3 lip3 ‘to be alive’ (also ‘unripe, uncooked’), and DL3 lɛt2 
‘sunlight.’ 

 In series 4, /l-/ is in straightforward correspondence to *l-, such as A4 lɯm4 ‘to forget,’ A4 

liŋ4 ‘monkey,’ C4 lom6 ‘to fall down,’ DL4 lɤt4 ‘blood,’ and to *dl-, such as A4 lom4 ‘wind,’ C4 

loʔ6 ‘wheel,’ DS4 laak1 ‘to steal,’ and DL4 laak4 ‘to drag.’ 

 Burmese loanwords with initial /l-/ occur in series 1, such as B1 le2 ‘to walk, to wander, to 

visit’ (B လည္), B1 laan2 ‘enemy, danger’ (B ရန)္, DL1 laak2 ‘skilled’  

(B လက)္, and in series 4, such as A4 laa4 ‘moon’ (B �), A4 le4 ‘to write’ (B ေရး), and DS4 laak1 

‘hand, side’ (B လက)္. 

 Indic loanwords occur in series 4, corresponding to Indic /l-/ and /r-/, such as A4 A4 

laa4caa2 ‘king’ (P rājā), A4 A4 lo4faa4 ‘greed’ (P lobha), A4 B2 lo4kaa2 ‘world’  

                                                        
179 Li (1977) gives liŋ2 as B1 from *hl- in Po-ai, Nung and Tho, but this dialect also has diŋ2 in recitation, 

which would imply B3 (or possible hypercorrection). 
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(P loka) and ‘disease’ (P roga), A4 B2 lu4paa2 ‘body’ (P rūpa), and DS4 B1 luk1xaa2 ‘tree’ (P 

rukkha). 

 

3.4.1.7 Use of /b-/ and /d-/ in manuscript recitation 

Both /b-/ (< *ʔb) and /d-/ (< *ʔd) occur with only a small number of words in manuscript 

recitation, and are not found in everyday speech. As discussed under 3.4.1.3 and 3.4.1.4 above, 

both /m-/ and /v-/ normally correspond to *ʔb (and in some cases to Indic /p-/), with some 

words only taking /m-/ (e.g. A3 maaŋ1 ‘some’), some only taking /v-/ (e.g. A1 vaaŋ1 ‘thin’) and 

some taking either (e.g. C3 maan3/vaan3 ‘village’). Three words in the manuscript studied take 

initial /b-/: A3 bo1 (also vo1) ‘lotus’ and A3 bon1 (also bun1, von1) ‘above’ (<*ʔb-), and A3 bun1 

(also A3 von1, A1 vun5) ‘merit’ (P puñña). In everyday speech, ‘lotus’ and ‘merit’ are vo1 and 

von1, while ‘above’ is normally A1 nɤ5 rather than one of the forms of A3 bon1. 

 Similarly, initial /d-/ occurs in only eight words in the manuscript studied, each of which 

fluctuates with initial /l-/ in manuscript recitation and in everyday speech.180 Of these, A3 di1 

‘good,’ A3 din1 ‘earth,’ and A3 dew1 ‘single’ correspond to *ʔd,181 and the PT correspondences 

of B3 di2 ‘shoot (of a plant),’ A3 A3 ʔin1 du1 (written ʔit1 lu1, pronounced ʔi1 lu1 or ʔi1 luk4 by 

some speakers) ‘to pity,’ and DL3 dɛk2 ‘crushed, broken in pieces’ may also be *ʔd (or *ʔdl/r- 

or *ʔbl/r-), but are unconfirmed. The remaining two examples are B3? diŋ2 ‘to be uneven, to 

incline,’ (which Li gives as B1 from *hl- in Po-ai, Nung and Tho), and also A4 din4 ‘tube, 

water-pipe’ (<*l-), which suggests possible hypercorrection to /d-/ in recitation. 

 

3.4.1.8 Summary of correspondences with reconstructed PT consonants  

The following table summarises the distribution of consonants in this dialect in relation to 

reconstructed Proto-Tai initials: 

 

 

 

                                                        
180 Initial /d-/ is often given in citation form, but in practice, /l-/ is more common in everyday speech, 

implying that /d-/ is perhaps seen as more ‘correct.’  

181 The same applies to C3 day3/lay3 ‘to get, to be able’ in some manuscript recitation, but day3 does not 

occur in the transcription of the manuscript studied. 
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Table 3-10: Correspondence of Tai Nuea consonants with reconstructed PT initials 

Series 1 (PT voiceless friction sounds): 

/f-/ < *f-, *ph-, *phl/r-, *fr-?  

/x-/ < *x-, *kh-, *khl-, *khr-, *khw-, *xw- 

/s-/ < *s-, *ch- 

/h-/ < *h-, *hr-, *hŋ-, *thr- 

/th-/ < *th-, *thl- 

/m-/ < *hm 

/n-/ < *hn  

/ŋ-/ < *hŋ 

/y-/ < *hɲ- 

/l-/ < *hl- 

/v-/ < *hw- 

/k-/ < *khw-, *xw- 

/ʔ-/ (< *ʔ-, rare, irregular) 

/d/ (< *hl-? rare, possibly hypercorrection in recitation) 

 

Series 2 (PT voiceless unaspirated stops): 

/p-/ < *p-, *pl- 

/t-/ < *t-, *pr-, *tl-, *tr- 

/c-/ < *c- (also rarely < *k-, *kh-, from palatalisation) 

/k-/ < *k- 

 

Series 3 (PT glottal): 

/ʔ-/ < *ʔ- 

/b-/ < *ʔb- (3 words in recitation only, usually /v-/ or /m-/) 

/d-/ < *ʔd- and *ʔdl/r-, *ʔbl/r- (8 words in recitation only, usually /l-/) 

/y-/ < *ʔy- 

/m-/, /v-/ < *ʔb-, ʔbl/r- (also some loanwords with Indic /p-/) 

/l-/ < *ʔd-, ʔdl/r-, ʔbl/r- 
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Series 4 (PT voiced): 

/p-/ < *b- 

/t-/ < *d- 

/k-/ < *g- (rarely, /k/ < *ɣ-, *ɣw-, *gr-) 

/m-/ < *m-, *mw-, ml/r- 

/n-/ < *n-, *nl/r- 

/ŋ-/ < *ŋ-, *ŋl/r- 

/th-/ < B loanwords, P loanwords with /dh-/, (rarely < *d- as exception to regular /t-/) 

/s-/ < *z- 

/c/ < *j- (also loanwords with Indic /j-/, /ch-/ and occasionally /c-/) 

/x-/ < *ɣ-, *ɣw-, *gr- 

/f-/ < *v-, *br-, *vr-  

/v-/ < *w- 

/y-/ < *ŋ-, ŋl/r-, ɲ-, y- 

/l-/ < *l-, *dl- and Indic /r-/ 

/h-/ < *r-, *dr- 

/ʔ-/ < *ʔ- onomatopoeic morphemes and B loanwords (and several words of  

unknown origin)  

/d/ (< *hl-? rare, possibly hypercorrection in recitation) 

 

3.4.1.9 Summary of consonant fluctuation 

The following table summarises fluctuation of consonants in this dialect in relation to 

reconstructed Proto-Tai initials, with selected examples: 

 

Table 3-11: Consonant fluctuation and correspondence with reconstructed PT initials 

/b-/ and /v-/: e.g. A3 bo1 also vo1 ‘lotus,’ A3 bon1 also von1 ‘above’ (<*ʔb-), A3 bun1 also  

A1 vun5 ‘merit’ (< Pali puñña), with /b-/ restricted to recitation 

/d-/ and /l-/: e.g. A3 di1 also li1 ‘good,’ A3 din1 also lin1 ‘earth,’ and A3 dew1 also lew1 ‘single’ 

(< *ʔd), with /d/ mostly in recitation 

/k-/ and /x-/: e.g. B4 kɤŋ1 in everyday speech, xɤŋ1 in recitation ‘half’ (< *gr-), A4 kaay4 (also 

kwaay4) in recitation, previously kwaay4 (now xaay4) in everyday speech ‘water buffalo’  

(< *ɣw-), A1 kaa5 in recitation, xaa5 in everyday speech ‘right side’ (< *khw-), A1 xan5 in 

recitation, kan5 in everyday speech ‘spirit, soul,’ and kaan5 (previously xwaan5) ‘axe’ (< *xw-) 

/k-/ and /c-/: e.g. A2 cin1 in everyday speech, also kin1 in recitation ‘to eat’  

/l-/ and /y-/: e.g. A4 A4 yaa4thaa4 also laa4thaa4 ‘vehicle, carriage’ (B ရထား P ratha)  

(< Burmese loans with Indic /r-/) 
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/m-/ and /l-/: e.g. DL3 mɔk2 in recitation, lɔk2 in everyday speech ‘flower’ (< *ʔbl/r-) 

/m-/ and /v-/: e.g. C3 maan3 also vaan3 ‘village,’ B3 mɛŋ2 also vɛŋ2 ‘to divide, to distribute’  

(< *ʔb-) 

/ŋ-/ and /y-/: e.g. A4 ŋaam4 ‘good, beautiful,’ A4 A4 ŋɤn4 ‘silver,’ or A4 ŋu4 ‘snake’ are 

yaam4, yɤn4, yu4 in elderly speakers (< *ŋ-) 

/p-/ and /f-/: e.g. DS4 pɛt1 to lie, to deceive,’ fɛt1 in everyday speech. 

 

3.4.2 Initial Clusters 

PT initial clusters are mostly simplified in Tai Nuea, as in other related dialects, and very few 

examples (with /w, (r,) l/) are preserved. However, the prevalence of clusters with /w, y, r/ on 

Burmese (and some Indic) loanwords is a distinctive feature of manuscript literature and 

recitation. In the case of Burmese loans, clusters following velar initials are often 

hypercorrected to more complex /-wy-/ in recitation. 

 

3.4.2.1 Initial clusters in Tai Nuea words 

Initial clusters occur very rarely in Tai Nuea words, where PT initial clusters are mostly 

simplified. In the text studied, A1 kway5 ‘to swing’ (written kay5 at [02.19], but pronounced 

kway5), B4 xway1 ‘to meet together, to join’ (which is read as a variant of xɔy1), and DL2 (B2 

C2) traap2 (tɔ2 taw3) ‘until’ are the only clear examples.182 A4 kaay4 ‘water buffalo’ was 

previously kwaay4 in everyday speech, but is now xaay4. Other examples not found in this 

manuscript are A4 (C4) kwaan4 (caaŋ6) ‘(elephant) keeper, mahout’ (in manuscript usage, nay4 

kɔn4 caaŋ6 in everyday speech), A1 xwaan5 ‘axe’ (in previous use within living memory, now 

kaan5), (C4) DL4 (faʔ6) mlɛp4 ‘to flash (of lightning)’ (<*ml/r-), and DL4 (C4) plaat4 (lom6) ‘to 

                                                        
182 traap2 is unverified as Tai. 
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slip (and fall)’183 (< *bl-), A1 trɛ5 (sometimes thrɛ5) ‘trumpet, period of the day,’184 and A4 

throŋ4 ‘(to receive) retribution.’185 

 An additional number of words, such as DL2 (DS4 A1) caʔ1laat2 (faat1 faay5) ‘clever, 

skilful’ and A4 A4 faʔ4yaa4 (also fyaa4) ‘lord, ruler, chief,’ are often pronounced with weak-

stressed or unstressed initial syllable and neutralised tone and sometimes considered as having 

initial clusters by local speakers. See Table 3-13 below for examples of terms with initial 

clusters indicative of Burmese origin but for which no cognates have been found. 

 

3.4.2.2 Initial clusters in Burmese loanwords 

Initial clusters occur frequently in Burmese loanwords, which closely follow the Burmese 

orthography186 and are pronounced as written (although such sounds do not occur in Tai Nuea 

itself) rather than as in modern Burmese which has undergone changes simplifying these 

complex sounds. Their preservation in Tai Nuea raises the question of whether they were 

borrowed before such sound changes took place in the donor language, and may also indicate 

that they were borrowed after the sound changes which lead to the loss of clusters on most Tai 

words. There is considerable hypercorrection of these words in recitation by some scribes, to 

produce a ‘Burmese’ sound, and an additional number of words occur which have Burmese 

appearance, but for which no Burmese or Tai cognates have been found.  

The majority of Burmese loans are special terms used only in manuscript literature and have not 

been well absorbed into Tai Nuea. They are distinctly ‘non-Tai’ in sound, especially as most 

initial clusters have been lost in Tai Nuea, and the ability to produce such complex clusters in 

recitation is a striking feature of the manuscript literature. 

 In the text studied, only the initial clusters /py-/, /ky-/, /kwy-/, /my-/, /tw-/, /thw-/, /fy-/, 

/xy-/, /xwy-/ occur on Burmese loanwords (i.e. with only /-y-/ and /-w-/). In the Moeng Lo 

                                                        
183 praat4 in the Moeng Lo dialect. 

184 trɛ5 is mainly found in astrological treatises, which count the day in either 2-hour periods or 1.5 hour 

periods (of which four are trɛ5). It was previously also used for the mid-late morning A4 A1 yaam4 trɛ5 in 

everyday speech. The Lao cognate A1 thɛ ‘horn, trumpet’ was also previously used for the late morning 

period and in astrological treatises.  

185 throŋ4 (possibly a cognate of Th A4 soŋ, written <throŋ>?) is used in throŋ4 vi1vaak2 ‘to receive karmic 

retribution for previous bad deeds’ and also for punishment for crimes. 

186  A very small number of Burmese loanwords are also written according to modern Burmese 

pronunciation rather than Burmese orthography. 
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dialect, several Burmese loanwords take /r/, such as phu4raa4 ‘Buddha’ (A4 A4 fu4laa4 in the 

Moeng Ka dialect in the text studied, B ဘုုရား), and A4 traa4 ‘Dhamma, Buddhist teachings’ 

(A4 A4 taa4laa4 in the Moeng Ka dialect, B တရား), possibly indicating loan before the sound 

change leading to the loss of /r-/ in the donor language. Examples of each initial cluster are 

provided below, followed by examples of words with Burmese appearance for which cognates 

have not been found. 

 

Table 3-12: Examples of initial clusters in Burmese loanwords 

/py-/: A4 pyaa4 ‘to show, to reveal’ (B ျပ), A4 B2 pyɔŋ4 pyan2 ‘to metamorphose’  

(B ေျပာင္းျပန)္, DS4 B1 pyɔk4 xwyo2 ‘to deride, to mock’ (B ပ်က္ေခ်ာ)္ 

/ky-/: A4 kyaa4 ‘lotus’ (B ၾကာ), B2 kyɑn2 ‘to remain’ (B က်န)္, DL4 kyɤk4 ‘to like,  

to be fond of’ (B ႀကိဳက)္ 

/kwy-/: A4 kwyɑɑŋ4 (also kyɑɑŋ4, kwyɔŋ4) ‘to do, to practise’ (B က်င့္),  

B2 kwyo2 (also kyo2) ‘famous, renowned’ (B ေၾကာ္), DL4 kwyɑk4 ‘reputation, character’  

(B က်က)္ 

/my-/: A4 myaa4 ‘emerald’ (B ျမ), B1 myo2 ‘to see, to look’ (B ေမွွ်ာ္), DS4 B2 myɑk4 ci2 ‘eye’ 

(B မ်က္စိ), DL1 myɑɑk4 (also myɔk4) ‘to instate, to inaugurate’ (B ေျမွာက)္ 

/tw-/: A4 A4 ye4tvaa4 ‘to look around’ (B ေငးသြား) 

/thw-/: A4 thwaa4 ‘fine (as powder)’ (B ထြား) 

/fy-/: DL4 fyɑɑk4 ‘to harm, to destroy, to do evil’ (B ျဖတ)္ 

/xy-/: A4 xyaa4 ‘to put down, to place’ (B ခ်), A4 A1 se4 xyaa2 ‘in detail, entirely’ 

(B ေသခ်ာ), A4 B1 xɛm4saa2 (also xyɛm4saa2) ‘wellbeing, happiness’ (B ခ်မ္းသာ) 

/xwy-/: A4 xwyɔŋ4 ‘stream, brook’ (B ေခ်ာင္း), A4 xwyɑɑŋ4 ‘instantly’ (B ခ်င္း),  

DL4 xwyɔt4 (also xwyɑɑt4) ‘to take out of, to free, to deliver from danger’ (B ခၽြတ္) 

 

Table 3-13: Examples of initial clusters on suspected Burmese loanwords 

DS2 kwyɑk3 ‘to leap, to jump’ 

A4 kyaa4 ‘harsh, rough, violent’ 

A4 B1 se4 myaa2 used with negative ‘(not) in the slightest, at all’ 

B1 xwyo2 (also xo2) ‘decorated with’ 

B1 xwyɔŋ2 ‘to fear’ (differs from B xwyɔt4) 
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A4 xwyɔŋ4 (also xwyɑɑŋ4) ‘repeatedly, again and again’ 

B1 xyaa2 ‘to be of use, useful (with negative ‘useless, worthless’)’ 

 

3.4.2.3 Initial clusters on Indic loanwords 

A small number of initial clusters with /pr-/, /py-/, /ky-/, /kwy-/ (via Burmese), and /xy-/ occur 

on Indic loanwords, some of which are influenced by intermediate Burmese forms. Most loans 

are from Sanskrit, such as A2 DL4 praa1saat4 ‘palace’ (Skt prāsāda), A4 DL4 pyaa4tɛk4 

(pyaa4tik4 in older speakers) ‘to reveal’ (B ဗ်ာဒိတ ္ Skt vyādita or vyādeśa?), DL4 DS4 B2 

pyɑk4kaʔ1ti2 ‘almanac for astrological calculations’(B ျပကၡဒိန္ Skt prakhya or P pakkha + 

dina), A1 A4 si5kyaa4 ‘the god Sakka’ (B သၾကား from Skt śakra), B2 kwyo2 ‘planet’ (B ျဂိဳဟ ္

from Skt gráha), and A4 B1 kyɛm4maa2 ‘result of previous actions’ (B ၾကမၼာ from Skt karma). 

However, not all Sanskrit initial clusters with /pr-/ are preserved, such as DS4 DS1 B1 

faat1thaʔ3naa2 ‘wish, request, prayer’ (Skt prârthanā) and DL1 fet2 ‘hungry ghost’ (Skt preta). 

 There are fewer loanwords with initial clusters from Pali (as in the donor language), such 

as A4 B1 pyaa4xaa2 (also pyaa4xo2 in other texts) ‘tiger’ (P vyaggha / byaggha), A4 A4 

tam4myaa4 ‘ruby’ (B ပတၱျမား from P padumarāga), and A1 B1 A1 B1 saŋ5xe2 saŋ5xyaa2 

‘incalculable, innumerable’ (P asankheyya ‘incalculable,’ sankhyā ‘calculation, enumeration, 

estimation’). 

 

3.4.3 Vowel phonemes 

Vowel phonemes occurring in the dialect studied are typical of languages including Shan, Tai 

Lue and White Tai, as well as other ‘northern-tier’ SWT dialects closely-related to Tai Nuea 

(Hartmann 1976; Morey 2005a; Robinson 1994), which have lowering of diphthongs to simple 

vowels, coalescences of vowel sounds on open syllables, and phonemic vowel length distinction 

only for /a, aa/. 

 The reconstruction of the PT vocalic system has proven far more challenging than for 

consonants, especially in accounting for differences between the Central Southwestern and 

Northern branches (Gedney 1989e: 54-62). Important contributions to reconstruction including 

Jonsson (1991), Li (1977), Luo (1997), Pittayawat (2009a, 2009b), and Sarawit (1973) differ 

over the number of primary vowels and diphthongs, and whether length distinction was a 

feature of PT or developed secondarily. Questions of vowel reconstruction are less relevant to 

the present study than the relationship of PT consonants to those in modern dialects, which 
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influences tonal phonemes, and the present study therefore does not provide correspondences 

between vowel phonemes in the dialect studied and reconstructed PT or Proto-SWT vowels, as 

for consonants above. For comparison, reference is instead made to vowel phonemes in the 

related SWT PH languages of Standard Thai and Lao, which have more complex systems 

featuring length distinctions and diphthongs not found in the dialect studied, rather than to 

PT.187  

 Vowels occur only in medial or final position, and syllables without another initial 

consonant are treated as having initial glottal stop (see 3.4.1.1 above). 

 

Table 3-14: Vowel phonemes in spoken Tai Nuea (Moeng Ka) in Mueang Sing 

 front central back 

high i ɯ u 

mid e ɤ o 

low ɛ a ɔ 

 

The vowels /-ɛ/ and /-ɔ/ do not normally occur in final position, where they are raised to /-e/ and 

/-o/ on words ending in these vowels in other dialects, such as B4 me1 ‘mother’ (Th mɛ), and A1 

mo5 ‘skilled, skilled person’ (Th mɔ).188 They do occur in final position in manuscript literature, 

but restricted to a few words such as the particles B4 lɛ1, B1 lɛ2, B4 hɔ1 and B4 nɔ1,189  

the appellation A4 (irreg.) ʔɛ4, and words written in Tham script such as A1 xɔ5 ‘to request’  

(xo5 in Lik script) and B2 tɔ2 in traap2 tɔ2 taw3 ‘until’ (to2 in Lik script). Robinson’s criteria for 

Proto-Nüa-Mao-Khamti includes *ɛ > e and *ɔ > o in open syllables (1994: 115). 

 The vowel /e/ followed by final /-ŋ/ is phonetically [-eǝŋ] rather than [-eŋ]. This does not 

occur with other finals and is therefore unlikely to be due to the diphthong /ia/ not being fully 

monophthongised to /e/. 

 The open back unrounded vowel /ɑ/ also occurs in manuscript literature, restricted to 

medial position following clusters with /y/ (or /wy/) in Burmese loanwords. 

 

                                                        
187 This is for comparison only, and is not meant to imply that Thai and Lao are taken as a normative 

standard by which other Tai languages are seen as variants (see Enfield and Evans 1998: 205-206 for a 

critique of this in relation to Tai languages). 

188 Luo (1997: 59-63) sees this as a retention of PT vowels /e/ and /o/, rather than as raising of /ɛ/ to /e/ 

and of /ɔ/ to /o/, and that other SWT dialects have lowered to /ɛ/ and /ɔ/. 

189 The topic linker C4 kɔʔ6, which has strong glottal restriction, could be added to this list. 
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3.4.3.1 Vowel length 

There is phonemic length contrast only between short /a/ and long /aa/ in closed live syllables 

(ending in nasals /m, n, ŋ/ or semivowels /y, w/). The vowels short /ɑ/ and long /ɑɑ/ also both 

occur in Burmese loanwords, such as B2 kyɑn2 ‘to remain’ (B က်န္), DL4 kwyɑk4 ‘reputation, 

character’ (B က်က)္, and A4 kwyɑɑŋ4 ‘to do, to practise’ (B က်င္)့, DL4 fyɑɑk4 ‘to harm, to 

destroy’ (B ျဖတ္).190 

 While the length of other vowels is not phonemic, the distribution of phonetically short, 

long and ‘neither short nor long’ vowels follows patterns governed by syllable final (and tone) 

rather than corresponding to reconstructed PT vowels or to length contrasts found in related 

languages such as Thai or Lao. This also applies to stopped syllables, where vowel length (also 

including /a/ and /aa/) follows fixed patterns without correlation to short (DS) or long (DL) 

vocalic nuclei at the time of tonal splits, and tone is now the only distinguishing feature in 

words such as DS4 haak1 ‘to love’ and DL4 haak4 ‘root,’ DS4 luk1 ‘to get up’ and DL4 luk4 

‘child,’ or DS4 kɤt1 ‘to think’ and DL2 kɤt2 ‘to be born.’ 
 

3.4.3.2 Distribution of vowel length by syllable final and tone 

The distribution of short and long vowels other than /a/ and /aa/ in closed live syllables191 is as 

follows: 

 All vowels are long in open syllables, except where shortened by glottal constriction with 

C4 tones. 

 The high vowels /i, ɯ, u/ are short in closed syllables (both live and stopped), even where 

long in other dialects, such as A1 suŋ5 ‘high,’ A2 tin1 ‘foot,’ A4 xɯn4 ‘night’ (the same vowel 

length as C1 xɯn3 ‘to ascend’), DL2 pik2 ‘wing,’ DL2 sɯp2 ‘to connect, to continue,’ and DL2 

puk2 ‘to plant,’ with the exception of /i/, which is long before final /-ŋ/.192 The high vowels are 

long in open syllables, except on C4 tones, such as niʔ6 ‘this’ (Tham script cognate of nay6 in 

Lik script), mɯʔ6 ‘day,’ and huʔ6 ‘to know,’ which have strong glottal constriction.  

 The mid vowels /e, ɤ, o/ and low vowels /ɛ, ɔ/ are generally long [eː], [ɤː], [oː] and [ɛː], [ɔː] 

in all syllable types, even where short /e/, /o/ or /ɛ/ occur other dialects, such as A2 pen1 ‘to be,’ 

                                                        
190 It is likely that there is also a phonemic contrast between short /ɑ/ and long /ɑɑ/, but the text studied 

has insufficient samples to confirm this. 

191 For the special situation of /a/ in stopped syllables, see 3.4.3.3 below. 

192 The lengthened vowel is not phonemic and is not indicated in transcription.  
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A4 cem4 ‘salty,’ DS2 cet3 ‘seven,’ A1 fom5 ‘hair,’ A4 kon4 ‘person,’ DS4 nok1 ‘bird,’ and A1 

xɛŋ5 ‘hard, strong.’ Where shortened on C4 tones, such as heʔ6 ‘to obstruct, to hinder,’ cɤʔ6 

‘kind, lineage,’ koʔ6 ‘person,’ the long vowel sounds [eː], [ɤː], [oː] are retained, but the duration 

of the vowel is lessened. This also occurs in live morphemes with a final nasal or semivowel 

and C4 tone such as kew6 ‘to chew,’ cɤŋ6 ‘handmaiden,’ lom6 ‘to fall down,’ and vɔŋ6 

‘excellent, royal.’ The vowels in A4 ŋɤn4 ‘silver’ and B4 pɤn1 ‘others, they’ also tend to be 

short,193 and vowels are clearly short in some onomatopoeic morphemes such as A4 A4 pɔm4 

pɔm4 ‘the repetitive sound of recitation or speech.’ All vowels also tend to be shortened when 

syllables with low rising DS123 tone are adapted to the equivalent of mid rising A1 tones in 

recitation (see 3.3.5.1 above).194 

 The long vowel /aa/ is also shortened in syllables with C4 tone, and is transcribed as a short 

vowel followed by glottal stop where there is no other final, such as maʔ6 ‘horse.’ Where /aa/ is 

followed by a final nasal or semivowel in syllables with C4 tone, the shortening of the vowel is 

not as decisive, and is not indicated in the transcription, such as caaŋ6 ‘elephant.’ 

 The duration of syllables with the high vowels /i, ɯ, u/, which are short in all closed 

syllables, and with low-rising DS123 tone, is extended to be as long as that of the long vowel 

sounds, perhaps induced by the inherently longer duration of the contour of this tone,195 such as 

DS1 suk3 ‘ripe’ and DS3 lip3 ‘raw.’ 

 As can be seen from the above discussion, except for /a, aa/, vowel length in this dialect is 

largely conditioned by syllable final (including zero). Hartmann (1976) and Brown (1979) 

observe that vowel length in SWT dialects has been waxing and waning over time, with /a, aa/ 

the only long-standing vowel length distinction found throughout. In general, length distinction 

on the other vowels is found in the PH languages to the south, including Central and Southern 

Thai and Lao, and not found in the more northern P languages including Shan, Tai Lue, White 

                                                        
193 The shortened vowel on these two words occur in regular speech and recitation but not in close 

comparison in minimal pairs. 

194 The shortened duration of long vowels in all the above cases is not phonemic and is not indicated in 

transcription. 

195 Hartmann (1976: 149) suggests that contour may be the distinctive feature inducing vowel lengthening 

or shortening in Standard Thai. 
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and Black Tai, Tai Nuea and related dialects.196 Even in languages such as Thai and Lao, where 

vowel length distinction is evident, it carries little functional load, with short and long vowels 

mostly in complementary distribution rather than as truly minimal pairs. Hartmann (1976: 143) 

uses the example of Th DS4 luk ‘to get up’ and DL4 luuk ‘child, which differ in both vowel 

length and tone. Conversely, in the dialect studied, true minimal pairs such as DS4 luk1 ‘to get 

up’ and DL4 luk4 ‘child’ do exist to demonstrate that vowel length is not only not phonemic, but 

that there is also no length distinction as found elsewhere.  

 

3.4.3.3 Vowel length in stopped syllables with /aa / 

As with other vowels, the length of the vowel /a/ is not phonemic on stopped syllables, and tone 

is the only distinguishing feature. In general this vowel is closer to phonetic [aa] in the 

following examples and is transcribed as long /aa/ for all four tones on stopped syllables. 

 

Figure 3-9: Comparison of vowel length in DS123 and DL123 syllables with /aa/ 

 

 
                 DS2 paat3 ‘to sweep’                     DL2 paat2 ‘to slice’ 

 

  

                                                        
196 See Gedney 1989a: 442-449 for a discussion of vowel length in White, Black and Red Tai compared 

to Standard Thai. 
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Figure 3-10: Comparison of vowel length in DS4 and DL4 syllables with /aa/ 

 

 
                   DS4 haak1 ‘to love’                  DL4 haak4 ‘root’ 

 

The vowel /aa/ in DL123 syllables is often slightly shorter or of middle length (described as 

‘neither long nor short’ by some local speakers), but this distinction is sometimes lost and the 

vowel may be lengthened or shortened. Also, in DS123 syllables taking the adapted mid rising 

DS123 = A1 tone, the vowel is often shortened to /a/, in contrast to the long vowel /aa/ 

occurring with the usual low-rising DS123 tone, as in DS1 B1 saak3 thaa2 (with regular tone) 

and DS1 A4 sa(a)k5(3) xaa4 (with adapted tone). 

 A limited number of words with stopped syllables also regularly take short /a/. These are 

mostly loanwords, such as mat4 ‘to remember, to note’ (B မွတ)္, DL4 tat4 ‘skilled, able’  

(B တတ)္, and Indic DL4 cak4 ‘thunderbolt, celestial object’ (P cakka), DL4 cat4 ‘life, lifetime, 

birth’ (P jāti), DS4 yak1 ‘ogre’ (clipped form of P yakkha), as well as onomatopoeic 

morphemes such as kak4 kak4 ‘dazzling.’ A number of loanwords also take short /a/ in syllables 

with final glottal stop,197 such as DS2 DS4 paʔ3taʔ1 ‘foot’ (Pali pada), or DS4 B1 kaʔ1he2 

‘solder, bond’ (Burmese ဂေဟ), as well as DS4 taʔ1 ‘to challenge, to threaten,’ which is of 

unknown origin. 

 The length of the vowel /a/ in stopped syllables in this dialect differs from data in Gedney 

(1976), Harris (1975), Luo (1998) and Pranee (2001) for closely-related dialects, which all have 

                                                        
197  The syllable-final glottal closure is not always realised in medial syllables where there is close 

transition with the following syllable. 
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short /a/ for syllables with short vocalic nucleus at the time of tonal splits (DS column) and long 

/aa/ for those with long vocalic nucleus (DL column).  

 

3.4.3.4 Monophthongisation and final semivowels 

Diphthongs occurring in medial position in related SWT languages and in some PT 

reconstructions are all monophthongised in this dialect. 

 PT diphthongs with high vowel initial elements *i, *ɯ , *u (corresponding to /ia/, /ɯa/, 

/ua/ in other modern SWT dialects) are monophthongised by lowering to corresponding simple 

mid vowels /e, ɤ, o/ in both medial and final position, such as C2 ce3 ‘paper’  

(L cia), A4 peŋ4 ‘even, level’ (Th phiaŋ), A4 hɤ4 ‘boat’ (Th rɯa), A1 lɤŋ5 ‘yellow’  

(Th lɯaŋ), DL4 lɤt4 ‘blood’ (Th lɯat), A1 ho5 ‘head’ (Th hua), and A1 loŋ5 ‘great’  

(Th luaŋ), DL1 not2 ‘beard’ (Th nuat). 
 In the current study, syllables ending in /-y/, /-ɰ/ and /-w/ are treated as vowel (or vowel 

combination) followed by final semivowel, rather than as final diphthong  

(or triphthong) consisting of corresponding vowels /-i/, /-ɯ/, /-u/. This interpretation follows the 

work of Gedney (1989b: 54, etc.) and other scholars of related dialects (e.g. Edmondson and 

Solnit 1997a: 15), rather than Li (1977).198 

 Combinations of /a/, /aa/ and final semivowels /-y/, /-ɰ/ and /-w/ occur as in related SWT 

dialects, such as B1 xay2 ‘egg,’ A4 caay4 ‘man,’ A2 caɰ1 ‘heart,’ C1 thaw3 ‘old (of person), A1 

xaaw5 ‘white.’ As in other dialects, /-aɰ/ has no length contrast, and final /-ɰ/ only occurs after 

short /a/. 

 The simple front vowels /i, e, ɛ/ occur with final /-w/, such as C4 niw6 ‘finger, toe,’ A3 

few3 ‘to think, to do, to prepare,’ C2 kɛw3 ‘gem, jewel,’ and the back vowels /u, o, ɔ/ and central 

vowel /ɤ/ occur with final /-y/, such as B2 tuy2 ‘pair, companion,’ A4 toy4 ‘to look,’ A4 hɔy4 

‘mark, imprint,’ and A1 xɤy5 ‘son or daughter in-law.’ 

 Where triphthongs occur in other dialects, they are interpreted here as combinations of 

diphthong /ia/ followed by final /-w/, or /ua/ followed by final /-y/. In such cases, the medial 

diphthong is monophthongised by lowering to corresponding simple mid vowels /e, o/ as 

described above for other final consonants, such as A1 new5 ‘viscous’  

                                                        
198 Li’s interpretation is also followed by Morey (2005a: 109) in his study of Tai dialects in Northeast 

India. 
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(Th niaw),199 C4 kew6 ‘to chew’ (Th khiaw), C2 koy3 ‘banana,’ (Th kluay). In some cases, /ua/ 

in other dialects is monophthongised to /ɔ/ here, such as B4 cɔy1 ‘to help’ (Th chuay). 

Correspondences for cognates with the triphthong /-ɯay/ found in other dialects are not so 

straightforward, such as B4 mɔy1 ‘tired’ (L mɯay), also B1 noy2 ‘tired’ (Th nɯay), B4 lɤ1 ‘to 

saw’ (Th lɯay), and B2 pɤy2 (laan4) or poy2 ‘to melt, to disintegrate’ (Th pɯay). 

  

3.4.3.5 Summary of vowel coalescences and correspondences with other dialects 

Vowel coalescences such as the raising of /-ɛ/ and /-ɔ/ to /-e/ and /-o/ in syllable final position, 

monophthongisation and other changes, leads to a relatively large number of homonyms such as 

A1 ho5 ‘head’ and ‘hall’ or B4 xɤŋ1 ‘half’ (kɤŋ1 in everyday speech) and ‘thing.’ The following 

table summarises vowel coalescences in this dialect in relation to Standard Thai as an example 

of a related dialect with more complex vowel system: 

 

Table 3-15: Summary of vowel correspondences with related dialects 

/e/ < /-ɛ/, /ia/: B4 me1 ‘mother’ (Th mɛ), A4 me4 ‘wife’ (Th mia),  

A4 peŋ4 ‘even, level’ (Th phiaŋ) 

/o/ < /-ɔ/, /ua/: A1 xo5 ‘to request’ (Th khɔ), A1 ho5 ‘head’ (Th hua),  

DL1 not2 ‘beard’ (Th nuat) 

/ɤ/ < /ɯ/, /ɯa/: B4 kɤŋ1 ‘half’ (xɤŋ1 in recitation, Th khrɯŋ),  

B4 xɤŋ1 ‘thing’ (Th khrɯaŋ), A4 hɤ4 ‘boat’ (Th rɯa), A1 lɤŋ5 ‘yellow’ (Th lɯaŋ) 

(rare) /-ɔy/ < /-uay/, /-ɯay/: B4 cɔy1 ‘to help’ (Th chuay), B4 mɔy1 ‘tired’ (L mɯay) 

(rare) /-oy/ < /-ɯay/: B1 noy2 ‘tired’ (Th nɯay) 

 

3.4.3.6 Vowel fluctuation 

Vowel fluctuation is a common feature of manuscript recitation, and is also found to a lesser 

extent in everyday speech.200 Several vowel symbols in the Lik Tho Ngok script are ambiguous, 

such as <a> / <aa>, <o> / <u>, and <i> / <e> / <ɛ> in many closed syllables, <ɤ> / <ɯ> in both 
                                                        
199 A1 no5 also occurs in both recitation and in everyday speech, restricted in the latter to C1 A1 xaw3 no5 

‘glutinous rice.’ 

200 Chantaroj (2007: 30) and Luo (1998: xvii-xix) also report alternation of vowels in Dehong, while Li 

(1977) provides many examples of vowel variation between dialects, some of which resemble examples 

within the dialect of Tai Nuea studied here, such as /o/ in Siamese as /ɯ/ in Lungchow and Po-ai  

(Li 1977: 272). 
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open and closed syllables, and the use of a subscript ‘loop’ which in some cases may 

correspond to /w/ in initial clusters now lost in Tai Nuea, and in other cases be read as the vowel 

/ɔ/.201 In some cases, scribes will say, for example, that /i/ and /ɛ/ are ‘the same vowel’ (i.e. not 

only the same vowel symbol) and can be used interchangeably, but this is not a general rule as 

such fluctuations are allowed in only certain words and not others. So while the flexibility of the 

orthographic system facilitates a number of creative possibilities in both composition and in 

reading, fluctuation is not caused by uncertainty in interpreting the written text, and most cases 

(such as /u/ and /ɯ/) are not related to the orthographic system. However, fluctuation of /ɤ/ and 

/o/ in Burmese loanwords is most probably a result of historical changes in the Burmese 

pronunciation of this vowel following its adaptation into the Lik script (see 4.5.4 below and 

notes following Table 4-8). 

 Vowel fluctuation may occur in manuscript recitation only, or in some cases one vowel is 

used in recitation and another in everyday speech (noted in Table 3-16 below), such as DS2 

kop3 ‘together, with,’ which is kaap3 in everyday speech. Likewise, the number ‘one’ is B4 lɤŋ1 

in everyday speech and as a written word, but B4 nɯŋ1 (also nɤŋ1) as a special numerical digit 

used only in manuscript texts.202 There is also fluctuation due to differences between cognates 

written in the Lik and Tham script in the manuscript, such as C1 haɰ3 (hɯ3 in Tham script) ‘to 

give, to cause,’ DL4 B2 sɛt4caa2 (B1 A4 saa2caa4 in Tham script) ‘truth, truthfulness’ (P sacca),  

B2 B3 piŋ2yaa2 (A2 B3 pan1yaa2 in Tham script) ‘wisdom’ (P paññā). The expected vowel /e/ 

is replaced by /oy/ in some Burmese and Pali loanwords in the manuscript studied such as B1 

voy2 ‘to distribute, to dispense’ (B ေဝ), B1 A4 B1 voy2lu4van2 ‘the Bamboo Grove’  

(B ေဝဠဳဝန္ P veluvana), and elsewhere there is fluctuation between the two scripts as in B1 B1 

voy2san2 in Lik script (written vesantala in Tham script, but read as vi2san2), from the Pali 

vessantara. Fluctuation of /a/ and /aa/ is also common in Indic and other loanwords, often with a 

change in related consonants, such as A1 B2 saa5ko2 (also DS1 B2 sak3ko2) ‘the god Sakka’  

                                                        
201 See the following chapter for more details of the Lik Tho Ngok orthography. 

202 This special usage is gradually changing to nɯŋ1 in everyday speech also, following local Lao usage in 

Mueang Sing. Genuine fluctuation of /ɤ/ and /ɯ/ is quite rare within this dialect, although these vowels 

can be phonetically quite close and sometimes tend to merge, and there are number of examples of /ɤ/ 

where /ɯ/ occurs in closely-related dialects, such as B4 kɤŋ1 ‘half,’ B4 pɤŋ1 ‘to depend upon,’ and DS4 

kɤt1 ‘to think.’ 
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(P sakka), and these are not included in the examples below. Vowel adaptation in manuscript 

recitation is also treated separately in 3.4.3.7 below. 
 

Table 3-16: Examples of vowel fluctuation 

/aa/ and /a/ e.g. A4 laaŋ4 (also laŋ4) ‘child,’ A4 paan4 (pan4 with name of flower) ‘flower, to 

blossom’ (B ပန္း) 

/a/ and /ɔ/: e.g. B1 laŋ2 (also lɔŋ2) ‘clever, skilled, shrewd’ 

/aa/ and /ɔ/: e.g. A4 B1 tu4laaŋ2 (also tu4lɔŋ2) ‘spire of stupa or palace’ (B တုရင)္,  

A4 xɔm4 (xaam4 in older speakers) ‘word, speech’ 

/ɑɑ/ and /ɔ/: e.g. DL1 myɑɑk4 (also myɔk4) ‘to instate, to inaugurate’ (B ေျမွာက)္, 

B4 B4 laan4 kwyɔŋ4 (also kyɑɑŋ4 laan4) ‘course, route’ (B လမ္းေၾကာင္း),  

A4 A4 kɔŋ4 ʔuŋ4 (also ʔuŋ4 xyɑɑŋ4) ‘pillow, to pillow the head’ (B ေခါင္းအုုံး) 

/e/ and /i/: e.g. DS3 let3 (also lit3) ‘to turn around, to circle,’ DL1 DL1 mek2 myɔk2 (also mik2 

myɑɑk2) ‘before the eyes, present’ (B မ်က္ေမွာက္) 

/e/ and /oy/: e.g. B1 B1 voy2san2 (P vessantara) 

/ɛ/ and /i/: e.g. DL4 fɛt4 (also fit4) ‘to invite’ (B ဖိတ္), A4 sim4 (also sɛm4) ‘to keep,  

to treasure’ (B သိမ္း) 

/ɛ/ and /aa/: e.g. B2 kyɛm2 (also kyaam2) ‘to plan, to intend’ (B ၾကံ) 

/ɤ/ and /o/: e.g. A4 fɤy4 (written and sometimes pronounced foy4) ‘foliage, canopy,’ A1 C1 

fɤn5 xaw3 (fon5 xaw3 in everyday speech) ‘low circular table for eating food,’ A1 xɤy5  

(also xoy5) ‘in-law’ 

/ɤ/ and /o/ on B loanwords: e.g. A4 A4 kyɤ4 kyaa4 (also kyo4 kyaa4) ‘to strive’  

(B ႀကိဳးစား), A3 A4 ʔaa1kyo4 (also ʔaa1kyɤ4) ‘result of good actions’ (B အက်ဳိး),  

A4 A4 tan4 xo4 (also tan4 xɤ4) ‘power’ (B တန္ခုုိး) 

/ɤ/ and /ɯ/: e.g. B4 lɤŋ1 ‘one’ as a written word and in everyday speech, also nɯŋ1 (and 

nɤŋ1) when written as a special numerical digit in manuscript texts. 

/u/ and /o/: e.g. B4 B1 ku1so2 (also ko1so2) ‘virtue’ (P kusala), A3 von1 (also A1 vun5) ‘merit, 

blessing’ (P puñña), DL4 fuk4 (also fok4) ‘stout, sturdy’  

/ɯ/ and /u/: e.g. DL2 pɯt2 (put2 in everyday speech) ‘to open,’ A4 fɯn4 (also fun4) ‘classifier 

for sheets’ 
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In addition to the above examples, vowel fluctuation occurs in a number of intensifiers and 

other descriptive words, such as A4 A4 cɔn4 yɔn4 (also cɯn4 yɯn4) ‘intensifier for bright, pure, 

white,’ A4 A4 nu4 ne4 (also nu4 nɤ4) ‘delicate, tender’ (B ႏုုနယ)္, A4 A4 su4 sɤ4 (also su4 se4) 

‘youthful,’ A1 A4 so5 po4 (also su5 pu4, sɔn5 pɔn4) ‘intensifier for white, gold,’ C4 C4 ʔɔn6 ʔɛn6 

(also ʔun6 ʔɛn6, ʔun6 ʔɤn6) ‘fine, dainty.’ 
 

3.4.3.7 Vowel adaptation in manuscript recitation 

Vowels are sometimes adapted for euphony in manuscript recitation. This is largely at the 

discretion of individual reciters, facilitated by the inherent flexibility of the Lik Tho Ngok 

orthography, and in some cases the normal vowel is replaced in the written text. The most 

common adaptation in the text studied is the lengthening of /a/ to agree with /aa/, such as kaaŋ4 

kaaŋ4 thɔn5 l(a)aŋ4(5) at [01.15/16] (laŋ5 modified to laaŋ4 to agree with the preceding kaaŋ4 

kaaŋ4), xay1 laat4 c(a)at4 at [08.11] (cat4 lengthened to agree with laat4), and yum2 m(a)at4 xo3 

laat4 at [23.12] (mat4 lengthened to agree with laat4). Occasionally /aa/ is also shortened to agree 

with /a/, such as taŋ4 ka(a)ŋ4laa4 saŋ4le4 at [05.02] (vowel in first syllable of kaaŋ4laa4 shortened 

to agree with taŋ4 and first syllable of saŋ4le4). Vowel length adaptation other than /a, aa/ is rare, 

given the lack of vowel length distinction, occurring only with irregularly short vowels such as 

the onomatopoeic pɔm4 pɔm4 at [41.11] and [55.11], where the vowel is lengthened to agree 

with the normal long vowel of cɔm4. Similar examples involving other vowels are xoŋ4 

bu(o)n5(1) at [04.20], where bon1 is modified to bun5 to agree with the preceding mɔn4 xun5 at 

[04.19], and haaŋ1 xɯʔ6 lɯ(ɤ)ʔ6 vɯ(ɤ)ʔ6 at [58.19], where lɤʔ6 vɤʔ6 is modified lɯʔ6 vɯʔ6 to 

agree with xɯʔ6. 

 The vowel adaptations in the above cases are allowed by the flexibility of the Lik Tho 

Ngok writing system (see 4.5.4 below). Rarely, where this is not possible, a word may be 

written with an adapted vowel, such as vɛŋ4 ‘to surround, to encircle,’ which is written as vɤŋ4 

at [35.12] to agree with nan4 nɤŋ4. 

 

3.4.3.8 Vowel length in transcription 

The system of transcription in this study uses single vowel symbols except for /aa/ and /ɑɑ/. In 

reading the transcription, however, vowels which occur in open syllables (i.e. A, B, C tones 

except for C4 with strong glottal constriction) are long in that position, and the vowels /e, ɤ, o, 
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ɛ, ɔ/ are also long in closed syllables (both live and stopped, except for the mid rising variant 

tone of DS123 used in recitation), while the high vowels /i, ɯ, u/ are all short in closed syllables 

(both live and stopped, except for /i/ with final /ŋ/, which is long). 

 An alternative would be to use something between a phonemic and phonetic system, where 

all long vowels, having similar duration to /aa/, would also be written double. However, since 

the overall patterns of vowel length are well-defined and there is no phonemic distinction except 

for /a, aa/, a simplified phonemic transcription is provided here. Gedney’s (1989a: 442-443) 

suggestions regarding a similar problem in the transcription of vowels for White Tai are further 

discussed in Hartmann (1976: 156), as well as for Tai Lue and Shan. Hartmann (2008: 284-288) 

also examines related vowel length distinctions in Tai Lue, Tai Khuen, and Northern Thai. 

 

 

3.5 Tai Nuea approach to phonology 
The above phonological description differs greatly from the way a native speaker would 

describe this dialect. Expected vocabulary or frameworks for language description are lacking 

amongst local scribes,203 who struggle, for example, to list consonant or vowel phonemes204 and 

there is no system for describing tones, perhaps because the Tai Nuea language is never 

formally taught. When formal teaching does take place, it is of the scripts, rather than the Tai 

Nuea language (i.e. other than Lao language teaching in local schools, where Tai Nuea is not 

used). Instruction in the Lik script is done in a very unstructured way among interested lay 

people (unlike for the Tham script, which is studied more formally in temples). So whereas the 

Tham script is taught by alphabet, etc., those learning the Lik script simply begin to read with 

the aid of an experienced scribe. There is no classification system for initial consonants 

according to their influence on tones, such as ‘high, mid, low’ as used in Thai and Lao, and the 

limited inventory of initial consonant symbols means that they are used across the classes of 

initials described above. Tone markers are not used in the Lik Tho Ngok script, and a number of 

terms, such as A1 C1 seŋ5 xɯn3 ‘rising sound,’ A1 A4 seŋ5 loŋ4 ‘descending sound,’ ‘A1 A1 

                                                        
203 Indigenous approaches to language description and teaching deserve more attention. Transmission of 

knowledge about the language clearly takes place, but without requiring a formal vocabulary or explicit 

awareness on the part of local scribes, and a deeper investigation of the processes involved is beyond the 

present study. See 2.2 above for information about the scribal tradition, and 4.5 below for a local 

description of the Lik Tho Ngok Script and spelling, for which more details were available. 

204 See 4.5.4 below for a description of how vowels in the written language are treated as part of syllables 

with onset and rimes rather than in isolation. There is no Tai Nuea term for ‘vowel’ such as sara in 

Standard Thai. 
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seŋ5 suŋ5 ‘high sound’ and A1 B2 seŋ5 tam2 ‘low sound’ are used by scribes for comparison 

rather than for specific tones.205 

 Just as the Tai Nuea have no concept of classes of initial consonants, the terms ‘short’ and 

‘long’ vowel length have been used here as commonly found in the literature, rather than as 

understood by Tai Nuea speakers. However, in doing so, it is hard to avoid the perception that 

reference to languages such as Thai and Lao, which have vowel length distinction, as normative. 

Brown (1979: 16) speaks of the ‘natural’ length of vowels, and of ‘short’ vowels being 

‘unnaturally’ short and ‘long’ vowels being ‘unnaturally’ long in Standard Thai. Tai Nuea 

speakers of the dialect studied do not describe vowels as short or long other than for /a, aa/, 

giving the impression that what is described here as equivalent to ‘short’ (for the high vowels) 

and ‘long’ (for mid and low vowels) are their ‘natural’ lengths. 

 

 

3.6 Summary 
The Tai Nuea dialect studied is spoken in a village of some 80 households near Mueang Sing in 

northwestern Laos, by second and third generation descendants of migrants from Moeng Ka in 

Yunnan, China. There is evidence of limited changes when compared to the Moeng Ka dialect 

in China, possibly through language contact in Laos, and of differences between older and 

younger generations of speakers, but on the whole the dialect is well-preserved and easily 

distinguished from other Tai Nuea dialects in nearby villages. 

 Within the Southwestern branch of the Tai language family, it is classified as a P dialect 

(Chamberlain 1972, 1975, 1991), closely related to Tai Maw, Tai Khamti, Tai Dehong, and 

Shan, featuring unaspirated /p, t, c, k/ for the reconstructed Proto-Tai voiced initial stops *b, *d, 

*j, *g, tonal coalescence and mergers of initial consonants and of vowels in final position, and 

monophthongisation of vowels. While such coalescence leads to a relatively large number of 

homonyms when compared to Central Thai or Lao, for example, there is also considerable 

fluctuation of both consonant and vowel sounds. This flexibility in the spoken language is also 

mirrored in the ambiguity of the Lik script orthography, which will be discussed in the 

following chapter. 

 Despite its relatively small phonological inventory and apparent loss of historical linguistic 

evidence due to the number of mergers and coalescences, comparison with reconstructed PT 

forms, especially PT initial consonants and consonant clusters, reveals a rich source of regular 

correspondences. For example, although very few consonant clusters are preserved in the 

                                                        
205 Scribes in Mueang Sing are somewhat familiar with the classification of initial consonants and with 

tone markers from using the Tham and Lao scripts, but they are never used in relation to the Lik script. 
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modern dialect, evidence of PT consonant clusters is preserved in modifications to expected 

initial consonants (sometimes with alternate forms found only in manuscript recitation), which 

explain otherwise irregular forms such as /k-/ in series 1 of initial consonants (e.g. A1 kaa5 

‘right side’ from *khw-). 

 The current study, unlike most linguistic studies of related dialects, has a special focus on 

language use in manuscripts and recitation, which differs from everyday speech. In addition to 

alternate forms of Tai words restricted to manuscript use, and tonal adaptation, this also 

includes frequent use of Burmese and Indic loanwords, the majority of which are special terms 

that have not been well absorbed into everyday speech. Again, comparison with Burmese and 

Indic forms reveals regular correspondences of tones and of initial consonants and clusters.  

 In the case of Burmese, the Tai Nuea pronunciation follows the Burmese orthography 

rather than modern Burmese, which has undergone changes simplifying these complex sounds. 

Their preservation in Tai Nuea raises the question of whether they were borrowed before such 

sound changes took place in the donor language, and may also indicate that they were borrowed 

after the sound changes which lead to the loss of clusters on most Tai words. Being distinctly 

‘non-Tai’ in sound, the ability to produce such complex clusters in recitation is a striking feature 

of the manuscript literature. 

 There is also a close correlation between Burmese tones and those on the borrowed forms, 

suggesting an oral as well as written transmission from the donor language. For this and similar 

questions, the written forms are especially useful and will be further investigated in the 

following chapter on Lik Tho Ngok orthography. 
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4 Orthography 
 

 

 

4.1 Introduction 
This chapter examines the Lik Tho Ngok orthography within its historical context as one of a 

number of Lik writing systems used by closely related Tai groups for at least the past six 

hundred years. As with the previous chapter on phonology, this one does not claim to give a 

thorough description of ‘the Lik orthography,’ given the variety of its forms and historical 

changes, but focuses on describing use of the Lik Tho Ngok variety as found in the manuscript 

studied (copied in 1935), with additional reference to related nineteenth century manuscripts 

mostly written in Moeng Ka and Moeng Lo, to current usage by scribes in Mueang Sing, and to 

the reformed Tai Le font used in the Dehong Dai and Jingpo Autonomous Prefecture.  

Scribal practices in manuscript traditions may differ considerably between areas and 

between individual scribes within a given area, and there may be inconsistent use by an 

individual scribe even within the same text. Any description such as presented here is therefore 

challenged to identify more orthodox orthographic practice, the success of which is limited by 

the sample of manuscripts viewed and scribes consulted. This is also true of the earliest 

examples of Lik script, which were not available for reproduction and closer inspection during 

this study, and a number of issues are raised below for which there is as yet no conclusive 

answer. While significantly more work remains to be done on both the historical development 

and current use of the Lik orthographies, it is hoped that the data presented here will contribute 

to future progress, as well as the broader understanding of Indic-based orthographies in 

Southeast Asia. 

The following Section 4.2 provides an overview of the historical development of the Lik 

orthography, including possible prototypes and phonological influences. Section 4.3 examines 

early examples of the Lik script, most of which are from outside the Tai manuscript tradition, 

and Section 4.4 then examines Lik orthographies in use today, including their geographical 

spread, the twentieth century reforms of some traditional orthographies, and the question of 

orthographic depth. Section 4.5 provides a detailed description of the Lik Tho Ngok 

orthography as found in manuscripts in Mueang Sing, and in comparison to the Tai Le reformed 

orthography. Tables and accompanying notes illustrate the inventories of consonant and vowel 

glyphs, consonant clusters, ligatures and special orthographic forms, indeterminate use of 

subscripts and superscripts, numerals, punctuation, and the Tai Nuea spelling system. The main 

findings of the chapter are then summarised in the final Section 4.6. 
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4.2 Historical development of the Lik orthography 
The Lik orthography is one of a number of different Indic-based writing systems in Southeast 

Asia including Burmese, Cham, Khmer, Lao, Mon, Thai, Tham, White, Black and Red Tai, etc. 

Study of its early historical development is limited by the scarcity of early manuscript or 

epigraphic sources in comparison to many of these other systems. The oldest dated example, 

found in a Chinese scroll painting, is from the early fifteenth century,206 and the question of 

when the Lik orthography was first developed, and from which prototype, can only be 

approached through comparison with other historical Indic-based orthographies in Southeast 

Asia with which the Tai may have had contact. Linguistic evidence such as the absence of 

separate graphemes for historically voiced and voiceless initials, as well as comparison of 

loanwords with evidence from the donor language, can also indicate related stages of diachronic 

development for both language and orthography. Based on the data currently available, the 

following discussion does not attempt to provide definitive answers to the questions raised.  

A more in-depth study, beyond the present scope, should also consider the functions of 

orthographic forms and additional historical linguistic and literary evidence, including patterns 

of migration and interaction between users of related orthographies and possible sources for 

their prototypes. 

 

4.2.1 Prototypes for Lik orthography 

The Indic scripts of mainland SE Asia originated from the southern (Grantha) branch of Brahmi 

scripts, which appeared in the first century BCE. These spread to Southeast Asia as part of a 

broader Indian cultural influence in the region through contact as a result of maritime trade 

routes between India and China, and were first used to write in Indic languages, such as 

Sanskrit, and then later adapted for Southeast Asian languages. The earliest inscriptions in Indic 

languages are from the third century CE, and those in a local language (Old Cham) are from the 

late fourth or early fifth century (see 4.2.1.2 below). The two main influences on Tai scripts in 

Southeast Asia are assumed to be slightly later, from Pallava (and possibly other south Indian 

scripts) via Khmer and Mon, both of which began to use Indic scripts in the seventh century CE 

(Cœdès 1968; Court 1996; Ferlus 1988; Hartmann 1986).  

These scripts then spread by contact (also with cultural or religious influence) rather than 

based on genetic relationship between languages, and were further modified for Tai languages 

which are of a different ethnolinguistic stock, rather than the phonological and morphological 

structures of the Tai languages themselves being the main determining factors in the kind of 

orthographies adopted. The Lik orthography is therefore a secondary adaptation of an already 
                                                        
206 Several investigations of the provenance of the Lik orthography have used Tai Ahom as the earliest 

example, which is no longer the case now that earlier dated examples such as this are available.  
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indigenised Indic script, most probably Mon or Old Burmese, for which some of the evidence is 

examined in the following section. Two other hypotheses,207 of Cham influence and of a proto 

Tai script, are also discussed below. 

 

4.2.1.1 Evidence of Burmese or Mon prototypes 

The clearest evidence points to a Burmese or Mon prototype for the Lik scripts, with the earliest 

record of what is presumably a Lik script appearing in the Bai-yi Zhuan, an account of the visit 

of two envoys of the Ming court to the polity of Lu-chuan (i.e. the Baiyi polity of Moeng Maw) 

in 1396: 

 

They do not use Chinese script. To record small matters, they engrave them on bamboo or 

wood. For recording major events, they use Mian script. In both cases, they write horizontally.  

(Wade 1996)208 

 

Wade’s commentary notes that ‘Mian script’ here could mean any Indic-derived syllabary, as 

opposed to Chinese characters, and is not necessarily the Mian (i.e. Burmese) script.  

The Chinese envoys visited Moeng Maw just 11 years before the earliest dated example of a Lik 

script (see 4.3.1 below), which is also assumed to be from Moeng Maw.209 There is also 

evidence of contact between the Tai polity of Moeng Maw and the Burmese polity of Pagan, 

which Lieberman (2003: 124) summarises as “by the 12th century, possibly even the 11th, Shan 

migrants from the east had taken control of the chief valleys in what are now known as the Shan 

hills” and that “From an early date Shan elites sought to localize Burman culture, patronizing 

Buddhist monks and adopting alphabets from Burmese, or in some cases Mon, prototypes.” 

The Tai had exposure to Pagan administrative culture (Lieberman 2003:122 in Daniels  

2012: 149), where an indigenised orthography (based on a Mon prototype) had been developed 

since the early twelfth century, and Moeng Maw and other Tay polities plundered upper 

                                                        
207 Other more speculative hypotheses, such as a possible Tibetan influence (Sai Kam Mong 2004: 77) are 

not included here due to lack of available evidence, but should not be excluded from a more rigorous 

study of precursors or additional influences on early Tai orthography. 

208 From Wade’s (1996) draft translation, based upon the edited and annotated version of the Bai-yi 

Zhuan compiled by Jiang Ying-liang and published under the title Bai-yi Zhuan Jiao-zhu by the Yunnan 

Peoples Publishing House in 1980. 

209 According to Richardson’s (1959) translation of this Chinese scroll, it does not specifically identify the 

script as used in Moeng Maw, although this is implied by its close similarity to other fifteenth century 

examples in ‘memorials’ from Moeng Maw to the Ming court (see 4.3.2 below). 
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Myanmar from 1359 to 1368, taking advantage of the weakening of Pagan (Lieberman 2003: 

119-120 and 123, in Daniels 2012). 

The main point of Daniels’ study of the earliest dated Lik script is “to substantiate Burmese 

influence from the viewpoint of a historian” (2012: 155). Being unable to reproduce the original 

letters from the facsimile edition of the scroll, his presentation of orthographic similarities 

makes use of Brown’s ‘Alphabets of the Tai Language’ (1837: Table 1) for comparison with 

Burmese, and is confined to consonants and some common vocabulary. Although he identifies 

fourteen out of nineteen consonant graphemes as appearing to originate from Burmese, the 

evidence presented is too limited, and a more thorough comparative study of the early 

orthographies is required. In addition to the above evidence, Daniels also finds a number of 

Burmese words for Buddhist terminology used in the Tai text in the scroll, again underlining 

Burmese contact and cultural influence. 

A number of other studies such as Diller (1988), Ferlus 1988, Hartmann (1986), Terwiel 

and Khamdaengyodtai (2003), Terwiel and Wichasin (1992) also identify Old Burmese or Old 

Mon as the precursor of the Lik orthography, or “a Mon base, but with an intermediate 

Burmese-like stage intervening” (Diller 1988: 17). 210  Intriguingly, Diller (1988: 17) and 

Wichasin (1986: 58) identify similarities between Mon and Tai Ahom scripts rather than 

Burmese, although these findings may need to be revised now that the oldest dated examples of 

the Lik script are no longer Tai Ahom. 

Although it appears very likely that there was a Burmese or Mon prototype, it remains to 

be convincingly demonstrated through more in-depth comparisons of the earliest orthographies 

and without relying upon superficial forms of consonant glyphs, many of which are similar 

across a number of Indic-derived scripts. More distinctive features include use of the 

devowelizer (see 4.5.5 below) and the vowel digraph <ui> (see 4.5.4 below), for example, 

which occur in the Lik and the Burmese/Mon orthographies211 but not in other Indic-based 

scripts in Southeast Asia. The <ui> digraph is read as /ɤ/ or /ɯ/ in traditional Lik orthography, 

which corresponds to Old/Middle Mon and to early Burmese inscriptions, but not to modern 

Burmese pronunciation (Dempsey 2001: 208-211), and its occurrence implies an early 

borrowing from these orthographies. Similar correspondences are found in Old Mon for the 

notation of long and short vowels (Sawada 2013: 16) and for ambiguity in the reading of the 

vowel graphemes <i/e> and <u/o> (Bauer 1987: 164). A number of questions also remain open, 

such as the Lik grapheme for <-aa> (see 4.5.4 below), which differs from other Indic-based 

                                                        
210  Also see 4.2.1.3 below for a more complex hypothesis of upland Mon prototypes for Tai proto 

orthographies. 

211 Including the oldest examples, which differs from Sai Kam Mong’s (2004: 90-93) data showing that it 

was a much more recent innovation in Shan. 
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scripts. Further investigation of such features may reveal additional evidence to strengthen the 

argument for a Burmese or Mon prototype. 

 

4.2.1.2 Hypothetical Cham prototype 

The early inscriptions in mainland Southeast Asia are found in what is now the south of 

Vietnam, with the earliest assigned to the ancient states of Champa or Funan, in the third 

century CE. While these early inscriptions are mostly in Sanskrit, there is one example from the 

late fourth or early fifth century of the same script being used for the Old Cham language, 

which marks the first case of an Indic script being used for a Southeast Asian language  

(Court 1996: 445). Although the route taken by Indic scripts to Champa has not generally been 

seen as a direct influence on the Tai scripts in the region, Chamberlain (1991: 473-474) 

suggested that attention be paid to possible Cham influence on the earliest Tai writing, based on 

evidence that Tai exposure to the culture of Champa may have begun as early as the 7th century 

(Chamberlain 1991: 476). 

Arguments for a hypothetical Cham influence presented by Vickery (1995: 52-63) make 

use of relationships between forms of consonants, the resolution of historically voiced series in 

P/PH languages, the selective borrowing of Indic consonants and devising of new consonant 

symbols, and the absence of conjunct consonants, from which he identifies the independent 

development of three types of script: Sukhothai/Ayudhya (modern Thai), Black/White Tai, and 

Ahom. Based on this evidence, he concludes that the Ahom script represents possibly the 

earliest Tai borrowing of an Indochinese Indic script, adapted before their migration to the 

West, with Cham as a possible source alphabet (Vickery 1995: 52-53). This hypothesis is 

tentative 212  and deserves further investigation and comparison with the evidence for 

Mon/Burmese influence. It also raises the possibility of successive waves of influence from 

different scripts and in different historical periods, which is echoed in the hypothesis for Tai 

proto scripts in the following section. 

 

4.2.1.3 Hypothetical Tai proto scripts 

The first hypotheses of a Tai proto script appear in Finot (1917) and Cœdès (1925), who places 

Mon and Khmer at the origin of two main groups of Thai scripts. Of these, Mon influenced the 

‘archaic-Thai,’ Ahom, Shan and Tham scripts (as well as Burmese). Penth (1992) draws on 

Cœdès’ study and revises it to account for two separate borrowings of Mon script, the first 

resulting in a number of Tai proto scripts, and the second (at a later stage) in the Tham scripts. 

                                                        
212  Vickery (1995: 62) acknowledges that “More than a tentative exposition of this hypothetical 

relationship between Cham and old Thai scripts requires examples of the full sequence of Cham scripts 

from the 8th to 15th centuries, which I do not have.” 
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His study proposes that various Tai groups migrating from east to west met with upcountry Mon 

who had scripts, and used them together with “at least one element of Grantha” to form a 

number of different Tai proto scripts, a process which “may have begun before A.D. 1000, 

hardly later than 1150” (Penth 1992: 19), and “from perhaps as early as 750” (Penth 1992: 55). 

In Penth’s revised outline of the development of Tai scripts, some of these different Tai proto 

forms then developed into the different Lik scripts: 

 

In the west, a proto-Thai script became what is now known as Shan or Ngio script. A little 

further to the north, another proto-Thai script became what is now known as Thai Nüa (or Thai 

Mao, Thai Taü Hong, Tö Hong, Dehong). (Penth 1992: 57) 

 

Still other variants of the Tai proto script became Fak Kham, Sukhothai, Lao, Black and White 

Tai scripts and “much of the difference in appearance between these scripts was caused by the 

use of different writing tools or writing materials” (Penth 1992: 57), while the Tham scripts 

resulted from a much later borrowing from Mon. This hypothesis of very early Tai proto scripts 

remains problematic due to the lack of extant evidence from these time periods (Penth provides 

only one example, from Wat Kan Thom near Chiang Mai, related to early Thai) and is therefore 

unlikely to be further resolved.  

 

4.2.2 Historical and linguistic factors in the development of Lik orthography 

The limited inventories of consonants213 (and vowels) and the lack of ‘series’ of historically 

voiced and voiceless initial consonants214 in the Lik scripts differs significantly from other 

Southeast Asian Indic-based scripts such as Burmese, Khmer, Mon, Thai, and Tham, and from 

any possible Indic-based prototypes, including Old Burmese or Mon. The origin of these related 

features can be traced to the devoicing sound shift and P/PH distinction in Tai languages, and to 

the degree of influence of Indic culture and language. 

During the devoicing sound shift, previously separate series of voiced and voiceless initial 

consonants merged and the resulting loss of phonemic contrast was compensated for by the 

development of tones (see 3.3.1 above). From this, it can be inferred that if a language adopted 

a script before these sound changes, it would be expected to include separate graphemes for 

both voiced and voiceless series of consonants, whereas if a script were adopted after the sound 

                                                        
213 They typically have between sixteen and twenty one consonant graphemes. 

214 Use of ‘series’ here in reference to orthography should not be confused with its use in Chapter 3 in 

reference to phonology, the point being that the Lik orthography does not indicate the series of the spoken 

word, and initial consonants are not classified according to their influence on tones, such as the ‘high, 

mid, low’ series used in Thai and Lao. 
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changes and related loss of phonemic contrast had occurred, then there would not be separate 

graphemes for these series. Based on this inference, Li (1977: 26), Gedney (1991: 197-199), and 

others have used the consonant inventory of Sukhothai to infer that this language adopted a 

script before devoicing took place. 

If the above inference is accepted,215 then it follows that the Lik scripts were adopted after 

the devoicing sound shift, as noted by Diller (1988: 232 Footnote 17, 1992b: 11) and 

Morey(2005a: 179).216 The earliest dated evidence of the Lik script is from the late fourteenth 

century, and assuming an Old Burmese/Mon prototype (see 4.2.1.1 above), the script could have 

been adopted some time between the twelfth century (when the Tai polity of Moeng Maw had 

contact with Pagan and the Burmese script was already in use) and the fourteenth. This agrees 

with Chamberlain’s (1991: 458) dating of the devoicing sound shift for the P languages as prior 

to the eleventh or twelfth centuries (see 3.3.1 above). Given that Gedney (1991: 194, 198) 

estimates devoicing and tonal splits to have taken place in what is now Standard Thai as late as 

the middle of the Ayutthaya period (1351-1767 CE), the Lik script provides additional evidence 

that devoicing in Southwestern Tai languages may have taken place at significantly different 

periods (Chamberlain 1991: 456), possibly separated by several centuries. 

Languages that use the Lik script are all classified as P dialects (see 3.2.3 above) in which 

the reconstructed Proto-Tai voiced initial stops *b, *d, *j, *g became voiceless and unaspirated 

/p, t, c, k/ in modern dialects (rather than to /ph, th, ch or s, kh/ as in PH dialects), i.e. the 

devoicing sound shift resulted in the merger of these previously voiced stops with Proto-Tai 

voiceless stops, and for the Lik scripts a corresponding merger of graphemes. In contrast, the 

Tham scripts which were adopted in the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries by some P dialects 

(some of which also use the Lik script) do not merge these consonant graphemes, but retain 

separate series. However, here the picture is complicated by the fact that these scripts were 

intended to fully represent Indic languages and it is not a simple case of indicating contrasts in 

the Tai languages.217 This observation has led Vickery (1991a: 383-384) to note that for Thai, 

for example, devoicing cannot be determined from the script, since it is disguised by the 

preservation of these Indic consonants. 

                                                        
215 Vickery (1991b: 7-11) argues against this general inference (using the example of Sukhothai) on the 

grounds that “for voiced or unvoiced, both series of consonants, or some other symbolic notation, were 

still required to indicate contrasts which persisted even after Thai devoicing.” 

216 Gedney (1989e: 66), speaking of the different series of graphemes, appears not to differentiate 

between the Lik and other Tai scripts “Archaic alphabets preserving such features are used to write Tai 

languages in Assam, Burma, Yunnan, Laos, Thailand, and western North Vietnam.”  

217 This feature of the Tham scripts as used by P languages such as Lan Na, Tai Khuen, and Tai Lue 

requires further investigation beyond the scope of the present study. 
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Clearly, the Lik scripts were developed for writing the vernacular language, before the adoption 

of Buddhism, and unlike Tham and other Indic-based Southeast Asian scripts such as Burmese, 

Khmer, and Mon, they do not include additional graphemes required to fully represent Indic 

languages, and elements such as ‘stacked’ double consonants are seen as later borrowings from 

Burmese or Tham. This agrees with historical records (Wade 1996 and 1.2 above) showing that 

in the late fourteenth century Moeng Maw had not yet adopted Buddhism but already used a 

script, and may also indicate that there was little or no significant Indic cultural influence before 

that time. When Buddhism was later introduced, rather than reforming the Lik script to 

accommodate the writing of Indic terms, the Tham script (also Burmese in the case of Shan) 

was used when required in addition to the Lik script. Being without this Indic content, the Lik 

scripts - together with Black, White and Red Tai, and the Tai Yo and Lai Pao scripts in Vietnam 

(Ferlus 1999, 2006) - deserve special attention for their potential contribution to the 

understanding of Tai languages.218 

Other linguistic features of the Lik orthography requiring further study beyond the 

descriptions provided below include clusters (see 4.5.3 below), allographs (see 4.5.1 below) 

implying previous phonemic distinctions, and treatment of loanwords (see 3.3.7 and 3.4.2 

above), which can give indications as to the sound system at the time of borrowing (in particular 

in the case of Burmese). Evidence of this kind, combining historical, linguistic, and 

orthographic data, must also be used with caution and with awareness of assumptions in the 

interpretation of orthographic data, such as that the script would have been ‘perfect’ for the 

spoken language at any historical period (Gedney 1989e: 66-69; Vickery 1991a: 373-374). 

 

 

4.3 Early examples of Lik script 
There is a striking absence of epigraphic evidence for the early Lik script when compared to 

other Southeast Asian scripts (the only exception being the Sadiya Snake Pillar in Assam 

mentioned in 4.3.3 below), with no known records from the Moeng Maw polity. The relatively 

few examples found in the Dehong Dai and Jingpo Autonomous Prefecture and the Jinggu Dai 

and Yi Autonomous County of Pu’er Prefecture in Yunnan are in the more recent Lik Tho Ngok 

script. The earliest examples of the Lik script are to be found outside of the extant Tai 

manuscript traditions, which mostly use mulberry paper and other materials with relatively short 

                                                        
218 Similarly, the Tham script also deserves further attention as a P dialect which adopted a script with 

both series of previously voiced and voiceless Tai consonants. Diller (1988: 232, Footnote 17), for 

example, notes that the Lan Na script appears to predate devoicing, and that “the changes undoubtedly 

affected different dialects at different times.” There are also significant differences between the Lan Na 

dialects and the P dialects using the Lik script. 
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lifespans. Fortunately, other primary sources have survived through historical interaction 

between the Tai and Chinese, and through Tai Ahom epigraphic and numismatic records. 

 

4.3.1 The earliest example of the Lik script 

The earliest known dated example of a Lik script appears in a fifty metre long Ming dynasty 

scroll dated equivalent to 1407 CE, now held in the Tibet Museum in Lhasa. The scroll, which 

bears the title Gemaba wei Ming Taizu jianfu tu 噶瑪巴爲明太祖薦福圖長巻 �(“A Painting of 

Prayers for the Blessing of the First Ming Emperor by Gemaba [De-bzin-gsegs-pa]”) in a 

facsimile edition,219 was produced on the occasion of the visit of the Tibetan Lama De-bzin-

gsegs-pa (1348-1415) to Nanjing to perform services for the deceased parents of the Yongle 

emperor (1402-1424). It consists of paintings depicting the supernatural feats of the Lama, with 

related texts in five different scripts: Chinese, Chaghatai Mongolian, Lik (Tai), Tibetan, and 

Uyghur Monglian (Daniels 2012).220 

Daniels’ study of the facsimile of the scroll found 14 of the 18 consonants and three medial 

diacritics221 basically identical to Ahom and to Burmese, based on which he concludes that the 

Tai borrowed heavily from the Burmese to create their writing system prior to the fifteenth 

century. He was unable to reproduce the images from the facsimile and his analysis mostly 

focuses on consonant glyphs and vocabulary.222 Further comparison of the orthography of this 
                                                        
219 The facsimile is part of a collection of historical materials on Tibetan Buddhism: Baozang: Zhongguo 

Xizang lishi wenwu 宝藏——中国西藏ܲ史文物 (“A Collection of Treasures: Historical Cultural 

Artefacts of Tibet, China”), vol. 3. Beijing: Chaohua Chubanshe 朝华出版社, 2000 (Daniels 2012). 

220 Richardson (1959: 1-6) provides a full English translation of the Tibetan text, and (1958) contains 

three plates of the scroll, taken when it was previously stored at the mTshur-phu monastery. Several 

colour images of the scroll are also available online under ‘Buddhist Ritual Assembly Performed by 

Karmapa to Glorify the First Ming Emperor Taizu’ 

(http://the17thkarmapa.blogspot.com/2014/01/buddhist-ritual-assembly-performed-by.html, retrieved 05 

April, 2017). 

221 Daniels (2012: 161) also identifies the ‘high tone marker’ in the text. This interpretation agrees with 

Shan, but differs from the use of the same symbol elsewhere, such as Terwiel and Wichasin (1992: 14-15) 

and Wichasin (1986: 96) for Tai Ahom, Morey (2005a: 189-190) for Tai Aiton, Tai Phake, and Turung, 

and Tai Nuea scholars in Mueang Sing (see 4.5.4, notes for may6 kaa5(1) following Table 4-9 below). 
222 The relative importance of consonant glyphs is problematic given the variety of similar Indic-based 

scripts in Southeast Asia. Diller (1988: 228-229) makes reference to Gelb (1952) “as to the necessity of 

distinguishing superficial forms from systematic functions in any analysis of orthographic change or 

innovation” and that “historical and cultural factors relating to writing practices need to be taken into 

account as well.” 
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text with that of pre-fifteenth century Burmese and Mon, together with other early Lik texts 

such as the Baiyi section of the Hua Yi yi yu and other early Baiyi records (see 4.3.2 below) and 

with Tai Ahom, may provide additional evidence for the provenance of the Lik script. Legible 

and reproducible images of this text, which could not be obtained during the present study, are a 

desideratum for the study of early Lik orthography. 

A very similar example of early Lik script was posted on the Internet in the Omniglot 

forum223 in November 2009, having been previously posted on a Manchurian forum. As in the 

1407 scroll, the three images that can be viewed online contain samples of Lik script written 

between Tibetan and Uyghur (unfortunately the images do not reveal if other scripts are also 

present as in the scroll), and the script appears to be very similar to that in the scroll. Otherwise, 

the manuscripts do not appear to be the same, with the 1407 scroll in better condition than in the 

online images. However, this assessment is far from conclusive, given the limited number of 

images available for each manuscript, and when more images are examined224 they may reveal 

them to be the same text, or perhaps a copy of the 1407 scroll. Whether this is a different 

example of early Lik script or not, there remains the possibility that other examples of early Lik 

script may yet be discovered in multi-lingual contexts in collections not normally associated 

with Tai manuscripts (most probably Chinese) which could be valuable resources for more 

thorough study of the early development of the Lik script and related languages. 

 

4.3.2 The ‘Baiyi’ Lik script in the Hua Yi yi yu and Xiyu tongwen biaowen 

When the Chinese Yongle emperor ordered the foundation of the Siyiguan 四夷館 (‘Bureau of 

Translators for the Barbarians of the Four Quarters’) in 1407 CE, two of the eight colleges were 

for Southeast Asian scripts: Baiyi 百夷 (i.e. the Lik script used by the Tai of Moeng Maw and 

related polities) and Miandian 緬甸 (Burmese). Together with the scroll also dated 1407 CE 

(see 4.3.1 above), this demonstrates the importance of the Moeng Maw polity to the Ming court 

at that time. By comparison, colleges for the Fak Kham and Ayutthaya scripts were established 

in 1511 and 1579 respectively, making this the first Tai polity for which a college was created 

(Daniels 2012: 152-153). The work of the Bureau of Translators is recorded in the Hua Yi yi yu 

华夷ᦲ (‘Sino-Barbarian Dictionary’), copies of which are held by the British Library, the 

National Library of France, the Berlin State Library, the National Library of Russia in  

                                                        
223 http://www.omniglot.com/forum/viewtopic.php?f=4&t=263 (retrieved 28 November, 2010), entitled  

‘A Mysterious Language and Script.’ 

224 At the time of writing, an ongoing process of tracing the source of the online images has not yet been 

fruitful, nor have attempts to procure additional (and better quality) images of the 1407 scroll. A more 

thorough comparison is also beyond the scope of this study.  
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St. Petersburg, and the Tōyō Bunko in Tokyo.225 Earlier copies held elsewhere do not include 

the Baiyi vocabulary. 

The Baiyi sections of the British Library copy226 and PDF copy227 briefly examined as part 

of the present study comprise approximately 200 pages of vocabulary, with usually four entries 

per page, first in the Baiyi Lik script, then in Chinese translation, followed by the pronunciation 

of the Baiyi word written in Chinese characters. The vocabulary is arranged by subject, for 

which Igunma (2010: 12) gives 17 categories based on her study of the Fak Kham college, the 

structure of which is also followed in principle for the other colleges. In summary, these are: 

astronomy and astrology, geography, seasons and time, flora, fauna, human society, the body, 

dwellings, tools, garments, valuables, food, orientation, sounds and colours, numbers and trade, 

verbs and adjectives, and phrases in general use. The script appears to be very close in style to 

the 1407 scroll (see 4.3.1 above). Although a more detailed comparison was not possible due to 

the poor quality of the available reproductions, both texts with their Chinese translations 

provide an excellent opportunity for further study of the early Lik script.228 The pronunciation 

of the Baiyi Lik script provided in Chinese characters in the Hua Yi yi yu is also of assistance, 

although the Standard Mandarin reading cannot accurately reflect the Tai pronunciation due to 

the dropping of finals, etc.229 

Although the script in the 1407 scroll and the Hua Yi yi yu appear to be very similar, extant 

copies of the latter which contain the Baiyi vocabulary are thought to have been printed almost 

200 years later. Daniels (2012: 152-153) observes that copies of the Hua Yi yi yu containing the 

Baiyi Lik script also contain vocabulary for the Ayutthaya college, which was only established 

in 1579 CE, and Igunma (2010: 17) considers the copy held by the British Library to be most 

                                                        
225 For further details, see No. 7.1.1 in Franke and Liew-Herres 2011: 62-622. 

226  I am grateful to Jana Igunma for photographs of the British Library copy (catalogue number 

15344.d.10, volume 5) and related information. 

227 I am grateful to Zhou Hanli for introducing me to the Hua Yi yi yu and for her collaboration when first 

examining an earlier PDF copy in Simao in 2012. A good quality PDF copy of the Baiyi section is 

available at http://guji2.guoxuedashi.com/7010/[国学大师 www.guoxuedashi.com]69602_三.pdf 

(retrieved 9 April, 2017). 
228 Daniels (2012: 153) mentions linguistic studies of the Hua Yi yi yu Baiyi text by Japanese scholars Izui 

Hisanosuke (1949) and Nishida Tatsuo (1960, 2001). Müller (1892) also discusses the language of the 

Hua Yi yi yu Baiyi text. 

229 Comparison should ideally be made with pronunciation of Early or Middle Mandarin as used when the 

Hua Yi yi yu Baiyi text was compiled (although finals occurring in Late Middle Chinese had already been 

dropped by this time), and perhaps with more conservative branches of Chinese such as Cantonese (James 

Chamberlain, personal communication). 
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probably be a second edition copy dating to 1595 CE (or less likely to be a first edition copy 

from the early sixteenth century). While the printing could not pre-date the Ayutthaya 

vocabulary, the woodblocks used for printing the Baiyi section could in theory have been made 

much earlier. 

The related Xiyu tongwen biaowen 西域同文表文 (‘Bilingual Memorials of Western 

Regions’) is a collection of short memorials of tribute offerings to the Ming court by local 

rulers, first made in local languages and then translated into Chinese by the Siyiguan ‘Bureau of 

Translators.’ As with the Hua Yi yi yu, there is a Baiyi collection (Baiyi guan biaowen  
百 譯 (夷) 館 表 文), copies of which are held by the Tōyō Bunko and Naikaku Bunko in 

Tokyo230 and by the Bibliothèque nationale de France in Paris (Lefèvre-Pontalis 1892: 60, 

Footnote 2). These mention a number of Tai polities, including Luchuan (Moeng Maw), Meng 

Yang (Moeng Ying), Meng Lian (Moeng Laem), etc., some of which which Liew-Herres 

(personal communication) has dated to the late fifteenth century using the names of Caw Fa 

rulers of the Tai polities (the memorials themselves are not dated). The script and language of 

the Baiyi memorials are mentioned by Lefèvre-Pontalis (1892: 60-64) and 15 of the memorials 

are analysed by Izui (1949). Examples of the Baiyi script from the British Library copy of the  

Hua Yi yi yu and from Lefèvre-Pontalis’ (1892: 61) example of the Xiyu tongwen biaowen and 

are provided below. 

Figure 4-1: Baiyi script in the Hua Yi yi yu 

 

 
 

 
                                                        
230 For further details, see No. 7.1.14 in Franke and Liew-Herres 2011: 632-633. I am grateful to Foon 

Ming Liew-Herres for information regarding both the Hua Yi yi yu and Xiyu tongwen biaowen. 

Manuscript held at the British Library, 15344.d.10/5. Photograph courtesy of Jana Igunma. 
The Baiyi script is rotated 90 degrees clockwise in this image. In the middle, the Baiyi 
reads faʔ6 mɛp4 ‘lightning’ and on the right mɔk2 kum3 ‘fog.’ The Chinese (電 and  霧) 
confirms these meanings and also provides the pronunciation of the Baiyi as 法滅 ‘fa mie’ 
and 莫工 ‘mo gong’ respectively (in present day Mandarin). I am grateful to Foom Ming 
Liew-Herres for reading the Chinese. 
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Figure 4-2: Baiyi script in the Xiyu tongwen biaowen 

 
 

 

  

4.3.3 The Tai Ahom script 

According to traditional accounts,231 the Tai Ahom first migrated to modern-day Assam from 

Moeng Maw in 1228 CE under the leadership of Sukapha, eventually settling in the Sadiya area 

of the Brahmaputra valley from where they maintained contact with Moeng Maw and related 

Tai polities in upper Myanmar, and were later joined by the Tai Khamti, Tai Phake, Tai Aiton, 

Tai Khamyang, Turung and Nora from the mid-eighteenth to early nineteenth centuries. 

The question of whether the Tai Ahom took the Lik script with them when they first 

migrated from Moeng Maw (Gait 1905 and others, discussed in Diller 1992b: 8), implying that 

the Lik writing system was developed prior to 1228 CE, remains open due to lack of supporting 

epigraphic evidence. However, despite certain archaic features of Tai Ahom phonology and 

script, it appears unlikely that it was preserved in isolation since the time of migration. The Tai 

Ahom chronicles and those of other neighbouring Tai groups indicate that they migrated from 

Moeng Maw at around the same time as Sukapha and settled in what is now northern Myanmar 

and the India-Myanmar border (Diller 1992b: 8-10; Morey 2005b: 141-142). There is also 

uncertainty over 1228 as the date of first migration of the Tai into Assam, discussed by Diller 

(1992b: 10-11), Morey (2005b: 140-143), and Terwiel (1991? and 1996: 275-277) in light of 

local chronicles, interpretation of dating systems, and historical and linguistic evidence. 

                                                        
231 See, for example, Gogoi 1996: 1-2, although this ‘traditional’ account may in fact be of quite recent 

origin through the Tai Ahom revival movement and early Western scholarship such as Gait (1905). 

Plate V from Lefèvre-Pontalis (1892: 61) 
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Importantly, the assumption that the Tai Ahom had no contact with Buddhism is also countered 

by Morey (2015: 43-44), who reports a significant number of Buddhist elements in Tai Ahom 

manuscripts. Assessment of the traditional date for the Tai Ahom migration to Assam is beyond 

the scope of the present study. 

The earliest examples of Ahom script are from the sixteenth century: on the Sadiya  

Snake Pillar (at the Assam State Museum, Guwahati), a lithic inscription most probably made 

some time after 1524 CE when the area came under Ahom control (Terwiel and 

Khamdaengyodtai 2003: 13), and on coins made between 1539-1552 CE during the reign of 

Suklengmuang (Diller 1992b: 7-11).232 The date of copying for most Ahom manuscripts, written 

on bark from the sanchi (or sasi) tree (Aquilaria agallocha), is much later, in the late eighteenth 

or early nineteenth centuries (Morey 2015: 36).233 Although no examples of earlier Tai Ahom 

inscriptions or manuscripts have been discovered, Terwiel and Wichasin (1992: 11-12) identify 

a large number of identical features shared by the early Ahom script and inscriptions from 

Pagan dated to the eleventh and twelfth centuries, suggesting that the Ahom characters are 

derived from Old Mon or Old Burmese as written in first centuries of the second millennium CE 

in what is now upper Myanmar. Wichasin’s (1986) study of Tai Ahom palaeography provides 

the most detailed description of the script, and also includes images of the early inscriptions on 

the Snake Pillar and coins. 

 

 

4.4 Lik orthographies in use today 
 

4.4.1 The geographical spread of the Lik orthographies 

Lik scripts are still used today for the traditional copying of manuscripts and also in modern 

formats such as computerised fonts and printed publications by Tai communities in northeastern 

India, northern Myanmar, southwestern China, and northwestern Laos (where Mueang Sing is 

located). The long swathe of their geographical spread (see Figure 4-3 below) illustrates the 

migrations of users from where the script is thought to have been adopted over six centuries ago 

                                                        
232 Terwiel (1991?) states that contrary to this commonly-held date, the oldest coin bearing words written 

in Ahom characters is from the mid seventeenth century. 

233 The Tai Ahom were assimilated into Assamese society and their language lost as a mother tongue 

around 1800. Efforts to revive the language and orthography began in the late nineteenth century and are 

ongoing today (Terwiel 1996: 277-279). Images of Tai Ahom manuscripts, digitised as part of the British 

Library Endangered Archives Programme (EAP373: Documenting, conserving and archiving the Tai 

Ahom manuscripts of Assam), are available on the British Library website at 

http://eap.bl.uk/database/results.a4d?projID=EAP373;r=41 (retrieved 22 December, 2016). 
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in the area of the current China-Myanmar border. Today, the older traditional orthographies are 

still mostly used for manuscripts, and remain the preserve of specialist scribes (see 2.2 above), 

whereas the more recently reformed Shan orthography is taught and used more broadly within 

the Shan State of Myanmar and in some areas on the Chinese and Thai sides of its borders, as is 

the reformed Tai Le script in the Dehong Dai and Jingpo Autonomous Prefecture of Yunnan. 

The following sections 4.4.2 and 4.4.3 discuss Lik manuscript traditions and reformed Lik 

orthographies in use today, while 4.4.4 discusses orthographic depth and differences in the 

practical application of the traditional and reformed orthographies. 

 
Figure 4-3: Map of Lik script locations 

 

 

4.4.2 Traditional Lik orthographies 

Lik manuscript traditions survive today in many Tai communities, but are endangered as 

manuscript use and related cultural practices are displaced by modern media, as well as by the 

introduction of reformed orthographies. Adding to their vulnerability, expertise in the traditional 

orthographies remains limited to small numbers of scribes for the copying and recitation of 

This map shows the overall extent of the geographical spread of Lik script use, and does 
not imply that they are in widespread use throughout all shaded areas (see 4.4.2 below for 
further details). It also does not represent migration to major population centres outside of 
these traditional areas, for which data is unavailable. Map designed by David Wharton and 
produced in collaboration with Sylvain Dorey. 
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manuscripts rather than in general use,234 and unlike the reformed Lik orthographies for Shan 

and Tai Dehong (see 4.4.3 below), literacy in the traditional script is not promoted among the 

general population. There is in fact no area where the traditional Lik orthography is the sole 

system or even the main system in use (in Laos, for example, it is the third orthography to be 

learnt, after Lao and Tham, by a very limited number of scribes), and it is not included in 

educational curricula. Where reformed orthographies are more widely used, efforts to encourage 

their use over the perceived inadequacies of traditional forms have tended to reduce interest in 

them, and they differ from the traditional forms to the extent that they are mutually illegible 

without additional training (see 4.4.3.2 below). 

 

4.4.2.1 Traditional Lik orthographies in China 

In China, traditional Lik Tho Ngok orthographies are still used by Tai Nuea scribes in the 

Jinggu Dai and Yi Autonomous County (Pu’er Prefecture), the Menglian Dai, Lahu and Va 

Autonomous County (Pu’er Prefecture), and the Gengma Dai and Va Autonomous County 

(Lincang Prefecture), in Yunnan.235 In the Dehong Dai and Jingpo Autonomous Prefecture, the 

situation is more complex, with both traditional Lik Tho Ngok and reformed Tai Le 

orthographies used by the Tai Dehong and Tai Maw (see 4.4.3.2 below), as well as Lik To Mon 

and the reformed Shan orthographies (in areas near the Myanmar border). The form of the 

traditional Tai Dehong and Tai Maw scripts differs in some ways from that used by the Tai 

Nuea in Jinggu and elsewhere, with consonant and vowel glyphs similar to the reformed script. 

While these are the main known areas, there may also be others, such as the Jinping Miao, 

Yao and Dai Autonomous County (Honghe Hani and Yi Autonomous Prefecture) and the 

Yuanjiang Hani, Yi and Dai Autonomous County (Yuxi City), as well as more isolated Tai 

Nuea communities, for which data on orthographic and manuscript use is not yet available. 

Through interaction with the Tai, some other ethnic groups have also used the Lik scripts, such 

as the Ta’aang (Kojima and Badenoch 2013) and the Husa Achang 戶撒 or Tai Sar, both of 

which are located close to the China-Myanmar border. 

  

                                                        
234 See 2.2 above for more details of the Lik manuscript culture in Mueang Sing, in northwestern Laos. 

235 Of these, it appears that the Tham script is used much more than the Lik script in Menglian (Lin Yun, 

Daniels and Zheng Jing 2010; Volker Grabowsky, personal communication). 
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The oldest Tai Nuea Lik manuscripts in China are mostly from the middle of the nineteenth 

century, a number of which are also found in Tai Nuea communities which migrated from 

China to Laos and Myanmar.236 The following images illustrate some of the styles of Lik script 

found in China: 

 

Figure 4-4: Tai Nuea Lik script from Moeng Ka, Jinggu 

 
 

 

 

Figure 4-5: Tai Nuea Lik script from Moeng Vo, Jinggu 

 
 

 

 

  

                                                        
236 The oldest Lik manuscript in Mueang Sing catalogued by the Preservation of Lao Manuscripts 

Programme is dated 1865, but many of the oldest texts are dated according to the Tai 60-year cycle only, 

which means that exact CE equivalents cannot be identified. The oldest manuscripts catalogued in 

Yunnan are also from the nineteenth century, and the much older dates in Yin Shaoting, Daniels, Kuai 

Yongsheng and Yue Xiaobao 2002 not the dates of copying (Christian Daniels, personal communication, 

May 2017). 

Fa Cao Teo Hon manuscript, dated 1972, copied by  
and in possession of Khan Intavicay, Man Yong. 

Mid twentieth century Pukthanusati manuscript 
in possession of Nang Mon Vo Hoy. 
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Figure 4-6: Tai Dehong Lik script from Mangshi, Dehong 

 
 

 

 

Figure 4-7: Tai Maw Lik script from Ruili, Dehong 

 

Figure 4-8: Tai Sar Lik script from Moeng Sar, Dehong 

 
 

 
Late twentieth century Hita osatham manuscript in possession of Ven. Uttama. 

Manuscript copied in 1941 in possession of Sao Rahula. 

Lik Ho Phoek manuscript, Wat Cong Saeng, Mangshi, 2010 CE. 
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4.4.2.2 Traditional Lik orthographies in India 

In Northeast India, Lik orthographies are found in Assam State and Arunachal Pradesh, in the 

manuscripts of the Tai Ahom, Tai Aiton, Tai Khamti, and Tai Phake, Tai Khamyang, Turung 

and Nora. The following data are for populations and language use, reported to be as few as 

10,000 Tai speakers by Morey (2005a: 13), and do not necessarily reflect the use of Lik 

orthographies, for which no details are available. The Lik orthographies used by the Tai in 

Northeast India are described by Morey (2005a: 179-205). 

Tai Ahom is no longer used as a mother tongue, although there is an active revival 

movement (Terwiel and Wichasin 1992: 4-7; Terwiel 1996: 283-286; Diller 1992b: 12-13), and 

it is still used in ritual contexts, especially in Guwahati and in Dibrugarh Districts of Assam 

State. An Ahom font was developed in the second half of the twentieth century for the 

publication of texts. The date of copying for most Ahom manuscripts is in the late eighteenth or 

early nineteenth centuries (Morey 2015: 36). Turung and Nora are also no longer spoken, and 

there is debate over whether Turung was previously a Tai language or not (Morey 2005a: 31). 

For other Tai languages actively spoken in Assam State, Morey (2005a: 20-25, 2005b: 

140-143) gives 1,500 Tai Aiton speakers (8 villages in Karbi Anglong and Golaghat districts, 

Dhonsiri valley, south bank of Brahmaputra), 50 Tai Khamyang speakers (in Phawaimukh 

village, Tinsukia district, Buri Dihing valley, south bank of Brahmaputra), 500 Khamti speakers 

(mostly in Borkhamti village, Dikrong valley, Narayanpur, north bank of Brahmaputra), and 

2,000 Tai Phake speakers (10 villages in Dibrugarh and Tinsukia districts, Buri Dihing valley, 

south bank of Brahmaputra). Morey (2005a: 20-25) provides further details of villages and 

populations. For Tai Aiton, Phake and Khamyang manuscripts, which Morey (2005a: 202) 

reports none dated earlier than the eighteenth century. 

The Tai in Arunachal Pradesh are mostly Khamti, with 30 villages in Lohit and East Siang 

Districts, and smaller numbers of Tai Aiton (in Jonapathar village, Lohit District), and Tai 

Phake (in Wagun and Lungkun villages). Morey (2005b: 143) gives several thousand Tai 

Khamti speakers in Arunachal Pradesh and in Myanmar. The following images, extracted from 

traditional manuscripts, illustrate the Lik Tai scripts found in Northeast India:  

 

Figure 4-9: Tai Ahom script, Assam 

 
 

Undated chronicle in final part of Lik phe manuscript in possession of Dr. Jogendra Nath 
Phukan, Guwahati. Photograph courtesy of Ye Hom Buragohain. 
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Figure 4-10: Tai Aiton script, Assam 

 
 

 

 

Figure 4-11: Tai Khamti script, Assam 

 
 

 
 

 

Figure 4-12: Tai Khamyang script, Assam 

 
 
  

Nineteenth century Chatupatthana manuscript in possession of Ngi Khang Shyam Barhula, 
Golaghat District. Photograph courtesy of Stephen Morey. 
 

Jataka songs (from traditional play) written down in 1991 CE by 
Chau Ne Khun Lung Kaeng of Borkhamti, North Lakhimput 
District. Photograph courtesy of Stephen Morey. 

Early twentieth century Lik hong khon manuscript, copied by Mu Cha Chowlik.  
In possession of late Sa Myat Chowlik, Pawaimukh Village, Tinsukia District. 
Photograph courtesy of Stephen Morey. 
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Figure 4-13: Tai Phake script with large dots, Assam 

 
 

 

 

Figure 4-14: Tai Phake script with small dots, Assam 

 

 

 

Figure 4-15: Turung script, Assam 

 
 

Mahosatha manuscript, dated 1821 CE, in temple library at Namphakey Village, 
Dibrugarh District. Photograph courtesy of Stephen Morey. 

Lik kheu meung - wesali manuscript, dated 1922 CE?, in possession of Ong Kya 
Gohain, Namphakey Village, Dibrugarh District. Photograph courtesy of Stephen 
Morey. 

Oldest Turung manuscript, a history, written c.1945, in possession of late Muhidhar 
Shyam, Pathargaon Village, Jorhat District. Photograph courtesy of Stephen Morey. 
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4.4.2.3 Traditional Lik orthographies in Laos 

In Laos, traditional Lik Tho Ngok manuscripts continue to be produced and used in five Tai 

Nuea villages around Mueang Sing in Luang Nam Tha Province (see 1.2, 2.2 and 2.4 above) 

and to a lesser extent in one village in Bokeo Province. These communities are mostly 

descendants of migrants from the Jinggu Dai and Yi Autonomous County (Pu’er Prefecture, 

Yunnan), and have a number of older manuscripts which were brought to Laos at the time of 

migration. 

 

Figure 4-16: Tai Nuea Lik Tho Ngok script, Laos (i) 

 
 

 

 

Figure 4-17: Tai Nuea Lik Tho Ngok script, Laos (ii) 

 

 

4.4.2.4 Traditional Lik orthographies in Myanmar 

In Myanmar, Shan (Tai Long) scribes in Shan State still read the traditional script found in older 

manuscripts, and continue to copy manuscripts in the unreformed orthography, whereas the 

reformed script (see 4.4.3.1 below) is used for printed and electronic materials, which Khur-

Yearn (2012: 49) describes as effectively threatening the survival of the traditional literature as 

it is more difficult for young people to take up the practice. Shan communities in Northern 

Pukthanusati manuscript, copied in 1935, in possession 
of Nan Thammasan, Ban Pa Toy village, Mueang Sing. 

Pukthanusati manuscript, copied in 2012 by Ho Nam Vong, 
Ban Silihueang village, Mueang Sing. 
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Thailand also use the traditional Lik script for manuscript recitation (Crosby and Khur-Yearn 

2010; Khur-Yearn 2012), although Murakami (2009: 84) reports the offering of printed copies 

replacing the traditional copying of manuscripts in Mae Hong Son. Sai Kam Mong (2004: 20-

24) provides examples from a Shan Lik To Mon manuscript, now held by the National Archives 

Department of Myanmar, with title Alaung Mawhai Ting dated 1745 CE, which may be the 

oldest dated Shan manuscript,237 and possibly the oldest dated Tai manuscript other than the 

Xiyu tongwen biaowen Baiyi memorials. 

 Other ethnic groups using Lik orthographies include the Tai Khamti (in areas of Kachin 

State and Sagaing Division), the Tai Naing/Laing238 (in areas of Kachin State, Sagaing Division, 

and Shan State), the Tai Nuea (in areas of Kachin State and Shan State) and the Tai Maw (in 

areas of Shan State close to the border with China). As in China, the Ta’aang and the Husa 

Achang 戶撒 or Tai Sar may also be found near the China-Myanmar border. 

 

Figure 4-18: Shan script, Shan State 

 
 

  

                                                        
237 There is evidence that the Shan poetic manuscript tradition is much older than this and was already 

flourishing by the sixteenth century (Khur-Yearn 2012: 29-30).  

238 The autonym Tai Naing (in Sagaing Division) or Tai Laing (in Kachin State) or ‘Red Tai’ is not to be 

confused with the better-documented ethnolinguistic group with links to White and Black Tai. Owen 

(2013) provides an overview. I am grateful to Sai Thein Win (personal communication, December 2016) 

for information about this group and the opportunity to digitise several Tai Naing Lik manuscripts in his 

possession. 

Puen moeng hsenwi manuscript, copied in 1913 CE, in possession of  
Sai Sarm Hom, Lashio. Photograph courtesy of Sai Sang Pe. 
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Figure 4-19: Tai Nuea Lik Tho Ngok script, Kachin State 

 
 

 

 

Figure 4-20: Tai Nuea Lik To Mon script, Kengtung, Shan State 

 
 

 

 

Figure 4-21: Tai Naing/Laing script, Kachin State 

 
 

  

Photocopied print of Lik sip cat manuscript, distributed at  
4th Lik Loung Conference, Mandalay, December 2016. 

Pukthansati manuscript, copied in Kengtung, date unknown. 
In possession of Khan Inthavicay, Man Yong, Moeng Ka, Jinggu. 

Undated Aphithamma seit kyam manuscript in possession 
of Sai Thein Win, Hpakant Township.
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Figure 4-22: Tai Khamti script, Kachin State 

 
 

 

4.4.3 Reformed Lik orthographies 

Significant reforms of the Shan and Tai Dehong/Tai Maw Lik orthographies took place in the 

second half of the twentieth century, with the intention of promoting more widespread use 

outside of the manuscript traditions, and to enable their use in modern printed media. This 

marks a major change from their traditionally specialised use by manuscript scribes, reflected in 

the fact that the pre-reform and post-reform scripts are mutually unintelligible without 

considerable further training. Through the reform process, the traditional orthographies have 

largely been perceived as ‘inadequate’ or ‘incomplete,’ which has had a negative impact on 

their use, while the reformed orthographies have been actively promoted in publications and in 

education. More recently, efforts to maintain the manuscript traditions have attempted to redress 

this imbalance.  

No reforms took place in the Jinggu Dai and Yi Autonomous County or in Laos, and so an 

assessment of this impact is beyond the scope of the present study.239 Morey (2005a: 196-197) 

reports that a revised Tai Khamti script was produced in Arunachal Pradesh in the early 

1990s240  which attempts to comprehensively mark tones in a Tai script in India and to 

standardise the writing of loan words. Echoing the situation of the Shan and Tai Dehong/Tai 

Maw reforms, he notes that the Tai Khamti reforms have met with some objections, including 

concern that knowledge of the traditional script will be lost.  

 

                                                        
239 See 4.4.4 below for further discussion of pre- and post-reform orthographic depth. Several signs of 

local innovation in the Lik orthography in Jinggu and Mueang Sing are also noted following Table 4-9 in 

4.5.4 below.  

240 A two-volume primer was published for the reformed orthography: Chaw Khouk Manpoong.1993. 

New Tai Reader. Chongkham, Arunachal Pradesh: Tai Literature Committee (in Khamti). 

Undated Thammavat manuscript, in possession of Cao Noy Ha Khwon, Putao. 
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4.4.3.1 Shan orthographic reform 

A reformed Shan Lik orthography was first devised in the early 1940s, with the encouragement 

of Western officials, but was lost during the Second World War, and later, following a meeting 

in Taunggyi in 1949, a committee was established which added new consonant, vowel and tone 

symbols to introduce a precise pronunciation of the written word in the new Mai Sung Lik Tai 

(also Lik Ho Hso) script. This modified orthography was officially approved by the cabinet of 

the Shan State government in June 1955, but efforts to implement it were frustrated following 

the change of regime in 1962, and the appointment of the Shan Council by the new government. 

Another commission then devised a new Shan Council script in 1968-1969, which was rejected 

by learned Shan, who formed a Shan Phonology Committee to devise a new revision, called the 

Common Shan script (Lik Tai Ku Kho Kho), which was submitted to the Shan Culture and 

Literature Committee in 1974, and then further revised at a meeting in Hsipaw in 1975 (known 

as the Hsipaw script). Finally, the commission formed by the government also introduced 

another revised version, the Shan Commission script (Sai Kam Mong 2004: 289-308). Today 

this reformed orthography, which removes ambiguity and adds tone markers, is used in modern 

publications while the traditional form continues in manuscript use. 

 
Figure 4-23: Reformed Shan script 

 
 

 

 

4.4.3.2 Tai Dehong orthographic reform 

Government-led reforms of the main Tai Lue and Tai Nuea traditional writing systems  

(in Xishuangbanna and Dehong respectively) began in the 1950s, and it was originally planned 

that they should merge into one in the future. Between 1952 and 1988 the Dehong writing 

system went through four reforms, initially adding a consonant, vowel symbols and tone 

markers, then in 1956 establishing the Mangshi dialect as the standard pronunciation, and 

changing many graphemes and tone markers, following criticism from Serdyuchenko, a Soviet 

advisor. There was little local enthusiasm for this second reform. Of Serdyuchenko, Zhou 

Minglang (2003: 339) cites from an interview with Zhou Yaowen that “When he learned that 
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Extract from paper presented at the 4th Lik Loung Conference  
by Jotika Khur-Yearn (Khur-Yearn 2016: 5). 
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the local Dai community did not want radical changes to their writing system, Serdyuchenko 

told Chinese linguists that they should not compromise but fight against the community’s 

conservative thinking as the Soviet’s had done.” A third reform was proposed in 1964, again 

adding and changing graphemes and making further changes to tone markers, and a fourth 

reform took place in 1988 Zhou (2003: 330-342). 

Today the reformed Tai Le orthography, which as with Shan removes ambiguity in reading 

and adds tone markers,241 is widely used by the Tai Dehong and Tai Maw (sometimes with 

different system of tone markers) in the Dehong Dai and Jingpo Autonomous Prefecture, but 

not in Tai Nuea communities in the Jinggu Dai and Yi Autonomous County, the Menglian Dai, 

Lahu and Va Autonomous County, and the Gengma Dai and Va Autonomous County, etc., 

where only the traditional scripts are used. As can be seen in Table 4-2 and Table 4-9 below, the 

graphemes in the reformed script differ from those in the traditional script in Jinggu and 

Mueang Sing (less so in Dehong), and together with orthographic changes, this makes the two 

scripts mutually unintelligible without considerable effort. 

In visits to Tai Maw communities in Ruili/Moeng Maw in September 2010, I observed a 

stark contrast between efforts to promote the reformed script (and its visibility in street signs, 

shop fronts and publications) and a disinterest and neglect of the older orthography used in 

manuscripts. Since that time, however, there has been an increased interest in reviving the 

manuscript tradition and use of the unreformed script, including a cross-border ‘Association of 

Dai Culture’ between China and Myanmar (Sao Rahula, Cai Xiao Huang and Jiang Xiao Lin, 

personal communication, March 2014). The manuscript tradition appears to have fared better in 

Dehong, where texts are still copied by hand, but still less so than in other Tai Nuea areas of 

Yunnan where the reformed script has not been introduced. Figure 4-24 below illustrates the 

reformed Tai Le font, while Figure 4-25 illustrates the reformed Lik Tai Maw script using a 

different system of tone markers to those in the Tai Le font.242 

 

 
  

                                                        
241 The Tai Le font has the following tone markers (tone 1 is unmarked): ᥰ (U+1970 TONE-2), ᥱ 

(U+1971 TONE-3), ᥲ (U+1972 TONE-4), ᥳ (U+1973 TONE-5), ᥴ (U+1974 TONE-6). 

242 The markers for equivalent tones to Tai Le are: tone 1 unmarked, - .. (tone 2), - v (tone 3), - \ (tone 4), 

- . (tone 5), and - / (tone 6). The tone numbering differs from the transcription used here. 
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Figure 4-24: Tai Le reformed script 

 
 

 

 

Figure 4-25: Tai Maw reformed script 

 
 

 

4.4.4 Orthographic depth 

The traditional Lik orthography differs from other Indic-based systems in Southeast Asia in its 

limited inventory of consonant graphemes and ambiguity in the reading of some vowel 

graphemes. Together with sound changes such as the merger of initial consonants and the 

monophthongisation of vowels (see 3.4.1.1, 3.4.3.4 and 3.4.3.5 above), and without the aid of 

‘series’ of initial consonants and tone markers (see 4.2.2 above), this means that even 

experienced scribes must rely upon the context to discern between the possible meanings of 

words in a written text.243 However, while this can appear daunting for the learner, experienced 

scribes become skilled in disambiguating meanings within a given context and rarely experience 

confusion in interpreting the written text, mostly occurring with low-frequency words or where 

a meaningful reading cannot be identified when all possible combinations of rime and tone have 

been exhausted. This suggests that even if the word were written in a reformed script with more 

transparent orthography which facilitated pronunciation, the same difficulty in determining the 

meaning would still exist. 

Letter-phoneme correspondences in the traditional orthography are more complex than in 

the Tham scripts or standard Thai and Lao, but they are still clearly prescribed and are much 

                                                        
243 While the reading of manuscript texts is made even more challenging by the specialised use of 

loanwords, poetic styles, and adaptation of vowel sounds, etc., the discussion here is limited to 

orthographic features. See 2.5 and 3.4.3.7 above for these other features of the manuscript literature. 

Temple sign in Ruili: vaat1 loŋ5 cɔm1 mɤŋ4 mɤŋ4 maaw4 loŋ5. 

Extract from undated Taa4laa4 mɔn4 tham4 booklet of Buddhist  

teachings distributed at Wat Cong Saeng, Mangshi. 
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simpler than in English, for example.244 The nature of the complexity differs too, with the 

traditional Lik orthography being less specific as to the phonetic realisation of the written form 

due to under-differentiation (leading to a large number of homographs), whereas the Tham 

scripts (and standard Thai, Burmese, Khmer, etc.) are over-differentiated due to having distinct 

‘series’ of consonants, the inclusion of graphemes required to write Indic loan words, and the 

retention of historical distinctions no longer found in the spoken language. In fact, only a 

prescribed number of vowel signs are ambiguous in the traditional Lik orthography, but its 

added depth, or opacity,245 is mainly due to the lack of these ‘series’ of initials which help to 

indicate both tone class and meaning and to the coalescences of consonant sounds and of vowel 

sounds. 

This feature of the traditional Lik orthography is readily acknowledged by local scribes, 

particularly in comparison to the Tham orthography which they see as more straightforward, 

and which is in fact learnt my many young men during their time as novice monks, whereas 

literacy in the Lik Tho Ngok script is largely the preserve of much smaller numbers of scribes, 

learnt later in life. It has also been noted by scholars such as Li (1977: 23), who remarks that 

there is “a good deal of uncertainty” in reading what he calls the “Shan type” of alphabets. 

Importantly, it also lead to the twentieth century reforms of the Lik script for more widespread 

use in modern media by the Shan, Tai Dehong/Tai Maw and by some Tai Khamti (see 4.4.3 

above), and to the Lik orthography being described as ‘inadequate,’ ‘imperfect,’ and 

‘insufficient’ by Sai Kam Mong (2004: 275-287) in his chapter entitled “Shortcomings of the 

Early Shan Script,” or for Ferlus (1988:11) to write that: 

 

… ces écritures n’ont pas la valeur étymologique qui fait l’intérêt de leurs congénères de 

l’Asie du Sud-Est. Ces dernières décennies, le shan et le tai nüa ont été l’objet de réformes 

orthographiques en Chine et en Birmanie et aujourd’hui, ces langues sont correctement écrites. 

 

As illustrated in Table 4-2, Table 4-9 and related notes below, the reforms have resulted in 

much more transparent orthographies with simpler, more consistent relationships between letter 

                                                        
244 Lik Tho Ngok does not have a lot of morpho-phonological changes, and cannot be said to have a deep 

orthography such as that of English, which preserves the visual image of morphemes even where they are 

quite distinct to the phonetic representation. 

245  In the following discussion, the terms ‘opaque’ and ‘transparent’ are also used for ‘deep’ and 

‘shallow’ orthographies, as they occur in academic literature. Katz and Frost’s (1992b: 71) ‘Orthographic 

Depth Hypothesis’ states that: 

shallow orthographies are more easily able to support a word-recognition process that involves the 

language’s phonology. In contrast, deep orthographies encourage a reader to process printed words by 

referring to their morphology via the printed word’s visual-orthographic structure. 
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and phoneme. However, in areas where the reforms have been promoted, use of the traditional 

orthography has largely been abandoned, and while the general decline in manuscript use may 

be due to a number of factors (such as the introduction of modern mass media and the loss of 

local traditions), it appears to be exacerbated by the fact that the strategies for reading the 

traditional and reformed scripts are so different, which increases the difficulty in switching from 

one to the other. 

Criticisms of the traditional orthography and the perceived advantages of the reforms must 

also be seen within the context of their intended uses. The reforms were not intended to replace 

the traditional orthographies in manuscript use (which has also not occurred in practice), but to 

enable more widespread use of and literacy in the Lik scripts.246 In contrast, the traditional 

orthographies have been used by small numbers of specialised scribes for the copying and 

recitation of manuscript literature, and even at the time of their development over six centuries 

ago were presumably only used by a literate elite,247 and not intended for widespread literacy. 

Any criticisms of ‘inadequacy’ should therefore be understood within the context of modern 

everyday use rather than being somehow inherent in the traditional orthography itself. From this 

perspective, an alternative to focusing on their perceived inadequacies is to look for the possible 

advantages of the more opaque traditional Lik orthographies.248  

Studies show that such orthographies encourage readers to process written words by 

accessing the lexicon and meaning via the visual orthographic structure and offer less support 

for word recognition involving phonology (Katz and Frost1992b), and that while they are harder 

to learn for beginners (and non-fluent speakers), especially to read aloud, opaque orthographies 

are easier to handle for fluent readers, and to encompass various dialects (Seifart 2006). Given 

these differences, and that “the optimal orthography for a beginning reader is not the same as 

for a fluent reader” (Dawson 1989: 1, quoted in Seifart 2006: 282), it is to be expected that 

traditional Lik orthographies for specialist scribes might not be optimal for more widespread 

use. 

                                                        
246 The intended use in modern printing rather than manuscripts, first in typewritten and now in electronic 

font (Unicode range U+1950 - U+197F), will have also influenced the development of the reformed 

orthography. 

247 Since the Lik scripts were adopted before Buddhism, possible early uses may have included official 

correspondences (a ‘postal system’ is mentioned in the Bai-yi Zhuan), local chronicles, and non-Buddhist 

literature, astrological or medical treatises, etc. 

248 That is, it should not be presumed that transparent or shallow orthographies are necessarily ‘better’ 

than opaque/deep orthographies in every case. Any discussion of inadequacy also begs the question of 

why were they not further improved upon over the six or more centuries of their use before the major 

twentieth century reforms? 
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Seifart (2006: 285) also observes that “Multidialectal orthographies are more feasible in case of 

relatively deep orthographies, which may not represent the features that distinguish the dialects, 

e.g. vowel distinctions that are contrastive in one dialect but not in another.” He discusses the 

two options for multidialectal orthographies of “either representing distinctions that are not 

contrastive in some dialects or neglecting distinctions that are contrastive in some dialects.” 

One of the (modern) examples he presents, that of Sasak, an Austronesian language spoken on 

the island of Lombok in Indonesia, established a practical orthography for all five its dialects, in 

which vowels contrast in different ways. It was decided to represent only those vowels that are 

contrastive in all dialects and to conflate those that are conflated in the phonological systems of 

one or more of them, which created ambiguity through homographs in individual dialects, but 

offers a unified orthography for all dialect groups (Seifart 2006: 294-295). This echoes the 

traditional Lik orthography’s conflation of certain vowel contrasts, and its ability to be used 

across different dialects, and in particular to easily accommodate the vowel fluctuations and 

tonal adaptation which are a feature of both the spoken language and manuscript literature (see 

3.3.5, 3.3.6, 3.4.3.6 and 3.4.3.7 above). From this perspective, the ‘ambiguity’ perceived as 

making the traditional orthographies inadequate (for modern uses at least), can also be seen in a 

more positive light as ‘flexibility’ to encompass multiple dialects and sound fluctuations. 

The current study does not examine use of the reformed Tai Le orthography in detail (it is 

not used in Mueang Sing or in Moeng Ka and related districts), but its consistent one-to-one 

relationships between grapheme and phoneme and the fact that it established the single dialect 

of Mangshi as the standard pronunciation implies that in overcoming the perceived problem of 

ambiguity it will have also lost this related flexibility. Assessing the impact of the reforms and 

the extent to which the new orthographies accommodate different dialects is beyond the scope 

of the present study,249 and there are of course difficulties in comparing the new practical 

orthography specifically developed for Sasak in Seifart’s example with one adapted from 

another language for use by the Tai many centuries ago. The above considerations are therefore 

raised to open the question of why the traditional Lik orthography has these features and the 

possibility that there may be practical justification for them in traditional use. 

 

 

4.5 Lik Tho Ngok orthography 
The Lik orthography used in the manuscript studied here is known as Lik Tho Ngok (TN lik4 

tho2 ŋɔk4) or ‘Bean Sprout’ script. The Tai Nuea brought this script with them to Mueang Sing 

                                                        
249 Katz and Frost (1992b: 69) use Serbo-Croatian as an example of a transparent orthography that has 

overcome this limitation by having a completely unequivocal relationship between the written form and 

phonemes, to the extent that it mirrors spoken dialect variations. 
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from the Jinggu Dai and Yi Autonomous County, where it is also still used, as by the Tai Nuea 

in Menglian and Gengma. The Lik script used by the Tai Dehong and Tai Maw differs 

somewhat, but is also considered Lik Tho Ngok, whereas the Lik scripts used by other Tai 

groups in Myanmar and Northeast India are not.250 

 In common with other Lik orthographies, Lik Tho Ngok is an alphasyllabary, but not fully 

an abugida, since occurrence of an inherent or implicit vowel is restricted to medial position, 

where it may take either /-a-/ or /-aa-/ (also /-ɑ-/ and /-ɑɑ-/ in certain Burmese loanwords).  

The Tai Nuea understanding of the orthography is also based on syllables, with vowels treated 

together with onset and rimes rather than in isolation. 

 The elongated, looping glyphs of the Lik Tho Ngok script often lean backwards, similar to 

the angle of a backslash ‘\.’ In early examples of the Lik scripts, consonant and most vowel 

glyphs are written very small in comparison to long superscript ‘devowelizer’ symbols and 

subscript vowels <-aa> and <u> (see Figure 4-2 above for an example from the Xiyu tongwen 

biaowen). This is also found in some mid-nineteenth century manuscripts from Jinggu, while 

other manuscripts from the same period (see Figure 4-27 below) have much larger consonant 

and vowel glyphs in comparison. Some elderly scribes in Jinggu still use the smaller glyphs, but 

most manuscripts from the twentieth century onwards have the larger glyphs, while the smaller 

are used regularly in Dehong.

 
Figure 4-26: Lik Tho Ngok with small consonant glyphs 

 
 

  

                                                        
250 Sai Kam Mong (2004) describes use of the Lik Tho Ngok script in Shan manuscripts, but both the 

chronological development and the Shan orthographic practices he describes differ from that of the Lik 

Tho Ngok used by the Tai Nuea in the current study, and therefore no attempt is made to compare the 

two. The Lik Tho Ngok script is no longer used by the Shan. 

Alahanta caw paet ton manuscript, copied in 1907 in 
Mueang Sing, Laos. In  possession of Ho Yi Kham. 
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Figure 4-27: Lik Tho Ngok with large consonant glyphs 

 

 

In Mueang Sing today, the smaller glyphs are not used and two main styles of Lik Tho Ngok are 

recognised by local scribes: to1 lem3 ‘edged letters,’ which have straighter edges and more 

pointed angles, and to1 mon4 ‘rounded letters’ without sharp angles.251  The difference is 

particularly noticeable in <c, t, th, m, v, h> as illustrated below. Of these, the ‘edged’ style is 

seen as more genuine, whereas the ‘rounded’ style, which resembles the Tham script, is used by 

scribes who are not yet skilled in the former.  

 

Table 4-1: Comparison of ‘edged’ and ‘rounded’ Lik Tho Ngok letters 

 <c> <t> <th> <m> <v> <h> 

to1 lem3 
‘edged letters’ 

      

to1 mon4 
‘rounded letters’ 

      

 

The following sections provide a basic description of the Lik Tho Ngok orthography as used in 

the 1935 manuscript (written in Mueang Sing) which is the focus of the present study, in 

comparison to use in Mueang Sing today, to the 1876 manuscript (originally from Moeng Ka) 

from which it was copied, to the reformed Tai Le (Tai Dehong) font, and with additional 

reference to other manuscripts as required. 

 

                                                        
251 This to1 mon4 style of Lik Tho Ngok differs from the Shan lik4 to1 mon4 script (also used by Tai Nuea 

in Kengtung), an example of which is provided in Figure 4-20 above. 

Nineteenth century Maha upakot manuscript, copied in Moeng Lo, Jinggu, China. In 
possession of the late Ho Kot Saeng, Mueang Sing, Laos. Most probably copied in 1835  
or 1895. 
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4.5.1 Initial consonant graphemes 

There are 21 initial consonant graphemes in the Lik Tho Ngok script used in Mueang Sing, 

representing 15 phonemes in the spoken dialect plus two rarer phonemes (/d/ and /b/) mostly 

restricted to manuscript recitation or found in fluctuation on certain words among some 

speakers only.252 Each consonant grapheme is identified using the prefix to1 followed by Caʔ or 

Caa, as in to1 kaʔ6, to1 xaa5, to1 ŋaʔ1, etc.253 The length of the associated vowel and the tone of 

the syllable fall into four types, thus to1 xaa5, to1 saa5 (saa5 sɤ5), to1 saa5 (saa5 sɤŋ2 naa3), to1 

haa5, and to1 haa5 (haa5 haɰ3) take A1 tone, but not to1 thaʔ1, to1 faʔ6 or others which can also 

represent series 1 initial phonemes.254 Similarly, to1 taa2, to1 paa2, and to1 ʔaa2 are given B23 

tone, but not to1 kaʔ6, to1 caʔ1, to1 naʔ1 hɔy3 laʔ1 (< *d, *ʔdl/r-, *ʔbl/r-) or to1 yaʔ1 (yaa2 yak1), 

which also represent series 2 and 3 initial phonemes. The identifiers of to1 kaʔ6 and to1 faʔ6 (faʔ6 

fu4laa4) take C4 tone, and the remainder take DS4 tone: to1 ŋaʔ1, to1 caʔ1, to1 yaʔ1 (yaa2 

yaʔ1tiʔ5(3)), to1 yaʔ1 (yaa2 yak1), to1 thaʔ1, to1 naʔ1, to1 faʔ1 (faa2 faay4), to1 maʔ1, to1 laʔ1, to1 laʔ1 

(to1 naʔ1 hɔy3 laʔ1), and to1 vaʔ1. 

The reason for these patterns of distribution of tones and vowel lengths for the basic 

identifiers of consonant graphemes is unknown. Initial consonants are not arranged according to 

‘high,’ ‘mid’ and ‘low’ classes (for Proto-Tai voiceless friction sounds, voiceless unaspirated 

stops and glottal initials, and voiced initials) as in Standard Thai and similar systems, and in 

fact, almost all initial consonants appear in both historically voiceless and voiced series at the 

time of tonal splits.255 

The limited inventory of initial consonant graphemes in comparison to other Indic-based 

scripts in mainland Southeast Asia and the fact they are not arranged according to series of 

historically voiceless and voiced consonants indicates that the script was developed when the 

language was already a P dialect and after the devoicing sound shift had occurred, as well as 

some other historical sound changes associated with loss of initial clusters, etc.256 A broader 

study of Lik Tho Ngok use and of related Lik scripts (including earlier examples) would be 

                                                        
252 See 3.4.1 above for a description of consonant phonemes in the dialect studied. 

253 See 3.3.4 for a description of the system used for numbering tones in transcription. 

254 See Table 3-10 above. 

255 See Table 3-10 above for a summary of correspondences with reconstructed PT consonants. 

256 See 3.2.3 and 3.3.1 above for descriptions of these sound changes, and 4.2.2 above for discussion of 

historical and linguistic factors in the development of the Lik orthography. 
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required to see if the patterns observed here are recent innovations or are perhaps related to a 

system of historical classification of initial consonants for the Lik scripts. 

Nine of the graphemes are given specific names as follows: kaʔ6 kon4 kaʔ6 (‘merchant’ k), 

saa5 sɤ5 (‘tiger’ s), saa5 sɤŋ2 naa3 (‘concealed face’ s), yaa2 yak1 (‘yakkha’ y), yaa2 yaʔ1tiʔ5(3) 

(‘relative’ y), faa2 faay4 (‘ogre’ f), faʔ6 fu4laa4 (‘Buddha’ f), haa5 haɰ3 (‘to give’ h), and to1 naʔ1 

hɔy3 laʔ1 (‘letter n with hanging l’). The names mostly serve to identify between allographs in 

the cases of /s-/, /y-/, /f-/, /l-/ and /h-/, while the reason for the naming of the single grapheme 

<k-> is unknown. 

 Within the dialect studied, there are patterns and restrictions for the occurrence of the pairs 

of allographs occurring for the five consonants /s-/, /y-/, /f-/, /l-/ and /h-/, which are described 

following Table 4-2 below. In accordance with the general situation described above, they are 

not distinguished by historically voiceless and voiced series, as might be expected in related SW 

Tai dialects. Thus the identifiers for the two to1 saa5 (saa5 sɤ5 and saa5 sɤŋ2 naa3) are both given 

A1 tones, as are the two to1 haa5 (to1 haa5 and haa5 haɰ3). The most commonly used forms, saa5 

sɤ5 and to1 haa5, occur in both series 1 (PT voiceless friction) and in series 4 (PT voiced) of 

initials, whereas the other forms are restricted to series 1. Likewise, the two DS1 tone to1 yaʔ1, 

when named, both become B123 tone yaa2 yaʔ1tiʔ5(3) and yaa2 yak1 respectively, with yaa2 

yaʔ1tiʔ5(3) occurring in series 1 and 4, and yaa2 yak1 occurring in series 1, 3, and 4 of initials. The 

identifiers for to1 laʔ1 and to1 laʔ1 (to1 naʔ1 hɔy3 laʔ1) also have no tonal distinction, with the first 

occurring in series 1, 3, and 4, while the latter fluctuates with series 3 /d-/ in some speakers, and 

in manuscript recitation. There is a tonal distinction between the identifiers for to1 faʔ1 (faa2 

faay4) and to1 faʔ6 (faʔ6 fu4laa4), but within the same series 4 of initial consonants (DS4 and C4), 

although as with the two to1 yaʔ1, DS1 to1 faʔ1 changes to B1 faa2 (faay4) when named, 

exemplifying the lack of adherence to historically voiceless and voiced initials in conjunction 

with A4 faay4. 

 The occurrence of allographs implies phonemic contrasts during earlier development of the 

script. In the case of the two to1 laʔ1 and two to1 yaʔ1, these have been largely lost in the modern 

dialect but persists to some extent in the orthography. This is also likely to be the case for to1 

faʔ1 and to1 faʔ6 (see notes following Table 4-2 below) but no similar historical contrasts can be 

identified in the case of the two to1 saa5 and two to1 haa5 in Lik Tho Ngok manuscripts 
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examined dating from the mid-nineteenth century to the present day. Again, a broader study, 

beyond the present scope, may reveal the historical use and development of each of these pairs 

of allographs. 

Table 4-2 below illustrates Lik Tho Ngok consonant glyphs as used in Mueang Sing today, 

with examples from the 1935 and 1876 manuscripts studied, and the reformed Tai Le (Dehong) 

font (Unicode range U+1950 - U+197F). There is no fixed order used to list consonants (or 

vowels) in Mueang Sing or Moeng Ka and it is not an important feature of the Lik tradition 

studied nor of the training received in its transmission. The order used below is based on the 

dictionary order for related languages. 

 

Table 4-2: Lik Tho Ngok consonant glyphs 

Tai Nuea 
identifier 

Phonemic 
transcription 

Scribe 
(2016) 

Manuscript 
A (1935) 

Manuscript  
B (1876) 

Tai Le  
(Dehong) 

Unicode font 

to1 kaʔ6 
(kaʔ6 kon4 kaʔ6) 

initial /k-, (c-)/ 
final /-k/    

ᥐ 
U+1950 KA 

to1 xaa5 initial /x-/    
ᥑ 

U+1951 XA 

to1 ŋaʔ1 initial /ŋ-, y-/ 
final /-ŋ/    

ᥒ 
U+1952 NGA 

to1 caʔ1 initial /c-/ 
final /-t/ (rare)    

ᥓ 
U+1953 TSA 

to1 saa5  
(saa5 sɤ5) initial /s-/    

ᥔ 
U+1954 SA 

to1 saa5  
(saa5 sɤŋ2 naa3) initial /s-/ 

 
- - ᥔ 

U+1954 SA 

to1 yaʔ1  
(yaa2 yaʔ1tiʔ5(3)) 

initial /y-/ 
final /-n, -y/    

ᥭ 
U+196D AI 
(final only) 

to1 yaʔ1  
(yaa2 yak1) intial /y-/ 

   
ᥕ 

U+1955 YA 

to1 taa2 initial /t-/ 
final /-t/   ,  

ᥖ 

U+1956 TA 
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to1 thaʔ1 initial /th-/    
ᥗ 

U+1957 THA 

to1 naʔ1 initial /n-, l-, d-/ 
final /-n/    

ᥢ 
U+1962 NA 
(final only) 

to1 paa2 intial /p-/ 
final /-p/    

ᥙ 
U+1959 PA 

to1 faʔ1 

(faa2 faay4) initial /f-/    
ᥜ 

U+195C FA? 

to1 faʔ6 
(faʔ6 fu4laa4) initial /f-/ 

   

ᥚ 

U+195A PHA? 

to1 maʔ1 initial /m-, v-, b-/ 
final /-m/    

ᥛ 
U+195B MA 

to1 laʔ1 initial /l-, d-/    
ᥘ 

U+1958 LA 

to1 laʔ1  
(to1 naʔ1 hɔy3 laʔ1) initial /l-, d-/ 

  
 

(ᥘ 
U+1958 LA) 

to1 vaʔ1 initial /v-/ 
(final /-w/)    

ᥝ 
U+195D VA 

to1 haa5 initial /h-/ 
   

ᥞ 

U+195E HA 

to1 haa5  
(haa5 haɰ3) initial /h-/ 

   
(ᥞ 

U+195E HA) 

to1 ʔaa2 initial /ʔ-/ 
   

ᥟ 

U+195F QA 

 

Notes to Table 4-2 above: 

to1 kaʔ6 

 

Initial <k-> is sometimes read as /c-/ in a limited number of words such as 

A2 cin1 ‘to eat.’ In Tai Dehong, to1 ŋaʔ1 (ᥒ U+1952 NGA in the Tai Le 

font) closely resembles to1 kaʔ6 in the script studied. 
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to1 xaa5 The Tai Le font also has ᥠ (U+1960 KHA), equivalent to <xy>, which 

does not occur in the script studied. 

 

to1 ŋaʔ1 

 

 
 

  

 

Initial /ŋ-/ is a recent occurrence in Mueang Sing, which is /y-/ in Moeng 

Ka and among elderly speakers in Mueang Sing. A large number of words 

with initial to1 ŋaʔ1 are read as /y-/ (such as A4 yam4 ‘to rule, to govern’), 

while some take either /y-/ or /ŋ-/, and others routinely take /ŋ-/ (such as A4 

ŋaam4), except for elderly speakers (see 3.4.1.3 above). Also used as an 

initial on A4 yin4 ‘to feel, to hear’ (as in Shan, Tai Ahom, White Tai and 

Black Tai). 

 

to1 caʔ1 Occurs as final /-t/ on DS1 het3 ‘to do’ (see 4.5.5 below). 

 

saa5 sɤ5 The Tai Le font also has ᥡ (U+1961 TSHA), equivalent to <sy>, which 

does not occur in the script studied. 

 

saa5 sɤŋ2 naa3 

 

 

 

Formed from a ligature of to1 naʔ1 and a subscript form of final <-m> 

(haaŋ5 maʔ1, see may6 kaam5(1) in Table 4-9 and related notes in 4.5.4 

below), saa5 sɤŋ2 naa3 occurs in only two homographs: sɤŋ2 ‘polity, state’ 

and sɤŋ2 ‘to conceal.’ In these cases, the vowel grapheme may6 kɤ5(1) also 

forms part of the ligature. Not found in the 1935 and 1876 manuscripts 

(where it is replaced by its allograph saa5 sɤ5, as in the Tai Le font), but 

does appear in other manuscripts from the same period. Does not occur in 

Tai Dehong, where ᥔ (U+1954 SA) is used in the reformed script. 

 

yaa2 yaʔ1tiʔ5(3) 

 
 

 

Found as an initial in only a very small number of words in the manuscript 

studied, such as B123 yan2 as ‘to place down from above,’A4 yi4 ‘Eld’s 

deer,’ Burmese loanwords such as A4 yaa4 ‘to meet’ and DL4 yaap4 ‘to 

compress’ (B ညပ)္, Indic loanwords such as pan1yaa2 ‘wisdom’ (P paññā), 

and also used as final semivowel <-y> and as a special case of final <-n> 

(see 4.5.4 and 4.5.5 below). In form it closely resembles <ɲ-> in other Indic 

ŋaam4 

  sɤŋ2 

yan2 

yam4 

yi4 
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scripts in Southeast Asia. Not used in initial position in the Tai Dehong 

reformed script. 

 

to1 naʔ1 

 

 

The different form of to1 naʔ1 in the 2016 scribal sample in Table 4-2 above 

compared to the 1935 and 1876 manuscripts is not a recent innovation, as 

examples of this form are also found in mid-nineteenth century and later 

Lik Tho Ngok manuscripts in Mueang Sing and Jinggu (see example here). 

In addition to initial and final <n>, to1 naʔ1 is also the main element of to1 

naʔ1 hɔy3 laʔ1 (and saa5 sɤŋ2 naa3), in which the subscript is often omitted. 

In this role, it is read as /l-/ or /d-/ depending upon the context. In some 

manuscripts, the glyphs for to1 naʔ1 and to1 naʔ1 hɔy3 laʔ1 are the opposite, 

with to1 naʔ1 taking the subscript. There is no initial /n-/ in Tai Dehong, and 

where initial <n-> does appear in manuscripts it is read as /l-/), but in the 

reformed font ᥘ (U+1958 LA) is used. The form of <n> in Tai Dehong,  

ᥢ (U+1962 NA) in the reformed font, also differs from the Lik Tho Ngok 

form in Jinggu and Mueang Sing. 

faa2 faay4 

 

 

 
 

Allograph of faʔ6 fu4laa4 below. Scribes in Mueang Sing report that there is 

often confusion and errors in the copying of faa2 faay4 and faʔ6 fu4laa4 in 

manuscripts, and when reading they cannot be relied upon to determine the 

meaning, a situation which is also found in other texts dating to the mid-

nineteenth century. Scribes will often say that they can be used 

interchangeably, but there also remains a strong sense of what is correct 

and incorrect usage.257 In the manuscript studied and other texts examined 

there is a close correspondence between faa2 faay4 and PT *v- (series 4) 

initials, and a number of PT *ph- and *f-, and (more rarely) *phl/r- (all 

series 1) which are otherwise faʔ6 fu4laa4. However, this is based on 

examination of a limited number of texts, and in light of variations in 

individual scribal practices, a much broader data set should be examined to 

identify possible historical contrast between the allographs faa2 faay4 and 

                                                        
257 In one specialised use, for example, the word faʔ6 ‘venerable’ should always take faʔ6 fu4laa4 when 

referring to the Buddha and fully-ordained monks, but the same word should be spelled with faa2 faay4 

when referring to novices and in other uses. 

to1 naʔ1 
(19th C) 

faʔ6 faa2 
‘to strike’ 

(of lightning), 
with both 
faa2 faay4 

and 
faʔ6 fu4laa4 
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faʔ6 fu4laa4. Although the Lik Tho Ngok script now used in Mueang Sing 

very likely had a previous <f->/<ph-> contrast, the Tai Le reformed font ᥜ 

U+195C FA is added only tentatively here, since there are further 

discrepancies in the correlation between its use and faa2 faay4. 

 

faʔ6 fu4laa4 

 

 
 <f> = <cr> 

 

 
 <f> = <fr> 

 

 

 

 

 
  

See notes for allograph faa2 faay4 above. A ligature or sometimes digraph 

of to1 caʔ1 and may6 koŋ2 laʔ1 (a subscript form of <r> used elsewhere in 

medial position but not occurring as an initial, see 4.5.3 below) in the 

manuscript studied. It also occurs (inconsistently) with faa2 faay4 in the 

place of to1 caʔ1 for some words in texts from the mid-nineteenth century, 

which was perhaps a previous orthographic distinction now lost.258 The 

word fu4laa4 ‘Buddha,’ for example, always takes to1 caʔ1 as a component 

of faʔ6 fu4laa4, whereas fi5 ‘spirit,’ fom5 ‘hair,’ faan5 ‘destitute’ and other 

words often take faa2 faay4 with may6 koŋ2 laʔ1, but are now written with 

faa2 faay4 alone. In the sample of manuscripts examined, there is a close 

correspondence between faʔ6 fu4laa4 and PT *phl/r, *fr- (series 1) and  

*vr-?, *br-? (series 4), and a number of PT *ph- and *f- which are 

otherwise faa2 faay4. As with faa2 faay4 above, the Tai Le reformed font ᥚ 

U+195A PHA is added tentatively here, since there is not a clear 

correlation between its use and faʔ6 fu4laa4. 

 

to1 maʔ1 

 

 
 

 
 

Initial <m-> to1 maʔ1 may be read as /m-/, /v-/, or /b-/ depending upon the 

context, and upon dialect, with fluctuation in some cases (/b-/ occurs rarely, 

corresponding to PT *ʔb-, such as bon1 ‘above,’ restricted to manuscript 

recitation). In general, to1 maʔ1 is read as /m-/ when corresponding to PT 

*hm- (series 1) and *m-, *mw-, ml/r- (series 4), such as A4 maa4 ‘to come,’ 

and as /v-/ for PT *ʔb-, ʔbl/r- (series 3), such as B3 vaa2 ‘shoulder,’ and 

also some loanwords with Indic /p-/, such as A3 von1 (also vun5, bon1) 

                                                        
258 Separately, faa2 faay4 also occurs with may6 koŋ2 laʔ1 as medial consonant <y->, i.e. /fy-/, rather than 

as faʔ6 fu4laa4 (see 4.5.3 below). 

maa4 

 vaa2 
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‘merit, blessing’ (P puñña). For detailed correspondences of /m-/, /v-/ and 

/b-/ to PT initials, see 3.4.1.3, 3.4.1.4, and 3.4.1.7 above. 

 

to1 laʔ1 

 

Initial <l-> to1 laʔ1 is also found in place of <l->/<d-> to1 naʔ1 hɔy3 laʔ1, in 

which case, it may sometimes be read as /d-/.

 

 

to1 naʔ1 hɔy3 laʔ1 

 

 
 

 
 

 

Corresponding to PT *ʔd-, *ʔbl/r-, and *ʔdl/r- initials in series 3, to1 naʔ1 

hɔy3 laʔ1 is mostly read as /l-/ (to1 laʔ1 is often written in its place), but also 

as /d-/. The form is a digraph, with to1 naʔ1 as the main component together 

with a subscript form of <l-> (i.e. hɔy3 laʔ1, see 4.5.3.1 below), which is 

often missing (as in the 1876 example), or in some manuscripts the 

subscript is a component of to1 naʔ1 itself whereas to1 naʔ1 hɔy3 laʔ1 is 

written without subscript, as <n-> is normally. A very similar grapheme 

(modified <n->) is found in Tai Ahom orthography,259 and /n-/ < *ʔd is 

found in the closely related languages Tai Khamti, Tai Sar and some 

dialects of Tai Laing/Naing, which are also written in the Lik script, as well 

as the Hua Yi yi yu.260 Does not occur in Tai Dehong, where ᥘ (U+1958 

LA) is the used in the reformed script. 

 

to1 vaʔ1 For use as final element of open vowels and as a final semivowel /-w/, see 

4.5.4 and 4.5.5 below. 

 

 

                                                        
259 “The evidence of old word-lists such as the Bar Amra strongly suggests that when Ahom was still 

spoken a distinction was made between ‘n’ and ‘d’, and that this difference was also reflected in the 

script, the ‘d’ having a larger loop in the lower part of the letter” (Terwiel and Wichasin 1992: 16). Morey 

(2005a:179) notes that /d/ and /n/ are in free variation in Tai Aiton, and may have been in Tai Ahom. 

260 In the Hua Yi yi yu (see 4.3.2 above) Chinese characters confirm the pronunciation of Tai vocabulary 

such as ni1 ‘gall bladder/bile.’ It has not been possible to examine the 1407 scroll for comparison during 

the current study. 

 bon1 

li1/ di1 

di1 
without 

subscript 

lay1  
with 

subscript 
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haa5 haɰ3 

 

 

 

 

   
 

 

 

 

 

 

An allograph of to1 haa5, used in only a limited number of words in mostly 

series 1 of initials,261 such as A1 han5 ‘to see,’ A1 hɔm5 ‘fragrant,’ A1 hoŋ5 

‘renowned,’ A1 ho5 ‘hall,’ B1 hun2 ‘(bodily) form,’ C1 haɰ3 ‘to give,’ and 

DS1 het3 ‘to do.’ There is no apparent correlation with PT initials (*h-, 

*thr-, *r-, etc.) to differentiate this use from to1 haa5, which corresponds to 

a larger number of words in both series 1 and series 4 of initials. The form 

is a digraph including the same hɔy3 laʔ1 subscript form of <l-> (see 4.5.3.1 

below) as found in to1 naʔ1 hɔy3 laʔ1. The subscript is sometimes placed 

under the following glyph (in mid-nineteenth century texts), and is usually 

omitted on certain words, such as het3 ‘to do’ and han5 ‘to see’ (although 

this is reversed by some scribes, who only use the subscript with these 

words). The subscript has a raised rather than lowered curve in older 

manuscripts (see mid-nineteenth century example). Does not occur in Tai 

Ahom, or in Tai Dehong, where (ᥞ U+195E HA) is the used in the 

reformed script. 

 

to1 ʔaa2 Used before otherwise syllable-initial vowels, corresponding to an assumed 

PT *ʔ-, mostly occurring in series 3 of initials, but also irregularly in series 

1 and 4 (see 3.4.1.1 above). Transcribed as initial glottal stop /ʔ-/, it is not 

used as final glottal stop in the Lik orthography even where indicated in the 

phonemic transcription. 

 

Although the inventory of initial consonant graphemes is limited in number when compared to 

related scripts with distinctions between PT voiceless and voiced consonants, this is 

compensated by the flexibility in their use. This flexibility is the most significant difference 

between the Lik orthography and those (such as Tham, Standard Thai, and Lao) where 

consonant graphemes are each fixed within one of the four series of initial consonants at the 

time of tonal splits. For example, whereas graphemes in series 1 corresponding to PT pre-

aspirated sonorants (*hm, *hn, *hŋ, *hɲ, *hr, *hl, *hw) are written as digraphs with initial <h-> 

and related series 4 graphemes corresponding to PT voiced sonorants (*m, *n, *ŋ, *ɲ, *r, *l, 

*w) in ‘fixed’ orthographies, they are written with the same glyphs, without the initial <h->, in 

the Lik orthography. 

                                                        
261 The only exception noted in the text studied is the vocative participle C4 hɤy6. 

han5 
without 

subscript 

hɔm5 
with 

raised 
subscript 

curve 
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These orthographic coalescences, together with the many sound coalescences described in 

Chapter 3, mean that the functional load of graphemes as indicators of tone (based on 

recognition of PT series) is much reduced, and is compensated by increased dependence upon 

recognition of familiar vocabulary within a specific context. At the same time, the flexibility in 

their use means that the inventory of 21 initial consonant graphemes in fact expands to some 48 

different values when distributed within the four series of initials.262 Only to1 naʔ1 hɔy3 laʔ1  

(< *ʔd-, *ʔbl/r-, and *ʔdl/r-) is restricted to a single series, and in addition to those that appear 

in two different series, eight of the graphemes (to1 kaʔ6, yaa2 yak1, to1 taa2, to1 naʔ1, to1 maʔ1, to1 

laʔ1, to1 vaʔ1, and to1 ʔaa2) appear in each of three different series of initial consonants.  

The following table summarises the distribution of consonant graphemes by series of initials at 

the time of tonal splits (see 3.3.2 above): 

 

Table 4-3: Distribution of initial consonant graphemes by series 

Initials at time of 

tonal splits 

Graphemes occurring  

in manuscript use 

voiceless friction sounds 

(series 1) 
to1 kaʔ6, to1 xaa5, to1 ŋaʔ1, saa5 sɤ5, saa5 sɤŋ2 naa3,  

yaa2 yaʔ1ti5(3), yaa2 yak1, to1 taa2, to1 thaʔ1, to1 naʔ1,  

faa2 faay4, faʔ6 fu4laa4, to1 maʔ1, to1 laʔ1, to1 vaʔ1,  

to1 haa5, haa5 haɰ3, to1 ʔaa2 
voiceless unaspirated 

stops (series 2) 
to1 kaʔ6, to1 caʔ1, to1 taa2, to1 paa2 
 

glottal 

(series 3) 
yaa2 yak1, to1 naʔ1, to1 maʔ1, to1 laʔ1,  

to1 naʔ1 hɔy3 laʔ1, to1 vaʔ1, to1 ʔaa2 
voiced 

(series 4) 
to1 kaʔ6, to1 xaa5, to1 ŋaʔ1, to1 caʔ1, saa5 sɤ5,  

saa5 sɤŋ2 naa3, yaa2 yaʔ1ti5(3), yaa2 yak1, to1 taa2,  

to1 thaʔ1, to1 naʔ1, to1 paa2, faa2 faay4, faʔ6 fu4laa4,  

to1 maʔ1, to1 laʔ1, to1 vaʔ1, to1 haa5, to1 ʔaa2 
 

                                                        
262 This number includes use on loanwords, and other use considered irregular and which would be 

indicated by additional tone markers in Standard Thai or Lao, for example, and is therefore not for 

comparison with the number of consonant glyphs in related orthographies.  
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4.5.2 Conjunct consonants 

A number of polysyllabic Indic loanwords contain conjunct consonants which are notated by 

consonant glyphs stacked vertically with the second as a subscript, called hɔy3 to1 ‘hanging 

letter.’ Local scribes understand these forms as borrowed from the Tham script, which they also 

use, but it is also very likely that some of the loanwords were borrowed via Burmese, which 

also has very similar stacked conjunct consonants. The following table illustrates examples 

found in the manuscript studied. 

 

Table 4-4: Examples of conjunct consonants 

Conjunct Example Notes 

<kk> 
 

 

cak4kaa4 (also caa4 kaa4) ‘words, speech’ (B စကား) 

 

<tc> 

 
 

sɛt4caa2 ‘truth, truthfulness’ (P sacca) 

<tt> 

 

xit3taa2 ‘instant, moment’ (B ေခတၱ) 

<pp> 
 

ʔup3paa2laa4caa2 ‘viceroy’ (P uparājā) 

 

4.5.3 Consonant clusters 

Consonant clusters occur in a very small number of Tai words, with /l/ and /w/ as second 

elements, while many more occur in Burmese and Indic loanwords, with /r, l, w, y, wy/ in 

medial position, and are a striking feature of manuscript recitation. The table below illustrates 

the special medial elements used in these clusters, while the following sections discuss written 

clusters in Tai words and in Burmese and Indic loanwords.  

 

Table 4-5: Medial glyphs found in consonant clusters 

Medial glyph 

with initial <k-> 

Tai Nuea 

identifier 
Phonemic transcription 

 
hɔy3 waʔ1 medial /-w-/ 

 
hɔy3 yaʔ1 medial /-y-/, vowel /-ɛ-/ 

 
may6 koŋ2 laʔ1 medial /-y-/, /-r-/, /-l-/ 
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hɔy3 laʔ1 medial /-l-/, /-w-/ 

 
hɔy3 laʔ1 medial /-l-/ as in Tham script 

 

4.5.3.1 Consonant clusters in Tai words 

Proto-Tai initial clusters mostly occur as simple consonants in spoken Tai Nuea and very few 

words retain both spoken and written clusters, such as (faʔ6) mlɛp4 ‘to flash (of lightning)’  

(< *ml/r-), written with hɔy3 laʔ1 (subscript <-l->).263 Several written words may also occur with 

initial consonant clusters corresponding to historical phonological forms which are not 

pronounced, such as kaɰ1 ‘near’ with hɔy3 laʔ1 (subscript <-l->), corresponding to PT initial 

cluster *kl- (or *kr-), and kaa2 ‘to go’ (< *kw-) with ‘indeterminate’ subscript loop similar to 

the vowel grapheme may6 kɔn5(1) (see 4.5.4 and 4.5.7 below), and which is kwaa2 in some 

related dialects such as Shan. Other examples occurring in the manuscript studied are xway1 ‘to 

meet together, to join’ (read as a variant of xɔy1), where hɔy3 laʔ1 is also read as medial /-w-/, 

and traap2 (tɔ2 taw3) ‘until,’ which has may6 koŋ2 laʔ1 (subscript <-r->, usually pronounced as  

/-y-/ or /-l/). Examples occurring elsewhere include plaat4 (lom6) ‘to slip (and fall)’ (< *bl-), trɛ5 

(sometimes thrɛ5) ‘trumpet, period of the day,’ and throŋ4 ‘(to receive) retribution.’  

The following table illustrates examples of written initial clusters in Tai words. See 4.5.7 

below for a number of other written clusters in which the medial consonant forms are not 

pronounced and are apparently added for the embellishment of the text without corresponding 

historical phonological forms. 

 

Table 4-6:Written initial clusters in Tai words 

Initial cluster Example Notes 

<kl-> 
 

kaɰ1 ‘near’ (*kl- or *kr-) 
medial <-l-> sometimes  
written but not pronounced 

<kw-> 
 

kaa2 ‘to go’ (< *kw-) 
medial <-w-> written  
but not pronounced 

                                                        
263 This word also occurs with may6 koŋ2 laʔ1 (subscript <-r->) in addition to hɔy3 laʔ1 (subscript  

<-l->), possibly due to scribal hyper-correction. 
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<kw-> 
 

kwaay4 ‘water buffalo’ (< *ɣw-) 
also written and pronounced 
as kaay4, xaay4 

<xw-> 
 

xway1 ‘to meet together, to join’  
(variant of xɔy1) 
medial <-l-> read as medial /-w-/ 

<tr-> 

 

traap2 (tɔ2 taw3) ‘until’ 
- in Tham script 

<tr-> 
 

trɛ5 ‘trumpet, period of the day’ 

<thr-> 
 

throŋ4 ‘(to receive) retribution’ 

<cl-> 
  claat4 (faat2 faay5) ‘clever, skilled’ 

<pl-> 
 

plaat4 (lom6) ‘to slip (and fall)’  
(< *bl-) 

<ml-> 
 

(faʔ6) mlɛp4 ‘to flash (of lightning)’  
(< *ml/r-) 
 

 

4.5.3.2 Consonant clusters in Burmese loanwords 

The frequent occurrence of initial consonant clusters with /-y-/, /-w-/ and /-wy-/264 in Burmese 

loanwords is a striking feature of Tai Nuea manuscript orthography and its recitation (see 

3.4.2.2 above). For the most part, they closely follow the Burmese orthography and are 

pronounced as written,265 indicating that they were borrowed before the sound changes took 

place in the donor language. The following table illustrates examples of initial clusters with  

/ky-/, /kwy-/, /xy-/, /xwy-/, /tw-/, /thw-/, /py-/, /fy-/ and /my-/ occurring in Burmese loanwords, 

together with modern Burmese cognates where they have been identified. 

 

  

                                                        
264 A number of words also occur with written may6 koŋ2 laʔ1 read as medial /-r-/ in the Moeng Lo 

dialect, such as phu4raa4 ‘Buddha’ (B ဘုုရား, fu4laa4 in the Moeng Ka dialect in the text studied), and A4 

traa4 ‘Dhamma, Buddhist teachings’ (B တရား, taa4laa4 in the Moeng Ka dialect). 

265 There is also considerable hypercorrection in the recitation of some scribes (mostly to medial /-wy-/), 

as well as minor variations in scribal practice which are common in the manuscript literature. 
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Table 4-7: Written initial clusters in Burmese loanwords 

Initial 

cluster 
Examples Notes 

<ky-> 

 
kyaa4 ‘lotus’ (B ၾကာ) 

 
kyɑn2 ‘to remain’ (B က်န)္ 

 
kyɤ4 kyaa4 ‘to strive’ (B ႀကိဳးစား) 

 

kɛm4 ‘text, sacred book’ (B က်မ္း) 
written <kyam>266 and also 
pronounced kyɛm4, kwyɛm4 

<kwy-> 

 
kwyɑk4 ‘reputation’ (B က်က)္ 

 

kwyɑɑŋ4 (also kyɑɑŋ4, kwyɔŋ4) 
‘to do, to practise’ (B က်င့္) 

 

kwyo2 (also kyo2) 
‘famous, renowned’ (B ေၾကာ္) 

 
ʔaa1kwyo4 (also ʔaa1kyo4, ʔaa1kyɤ4)  
‘benefit, result of good actions’ (B အက်ဳိး)  

<xy->  
 

xyaa4 ‘to put down, to place’ (B ခ်) 

<xwy-> 

 
xwyɑɑŋ4 ‘instantly’ (B ခ်င္း) 

 
xwyɔŋ4 ‘stream, brook’ (B ေခ်ာင္း) 

 

xwyɔt4 (also xwyɑɑt4)  
‘to free, to deliver from danger’ (B ခၽြတ္) 

<tw->  
 

ye4tvaa4 ‘to look around’ (B ေငးသြား) 

                                                        
266 Morey (2005a:188) notes that a similar subscript form of <y> used in initial clusters in Tai Aiton and 

Tai Phake also sometimes indicates the vowels /e/ or /ɛ/. 
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<thw->  
 

thwaa4 ‘fine (as powder)’ (B ထြား) 

<py-> 

 
pyaa4 ‘to show, to reveal’ (B ျပ) 

 
pyo2 (also po2) ‘to appear’ (B ေပၚ) 

 
pyɔŋ4 pyan2 ‘to metamorphose’ (B ေျပာင္းျပန)္  

<fy->  
 

fyɑɑk4 ‘to harm, to destroy, to do evil’ (B ျဖတ)္ 

<my-> 

 
myaa4 ‘emerald’ (B ျမ) 

 
myɑk4 ci2 ‘eye’ (B မ်က္စိ) 

 

myɑɑk4 (also myɔk4)  
‘to instate, to inaugurate’ (B ေျမွာက)္ 

 

myo2 ‘to see, to look’ (B ေမွွ်ာ္) 

 

4.5.3.3 Consonant clusters in Indic loanwords 

As in the donor languages, initial consonant clusters in Indic loanwords occur more frequently 

with Sanskrit forms, such as praa1saat4 ‘palace’ (Skt prāsāda), than with Pali forms such as 

pyaa4xaa2 (also pyaa4xo2 in other texts) ‘tiger’ (P vyaggha / byaggha). These clusters mostly 

occur with /pr-/, /py-/, /ky-/, and /xy-/, while a small number with /kwy-/, such as kwyo2 

‘planet’ (B ျဂိဳဟ ္from Skt gráha), are influenced by intermediate Burmese forms. The following 

table illustrates examples of initial clusters with occurring in Indic loanwords, together with 

modern Burmese cognates where intermediate forms are known. 
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Table 4-8: Written initial clusters in Indic loanwords 

Initial 

cluster 
Examples Notes 

<ky-> 
 

si5kyaa4 ‘the god Sakka’ (B သၾကား from Skt śakra)  

 

kɛm4maa2 (also kyɛm4maa2) 
‘result of previous actions’ (B ၾကမၼာ from Skt karma) 

<kwy-> 
 

kwyo2 ‘planet’ (B ျဂိဳဟ္ from Skt gráha) 

<xy-> 
 

(saŋ5xe2) saŋ5xyaa2 ‘incalculable, innumerable’  
(P asankheyya ‘incalculable’ and sankhyā  
‘calculation, enumeration, estimation’) 

<pr-> 
 

praa1saat4 ‘palace’ (Skt prāsāda) 
- written praat1saat4 

<py-> 

 
pyaa4xaa2 ‘tiger’ (P vyaggha / byaggha) 

 
pyaa4tɛk4 ‘to reveal’ (B ဗ်ာဒိတ္ Skt vyādita or vyādeśa?) 

 

pyɑk4kaʔ1ti2 ‘almanac for astrological calculations’  
(B ျပကၡဒိန ္Skt prakhya or P pakkha + dina) 

<my-> 

 
tam4myaa4 ‘ruby’ (B ပတၱျမား P padumarāga) 

<-l-> 
 

kaap3 ‘aeon, world-cycle’ (Skt kalpa, P kappa) 
- irregular use of subscript medial <-l-> 

 

4.5.4 Vowel graphemes 

There are 39 graphemes in the Lik Tho Ngok script used in Mueang Sing, representing medial 

and final written forms of ten vowel phonemes267 and their combinations with final semivowels. 

Vowel diacritics appear above, below, and to the left or right of consonant graphemes, or as a 

combination of these positions. There are no independent vowels (as found in the Tham and 

Burmese scripts), and vowels are treated as an integral part of syllables with onset and rim es 

rather than in isolation.268 Unlike Indic abugida and related Southeast Asian orthographies, 

                                                        
267 This number would be 12 including the two unmarked vowels /-ɑ-/ and /-ɑɑ-/, which are restricted to 

Burmese loanwords. 

268 There is no Tai Nuea term for ‘vowel’ such as sara in Standard Thai. 
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inherent or implicit vowels only occur in medial position. There is also ambiguity between 

written front vowels /i, e, ɛ/ and between high and mid central vowels /ɯ, ɤ/, and between high 

and mid low vowels /u, o/, which are usually each represented by distinct graphemes in other 

Southeast Asian orthographies. 

Each vowel grapheme is identified using the prefix may6 followed by <k->V(<-n>), where 

initial <k-> is essential, and final <-n> is used with medial vowel graphemes only, such as may6 

kaa1 (final <-aa>) and may6 kin5(1) (medial <-i->). Syllable-final /-m/ and the final semivowels  

/-y/ and /-w/ are also listed with vowel graphemes, such as may6 kaam5(1) (final <-aam>), may6 

kuy5(1) (final <-uy>), and may6 kɛw5(1) (final <-ɛw>), etc. In the case of may6 kɛn5(1) with yaa2 

yaʔ1tiʔ5(3) as final <-n>, the combination of medial vowel and final consonant glyphs modifies 

the vowel sound. This Tai Nuea system of identification is used throughout the following 

description, with occasional substitution of initial <k-> or final <-n> where these are not 

available in examples from the manuscripts. 

The identifiers almost all take the adapted A23 = A1 tone, such as may6 kaa5(1), with the 

exception of may6 kaa1 (final <-aa>) where the different tone distinguishes it from may6 kaa5(1) 

(final <-aʔ>). One of the two digraphs for final <-o> is also given a specific name: may6 ko5(1) 

ke5(1) naa3 kaa2 laŋ5 ‘vowel <-o> with <-e> before and <-aa> after’ (final /-o/ corresponding to  

/-ɔ/ in related dialects, such as A1 ho5 ‘hall’), to distinguish it from may6 ko5(1) (final /-o/ 

corresponding to /-ua/ in related dialects, such as A1 ho5 ‘head’), which is written as a 

combination of <u/o> and final <-w>. The occurrence of these two forms of may6 ko5(1) implies 

a phonemic contrast at the time the script was developed. Section 4.5.4 below lists Lik Tho 

Ngok vowel graphemes (with onset and rime) as used in Mueang Sing today, with examples 

from the 1935 and 1876 manuscripts studied, and the glyph only (without onset and rime) in the 

reformed Tai Le (Dehong) font. In some cases, a subscript loop (see 4.5.7 below) is included 

with the basic glyphs. The limited number of examples provided are for comparison only, and 

should not be taken as representative of styles during the different periods when they were 

written due to the wide variety of scribal styles. Several additional examples illustrate scribal 

variations, but a much broader study of different Lik Tho Ngok (and other Lik script) styles 

would be required, including older examples, before the orthographic development over time 

can be understood. 
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Table 4-9: Lik Tho Ngok vowel glyphs 

Tai Nuea 
identifier 

Transcription Scribe    
(2016) 

Manuscript   
A (1935) 

Manuscript  
B (1876) 

Tai Le (Dehong) 
Unicode font 

may6 kaa5(1) final /-aʔ/ 
 

  
   - 

may6 kaa1 final /-aa/    
ᥣ 

U+1963 A 

may6 kan5(1) 
may6 kaan5(1) 

medial /-a-/, 
medial /-aa-/    

- 
(U+1963 A  
for /-aa-/) 

may6 kam5(1) final /-am/ 
   

ᥛ 
U+195B MA 

may6 kaam5(1) final /-aam/ 
 

 
(saam5) 

 
(ŋaam4) 

ᥣᥛ 
U+1963 A 

& U+195B MA 
may6 kay5(1) final /-ay/ 

   
ᥭ 

U+196D AI 

may6 kaay5(1) final /-aay/ 
   

ᥣᥭ 
U+1963 A 

& U+196D AI 

may6 kaw5(1) final /-aw/ 
   

ᥝ 
U+195D VA 

may6 kaaw5(1) final /-aaw/ 
  

 

ᥣᥝ 
U+1963 A 

& U+195D VA 

may6 kaɰ5(1) final /-aɰ/ 
   

(caɰ1) 

ᥬ 
U+196C AUE 

may6 ki5(1) final /-i/ 
   

ᥤ 
U+1964 I 

may6 kin5(1) medial /-i-/ 
medial /-e-/ ,    

ᥤ 
U+1964 I 

may6 kim5(1) 
final /-im/ 
final /-em/ 
final /-ɛm/ ,     

(nim5) 
 

(nim5) 

ᥤᥛ 
U+1964 I 

& U+195B MA 

may6 kiw5(1) 
final /-iw/ 
final /-ew/ 
final /-ɛw/ ,    

ᥤᥝ 
U+1964 I 

& U+195D VA 

may6 ke5(1) final /-e/ 
   

ᥥ 
U+1965 EE 

may6 ken5(1) medial /-e-/ 
medial /-i/   

(pen1) 
 

(pen1) 

ᥥ 
U+1965 EE 
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may6 kem5(1) 
final /-em/ 
final /-im/ 
final /-ɛm/     

(yem3) 
 

(yem3) 

ᥥᥛ 
U+1965 EE 

& U+195B MA 

may6 kew5(1) 
final /-ew/ 
final /-iw/ 
final /-ɛw/    

ᥥᥝ 
U+1965 EE 

& U+195D VA 

may6 kɛ5(1) final /-ɛ/ 
 

 
(lɛ2)  

(lɛ4) 

ᥦ 
U+1966 EH 

may6 kɛn5(1) medial /-ɛ/ 
   

ᥦ 
U+1966 EH 

may6 kɛw5(1) 
final /-ɛw/ 
final /-iw/ 
final /-ew/    

ᥦᥝ 
U+1966 EH 

& U+195D VA 
 

may6 kɛm5(1) 
final /-ɛm/ 
final /-im/ 
final /-em/      

ᥦᥛ 
U+1966 EH 

& U+195B MA 
 

may6 ku5(1) final /-u/ 
   

ᥧ 
U+1967 U 

may6 kun5(1) medial /-u-/ 
medial /-o-/ ,    

ᥧ 
U+1967 U 

may6 kuy5(1) final /-uy/ 
final /-oy/ ,   

(tuy2) 
 

(xuy4) 

ᥧᥭ 
U+1967 U 

& U+196D AI 

may6 kum5(1) final /-um/ 
final /-om/ ,    

ᥧᥛ 
U+1967 U 

& U+195B MA 

may6 ko5(1) final /-o/ 
   

ᥨᥝ 
U+1968 OO 

& U+195D VA 

may6 kon5(1) medial /-o-/ 
medial /-u-/      

            (xon6) 

ᥨ 
U+1968 OO 

may6 ko5(1) 
(ke5(1) naa3 
kaa2 laŋ5) 

final /-o/ 
final /-ɔ/    

(to1) 

ᥨᥝ 
U+1968 OO  

& U+195D VA 

may6 koy5(1) final /-oy/ 
final /-uy/    

ᥨᥭ 
U+1968 OO 

& U+196D AI 

 

may6 kom5(1) final /-om/ 
final /-um/    

ᥨᥛ 
U+1968 OO  

& U+195B MA 
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may6 kɔ5(1) final /-ɔ/ 
final /-o/    

ᥩ 
U+1969 O 

may6 kɔn5(1) medial /-ɔ/ 
   

ᥩ 
U+1969 O 

may6 kɔy5(1) final /-ɔy/ 
 

  

ᥩᥭ 
U+1969 O 

& U+196D AI 

may6 kɔm5(1) final /-ɔm/ 
  

 

ᥩᥛ 
U+1969 O 

& U+195B MA 

may6 kɤ5(1) 
final /-ɤ/ 
final /-ɯ/ 
final /-o/    

ᥪ 
U+196A UE 

ᥫ 
U+196B E 

may6 kɤn5(1) medial /-ɤ/ 
medial /-ɯ/    

ᥪ 
U+196A UE 

ᥫ 
U+196B E 

may6 kɤy5(1) final /-ɤy/ 
 

  

ᥫᥭ 
U+196B E 

& U+196D AI 

may6 kɤm5(1) final /-ɤm/ 
final /-ɯm/    

ᥫᥛ 
U+196B E 

& U+195B MA 
 

Notes to Table 4-9 above: 
 

may6 kaa5(1) 
 

 

  kaʔ1he2 

   

Usually read as syllable-final /-aʔ/ on Burmese and Indic loanwords such as 

kaʔ1he2 ‘solder’ (B ဂေဟ) and maʔ1no2 ‘mind’ (P mano), may6 kaa5(1) also 

occurs rarely on Tai words (such as C4 maʔ6 ‘horse’). Other C4 words such 

as faʔ6 ‘sky,’ and yaʔ6 ‘lace’ (and DS4 taʔ1 ‘to threaten’), are usually written 

with <-aa> may6 kaa1, but are /-aʔ/ in phonemic transcription due to their 

strong glottal constriction.269 Also often read as /-aa/ (i.e. the equivalent of 

                                                        
269 See 3.4.3.1 above. This is not a tone marker in the Tai Nuea Lik Tho Ngok orthography. Diller  

(1992b: 19) remarks that “Tone is not normally indicated in the Lik-Tai writing system (nor in Ahom), 

but occasionally a visarga-like symbol occurs in items which have, or probably once had, the “-q” 

feature…” Terwiel and Wichasin (1992: 14-15), Wichasin (1986: 96), and Morey (2005a: 189-190) also 

not this symbol as a short /a/ rather than indicating tone as in Shan. 

maʔ6 
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paa1laa1mi2 

<-aa> may6 kaa1), depending on euphony, such as paa1laa1mi2 ‘Perfection’  

(P pāramī, also TN paa1laʔ1mi2). Not included in the Tai Le reformed script. 

 

may6 kaa1 Usually read as final /-aa/, but also as /-aʔ/, especially on C4 syllables with 

glottal constriction (see may6 kaa5(1) above). 

 

may6 kan5(1) / 

may6 kaan5(1) 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 

 

A written onset and rime without a medial vowel glyph is usually read as 

either medial /-a-/ or /-aa-/ (there is no indication of contrast in the 

orthography), except for the word het3 ‘to do’ and a number of Burmese 

loanwords which take /-ɑ-/ and /-ɑɑ-/. The unusual spelling of het3 as 

<h><c>, i.e. initial haa5 haɰ3 (usually without subscript) and final to1 caʔ1, is 

also found in traditional Shan orthography and is reported by Morey (1999) 

in Tai Phake (also cet3 ‘seven’), and by Grierson (1904: 193-194) in Tai 

Khamti, Turung and Nora, and in Tai Aiton, which also has cet3 ‘seven’ and 

pit3 ‘duck’ with final <-c>. This may indicate a former vowel contrast with 

medial /-e-/ (and /-i-/) now found in these words, similar to the function of 

final yaa2 yaʔ1ti5(1) in may6 kɛn5(1) below. As with /-a-/ and /-aa-/, in Burmese 

loanwords /-ɑ-/ and /-ɑɑ-/ are also indicated only by the absence of a medial 

vowel glyph, in this case always following an initial consonant cluster with  

/-y-/ or /-wy-/. In the reformed Tai Le orthography, <aa> ᥣ (U+1963 A) is 

also used in medial position, unlike may6 kaa1 which is restricted to syllable-

final. 

 

may6 kam5(1) 

 
In some manuscripts may6 kam5(1) is also used for final <-aam> rather than  

<-am> and sometimes vice versa (see may6 kaam5(1) below). Written as final 

to1 maʔ1 ᥛ (U+195B MA) in the reformed Tai Le orthography. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 kyɑɑŋ4 

kan1 

kaan3 

het3 

kyɑn2 
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may6 kaam5(1) 
 

 
 

 

From manuscripts examined, may6 kaam5(1), i.e. final <-aam> indicated by 

may6 kam5(1) with a subscript form of final <-m> (haaŋ5 maʔ1), may be an 

innovation introduced into the Tai Nuea Lik Tho Ngok orthography in the 

mid to late nineteenth century.270 It is absent or used inconsistently in many 

older texts (see note for may6 kam5(1) above), sometimes with a different 

form of subscript (see 4.5.7 below), and is not found in other traditional Lik 

orthographies. Within the 1935 manuscript studied, final /-aam/ is also often 

written as short /-am/ (perhaps as a result of copying from the 1876 

manuscript), although it is used more strictly by modern scribes in Mueang 

Sing. Written <aa><m> ᥣᥛ (U+1963 A and U+195B MA) in the reformed 

Tai Le orthography. 

 

may6 kay5(1) Written final <-ay> may6 kay5(1) is also used for <-aay> (see may6 kaay5(1)

below) in manuscripts from the nineteenth century, often together with a 

subscript although this does not differentiate these uses (see 4.5.7 below). 

Written <-y> ᥭ (U+196D AI) in the reformed Tai Le orthography. 

 

may6 kaay5(1) 
 

 
 

See notes for may6 kay5(1) above. In the 1935 manuscript studied, some final 

/-aay/ are also written <-ay> (perhaps as a result of copying from the older 

text), while there is more strict separation by modern scribes in Mueang 

Sing. It is not found in other traditional Lik orthographies, and as with 

subscript <-m> (haaŋ5 maʔ1) in may6 kaam5(1) above, the addition of final 

yaa2 yaʔ1ti5(3) here may also be a recent innovation. Written <aa><y> ᥣᥭ 

(U+1963 A and U+196D AI) in the reformed Tai Le orthography. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                        
270 Broader examination of older manuscripts would be required to confirm this, as with may6 kay5(1) and 

may6 kaw5(1) below. 

 yaam4 

 yaam4 

laay5 

laay5 
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may6 kaw5(1) 
 

 

 

 
 

Written final <-aw> may6 kaw5(1) is also used for <-aaw> may6 kaaw5(1) in 

manuscripts from the nineteenth century, and vice versa. The upper stroke 

usually found in combination with to1 vaʔ1 final <-w> on may6 kaw5(1) is not 

used on the words kaw1 ‘I, first person singular,’ or caw3 ‘master’ (in both 

nineteenth century and modern manuscripts). Written <-w> ᥝ (U+195D VA) 

only, without superscript, in the reformed Tai Le orthography. 

 

may6 kaaw5(1) 

 
  thaw3 

 

 

See notes for may6 kaw5(1) above. Final <-aaw> may6 kaaw5(1) occurs in Tai 

Nuea Lik Tho Ngok manuscripts from Jinggu from at least the nineteenth 

century to the present day, but not in other Lik orthographies. Its use is less 

consistent in nineteenth century manuscripts, where it is sometimes found for 

/-aw/, implying (as for <-aam> and <-aay> above), that it is perhaps an 

innovation from that period. Written <aa><w> ᥣᥝ (U+1963 A and U+195D 

VA) in the reformed Tai Le orthography. 

 

may6 ki5(1) Syllable final <-i> is always read as long /-i/ on Tai Nuea words, and only 

rarely as short /-iʔ/, restricted to Indic loanwords such as viʔ1liʔ1yaa2 ‘energy’ 

(P viriya).271 The use of the horizontal bar in may6 ki5(1) signifies syllable-

final position (rarely it is also found written without the horizontal bar), 

rather than a long/short vowel contrast as common in other Indic-based 

orthographies in Southeast Asia.272 

 

may6 kin5(1) 
 

Medial <-i-> may6 kin5(1) is read as short /-i-/, except before final <-ŋ>, 

where it is long. The absence of the horizontal bar found in may6 ki5(1) 

signifies syllable-medial position. The glyph may6 kin5(1) is the same as may6 

ken5(1) medial <-e-> and may6 kɛn5(1) medial <-ɛ-> (other than with final /-n/) 

in the traditional orthography, but differs in the reformed Tai Le 

orthography. Some scribes in Mueang Sing report that use of the horizontal 

                                                        
271 See 3.4.3.2 above for a description of the distribution of vowel length by syllable-final and tone. 

272 Terwiel and Wichasin (1992: 27, Note 25) observe the same use of different forms of written <i> and 

<u> in Tai Ahom to show whether the vowel is syllable-final or not, and so help with the reading of the 

text. 

kaw1 

kaw2 
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bar in may6 kin5(1) (as in may6 ki5(1)) can be used to distinguish it from may6 

ken5(1), but this use is inconsistent. 

 

may6 kim5(1) Both forms of may6 kim5(1) final <-im> are also used for may6 kem5(1) final  

<-em> and may6 kɛm5(1) final <-ɛm>, with the 1876 example more 

commonly found than the combination of may6 kin5(1) and to1 maʔ1 final  

<-m>. This ambiguity in the orthography reflects vowel fluctuation in the 

spoken language (see 3.4.3.6 above), although final <-im> is written 

unambiguously as <i><m> ᥤᥛ (U+1964 I and U+195B MA) in the 

reformed Tai Le orthography. As for may6 kin5(1), some scribes in Mueang 

Sing report that use of the horizontal bar in may6 kim5(1) (as in may6 ki5(1)) 

can be used to distinguish it from may6 ken5(1), but this use is inconsistent. 

 

may6 kiw5(1) Written unambiguously as <i><w> ᥤᥝ (U+1964 I and U+195D VA) in the 

reformed Tai Le orthography. As for may6 kin5(1), some scribes in Mueang 

Sing report that use of the horizontal bar in may6 kim5(1) (as in may6 ki5(1)) 

can be used to distinguish it from may6 ken5(1), but this use is inconsistent. 

 

may6 ke5(1) The digraph may6 ke5(1) final <-e> is the same as may6 kɛ5(1) final <-ɛ>. 

Written as a single glyph ᥥ (U+1965 EE) in the reformed Tai Le 

orthography. 

 

may6 ken5(1) The glyph may6 ken5(1) medial <-e-> is the same as may6 kin5(1) medial <-i-> 

and may6 kɛn5(1) medial <-ɛ-> (other than with final <-n>) in the traditional 

orthography, but differs in the reformed Tai Le orthography. 

 

may6 kem5(1) Both forms of may6 kem5(1) final <-em> are also used for may6 kim5(1) final  

<-im> and may6 kɛm5(1) final <-ɛm>, with the combination of may6 kin5(1) and 

to1 maʔ1 final <-m> less common. This ambiguity in the orthography reflects 

vowel fluctuation in the spoken language (see 3.4.3.6 above), although final 
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<-em> is written unambiguously as <e><m> ᥥᥛ (U+1965 EE and U+195B 

MA) in the reformed Tai Le orthography.  

 

may6 kɛ5(1) Final /-ɛ/ is very rare, restricted to a few words in manuscript use such as the 

final particles B4 lɛ1, B1 lɛ2, and the appellation A4 (irreg.) ʔɛ4, and 

otherwise is raised to /-e/ (see 3.4.3 above). The digraph may6 kɛ5(1) is 

usually the same as may6 ke5(1) final <-e>, although in modern use the glyph 

preceding the initial consonant is doubled (reflecting the digraph <ɛ> in 

Tham and related scripts). Written as a single glyph ᥦ (U+1966 EH) in the 

reformed Tai Le orthography. 

 

may6 kɛn5(1) Medial <-ɛ> may6 kɛn5(1) (other than with final <-n>) is the same as may6 

kin5(1) medial <-i-> and may6 ken5(1) medial <-e-> in the traditional 

orthography. Final <-ɛn> is written with final yaa2 yaʔ1ti5(3) rather than  

to1 naʔ1 and this combination medial vowel and final consonant glyph 

removes ambiguity in the vowel sound, restricting it to <-ɛ->. This is not 

found in the reformed Tai Le orthography, where medial <-ɛ-> is the same 

unambiguous glyph used for final <-ɛ>. 

 

may6 kɛm5(1) Both forms of may6 kɛm5(1) final <-ɛm> are also used for may6 kim5(1) final  

<-im> and may6 kem5(1) final <-em>. This ambiguity in the orthography 

reflects vowel fluctuation in the spoken language (see 3.4.3.6 above), 

although final <-ɛm> is written unambiguously as <ɛ><m> ᥦᥛ (U+1966 EH 

and U+195B MA) in the reformed Tai Le orthography. 

 

may6 ku5(1) 

 

Syllable final <-u> is always read as long /-u/ on Tai Nuea words, and only 

rarely as short /-uʔ/, restricted to C4 tone huʔ6 ‘to know’ and luʔ6 ‘to ruin, to 

destroy,’ which have strong glottal constriction.273 The use of the two lower 

strokes in may6 ku5(1) generally signifies syllable-final position (although it is 

also rarely found written with only one stroke), rather than a long/short 

                                                        
273 See 3.4.3.2 above for a description of the distribution of vowel length by syllable-final and tone. 
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vowel contrast as common in other Indic-based orthographies in Southeast 

Asia.274 In the reformed Tai Le orthography, the equivalent glyph (with two 

lower strokes) ᥧ U+1967 U is used in both final and medial position, whereas 

a single lower stroke is the equivalent of may6 ko5(1). 

 

may6 kun5(1) 

 

 
    xun5 

Medial <-u-> is usually written with a single lower stroke to signify medial 

position, but also occurs with two lower strokes (as in may6 ku5(1)). Some 

scribes in Mueang Sing report that two lower strokes in may6 kun5(1) (as in 

may6 ku5(1)) be used to distinguish it from may6 kon5(1), but this use is 

inconsistent. In other cases it has a specialised use such as mun4 ‘spell, 

incantation,’ often written with two lower strokes to distinguish from von1 

‘merit, blessing’ which is otherwise written identically. In all cases, it is still 

read as short /-u-/ in medial position. The glyph may6 kun5(1) is the same as 

medial <-o-> may6 kon5(1), reflecting vowel fluctuation in the spoken 

language (see 3.4.3.6 above), although medial <-u-> is written 

unambiguously as ᥧ (U+1967 U) in the reformed Tai Le orthography. See 

Table 4-15 below for use of a superscript to distinguish between the common 

terms kun1 mɤŋ4 and kon4 mɤŋ4. 
 

may6 kuy5(1) The digraph <-uy> is normally written with a single lower stroke as in the 

grapheme may6 kun5(1), in accordance with its medial position, but also 

occurs with two strokes as in may6 ku5(1). The <-u-> grapheme in may6 kuy5(1) 

is the same as final <-oy> may6 koy5(1), and as with may6 kun5(1), some 

scribes in Mueang Sing report that two lower strokes can be used to 

distinguish it from may6 koy5(1), but this use is inconsistent. Written 

unambiguously as ᥧᥭ (U+1967 U and U+196D AI) in the reformed Tai Le 

orthography. 

 

                                                        
274 The grapheme <u> in older sources such as the Hua Yi yi yu has only one lower stroke, in both medial 

and final position, also with no indication of length contrast. 
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may6 kum5(1) The digraph <-um> may6 kum5(1) is the same as <-om> may6 kom5(1) in 

traditional orthography, reflecting vowel fluctuation in the spoken language 

(see 3.4.3.6 above), but is written unambiguously as ᥧᥛ (U+1967 U and 

U+195B MA) in the reformed Tai Le orthography. Some scribes in Mueang 

Sing report that two lower strokes can be used to distinguish it from may6 

kom5(1), but this use is inconsistent. 

 

may6 ko5(1) 
 

 
ho5 ‘head’ 

corrected to 
ho5 ‘hall’ 

There are two forms final <-o> in the traditional orthography: may6 ko5(1) and 

may6 ko5(1) ke5(1) naa3 kaa2 laŋ5 (see below), corresponding to /-ua/ and /-ɔ/ 

respectively in other modern SWT dialects, such as A1 ho5 ‘head’ (Th hua) 

and ho5 ‘hall’ (Th hɔ). The different forms are sometimes confused, but in 

general provide a good indication of the meaning of words which would 

otherwise be written identically, based upon an implied phonemic contrast at 

the time the script was developed. There is no distinction in the reformed Tai 

Le orthography, where both forms are written ᥨᥝ (U+1968 OO and U+195D 

VA). 

 

may6 kon5(1) Medial <-o-> is the same as medial <-u-> may6 kun5(1) above in the 

traditional orthography, but is written unambiguously as ᥨ (U+1968 OO) in 

the reformed Tai Le orthography. 

 

may6 ko5(1) 

(ke5(1) naa3 

kaa2 laŋ5) 

See may6 ko5(1) above. Final <-o> may6 ko5(1) with ke5(1) naa3 kaa2 laŋ5, i.e. 

‘<e> before and <aa> after’ the initial consonant,275 is usually read as final  

/-o/ (corresponding to /-ɔ/ in other modern SWT dialects), but is also read as 

/-ɔ/, restricted to a limited number of particles used in manuscript recitation. 

The latter specialised use also has an additional chevron above the initial 

consonant (see may6 kɔ5(1) below), but this is often omitted, or in some older 

texts these uses are occasionally reversed, so that the additional chevron is  

<-o-> and no chevron is <-ɔ->. The digraph may6 ko5(1) ke5(1) naa3 kaa2 laŋ5 is 

                                                        
275 The glyph ke5(1) <e> in ke5(1) naa3 kaa2 laŋ5 is only one component of the Lik script digraph may6 ke5(1) 

above, i.e. similar to <e> in the Tham script. 
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not included in the reformed Tai Le orthography, where both traditional 

forms may6 ko5(1) are written ᥨᥝ (U+1968 OO and U+195D VA). 

 

may6 koy5(1) The digraph <-oy> may6 koy5(1) is the same as final <-uy> may6 kuy5(1) above 

(rarely also found with two lower strokes on the glyph <-u/o->) in the 

traditional orthography, but is written unambiguously as ᥨᥭ (U+1968 OO 

and U+196D AI) in the reformed Tai Le orthography. 

 

may6 kom5(1) 

 

hom5 com4 ʔum1  

The digraph <-om> may6 kom5(1) is the same as <-um> may6 kum5(1) in 

traditional orthography, reflecting vowel fluctuation in the spoken language 

(see 3.4.3.6 above), but is written unambiguously as ᥨᥛ (U+1968 OO and 

U+195B MA) in the reformed Tai Le orthography. 

 

may6 kɔ5(1) Final /-ɔ/ does not occur in spoken Tai Nuea but is a feature of manuscript 

recitation, restricted to final particles such as B4 hɔ1 and B4 nɔ1, and the 

topic linker C4 kɔʔ6 (which has strong glottal restriction). Written <-ɔ> may6 

kɔ5(1) is formed by the addition of a chevron (probably borrowed from the 

Tham script which also used by the Tai Nuea) above the initial consonant in 

the middle of the digraph for final <-o> may6 ko5(1) ke5(1) naa3 kaa2 laŋ5. Its 

use is inconsistent, it does not occur in the 1876 manuscript or others 

examined from that period, and occurs only once in the 1935 copy studied 

here (at [00.01] xaa3 hɔ6), implying that use of the chevron in Lik manuscript 

literature may be an innovation from the early twentieth century. It is found 

in manuscripts from the mid-twentieth century in Moeng Ka, although 

sometimes with the opposite use to here (i.e. the chevron used for may6 ko5(1) 

and not for may6 kɔ5(1)), and is used more strictly by modern scribes in 

Mueang Sing. In the 1935 manuscript studied here, final written <-o> may6 

ko5(1) ke5(1) naa3 kaa2 laŋ5 and <-ɔ> may6 kɔ5(1) are identical but are still 

differentiated in recitation, as in the phonemic transcription in Chapter 5 

below, requiring additional skill from the reader. The subscript ‘loop’ may6 

kɔn5(1) is also often found with may6 kɔ5(1) and may in fact have been an 
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integral component, but given its inconsistent use (see 4.5.7 below), it is not 

possible to conclude this without examining a much broader set of data than 

the current study allows. In the reformed Tai Le orthography, <ɔ> is written 

as a single glyph ᥩ U+1969 O, apparently only found in medial position. 

 

may6 kɔn5(1) Medial <-ɔ-> may6 kɔn5(1) is a subscript loop, usually attached to the initial 

consonant glyph. In many cases it is identical to another subscript loop 

(without Tai Nuea identifier) which is used at the discretion of scribes 

without orthographic meaning, but in some cases is a remnant of medial  

<-w-> in historical initial clusters (see 4.5.7 below for further discussion). 

 

may6 kɔy5(1) The digraph <-ɔy-> may6 kɔy5(1) combines medial <-ɔ-> may6 kɔn5(1) and 

final <-ay> may6 kay5(1). 

 

may6 kɔm5(1) The digraph <-ɔm-> may6 kɔm5(1) combines medial <-ɔ-> may6 kɔn5(1) and 

final <-am> may6 kam5(1). 

 

may6 kɤ5(1) 

 

 

   kɤ4 

 

 

The syllable-final multigraph may6 kɤ5(1) is a combination of the graphemes  

<-u-> may6 ku5(1) and <-i-> may6 ki5(1) (i.e. medial <-ɤ/ɯ-> may6 kɤn5(1)) 

together with final <-w> (omitted when replaced by another final).276 The 

ligature is made in different ways depending upon the initial consonant that 

precedes may6 kɤ5(1). It is read as either final /-ɤ/ or as final /-ɯ/, as in the 

homographs mɤ4 ‘to return, to go’ and mɯ4 ‘hand,’ and sometimes as final  

/-o/ (or less commonly /-ew/) on Burmese loanwords such as myo4 (also 

yew4, mew4) ‘race, kind, sort’ (B အမ်ဳိး). Despite their shared written form 

and the occurrence of homographs, there is relatively little fluctuation 

                                                        
276 This <ui> digraph occurs in Mon and Burmese (and Lik), but not in other Indic scripts in Southeast 

Asia. Dempsey (2001: 208-211) observes that it occurred sporadically in the Old Mon period, and had 

become common by the Middle Mon period (roughly from 1210 CE onwards), where it was used for <-ɤ-

> (<-ǝ-> in Dempsey), and was widely used in the earliest Burmese inscriptions (from 1112 CE onwards). 

Later changes in Burmese pronunciation, following its adaptation into the Lik orthography, are reflected 

in the fluctuation of /-ɤ/ and /-o/ in Burmese loanwords. 
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mɤ4 / mɯ4 orthography has separate unambiguous glyphs for <ɤ> (ᥫ U+196B E) and 

<ɯ> (ᥪ U+196A UE). 

 

It is not possible for the above table and notes to provide a definitive description of the Lik Tho 

Ngok vowel system given scribal variation and changes in use over time. The 1935 manuscript 

which is the main focus of the present study has several features that are considered unusual by 

modern scribes in Mueang Sing, some of which might have been inherited during copying from 

the 1876 manuscript. However, this impression is necessarily from the perspective of modern 

scribes, and a much broader study would be required to ascertain ‘normal’ orthographic 

practices during certain time periods and their related innovations.277  

While scribal variation is a feature of manuscript traditions in Southeast Asia and 

elsewhere, the Lik vowel system also has significantly more ambiguity compared to related Tai 

orthographies, and this is often cited (along with the lack of tone markers) as the reason for 

major twentieth century reforms. The main ambiguities occur in the reading of <a> and <aa> 

(mostly in medial, but also in final position), of medial <-i->, <-e-> and <-ɛ->, of medial <-u-> 

and <-o->, and of medial <-ɤ-> and <-ɯ->. In some cases, these may have been inherited from 

the Mon278 and Burmese orthographies which are assumed to have been adapted for the Lik 

script. At the same time, they are unusual in the context of related Tai orthographies, especially, 

for example, the lack of contrast between written medial /-a-/ and /-aa-/ when this vowel, unlike 

others, has phonemic length distinction. Related fluctuations also occur in the spoken language 

(see 3.4.3.6 above), both within and between dialects, which are accommodated by this 

flexibility and may in fact be a feature of orthographic development (see 4.4.4 above).279 

Several vowel glyphs in the manuscripts examined (dating from the nineteenth century to 

the present day) may be innovations to address ambiguities such as contrasting long <-aam>,  

<-aay> and <-aaw> with short <-am>, <-ay> and <-aw> (although inconsistency in their use 

often makes them ineffective). In comparison, all ambiguity has been removed in the reformed 

Tai Le orthography introduced in the mid-twentieth century (used by the Tai Dehong and Tai 

Maw but not by the Tai Nuea communities studied here). Other historical data is also missing in 

the reformed orthography, such as the contrast between may6 ko5(1) and may6 ko5(1) (ke5(1) naa3 

                                                        
277 Any consideration of chronological development is complicated by the scribal tradition of copying 

from older manuscripts, with or without amendments based on usage at that time. 

278 Bauer (1987) mentions allography of <e/i> and <o/u> in Old Mon, for example. 

279 The influence being from the spoken language to the orthography, rather than vice versa. 
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kaa2 laŋ5) which helps to determine meaning (and therefore pronunciation) when reciting a text. 

In practice, such ambiguities are rarely an obstacle to recitation from the unreformed 

orthography, and when difficulties arise they are usually due to a lack of understanding of the 

vocabulary, for which more precise spelling would be of little assitance. These impressions are, 

however, based on experience in communities that have not adopted the reforms, and where the 

flexibility of the old orthography is generally appreciated for its role in manuscript recitation 

rather than seen as an inadequacy as in the promotion of the Lik script in modern everyday use. 

 

4.5.5 Syllable finals and ‘devowelizer’ 

The inventory of syllable finals is mostly limited to consonant graphemes <-p, -t, -k, -m, -n, -ŋ>, 

illustrated in Table 4-3 above (<-c> also occurs as final /-t/ is restricted to the word het3 ‘to do’), 

and to final <-m> and semivowels <-y, -w, -ɰ> listed with related vowel graphemes in  

Table 4-9 above (where <-n> is the default final used with medial vowels). Finals are used to 

modify vowels, such as the subscript form of <-m> (modifying <-am> to <-aam>), and yaa2 

yaʔ1ti5(3) <-y> (pronounced /-n/) modifying the medial vowel sound in may6 kɛn5(1) (see 4.5.4 

above). Final <-w> is written, but not pronounced, to indicate the absence of other finals with 

the open vowels <-o> may6 ko5(1) and <-ɤ> may6 kɤ5(1),280 and final glottal stop /-ʔ/ also occurs 

in the phonemic transcription to the manuscript studied (with C4 syllables and with short 

vowels in some Indic and Burmese loanwords), but is not written as a final in the Lik Tho Ngok 

orthography. 

Except with open vowels without final <-w> combination, short final semivowels, may6 

kam5(1) and other special <-m> finals, may6 kay5(1), may6 kaɰ5(1), and may6 kɔy5(1), a 

‘devowelizer’281 symbol is added to indicate syllable final position. This symbol, which is not 

named by Tai Nuea scribes in Mueang Sing but is C4 DL4 may saat in Shan (B အသတ္), has a 

similar function to the virāma, which Sawada (2013: 9-13) traces to late fourth to fifth century 

in inscriptions in India, and is found in early Mon, Khmer and Cham scripts in Southeast Asia, 

and later in Javanese, Mon, Burmese, and Shan, etc., but not in other Indic-based Tai scripts in 

Southeast Asia. It is a feature of the Lik scripts from the earliest dated example in the 1407 

                                                        
280 This is similar to Burmese orthography, but differs to other Tai orthographies such as Tham. 

281 The term ‘devowelizer’ is used following other descriptions of Lik orthography, even though its 

function differs from the typical role of the virāma to indicate the lack of an inherent vowel following a 

consonant in Indic abugidas. The different function of this symbol stems from the much more restricted 

occurrence of inherent vowels in Lik orthography. 
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scroll and the Hua Yi yi yu,282 and is another indicator of the adaptation of Burmese (or Mon) 

orthography in the development of the Lik script. Examples of syllable finals and the 

devowelizer are illustrated in the table below. 

 

Table 4-10: Syllable finals and devowelizer 

Syllable final Examples Notes 

<-p> 
 

kaap2 ‘petal’ 

<-t> 
 

tat4 ‘skilled, able’ (B တတ)္ 

<-k> 
 

taak2 ‘future marker’ 

<-m> 

 

lɯm4 ‘to forget’ 

<-n> 
 

kan1 ‘together’ 

<-ŋ> 
 

mɤŋ4 ‘polity, kingdom’ 

<-c> 
 

het3 ‘to do’ 
-irregular use of <c> as final 

<-am> 

 
kam1 ‘to hold (in the hand)’ 

 

kom1 ‘round, rotund’ 

 

kɛm3 ‘cheek’ 

 

saam5 ‘three’ 
- final subscript <-m> as  
indicator of medial <-aam> 

<-y> 
 

kaay2 ‘to span’ 

                                                        
282 Very rarely, a Lik Tho Ngok manuscript will omit the devowelizer. The author has seen only one case, 

a nineteenth century manuscript written in Moeng Lo in the Jinggu Dai and Yi Autonomous County, and 

now in Mueang Sing, Laos, although Sai Kam Mong (2004) reports that this is much more common in 

early Shan Lik manuscripts. 
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kɛn1 ‘core, wood’ 
-final <-y> read as /-n/ and as  
indicator of medial vowel to /ɛ/ 

<-w> 

 

ko1 ‘to fear’ 

 

mɯ4 ‘hand’ 

 

vaaw4 ‘handsome’ 

<-ɰɰ> 

  

haɰ3 ‘to give, to cause, to allow’ 

without 
devowelizer  

- mid-nineteenth century manuscript from Moeng Lo 

 

4.5.6 Ligatures and special forms 

The elongated ‘bean sprout’ glyphs of the Lik Tho Ngok orthography readily lend themselves to 

many ligatures of consonants and vowels.283 The following subsections provide examples of 

such ligatures and of special or abbreviated forms commonly found in traditional manuscripts, 

as well as additional subscripts and superscripts apparently used at the discretion of scribes. 

 

4.5.6.1 Regular ligatures of consonant and vowel glyphs 

Regular ligatures are easily formed from downward-facing ‘n’-shaped initial consonant glyphs 

with subscripted vowels and from upward-facing ‘u’-shaped initials with superscripted vowels, 

while the flexibility of the vowel glyph <-ɤ> allows ligatures with either form of initial 

(ligatures do not occur with final consonants). The table below illustrates regular ligatures of 

consonant and vowel glyphs. The entries have been simplified in cases where the orthography is 

ambiguous, thus may6 kim5(1) exemplifies ligatures with may6 kem5(1) and may6 kɛm5(1), which 

are written identically, and likewise may6 ku5(1) (for may6 ko5(1)), may6 ke5(1) (for may6 kɛ5(1)), 

and may6 kɤ5(1) (for may6 kɯ5(1)). For ligatures formed by consonant clusters see 4.5.3 above. 

 

                                                        
283 Four consonant glyphs (saa5 sɤŋ2 naa3, faʔ6 fu4laa4, to1 naʔ1 hɔy3 laʔ1, and haa5 haɰ3) are also already 

in the form of ligatures or digraphs (see Table 4-2 above). 
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Table 4-11: Regular consonant-vowel ligatures 

Vowel grapheme Examples of ligatures with initial consonants 

may6 kay5(1) 

final <-ay>                         

                  nay5        pay1        hay3 

may6 kaw5(1) 

final <-aw>                    

          ŋaw4             haw4                ʔaw1 

may6 kaaw5(1) 

final <-aaw>                 

   kaaw2         laaw1         vaaw4            haaw6 

may6 kaɰ5(1) 

final <-aɰ>                  

          paɰ6            laɰ1              haɰ3 

may6 ki5(1) 

<i> 
                 

                    si2           pi4          mi4  

may6 ke5(1) 

<e> 
          

      se5               te6             pe1            me1 

may6 ku5(1) 

<u> 
             

          ku1       tu1       lu4       hu5       ʔu4 

may6 ko5(1) 

<o> 
                

           ko1         to1         loŋ5         ho5 

may6 kɔ5(1) 

<ɔ> 
       

     kɔn3       hɔn2       tɔn6       lɔt4         ʔɔn1 
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may6 kɔy5(1) 

final <-ɔy>            

                  kɔy1     lɔy4 ŋɔy4     hɔy3  

may6 kɤ5(1) 

<ɤ>           

        ŋɤn4       pɤ1                 mɤ1                  hɯ5 

 

4.5.6.2 Special forms 

A number of words are written in special forms that differ from those expected in the Lik Tho 

Ngok orthography. The table below illustrates examples of single words284 with special written 

forms (or where there is inconsistency between the spoken and written forms), while other 

special forms such as abbreviations combining more than one word, the addition of subscripts, 

and numerals, are treated in the following subsections. 

 

Table 4-12: Examples of special forms of single words 

Phonemic  

transcription 
Special form Notes 

xɛm4saa2  

(also xyɛm4saa2)  

‘wellbeing, happiness’  

(B ခ်မ္းသာ) 

si5laa2 
       

‘teacher’ (B ဆရာ from  

Skt ācārya or P ācariya) 

taa4laa4 
    

‘Dhamma’ (B တရား) 

fu4laa4 
    

‘Buddha’ (B ဘုုရား) 

loy3 

          

‘together, with, about,  
concerning, by, through’ 

vɔŋ6 
 

‘excellent, royal’ 

                                                        
284 Several disyllabic loanwords are also included here, rather than under abbreviated forms combining 

two words in the following section. 
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hɤy6 
       

‘vocative particle’ 

 

4.5.6.3 Abbreviations combining words 

Abbreviated forms combining two single-syllable words often paired are common in traditional 

orthography, usually by the omission of the initial consonant of the second syllable and 

combination of its vowel glyph with the first syllable, and sometimes by using a subscript form 

of the initial consonant of the second syllable (in the cases of <m> and <l>). While some 

combinations (such as teʔ6 yaw6) are almost always used285 and it is unusual to see the fully 

written words together, others are used inconsistently. Similar abbreviated forms are found in 

the Tham scripts, and are also noted by Terwiel and Wichasin (1992: 4) for Tai Ahom and by 

Morey (2005a: 195) for Tai Phake and Tai Aiton. The table below illustrates abbreviated forms 

which combine two words. 

 

Table 4-13: Abbreviated forms combining words 

Phonemic transcription Written fully Abbreviated combination 

kɔy4 kaa1 
  

xay2 faʔ6 
  

cam6 yaw6 

  

cɯ1 vaa1 
  

teʔ6 kɔy1 
  

teʔ6 yaw6 
  ,  

thuk3 thaw2 
  

                                                        
285 Contrary to this general rule, in the manuscript studied teʔ6 yaw6 is always written fully except for a 

single instance at [54.02] which is in a different scribal hand. 
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naŋ2 nay6 
  

nam5 naa2 
  

pay1 maa4 
  

pen1 naŋ5 
  

maak1 mam2 
  

maw2 mi4 
  

lam4 lɔy4 
  

lum4 laa4 
  

ho5 xam4 
  

 

4.5.6.4 Repetition 

Abbreviated forms indicating repetition are common in Lik manuscripts, usually involving 

doubled final vowel glyphs or devowelizers combined in a single written word to be repeated, 

such as yaat4 yaat4 ‘resplendent,’ teʔ6 teʔ6 ‘truly, really,’ or the onomatopoeic pɔm4 pɔm4 ‘the 

sound of repetitive contemplative recitation,’ or tum4 tum4 ‘the slow (mournful) sound of 

drums.’ This same principle is used for repetition of two words, such as di5(1) di5(1) ŋaam4 ŋaam4 

‘good and beautiful’ or faɰ5 faɰ5 man4 man4 ‘each by themselves,’ but also for kin1 vay4 kin1 

vay4 ‘quickly eat, quickly eat,’ with repetition of single words or both words together at the 

judgement of the reader. The following table illustrates examples of such forms. 
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Table 4-14: Abbreviation of repetition 

Phonemic transcription Written fully Abbreviated form 

se4 se4 
  

teʔ6 teʔ6 
  

tum4 tum4 
  

pɔm4 pɔm4 
  

yaat4 yaat4 
  

yɔŋ4 yɔŋ4 
  

laa4 laa4 
  

lam4 lam4 
  

lo2 lo2 
  

lɔy4 lɔy4 
  

ʔɔn2 ʔɔn2 
  

kin1 vay4 kin1 vay4 
  

di1 di1 ŋaam4 ŋaam4 
  

faɰ5 faɰ5 man4 man4 
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4.5.7 Indeterminate use of subscripts and superscripts 

According to local scribes, several subscript and superscript forms found in Lik Tho Ngok 

manuscripts may be added or not at the discretion of the scribe without affecting the 

phonological reading of the text.286 Some may have had previous orthographic functions which 

have now been lost, and a more thorough examination of older texts may help to reveal these, 

but in the texts examined any functional loads which have been identified are inconsistent and 

scribes agree that they cannot be relied upon. Their use may also have been local or individual 

attempts to remove ambiguity, similar to the use of two strokes in may6 kin5(1) and may6 kun5(1) 

to distinguish from may6 ken5(1) and may6 kon5(1), etc. (see notes following Table 4-9 above). 

They are now generally understood as embellishments to the Lik Tho Ngok orthography, 

although in some texts they possibly have special uses to differentiate short and long vowels 

and in rare cases to indicate that homographs written closely together in the text are to be read 

as different words. Some of these forms are not given identifiers, although the subscripts may 

be referred to in general as hɔy3 to1 ‘hanging letters.’ 

The most common is a subscript loop or hook, identical to the medial vowel grapheme 

may6 kɔn5(1) <-ɔ-> (see 4.5.4),287 which also sometimes occurs with final vowel graphemes may6 

kaa5(1) <-aʔ> may6 kaa1 <-aa>, may6 ko5(1) (ke5(1) naa3 kaa2 laŋ5) <-o> and may6 kɔ5(1) <-ɔ>. It is 

also common in medial position with the vowel /-ɑɑ-/, which alternates with /-ɔ-/ in many 

Burmese loanwords. In some cases, there are possible historical phonological reasons for the 

presence of this subscript, such as kaa2 ‘to go,’ which is kwaa2 in some related dialects such as 

Shan, xɔm4 (xaam4 in older speakers) ‘word, speech’ (< *ɣw-), and its inclusion as a component 

of may6 kɔ5(1) (<-o> in this dialect, but corresponding to /-ɔ/ in other modern SWT dialects), but 

these are rare exceptions.288 In most cases, such as lo4kaa2 (P loka) in the examples below, there 

is no historic reason. 

                                                        
286 A number of scribes consulted on this feature of the Lik orthography, in Mueang Sing as well as in 

Moeng Ka and Moeng Vo (Yunnan, China), and in Shan State (Myanmar), all shared this understanding. 

287 This vowel glyph also fluctuates with <w> as medial element of labio-velar clusters (see 4.5.3.1). 

288 Diller (1992: 19, Footnote 42), speaking of tone-marking, notes “Grierson’s (1903: 185) tantalizing 

mention of texts with “subscript hooks” he thought might relate to tone-marking in Tai Ahom. These 

texts have apparently not yet been located or studied.” It may be that these cases were similarly 

indeterminate, or that they hold a clue to the origin of the use of this glyph in Lik Tho Ngok. Terwiel and 

Wichasin (1992: 16) also note a similar ambiguity in the Tai Ahom script between reading subscript <w> 

as part of an initial cluster or as a vowel. 
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Less commonly, the Lik script form of hɔy3 laʔ1, i.e. the subscript component of the consonant 

glyphs to1 laʔ1 (to1 naʔ1 hɔy3 laʔ1) and to1 haa5 (haa5 haɰ3), is also found without apparent 

influence on the reading of the text, especially with may6 kay5(1) and may6 kaɰ5(1).  

An inverted curve, a more vertical curve, and a sharply angled form, are found as equivalent 

components of to1 laʔ1 (to1 naʔ1 hɔy3 laʔ1) and to1 haa5 (haa5 haɰ3) in manuscripts from the 

nineteenth century, where they also take this same indeterminate role (see Table 4-15 below for 

these and other examples). In some nineteenth century texts, these subscripts appear to 

differentiate short and long <-ay> and <-aay> instead of the use of final  

to1 yaʔ1 (yaa2 yaʔ1tiʔ5(3)), and may also indicate long medial /-aa-/ in other words, but these uses 

are inconsistent. The subscript glyphs may6 koŋ2 laʔ1 and the Tham script form of hoy3 laʔ1 (see 

4.5.3 above) are also found with historical phonological basis,289 such as me1 ‘mother,’ pi1 

‘year,’ maʔ6 ‘horse,’ and vo1 ‘lotus,’ which sometimes occur with additional hoy3 laʔ1, although 

their PT reconstructions are without clusters.290 This same subscript <-l-> is also sometimes 

found in the Indic loanword maʔ1haa2 ‘great’ (P mahā). Tai Nuea scribes in Mueang Sing 

suggest that in some such cases they may function to help identify common words. In other 

cases use of these subscript forms can be traced to historic clusters, especially in loanwords 

such as pi2 ‘accurate, exact’ (B ျပ)ီ, which retains the written may6 koŋ2 laʔ1. 

 Indeterminate use of superscripts is rarer than for subscripts, mostly occurring as a long 

curve to the right, beginning near the upper left of the consonant glyph, similar to the upper part 

of may6 koŋ2 laʔ1 (see examples for kyaa4 and xyaa2 in the table below, which may be a 

hypercorrection of the initial cluster), but also in a shorter more vertical form (see example for 

laat1taʔ3naa2 below). In some cases, superscripts also carry functional load, such as the use of 

the Tham script to1 laʔ1 lɤ4, which is commonly used to differentiate kun1 mɤŋ4 differentiate 

from kon4 mɤŋ4. The table below illustrates examples of subscript and superscript forms 

without apparent functional load which are used to embellish the Lik Tho Ngok script. 

 

  

                                                        
289 For uses of these subscripts with corresponding historical phonological forms, such as kaɰ1 ‘near’ 

with hɔy3 laʔ1 (subscript <-l->), i.e. corresponding to PT initial cluster *kl- (or *kr-), see 4.5.3 above. 

290 At least pi1 ‘year’ and maʔ6 ‘horse’ also regularly occur in Northern Thai and Lao palm-leaf 

manuscripts with medial <-l->. 
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Table 4-15: Indeterminate use of subscripts and superscripts 

Sub/superscript Examples Notes 

may6 kɔn5(1) 

‘loop’ 

           
          A             B               C             D 
 

       
                 E                F                G 

 

    
          H                                   I 

 
 

    
                     J                     K 

 

A-D: use with <-aʔ> and <-aa> 
 
 
Possible use for historic /-ɔ/: 
E: po1 ‘father’ F: no2 ‘shoot’  
G: nɔ1 final particle 
 
Without historic reason: 
H: lo4kaa2 (P loka) 
I: naa3 no2 faʔ6 sɔt2 xway2 
(lo4kaa2, naa3 and faʔ6 without 
historic reason) 
 
/-ɑɑ-/ or /-ɔ-/ in Burmese loans: 
J: kwyɑɑŋ4 also kwyɔŋ4 (B က်င္)့  
K: pyɔk4 xwyo2 also pyɑɑk4 xo2  
(B ပ်က္ေခ်ာ)္ 

may6 koŋ2 laʔ1 
            

     A              B              C           D            E 

A-D: without historic reason 
paw2 ‘to blow,’ lam4 paw4 ‘sal 
tree,’ tum4 tum4 ‘sound of drum,’ 
pe2 ‘type of earring’ 
 
E: with historic reason 
pi2 ‘accurate, exact’ (B ျပီ) 
 
- many of these subscripts were 
omitted in later copies of the text 

Lik hɔy3 laʔ1 

          
        A            B             C                  D 
 

       
                         E                     F 

 

    
                           G                       H 
 

Indeterminate: A faɰ5, B pay1 vay3 

To indicate long <-aay>:  
C saay5 taa1, D laay5 pɤŋ1 
 
To indicate long medial /-aa-/: 
E: ʔan1 ʔaan1 
F: taaŋ2 cɔm1 
 
 
G: different subscripts used for li1 
in li1 hom5 li1 com4 
H: common use of subscript  
with vo1 ‘lotus’ 

Tham hɔy3 laʔ1 
    

                     A               B 

    
                        C                D 

A pi1 ‘year,’ B maʔ1haa2 (P mahā), 
C maʔ6 ‘horse,’ and D (po1) me1 
‘mother’ sometimes take the Tham 
subscript form of medial <-l->  
hɔy3 laʔ1, possibly as an aid to 
recognising these common terms 
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Tham to1 laʔ1 lɤ4 
superscript        

                 A                   B               C 

A: kun1 mɤŋ4 with superscript to 
differentiate from kon4 mɤŋ4 

B: kun1 (mɤŋ4) with additional 
subscript (uncommon) 

C: hɤy6 with additional superscript 
(uncommon) 

Abbreviated 
superscript 

may6 koŋ2 laʔ1        
                 A                  B               C 

A: kyaa4 ‘lotus’ (B ၾကာ) 
B: xyaa4 ‘to put down’ (B ခ်) 
C: xwyɔt4 ‘to release’ (B ခၽြတ)္ 

- 

 

Use of superscript on laat1taʔ3naa2 
- omitted in later copies of the text 

 

4.5.8 Numbers 

Numerals rarely occur in Tai Nuea Lik texts291 other than for foliation and occasionally for 

dates, and they are mostly identified by scribes in Mueang Sing as lek4 tham4 or ‘Tham (script) 

numerals,’ while only the special forms of the two digits ‘1’ and ‘5’ are seen as uniquely 

belonging to the Lik script.292 The digit ‘8’ also sometimes differs from the rounded form 

usually found in general Tham manuscripts, taking a form which is common in astrological 

treatises very similar to Chinese numeral 八.293  

 Within narrative texts only the special Tai Nuea digits ‘1’ and ‘5’ and the Tham digits ‘2’ 

and ‘5’ sometimes occur as numerals, while other numbers are usually written fully. Dates are 

also usually written, but the Tham script numerals do also occur. The digit ‘1’ has several 

variants in the text and more in foliation (see Table 4-17 below). When written fully in 

manuscript use (and in everyday speech294), the numeral ‘one’ is pronounced lɤŋ1, but when it 

appears as a special Lik numerical digit, it is read as nɯŋ1 (also nɤŋ1). The digit ‘5’ is mostly 

either written as the Lik or Tham forms in the above table (with <h-> as either to1 haa5 or haa5 

haɰ3) or is combined with the written vowel <-aa>, and ‘2’ always takes the regular Tham 

form. The Tham forms of digits ‘2’ and ‘5’ can be difficult to distinguish in some texts. 

Examples of numerals are illustrated in the following table: 

                                                        
291 Numerals are much more common in astrological texts written in the Tham script. 

292 Scribes were unable to explain why these two numbers alone have special forms. 

293 Wolfenden (1938) examines the connection between words for the number eight and ‘to divide, to cut’ 

in Chinese, Tibetan, Burmese, and in Tai languages, i.e. the equivalent of DL2 pɛt2 and paat2 in Tai Nuea. 

294 In everyday speech in Mueang Sing, nɯŋ1 is now more common in the younger generation. 
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Table 4-16: Numerals in Lik texts 

Spoken 
Tai Nuea 

lɤŋ1 
nɯŋ1 

sɔŋ5 saam5 si2 haa3 hok3 cet3 pɛt2 kaw3 sun5 

lek4 lok4 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 

to1 lek4 tham4  
 

 
   

 

 
 

 

 
  

to1 lek4 lik4 
 

 

- - - 

 

 

 

- - - - - 

 

Extremely large numerals (used for world cycles, etc.) occur in some manuscripts such the 

naʔ1mo4 loŋ5 or ‘Great Homage’ illustrated in Figure 4-28 below. The Tai Nuea have specific 

(mostly Indic) names for numbers with up to 29 ciphers, such as kuk3teʔ6 (107),  

ni1laa1hu5taa2 (1012), su5nan1taa2saŋ5xe2 (1026), and ʔaa1 saŋ5xe2 (1029). 

 

Figure 4-28: Large numbers found in Namo long text 

 
 

Pagination or foliation is rarely found in nineteenth century manuscripts, but from the early 

twentieth century onwards consecutive numbers commonly appear on the verso of folios, 

usually as a mixture of digits and written words, followed by the word A3 vaɰ1 ‘leaf, folio.’   

Foliation sometimes begins again at the beginning of the main colophon at the end of the 

manuscript. Additional special digits for ‘1’ or ‘first’ (different to that used in written text) are 
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sometimes found on the first folio and in folios 11, 21, etc. A very wide variety of combinations 

of all of the above-mentioned forms, as well as occasionally Lao, Thai, Chinese and even lek4 

lok4 or Arabic numerals are also found in foliation, and in Mueang Sing Lao 8 ໘ and especially 

9 ໙ are sometimes used before zero. The combination of numerical symbols rarely follows 

positional or place-value notation, with ‘0’ usually read as sip3 ‘10’ rather than sun5 ‘zero,’ thus 

‘01’ is read literally as ‘0 1’ sip3 ʔet3, and ‘504’ as ‘50-4’ haa3 sip3 si2. Examples of numerals 

and their combinations with written numbers in foliation are illustrated in the table below.  

 

Table 4-17: Examples of numerals in foliation 

 Examples Notes 

variants of ‘1’ 
             

 

               
 

This sample is   
not exhaustive 

variants of ‘5’        
 

       
                                     ‘5’        ‘2’ 
 

 

Lik script variants 
 
 
 
Comparison of Tham  
script ‘5’ and ‘2’ 

2-digit numbers 

             
         10             11          15                   16 

 

          
         22                 28                  29                  29 

 

          
         31               32                   37                     41 
 

          
                        45                     49              52 

 

                  
               55                       70                   81            95 

The sample shown here 
is far from exhaustive. 
 
Note the combination of 
written numbers, digits 
and the terms vaɰ1 ‘folio,’  
taat3 ‘complete’ (from 
Pali dasa ‘ten’), and the use 
of ‘0’ read as sip3 ‘ten.’  
 
Only the folio number is 
provided below each image 
here. See 3-digit numbers 
below for further details of 
selected examples. 
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3-digit numbers 

       
 paak2 1 taat3      paak2 paay1 1    paak2 paay1 pɛt2 vaɰ1 

       100                   101                       108 
 

         
        paak2 0 paay1 5 vaɰ1    paak2 0 paay1 9 vaɰ1 
                   115                              119 
 

             
paak2 saaw4 taat3      paak2 2 paay1         paak2 2 paay1 
        120               vaɰ1 1 = 121         2 vaɰ1 = 122 

 

    
         paak2 2 paay1 5          paak2 saaw4 paay1 
        vaɰ1 man3 = 125       hok3 vaɰ1 = 126 

paak2 1 taat3 
‘hundred 1 complete’ 
 
 
 
 
paak2 0 paay1 9 vaɰ1 
‘hundred 0 exceed 9 folio’ 
 
 
 
 
paak2 2 paay1 vaɰ1 1 
‘hundred 2 exceed folio 1’ 
 
 
 
paak2 2 paay1 5 vaɰ1 man3 
‘hundred 2 exceed 5 folio 
certain’ 

 

4.5.9 Punctuation 

Very few punctuation marks are used in traditional manuscript literature. In common with other 

Indic-based scripts, there is no capitalization and no breaks between words within the xaak4 or 

‘lines’ of the couplets or tercets which flow continuously through the rhyming narrative rather 

than being written on separate lines of the page as in Western poetry, although the devowelizer 

mark (see Table 4-10 above) can be seen as a punctuation mark indicating the end of a word.  

Lines are usually separated by short breaks in the text called xan3 xaak4 (‘separation, 

division by a boundary’), indicated by ‘[ ]’ in the phonemic transcription295 in Chapter 5, and 

sometimes by punctuation marks called may6 xaak4 which are placed within the xan3 xaak4  

(or incorporated into the final word of the xaak4) in the form of two or four small marks, either 

written or stamped onto the page (for this and other examples see Table 4-18 below). These 

may6 xaak4 marks appear very rarely in texts from the nineteenth century, and are not found in 

the 1876 manuscript of the text studied. They are also rarely used in the 1935 manuscript (only 

74 occurrences), sometimes to indicate that a xaak4 ends at the end of a line on the page, but 

otherwise without apparent reason, and even where the ending of a xaak4 is obvious by written 

                                                        
295 In the transcription, an empty ‘[ ]’ indicates a break between the lines of a rhyming couplet or tercet, 

whereas one with numbers, such as ‘[22.14]’ indicates the beginning of the 14th line on page 22.  
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final particles such as vaa1 nay5 or teʔ6 yaw6. They appear more frequently later in twentieth 

century in manuscripts from Moeng Ka and Mueang Sing, and are used consistently by present-

day scribes, indicating that this may be an innovation that has gradually become well-

established over several generations.  

Punctuation at the end of a couplet or tercet is the same as for the end of a line, i.e. a small 

break in the written text with or without a may6 xaak4. However, there are additional written 

indications, including the conclusion of the rhyming pattern and especially through specific 

final particles (left untranslated in the transcription), which are sometimes also decorated.  

The most common of these particles are vaa1 nay5 or teʔ6 yaw6, but some seventy different 

forms are used in the 1935 manuscript alone (see 2.5.4.7 above for further examples). 

Longer texts are divided into several main sections or ‘chapters,’ called tɔy4, each of which 

usually begins on a new line of the page, usually with the words nay5 lɛ4 pen1 naŋ5 mɤ1 nan6 

‘Thus it was at that time,’ nay5 lɛ4 mɤ1 nan6 ‘Thus at that time,’ or nay5 lɛ4 pen1 naŋ5 ‘Thus it 

was’ and ends with the words su5 hɤy6 su5 nɔ1 and an ornately drawn mark, often in the form of 

lɔk2 kut2 (from Diplazium esculentum, an edible fern). Smaller floral embellishments may also 

mark the start of a new section.296 The main colophon at the end of a text usually begins with 

saa4thuʔ1 saa4thuʔ1 ʔo3kaa2saa5 fan4te2 xaa3 lɛ2 von1 hɤy6 ends with the words von1 hɤy6 von1 

nɔ1 (xɔy3 lɛ1 von1 hɤy6 in the text studied here). Examples of punctuation are illustrated in the 

table below. 

Table 4-18: Examples of punctuation 

Identifier & Function Examples 

xan3 xaak4 

unmarked line-break 

 

 

may6 xaak4 

marked line-break 

 

    

 

                                                        
296 See 2.5.5.4 above for further discussion of scribal embellishments. 
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- 

final particle of couplet 

 
                                   vaa1 nay5 

 
                              teʔ6 yaw6 

- 

final particle of section  
                          su5 hɤy6 su5 nɔ1 

- 
marks start of section 

       

lɔk2 kut2 etc. 
marks end of section 

 

 
 

4.5.10 Tai Nuea spelling 

The system used by Tai Nuea scribes in Mueang Sing to describe the spelling of written words 

makes use of the identifiers for consonants and vowels listed in the above sections of this 

chapter, including initial /k-/ for vowel identifiers. The vowel with final is always given first, 

then the word say6 (possibly ‘to select,’ but not in everyday use) followed by the initial 

consonant (and then the full word is said with its tone), thus mi4 ‘to have’ is spelled as may6 

ki5(1) say6 to1 maʔ1 ‘mi4.’ The initial /k-/ used with the vowel is always understood be the default 

value in the vowel identifier only, and the initial consonant (even where it is also <k->) must 

always be stated, as in kɔn2 ‘before,’ which is spelled may6 kɔn5(1) say6 to1 kaʔ6. Where final 

consonants occur, they replace the default /-n/ used in the identifiers in 4.5.4 above, thus sɔŋ5 

‘two’ is spelled may6 kɔŋ5(1) say6 to1 saa5, nok1 ‘bird’ is spelled may6 kok5(3) say6 to1 naʔ1, sip3 

‘ten’ is spelled may6 kip5(3) say6 to1 saa5, and lɤt4 ‘blood’ is spelled may6 kɤt5(3) say6 to1 laʔ1.  

The spelling of words with written initial clusters follows the same pattern, with the 

identifier of the written medial or medials following the initial consonant, such as mlɛp4 ‘to 

flash (of lightning)’ spelled may6 kɛp5(1) say6 to1 maʔ1 hɔy3 laʔ1, kwaay4 (also kaay4, xaay4) 

spelled may6 kaay5(1) say6 to1 kaʔ6 hɔy3 vaʔ1, taa4laa4 ‘Dhamma, law’ (B တရား) spelled may6 

kaʔ6 say6 to1 taa2 may6 koŋ2 laʔ1, pyo2 ‘to be happy, to enjoy oneself’ (B ေပ်ာ္) spelled may6 
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ko5(1) say6 to1 paa2 hɔy3 yaʔ1 may6 koŋ2 laʔ1, and met1taa2 ‘kindness’ (P mettā) spelled may6 

ke5(1) say6 to1 maʔ1 to1 taa2 sɔn6 to1 taa2. 
There is no spelling of tones, since they are not indicated in the traditional orthography, nor 

of the devowelizer or the indeterminate subscript forms (see 4.5.7 above), which are added at 

the discretion of the scribe. The following table illustrates the examples provided above: 

 

Table 4-19: Examples of Tai Nuea spelling 

Written word Spelling Phonemic transcription 

 
may6 ki5(1) say6 to1 maʔ1 mi4 ‘to have’ 

 
may6 kɔn5(1) say6 to1 kaʔ6 kɔn2 ‘before’ 

 
may6 kɔŋ5(1) say6 to1 saa5 sɔŋ5 ‘two’ 

 
may6 kok5(3) say6 to1 naʔ1 nok1 ‘bird’ 

 
may6 kip5(3) say6 to1 saa5 sip3 ‘ten’ 

 
may6 kɤt5(3) say6 to1 laʔ1 lɤt4 ‘blood’ 

 
may6 kɛp5(1) say6 to1 maʔ1 hɔy3 laʔ1 mlɛp4 ‘to flash (of lightning)’ 

 
may6 kaay5(1) say6 to1 kaʔ6 hɔy3 vaʔ1 kwaay4 ‘water buffalo’ 

 
may6 kaʔ6 say6 to1 taa2 may6 koŋ2 laʔ1 

taa4laa4 (also traa4) 

‘Dhamma, law’ (B တရား) 

 
may6 ko5(1) say6 to1 paa2 hɔy3 yaʔ1 may6 koŋ2 laʔ1 

pyo2 ‘to be happy, to enjoy 
oneself’ (B ေပ်ာ)္ 

 
may6 ke5(1) say6 to1 maʔ1 to1 taa2 sɔn6 to1 taa2 

met1taa2 ‘kindness’  
(P mettā ) 

 

 

4.6 Summary 
The Lik Tho Ngok or ‘Bean Sprout’ orthography found in the manuscript literature of the Tai 

Nuea in Mueang Sing is one of a number of Lik orthographies used by related ethnolinguistic 

groups in northeastern India, northern Myanmar, southwestern Yunnan Province of China, and 

northwestern Laos. Evidence from early examples of the Lik script indicates a common origin 

prior to the fifteenth century, most probably in the polity of Moeng Maw (in the border area of 

present-day China and Myanmar) from an Old Burmese or Mon prototype.  
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Differences between these and other Southeast Asian Indic-based orthographies such as 

Burmese, Khmer, Mon, Thai, and Tham, such as the limited inventories of Lik consonants (and 

vowels) and the lack of ‘series’ of historically voiced and voiceless initial consonants can be 

traced to the devoicing sound shift and P/PH distinction in Tai languages, and to the degree of 

influence of Indic culture and language. 

The Lik orthographies were originally developed for writing the vernacular language, 

before the adoption of Buddhism, and unlike Tham and other Indic-based Southeast Asian 

scripts such as Burmese, Khmer, and Mon, they do not include additional graphemes required to 

fully represent Indic languages. Their inventories are further limited by not having separate 

‘series’ of historically voiced and voiceless initial consonants which help to indicate both tone 

class and meaning in other Tai scripts, which can be traced to the Lik scripts having been 

adopted after the devoicing sound shift and related loss of phonemic contrast in Tai languages. 

Ambiguity in the reading of some vowel graphemes, together with sound changes such as 

coalescences of consonant sounds and of vowel sounds due to monophthongisation, and without 

the aid of tone markers, means that even experienced scribes must rely upon the context to 

discern between the possible meanings of words in a written text.  

This inherent ambiguity and orthographic depth also provides flexibility to encompass 

sound fluctuations in the spoken language and across multiple dialects, but is better suited to 

traditional manuscript use which is the preserve of small numbers of skilled scribes than for 

more widespread modern use. As a result, the Shan and Tai Dehong/Tai Maw scripts were 

reformed in the mid-twentieth century, although these reforms did not spread to Jinggu and 

Mueang Sing, where use of the traditional orthography is therefore relatively well-preserved. 

A number of questions raised in this chapter remain unanswered and invite future research. 

In particular, more detailed comparison of the oldest Lik sources (which remain hard to access 

at the time of writing) with possible prototypes may produce clearer evidence for the origin and 

early development of the Lik orthography. Similar research is also needed for other Indic-based 

orthographies in Southeast Asia. Two of the allographs in the Lik script present a conundrum in 

implying previous phonemic contrasts which do not correspond to PT reconstructions.  

Understanding the complementary functions of the traditional and reformed orthographies, and 

the dynamics and social impact of their interaction, is also beyond the scope of the present 

study. Hopefully the data presented here will contribute to further investigation and discussion 

of these and other issues. 

The following chapter comprises a full phonemic transcription and annotated English 

translation of a Lik Tho Ngok manuscript. These are numbered by page and line for ease of 

reference to images of the original text (reproduced in Annex D) as a concrete illustration of 

linguistic and orthographic practice within the Tai Nuea manuscript tradition in Mueang Sing. 
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5 Phonemic transcription and English translation 
 

 

 

This chapter contains a phonemic transcription and annotated English translation of the 

Pukthanusati manuscript text, images of which are provided in Appendix D. The images of the 

original manuscript, transcription and translation are all numbered according to page and line 

for ease of reference, thus [54.12] is line 12 of page 54 of the original text.  

The transcription and translation also indicate breaks between the lines within couplets or 

tercets of the text by ‘[ ].’ The manuscript text is written in rhyming narrative verse which flows 

continuously within the main sections, i.e. with no new lines or other visual indication of where 

couplets or tercets of lines begin and end. Since the correct identification of the couplets and 

tercets is essential to the interpretation of the text, they are separated in the transcription and 

translation. The rhyming structure is also marked in the transcription, where a single underline 

indicates an internal rhyme within a line and a double underline indicates a rhyme linking the 

lines within a couplet or tercet. Otherwise the translation does not attempt to replicate the form, 

prosody or rhyming structure, but instead prioritises the interpretation of meaning and 

contextualization over these very important features which can only be fully appreciated 

through a reading of the original Tai Nuea text. This was one of many decisions between what 

Leavitt (2006: 98) calls “domesticating, foreignizing and thickening” strategies of translation, 

with thickness referring to “layers of information from the source text carried over into the 

target text” in the form of introductory chapters, facing pages and footnotes, etc. A ‘thick’ 

translation attempt to locate the text in its cultural and linguistic context (Appiah 1993) with 

only moderate domestication of the text.297 

This translation, for example, refrains from using commonly found Buddhist terms such as 

‘Buddha,’ ‘Dhamma,’ ‘Bodhisatta,’ direct cognates of which do not occur in Tai Nuea Lik 

literature, and instead romanises the Tai Nuea terms as Fula, Tala, Along, etc., which in the case 

of the Bodhisatta means preserving a bewildering variety of epithets. It also mostly preserves 

repetition of terms and other features of the original such as the use of names or epithets in 

place of personal pronouns even when this appears cumbersome in English. Where possible, 

epithets are translated literally, such as xay2 faʔ6 ‘Egg of the Heavens’ and xun5 di1 ‘Good Lord,’ 

while others for which the literal meaning was unknown are preserved in romanised form such 
                                                        
297 For the concept of ‘thick translation’ see Appiah 1993, Hermans 2003, Leavitt 2006. Geertz (1973: 11-

30) borrowed the notion of ‘thick description’ in ethnographic research from Gilbert Ryle, which was 

later applied in translation studies. 
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as Mangxong. Likewise, onomatopoeic terms such as vu1 vu2 ‘the sound of bees’ are retained in 

the English translation as vu vu, etc. in order to illustrate the Tai Nuea usage rather than being 

replaced with English equivalents such as ‘buzz.’ Formulaic particles such as vaa1 nay5 or teʔ6 

yaw6 which do not influence the interpretation of the text are also left untranslated, as are a 

number of loanwords and other terms which were not understood by local scribes and audiences.  

In many other cases the extensive use of (especially Burmese) loanwords, which is a special 

feature of Lik texts, is lost in the translation and the footnotes or glossary in Appendix C must 

be consulted for details, such as mo4 ʔu4 ‘the beginning of the rainy season’ (B မုုိးဦး). This also 

applies to the use of some synonyms298 or loanwords used together in a single line for which no 

alternative English forms could be found and which were considered too ungainly when kept in 

romanised form. Similarly, the order of lines in a verse has sometimes been reversed to avoid 

very lengthy passive clauses in English. 

 The inherent flexibility and ambiguity of the orthography are striking features when 

approaching the interpretation of a Lik text, and which require even skilled readers to interpret 

the written word from a number of alternatives based on an understanding of its context within 

the story. Footnotes are used for variant or uncertain readings, but the phonemic transcription 

necessarily fixes a single interpretation which is removed from the overall experience of reading 

the Lik text even before the stage of translation. Given the variety of interpretation and the 

difficulty in representing this feature, the version presented here is largely based upon close 

collaboration with a single local scribe, Ho Nam Vong. A number of other scribes, scholars and 

written resources were consulted but for consistency their interpretations were always discussed 

with him and the resulting transcription and translation are therefore based on an informed and 

refined understanding of one local scribe, which differs considerably from his first reading and 

that of other scribes in Mueang Sing. It also incorporates a number of emendations and 

interpretive corrections suggested by local scribes and through consulting the 1876 exemplar, 

where the 1935 text was perceived to be in error, and the English translation includes a number 

of terms which were unknown in Mueang Sing. These are noted in all cases. 

The main written resources used in addition to the 1876 exemplar were Cushing’s A Shan 

and English Dictionary, Luo Yongxian’s A Dictionary of Dehong, Southwest China, Judson’s 

Burmese-English Dictionary (the second edition, revised and enlarged by Robert C. Stevenson), 

U Hoke Sein’s The Universal Burmese-English-Pali Dictionary, Stede and Rhys Davids’ The 

Pali Text Society's Pali-English Dictionary and Monier-Williams’ A Sanskrit-English 

Dictionary. 

                                                        
298 See 2.5.4.2 above. The most numerous set of synonyms in the text studied is for ‘mother,’ ‘father’ and 

‘parents,’ for which there are 17 terms.  
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Phonemic transcription 

 

[00.01]A taa4laa4 to2 caw3 fɯn4 nay6 cam6 lay3 cɯ1 vaa1 puk1thaa4nuʔ1saʔ5(3)ti2 xaa3 hɔ6  

[ ] [00.02] caa4 kaap2 kɛw3 tɛm3 vay6 kam6 cu4 vaʔ1laʔ1 puʔ1thaʔ1 saa2saʔ5(3)naa4(2)B haa3C pan4 

va1saa5 

 

[00.03] fu3 saaŋ3 kaw6 saa5thaa2 cɯ1 vaa1 ho5 can1 caaŋ1 lɔk2 sɔŋ5 caw3 fo5 me4 [00.04] saaŋ3 

lay3 pi1 lap3 kay6D saa5xaat2 lay3 pan4 sɔŋ5 hɔy6 kaw3 sip3 cet3E to1 

 

xɔ5 hɯ3F pen1 faa5laa5 ʔaa1ni1soŋ5 [00.05] kam6 to1 mɔn5 xiŋ4 nay4 co1 niʔ6 lɛ1 cat4 naa3 yaa4vaʔ1 

traap2 tɔ2 taw3 xaw3 su2 veŋ4 [00.06] kɛw3 ne4laʔ1pan1 teʔ6 teʔ6 xɔy3 lɛ2 

 

 

  

                                                        
A [00.01] The cover page of Tai Nuea manuscripts is called naa3 taap3 paay1 kaw6.  

B [00.02] Although written in Lik script, in this position on the cover page saa2saʔ5(3)naa4(2) is pronounced 

as though written in Tham script, which is pronounced as Tai Lue by Tai Nuea scribes in Mueang Sing; it 

is saa2sa3naa2 in Tai Nuea. 

C [00.02] haa3 is written in the Tai Nuea numeral 5. 

D [00.04] Usually laap3 kay6 when in Lik script as here, but pronounced here lap3 kay6 as though written 

in Tham script. 
E [00.04] pan4 sɔŋ5 hɔy6 kaw3 sip3 cet3 is written in the Tai Nuea numerals 1297. 

F [00.04] Written in Tham script from xɔ5 hɯ3 onwards, until xɔy3 lɛ2, which is in Lik script; xɔ5 hɯ3 is 

xo5 haɰ3 in Tai Nuea, nay4 is naɰ4, niʔ6 is nay6, and tɔ2 is to2. 
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English Translation 

 

[00.01] This manuscript of the Noble Master’s Tala299 entitled Pukthanusati300 xaa hɔ [ ] [00.02] 

has been copied by Ca Kap Kaew301 to sustain the period of the Buddhist religion [so that it may 

last] for five thousand years. 

 

[00.03] The main sponsors are the [wood] carver Ho Can and his wife, [00.04] in the year lap 

kay or 1297 of the era.302 

 

May it truly bring blessings [00.05] and support and uphold us in the present and in future lives 

until we enter the Jewel [00.06] City of Nelapan303 xɔy lɛ. 
 

 

  

                                                        
299 TN taa4laa4 (B တရား), the Dhamma, the teaching of the Buddha. 

300 TN puk1thaa4nuʔ1saʔ3ti2 (P buddhānussati), ‘the Recollection of the Buddha’ refers to the 

contemplation practised by the Bodhisatta (one progressing towards the perfection of Buddhahood) in this 

previous life, and is also the name given to him in this story. 
301 TN caa4 kaap2 kɛw3: caa4 was one of two deputies to the faʔ4yaa4 or ‘chief’ in a system of village 

administration (no longer in use), the other being sɛn5. 

302 The year lap kay is according to a local calendar, also commonly used in manuscripts in Thailand and 

Laos, which uses a 60-year cycle to name years. The table in Eade (1995: 24-25) gives this as dap kay. 

The year 1297 according to the ‘Little Era,’ which began in 638 of the Common Era, is 1935 CE (Eade 

1995: 17). 
303 TN veŋ4 kɛw3 ne4laʔ1pan1: ne4laʔ1pan1 (Skt nirvāṇa) is used in Tham script as well as ni1paan2  

(P nibbāna) ‘Nipan,’ which is the usual form in Lik script. It is understood literally as a city where beings 

of sufficient merit are reborn and live in eternity. 
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[01.01] ʔo2ti1xaa1 naʔ1mo4 puʔ1thaa4yaʔ1 xaa3 fu3 tɛm3 lik4 fuk2 nay6 yɔn6 thɤŋ5 di5(1) xɛm4saa2 

xɔy3 lɛ2A 

 

[01.02] nay5 lɛ4 pen1 naŋ5 mɤ1 nan6 hɯ5 laak2 di5(1) ʔɔn2 di5(1) yɔŋ3 yaat4 yaat4 paat4 puk4 nuk4 to2 

[01.03] vɔŋ6 kɛn2 caw3 di1 lɔn2 hoŋ5 haaŋ4 

 

xiŋ4 haw4 xi4yo4 naʔ1mo4 tham4 sɛŋ5 fu4laa4 [01.04] kaa1 xaa5 cɛn2 thɛw5 tam4 ʔɔk2 taŋ3 lu4(1) 

kɔn2 [ ] pɤ1 kaa1 taa4laa4 sɛŋ5 laaw5(1) von1 xam4 pen1 [01.05] to1 pen1 faa5 di5(1) di5(1) ŋaam4 

ŋaam4 tɯt1 tam4 tɛŋ5(1) saat1 taaŋ2 [ ] hɯ5 laak2 di5(1) ʔɔn2 di5(1) yɔŋ3 piŋ2[01.06]yaa2si2 xaw5 caw3 

hoy5 thaaŋ2 xam4 tham4 teʔ6 nɔ1 

 

  

                                                        
A [01.01] This line is written in Shan lik4 to1 mon4 script (possibly because the scribe had lived in 

Kengtung in Shan State before moving to Mueang Sing), with the final xɔy3 lɛ2 in Lik Tai Nuea. 
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[01.01] Otixa,304 Homage to the Buddha! I, the scribe of this manuscript, copy it for my well-

being and happiness xɔy lɛ. 
 

[01.02] ‘Thus it was at that time’305 signifies the resplendent noble discourses [01.03] of the 

Magnificent True Master,306 which are worthy of praise and exaltation. 

 

I venerate and pay homage to the jewel Tham307 of the Fula308 [01.04] as I assemble the letters 

of the alphabet in these lines lu kɔn, [ ] so that the Tala of the Star Jewel,309 the Golden Merit,310 

may [01.05] be as a container and its lid,311 fitting together well and beautifully as they are 

created, drawn out and placed,312 [ ] as though wise [01.06] beings who are worthy of praise and 

exaltation were expounding the words of the Tham teʔ nɔ. 
 

  

                                                        
304 TN ʔo2ti1xaa1, introductory phrase for Shan manuscripts and for ceremonies (often ʔɔ2ti1xaa1 

nɔ5ti1xaa1), but not used in Mueang Sing or Jinggu. 

305 TN nay5 lɛ4 pen1 naŋ5 mɤ1 nan6, the formulaic opening phrase for the sections of manuscripts of the 

Buddha’s teachings. 
306 TN vɔŋ6 kɛn2 caw3, an epithet of the Buddha (and of the king). 

307 TN tham4 sɛŋ5: tham4 is a clipped form of tham4maa2 (P dhamma), the teaching of the Buddha. 

308 TN fu4laa4 (B ဘုုရား), the Buddha. 

309 TN sɛŋ5 laaw1, an epithet of the Buddha (and of the Bodhisatta and the princess). 

310 TN von1 xam4, an epithet of the Buddha (and of the Bodhisatta). 

311 TN pen1 to1 pen1 faa5 ‘(rhymes) fitting together well’ is from to1 ‘body’ and faa5 ‘cover’ of a container 

for glutinous rice, as in to1 haap1 faa5 faa5 haap1 to1 used in Mueang Sing for rhymes fitting together well 

in composition. An alternative reading would be to1 and faa5 as the first and second lines of a couplet, as 

Cushing (1887: 92) describes for Shan. 
312 TN tɯt1 tam4 tɛŋ1 saat1 taaŋ2 may also have more technical meanings related to the writing of Lik 

script, but these are unknown in Mueang Sing; Cushing (1887: 12) gives tɯt1 in terms used for the 

writing of subscript vowels and taaŋ2 for superscript vowels, while saat1 is also the name of the 

‘devoweliser’ symbol in Shan. 
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naŋ2 nay6 kaw1 xaa3 caa4 kaap2 caŋ2 taak2 [01.07] hoy5 paak2 tɛm3 taŋ4 lik4 to2 vɔŋ6 lɔŋ1 cɛt4 

kaa1thaa2 kɛm4 hoŋ5 [ ] xo5 haɰ3 ʔaa1[01.08]co4 taa4laa4 nam4 ʔaw1 xiŋ4 caay4 yaan5 se5 fe4 

myew4 pon6 taŋ4 loŋ5 lɔt4 yaak4 lɛ1 [01.09] van1 

 

nay5 lɛ4 pen1 naŋ5 von1 suŋ5 fu4laa4 saw4 naɰ4 kwyɑɑŋ4 loŋ5 xam4 pɤŋ4 voy2lu4van2 [ ] taŋ4 

[01.10] kaa1 mɯn2 nɯŋ1 mum1 mɤm1 saŋ5xaa2 faʔ6 luk4 caw3 lɤ5 ʔaan2 kom1 tham4 vaa1 nay5 

 

kɛn2 caw3 naŋ1 [01.11] vaaŋ1 laa4caa1paa4laŋ2 han3 tɛn1 kɛw3 pew1 myaa4 hoŋ4 sɛŋ5 [ ] taŋ4 kaa1 

hok3 saay5 [01.12] pew1 fay4 tan4 xo4 xaaw5 xew5 poʔ6 lɤŋ5 lɛŋ5(1) sɔŋ2 haam1(2) 

 

saaŋ5vaaŋ4 ŋaw4A kaaŋ4 ŋaa4 xam4 [01.13] sɛŋ5 laaw5(1) cɔy2 fu4laa4 si2 lɛm3 [ ] ʔaa1lɔŋ2 thɔŋ2 to1 

sɛn5 xɔk2 faʔ6 si2 lɛm3 xɛŋ5 tɔn4 [01.14] teʔ6 yaw6 

 

  

                                                        
A [01.12] The word xam4 between ŋaw4 and kaaŋ4 is marked as a scribal error. 
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Thus I, Ca Kap, will [01.07] expound in writing this pure manuscript of the Magnificent 

Lord,313 the verses of this sacred and renowned discourse, [ ] and may the blessings [01.08] of 

the Tala lead me to freedom from every kind of danger and difficulty lɛ [01.09] van. 

 

So it was, the High Merit,314 the Fula, was residing in the great Voyluvan315 monastery of 

golden radiance, [ ] together [01.10] with ten thousand316 yellow-robed venerable offspring of 

the Master,317 innumerable, who were discussing the Tham vaa nay. 

 

The True Master318 was seated [01.11] on the gleaming emerald royal Throne of Gems in the 

Jewel Room, [ ] and six powerful rays [01.12] - white, green,319 yellow, red, and orange - mixed 

and shining,320 emanated like fire. 

 

There was a brilliant aura from the jaw and the golden teeth, the [01.13] four eye-teeth, of the 

Fula, the Star Jewel, [ ] and the intense radiance of the four shone throughout the immeasurable 

universe [01.14] teʔ yaw. 

 

                                                        
313 TN to2 vɔŋ6, an epithet of the Buddha. 

314 TN von1 suŋ5, an epithet of the Buddha. 

315 TN voy2lu4van2 (P veḷuvana), the Bamboo Grove, a monastery where the Buddha sometimes dwelt, 

and where many canonical discourses and birth stories were recounted. 
316 TN mɯn2 ‘ten thousand’ and sɛn5 ‘one hundred thousand’ are used as synonyms for ‘very many’ or 

‘innumerable.’ 
317 TN faʔ6 luk4 caw3, monastic disciples of the Buddha. 

318 TN kɛn2 caw3, an epithet of the Buddha (and of the Bodhisatta and the king). 

319 TN xew5 ‘green,’ although this component of the Buddha’s aura (P nīla) is generally understood as 

blue; Gedney (1989: 361) gives TN xew5 as ‘sky blue’ in addition to green, but it is only understood as 

‘green’ in Mueang Sing, where ‘sky blue’ is mɔn2. 

320 The list of colours found in the introductory discourse to Book I of the Atthasālinī (Müller 1897) are  

P nīla (blue, or blue-black, blue-green,) pīta (yellow), lohita (red), odāta (white), mañjiṭṭha (crimson), and 

pabhassara (shining, luminous, understood as a mixture of the first five, which are considered a set of 

principal colours), which Pe Maung Tin (1976: 17) gives as ‘indigo, golden, red, white, tawny, and 

dazzling.’ 
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taŋ4 kaa1 laa1lɤk4 pɤk4 pak4 fi5 yu2 faʔ6 fuŋ2 naat4 kɔŋ4 kaaŋ2 loŋ4 maa4 [ ] [01.15] ʔɔn1 kan1 hom5 

com4 ʔum5(1) sɛŋ5 lɛŋ5(1) xam4 ŋaw4 yam5(1) thɔm2 taa4laa4 caw3 pɔn3 

 

yaam4 nan4 von1 suŋ5 kaaŋ4 kaaŋ4 [01.16] thɔn5 l(a)aŋ4(5)A xon6 ŋaa4 sɛŋ5 ʔaa1thɔt4 [ ] caw3 taak2 

xon6 xay1 puk1thaa4nuʔ1saʔ5(3)ti2 to1 [01.17] hɔt4 thɤŋ5 paay5(1) vaa1 nay5 

 

kaa1 fu3 pay1 huʔ6 pay1 cɛŋ3 lɔŋ1 ku1so2 laay5 yɤŋ1 taaŋ4 di5(1) [ ] [01.18] cum4 haw4 yiŋ4 caay4 

taŋ4 laay5 yaa2 pi1 tɯ4 vaw1 tɯ4 vaaŋ1 kaa2 tew4 pi5(1) vaa1 tɯn3 

 

[01.19] pɤ1 kaa1 yiŋ4 caay4 taŋ4 laay5 hu5 naa5 taa5(1) tan5(1) maw2 mi4 cɛŋ3 lɛŋ4 han5 ku1so2 [ ] 

[01.20] kɛn2 vɔŋ6 caŋ2 taak2 pyaa4tɛk4 vay6 naɰ4 luk4 kɛm4 to2 pan5(1) yin4 vaa1 nay5 

 

caw3 caŋ2 [02.01]B xon6 xay1 pum2 cat4 faʔ6 no2 maat4 lɔŋ4 num2 paan1 xam4 [ ] haɰ3 ʔan1 kon4 

laay5 yiŋ4 caay4 [02.02] hu5 yin4 din4 sɛŋ5 fu4laa4 taa4laa4 thɔm2 lam4 lam4 huʔ6 xo3 

 

vaa1 kaa1 xun5 laay5 faʔ6 lɤŋ5 xam4 han5[02.03]taa2 xaw5 hɤy6 [ ] ʔik2 loy3 nɔŋ6 caw3 ʔaa2nan4taa2 

saa5vaa4kaa2 mɔn4 sɛŋ5 nay4 nɔ1 

 

  

                                                        
A [01.16] The vowel is lengthened and the tone modified from laŋ5 to laaŋ4 to agree with the preceding 

kaaŋ4 kaaŋ4. 

B [02.01] The Tai Nuea special symbol for nɯŋ1 (used in manuscripts) and the numeral 1 in Tham script 

are written at the top of the verso of the first folio (TN vaɰ1 ‘leaf’). 
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Innumerable celestial beings descended from their heavenly abodes throughout the cosmos [ ] 

[01.15] to delight together in the glistening golden red aura of the Jewel Vessel321 and listen to 

the Tala taught by him. 

 

On that occasion, the brilliant High Merit [01.16] drew upon the past and told the most excellent 

jewel-toothed [teaching], [ ] and related [the story of] Pukthanusati [01.17] to the end vaa nay. 

 

“There are people who do not know the way of the many kinds of virtue and goodness.322 [ ] 

[01.18] All of us, women and men, do not take this lightly or be remiss as the years pass by, or 

say that it is shallow! 

 

[01.19] “Because of the blindness and deafness of all the women and men who do not see and 

clearly understand virtue, [ ] [01.20] the True Magnificence323 reveals it in this noble text for us 

to hear vaa nay. 

 

“He [02.01] tells a birth story of the Excellent Heavenly Shoot,324 the young Long,325 in his 

golden era, [ ] so that many people, women and men, [02.02] can lend an ear to the Jewel 

Fount326 and understand the Fula Tala,327 listening respectfully throughout. 

 

“[To] the many venerable golden yellow[-robed] hanta328 [02.03] xaw hɤy, [ ] together with 

their younger sibling Master Ananta329 and other jewel essence disciples nay nɔ, 
 
                                                        
321 TN ʔum1 sɛŋ5, the vessel containing the Dhamma, the teachings of the Buddha. 

322 A scribal aside addresses the audience from here to [02.05]. 
323 TN kɛn2 vɔŋ6, an epithet of the Buddha (also of the king and the princess). 

324 TN faʔ6 no2 maat4, an epithet of the Bodhisatta. 

325 TN lɔŋ4, an epithet of the Bodhisatta. 

326 TN lin4 sɛŋ5, an epithet of the Buddha’s teaching. 

327 TN fu4laa4 taa4laa4 (B ဘုုရားတရား), the Buddha Dhamma, the teachings of the Buddha. 

328 TN han5taa2 (P arahant), a Noble Disciple who is liberated from all suffering; a clipped form of the 

usual ʔaa2laʔ1han5taa2 

329 TN ʔaa2nan4taa2 (P ānanda), one of the chief monastic disciples of the Buddha. 
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[02.04] caw3 taak2 xay1 loy3 cat4 mɤ1 nan6 ʔaa2pum2 paan1 sɛŋ5 [ ] faɰ5 man4 laak2 haɰ3 sɔŋ5 hu5 

ku4 faŋ4 [02.05] het3 pɤŋ1 vaan2 xam4 lɛŋ5(1) xam2 hɔŋ2 li1 yaw6 

 

pen1 naŋ5 yaam4 nan5(6) hɤŋ5 naan4 co1 ʔaa1xan5 [02.06] kam1faa2 [ ] kaw1 caw3 yɔn4 pen1 

sam5maa4sam5puk1thaa2 ʔaa1thɔt4 si5laa2 fi5 kon4 vaa1 nay5 

 

[02.07] paa1laa1mi2 thi2 thaap4 vay6 caw3 saaŋ3 maw2 ke2 lɤ5 tɤŋ4 [ ] cem1 mɤ1 laay5 paan1 sɛn5 

xaa2 [02.08] pay1 maa4 fɛn2 din1 mɤŋ4 ʔaan2 kaap3 

 

ho5 pɤŋ4 caa4 ʔu4 ʔaw1 pɤŋ1 kon4 mo5 la(a)t5(3)A me4 lɛm3 hɤ4 [02.09] loŋ5 naa1vaa2B [ ] saa5tiʔ5(3) 

viʔ1liʔ1yaa2 kɛn2 caw3 myo2 muŋ1 yem3 lu4(1) kaa2 toy4 han5 teʔ6 yaw6 

 

caŋ2 [02.10] vaa1 ho5 pɤŋ4 taa4laa4 mɔn4 sɛŋ5 taa4naʔ1 paa1laa1mi2 [ ] kɛn2 caw3 ʔaw1 pen1 pɛn3 

sɤ2 nam6 [02.11] saa5muk1 haap3 hi2 pen5(1) hɤ4 vaa1 nay5 

 

ʔik2 loy3 si5laʔ1 paa1laa1mi2 xo3 nɯŋ1 xɔm4 hoŋ5 [ ] mɔn4 [02.12] sɛŋ5 pɛŋ4 sim4 yɤŋ1 naŋ5 

saaŋ5fo4 lɛm3 hɤ4 loŋ5 xɤŋ2 man3 vay6 yaw6 

 

  

                                                        
A [02.08] The vowel and tone of laat3 are modified to lat5. 
B [02.09] The text and the 1876 manuscript both have vaa1 naa2, read as a scribal error for naa1vaa2. 
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“[02.04] The Master will tell the story of a [previous] birth of the Jewel Life330 at that time, and 

each should lend their two ears to listen respectfully [02.05] as if holding a golden-red dish to 

receive [an offering] li yaw.” 

 

So it was at that time,331 long ago, during the time of this world [02.06] cycle, [ ] that I 

requested to be a Fully Awakened One,332 a supreme teacher of celestial beings and men vaa 

nay. 

 

[02.07] The Perfections333 which I accumulated and developed were unfathomable,  

[ ] over many hundreds of thousands of lifetimes [02.08] and the coming and going of worldly 

eras. 

 

In the beginning it was as though the True Master was the helmsman of a great [02.09] ship or 

vessel, [ ] using mindfulness and energy to look attentively, to observe, to discern and to see the 

way to progress teʔ yaw. 

 

First [02.10], the True Master took the jewel essence Tala of the Perfection of Generosity334 [ ] 

as planks placed upon the ocean, [02.11] firmly secured together as a ship vaa nay. 

 

Next, the Jewel Essence cherished and treasured the Renowned Words335 of the Perfection of 

Morality336 [ ] [02.12] as though it were [making] this vessel, this great ship, firm and stable vay 

yaw. 

                                                        
330 TN paan1 sɛŋ5, an epithet of the Bodhisatta (and of the king). 

331 The Buddha begins to narrate the story of his previous birth. 
332 TN sam5maa2sam5puk1thaa (P sammāsambuddha), one who discovers and realises the Dhamma and 

teaches it to the world. 
333 TN paa1laa1mi2 (P pāramī), ten qualities developed over many lifetimes by the Bodhisatta (and which 

are recounted in the Jātaka stories), and the perfection of which leads to Buddhahood: generosity, moral 

virtue, renunciation, wisdom, energy, patience (missing in this manuscript), truthfulness, resolution, 

kindness, and equanimity. 
334 TN taa4naʔ1 paa1laa1mi2 (P dāna pāramī). 
335 TN xɔm4 hoŋ5, an epithet of the Buddha’s teaching. 

336 TN si5laʔ1 paa1laa1mi2 (P sīla pāramī). 
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laay1 tam4 xɔm4 xam4 [02.13] ŋaw4 sɛŋ5 nik1xaa5 paa1laa1mi2 [ ] ʔaw1 het3 naa1vaa2 xaam3A se5 

nam6 me1 kaaŋ3 co3 ti1 xa(a)t5(3) [02.14] lom4 

 

pan1yaa2 paa1laa1mi2 xo3 maat4 paat4 to2 caw3 kaa1thaa2 von1 xam4 [ ] ʔaw1 pen1 mo5 [02.15] hu5 

mo5 taa5(1) mo5 caɰ5(1) yeŋ4 la(a)t5(3) laŋ5 loŋ5 saʔ5(3)paw4 tay2 fɔŋ4 lam6 xi2 faay3 

 

saay5 [02.16] xɔm4 taam5(1) kan4(1) lun4 maa4 taa4laa4 mɔn4 sɛŋ5 viʔ1liʔ1yaa2 paa1laa1mi2  

[ ] kɛn2 caw3 ʔaw1 pen1 kaʔ1he2 [02.17] cɤk4 ʔam2 haɰ3 fɔŋ4 to1 fo2 ŋaak4 vaaŋ1 kaaŋ1 nam6 faa5 

ŋi2 yew1 me4 vaa1 nay5 

 

ʔik2 thɛŋ3 [02.18] saa2caa2 paa1laa1mi2 xo3 nɯŋ1 tam4 ci2 pu4 pɤ4 [ ] sɛŋ5 laaw5(1) ʔaw1 het3 cet3 

saw5 [02.19] laŋ4 yaan4 paan4 paan4 cɔŋ2 ho5 hɤ4 yet2 taŋ3 

 

maw2 haɰ3 xɔn4 vay5 kway5 nɯŋ5 nu4 nɤ4 mɤ1 laɰ1 caay6 [02.20] vit5(3) vɤn1 nop4 xɔŋ1 [ ] 

ʔaʔ1tiʔ1thaa5naʔ1 paa1laa1mi2 [ ] kɛn2 caw3 ʔaw1 het3 cet3 taan4 [03.01] van3 kaŋ3 laŋ5 yin4 yaa2 

pok3 thɔŋ2 to4 lom4 teʔ6 yaw6 

 

met1taa2 paa1laa1mi2 xo3 maat4 [03.02] tham4 sɔŋ2 li5(1) yo4 [ ] sɛŋ5 laaw5(1) ʔaw1 pen1 maŋ4 xat3 

ho5 haaŋ5 laŋ5 loŋ5 hɤ4 xam4 [03.03] fɔŋ2 saaŋ5fo4 xi2 xaam3 vaa1 nay5 

 

  

                                                        
A [02.13] The text and the 1876 manuscript both have xɔm3, read as a scribal error for xaam3. 
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Assembling the Golden Words337 [02.13] of the Jewel Radiance, I used the Perfection of 

Renunciation338 [ ] to make the vessel cross the wide ocean when going against [02.14] the 

wind. 

 

The Excellent Perfection of Wisdom, the discourses of the Noble Master, the verses of the 

Golden Merit, [ ] I took as the guide of my [02.15] ears, eyes, and heart to aim straight when 

riding on the great boat across the waves. 

 

The next [02.16] in order of the jewel essence Tala, the Perfection of Energy,339 [ ] the True 

Master took as the bonds [02.17] to prevent the waves from breaking it apart in mid-ocean and 

to make the hull fit tightly together vaa nay. 

 

In addition, [02.18] the Star Jewel used the Perfection of Truthfulness,340 the next in succession, 

[ ] to set up seven masts [02.19] for the brilliant sails, pulling the bow of the ship, 

 

Not allowing them to move or to swing back and forth or shake unsteadily, whenever it leant 

[02.20] or twisted, bowed or faltered, [ ] the Perfection of Resolution,341 [ ] the True Master 

took as seven levels [03.01] of cloth spread lang yin ya,342 set up against the blowing wind teʔ 

yaw. 

 

The Star Jewel took the Excellent Perfection of Kindness,343 [03.02] the shining Tham, worthy 

of praise, [ ] as the helmsman to steer the bow and stern of the great golden ship, [03.03] the 

raft, the vessel to ride across vaa nay. 

                                                        
337 TN xɔm4 xam4, an epithet of the Buddha’s teaching. 

338 TN nik1xaa5 paa1laa1mi2 (P nekkhamma pāramī). 
339 TN viʔ1liʔ1yaa2 paa1laa1mi2 (P viriya pāramī). 
340 TN saa2caa2 paa1laa1mi2 (P sacca pāramī); the Perfection of Patience (P khanti pāramī) would 

normally follow the Perfection of Energy in the list of the Ten Perfections, but is not included here. 
341 TN ʔaʔ1tiʔ1thaa5naʔ1 paa1laa1mi2 (P adhiṭṭhāna pāramī). 
342 TN laŋ5 yin4 yaa2, untranslated due to unknown meaning, used in reference to the ship’s sails; 

suggested readings include laŋ5 as classifier for the ship (or for the sails), and yin4 yaa2 possibly ‘to 

stretch out’ (yɯn4, but given as yin4 in Luo), or related to laŋ4 yaan4 ‘sail.’ 

343 TN met1taa2 paa1laa1mi2 (P mettā pāramī). 
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maw2 haɰ3 saay5 lom4 vay5 xɔn4 toŋ6 cɔn4 cɔn4 nɯŋ5 taak2 [ ] ʔup3[03.04]pe4xaa2 paa1laa1mi2 

xo3 maat4 laat4 tɛk4 cɤk4 lek3 maat1 vay6 maw2 haɰ3 nɯŋ5 taak2 mɤ1 laɰ1 [03.05] nan6 yaw6 

 

taŋ4 kaa1 ta1saa5 paa1laa1mi2 sip3 yɤŋ1 xɤŋ1 caw3 tem1 cum2 toy4 to5(1) [ ] [03.06] caŋ2 taak2 pen1 

taŋ4 laŋ5 hoŋ5 koŋ5(1) maaŋ4 saʔ5(3)paw4 fɔŋ2 saaŋ5fo4 xi2 xaam3 vaa1 nay5 

 

[03.07] xun5 hoŋ5 caŋ2 taak2 ʔɔn1 ʔaw1 fi5 saaŋ5 saat1 kon4 taŋ4 laay5 pay1 cɔm4 mɔn4 xam4 

xaam3 ke4 lam6 [03.08] si2taan2 [ ] to2 sɤk4 tɤk4 hɔt4 mɔk2kaŋ2 ʔaa1maat1taa2 ti1 cɯn1 ni1paan2 

veŋ4 xam4 pun6 [03.09] yaw6 

 

vaa1 kaa1 saŋ5xaa2 faʔ6 luk4 caw3 han5taa2 laay5 paa4 xaw5 hɤy6 [ ] fuŋ5 xun5 cum4 [03.10] cɤ4 

tɯt5(3) se5 heŋ5 paay1 son5saw4 lam1 vaaw4 maw2 ʔaw1 maa4 kaɰ3 haaŋ1 xaw5 nɔ1 
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Unwavering, not allowing it to be shaken, moved, or tossed about and thrown over by the wind, 

[ ] the [03.04] Excellent Perfection of Equanimity,344 was compared to an iron chain, secured to 

prevent [the ship] from being shaken or thrown over at any time [03.05] nan yaw. 

 

I see these Ten Perfections, fully completed in myself, [ ] [03.06] as the renowned chief of 

vessels, the boat, the raft, the ship to ride across vaa nay. 

 

[03.07] The Renowned Lord345 now leads all celestial beings, gods, animals and humans to 

follow the Golden Essence346 across the great waters of the [03.08] Sitan347  

[ ] until they reach the path to the deathless realm of awakening, the Golden City of Nipan pun 

[03.09] yaw. 

 

The many hanta, the Sangxa348 of the venerable offspring of the Master xaw hɤy, [ ] are the 

noble assembly [03.10] which has cut off over a thousand dark and corrupt defilements, and no 

longer brings them near xaw nɔ. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

  

                                                        
344 TN ʔup3pe4xaa2 paa1laa1mi2 (P upekkhā pāramī). 
345 TN xun5 hoŋ5, an epithet of the Buddha (and of the Bodhisatta and the king). 

346 TN mɔn4 xam4, an epithet of the Buddha (also used of the Bodhisatta). 

347 TN si2taan2 ‘Seven Seas’ is read as a clipped form of B. သီတာခုုႏွစ္တန္, which Judson gives as “the 

seven belts of water which surround, and intervene between the seven ranges of mountains which encircle 

the Myinmo Mountain,” and for which Cushing gives the Shan si2taa2 cet3 hɔp4; Malalasekera gives  

P sīdantara samudda as “The sea between every two ranges round Sineru; Nāgas live in this sea. 

J.vi.125;” the initial syllable is read as TN si2 ‘four’ by some scribes and interpreted as ‘four bodies of 

water or oceans’ rather than seven. 
348 TN saŋ5xaa2 (P sangha), the community of Buddhist monastics. 
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ʔan1 [03.11] naŋ5 kaw1 xun5 kyo4 kyaa4 pɔŋ1 yew1 hoŋ4 xam4 lam4 saɰ5 vaɰ5(1) myaa4 ton3 

po4thi4 mam4 ku2 [ ] taŋ4 kaa1 mɯn2 [03.12] kaap3 sɛn5 kaap3 kaw1 caw3 saaŋ3 ta1saa5 

paa1laa1mi2 xɤŋ1 maat4 taaŋ4 lu2 mi4 nay5 teʔ6 yaw6 

 

[03.13] pen1 naŋ5 mɤ1 nan6 kam1faa2 faʔ6 co1 pon6 xaam3 kaa2 ʔɔn5(1) haw4 [ ] yaam4 ʔan1 kaw1 

xun5 pɔŋ1 ʔaw1 [03.14] taa4laa4 kyo4 kyaa4 fɔŋ2 saʔ5(3)paw4 maw2 lay3 

 

yaŋ4 mi4 co1 nɯŋ1 po4 pen1 paan1 kaaŋ1 haam4 heŋ4 [03.15] han5 ʔaa1tat4 [ ] kɛn2 caw3 faay3 

vaaŋ1 saam5 fum2 faʔ6 lo4kaa1thaat4 com1 fu4 teʔ6 yaw6 

 

[03.16] kɛn2 laak2 maw2 kaɰ3 teʔ6 kay1 kaa2 cɔy1 vɔy4 [ ] taak2 maa4 toy4 lu5(1) paan1 mɤŋ4 maw2 

han5 hɔy4 yaap2 yaak4 [03.17] teʔ6 nɔ1 

 

naŋ5 hɯ5 fi5 saaŋ5 saat1 kon4 taak2 pɔy4 lay3 thɤŋ5 com6 xɛm4saa2 [ ] caŋ2 taak2 [03.18] cɤŋ4 cɤŋ4 

xon6 lɔt4 tham4maʔ1te1saʔ5(3)naa2 com4 tɔn4 taa1 van4 
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Thus [03.11] did I strive to practise beneath the emerald-leaved, bright Golden Banyan,349 the 

Pothi Tree,350 with budding aerial roots,351 [ ] together with the ten thousand, [03.12] the one 

hundred thousand, world cycles that I cultivated the Ten Excellent Perfections as an offering in 

this way teʔ yaw. 

 

[03.13] So it was at that time, in a previous era, before I had crossed beyond, [ ] when I had not 

[yet] strived, taking [03.14] the Tala as a raft, as a ship. 

 

There was a lifetime when I was still in the middle, midway, not yet [03.15] seeing or adept, [ ] 

and the True Master wandered, floating, immersed in the three realms,352 the worlds teʔ yaw. 

 

[03.16] Truly remote, not close, in the obscure distance, [ ] through the successive eras, no trace 

can be seen of my suffering [03.17] teʔ nɔ. 
 

In order that celestial beings, gods, animals and humans would reach ease and wellbeing, [ ] I 

[03.18] continuously expound the Thamma teachings353 of the highest happiness taa van. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

                                                        
349 TN hoŋ4 xam4, an epithet of the Bodhi Tree. 

350 TN ton3 po4thi4, the Bodhi Tree, Ficus religiosa (Moraceae), beneath which the Buddha attained 

enlightenment. 
351 TN mam4, the hairy aerial roots which hang down from the branches of the Bodhi Tree. 

352 TN saam5 fum2 faʔ6 (elsewhere saam5 mɤŋ4, saam5 fuŋ2), three realms (of existence) are understood as 

heaven, earth, and hell; in Theravāda canonical literature, the three realms are the sensuous, fine-material, 

and immaterial, each comprising levels of the 31 planes of existence (Nyanatiloka 1970: 90, entry for 

‘loka’). 
353 TN tham4maʔ1te1saʔ3naa2 (P dhammadesanā), elsewhere TN tham4maa2 (P dhamma), the teachings of 

the Buddha. 
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pen1 naŋ5 mɤ1 nan6 yaŋ4 mi4 paa4[03.19]laa1naʔ1si2A han3 cɤŋ1 kaaŋ3 lɯm5 sɤŋ2 tɤŋ4 kaa4 [ ] 

paan4 paan4 lam4 veŋ4 xaaw5 saɰ5 su5 pu4 xu4 loŋ5 [03.20] sip5(3) sɔŋ5 yeŋ4 toy4 tut5(3) nut5(3) 

sut5(3) suŋ5 yot1caʔ1naa2 [ ] seŋ5 hiŋ2 hon6 xaw2 [04.01]B paw2 tɔŋ3 ce1 faay2 faʔ6 kɔy4 saa2 sɤ4 

yaaw4 

 

ʔeŋ4 ki2(4) ʔeŋ4 ye2 yiw1 lo4 maan1 xon4 xe2 [04.02] loŋ4 xaay5 [ ] kaw1 pay1 maɰ4 maa4 yaa4thaa4 

kɛn2 mi4 laay5 laŋ5 xaw3 

 

thaan3 po4 mi4 nam5 saam5 sɛn5 [04.03] to1 vo4 ʔik2 to1 maʔ6 [ ] yok1 taaŋ2 taŋ4 to1 maʔ6 xaw3 su2 

mɤŋ4 laa4 

 

mi4 cem1 koy1 [04.04] fɤk2 pik4 xɔŋ2 xɛm3 kop3 ʔik2 fe4 lɛŋ5(1)C [ ] thaan3 po4 tem1 mɤŋ4 tɤŋ4 

xam4 ham4 fe4 [04.05] ko2 kɔŋ1 fɛŋ5 pum2 xɔn3 

 

vay6 haɰ3 fuŋ5 saaw5 caay4 vaaw2 mi4 laay5 thon3 saam5 heŋ5 maw2 [04.06] ke2 [ ] vay6 haɰ3 

saaw5 vaaw2 thay2 yɔŋ3 pyo2 cɯn1 cɔŋ4 ʔɛw2 faay3 tew4 le2 sɤ4 yaaw4 

 

[04.07] num2 thaw3 caw3 xaa3 fɔm6 kan1 saaŋ3 taa4naʔ1 ta1saa5 paa1laa1mi2 xɤŋ1 maat4 taaŋ4 lu2 

kyɤ4 [04.08] pɔŋ1 [ ] naɰ4 veŋ4 ʔɔn1 kan1 kin5(1) taan4 caan1 laan4 te2 pɔy4 kɔŋ1 hay2 hon1 teʔ6 

yaw6 

 

  

                                                        
A [03.19] mɤŋ4 paa4laa1naʔ1si2 is written with ballpoint pen in the left hand margin of the text. 

B [04.01] sɔŋ5 sɔŋ5 2 is written at the top of the verso of the second folio; the first sɔŋ5 is in Lik script, the 

second in Tham script. 
C [04.04] lɤŋ5(1) is corrected by the scribe to lɛŋ5(1). 
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So it was at that time, the city of the vast kingdom, the state, the country, of [03.19] Palanasi354  

[ ] had a high city wall of brilliant, pure white and a great moat [03.20] of twelve yotcana,355 
stretching as far as the eye could see, [ ] and [amidst] the pleasant sound of chimes jingling, the 

loud calls of many people [04.01], and the blowing and beating [of instruments], the inhabitants 

knew only pleasure and enjoyment. 

 

Great and small households, Yiw356 mixed with Burmese and Chinese, all mingled together, 

[04.02] came down to trade, [ ] with a coming and going of many carriages entering [the city]. 

 

As many as three hundred thousand [04.03] oxen and horses [ ] would enter the royal city, all 

carrying panniers, 

 

Having white [04.04] baskets of deep pink cotton and red satin, [ ] so much that the city, the 

golden kingdom, was filled with bundles and rolls of satin [04.05] heaped and stacked together 

in large numbers. 

 

And there were many throngs of young men and women, three thousand in number, not [04.06] 

a few, [ ] and the young women adorned themselves in a pleasing, eye-catching way and went 

wandering out and about, with much enjoyment. 

 

[04.07] Young and old, nobles and common people, joined together to practise generosity, 

striving to cultivate the Excellent Ten Perfections through the giving of alms, [ ] [04.08] and 

within the city they made abundant offerings together and held festivals noisy with the beating 

of drums teʔ yaw. 

 

                                                        
354 TN paa4laa1naʔ1si2 (P bārāṇasī), Benares or Varanasi, in India, often mentioned in Buddhist literature; 

also clipped as paa4laa2. 

355 TN yot1caʔ1naa2 (P yojana), a measure of length found in Pali canonical literature, equal to about seven 

miles. 
356 TN yiw4, read as Tai people from Moeng Ngiw (also Nyiw, Yiw), but the context implies a larger 

group; an alternative suggested reading is the Chinese 夷 yi ‘barbarian,’ or Yiw/Ngiw as an exonym for 

the Shan, but since these are derogatory terms their use is unlikely in a Tai manuscript. Not found in the 

1876 manuscript, it might have been added by the scribe based on his experience living in Kengtung 

before moving to Mueang Sing. 
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[04.09] kaaŋ1 mɤŋ4 paa4laa2 mi4 maa4 cet5(3) laŋ5 nan4 sɛŋ5 xam4 lɛŋ5(1) ho5 thi4 co1 keŋ5 ŋɤn4 

kaap2 [04.10] tum2 [ ] ʔaa1lɔŋ2 thɔŋ2 to1 voy4caa2yan4taa2 maʔ1xaʔ5(3)vaa2 suʔ3taat1 nut5(3) num2 

noy4 naay4 [04.11] nan6 yaw6 

 

laak4 thaak4 suʔ3kaat1 saŋ5kaʔ1he2 pen1 caw3 yam4 pɤŋ2 thi4 cɔm5(1) [ ] sip3 pɤŋ1 [04.12] saa5paʔ1 

taa4laa4 paa4 fɛŋ5 yaw4 xo4 mɔk2 lam4 hɔm5 thoŋ2 xaw3 

 

ʔu1 mɤŋ4 keŋ4 mɤŋ4 tew4 pi5(1) [04.13] kɔy1 di5(1) mi4 fu4 hɤ1 si4taaŋ4 thɔn4 taaŋ2 [ ] vay6 haɰ3 

paak2 caw3 cɔŋ3 xɔt2 yaʔ6 soŋ2 saak4 [04.14] kɔm4 vaaŋ2 ʔeŋ1 ŋaw4 

 

kɛn2 caw3 ʔɤm3 xaaŋ3 nɛp4 nɛp4 sɛŋ5 ciŋ2 saʔ5(3)kaʔ1thaa4ni2A cɔy6 hun2 [04.15] tɛm3 fi5 tɛŋ2(1) 

saay5 hoŋ5 [ ] xun5 naaŋ4 taŋ4 sɔŋ5 tɯ4 ʔu4 soy5 lu4(1) veŋ4B xam4 pɤŋ2 mɤŋ4 [04.16] loŋ5 hup4 

cɤŋ1 vaa1 nay5 

 

  

                                                        
A [04.14] saʔ3kaʔ1thaa4ni2 has a scribal correction between sa3 and ka1. 

B [04.15] There is a scribal correction between veŋ4 and xam4. 
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[04.09] In the middle of Palanasi there were seven golden red jewelled palaces with finial 

parasols richly ornamented with silver petals and flower buds of pandanus, [ ] [04.10] whose 

radiance shone all the way to the handsome, full-clustered Voycayanta [Palace] of Maxava 

Sutat357 [04.11] nan yaw. 

 

During the time when Sukat Sangkahe was ruler, owner of the finial parasol, [ ] he carried all 

the Ten [04.12] Tala358 with him as [though they were a garland of] fragrant flowers around his 

neck. 

 

As the years passed, the reputation and good fortune of the kingdom [04.13] brightly prospered 

and word [of it] outshone [others], [ ] and the Hundred Masters of Decorated Royal Parasols359 

sent tribute [04.14] as vassals, taking refuge. 

 

The True Master360 had as his consort the charming diamond jewel Lady Sakathani, of Painted 

[04.15] Form,361 created by the gods, of renowned lineage, [ ] and together the Lord and Lady 

ruled and governed the golden city, presiding over the great [04.16] kingdom and its vassal 

states vaa nay. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

                                                        
357 TN voy4caa2yan4taa2 (P vejayanta), the god Sakka’s palace; maʔ1xaʔ3vaa2 suʔ3taat1 is an epithet of 

Sakka. 
358 TN sip3 pɤŋ1 saa5paʔ1 taa4laa4, read as the Ten Virtues of a King (P dasarājadhammā): generosity, 

moral virtue, self-sacrifice, integrity, gentleness, austerity, non-anger, non-violence, patience, and non-

deviation from the law (J 534). 
359 TN paak2 caw3 cɔŋ3 xɔt2 yaʔ6, minor rulers of vassal kingdoms. 

360 TN kɛn2 caw3, previously an epithet of the Buddha, here refers to the king. 

361 TN hun2 tɛm3, an epithet of the queen (and of the princess). 
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taŋ4 xaw5 saaw5 fi5 yaŋ4 lɛw4 hoŋ4 heŋ4 fuŋ5 naaŋ4 lum4 laaŋ4 [04.17] cɤŋ6 taam4 caɰ1 vɛŋ4 ʔum2 

[ ] yu2 hom1 ʔun6 ʔɤn6 saʔ5(3)kaʔ1thaa4ni2 te4vi2 cɔy6 ton1 cum3 thi4 [04.18]A num2 xun5 mɤŋ4 teʔ6 

yaw6 

 

nay5 lɛ4 xaan5 to2 mɤ1 nan6 haaŋ1 kaw1 put1thaa2 ku4laa2 faʔ6 [04.19] fu3 saa1 saaŋ5xɔŋ2 mɔn4 

xun5 [ ] xan5 ŋaw4 xiŋ4 kaw1 mɔn4 keŋ5 saaŋ5 tɛŋ5(1) xam4 lɛŋ5(1) ʔaa1[04.20]lɔŋ4 loŋ4 kaa4 can6 

xoŋ4 bu(o)n5(1)B su2 lum1 

 

taŋ4 ʔan1 mɤŋ4 loŋ5 hoŋ5 haaŋ4 ce1 ho5 xam4 paa4laa2C [ ] [05.01] kɤt2 tam3 pet4can1taa2 vaan3 

nɔk4 ni1kaa2 him4 mɤŋ4 vaa1 nay5 

 

  

                                                        
A [04.18] mɤŋ4 paa4laa1naʔ1si2 is written with ballpoint pen in the left hand margin of the text. 

B [04.20] The vowel and tone are modified from bon1 to bun5 to agree with the preceding mɔn4 xun5. 

C [04.20] mɤŋ4 paa4laa1naʔ1si2 is written in the left hand margin of the text. 
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A crowd of young unmarried hong heng362 celestial girls, [04.17] handmaidens, in close 

attendance, surrounded [ ] and lived together with the fine Lady Sakathani, the Queen of the 

Holder of the Royal Seal,363 the young [04.18] Finial Parasol,364 the Lord of the Kingdom teʔ 

yaw. 

 

Thus indeed it was at that time, that I was Puktha, of the clan of the heavens,365 [04.19] a person 

of renown, the Sangxong,366 the Essence of Lords,367 [ ] [when] my spirit and body, the Essence 

of Pandanus,368 created by the gods, the golden red Along,369 [04.20] descended from the realms 

above to [the earth] below. 

 

In the renowned great kingdom with the capital city of Pala,370 [ ] [05.01] I was born in an 

outlying rural village, a hamlet on the edge of the kingdom vaa nay. 

 

 

 

  

                                                        
362 TN hoŋ4 heŋ4, untranslated due to unknown meaning; suggested readings include a synonym of (yaŋ4) 

lɛw4 ‘single, unmarried, maiden.’ 

363 TN ton1 cum3, an epithet of the king. 
364 TN thi4 (B ထီး), an epithet of the king. 

365 Written put1thaa2 but usually pronounced puk1thaa2, the clipped form of the name of the Bodhisatta in 

this birth story; TN put1thaa2 ku4laa2 faʔ6 could also be read as a scribal error for ‘heavenly son of good 

family,’ from P putta ‘son’ + kula ‘clan, good family,’ which is found often in Pali canonical literature. 

366 TN saaŋ5xɔŋ2, an epithet of the Bodhisatta. 

367 TN mɔn4 xun5, an epithet of the Bodhisatta. 

368 TN mɔn4 keŋ1, an epithet of the Bodhisatta; keŋ1 is the pandanus tree or fragrant screwpine. 

369 TN ʔaa1lɔŋ4 (B အေလာင္း), an epithet of the Bodhisatta, one progressing towards the perfection of 

Buddhahood. 
370 TN paa4laa2, i.e. Palanasi (mɤŋ4 paa4laa2naa1si2 ‘the Kingdom of Palanasi’ is noted in the left hand 

margin).  
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kam2 caw3 naw6(3)A nɛp2 haaŋ1 lɔŋ4 [05.02] to2 co1 yaan5 [ ] xan5 ŋaw4 maŋ4lɔŋ4 loŋ4 maa4 pen1 

taŋ4 ka(a)ŋ4laa4B saŋ4le4 koʔ6 kon4 faan5 [05.03] fu3 yaak4 teʔ6 yaw6 

 

yaam4 nan5(6) laa1 sɛŋ5 sɔŋ5 paa4 sut3 haay5 taay1 se5 mɤ1 yaam4 lɛŋ5(1) [05.04] seŋ3 kam2 [ ] pɛt4 

se5 luk4 caay4 ʔaay3 tim2faʔ6 yu2 ke1 pɤn1 kɤt3 xam5 vaay4 laŋ5 

 

[05.05] si3 ʔi3 haaŋ1 no2 faʔ6 yaɰ2 thon3 haaŋ1 di1 ŋaam4 thuk2 pi4 kom1 [ ] po4 naŋ5 paan1 hɔm5 

vo1 xam4 [05.06] mɔk2 mɛŋ4 lom1C kaap2 yɔn3 nan6 yaw6 

 

saay5 caɰ1 xam4 lɛŋ5(1) pɛŋ4 com4 taa4laa4 haak1 sin5 tham4 [05.07] sɔk4 te2 [ ] ʔam2 haɰ3 

san5taa2kaʔ1ti2 ʔeŋ2taʔ1le2 nɯŋ5 xɔn4 

 

hek4 cɯ1 mu4laa4[05.08]ni2xan5thu4laa2 caw3 caɰ1 ŋe1 lɔŋ4 to2 mɔn4 mɤŋ4  

[ ] ho5 caɰ1 xun5 pɛŋ4 lɛŋ4 han5 [05.09] fu4laa4 taa4laa4 thɔŋ2 han5 ce4 maw2 heʔ6 

 

  

                                                        
A [05.01] Understood as naw3, but normally pronounced naw6 in Mueang Sing. 

B [05.02] The vowel in the first syllable of kaŋ4laa4 is shortened to fit with taŋ4 and saŋ4le4; it is usually 

kaaŋ4laa4. 

C [05.06] Written nom1, without the subscript element normally used for the historical phoneme /d/; the 

use of this subscript is inconsistent throughout the text. 
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The Master’s kam371 was coupled with, pinching, the Noble [05.02] Long from the distant past,  

[ ] and the spirit of the Manglong372 descended to be as a destitute child, poverty-stricken, 

[05.03] in adversity teʔ yaw. 

 

At that time, both of my parents were lost, dead, expiring when I was [05.04] a new-born babe, 

[ ] abandoning their son to be an orphan living in the midst of others, stranded from that time 

on. 

 

[05.05] The little body of the Heavenly Shoot373 grew up to be well-built and handsome, [ ] like 

the period of fragrance of a golden lotus [05.06] flower with fluttering petals, when insects 

inhale its scent nan yaw. 

 

The Golden Red One’s374 heart delighted in the Tala and cherished the observance of [05.07] 

moral virtue, [ ] not allowing the ways of desire to move his senses. 

 

He was named Mulanixanthula,375 [05.08] the kind-hearted Cherished Lord,376 the Essence of 

the Kingdom,377 [ ] and the Cherished Man’s378 heart clearly saw [05.09] the Fula Tala, shining 

and seeing all, without obstruction. 

 

  

                                                        
371 TN kam2 (elsewhere ‘kamma,’ TN kam2maa2 P kamma ‘act, action, deed’), is understood as 

synonymous with vi1paa2kaa2 (P vipāka) ‘result or consequence of previous actions.’ 

372 TN maŋ4lɔŋ4 (B မင္းေလာင္း), an epithet of the Bodhisatta, literally ‘incipient king’ in Burmese. 

373 TN no2 faʔ6, an epithet of the Bodhisatta (also used of the princess). 

374 TN xam4 lɛŋ1, here used as an epithet of the Bodhisatta. 

375 TN mu4laa4ni2xan5thu4laa2, later xan5thu4laa2 ‘Xanthula;’ of Pali origin, but no other references have 

been identified. 

376 TN xun5 pɛŋ4, an epithet of the Bodhisatta. 

377 TN mɔn4 mɤŋ4, an epithet of the Bodhisatta. 

378 TN caay4 pɛŋ4, an epithet of the Bodhisatta. 
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naɰ5 saay5 van4 ŋaay4 caay4 pɛŋ4 laak1 taak1 lɔm4 [05.10] tɔm4 le2 yɔn4 kin5(1) maw2 xaa2 [ ] kɛn2 

caw3 kɔy4 laak2 tɔŋ4 lɔt4 hɔt4 kuŋ2 puk1thaa4nuʔ1saʔ5(3)[05.11]ti2 tham4maa4nuʔ1saʔ5(3)ti2 

saŋ5xaa4nuʔ1saʔ5(3)ti2 tɔt4 tɔt4 maw2 xaat2 sa(a)k5(3) van4 

 

mɤ1 luk1 [05.12] ʔik2 mɤ1 naŋ1 yaam4 kaa2 kop5(3) nɔn4 [ ] tɔŋ4 sop5(3) tɔŋ4 xo4 co4 co4 taa4laa4 

mɔn4 sɛŋ5 xon6 [05.13] cɔn4 cɔn4 ʔaan2 lɔt4 

 

maw2 mi4 loŋ5 se5 lɯm4 se5 yaan5 kaa4 vay6 sa(a)k5(3) yaam4 laap3 paw2 [ ] kɛn2 caw3 [05.14] 

kay6 ʔaan2 kay6 lɔt4 kuŋ2 to2 vɔŋ6 thuk3 thaw2 van4 xɯn4 

 

xaan5 to2 mɤ1 nan6 xan5thu4[05.15]laa2 yɔt4 caw3 lɔŋ4 to2 von1 hɤŋ4 [ ] vay6 haɰ3 ʔaa1lɔŋ4 tok3 

faan5 saŋ4le4 yu2 kaaŋ1 [05.16] mɤŋ4 ke1 pɤn1 teʔ6 yaw6 

 

pɤ1 ʔan1 laa1 fe4 taŋ4 sɔŋ5 mɤ4 saw4 mɤŋ4 vun5 can6 [05.17] fi5 saw4 taɰ3 kyɑn2 [ ] laay5 sam2 

faan5A cut4 lut4 xɤŋ1 xaw3 nam6 kop3 vaan2 xo4 leŋ4 

 

  

                                                        
A [05.17] There is a scribal correction between faan5 and cut4. 
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Throughout each morning until midday, without fail, the Cherished Man quietly wandered and 

[05.10] searched, walking with unsteady gait379 and begging for food, [ ] and without missing a 

single day, the True Master constantly recollected and recited the qualities of pukthanusati 

[05.11] thammanusati sangxanusati.380 

 

When getting up [05.12] and when sitting, walking, and lying down, [ ] both heart and mouth 

continuously remembered and recited the jewel essence Tala co co,381 in constant [05.13] 

recollection. 

 

Without the slightest going astray, forgetfulness, or abandonment at any time, [ ] the True 

Master [05.14] repeatedly strove to recollect the qualities of the Magnificent Lord many times 

throughout the day and night. 

 

At that time, Xanthula [05.15] was indeed the Supreme Master,382 the noble Long of shining 

merit, [ ] and the Along had fallen into destitution, and was living [05.16] in the kingdom in the 

midst of others teʔ yaw. 

 

Because both his parents had gone to dwell in the kingdom above, the celestial [05.17] realm, 

[leaving him] to remain living below, [ ] [he was] destitute and lacking many kinds of means 

and things, food and water, dishes and other goods. 

 

  

                                                        
379 The meaning of TN lak1 tak1 lɔm4 tɔm4 is uncertain, but read here as ‘with unsteady gait,’ based on 

tɔm6 tɛm1 ‘swaying or staggering, taking faltering steps, as a young child beginning to walk.’ 

380 TN puk1thaa4nuʔ1saʔ3ti2 tham4maa4nuʔ1saʔ3ti2 saŋ5xaa4nuʔ1saʔ3ti2 (P buddhānussati dhammānussati 

sanghānussati), the recollection of the qualities of the Buddha, the Dhamma, and the Sangha. These 

recollections or contemplations are the first three in lists of six and occasionally ten in Theravāda 

literature (see AN.VI.10, D.33, and detailed explanations at Vism.VII, Vism.VIII). The six (i.e. the 

Recollections of the Buddha, the Dhamma, the Sangha, Morality, Generosity, and of Celestial Beings) are 

mentioned in this manuscript, together with the final one from the list of ten (the Recollection of Peace). 
381 TN co4 co4, the sound of constant or repeated recitation (also of crying). 

382 TN yɔt4 caw3, an epithet of the Bodhisatta. 
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[05.18] vay6 haɰ3 lo2 lo2 caw3 no2 faʔ6 to1 haaŋ1 mo2A pyo2 kɔn4 faan5 [ ] mɔn4 sɛŋ5 yɔn4 kin5(1) 

[05.19] van4 xɯn4 leŋ6 tew4 paan1 no2 caw3 vaa1 nay5 

 

maaŋ1 van4 pay1 laay5 maa4 laay5 ʔam2 lay3 xaw3 ca(a)p5(3) [05.20] mɯ4 saak3 ho5 [ ] vay6 haɰ3 

lo2 lo2 caw3B ʔɔn2 nɔy6 si5 xum2 nam6 taa1 lo2 nɔn4 kɔy4 ti1 pɤn1 [06.01]C teʔ6 yaw6 

 

maaŋ1 thaa2 kɛn2 caw3 pan4 to1 xaw3 ke1 pɤn1 vɤn4 le2 pay1 maa4 [ ] caŋ2 haɰ3 [06.02] caay4 

faan5 sɔŋ5 tin5(1) yɔn4 kin5(1) kaa2 laay5 xaa4 leŋ6 saak4 ti1 pɤn1 teʔ6 yaw6 

 

to1 vaa1 [06.03] maŋ4lɔŋ4 faan5 kɔʔ6 mɔn4 sɛŋ5 maw2 tɔn6 laak1 ʔaw1 xo4 maap2 pɤn1 [ ] no2 caw3 

kɔy4 laak2 [06.04] xon6 lɔt4 puk1thaa4nuʔ1saʔ5(3)ti2 tham4maa4nuʔ1saʔ5(3)ti2 saŋ5xaa4nuʔ1saʔ5(3)ti2 

fo2 ŋɤn1 [06.05] pɔm4 pɔm4 kɔy4 yaw6 

 

ku1 mɯʔ6 ku1 thaa2 maw2 hɔn2 tɔn6 lɔt4 paat4 xɔm4 maat4 sa(a)k5(3) xaa4 [ ] pɛk4 vaa1 [06.06] 

yaam4 pay5(1) yaam4 nɔn4 kaa2 pay5(1) maa4 xon6 lɔt4 vaa1 nay5 

 

thaan3 po4 saa4taŋ4 laŋ1 kay5(1) pay5(1) yaaw4 hoŋ5 hoŋ5 lɯ4 lɯ4 [06.07] cɔt2 laay5 mɤŋ4 kaap3 kaa2 

[ ] pɤn1 caŋ2 hɔŋ6 hek4 ʔaay3 tuk1 ʔaay3 yaak4 puk1thaa4[06.08]nuʔ1saʔ5(3)ti2 maw2 xyaa2 pan5(1) 

cɔm4 teʔ6 yaw6 

 

no2 caw3 yu2 ke1 pɤn1 lo2 lo2 maw2 po1 maw2 me1D [06.09] taŋ3 yu2 kɔy1 mɔŋ5 [ ] xun5 di5(1) 

ʔaa1lɔŋ4 saw4 naɰ4 theŋ5 yɔk5(3) sum6 hɤn4 tɔŋ1 yɔŋ1 yɔŋ1 

 

  

                                                        
A [05.18] mo2, also found in the 1876 manuscript, is read as a scribal error for maw2. 

B [05.20] There is a scribal correction between caw3 and ʔɔn2. 

C [06.01] saam5 3 is written at the top of the verso of the third folio. 

D [06.08] me1 is corrected by the scribe. 
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[05.18] This caused the Master, the Heavenly Shoot, to be alone and without any enjoyment, 

poverty-stricken, [ ] and the Jewel Essence begged for food [05.19] at all times of the day and 

night to support the Master Shoot383 vaa nay. 

 

On some days he would not receive a single ball of rice to hold [05.20] in his hand, even after 

coming and going many times, [ ] and with bowed head the young boy would wipe his flowing 

tears and sleep alone in the midst of others [06.01] teʔ yaw. 

 

Sometimes the True Master would resign himself to wander back and forth in the midst of 

others, [ ] so that [06.02] the poor boy’s two feet carried him many times to beg for food to 

support his life teʔ yaw. 

 

Nevertheless, [06.03] the poor Manglong, the Jewel Essence, never stole anything or took 

anything that was not freely given, [ ] and the Master Shoot simply [06.04] recited pukthanusati 

thammanusati sangxanusati, uttering [each] component [06.05] repeatedly, pom pom384 kɔy 

yaw. 

 

Throughout each day, without ever missing any part of each excellent phrase, at any time, [ ] he 

even [06.06] recited when walking, when lying down, or coming and going vaa nay. 

 

So much so that word spread far and wide, and his reputation [06.07] spread to many kingdoms, 

everywhere, [ ] and without exception,385 people followed each other in calling him ‘poor, 

miserable, Pukthanusati’ [06.08] teʔ yaw. 

 

Staying alone among others, without a father and mother, [06.09] the Master Shoot lived with 

only sadness, [ ] and the Good Lord,386 the Along, dwelt in a small dilapidated shelter, a rickety 

shack made of leaves. 

 
                                                        
383 TN no2 caw3, an epithet of the Bodhisatta. 

384 TN pɔm4 pɔm4, the repetitive sound of contemplative recitation. 

385 TN maw2 xyaa2, could also be read as maw2 xyaa4 ‘without stopping, endlessly.’ 

386 TN xun5 di1, an epithet of the Bodhisatta. 
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yaam4 nan5(6) [06.10] thɤŋ5 maa4 co1 paan1 xun5 di5(1) tu4 tɤ4 haaŋ1 di5(1) sɤ4 xɯn3 vaaw2 [ ] di1 

haak1 nɛp4 nɛp4 haaŋ1 caw3 [06.11] pen1 naŋ5 su5van4naa2 ni1paa4lam2 kɔn3 hɤ1 xam4 ʔaw2 ʔu4 

saɰ5 nan6 yaw6 

 

ʔaa1saak4 yɔt4 xay2 faʔ6 [06.12] caw3 maat4 kɔʔ6 ʔaan2 thon3 sip3 hok3 pi1 pan2 put4 ceŋ1 thuk2 

tam4 tɛn4 [ ] xun5 di5(1) sip5(3) [06.13] hok3 tok3 thɤŋ5 paan1 mɤŋ4 tɤŋ4 xu1 ʔu1tu1 ʔaa1lɔŋ4 yaɰ2 

suŋ5 vɛn4 ʔɤŋ3 tɤŋ3 vaa1 nay5 

 

[06.14] van4 nan4 xun5 di5(1) ʔaa1lɔŋ4 kɔŋ4 kɔŋ4 tɔŋ4 kyɑɑŋ4 xo3 tham4 sɛŋ5 puk1thaa2 [ ] no2 caw3 

maw2 mi4 yɔn2 [06.15] faa3 puk1thaa2 tham4maa2 saŋ5xaa2 vay6 poŋ1 yaa2 vaaŋ4 saw4 

 

ʔan1 vaa1 xo3 maat4 puk1thaa4nuʔ1[06.16]saʔ5(3)ti2 tham4maa4nuʔ1saʔ5(3)ti2 saŋ5xaa4nuʔ1saʔ5(3)ti2 

di1 lɔn2 saam5 paa4 [ ] naɰ5 van4 xun5 xam4 ʔaa1[06.17]lɔŋ4 kɔŋ4 kɔŋ4 sop5(3) di5(1) seŋ5 vaan5 

maw2 poŋ1 xyaa4 kaaw2 xɔp4 

 

puk1thaa2 cam6 pen1 cik5(3) cɔm1 [06.18] ton1 sɛŋ5 vɔŋ6 fu4laa4 ciŋ2te2 [ ] nuʔ1saʔ5(3)ti2 kɔʔ6 xaa2A 

nɯŋ1 pɤŋ1 kuŋ2 fuŋ4 thu2 voy4saa2[06.19]yam4fu2 faʔ6 yɔt4 caw3 maw2 faak4 hoy5 fe2 pɔm4 pɔm4 

vaa1 nay5 

 

  

                                                        
A [06.18] xaa2, also found in the 1876 manuscript, is read as scribal error for xo3. 
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In time, [06.10] the Good Lord became a good-looking, handsome, and pleasant young man, [ ] 

lovely and charming, [06.11] like a piece of shining387 molten gold, brightly polished nan yaw. 

 

As the years passed, the Supreme Egg of the Heavens,388 [06.12] the Excellent Master,389 

reached the age of sixteen, [ ] and with the endless passing of the seasons of the land, the 

sixteen year old Good Lord, [06.13] the Along, had become tall and stout vaa nay. 

 

[06.14] Every day,390 the Good Lord, the Along, earnestly practised the recollection of the jewel 

Tham of puktha, [ ] and the Master Shoot did not [06.15] cease, stop or abandon puktha thamma 

sangxa.391 

 

As for the three excellent, splendid [recollections] pukthanusati [06.16] thammanusati 

sangxanusati, [ ] the earnest Golden Lord,392 the Along, [06.17] articulated them clearly and 

harmoniously day by day, without ever giving up, stating them throughout each period. 

 

Puktha is the crown, the excellent [06.18] Jewel One,393 the Fula, the Cingte,394 [ ] and one 

nusati395 is of the kinds of qualities and eminent glory, the Voysayamfu396 [06.19] which the 

Heavenly Supreme Master did not leave from announcing, pom pom, vaa nay. 

  
                                                        
387 TN ni1paa4lam2 (possibly from P nibha ‘shining, like, resembling) is read as ‘shining,’ but could also 

be read as ‘resembling.’ 
388 TN xay2 faʔ6, an epithet of the Bodhisatta (and of the king and the princess). 

389 TN caw3 maat4, an epithet of the Bodhisatta. 

390 TN van4 nan4 ‘that day,’ read as ‘every day’ in this context. 

391 pukthaa and puktha thamma sangxa are clipped forms of pukthanusati thammanusati sangxanusati. 
392 TN xun5 xam4, an epithet of the Bodhisatta. 

393 TN ton1 sɛŋ5, an epithet of the Buddha (and of the Bodhisatta). 

394 TN ciŋ2te2 (B အစိေႏၲယ် P acinteyya ‘inconceivable, incomprehensible, unimaginable’), an epithet of 

the Buddha. 
395 TN nuʔ1saʔ3ti2 (P anussati), recollection, contemplation. 

396 TN voy4saa2yam4fu2, an epithet of the Buddha (probably from P sayaṁbhū ‘self-dependent’). 
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tham4maa2 cam6A vaa1 ti1 pit5(3)taʔ5(3)[06.20]kaat4 puk4 nuk4 to2 caw3 yɔt4 vɔŋ6 ciŋ2te2 fu4laa4 [ ] 

xɔm4 xam4 ŋaw4 sɛŋ5 ho4 pan5(1) fi5 [07.01] saaŋ5 saat1 kon4 te4vaa2 cɛŋ3 taa4laa4 to2 ŋɤn1 nay6 

yaw6 

 

nuʔ1saʔ5(3)ti2 cam6 caay4 faan5 [07.02] xun5 di5(1) ʔaa1lɔŋ4 tɔŋ4 taa1 haak1 tɔn4 to1 caw3 kaw1 [ ] 

caw6 naɰ5 van4 xam1 kɛn2 caw3 maw2 mi4 [07.03] lɯm4 se5 kuŋ2 maat4 tham4 to2 vɔŋ6 tɛŋ2 lɔt4 

laay5 pyan2 sɔn5 caɰ1 teʔ6 yaw6 

 

[07.04] ʔan1 vaa1 saŋ5xaa4nuʔ1saʔ5(3)ti2B xo3 maat4 di1 lɔn2 lop5(3) lun4 [ ] xun5 di5(1) ʔaa1lɔŋ4 kɔŋ4 

kɔŋ4 van4 [07.05] naɰ5 ʔaw1 caɰ5(1) kyɤ4 kyaa4 sɔŋ2 cɯn4 yɯn4 ʔaan2 lɔt4 vaa1 nay5 

 

saŋ5xaa4nuʔ1saʔ5(3)ti2C cam6 [07.06] vaa1 fik1xaa4voy2 ʔaa1li4yaa2 yɔt4 caw3 ʔaa2laʔ1han5taa2 laay5 

paa4 [ ] nuʔ1sa5ti2 [07.07] caay4 faan5 vaaŋ4 ho5 ko5(1) vun5 ʔeŋ1 fɤy4D kuŋ2 suŋ4 paa4 tɛŋ2 lɔt4 teʔ6 

yaw6 

 

  

                                                        
A [06.19] There is a scribal correction between cam6 and vaa1. 

B [07.05] The 1876 text has nuʔ1saʔ5(3)ti2, apparently a second nuʔ1saʔ5(3)ti2 couplet for tham4maa2 rather 

than the start of the couplet for saŋ5xaa4nuʔ1saʔ5(3)ti2. 
C [07.05] saŋ5xaa4nuʔ1saʔ5(3)ti2 appears to be a scribal error for saŋ5xaa2, following the pattern for 

puk1thaa2 and tham4maa2 above. 

D [07.07] fɤy4 is written foy4 here and is sometimes pronounced as such. 
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Thamma is the pittakat,397 [06.20] the noble discourses of the Supremely Magnificent Master,398 

the Cingte, the Fula, [ ] the Golden Words which the Jewel Radiance399 expounded for spirits, 

[07.01] gods, animals, humans, and celestial beings to clearly understand the details of the noble 

Tala nay yaw. 

 

Nusati was borne in mind by the destitute boy, [07.02] the Good Lord, the Along, and cherished 

more than himself, [ ] and throughout the day and night, the True Master did not [07.03] forget 

the excellent qualities of the Tham of the Magnificent Lord, carefully expounded many times, 

teaching the heart teʔ yaw. 

 

[07.04] The excellent sangxanusati, the highest good, adding the last in order, [ ] the Good 

Lord, the Along, earnestly [07.05] strived to recite throughout the day with a brilliant shining 

heart vaa nay. 

 

Sangxanusati400 [07.06] is the fikxavoy,401 the many noble supreme masters, alahanta; [ ] nusati, 
[07.07] the destitute boy bowed in reverence, taking refuge in the Three Qualities402 and striving 

to recite them teʔ yaw. 

 

 

 

 

  

                                                        
397 TN pit3taʔ3kaat4 (P piṭaka), a collective term for Buddhist scriptures. 

398 TN caw3 yɔt4 vɔŋ6, an epithet of the Buddha (and of the king). 

399 TN ŋaw4 sɛŋ5, an epithet of the Buddha (and of the Bodhisatta). 

400 Following the preceding pattern for pukthanusati and thammanusati, this would better read Sangxa. 

401 TN fik1xaa4voy2 (P bhikkhave), is the vocative case of P bhikkhu ‘Buddhist monk.’ It is rarely used in 

TN texts, and is understood as synonymous with fik1xu2 ‘fikxu’ (P bhikkhu) found elsewhere. 

402 TN kuŋ2 suŋ4 paa4 (B ဂုဏ္သံုးပါး), i.e. the Qualities of the Buddha, Dhamma and Sangha which are the 

object of recollection in the practice of pukthanusati thammanusati sangxanusati. 
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pɤ1 [07.08] kaa1 to1 lew1 caɰ1 lew1 ʔoy4 haa5 koʔ6 hɔm4 paa4 pɔŋ4 fo2 [ ] no2 caw3 caŋ2 taak2 

ʔaw1 [07.09] taŋ4 kuŋ2 maat4 puk1thaa2 tham4maa2 saŋ5xaa2 si5laa2 faʔ6 po1 me1 pen1 tuy2 hɔm4 

pɔŋ4 caw3 [07.10] yaw6 

 

caw6 naɰ5 van4 xam1 ʔam2 haɰ3 laan2 xaan6 vay6 saak3 thaa2 laa4 laa4 [ ] cem1 ʔan1 yaam4 

cuk5(3) yaam4 nɔn4 [07.11] yaam4 pay5(1) yaam4 xɯn4 mɯn4 taa5(1) la(a)p5(3) nɔn4 cɔn4 cɔn4 ʔam2 

poŋ1 xyaa4 yɔn6 lɯ3 vaa1 nay5 

 

pɤŋ1 nay5 caŋ2 [07.12] vaa1 tɔŋ4 lɛ2 tɔŋ4 taa4 [ ] myo4 saa1 yaa1haan4 caan1 laan4 caw3 taŋ4 laay5 

fik1xu2 [ ] [07.13] ʔik2 loy3 lu5 lɤ2 paa2li1saat1 to1 caw3 tum1 mu2 faŋ4 tham4 xaw5 hɤy6 

 

mɤ1 ʔan1 no2 [07.14] caw3 tɤk4 saaŋ3 taa4naʔ1 taʔ1saa5 paa1laa1mi2 ko2 ton3 kyɛm2 tɤk4 yeŋ4 

maay5 [ ] pɔŋ1 [07.15] ʔaw1 saw5 suŋ5 pan4le4 te2 nɤ5 cet5(3) laŋ5 saaŋ5fo4 yo4 cu4 hu4 hɯk5(3) 

[07.16] cɯk3 cun5(1) mɤŋ4 bun5(1) ni1paan2 sɔt2 hɤ4 saay5 lay3 yaak4 teʔ6 yaw6 

 

xun5 di5(1) saw4 [07.17] naɰ4 mɤŋ4 loŋ5 hoŋ5 haaŋ4 ce1 ho5 xam4 paa4laa2 [ ] caw6 naɰ5 van4 

xam1 no2 caw3 kɔy4 kaa1 tɔŋ4 lɔt4 [07.18] xo3 maat4 puk1thaa4nuʔ1saʔ5(3)ti2 

tham4maa4nuʔ1saʔ5(3)ti2 saŋ5xaa4nuʔ1saʔ5(3)ti2 faa4vaa1naa2 [07.19] haaŋ1 xiŋ4 

 

ʔik2 loy3 si5laa2 pɛn1caa2 saʔ5(3)paʔ1naa2 kuŋ2 caw3 tɯ4 yum2 kam1 kyɑɑŋ4 [ ] [07.20] caŋ2 haɰ3 

naa4 von5(1) xun5 di5(1) ʔaa1lɔŋ4 kwyo2 hoŋ5 haaŋ4 cɔt2 cɤŋ1 
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Because [07.08] he was single in body and in mind, and longed for someone as company, to 

associate with and talk to, [ ] the Master Shoot took [07.09] the excellent qualities of Puktha 

Thamma Sangxa, religious teachers and monks, and father and mother, as his companions and 

associates caw [07.10] yaw. 

 

In every period of the day, without any omission or laziness at any time at all, [ ] and when 

standing, when lying down, [07.11] when walking, and when sleeping soundly at night [upon] 

opening his eyes he did not abandon it through stopping to rest vaa nay. 

 

Therefore,403 I say that [07.12] this should be remembered and borne in mind [ ] by the pure, 

proclaimed lineage of all the yahans,404 the fikxus, [ ] [07.13] together with the assorted 

assembly of those gathered to listen to the Tham xaw hɤy! 
 

When the Master [07.14] Shoot was first beginning to cultivate Generosity, in the Ten 

Perfections, considering the end goal, [ ] he [07.15] set up the tall posts, the supporting pillars 

[with their] seven cloths, on the vessel, raised to carry it towards the narrow inlet [07.16] of the 

Kingdom of Merit, Nipan, which is difficult for the ship to enter, and takes time, meeting with 

unexpected delays [along the way] teʔ yaw. 

 

The Good Lord dwelt [07.17] in the renowned great kingdom with the capital city of Pala, [ ] 

and throughout the day and night, the Master Shoot only practised the recollection [07.18] of 

the excellent pukthanusati thammanusati sangxanusati [07.19] alone. 

 

Together with observing the five moral precepts and having faith in all405 the qualities of the 

Master, [07.20] in this way the field of merit of the Good Lord, the Along, became renowned 

throughout the realm. 

 

 

  

                                                        
403 The Buddha addresses the assembly of monks to whom he is narrating the birth-story. 
404 TN yaa1haan4 (B ရဟန္း P arahant), Buddhist monk; a Burmese term synonymous with TN fik1xu2. 

405 TN saʔ3paʔ1naa2 is read here as saa5paʔ1 ‘all.’ 
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xun5 xam4 pay1 laɰ3 [08.01]A maa4 laɰ3 fe4 xen5 pɤŋ1 saŋ5 maw2 maa4 kaɰ3 to1 xiŋ4 cɯn1 cam2 

[ ] pen1 pɤ1 kɛn2 caw3 xɔt2 [08.02] haak1 kuŋ2 maat4 puk1thaa2 tham4maa2 saŋ5xaa2 pɛn2caʔ1si2 

mi2 pɤŋ1 maak1 mam2 kam1 kyɑɑŋ4 

 

thaan3 [08.03] po4 hoŋ5 hɔt4 cɔt2 cɤŋ1 ku1 lɯp2 faʔ6 ce1 caw3 ko1 kuŋ2 von1 ŋaw4 [ ] paan1 mɤ1 

[08.04] xiŋ4 kaw1 fu4laa4 yaŋ4 pen1 xun5 di5(1) ʔaa1lɔŋ4 mɔk2 hɔm5 yaaw4 tɤk4 saaŋ3 vaa1 nay5 

 

man4 maw2 lɤ5 [08.05] se5 faay4 haan5 saw4 naɰ4 loŋ1 loŋ5 to4 ki4 fu3 xon5 hi4 yak1xaa2  

[ ] yaŋ4 ʔan1 yu2 maw2 lay3 [08.06] faay4 thaw3 thaan3 po4 fut2 luk1 fut2 naŋ1 caŋ2 taak2 nɔp4 hɔŋ2 

yɔŋ3 ʔaw1 yaat4 yaat4 fɯn4 [08.07] maat4 xɤŋ1 tip1 kam2paa1laa2 maa4 saak4 caw3 xun5 vaaw2 

maŋ4lɔŋ4 vaa1 nay5 

 

nay6 kɔʔ6 pen1 pɤ1 [08.08] kuŋ2 maat4 puk1thaa4nuʔ1saʔ5(3)ti2 tham4maa4nuʔ1saʔ5(3)ti2 

saŋ5xaa4nuʔ1saʔ5(3)ti2 caw3 lɔt4 ʔe5(1) [08.09] taa4laa4 [ ] caŋ2 haɰ3 xun5 faay4 ʔaw1 taŋ4 xɔŋ5 di5(1) 

fi5 sim4 cem1 laɰ1 fɯn4 saɰ5 ŋaw4 mi4 [08.10] laat1thi4 ci4 nɤ5 xi2 pay5(1) maa4 nɔm6 saak4 man4 

caw3 teʔ6 yaw6 

 

  

                                                        
A [08.01] si2 4 is written at the top of the verso of the fourth folio. 
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Wherever he went, [08.01] misfortune and calamity of any kind did not go near the bright and 

joyous Golden Lord, [ ] because the True Master [08.02] cherished and took refuge in the 

excellent qualities of Puktha Thamma Sangxa and determined to observe the five moral 

precepts. 

 

So much so that [08.03] he became renowned throughout the realm, and every royal polity406 

and city revered his radiant virtue [ ] during the time when [08.04] I, the Fula, was still the 

Good Lord, the Along, the very fragrant flower, [when I was still] developing vaa nay. 

 

Not being superior, [08.05] a bold ogre dwelling in the great forest, the vast woodland, a long-

haired yakxa,407 [ ] was unable to contain itself, [08.06] as the elderly ogre was restless to 

respectfully offer his excellent, resplendent, [08.07] magical kampala408 cloth, to take it to 

present to the young Manglong vaa nay. 

 

This was because of [08.08] the excellent qualities of pukthanusati thammanusati sangxanusati 

that he recited in seeking [08.09] the Tala, [ ] and so the ogre lord took this marvellous object, 

kept by the spirits since long ago - this bright, radiant cloth with [08.10] the power [for 

someone] to be transported on it, riding to and fro - to bow in respect and to offer to him teʔ 

yaw. 

 

 

 

 

  

                                                        
406 TN lɯp2, understood by some scholars as any inhabited place, even if only having one or two houses, 

rather than ‘polity, city.’ 
407 TN yak1xaa2 (P yakkha), a kind of non-human being, usually portrayed in later Buddhist literature as 

malevolent ogres and often man-eating, but capable of being converted to Buddhism; also clipped as yak1 

‘yak.’ 

408 TN kam2paa1laa2 (P kambala), a kind of (woolen) cloth or blanket, used as a garment or as a rug, 

which magically flies through the air. 
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tan4 nay5 ŋaw4 sɛŋ5 kyɑɑŋ4 fu4 xon6 [08.11] xɔm4 cu4A saak3 se2 [ ] kɛn2 caw3 xay1 laat4 c(a)at4B 

mɤ1 yaŋ4 pen1 lɔŋ4 to2 xan2thu4laa2 haɰ3 [08.12] ti1 saŋ5xaa2 faʔ6 luk4 caw3 hoy5 fe2 xaw5 yin4 

teʔ6 yaw6 

 

caŋ2 vaa1 thɔm2 lɛ2 mat4 [08.13] taa4 paa2li1saat1 mu2 yɤŋ1 pɔy4 pum2 taŋ4 laay5 xaw5 hɤy6 [ ] tɔŋ4 

ʔaw1 thaw5 xɔm4 fu4laa4 ne5 maa4 cem1 [08.14] laɰ5(1) maa4 laɰ5(1) vaa4 sɯn4 hɤŋ5 mɯn4 xaaw4 

kay1 mɛn1 maay5 ʔu4taan4 yaa2 se5 haay5 mat4 man3 li1 yaw6 

 

[08.15] naŋ5 hɯ5 taak2 pen1 kwyɑɑŋ4 kyɤ4 tan4 sɤ4 tho5 thɤŋ5 ton1 hoŋ5 mit1te1C fu4laa4 caw3 

[08.16] taak2 maa4 nɔŋ6 laa3 [ ] laak2 haɰ3 kop3 kop3 thaap4 thaap4 saaŋ3 taa4naʔ1 si5laa2 

kuŋ2naa2 faa4vaa1naa2 yaa2 [08.17] lɯ3 vaaŋ4 yaa2 kam1 kyaaŋ4 li1 yaw6 

 

thaa2 nay6 yaat4 yaat4 paat4 puk4 nuk4 to2 lo4kaa2viʔ1tu2 vɔŋ6 [08.18] kɛn2 caw3 ciŋ2te2 yon4 saaŋ5 

[ ] laay5 nay5 xiŋ4 haa4 caa4le4 me4 ku4 fɯn4 hoŋ5 taa4laa4 [08.19] ʔu4 xyaa4 pɔy2 poŋ1 xaaŋ4 yɔn2 

faa3 puk4 nɯŋ1 kɔn2 yaw6 su5 hɤy6 su5 nɔ1D 

 

 

  

                                                        
A [08.11] cu4 is corrected by the scribe. 

B [08.11] The vowel of cat4 is lengthened to agree with laat4. 
C [08.15] yaa2 is added with ballpoint pen to make mit1te1yaa2, but is not read since mit1te1 fu4laa4 is a 

valid reading; the 1876 manuscript has mit1taɰ1, which is read as a scribal error. 

D [08.19] End of the first section (TN tɔy4) of the text (and associated lɔk2 kut2 symbol). 
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Thus did the Jewel Radiance’s practice prosper as he constantly recited [08.11] following the 

words [of the Buddha]. [ ] “The True Master told a life-story409 of a time when he was still the 

noble Long Xanthula [08.12] for the Sangxa of the venerable offspring of the Master; he 

revealed it for them to hear teʔ yaw. 

 

“So listen well and remember, [08.13] the diverse assembly of all of you who are gathered in 

celebration xaw hɤy! [ ] Remember these teachings revealed by the Fula in former [08.14] 

times, in the past, long, long ago, in a far off time, so that these correctly recorded utterances 

will not be lost, and bear them firmly in mind li yaw! 
 

 [08.15] “In order that they will be a blessing paving the way until the coming of the Renowned 

One,410 Mitte Fula,411 [08.16] the youngest sibling, [ ] you should steadily build generosity, 

moral virtue, [the Recollection of] the Qualities,412 and favana!413 Do not [08.17] stop or 

abandon the practice li yaw! 
 

“At this time [in] the noble and resplendent discourse of the True Master, the Knower of the 

Worlds,414 [08.18] the Cingte Yon Sang,415 [ ] now I, the scribe who is copying this revered Tala 

text, [08.19] bow my head and put it down at the end of the first section su hɤy su nɔ.” 

 

 
                                                        
409 A scribal aside addresses the audience from here to [08.19]. 
410 TN ton1 hoŋ5, an epithet of the Buddha and of the Bodhisatta. 

411 TN mit1te1 fu4laa4 (also mit1te1yaa2, P metteyya), the future Buddha, the fifth and final Buddha of this 

world-cycle or aeon. 
412 TN kuŋ2naa2 (B ဂုဏ္ P guṇa), read as the practice of pukthanusati thammanusati sangxanusati, i.e. the 

recollection of the Qualities of the Buddha, Dhamma and Sangha. 
413 TN faa4vaa1naa2 (P bhāvanā), to practise or develop a Buddhist contemplation or mediation. 

414 TN lo4kaa2viʔ1tu2 (P lokavidu), an epithet of the Buddha (and one of the qualities recollected in the 

practice of pukthanusati). 
415 TN ciŋ2te2 yon4 saaŋ5, an epithet of the Buddha; yon4 may be from B ယာဥ ္P yāna ‘vehicle,’ giving 

‘Cingte Vehicle of the Gods,’ similar to ciŋ2te2 laan5 saaŋ5 ‘Cingte Nephew of the Gods’ found in other 

texts. 
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[08.20]A nay5 lɛ4 pen1 naŋ5 mɤ1 nan6 yaŋ4 mi4 paa4laa1naʔ1si2B han3 ce1 kaaŋ3 lɯm5 sɤŋ2 tɤŋ4 kaa4 

[ ] [09.01] ciŋ4 xan5 paan1 mɤŋ4 tɤŋ4 loŋ5 ho5 xam4 tok3 pen1 maa4 kyɛm4 yaak4 vaa1 nay5 

 

pen1 loy3 ciŋ4 man4 [09.02] paan1 sɛŋ5 ho5 xam4 yam4 cɔm1 ʔon3 kɔy1 nɔm4 vaat1 tam2  

[ ] ʔaa1yo2 ʔaa1xaa2 kaa2laʔ1vi4paʔ1ti2 [09.03] thuk2 xɔp4 pen1 kam2 thɤŋ5 mɤŋ4 vaa1 nay5 

 

pen1 loy3 man4 caw3 cem1 num2 cem1 thaw3 caw3 xaa3 pɛt4 [09.04] se5 ʔaa1kwyɔŋ4 mɤ1 paan1 

kaw1 vaaŋ4 vɛn1 [ ] caŋ2 haɰ3 ʔu1 mɤŋ4 keŋ4 mɤŋ4 ho5 sɛŋ5 ho5 xam4 [09.05] cɔŋ1 taaŋ4 xen5 

thuk2 ʔon3 

 

yaam4 nan4 xaan5 to2 yaŋ4 mi4 to1 loŋ5 xun5 faay4 hoy4 [09.06] haay4 xew3 ŋaa4 lɛm5 cɔy2 fɤk2 [ ] 

lɯʔ6 tɯʔ6 yaɰ2 xɯʔ6 taa1 sot2 not2 yuŋ3 maak2 taa1 [09.07] lɤm3 mɯn4 lɤk2 moŋ4 moŋ4 vaa1 nay5 

 

lɯn6 kɯn6 sɔŋ5 paa3 laak1 vɔy2 laak1 yaa2 pɔŋ3 mɯ4 xɤŋ2 kom1 lam4 [ ] [09.08] vaaw4 vaaw4 

ŋaa4 xaaw5 fi5 lu4 kaa4 yaan5 pan4 to4 thɤn2 sɛn5 lam4 taw3 hɔt4 

 

yaŋ4 maa4 pyaa4 [09.09] haan5 paan1 sɛŋ5 kyɛm4 tham4 naŋ1 ho5 xam4 tu4lɔŋ2 [ ] xaaw1 xaaw1 

thaam5 xeŋ2 piŋ2yaa2 paa4laa1naʔ1si2 vɔŋ6 [09.10] pɤŋ2 naŋ1 ho5 sɔŋ2 caam4 hɛŋ4 

 

  

                                                        
A [08.20] Start of the second section of the text. 
B [08.20] si2 is added with ballpoint pen to form paa4laa1naʔ1si2, which is the correct reading here, as 

found in the 1876 manuscript. 
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[08.20] Thus it was at that time, in the city of the vast kingdom, the state, the country, of 

Palanasi, [ ] [09.01] the fortunes and spirit of the reign of the great country and the golden 

hall416 fell into hardship vaa nay. 

 

Because the fortunes of the [09.02] Jewel Life of the golden hall, ruling at the pinnacle, were 

exhausted and [he] had surrendered to [their] decline, [ ] a time of darkness and destruction 

[09.03] came to be the fate of the kingdom vaa nay. 

 

Because both young and old, nobles and commoners, had abandoned [09.04] and discarded the 

customs417 of their times, [ ] which caused the reputation and fortunes of the kingdom of the 

jewel hall, the golden hall, [09.05] to take a path of misfortune and to be exhausted. 

 

At that time there was indeed a great hairy ogre lord, [09.06] with pointed teeth and tusks, and 

white fangs, [ ] of great size, big, huge, with bulging eyes and long, shaggy beard, and with 

open glaring [09.07] eyes shining brilliantly vaa nay. 

 

Both its left and right arms were strong, bulky, and rounded, [ ] [09.08] and the glistening 

white-fanged demon [had] left the floral woods, the Forest of One Hundred Thousand Trees, 

and arrived.  

 

It came to show [09.09] its courage to the dissolute Jewel Life, seated in the golden hall, the 

palace, [ ] and xaaw xaaw418 it challenged the wise man of great Palanasi, [09.10] who ruled 

seated in the shining hall, to a trial of strength. 

 

  

                                                        
416 TN ho5 xam4, the palace (also an epithet of the king). 

417 TN ʔaa1kwyɔŋ4 (B အေၾကာင္း) ‘cause, reason, event’ is read here as ʔaa1kwyɑɑŋ4 (B အက်င္)့. 

418 TN xaaw1 xaaw1, the sound of the ogre proclaiming its challenge. 
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ʔɤŋ3 ʔɤŋ3 seŋ5 hɔŋ6 to1 cɤŋ4 kaaŋ3 paa4laa1naʔ1si2 ʔut2 [09.11] ci2 xu4 ko2 thaam5 to2 poʔ6 poy4 

naak4 naŋ5 vaa1 xaan5 su2 ʔum4 ʔum4 [ ] sɔŋ5 tin1 pɛn1 pam1 fa(a)t5(3)[09.12]tu1 ho5 mu2 vu2 xɔŋ2 

taa1 kaa3 vaa4 xɛn5 let5(3) cɤŋ4 yu2 tum4 tum4 hɔŋ6 hon1 vaa1 nay5 

 

vaa1 kaa1 xun5 [09.13] ho5 xam4 naŋ1 nan4 sɛŋ5 paa4laŋ2 nay6 hɤy6 [ ] to1 nay5 haaŋ1 maɰ4 caw3 

pɤŋ2 paa4laa1naʔ1si2 han3 [09.14] ce1 kaaŋ3 tat4 laŋ2 haan5 hɛŋ4 nay1 nɔ1 

 

faw2 nay6 xiŋ4 kaw1 yak1xaa2 yak1xi2 fi5 fet2 [09.15] thaw3 yaŋ4 maw2 ko5(1) taay5(1) [ ] hek4 vaa1 

xiŋ4 maɰ4A xun5 di5(1) mi4 taŋ4 xɔm4 yam4 xɔm4 mun4 sɛn5 [09.16] ʔan1 ne5 pan5(1) cem1 fi5 cem1 

kon4 caɰ6B kin5(1) laay5 kɔʔ6 lay3 vaa1 nay5 

 

pɤŋ1 nɯŋ1 hɛŋ4 haan5 [09.17] xan5 vay4 caay4 di5(1) kon4 faɰ5 hek4 xiŋ4 maɰ4 kɔy1 taaŋ2 hɯ5 nɔ1 

[ ] caŋ2 haɰ3 xɔm4 saa1 xɔm4 hɔt4 [09.18] haaŋ1 kaw1 law6 vaw6 thaw3 nok2 yak1xaa2 faay4 saaŋ3 

may6 loŋ1 haaŋ2 hu5 yin4 lay3 kɔy4 

 

[09.19]C haaŋ1 kaw1 caŋ2 taak2 taw3 hɔt4 paa4laa1naʔ1si2 pɤn1 ce1 kaaŋ3 mɤŋ4 yaɰ2 vay4 xan5 [ ] 

[09.20] haɰ3 ʔan1 xiŋ4 kaw1 fi5 lu4 caam4 hɛŋ4 taa1 mɯ4 to2 poy4 kan5(1) xeŋ2 naak4 lu4(1) kɔn2 

 

  

                                                        
A [09.15] maɰ4 is corrected by the scribe. 

B [09.16] caɰ6 is corrected by the scribe. 

C [09.19] Two different styles of the consonant <n> are written in the right hand margin of the text. 
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Oeng oeng419 sounded the cries throughout the vast city of Palanasi as it roared [09.11] in 

preparation for combat, asking to fight, to hit, to strike, to beat, as though speaking um um,420 [ ] 

and both [the ogre’s] feet stretched out and thrust against the door [09.12] ho mu vu xong ta 

ka,421 and with arms spread out, it circled around, brandishing and then coming to a halt, calling 

out noisily vaa nay,  

 

“Lord of the [09.13] Golden Hall, seated on the throne of the jewelled palace nay hɤy! [ ] You 

who now rule over the vast city of Palanasi, [09.14] are skilled, brave, and strong nay nɔ! 
 

“Now we elderly yakxa and yakxi hungry ghosts,422 [09.15] do not fear death, [ ] and they say 

that you, Good Lord, possess a hundred thousand spells and incantations, [09.16] which is 

demonstrated in your ability to order, to use and to rule over many spirits and people vaa nay. 

 

“In the way of strength, bravery [09.17] and speed, don’t any good men claim to surpass me hɯ 

nɔ, [ ] so that tell of their fame may reach [09.18] the ears of [this] hideous and stubborn old 

yakxa ogre dwelling in the woods, the sparse woodland, to hear lay kɔy? 

 

[09.19] “I have arrived quickly at this vast city, the large kingdom of Palanasi, [ ] [09.20] so that 

I, a demon, can have a trial of strength and our fists can strike each other in a fighting contest lu 

kɔn. 

 

  

                                                        
419 TN ʔɤŋ3 ʔɤŋ3, the sound of the ogre. 

420 TN ʔum4 ʔum4, the monotonous, mumbling sound of the ogre’s speech. 

421 TN ho5 mu2 vu2 xɔŋ2 taa1 kaa3 is untranslated due to unknown meaning; suggested readings include 

vu2 ‘hot’ (may3 vu2 in everyday speech), xɔŋ2 ‘skilled,’ and taa1 kaa3 ‘to clap bravely’ or taʔ1kaa2 ‘door’ 

(no known readings of ho5 or mu2 were considered to fit the context). 

422 TN yak1xi2 (P yakkhī) is a female yakxa; fi5 fet2 (fet2 from Skt preta) is a distinct non-human being and 

its use as a synonym for yak1xaa2 is unusual. 
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[10.01]A nay5 lɛ4 saŋ5 vaa1 xiŋ4 kaw1 cum4 xum4 sum4 se5 xiŋ4 su5 kon4 mɤŋ4 lom6 cɤn4 to1 lɤt4 

ʔɔk2 [ ] [10.02] taŋ4 kaa1 myo4 tu1 yak1xaa2 faay4 thaw3 kaw3 mɯn2 saaŋ3 lɛn5(1)B xɔk2 kɔm4 ho5 

teʔ6 yaw6 

 

[10.03] saŋ5 vaa1 haaŋ1 kaw1 yaŋ4 peʔ6 vɔŋ6 kɛn2 caw3 maŋ4xɔŋ2C ho5 sɛŋ5 [ ] taŋ4 kaa1 cum4 tai4 

[10.04] mɤŋ4 maɰ4 xun5 ho5 xam4 hɛn4 pen1 taaŋ4 kin1 fi5 lu4 sem3 ŋaa4 lɛŋ1 seŋ3 seŋ3 cam6 yaw6 

 

tan4 [10.05] nay5 faay4 haan5 ŋaan5 ŋaan5 xaan5 seŋ5 thaam5 lɔŋ1 von6 sɔŋ5 mɯ4 pyɔk4 xwyo2 [ ] 

vaa1 taak2 thaŋ5 [10.06] faaŋ3 ʔaaŋ3 xeŋ2 laa4caa2 maʔ1nuk1saa2 yɔt4 caw3 thaam5 to2 lɔŋ4 toy4 

vaa1 nay5 

 

mɤ1 [10.07] nan6 paa4laa1naʔ1si2 vɔŋ6 pɤŋ2 naŋ1 cin1 cam2 nɤ5 mɤŋ4 [ ] yin4 kaa1 seŋ5 man4 

[10.08] xun5 faay4 ʔaa2 kyaa4 pyaa4 to1 pyaa4 xiŋ4D fɔk2 kɔy1 vɤn4 maw2 ʔon3  

 

li1 ko1 taa1 man4 [10.09] fi5 lu4 ʔan1 loŋ5 ʔun1 lun5 cun1 mɛn4 vot4 kam2 kyaa4 xɯn3 kaa2 [ ] cum4 

haw4 faɰ5 taak2 [10.10] tɛn2 naak4 laak2 maan4 taʔ1 xeŋ2 pu2 yak1xaa2 caŋ2 nay6 tat4 nɤŋ2 fi5 lu4 

cam6 nɔ1 

 

  

                                                        
A [10.01] haa3 5 is written at the top of the verso of the fifth folio. 

B [10.02] lɛn1 is corrected by the scribe. 

C [10.03] Written as mɔŋ4xɔŋ2, as found in the 1876 manuscript, but read as a scribal error for maŋ4xɔŋ2. 

D [10.08] xiŋ4 is corrected by the scribe. 
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[10.01] “Should I be utterly defeated by you, the people of this kingdom, and I falter or fall, 

bleeding, [ ] [10.02] then all ninety thousand of my kind, who live within the territory of this 

elderly yakxa ogre, will bow their heads [to you] teʔ yaw. 

 

[10.03] “[But] if I conquer the Magnificent True Master, the Mangxong423 of the Jewel Hall, [ ] 

then the whole of the population [10.04] of the Lord of the Golden Hall, will prepare to be food 

for the demons, coming to an end on our sharpened red fangs cam yaw.” 

 

Thus [10.05] did the bold ogre utter its question, ngaan ngaan,424 while stretching out both 

hands in derision, [ ] saying that it would cut down [10.06] and strike [them], intending to 

compete with the human king, the Supreme Master, and asking for a fighting contest vaa nay. 

 

At that time, [10.07] the one who governed and sat in enjoyment, ruling over the royal kingdom 

of Palanasi, [ ] heard only the sound of [10.08] the loathsome and violent ogre lord, revealing 

itself to be exceedingly wild and unyielding. 

 

The terrifying bulging eyes [10.09] of the great demon stuck out, protruding and turned up, dark 

and violent, and raised. [ ] “Now who amongst us425 [10.10] is skilled426 [enough] in fighting to 

take up the challenge of this elderly yakxa, is equal to the task of this demon cam nɔ?”  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  
                                                        
423 TN maŋ4xɔŋ2, an epithet of the king (and of the Bodhisatta). 

424 TN ŋaan5 ŋaan5, the (moaning) sound of the ogre’s speech. 

425 The speech of the king. 
426 TN laak2 maan4, implying that the skill is through the use of magical incantations, etc. 
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xaaw1 xaaw1 [10.11] ŋaw3 vɔŋ6 so2 paaw2 xaa3 maat4 lak4 mɔŋ2 xɤŋ2 kɤm4 tan5(1) [ ] kaa2 pen1 

hon5 nɤ5 van4 [10.12] tok5(3) paay1 caan4 van4 pɤŋ4 tɤŋ4 kaa4 ʔaa1miŋ4 xiŋ4 sɛŋ5 ho5 xam4 pɔy2 

vaaŋ4 pan5(1) so2 [10.13] nɛt4 teʔ6 yaw6 

 

saŋ5 faɰ5 yaŋ4 lɤ5 nɤ5 pɛn1 hɛŋ4 ʔaa4 ʔaa4laa4 peʔ6 fi5 lu4 ʔɔŋ2 maaŋ2 [ ] [10.14] caw3 taak2 

myɑɑk4 pen1 ʔaa1maat4 xɯʔ6 naŋ1 naa3 ki4 laaŋ2 kin1 mɤŋ4 vaa1 nay5 

 

ʔaa1yaa2 ʔaa1[10.15]laak2 naŋ5 caw3 xay2 faʔ6 pɤŋ2 cɔŋ3 paw4 lɔt2 xun5 hoŋ5 [ ] taak2 pɔy4 vaaŋ4 

pan1 su4 ŋɤn4 su4 xam4 [10.16] ʔik2 mɤŋ4 loŋ5 faak2 nɯŋ1 vaa1 nay5 

 

yaam4 nan4 kaa1 pen1 sɛn5 fuŋ5 kon4 hun2 hɛŋ4 ʔaa4 xaa3 [10.17] ho5 xam4 maŋ4xɔŋ2 [ ] lay3 hɔt4 

xɔt2 taw3 xaw3 su2 mu2 yɤŋ1 paa2li1saat1 tɛk2 hon1 fɛw5 [10.18] pɔŋ2 tem1 mɤŋ4 teʔ6 yaw6 

 

mɤ1 nan6 yaŋ4 mi4 sɔŋ5 koʔ6 ʔaay3 xɤŋ2 laak2 tat4 fu3 hɛŋ4 [10.19] yaɰ2 xun5 caay4 [ ] taak2 vaa1 

pyaa4 ne5 ha(a)t5(3) haan5 lan4 kan4 to2 poy4 faay4 tɛn2 naak4 [10.20] vaa1 nay5 

 

sɔŋ5 xaa5 caŋ2 taak2 vaaŋ4 ho5 ko5(1) vun5 ho5 xam4 xop1 yam5(1) ŋaw4 kɔm4 tam2 [ ] taŋ4 kaa1 

ʔaa1[11.01][taŋ4 kaa1 ʔaa1]Amu2 lɔŋ1 naŋ2 nay6 vay6 pun1 ʔaa1faʔ5(3)laa2 san5taa2 xaa3 fu3 caw3 

taak2 xam2 lɔŋ4 [11.02] faay4 

 

  

                                                        
A [11.01] taŋ4 kaa1 ʔaa1 is an uncorrected dittography (not found in the 1876 manuscript), also found at 

the end of [10.20] and is not read. 
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Xaaw xaaw427 [10.11] the Magnificent Foundation428 roused and mobilised his subjects and 

counsellors, whose upper arms429 were strong, firm and solid, [ ] to go to the north, west, 

[10.12] south, and east of the kingdom and swiftly proclaim the decree that the Jewel of the 

Golden Hall430 laid down [10.13] teʔ yaw. 

 

“Whoever431 has exceedingly and surpassingly great strength and vigour to conquer and 

vanquish the demon, [ ] [10.14] will be instated as an important counsellor, seated in front, 

administering and ruling the kingdom vaa nay. 

 

“Appointed to a rank [10.15] as a royal Egg of the Heavens and ruling with a decorated royal 

parasol as a Renowned Lord, [ ] he will be bestowed rewards of silver and gold [10.16] and a 

portion of this great kingdom vaa nay.” 

 

At that time a throng of all of a hundred thousand people of great physical strength, subjects 

[10.17] of the Golden Hall, the Mangxong, [ ] arrived and amassed, coming and entering into 

the assorted gathering, the assembly, and the noise reached and [10.18] penetrated the whole 

city teʔ yaw. 

 

Then there were two robust and skilled fellows, very strong [10.19] people, lords of men, [ ] 

who vigorously showed their courage to face and fight the ogre in combat [10.20] vaa nay. 

 

They both knelt and bowed their heads low in reverence and respect for the radiance of the 

Golden Hall, [ ] [11.01] and the matter was thus apportioned as a result of the desire of these 

subjects of the Master to accept the contest with [11.02] the ogre. 

 

  

                                                        
427 TN xaaw1 xaaw1, the sound of the royal proclamation. 

428 TN ŋaw3 vɔŋ6, an epithet of the king. 

429 TN lak4 mɔŋ2, read as ‘upper arms’ (B လက္ေမာင္း) here and [11.02]; an alternatively reading would 

be laak2 mɔŋ2 ‘skilled in incantations.’ 

430 TN sɛŋ5 ho5 xam4, an epithet of the king. 

431 The speech of the king’s messengers. 
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naŋ2 nay6 sɔŋ5 koʔ6 ʔaay3 xwyɔŋ2 tat4 lak4 mɔŋ2 sɔŋ5 koʔ6 laap1 xam2 fan4 faay4 [11.03] paa2 

xon5 lɛŋ5(1) [ ] tuŋ4 kin1 su4 xun5 ʔu5(1) vun5 ho5 xam4 yam4 mɤŋ4 xam2 sop5(3) xɛŋ5 maw2 sut3 teʔ6 

yaw6 

 

[11.04] saŋ5 vaa1A fi5 lu4 hoy4 haay4 faay4 haan5 xaan5 seŋ5 ko4 ʔaa4 ʔaaŋ3 taa1 mɯ4 top3 kaap3 [ ] 

[11.05] vay6 pun1 haaŋ1 xɯʔ6 sɔŋ5 koʔ6 ʔaay3B xɤŋ2 lɔŋ2 tat4 taak2 taap2 thɔŋ5 poy4 [11.06] lu4(1) 

nɔ1 

 

naŋ2 nay6 sɔŋ5 xaa5 kɔʔ6 xop1 paay3 vay3 law1 caw3 naŋ1 han3 ho5 sɔŋ2 vaaŋ4 kam4 [ ] [11.07] 

sɔŋ5 xaa5 taak2 xaɰ3 vaaw4 to1 ko4 ʔaa4 pyaa4 hɛŋ4 vɔk2 ho5 xam4 haɰ3 cɛŋ3 vaa1 nay5 

 

caŋ2 taak2 pay1 [11.08] ʔaw1 cet5(3) fɯn4 naŋ5 kaay4 maa4 hɔm4 sɔn6 teŋ1 kan1 thaap4 ʔik2 [ ] caŋ2 

haɰ3 koʔ6 nɯŋ1 [11.09] mɯ4 cɔŋ2 nɔŋ2 tɯt1 caak1 caŋ2 han3 caam4 sik2 kaaŋ1 kon4 vaa1 nay5 

 

paaŋ1 naa3 paa2li1saat1 xɛk2 [11.10] xɔn3 pen1 mu2 nam5 naay4 [ ] vay6 haɰ3 kon4 haan5 mɯ4 

can1 xan5 vay4 cet5(3) fɯn4 sik2 naŋ5 kaay4 faat2 faat2 [11.11] teʔ6 yaw6 

 

pen1 pɤŋ1 yɤŋ1 naŋ5 fuŋ5 naaŋ4 taŋ4 laay5 cɔy6 paan1 vaaw2 thuk3 thaw2 [ ] mɤn5 yɤŋ1 haaŋ1 

[11.12] xaw5 laay5 mu2 cɔy6 cɔŋ2 laak4 faa3 fɯn4 kaw2 put5(3) paŋ4 nan6 yaw6 

 

  

                                                        
A [11.04] saŋ5 is corrected and vaa1 added by the scribe. 

B [11.05] There is a scribal correction to omit lak4 maan4 mɔŋ2 between koʔ6 and ʔaay3 in this text, which 

are included in the 1876 manuscript. 
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And thus the two men, both accomplished and skilled with their upper arms,432 undertook to fell 

the red-haired [11.03] forest ogre, [ ] and to accept and enjoy the rewards of the Lord of Shining 

Merit of the Golden Hall who ruled the kingdom, assenting [to the task] with endless tough-talk 

teʔ yaw. 

 

[11.04] “If the hairy demon,433 the bold ogre, speaks boastfully434 that it plans to strike us with 

its fists, [ ] [11.05] then on our part, we two strapping men, are strong and skilled in hitting and 

fighting [11.06] lu nɔ.” 

 

Thus did the two kneel in obeisance and pay homage and address the Master sitting in the 

shining hall, giving their word, [ ] [11.07] and they both desired to show off and boast,435 and to 

demonstrate their strength, so that the Golden Hall would clearly see vaa nay. 

 

They fetched [11.08] seven water buffalo skins, placed together one upon another, [ ] which one 

of the men [11.09] immediately pulled and jerked with this hands, trying to tear them, 

suspended, in the midst of the people vaa nay. 

 

In front of the assembly, the group of gathered [11.10] visitors, the multitude, [ ] the brave man 

pulled with his hands and quickly tore the seven water buffalo skins, faat faat,436 [11.11] teʔ 

yaw. 

 

It was like a bustling crowd of many young, unmarried women, [ ] as though [11.12] many 

groups of damsels pulled and dragged pieces of old cloth that were falling apart nan yaw. 

 

  

                                                        
432 TN lak4 mɔŋ2, an alternative reading would be ‘skilled in incantations.’ 

433 The speech of the two volunteers. 
434 TN ko4 ʔaa4, understood as ‘to boast, to show off’ in Mueang Sing; an alternative reading would 

follow the Burmese ‘confidently.’ 
435 TN ko4 ʔaa4, understood as ‘to boast, to show off’ in Mueang Sing; an alternative reading would 

follow the Burmese ‘confidence.’ 
436 TN faat2 faat2, the sound of tearing buffalo skin. 
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caa1 pun1 koʔ6 nɯŋ1 kaa2 [11.13] ʔaw1 may6 pok2 cet3 lɛm3 kon2 cem1 ŋaw3 taŋ4 haak4 mɤ4 to2 

cem1 paay5(1) [ ] man4 yaŋ4 pyaa4 pan1 [11.14] xun5 hoŋ5 ho5 xam4 ʔik2 kon4 laay5 thaaŋ2 muŋ1 

vaa1 nay5 

 

taŋ4 loŋ5 cet5(3) lam4 kam1 ʔaw1 maa4 nep3 kaw6 [11.15] xɛn5 man4 laak4 kaa2 [ ] maaŋ1 faw2 taŋ4 

kaa1 cet3 lɛm3 puŋ1 xɯn3 lan2 caak3 faaŋ3 caŋ2 han3 [11.16] mɯ4 faa2 fik5(3) ʔaw5(1) kɔʔ6 mi4 teʔ6 

yaw6 

 

maaŋ1 faw2 sam6 cɤŋ4 caak1 xun2 lɛn1 faat1 pan2 [11.17] tɯt1 vɤn1 kaa2 lan4 kan4  

[ ] vay6 haɰ3 kon4 saw4 naɰ4 mɤŋ4 tɤŋ4 loŋ5 ho5 xam4 ʔɔn2 ʔaam4 man4 maw2 seŋ3 [11.18] kaat1 

yaw6 

 

thaaŋ2 haɰ3 pyaa4 hoŋ5 ʔaay3 hɛŋ4 loŋ5 di1 lɔn2 [ ] may6 pok2 cet3 lɛm3 nan6 yɤŋ1 naŋ5 [11.19] 

yiŋ4 taɰ3 lum1 faʔ6 sik2 taŋ4 sen3 koy1A ʔɔn2 faa2 kan1 nan6 yaw6 

 

maaŋ1 faw2 tɯt1 haaw6 [11.20] kaaw6(3) lɛn1 maw2 mi4 ʔon3 kam1 mɛp2 cet5(3) lam4  

[ ] sɔŋ5 tin1 po4 laak2 pup1 paap1 vɛn5 pay1 fit3 [12.01]B ho5 xɔŋ2 kɤŋ4 top3 cɤŋ4 faa2 tin1 tam1 

kum2 kon3 maw2 ʔon3 teʔ6 yaw6 

 

faɰ5 han5 faɰ5 lu4(1) faɰ5 [12.02] toy4 yin4 ʔaa4laa4 pon6 tɔn4 pɤŋ1 toy4 saa2 [ ] vay6 haɰ3 kon4 

saaŋ3 ce1 hɔŋ3 faʔ6 tɛk2 nan1 [12.03] laay5 thaa2 xo5 mo4 kɔy4 yaw6 

 

nay5 lɛ4 seŋ3 cɔt2 ʔaa1xaa2 ʔaa1xiŋ2 thon3 yaw6 pyo2 mon1 [12.04] pɔy4 to2 kɔy1 di5(1) [ ] taak2 

vaa1 pay1 lɔŋ4 thɔŋ5 maŋ1 pu2 faay4 fi5 ʔɔk2 naa3 vaa1 nay5 

 

yaam4 nan4 ho5 xam4 [12.05] com4 loŋ5 com4 laaŋ4 yom6 fan4 xo5 ŋɛn5 paak2 [ ] caw3 kɔʔ6 poŋ1 

sɔŋ2 ʔɔk2 saak4 saʔ5(3)pa1[12.06]thaa2 mɯn2 yɤŋ1 xɔŋ5 laak4 xyaa4 su4 teʔ6 yaw6 

 

  

                                                        
A [11.19] Written kɤy1, as found in the 1876 manuscript, but read as a scribal error for koy1. 

B [12.01] hok3 6 is written at the top of the verso of the sixth folio of the text. 
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For his part, the [other] man [11.13] took seven lengths of giant bamboo and demolished them 

with his [bare] hands from the roots to the tips, [ ] showing the [11.14] Renowned Lord of the 

Golden Hall and the many people looking on vaa nay. 

 

Taking hold of all seven sticks, he put them under his [11.15] armpit and dragged them around, 

[ ] and sometimes he threw all seven up [in the air] and split them as they collapsed, striking 

immediately, [11.16] his hand splitting and splintering them teʔ yaw. 

 

Sometimes he repeatedly brandished and jerked them, galloping and running, lashing them 

around [11.17] [while] vigorously pulling and twisting, [ ] which made the people dwelling in 

the city of the great kingdom of the golden hall endlessly amazed [11.18] kaat yaw. 

 

They thought that this showed the renown of the man of exceedingly great strength, [ ] and that 

the seven lengths of giant bamboo were like [11.19] the women of the world tearing soft threads 

of cotton to divide them nan yaw. 

 

Sometimes as he pulled violently [11.20] and tirelessly strode and ran [around], grasping and 

crushing the seven canes, [ ] both feet would [sound] pup pap as he leapt, somersaulting, 

[12.01] bending skilfully, slapping and brandishing, and the soles of his feet pounding his 

buttocks, without tiring teʔ yaw. 

 

Everyone who saw, who looked, who [12.02] watched, felt satisfied and pleased beyond 

anything they had [ever] seen, [ ] so that the people dwelling in the city spanning the heavens437 

were noisy [12.03] and laughed and rejoiced many times kɔy yaw. 

 

Now the sound spread throughout until the time, the season, of enjoyment was over and [12.04] 

was it well celebrated, [ ] and they would go to the fighting contest, to face the elderly ogre, the 

spirit vaa nay. 

 

At that time, the Golden Hall [12.05] was highly delighted, deeply delighted, smiling broadly 

and laughing, [ ] and he bestowed gifts and made offerings in [12.06] every way, and rewarded 

[them] with ten thousand kinds of presents teʔ yaw. 

                                                        
437 TN ce1 hɔŋ3 faʔ6, i.e. the entire city. 
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po4 ʔan1 maʔ1haa5laa4caa2 faʔ6 faa3 haɰ3 [12.07] laʔ1taʔ5(3)naa2 ku1 yɤŋ1 sɛn5 siŋ2 lɤ5 toŋ1 [ ] 

vaaŋ4 pan1 sɛŋ5 di5(1) ŋɤn4 xam4 fe4 ham4 sɔŋ5 [12.08] kon4 ʔaay3 hɛŋ4 loŋ5 pum2 yɤŋ1 

 

vaay4 nan4 caŋ2 taak2 pɔŋ1 yew1 xo4 kɤn4 kam6 mɤŋ4 loŋ5 [12.09] lay5 ʔɔk2 [ ] taŋ4 kaa1 po4paa2 

se5naa2 ʔaŋ1kaa2 xaa3 xay2 faʔ6 ku1 fu3 tem1 thɔk2 mo4 nan4 [ ] [12.10] fuŋ5 kon4 mi4 laay5 pen1 

saay5 lay5 maa4 hɔt4 ho5 xam4 pɤŋ2 cum3 

 

ʔɤk3(4) ʔɤk3(4) sɤk3 loŋ5 kon4 kɤn4A to1 [12.11] ho5 xam4 maw2 lɛn1 [ ] taw3 hɔt4 vɔŋ6 pɤŋ2 cum3 

naŋ1 tɛn1 to1 fɛn2 mɤŋ4 laa4 

 

paaŋ1 naa3 [12.12] paa2li1saat1 xɛk2 xɔn3 pen1 mu2 pyaa4 to5(1) [ ] sɔŋ5 kon4 ʔaay3 haan5 maw2 mi4 

ti1 taak2 ko5(1) fet2B [12.13] fet2 thaw3 vaa1 nay5 

 

yaam4 nan4 fi5 lu4 fu4 fu4(2) yok1 tin1 loŋ4 pam1 thip2 [ ] fun2 muk1 thaan3 po4 [12.14] foŋ6 to1 naa3 

mɤŋ4 kaaŋ3 yak1xaa2 thaw3 tin1 thip2 pyaa4 haan5 ʔaw1 yaw6 

 

thaa2 nan6 ʔaay3 [12.15] haay6 ʔaay3 xɔŋ2 tat4 xaa3 caw3 fu4 lɔŋ2 ho5 sɛŋ5 [ ] het5(3) ʔan1 vɛn5 

pay5(1) kwyɑk5(3) maa4 ʔaa4laa4 [12.16] thip2 lin5(1) lɛŋ5(1) xun2 puŋ1 vay6 yaw6 

 

  

                                                        
A [12.10] kɤn4 is added by the scribe. 

B [12.12] The repetition of fet2 at the beginning of [12.13] is read as a scribal error. 
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When the Heavenly Great King had distributed [12.07] jewels of every kind, one hundred 

thousand things, immeasurable, [ ] and bestowed all kinds of fine gems, silver and gold, and 

rolls of satin, upon the two [12.08] very strong men, 

 

At that time it was done [to such an extent that] the abundance of goods crowded the great city, 

[12.09] flowing out, [ ] and all the military officers, ministers, constituents and subjects of the 

Egg of the Heavens, everyone, filled it, overflowing and clamorous, [ ] [12.10] and a continuous 

crowd of many people arrived at the golden hall of the Possessor of the Royal Seal. 

 

The abundance of great soldiers [sounded] oek oek438 throughout [12.11] the teeming golden 

hall [ ] [as they] came to arrive before the Magnificent Possessor of the Royal Seal, seated on 

the throne of the land439 of the royal city. 

 

In front of [12.12] the assembly, the group of gathered visitors who were present, [ ] the two 

brave men had no place for fear of the hungry ghost, [12.13] the old ogre vaa nay. 

 

Then the demon snorted, fu fu, and raised its feet and stamped, [ ] and as the old yakxa stamped, 

showing its courage, there was so much dust that it [12.14] scattered throughout the vast city 

ʔaw yaw. 

 

Then the [12.15] fierce men, the skilled and accomplished men, subjects of the prosperous and 

lustrous440 Master of the Jewel Hall, [ ] vigorously leapt and jumped and galloped around, 

[12.16] stamping, throwing up the red earth vay yaw. 

 

 

 

 

 

  

                                                        
438 TN ʔɤk4 ʔɤk4, the confused sound of very many people. 

439 TN to1 fɛn2 is read as fɛn2 lin1. 

440 TN fu4 lɔŋ2, an alternative reading might be fu4laaŋ2 (B ဘုုရင)္ ‘king, sovereign.’ 
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sɔŋ5 kon4 maw2 mi4 tɯn2 ko1 mu4 pe4 po1 fi5 faay4 xɛk3 [12.17] faa2 [ ] thaaŋ2 lay3 cok3 caay2 su4 

to2 laap4 to2 caw3 xay2 faʔ6 laa4caa2 hoŋ5 haaŋ4 vaa1 nay5 

 

naŋ2 nay6 [12.18] sɔŋ5 faay2 sɔŋ5 paa3 ku1 naa3 ku1 maw2 xwyɔŋ2 ko5(1) kan5(1)  

[ ] fi5 lu4 faay4 haan5 pyaa4 pan1 kon4 mɤŋ4 [12.19] top3 cɤŋ4 vɛn5 pay1 vɛn5 maa4 xeŋ2 pyaa4 

haan5 thaaŋ2 muŋ1 teʔ6 yaw6 

 

yaam4 nan4 ton1 sɛŋ5A [12.20] no2 maŋ4saa4 sam5faa2 [ ] no2 caw3 xaɰ3 yem3 saa1faŋ2 faʔ6 naŋ5 

pɤn1 loŋ4 kaa2 lu1 pɔy4 vaa1 nay5 

 

[13.01] mɤ1 nay6 hek4 vaa1 fi5 thɤn2 faʔ6 taw3 hɔt4 ce1 paa4laa2 maa4 lɔŋ4 [ ] taŋ4 faay4 taŋ4 

[13.02] kon4 taak2 pɔy4 pyaa4 kan5(1) xeŋ2 ti5(1) thɔŋ5 tɛn2 naak4 vaa1 nay5 

 

maŋ4lɔŋ4 caŋ2 taak2 pay1 saw4 [13.03] tan4 heŋ4 ton3 hoŋ4 loŋ5 fɤ5 thi2 [ ] kɛn2 caw3 xaɰ3 muŋ1 

paa2li1saat1 xɛk2 xɔn3 ʔeŋ1 [13.04] mi4 lu4(1) toy4 vaa1 nay5 

 

no2 caw3 tɛŋ2 lɔt4 puk1thaa4nuʔ1saʔ5(3)ti2 tham4maa4nuʔ1saʔ5(3)ti2 saŋ5[13.05]xaa4nuʔ1saʔ5(3)ti2 xo3 

maat4 taa4laa4 [ ] sop5(3) seŋ5 xiŋ4 xam4 ʔaa1lɔŋ4 ʔaan2 poŋ5(1) xyaa4 thɔy2 [13.06] laap3 

 

  

                                                        
A [12.19] There is a scribal correction after sɛŋ5. 
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The two men were not a brass farthing’s worth441 alarmed or afraid of the old ogre, [not] a split 

[12.17] coin’s [worth],442 [ ] [just] thinking of getting their hands on and spending the royal 

rewards and gifts of the Master Egg of the Heavens, the renowned king vaa nay. 

 

Thus [12.18] neither of the two opposing sides, the two parties, were afraid or frightened of 

each other, [ ] and the demon, the bold ogre, showed off to the people of the city, [12.19] 

slapping and brandishing and leaping back and forth, competing to demonstrate his courage for 

them to see teʔ yaw. 

At that time, the Jewel One, [12.20] the Mangsa Shoot,443 the Accomplished One,444 [ ] the 

Master Shoot, desired to watch the royal festival like other people, and went down to see the 

festivities vaa nay. 

 

[13.01] Now when what they call ‘the spirit of the heavenly forest’ arrived at the city of Pala for 

the contest, [ ] both the ogre and [13.02] the men showed off to each other and competed in 

hitting, pounding, beating and fighting vaa nay. 

 

So the Manglong went to shelter [13.03] by a large banyan tree with dense foliage, [ ] and the 

True Master, wanting to see the assembly of gathered visitors, reclined [13.04] while looking 

and watching vaa nay. 

 

The Master Shoot strove to recite the excellent Tala of pukthanusati thammanusati 

sangxanusati, [13.05] [ ] and [after] articulating the sounds, the Golden One, the Along, placed 

down his recitation445 and stopped [13.06] to rest. 

 

  

                                                        
441 TN mu4 pe4 (B မူး၊ပဲ), small Burmese weights and monetary units equal to fractions of a kyat. 
442 TN xɛk3 faa2: xɛk3 is read as an old term for ‘money, coin’ (Cushing: ‘a seed used in weighing, six of 

which make a pe4’); the meaning here is ‘not in the slightest.’ 

443 TN no2 maŋ4saa4, an epithet of the Bodhisatta. 

444 TN sam5faa2 (normally sam5faa4laa2), an epithet of the Bodhisatta. 

445 TN ʔaan2 ‘to count,’ used for the rounds of a repetitive recollection or recitation.  
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thaa2 nan6 saay5 caɰ1 fi5 lu4 ko1 fuŋ4 taa4laa4 mɔn4 sɛŋ5 ʔon3 noy4(2) yam4 sut3 kaa2 [ ] [13.07] 

thaan3 po4 cɔp4 cɔp4 sen3 caɰ1 thaw3 yak1xaa2 yu2 faan1 ko1 naa2 naaw5 lo4 ʔaw1 yaw6 

 

[13.08] maw2 xaɰ3 yok1 yɔŋ1 pɔŋ3 mɯ4A ʔɛn2 vay5 xɔn4 [ ] taŋ4 kaa1 naɰ4 to5(1) ho5 caɰ1 fi5 lu4 

san2 [13.09] vay5 xɔn4 yu2 ʔon3 kɔy4 yaw6 

 

yin4 ko1 tan4 xɤ4 xun5 xam4 ʔaa1lɔŋ4 pɤ1 tham4 sɛŋ5 nuʔ1saʔ5(3)[13.10]ti2 [ ] man4 yaŋ4 tɛŋ2 kɔy1 

ŋɤ3 kɔy1 yem3 lu4(1) thi2 pay1 maa4 vaa1 nay5 

 

fɔk2 fiŋ3 ʔaa2na1[13.11]cak4 fuŋ4 xɯn3 faɰ5 mi4 [ ] faay4 yaŋ4 kam4 kɔŋ4 naɰ4 caɰ1 tɛŋ2 saʔ5(3)ti2 

tam3 haaŋ1 kɔy4 yaw6 

 

[13.12] pɤŋ1 nay5 caŋ2 vaa1 suŋ4 paa4 kuŋ2 fuŋ4 ʔaa4 kwyɑk4 le2B [ ] fɔk2 fiŋ3 pon6 taaŋ2 pɤn1 

[13.13] maw2 ke2 hoŋ5 haaŋ4 kaat1 yaw6 

 

vaa1 kaa1 lek1 yaɰ2 thaw3 saam5 sam2 yiŋ4 caay4 xaw5 hɤy6 [ ] [13.14] laak2 haɰ3 yeŋ4 lu4(1) 

taa4laa4 mi4 naɰ4 fɯn4 saɰ5 cɛn2 to1 laay4 thɔm2 cɛŋ3 taa1 van1 

 

ʔan1 haɰ3 [13.15] lɤ5 se5 fu4laa4 taa4laa4 yɔt4 saam5 mɔn4 saŋ5xaa2 [ ] pɛk4 vaa1 le2 xɔp4 kun1 

cɤŋ1 faʔ6 ti1[13.16]paa2 taak2 mi4 mɤ1 laɰ1 cam6 lɛ2 

 

  

                                                        
A [13.08] There is a scribal correction between mɯ4 and ʔɛn2. 

B [13.12] kwyɑk4 le2, also found in the 1876 manuscript, is normally kwyɑk4 saʔ1le2. 
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Then the heart of the demon was in awe of the glory of the jewel essence Tala, and was utterly 

exhausted and submissive,446 [ ] [13.07] so much so that its thread of life withered, and the old 

yakxa’s hair stood on end from [such] extreme fear mingled with fever ʔaw yaw. 

 

[13.08] It did not want to raise its arms, to flee or to move, [ ] and all of the demon’s body and 

mind trembled [13.09] and shook with exhaustion kɔy yaw. 

 

Afraid of the power of the Golden Lord, the Along, because of the jewel Tham of nusati, 

[13.10] [ ] it just tried to and look around in its bewilderment, to see clearly vaa nay. 

 

“Surely there [13.11] is someone more powerful and glorious?” [ ] the ogre reflected in its mind 

and tried to come to its senses kɔy yaw. 

 

[13.12] Such is the great glory and esteem of the Three Qualities, [ ] whose renown truly 

exceeds [all] others [13.13] by no small [amount] kaat yaw. 

 

“Women and men,447 young, adult, and the elderly, of all three [ages] xaw hɤy [ ] [13.14] 

should look and see the Tala in this bright manuscript, in the assembled letters of this book! 

Listen and understand taa van! 
 

“When will there be anything that [13.15] exceeds the Supreme Three Essences of Fula Tala 

Sanga, [ ] even if you survey the entire realm of [13.16] the world cam lɛ? 

 

  

                                                        
446 TN yam4 is read as yɔm4 here. 

447 A scribal aside admonishes the audience from here to [13.17]. 
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ʔam2 haɰ3 yo4 yo4 teʔ6 po4 taan2 vaw1 vaaŋ1 [ ] laak2 haɰ3 taŋ4 laay5 [13.17] yiŋ4 caay4 toy4 

lu4(1) paan1 sɛŋ5 lɔŋ4 xam4 no2 cɔm5(1) saaŋ5 cat4 caw3 nan4 taa4 

 

xun5 xam4 [13.18] po4 kaa1 pɔm4 pɔm4 lɔt4 saam5 kam4 puk1thaa4nuʔ1saʔ5(3)ti2 [ ] faay4 yaŋ4 lay3 

maa4 nop4 vay3 kɔy1 yu2 kaɰ3 ʔeŋ1 [13.19] mi2 kɔm4 ho5 saŋ5 nɔ1 

 

mɤ1 nan6 yak1xaa2 yaŋ4 ʔan1 mi4 taŋ4 yaat4 yaat4 fɯn4 maat4 kam2paa1[13.20]laa2 hɤ1 huŋ1 mew4 

lɔŋ2 xɔŋ5 sɛŋ5 [ ] xiŋ4 man4 caŋ2 taak2 ʔaw1 maa4 ʔu4 xyaa4 vaaŋ4 [14.01]A pan5(1) ton1 hoŋ5 

maŋ4lɔŋ4 no2 xam4 lɛŋ5(1) nɔp4 saak4 vaa1 nay5 

 

nay6 cam6 xɔŋ5 li5(1) kaw1 faay4 [14.02] co1 cem1 ʔɔn5(1) saaŋ5 cɛn2 [ ] po4 lay3 xi2 naŋ1 yaŋ1 yaŋ1 

kam2paa1laa2 fɯn4 maat4 ven1 ʔɛn2 [14.03] paa4 pay5(1) teʔ6 yaw6 

 

laak2 haɰ3 maɰ4 xun5 saw4 nɤ5 fɯn4 sɛŋ5 lɛŋ5(1) vaaw4 naŋ5 caɰ1 maay5 [14.04] xi2 naŋ1 lu4(1) 

taa4 

 

tan4 nay5 saay5 xɔm4 fi5 lu4 ʔu4 xyaa4 thaaŋ2 poŋ5(1) ʔaap4 maŋ4lɔŋ4 maak1 mam2 [ ] [14.05] lɔŋ4 

to2 no2 caw3 kɔʔ6 caŋ2 taak2 haap1 hɔŋ4 ʔaw1 kam2paa1laa2 hɤ1 huŋ1 tuŋ4 xam2 lɛŋ5(1) [14.06] 

yam4 teʔ6 yaw6 

 

faw2 nan6 sam5faa2 xan5thu4laa2 puk1thaa4nuʔ1saʔ5(3)ti2 tham4maa4nuʔ1saʔ5(3)ti2 [14.07] 

saŋ5xaa4nuʔ1saʔ5(3)ti2 kɛn2 caw3 tɛŋ2 sa(a)p5(3)pay2 li5(1) tɔn4 teʔ6 yaw6 

 

  

                                                        
A [14.01] cet3 vaɰ1 7 is written at the top of the verso of the seventh folio of the text, with xaa3 fay1 caw3 

ho5 xam4 added with pencil (fay1 in Lao script). 
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“Do not doubt its truth or think that it is merely worthless! [ ] All of you, [13.17] women and 

men, look and see the Jewel Life, the Golden Long, the Pinnacle of the Gods Shoot448 in this 

birth [story] of the Master nan taa!” 

 

The Golden Lord [13.18] only recited the three words of pukthanusati,449 pom pom, [ ] and the 

ogre came to pay homage, staying close by, leaning, taking [13.19] refuge, and bowing its head 

saŋ nɔ. 
 

Then the yakxa, which had the excellent, resplendent kampala cloth, [13.20] bright and shining, 

the lustrous jewel object, [ ] brought it with bowed head to bestow [14.01] upon the Renowned 

One, the Manglong, the Golden Red Shoot,450 to offer in tribute vaa nay. 

 

“This marvellous object of mine [14.02] has been stored and handed down since former times,  

[ ] and when sat upon, this excellent, glittering kampala cloth flies, soaring, [14.03] bearing the 

rider away teʔ yaw. 

 

“You, Lord, should try riding, sitting upon this handsome red jewel451 cloth as you intend,452 

[14.04] and see for yourself!” 

 

Thus were the demon’s words as it bowed its head, thinking to bestow, to present, [the cloth] to 

the Manglong as intended, [ ] [14.05] and so the noble Long, the Master Shoot, accepted and 

took the bright and shining, intensely red kampala, receiving and [14.06] obtaining it teʔ yaw. 

 

At that time the Accomplished One, Xanthula Pukthanusati Thammanusati [14.07] 

Sangxanusati, the True Master, [became] exceedingly well attired teʔ yaw. 

 

                                                        
448 TN no2 cɔm1 saaŋ5, an epithet of the Bodhisatta. 

449 TN saam5 kam4 puk1thaa4nuʔ1saʔ3ti2, i.e. pukthanusati, thammanusati, sangxanusati. 

450 TN no2 xam4 lɛŋ1, an epithet of the Bodhisatta. 

451 TN sɛŋ5 ‘jewel,’ implies ‘celestial, magical’ here. 

452 TN caɰ1 maay5, i.e. the person riding on the cloth could go wherever they intended. 
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naŋ2 nay6 xɔŋ5 sɛŋ5 paa4 [14.08] ʔaw1 xun5 di5(1) maŋ4lɔŋ4 to4 fɔŋ4 ven1 hɔŋ5 lom4 tho5 tew4 nɤ5 

mɤŋ4 loŋ5 ye4tvaa4 no2 [14.09] maŋ4saa4 kaa2 ŋaay1 teʔ6 yaw6 

 

kɔy1 xan5 kɔy1 vay4 pay1 nɤ5 kaaŋ1 haaw5 ti1 moy5 muŋ4 pem2 yi2 [ ] [14.10] kaap1 kaay6 kɛp1 

nɯŋ1 myaa4 sɔŋ2 lɔŋ2 huŋ1 kam2paa1laa2 la(a)t5(3) su2 ce1 ko2 vɔŋ6 ʔuk3[14.11]thaa2maʔ1thaa4ni2A 

lɯm5 veŋ4 pun6 yaw6 

 

po4 vaa1 lɔŋ4 to2 puk1thaa4nuʔ1saʔ5(3)ti2 ʔɔk2 [14.12] faak4 mɤŋ4 kaaŋ3 kɔy1 kaa2 yaan5 kaa4 [ ] fi5 

lu4 caŋ2 taak2 tin1 xɛŋ5 ʔik2 hɛŋ4 maa4 kaat1 caaŋ1 [14.13] teʔ6 yaw6 

 

sok2 xok2 kɔy1 cun5(1) ʔun5(1) lun5 xeŋ2 pyaa4 kon4 kaa3 ʔɛn2 [ ] faay4 thaw3 tin1 [14.14] thip2 

cam4pu2paat1thaa5vi2 cɤŋ1 kaaŋ3 lin1 fɛn2 xum4 xum4 kaat1 yaw6 

 

mɤ1 nan6 xaa3 kɛn2 vɔŋ6 [14.15] yɔt4 caw3 ʔaa2maʔ1xam2 sɔŋ5 kon4 [ ] kɯ1 taa1 vaa4 xɛn5 pɛn1 

mɯ4 ʔɛn2 cɤŋ4 mon4 [14.16] thaŋ2 xaw3 teʔ6 yaw6 

 

Figure 5-1: Illustration from the Pukthanusati story I 

 
 

  

                                                        
A [14.10] ʔuk3thaa2maʔ1thaa4ni2, found both here and in the 1876 manuscript, is read as a scribal error for 

ʔuk3taa2maʔ1thaa4ni2. 

The yakkha spirit offers the magical kampala cloth to the Bodhisatta 
Pukthanusati (lines 13.02 to 14.11 in the text). Illustration by Ho Nam Vong. 
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And thus the jewel object carried [14.08] the Good Lord, the Manglong, flying and leaping, 

pushed and blown [along] by gusts of wind and taken traveling above the great city, with the 

[14.09] Mangsa Shoot looking around as he went effortlessly teʔ yaw. 

 

[He] very quickly, very rapidly, went up into the sky, where the outspread clouds concealed him 

from sight, [ ] [14.10] and instantly, in a moment, the glittering emerald, the shining, lustrous 

kampala made straight for the ancient royal city [14.11] of Ukthamathani,453 the yonder state, 

the city pun yaw. 

 

When the noble Long Pukthanusati had left [14.12] the vast city, gone away and departed, [ ] 

the demon’s legs became strong again and it regained its vigour, skill and invulnerability 

[14.13] teʔ yaw. 

 

Its emaciated454 [body] swelled up, bulging with strength, and it showed the people, dancing and 

running, [ ] and the old ogre’s feet [14.14] stamped the surface of the earth, the vast kingdom of 

Campupatthavi,455 xum xum456 kaat yaw. 

 

Then the two men, the subjects of the True Magnificence, [14.15] the Supreme Master, who had 

assented [to fight], [ ] glared and spread out their arms with open hands, running in circles, 

brandishing [14.16] and charging forward teʔ yaw. 

 

  

                                                        
453 TN ʔuk3thaa2maʔ1thaa4ni2 here is read as a scribal error for ʔuk3taa2maʔ1thaa4ni2 (P uttamaṭhānī ?), for 

which no other references have been identified; also ʔuk3thaa4maa2, ʔuk3thaa4ni2. 
454 TN sok2 xok2, read as cok2 xok2, an intensifier for ‘thin;’ an alternative reading for xok2 might be xuk3, 

which is sometimes used in combinations to mean ‘quickly, immediately,’ but not with suk3. The 1876 

manuscript has sok2 xok2 taa1 mɯ4 kɔy1 cun1. 

455 TN cam4pu2paat1thaa5vi2 (P jambu +paṭhavī) ‘the Land (literally ‘Earth’) of the Campu Tree,’ the 

southern of four great continents surrounding Mount Meru, encompassing the Himalaya and the Indian 

subcontinent, the human realm (see Malalasekera: jambudīpa). 

456 TN xum4 xum4, the sound of the ogre stamping. 
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taŋ4 sɔŋ5 ko4 caa4 ko4 ʔaa4 loy3 hɛŋ4 loŋ5 tat4 lɔŋ2 [ ] het5(3) [14.17] ʔan1 kɛn5 tew2 haat1 ʔɤŋ3 tɤŋ3 

ʔɛn2 hɔn1 vɛn5 thɔŋ1 maa4 cu4 

 

laat3 su2 po1 [14.18] faay4 yaɰ2 hɛŋ4 loŋ5 [ ] xiŋ4 man4 fi5 lu4 ka(a)k5(3) kaay5 vay5 xɔn4 ʔaa3 

sop5(3) koŋ5(1) yu2 thaa3 nan6 [14.19] yaw6 

 

li5(1) ko5(1) fi5 loŋ5 sop5(3) koŋ5(1) ʔaa3 vaa4 mɯ4 yɔŋ1 sɔk2 [ ] kɛn2 laak2 yaɰ2 xɯʔ6 kɯ1 taa1 

[14.20] xew3 ŋaa4 fɔk2 xaaw5 tɔn4 vaa1 nay5 

 

yaam4 dew5(1) kam1 ʔaw1 sɔŋ5 tin1 kon4 hɛŋ4 pok3 xaa5 [15.01] taa1 mɯ4 naak4 tok3 kaaŋ4 vɤ5 

taap2 [ ] se5 haɰ3 sum4 cɔm2 haaŋ1 man4 xaa3 kɛw3 vɔŋ6 lom6 pin3 [15.02] ŋup1 ŋaap1 kaaŋ1 pɔy4 

ti1 pɤn1 teʔ6 yaw6 

 

paaŋ1 naa3 paa2li1saat1 xɛk2 xɔn3 kon4 mu2 pɔy4 nan4 [ ] [15.03] fi5 lu4 la(a)p5(3) taa1 xop5(3) kin5(1) 

sɔŋ5 kon4 yɤŋ1 ho5 man4 xap5(3) xap5(3) yaw6 lɛ2 

 

xa5(3)naʔ1 yaam4 dew5(1) [15.04] xiŋ4 man4 fi5 lu4 thaw3 haan5 hɛŋ4A ʔɔŋ2 maaŋ2 [ ] vay6 haɰ3 

ʔɤŋ3 ʔɤŋ3 mu2 yɤŋ1 paa2li1saat1 xɛk2 [15.05] xɔn3 saa5faŋ2 mɔŋ5 vaaw4 yaw6 lɛ2 

 

thaaŋ2 haɰ3 xop1 paay3 nop4 laay1 paa4laa2naa1si2 pɤn1 [15.06] ce1 kaaŋ3 mɤŋ4 yaɰ2 pen5(1) haay4 

[ ] taŋ4 xun5 taŋ4 naaŋ4 vaaŋ4 ho5 ko5(1) vun5 nop4 su2 ʔu4 xyaa4B [15.07] pu2 fi5 faay4 seŋ3 seŋ3 

teʔ6 yaw6 

 

  

                                                        
A [15.04] There is a scribal correction between hɛŋ4 and ʔɔŋ2. 

B [15.06] The superscript on ʔu4 xyaa4 is unusual. 
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Both of the deputies, showing off457 their great strength, skill and accomplishment, [ ] rolled up 

[14.17] their breeches tightly on their stout [legs], and ran around, leaping and jabbing as they 

advanced. 

 

They made straight for the big old [14.18] ogre of great strength, [ ] and the demon quickly 

turned around and bent over, waiting with open, gaping mouth nan [14.19] yaw. 

 

The great frightening spirit spread open its arms and raised its elbows, [ ] truly enormous, 

glaring, [14.20] with excessively white teeth and fangs vaa nay. 

 

At the same time, it grabbed the two feet of one of the strong men, held him up by the legs, 

[15.01] and its fist fell voe!458 as it struck his jaw, [ ] and with that the defeated subject of the 

Magnificent Gem459 fell down on his back, [15.02] floored, in the midst of their festival teʔ 

yaw. 

 

In front of the assembly of gathered visitors, the group of people at the noisy festival,  

[ ] [15.03] the demon closed its eyes and bit and ate the two men xap xap,460 just like yams yaw 

lɛ. 
 

The instant that [15.04] the bold, strong old demon was victorious, [ ] the clamorous and diverse 

gathering, the assembly of gathered [15.05] visitors at the carnival, became very dejected yaw 

lɛ. 
 

Kneeling in deference and bowing down in the realisation that their vast city, the big kingdom 

of Palanasi [15.06] had become tributary, [ ] the lords and ladies bowed their heads in respect 

and bent down in utter obeisance to [15.07] the elderly ogre teʔ yaw. 

 
                                                        
457 TN ko4 ʔaa4, understood as ‘to boast, to show off’ in Mueang Sing; an alternative reading would 

follow the Burmese ‘confident.’ 
458 TN vɤ5, the sound of the ogre’s fist moving through the air, followed by taap2 ‘to strike, to hit.’  

459 TN kɛw3 vɔŋ6, an epithet of the king (and of the Buddha). 

460 TN xap3 xap3, the sound of the ogre eating. 
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ye1 van4 poŋ1 pan1 ye1 sɔŋ5 kon4 loŋ4 soŋ2 [ ] [15.08] vay6 haɰ3 pen1 yɤ2 leŋ6 pu2 yak1xaa2 faay4 

thaw3 saaŋ3 vaaŋ1 may6 mɯn2 ton3 fɤ5 poŋ2 sum4(2) sɔy4(6)A [15.09] vaa1 nay5 

 

naŋ2 nay6 caŋ2 vaa1 yaak4 kɔʔ6 yaak4 y(a)aw4(6)B lu4 fu3 faak4 hɤy4 

 

po4 ʔan1 ʔaa1laap2 thaa2[15.10]naa2 maw2 mi4 koʔ6 su4 to2 sin5 tham4 [ ] vay6 haɰ3 taŋ4 pen5(1) 

taŋ4 xen5 taŋ4 kɛn4C laay5 pɤŋ1 nuŋ1 [15.11] nɤŋ1 xa(a)t5(3) xɤŋ4 vay6 cam1 nam1 fɔk2 fiŋ3 teʔ6 nɔ1 

 

vaa1 ti1 xun5 kop3 naaŋ4 hɤy4 [ ] haw4 kɔʔ6 [15.12] von1 li5(1) su4 maa4 yaa4 taŋ4 ʔaa1kwyɑɑŋ4 mɤ1 

hoŋ5 haaŋ4 saa2saʔ5(3)naa2 nɔ1 [ ] laak2 haɰ3 num2 thaw3 [15.13] caw3 xaa3 fɔm6 kan1 tɯ4 xam2 

puk1thaa4nuʔ1saʔ5(3)ti2 tham4maa4nuʔ1saʔ5(3)ti2 saŋ5xaa4nuʔ1saʔ5(3)ti2 [15.14] ʔik2 loy3 pɛn2caʔ1si2 

sin5 haa3 kaap3 kaa2 faɰ5 man4 di1 yaw6 

 

yaa2 pɔy2 yu2 laap3 kaa1 to1 [15.15] paw2 xiŋ4 faɰ5 [ ] kyɤ4 kyaa4 sɔn5 hen4 taa4laa4 ku1 van4 

naɰ5 haɰ3 lay3 taa1 van4 

 

ko1 ʔan1 pen1 [15.16] yɤŋ1 kon4 mɤŋ4 ce1 ho5 xam4 paa4laa2 [ ] sut3 kaa1 lay3 cɛŋ3 no2 caw3 lɔt4 

taŋ4 puk1thaa4[15.17]nuʔ1sa5(3)ti2 xɔŋ5 maat4 fu4 faa2 thɤŋ5 di5(1) vaa1 nay5 

 

hek4 cɯ1 ʔaay3 yaak4 nu4saʔ5(3)ti2 [15.18] kon4 faan5 [ ] thɔŋ5 saŋ5 maŋ4lɔŋ4 paay1 se5 vay6 haɰ3 

pen1 taŋ4 taaŋ4 kin5(1) fi5 faay4 [15.19] xam2 tew4 paan1 yɤ2 say3 nay6 nɔ1 

 

po4 thɤŋ5 cet5(3) van4 to1 fuŋ5 naaŋ4 saɰ2 xɔk4 [ ] vay6 [15.20] haɰ3 yaak4 caɰ1 kon4 saaŋ3 ce1 

paa4laa2naa1si2 kop3 nɔk4 thɤŋ5 naɰ4 ti1 pɤn1 teʔ6 yaw6 

 

  

                                                        
A [15.08] The tones of sum2 sɔy6 are modified to sum4 sɔy4 for euphony.  

B [15.09] The vowel and tone of yaw6 are modified to yaaw4. 

C [15.10] kɛn4 is normally written with a final <ny>. 
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Each day, two people would be provided, delivered [ ] [15.08] as fodder to nourish the elderly 

yakxa, the old ogre dwelling amongst the sprouting foliage of the Ten Thousand Trees, covered 

over and threaded [15.09] vaa nay. 

 

“Thus they say461 ‘hardship is truly hardship,’ O people who are separated hɤy! 
 

“If a location, a [15.10] place, has no one of moral virtue and integrity, [ ] there will surely be 

many kinds of pain, misfortune and distress, confusion [15.11] and constant vexation teʔ nɔ. 
 

“O men and women hɤy! [ ] We [15.12] have the good merit to be rewarded by coming to find 

the practices when there is the renowned religion nɔ! [ ] Each of us, everywhere, young and old, 

[15.13] noble and commoner, should join together to take up [the practice of] pukthanusati 

thammanusati sangxanusati [15.14] and the five moral precepts di yaw! 
 

“Don’t anyone let yourself simply live and sleep, with just an empty [15.15] body,462  

[ ] [but] strive to teach and to study the Tala throughout each day so that you get it taa van! 
 

“Fear to be [15.16] like the inhabitants of the city of the golden hall of Pala, [ ] who finally saw 

clearly how the Master Shoot’s recitation of the excellent pukthanusati [15.17] had improved 

[his situation] for the better vaa nay! 
 

“[They] called him ‘poor Nusati, [15.18] the destitute,’ [ ] [but] in fact when the Manglong had 

left, they became food for the ogre [15.19] to receive continuously as fodder for his gut nay nɔ. 
 

“When the seventh day arrived, women were placed in the cage, [ ] causing [15.20] anguish for 

the people dwelling both inside and outside the city of Palanasi teʔ yaw. 

 

  

                                                        
461 A scribal aside addresses the audience from here to [16.05]. 
462 TN to1 paw2, signifying a lack of virtue due to neglect of religious practices. 
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[16.01]A naŋ2 nay6 tham4maʔ1 kaa1thaa2 vɔŋ6 kɛn2 caw3 tok3 tɛŋ2(1) taam5(1) to5(1) [ ] laak2 haɰ3 

xun5 laay5 naaŋ4 laay5 [16.02] hu5 tuŋ4 taa4laa4 di5(1) di5(1) ŋaam4 ŋaam4 tɛŋ2 vaaŋ4 ho5 thɔm2 cɛŋ3 

taa4 van4 

 

kaa1 nay6 cɯn4 yɯn4 xɤ4 tɯn4 [16.03] xam4 lɛŋ5(1) paan1 sɛŋ5 maŋ4lɔŋ4 yɤŋ1 vo1 ŋɤn4 tɤk4 tum2 [ 

] taak2 lay3 vay6 se5 fiŋ3 fet2 [16.04] caa4 neŋ2 pɤn4 pɔy2 pum2 vaaŋ4 tam4 kɔn2 yaw6 

 

pɤŋ1 nay5 thuk2 laak2 sam6 vaay2 caap3 xɤ4 nɔy2 fu4laa4 [ ] [16.05] haw4 laak2 vaaŋ4 se5 fɯn4 sɛŋ5 

lɛŋ5(1) vaaw4 ŋaw4 tham4 pum2 taa4laa4 fuk2 nɯŋ1 kɔn2 yaw6 su5 hɤy6 su5 nɔ1B 

 

 

[16.06]C nay5 lɛ4 pen1 naŋ5 mɤ1 nan6 fuŋ4 xɛŋ5 ton1 sɛŋ5 ʔaa1lɔŋ4 yɔt4 xun5 caay4 maat4 [16.07] 

saa2 [ ] caw3 fu4 xi2 taŋ4 kak4 kak4 cak4 sɔŋ2 lɔŋ2 lɤm3 lɛŋ1 yi2 xat5(3)ti2 fɯn4 maat4 yaat4 yaat4 

[16.08] kam2paa1laa2 paa4 ven1  

 

ʔɛn2 loy3 kak4 kak4 can6 faʔ6 vaak2 kɔŋ4 kaaŋ2 saay5 lom4 [ ] xɔŋ5 sɛŋ5 [16.09] fi5 lu4 paa4 ʔaw1 

xiŋ4 xun5 mi4 vun5 ven1 faay5 kɛn2 di5(1) com4 kaa2 ŋaay1 

 

xa5(3)naʔ1 yaam4 dew5(1) [16.10] saaw2 saaw2 paw2 pa(a)t5(3) la(a)t5(3) cu4 mɤŋ4 loŋ5 ho5 xam4 

ʔuk3taa2maʔ1thaa4ni2 [ ] laɰ1 kɔʔ6 pen1 loy3 se4[16.11]kaa2 puk1paa2 puŋ1yaa2 xat1ti2D sɛt4caa2 

paa1laa1mi2 sɔŋ5 caw3 co1 mɤ1 mɯn6 thaap4 thi2 cuŋ1 [16.12] cu4 vaa1 nay5 

 

  

                                                        
A [16.01] pɛt vaɰ1 8 is written at the top of the verso of the eighth folio of the text. 

B [16.05] End of the second section of the text (and associated lɔk2 kut2 symbol). 

C [16.06] Start of the third section of the text. 
D [16.11] xat1ti2 is read as a scribal error for kat1ti2 (normally kaʔ1ti2); xat1taa2 in the 1876 manuscripts is 

also read as a scribal error. 
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[16.01] “Thus are these verses of the Thamma of the Magnificent True Master placed one after 

another, following on. [ ] You many men and women [16.02] [whose] ears receive [this] good 

and beautiful Tala, should bow your heads and strive to listen and clearly understand it taa van. 

 

“And here this brilliant vine, stretching along,463 [16.03] of the Golden Red Jewel Life, the 

Manglong, like a silver lotus in bud, [ ] will be kept and put away, [16.04] Ca464 will rest,465 and 

the manuscript will pause the story as it is placed down kɔn yaw. 

 

“Accordingly, it is fitting that we will again return to take hold of this vine, this lineage of the 

Fula, [ ] [16.05] and we will lay down [another] section of this handsome red jewel text, this 

radiant Tham story of the Tala su hɤy su nɔ.” 

 

 

[16.06] Thus it was at that time, the Strong Glory,466 the Jewel One, the Along, the Excellent 

Supreme Lord of [16.07] Men,467 [ ] floated, riding on the dazzling, shiny thunderbolt, the 

lustrous, glossy red tightly-woven velvet, the resplendent, excellent cloth, [16.08] the kampala, 

borne [along] in flight. 

 

Soaring with the course of the wind in the dazzling sky, in space, in the heavens, [ ] the jewel 

object of the ogre [16.09] quickly and easily bore the body of the meritorious Lord,468 flying in 

a truly delightful [way]. 

 

In an instant, [16.10] the billowing [wind] blew, sweeping him straight to the capital city, the 

golden hall of Uktamathani, [ ] lead there by previous, [16.11] by former, merit and oaths of the 

Perfection of Truth repeated many times by two people in the past [16.12] vaa nay. 

 
                                                        
463 TN xɤ4 tɯn4, xɤ4 ‘vine’ is a classifier for stories, teachings, etc. 
464 TN caa4, i.e. the scribe caa4 kaap2 kɛw3. 

465 TN neŋ2, to rest by leaning on the hand. 

466 TN fuŋ4 xɛŋ5, an epithet of the Bodhisatta. 

467 TN yɔt4 xun5 caay4, an epithet of the Bodhisatta. 

468 TN xun5 mi4 vun1, used of the Bodhisatta here, but not considered an epithet. 
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mɤ1 nan6 yɔt4 vɔŋ6 cu1laa4maʔ1ni2 pen1 caw3 yam4 pɤŋ2 tɯ4 cɔm1 [ ] saay5 ʔu4 [16.13] saay5 taŋ4 

laŋ1 kay1 pay1 yaaw4 xaaw2 yaan5 thaw2 kon4 tɔm1 xɛk2 xɔn3 nan6 hɤy6 

 

xun5 hoŋ5 xaaŋ4 [16.14] ʔeŋ1 naaŋ4 di5(1) mɤn5 fi5 xɯt2 soy4 sɛŋ5 hoŋ5 ŋaam4 tɔn4 cɯ1 naaŋ4 di5(1) 

su5li1yaa2 paa4faa2 [ ] [16.15] xaw3 pen1 xɔŋ2 myaa4 kaa1to2 fo2 fak4 ʔaʔ1kaʔ1maʔ1he5si2 pɤŋ2 

naŋ1 thi4kaa2 kin1 [16.16] mɤŋ4 teʔ6 yaw6 

 

mɤ1 nan6 fi5 faan2 san5the2 xaw3 vaaŋ1 muŋ6 ko2 ʔɔm3 caam4 se2 sɛŋ5 [16.17] xew5 [ ] caŋ2 taak2 

mi4 taŋ4 naaŋ4 di5(1) cɔn4 yɔn4 xaaw5 pɔn4 no2 yiŋ4 lew5(1) haaŋ1 xɛn3 

 

[16.18] paak3 pɤŋ5(1) xiŋ4 naaŋ4 vaaŋ4 vaaŋ4 xaaw5 fɔŋ4 lɔŋ2 yɔŋ1 mi4 ŋaw4 haaŋ1 kɔy1 ŋaam4 mu3 

num2 [ ] cam2 tɤk4 [16.19] nuk4 nɤk4 te4vaa2 naat4saa5mi2 yu2 ku2 ŋɤk4 hok3 fum2 faʔ6 taw3 hɔt4 

lɯm5 xum2 pen5(1) haaŋ1 [16.20] to1 naaŋ4 nan6 yaw6 

 

po1 me1 hek4 cɯ1 lɔy4 ŋɔy4 can1taa2vaʔ1ti2 cɔy6 haaŋ1 xɛn3 [17.01] faaŋ5 num2 kɔy1 saaw5 [ ] 

thɤŋ5 paan1 sip5(3) hok5(3) tok5(3) tɛn4 xiŋ4 vɛn4 xaaw5 saɰ5 nɔy4 nɔy4 paak3 [17.02] hɔm5 yaaw4 

kɤŋ2 haaŋ1 
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At that time, when the Supreme Magnificence469 Culamani was the Lord who ruled and 

governed, holding power, [ ] word of his lustrous thread470 [16.13] resounded far and wide, and 

[as] the news spread, there was a great coming and going of people and crowds of visitors 

gathering together nan hɤy. 

 

By the side of the Renowned Lord [16.14] was a Good Lady of the greatest beauty, as though 

the spirits had polished a renowned jewel, named the Good Lady Suliya Pafa,471 [ ] [16.15] 

greatly accomplished, an esteemed wife and companion, Chief Queen, governing seated [with] 

the Celestial Parasol, ruling [16.16] the kingdom teʔ yaw. 

 

Then the spirits created a conception, entering into the womb, the belly, of the Cam Se,472 the 

Green [16.17] Jewel, [ ] and she had a single beautiful girl shoot, a Good Lady of perfectly 

brilliant white. 

 

[16.18] The girl was formed of brilliant white, lustrous as the waves and the clouds, with the 

beautiful radiance of a young mu473 [flower], [ ] as though [16.19] a ravishing spirit, a celestial 

maiden dwelling on a couch [decorated with] ngoek474 in the six [heavenly] realms475 had 

arrived in the world below in the body [16.20] of the girl nan yaw. 

 

Her parents named her the charming Cantavati, a beautiful damsel [17.01] of youthful 

appearance, becoming a young woman, [ ] and as time passed, she reached the age of sixteen, 

comely and of pure white, lithe of form [17.02] and very fragrant, as befitting. 
                                                        
469 TN yɔt4 vɔŋ6, an epithet of the king (also of the Buddha). 

470 TN saay5 ʔu4, read here as meaning ‘reputation’ (elsewhere used for the teachings of the Buddha saay5 

ʔu4 taa4laa4). 

471 TN su5li1yaa2 paa4faa2 (P suriya +pabhā) ‘Radiance of the Sun.’ 

472 TN caam4 se2, read as an epithet of the queen; caam4 se2 might be a kind of magnolia flower (as caam4 

xam4 and caam4 pe2). 

473 TN mu3, a shrub bearing fragrant white flowers; implying being plump, full-figured or well-built. 

474 TN ku2 ŋɤk4, couch decorated with carvings of magical water serpents (TN ŋɤk4). 

475 TN hok3 fum2 faʔ6, the six realms immediately above the human realm but still within the sensuous 

sphere in Theravāda Buddhist cosmology (Nyanatiloka 1970: 46 ‘deva,’ 90 ‘loka’). 
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po1 me1 caŋ2 taak2 het3 pan1 nan4 laa4 myaa4 xew5 saaw5 lew5(1) xiŋ4 [17.03] [po1 me1 caŋ2 taak2 

het3]A vɛn4 ʔaap4 mɔn4 naaŋ4 haɰ3 yu2 [ ] no2 cɔy6 lɔy4 ŋɔy4 cam2 naŋ1 pik4[17.04]maan2 lɔŋ2 

faan2 han3 praa1saat4 sɛŋ5 mu3 kɔy4 saw4 teʔ6 yaw6 

 

naa3 haaŋ1 cam2 tɛk4 yɤŋ1 [17.05] ŋaay4 pum2 ŋaa4 vo5(1) [ ] po4 thɤŋ5 hɤŋ5 naan4 cet3 van4 cet3 

van4 caŋ2 taak2 kaa2 se5 tan4 saw4 kaa2 [17.06] mɤ4 ho5 po1 me1 

 

sut3 pɤŋ1 faaŋ5 di5(1) fi5 tɛŋ5(1) sɛŋ5 naaŋ4 yɤŋ1 lam4 paw4 kɛm1 no2 [ ] [17.07] naam4 thuk2 

puk1thaa4nuʔ1saʔ5(3)ti2 yɔt4 caw3 lɔŋ4 to2 xaaŋ4 sɔŋ5 teʔ6 hɔ6 

 

mɤ1 nan6 [17.08] yaat4 yaat4 kam2paa1laa2 fɯn4 maat4 te4co2 von1 paŋ4 [ ] su4 hɔŋ4(2) tɔŋ1 sɛŋ5 

ʔaa1lɔŋ4 yɔŋ4 yɔŋ4 [17.09] pay1 nɤ5 kaaŋ1 haaw5 naay4 xaaw5 mo4 ʔu4 la(a)t5(3) cu4 su2 mɤŋ4 

naaŋ4 caaw6 caaw6 teʔ6 yaw6 

 

  

                                                        
A [17.03] A scribal dittography repeats po1 me1 caŋ2 taak2 het3 from the start of the couplet beginning on 

[17.02]; it is not read here. 
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Her parents made a lofty emerald-green palace for the single comely young woman [17.03] and 

presented it for the Essence of Women476 to dwell in, [ ] and the charming Damsel Shoot477 

dwelt alone in the [17.04] lustrous, glistening mansion, the Palace of the Jewel Mu [Flower] teʔ 

yaw. 

 

Her face was comparable, [17.05] was similar, could be likened, to a lotus tusk,478 [ ] and when 

a long time [had passed], [once every] seven days, she would leave her dwelling place and go 

[17.06] to the hall of her parents. 

 

In every aspect of her beautiful appearance, created by the gods, the Jewel of Women479 was 

like the shoot of a paw480 flower in bud, [ ] [17.07] and her destiny was fitting to be coupled 

with the Supreme Master Pukthanusati, the noble Long teʔ hɔ. 
 

Then [17.08] the resplendent kampala, the excellent cloth, majestic, of great merit, [ ] the 

fluttering jewel leaf, yong yong,481 carried the Along [17.09] up above, in the white-clouded 

heavens of the early rainy season, and swooped straight towards the girl’s kingdom teʔ yaw. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                        
476 TN mɔn4 naaŋ4, an epithet of the princess. 

477 TN no2 cɔy6, an epithet of the princess. 

478 TN ŋaa4 vo1, the shoot of the lotus which projects above the water before flowering. 

479 TN sɛŋ5 naaŋ4, an epithet of the princess. 

480 TN paw4, the flowering sal tree, Shorea robusta (Dipterocarpaceae) or possibly Couroupita 

guianensis (Lecythidaceae). 

481 TN yɔŋ4 yɔŋ4, the fluttering movement and sound of the magic kampala cloth being carried by the 

wind. 
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po4 thɤŋ5 [17.10] kaaŋ1 xɯn4 moy5 ŋɤn4 pɤn4 pu1 tok3 loŋ4 kum3 nɤ5 lam4 yaam4 xiŋ2  

[ ] xop2 xɔp4 ʔaa1xaa2 teŋ1 pyaa4 [17.11] niŋ2 haa2 laa4 xyaa4 liŋ2 teŋ1 yen1 kɛn1 kɔk2 mɔk2 kum3 

pɯn6 ce1 kaaŋ3 la(a)p5(3) seŋ2 muŋ4 kaa2 [17.12] nɤ5 mɤŋ4 

 

maak1 muŋ1 cɤŋ2 hɤŋ1 maw2 pɤŋ3 kam2paa1laa2 cak4 hɤ1 ŋaw4 lɔŋ2 faay4 pan5(1)  

[ ] [17.13] paa4 ʔaw1 xun5 caay4 pay5(1) tok5(3) ho5 sɛŋ5 caan4 naaŋ4 xiŋ2 yaam4 nan4 loy3 ŋaay4 

 

can1 saŋ5 sɛŋ5 [17.14] laaw5(1) toy4 han5 xun5 lɔŋ4 kɤm6 lɯm4 xiŋ4 caɰ1 san2 [ ] thaaŋ2 pen1 

ʔin1taa2 saa5ko2 no2 [17.15] caw3 faat2 faak4 ho5 hɤ1 nam6 ŋaw4 yan2 faʔ4yaa4 ʔin1 vaa1 nay5 

 

sam2 nɯŋ1 yen4 pen1 yak1xaa2 [17.16] yak1xi2 co4ki2 vi1caa2tho2 le2 taw3 lɛw4 kaay4 [ ] maw2 

kɔʔ6 yew1 pen1 naa4kaa4 xaw5 xam4 ʔɛn2 [17.17] ven1 pay1 lɔk4 haaŋ1 vaa1 nay5 

 

taŋ4 kaa1 sɔŋ5 pɤŋ1 saam5 taaŋ4 naaŋ4 di5(1) kam4 kɔŋ4 kɤt1 naɰ4 caɰ1 po4 [17.18] san2 [ ] kaap1 

kaay6 no2 cɔy6 caŋ2 taak2 pɯt2 paaŋ2 thaaŋ2 tin1 faa3 fe4 yan2 lɔm4 toy4 
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As night [ 17.10] arrived, the silver clouds sloped and spread, falling down and covering over 

everything below482 at that time, [ ] and after a period of time, the scudding clouds [17.11] 

showered dew and the moon inclined and descended in the stillness of the midnight [hours] 

kaen kok,483 and the clouds blanketed the surface of the vast darkened city, spreading out 

overhead [17.12] above the kingdom. 

 

Looking through the gloom without mistake, the kampala, the shining, radiant, lustrous 

thunderbolt given by the ogre [ ] [17.13] easily bore the Lord of Men484 down to the veranda of 

the girl’s jewelled hall at that time. 

 

Now that the Star [17.14] Jewel saw the Lord Long, she was astounded, swooning and alarmed, 

[ ] thinking that it was the Master Shoot485 Inta Sako486 [17.15] who had departed from his 

shining hall of radiant colour and come down, Faya In, vaa nay. 

 

Otherwise a transformed yakxa [17.16] or yakxi, or an evil spirit or a sorcerer coming to visit in 

completely altered form?487 [ ] Or if not, then a golden-horned naka488 soaring and [17.17] 

flying around having transformed its appearance vaa nay? 

 

The Good Lady trembled as she considered and thought through the two or three possibilities 

she had in mind, [17.18] [ ] and immediately the Damsel Shoot opened the lower edge of the 

draped satin curtain to take a look. 
                                                        
482 TN lam4, classifier for trees, bamboo, flowers, etc. and other long trunk-like or stem-like objects, is 

understood here as meaning ‘everything (below).’ 
483 TN kɛn1 kɔk2, untranslated due to unknown meaning. 

484 TN xun5 caay4, an epithet of the Bodhisatta. 

485 TN no2 caw3, i.e. a young Sakka. 

486 TN ʔin1taa2 saa5ko2, ʔin1taa2 (from P devānam indo ‘Chief of the Deities’) is a frequent epithet of the 

god Sakka, who rules over the Tavatiṁsa Heavenly Realm. 
487 TN lɛw4 kaay4, understood as complete change or transformation (sometimes used to describe drastic 

changes such as the effects of the Cultural Revolution in China); an alternative reading could be lɛw5, a 

Tai Dehong synonym of TN ʔɛw2 ‘to wander, to visit’ and kay1 ‘far.’ 

488 TN naa4kaa4 (P nāga), magical serpents which can take human form. 
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[17.19] nuk4A nɤk4 no2 cɔy6 paat3 few3 nɤ5 ku2 ti1 yu2 yaw6 kɔy1 fɛt4 xun5 num2 nim5 saw4 [ ] sɛŋ5 

[17.20] naaŋ4 caŋ2 taak2 kam4 kɔŋ4 sop5(3) di5(1) seŋ5 vaan5 xaan5 cu4 nu4 nɤ4 paak2 seŋ5 yaaw4 

laat4 caw3 

 

[18.01]B naɰ4 nan5 se5 kɔʔ6 po4 pen1 kaaŋ1 caɰ1 sɛŋ5 naaŋ4 xaaŋ4 faa4 taa1 lɔm4 yɔt4 maŋ4lɔŋ4 

cɛŋ3 maan2 [ ] [18.02] vay6 haɰ3 sɔŋ5 caw3 taan2 laat4 lo4kaa1vaat4 thɔŋ5 thaa2 maa2 thɔŋ5 thaa2 

le4saa2 han3 praa1[18.03]saat4 ʔu4 kaaŋ2 sɛŋ5 muŋ4 teʔ6 yaw6 

 

kaa1 pen1 xo3 ŋɤn1 haak1 maw2 caan2 xɔm4 xɔt2 sɛn5 [18.04] taaŋ4 [ ] xɤ4 xɤ4 xun5 di5(1) maŋ4lɔŋ4 

caa4kaa4 xaan5 seŋ5 vɔk2 ne5 naaŋ4 ku1 lɔŋ1 teʔ6 yaw6 

 

laɰ1 [18.05] kɔʔ6 lam4 vaan5 paan1 ʔɔn5(1) von1 su4 kɔŋ4mu4 co1 cem1 sɯn4 hom1 lɛŋ2 nɔ1 [ ] caŋ2 

haɰ3 fi5 [18.06] soŋ2 pi1 ʔu3 taw3 hɔt4 han3 ku2 tɔŋ3 ho5 xiŋ4 naaŋ4 saw4 nay6 yaw6 

 

vaa1 ti1 can1taa2 [18.07] saʔ5(3)laʔ1fi2(4) cɔy6 ŋi2 lɛp4 tum2 sɔy6 paan4 mɔk2 vo1 xam4 kaw1 nɔ1 [ ] 

vay6 haɰ3 ʔaay1 hɔm5 saa4taŋ4 [18.08] sɔŋ5 haa4 xaaŋ4 kan1 nu4 nɤ4 kaap2 keŋ5 lam4 num2 yɔt4 

nay4 nɔ1 

 

  

                                                        
A [17.19] There are minor scribal corrections before and after nuk4. 

B [18.01] kaw3 vaɰ1 9 is written at the top of the verso of the ninth folio of the text. 
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[17.19] The ravishing Damsel Shoot swept up and put the bed where she was staying in order, 

and then invited the composed young Lord [inside], [ ] and the Jewel [17.20] of Women was 

considerate, well-spoken and sweet-sounding, as she conversed back and forth, speaking for a 

long time with him. 

 

[18.01] Nevertheless, [when they were] side by side, she only had in mind to take a clear look at 

the Supreme Manglong, [ ] [18.02] and so the worthy couple conversed courteously thong tha 

ma thong tha489 in the jewel-topped [18.03] palace490 teʔ yaw. 

 

The Good Lord, the Manglong, repeatedly spoke the sounds, and told and showed the [young] 

Lady [18.04] all the [ ] constituent parts of unquenchable love and words of affection in one 

hundred thousand ways, of every kind teʔ yaw. 

 

Such [18.05] was their destiny from previous lives, the blessing and reward of accumulated 

merit from former times, binding them together nɔ, [ ] that the spirits [18.06] sent this ‘elder 

brother’ to arrive at the decorated bed in the hall where the [young] woman dwelt nay yaw. 

 

Canta [18.07] Salafi,491 the becoming damsel, was [like a] string of buds and blossoms of a 

golden lotus flower kaw nɔ, [ ] causing the fragrant word [18.08] of the tender couple’s being 

together [to be like] the tips of young pandanus petals nay nɔ. 
 

 

  

                                                        
489 TN thɔŋ5 thaa2 maa2 thɔŋ5 thaa2 (B ေထာင္းသာမေထာင္းသာ), untranslated due to uncertain meaning; 

suggested readings include ‘are you well or not?’ (literally ‘able to take a beating or not?’), used in 

reference to the state or difficulty of a situation, especially when one cannot decide what to do, rather than 

as a greeting or in polite conversation. 
490 le4saa2, han3 praa1saat4, and ʔu4 kaaŋ2 are all read as ‘palace.’ 

491 TN saʔ3laʔ1fi4, the salafi flower, Mammea sp. (Calophyllaceae). 
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taŋ4 pɛŋ4 sɔŋ5 haa4 nam5 [18.09] se5 sɔŋ5 sɛn5 le4 sɔŋ4 hɔŋ4 pu1 luk4 saw5 mɤŋ4 man3 xɤŋ2 [ ] 

caw3 caŋ2 mɯ4 xam2 [18.10] ʔu4su2 ʔuk5(3)taʔ1kam2 ye2 cɛt4 nam6 haay1 hiw3 su4 tɤŋ2 lin1 tɔŋ4 

teʔ6 yaw6 

 

[18.11] pɛk4 ti1 saŋ5xe2 saŋ5xyaa2 kam1faa2 luʔ6 lɛk2 yɔy1 paŋ4 lɛk2 laay5 paan5(1) [ ] haɰ3 lay3 

tɔŋ4 [18.12] pen1 kaʔ1ti2 xɔm4 mi4 sɛt4caa2 su4 loŋ5 xun5 naaŋ4 yaa2 pi1 yaan5 faat2 ŋaak1 loy3 lɛ1 

 

tan4 [18.13] nay5 ʔaa1lɔŋ4 kɤk5(3) pɔŋ4 naaŋ4 di5(1) sɛŋ5 fi5 faat1thaʔ5(3)naa2 su4 tɔŋ4 tɤŋ2 kɛm4 

[18.14] sɛŋ5 sɛt4caa2 [ ] thaan3 po4 nan6 hɔt4 cɛn1 ciŋ2 fom5 thi2 fi5 paɰ6 cɔŋ3 fɤk2 [18.15] han3 

praa1saat4 thu4 su2 mo4 nan4 teʔ6 yaw6 
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The couple’s love was more abundant [18.09] than the two hundred and forty thousand,492 

spread to carry the Pillar of the World,493 stable and firm, [ ] since their hands had held [18.10] 

the usu water494 and poured it to dedicate for the Earth to remember teʔ yaw. 

 

[18.11] Even though [there were] innumerable cycles of world destruction and pulverisation, 

and crushing and ruin, in many eras, [ ] it was remembered [18.12] as a pledge of truthfulness, 

with the great reward that the Lord and Lady could not be separated or parted loy lɛ. 
 

Thus [18.13] the Along was connected and associated with the Good Lady, the Jewel of the 

Spirits, [through] the truth of their wishes [and statements] to be remembered495 as they 

dedicated [18.14] [water] from the jewel vessel,496 [ ] so much so that the polished diamond, the 

lushly-haired guardian spirit of the palace’s white [18.15] parasol, called out loudly teʔ yaw. 

 

 

 

 

  

                                                        
492 TN sɔŋ5 sɛn5 le4 sɔŋ4 (TN sɔŋ5 sɛn5 ‘two hundred thousand’ + le4 sɔŋ4 B ေလးေထာင ္‘forty thousand’), 

the thickness of the earth in yojana in Buddhist cosmology. 

493 TN luk4 saw5 mɤŋ4, i.e. Mount Meru (also Sumeru, Sineru, etc.), the vast mountain at the centre of the 

world and which acts as its ‘city pillar.’ 
494 TN ʔu4su2 ʔuk3taʔ1kam2: ʔu4su2 is untranslated due to unknown meaning; suggested readings include 

‘the water (or possibly the water pot) used for pouring when dedicating merit’ (nam6 yaat2 or nam6 taw3 

yaat2 in everyday speech); ʔuk3taʔ1kam2 read here as ‘water’ (P udaka) is usually ʔu3taʔ1kaa1 or 

ʔuk3taʔ1kaŋ2 in other texts, and is possibly from P udakumbha ‘water jug’ in this context. 

495 TN faat1thaʔ3naa2 su4 tɔŋ4 (Skt prarthanā and TN su4 tɔŋ4), a statement or declaration, typically made 

in the colophon (TN lik4 vaak2) of a manuscript, of what the donors or sponsors would like to be 

remembered (TN tɔŋ4) by the spirits who record acts of merit. 

496 TN kɛm4 sɛŋ5, a vessel for pouring water to dedicate merit, and by implication read here as the water 

itself (usually nam6 kɛm4 sɛŋ5). 
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pen1 naŋ5 mɤ1 nan6 lɔy4 ŋɔy4 hun2 [18.16] cɔy6 xo3 xam4 ʔaw2 hew4 paw4 [ ] naaŋ4 fu3 to1 xiŋ4 

saam5 fiw5 lew5 kɛn4 pɤŋ4 to1 [18.17] lɔt2 saay5 ŋaw4 saa2vaat4 [ ] yin4 hom5 com4 yeŋ4 pɛŋ4 naa2 

haak1 maŋ4lɔŋ4 xun5 num2 [ ] [18.18] kɔy4 pen1 thuk2 caɰ1 sɔy1 sɔy1 cɔy6 mɔk2 yaa3 paan1 num2 

yin4 sɤ4 teʔ6 yaw6 

 

sɔŋ5 caw3 [18.19] pen1A naŋ5 pet3 haŋ5saa2 kon4 num2 sɔŋ5 to5(1) [ ] ʔɔn1 kan1 su4 tɔy4 loŋ4 lɔy4 

len3B [18.20] nɔŋ5 vo5(1) saay2 ʔoŋ3 nan6 yaw6 

 

xun5 di5(1) ʔaa1lɔŋ4 saw4 se5 ho5 sɛŋ5 pɛŋ4 naaŋ4 [19.01] haak1 tɔn4 to1 xiŋ4 kaw1 [ ] lam1 le2 xay2 

faʔ6 kɔy1 paak2 taan3 xɔm4 law1 ne5 ce4 teʔ6 yaw6 

 

[19.02] nay5 lɛ4 mɤ1 nan6 pan2 xɔp4 kak4 kak4 cak4 thɔŋ2 ʔaa1lɔŋ2 cɯn1 mɤŋ4 paaŋ2 lɛŋ4 saɰ5 [ ] 

[19.03] thɤŋ5 maa4 saay5 xɛŋ5 lɛŋ5 van4 pɤŋ4 maa4 laa4thaa4 thɔŋ2 sɛn5 vaɰ5(1) thaw2 yɔn3 [ ] 

[19.04] sɛŋ5 naaŋ4 caŋ2 taak2 seŋ5 xaa5 naaŋ4 kɔm4 cɤŋ6 lu1 xiŋ4 thi4 lam2 

 

  

                                                        
A [18.19] There is a scribal correction between pen1 and naŋ5. 

B [18.19] len3 is normally written with a final <-n>. 
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So it was at that time, the charming Damsel [18.16] Form,497 the cluster of molten-gold stalks of 

paw [flowers], [ ] the young woman whose body was of three complexions,498 turning heads to 

look, shining everywhere, [18.17] a spool of radiant thread, lovely, [ ] was delighted to behold 

the Manglong and very dearly loved the young Lord, [ ] [18.18] and the graceful and youthful 

flower-like damsel knew only pleasure and happiness teʔ yaw. 

 

The couple [18.19] were like a pair of young hangsa499 ducks [ ] accompanying each other down 

to swim and play [18.20] in a lotus pond and preening beneath their wings nan yaw. 

 

The Good Lord, the Along, dwelt in the jewelled hall of the Cherished Girl, [19.01] whom he 

loved more than his own self, [ ] and lingering, the Egg of the Heavens gradually spoke and 

related and revealed all teʔ yaw. 

 

[19.02] Thus at that time, when the dazzling thunderbolt500 came around to shine its bright 

radiance on the kingdom, fine, clear and pure, [ ] [19.03] and the strong rays of the ‘vehicle of 

the day’ arrived radiant, and the carriage501 shone on a hundred thousand bustling and 

shimmering leaves, [ ] [19.04] the Jewel of Women called for her lady-in-waiting, her 

handmaiden who looked after the thi lam.502 

 

  

                                                        
497 TN hun2 cɔy6, an epithet of the princess. 

498 TN saam5 fiw5, i.e. of white, pink, and red colours, used with reference to a woman’s beauty. 

499 TN pet3 haŋ5saa2, understood as ‘goose’ (normally hoŋ5, or hoŋ5saa2), swans not being known by local 

scribes, although an alternative reading would be the sacred hangsa bird, which appears in Indian and 

Southeast Asian literature. 
500 TN cak4, the sun; also used for the flying kampala cloth. 

501 TN lɛŋ5 van4, ‘vehicle of the day’ and laa4thaa4 ‘carriage’ are synonyms of the sun. 

502 TN thi4 lam2, untranslated due to unknown meaning, probably refers to the princess in this context. 
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vaa1 kaa1 caŋ2 [19.05] nay6 can1taa2vaʔ1ti2 cɔy6 ŋaw4 maat4 saa4myaa2 tum4 ŋɤn4 [ ] fi5 pan1 xun5 

di5(1) ʔaa1[19.06]lɔŋ4 fɔŋ4 xɛŋ5 mɔn4 sɛŋ5 fɛŋ5 xaaŋ4 maɰ2 cɯn4 yɯn4 hom1 mon1 se5 yaw6 

 

pɤ1 kaa1 [19.07] xun5 di5(1) ven1 maa4 kaaŋ1 haaw5 saa4vo4 to4 lom4 hɔt4 ho5 naaŋ4 le4saa2 [ ] no2 

cɔy6 [19.08] ʔaw1 pen1 pi1ye4haa2 caw3 xɔt2 hɔy3 yaw4 vaa2 xaaŋ4 nɔn4 se5 yaw6 

 

naŋ2 nay6 xo3 laat4 can1[19.09]taa2vaʔ1ti2 luk4 caw3 vɔŋ6 kɔy1 laat4 naaŋ4 num2 kɔŋ4 kɔŋ4 [ ] haɰ3 

ʔan1 mɤ4 thɤŋ5 ho5 laa4 xam4 lɛŋ5(1) [19.10] ke4 cu4 vɔk2 ʔaa1kwyɔŋ4 law1 po1 

 

can1 saŋ5 naaŋ4 kɔm4 hɔm4 mɯ4 tɯ4 teŋ5(1) fom5 keŋ5 [19.11] saa4thoŋ4 koy6 koŋ6 yɤŋ1 paan4 

hɔm5 saa4loy2 [ ] no2 cɔy6 tɛŋ2 nuŋ1 tan4saa2 san5taa2A [19.12] myaa4 luk4 huŋ1 xyaa4 xoy2 vɛn5 

xam4 

 

ʔɔk2 faak4 kak4 kik4 le4saa2 can1taa2 pɔm3 naaŋ4 [19.13] num2 sɛŋ5 myaa4 [ ] mɤ4 thɤŋ5 ho5 loŋ5 

xun5 hoŋ5 yam4 mɤŋ4 no2 sɔŋ5 paa4 po1 me1 

 

[19.14] can1 thɤŋ5 naaŋ4 kɔm4 poŋ1 ho5 ko5(1) bun5(1) ʔu4 xyaa4 vay3 laa1 paa4 tɔŋ4 paan2  

[ ] sip3 niw6 lɔy4 ŋɔy4 [19.15] hun2 cɔy6 het3 pɤŋ1 vo1 yu2 nam6 naɰ4 kaan3 nɔŋ5 xam4 

 

  

                                                        
A [19.11] san5taa2 (written san5ta1), also found in the 1876 manuscript, is read as a scribal error for 

san5thaa2. 
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Now as [19.05] for the damsel Cantavati of outstanding radiance, samya,503 the Silver Ingot, [ ] 

[to whom] the spirits had offered the Good Lord Along, [19.06] the highly-revered brilliant 

Jewel Essence, to be at her side and to accompany and amuse her se yaw. 

 

Because [19.07] the Good Lord had flown through the heavens, through space, blown by the 

wind to arrive the girl’s hall, her palace, [ ] the Damsel Shoot [19.08] took him as her beloved, 

to care for and to rest on his shoulder when sleeping at his side se yaw. 

 

And so Cantavati [19.09] the regal princess asked a young woman [ ] to prepare her to go to her 

parents’ royal golden red hall [19.10] [in order] to address her benevolent father and inform him 

sincerely of the events. 

 

And presently the lady-in-waiting paid homage and adorned her and styled her hair504 [19.11] 

[with] a top-knot, curved and bending like a fragrant blossom, and [put on] her royal cordon,505 

[ ] and the Damsel Shoot adorned herself in finery and precious stones, [19.12] shining 

emeralds and put on and bracelets and bangles of gold. 

 

Leaving the palace, kak kik,506 the maiden Canta, the young [19.13] woman, the emerald, [ ] 

went to the great hall of the Renowned Lord and his wife, who ruled the kingdom, her father 

and mother. 

 

[19.14] Upon arriving, the girl respectfully bowed her head in reverence, made obeisance and 

paid homage to her parents and entreated [them], [ ] [with the] ten fingers of the charming 

[19.15] Damsel Form507 held like lotuses on the water in the middle of a golden pond. 

 

                                                        
503 TN saa4myaa2, untranslated due to unknown meaning; suggested readings include a Burmese term 

perhaps related to myaa4 ‘emerald,’ or tam4myaa4 ‘ruby,’ or possibly saay5 myaa2 ‘lineage’ in this context 

where is it used to describe the princess. 
504 TN fom5 keŋ1, a kind of hairstyle. 

505 TN saa4loy2 (B စလြယ္), a narrow cloth worn over the left shoulder and under the right arm, indicating 

royalty or nobility.  
506 TN kak4 kik4, the sound of footsteps. 

507 TN hun2 cɔy6, an epithet of the princess. 
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vaa1 kaa1 caw3 fu3 te4co2 ʔaa2na1[19.16]cak4 paŋ4 thaan2 von1 xɛŋ5 xaa3 hɤy6  

[ ] fɔŋ4 nɤ5 saam5 sip5(3) saam5 laŋ5 sɛŋ5 faŋ5 xam4 [19.17] pɤŋ4 taaŋ2 cik5(3) sɛŋ5 fuŋ2 yɔt4 xaa3 

nɔ1 

 

caŋ2 nay6 xay2 hɔm5 cɔm5(1) kon4 caw3 fiw5 non4 [19.18] can1taa2 [ ] xaaw2 saa1 laŋ4 hɔt4 fi5 hɔŋ3 

faʔ6 te4vaa2 xaw5 ʔaam4 

 

yɤŋ1 naŋ5 mɔk2 [19.19] yɔŋ1 ʔaa2saa5vaʔ1ti2 xo3 kaap2 num2 tɔŋ4 hɔm5 [ ] sen5 tok5(3) xoŋ4 nɤ5 

si5kyaa4 loŋ4 maa4 ʔaap4 [19.20] pan5(1) sɛŋ5 hɔm5 xam4 pɤŋ4 fuŋ2 ho5 hɤŋ4 num2 mu3 teʔ6 hɤy6 

 

xɯn4 nay6 fi5 poŋ5(1) to1 hoŋ5 [20.01]A sɔy3 haaŋ5 yaaw4 tan4saa2 [ ] ven1 loy3 saay5 mɔk2 can6 

faʔ6 ʔaa1kaa1saa5 lom4 nɔŋ4 vaa1 nay5 

 

[20.02] tɔt2 kaap4 sɔy6 loŋ2 yoŋ2 moy4 saa5vaʔ1ti2 ki1 kaan3 paan1 tɔm2 nɔn4 no5 [ ] sɛŋ5 laaw1 

naaŋ4 [20.03] haw4 ʔaw1 pen1 pan4 hɔm5 cɔm5(1) lam4 yu2 nɤ5 ho5 poy1 kaw3 se5 yaw6 

 

  

                                                        
A [20.01] sip3 vaɰ1 10 is written at the top of the verso of the tenth folio of the text. 
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“O Brave Master of Majestic Power508 [19.16] and Great Merit xaa hɤy, [ ] ruling over thirty 

three jewel-embedded, dazzling gold [19.17] mansions with jewel-crowned pinnacles xaa nɔ!” 

 

“Now509 the Fragrant Egg,510 the Pinnacle of People, fine-skinned [19.18] Canta  

[ ] whose fame resounds to the spirits spanning the heavens, to the celestial beings, and amazes 

them. 

 

“[You are] truly like a [19.19] cluster of young passion flowers, asavati,511 [or] fragrant tong512 
[flowers], [ ] scattered and fallen from the realms of Sikya513 above and descended, bestowed 

[19.20] as a fragrant jewel in your shining gold mansion, your resplendent palace, a young mu 

flower teʔ hɤy.” 

 

“Last night514 the spirits set down a hong515 [bird] [20.01] tufted and long-tailed and [dressed in] 

finery, [ ] flying along through the clouds in the sky, [through] space, with the advancing wind 

vaa nay. 

 

[20.02] “It pecked and held in its mouth a string of fragrant flower blossoms, a cluster of 

blossoming passion flowers while the buds were sleeping soundly, [ ] and we, the Star Jewel 

[20.03] girl, took the fragrant blossoms from the crown of the tree to stay above our head to 

adorn our top-knot se yaw. 

 

  
                                                        
508 The princess addresses her father. 
509 The king addresses his daughter from here to [19.20]. 
510 TN xay2 hɔm5, an epithet of the princess. 

511 TN ʔaa2saa5vaʔ1ti2 (P āsāvati); also saa5vaʔ1ti2. 
512 TN tɔŋ4, the Indian Coral Tree Erythrina variegata (Leguminosae), of which there is an immense tree 

in the Tāvatiṁsa Heavenly Realm; the bright red flowers are highly valued by the Tai Nuea, and the 

leaves are used as part of funeral ceremonies. 
513 TN si5kyaa4 (B သၾကား Skt śakra), the god Sakka. 

514 The princess addresses her father. 
515 TN hoŋ5, the sacred hangsa bird (P haṁsa), which appears in Indian and Southeast Asian literature; 

previously haŋ5saa2 ‘hangsa.’ 
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xaa3 caŋ2 paa4 ʔaw1 [20.04] ʔaa1kwyɔŋ4 maa4 ne5 ʔu4 xyaa4 law1 laa1 paa4 sɔŋ5 no2 [ ] xɯn4 nay6 

fi5 nɔp4 can1taa2vaʔ1ti2 [20.05] cɔy6 luk4 caw3 saʔ5(3)mi4to2 hom1A saw4 se5 yaw6 

  

lɤk4 naŋ5 kaʔ1ti2 sɛt4caa2 miŋ1 [20.06] puk2 sɔm3 ʔɔm2 fuk4 hɔm4 faa4 [ ] cɔm4 loy3 paan1 ʔɔn1 su4 

loŋ5 taŋ4 vun5 kɔŋ4mu4 cuŋ1 cu4 [20.07] soŋ2 maa4 haa5 caŋ2 lay3 xaa3 hɔ6 

 

yaa2 haɰ3 xun5 hoŋ5 ke4 cu4 ket4 se5 xɤŋ1 lam1 vaaw4 se4 [20.08] myaa2 [ ] xaa3 caŋ2 maa4 hɔt4 

ton1 kuŋ2 taŋ3 cɔm1 kaw3 yaa2 haɰ3 ket4 se5 taŋ4 may3 lay3 kaa1 [20.09] sen3 fom5 faa2 vam4 ne4 

lɛ1 van1 

 

naŋ2 nay6 vɔŋ1 vɔŋ1 cɤŋ1 xay1 lɔŋ1 yan2 pɔŋ3 xop1 tam2 law1 ku1 sam2 [20.10] xɔm4 no5  

[ ] maa4 caɰ1 laa1 fe4 hom5 com4 yom6 fan4 xo5 tɔp2 laat4 

 

ʔan1 naŋ5 tan4 caɰ1 naaŋ4 yiŋ4 [20.11] luk4 kaw1 xun5 thi4kaa2 [ ] hek4 vaa1 fi5 soŋ2 saaŋ5 pyo2 

saa4to2 faʔ6 caɰ1 ŋe1 [20.12] laa4caa2 hɔm4 xaaŋ4 vaa1 nay5 

 

hek4 vaa1 kon4 faak4 can6 faʔ6 vaak2 kɔŋ4 kaaŋ2 kaaŋ1 haaw5 [ ] [20.13] lay3 maa4 pen1 fo5 xaaŋ4 

naaŋ4 pɛŋ4 naŋ1 taɰ3 thi4 xaaw5 laat4 mon1 teʔ6B 

 

cɔŋ1 vaa1 li1 loŋ5 hɔŋ5 [20.14] thɤŋ5 ti1 sɛŋ5 naaŋ4 vaa1 maw2 [ ] laak2 pɔy4 hɔŋ5 xɯn3 ho5 sɔŋ2 

faʔ6 praa1saat4 xam4 ʔaw2 [20.15] taŋ4C sɔŋ5 lu4(1) nɔ1 

 

  

                                                        
A [20.05] There is a scribal correction between hom1 and saw4. 

B [20.13] teʔ6 is missing the usual final hɔ6 or nɔ1. 

C [20.15] There is a scribal correction between taŋ4 and sɔŋ5. 
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“So I have brought this [20.04] matter to reveal, to make obeisance and to relate to both of you, 

my parents, [ ] that last night, the spirits presented a gift for Cantavati [20.05] the damsel 

princess to live together with se yaw, 

 

As though a pledge of truthfulness and destiny [20.06] had planted and sowed [the seeds of our] 

basking together side by side on the mattress,516 [ ] following [us] from a former time, [with the] 

great reward and blessings of [our] accumulated merit leading [him] [20.07] to be sent to find 

[me] xaa hɔ. 
 

“To prevent the benevolent Renowned Lord from becoming angry in the slightest, and it being 

something very dark, [20.08] [ ] I have come to the Virtuous One placed on the highest point of 

my top-knot [so that] you will not be angered or enraged [20.09] or blame me even [so much as] 

a split hair’s worth lɛ van.” 

 

Thus, with lowered voice, vong vong,517 did [she] relate the matter, [while] bowing in respect, 

kneeling low and relating everything, [20.10] speaking extensively, [ ] to the satisfaction of her 

parents, who were delighted and smiled as [her father] replied, 

 

“Regarding [the fact that you], the [young] woman who is our offspring, [20.11] the daughter of 

I, the Lord of the [Royal] Parasol, [ ] have announced that the spirits have sent ‘the Pleasure of 

the Gods,’ a kind-hearted royal [20.12] prince to be together at your side vaa nay, 

 

“[and] have announced that [this] person from the sky, the firmament, from space, the heavens, 

[ ] [20.13] has come to be the husband at your side, cherished and seated beneath the White 

Parasol, your speech is enjoyable. 

 

“Said in this way, it is very good that he soared [20.14] to you, the Jewel of Women, is it not?  

[ ] Certainly you will both soar up to the shining heavenly hall, the molten gold [20.15] palace 

lu nɔ 
 

  

                                                        
516 TN ʔɔm2 fuk4 hɔm4 faa4, an epithet of marriage. 

517 TN vɔŋ1 vɔŋ1, murmuring, muttering, with lowered voice. 
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kaw1 caw3 taak2 pɔy4 ʔaa2thaa2 xi2 myɑɑk4 maŋ4kaʔ1laa2 pan1 hoŋ5 [ ] [20.16] ŋam4 mɤŋ4 yo4 

pen1 xun5 kɛm1 maŋ4saa4 nɔp4 su4 loŋ5 laak4 thaap4 teʔ6 yaw6 

 

tan4 nay5 saay5 [20.17] xɔm4 xun5 hoŋ5 yam4 mɤŋ4 laat4 kɤŋ4 kɤŋ4 poŋ1 faan2 [ ] mɤ1 nan6 nɛp4 

nɛp4 cɤŋ6 caɰ6 caw3 hun2 tɛm3 taʔ1[20.18]maan2 naaŋ4 kɔm4 

 

caŋ2 taak2 xop1 paay3 law1 vɔŋ6 taɰ3 cak4 paw2 lɔt2 tɛn1 sɛŋ5 [ ] yaam4 [20.19] lew1 ŋaw4 mɤŋ4 

xɯn4 thɤŋ5 tan4 saw4 xun5 naaŋ4 no2 xam4 lɛŋ5(1) hun2 tɛm3 

 

sop5(3) di5(1) seŋ5 [20.20] vaan5 xaan5 xɔn4 cɔy6 kɔy1 vɔn4 naa3 to2 [ ] kɔy1 mɤ4 xop1 xaw2 law1 

caw3 taɰ3 cak4 tin1 ku2 [21.01] han3 tɛn1 kɛw3 xam4 xwyo2 kɔm4 cɔm4 

 

vaa1 ti1 laat1taʔ5(3)naa2 caaŋ2 cɛt4 xay4 hɤ2 saaŋ5 [21.02] tɯn4 xaa3 hɤy6 [ ] fi5 poŋ1 loŋ4 pen1 thi4 

paw4 ŋaw4 xaaw5 sɛŋ5 laaw5(1) maŋ4saa4 cam2 nɤ5 [21.03] mɤŋ4 pɤŋ2 xaa3 nay6 hɤy6 

 

to1 nay5 ʔaa1miŋ4 ho5 sɛŋ5 loŋ4 maa4 cak4kaa4 hek4 xun5 kaa2 [21.04] mu2 ti1 xaa3 hɔ6 [ ] haɰ3 

ʔan1 yɔŋ1 yɔŋ1 sɔŋ5 caw3 xɯn3 hɔt4 ho5 yɔt4 han3 praa1saat4 fo2A thi2 [21.05] laa1 fe4 vaa1 nay5 

 

  

                                                        
A [21.04] fo2 is added by the scribe; the 1876 manuscript reads thi fo, which might be read as thi4, but the 

meaning of fo is then unknown. 
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“I will [hold] an auspicious ceremony raising up and instating him, and ‘giving with renown,’518 

[ ] [20.16] to rule the kingdom, exalted as the Lord Heir Apparent Mangsa,519 and present him 

with the great reward of marriage teʔ yaw.” 

 

Thus were the [20.17] words that the Renowned Lord who ruled the kingdom plainly spoke and 

decreed, [ ] and then the beautiful lady-in-waiting,520 the handmaiden and messenger of the 

Royal Painted [20.18] Form,521 

 

Knelt in obeisance and addressed His Magnificence, beneath the power of the decorated 

Jewelled Throne, and [ ] the Radiance of the Kingdom [20.19] returned at once to the place 

where the Lord and the Golden Red Shoot, the Painted Form Lady dwelt. 

 

Well-spoken and [20.20] sweet-sounding, she spoke back and forth persuasively to the damsel’s 

face, [ ] “Go to respectfully bow on your knees and address the Master, beneath the power, at 

the foot of the couch, [21.01] of the gold-decorated and bejewelled Throne, 

 

“‘O Pure and Genuine Gem, whose bodily dirt and sweat are of the lineage of [21.02] the gods 

xaa hɤy! [ ] The spirits have placed down as the finial ornament the radiant white star jewel 

Mangsa, to rule over [21.03] the kingdom and to govern [your] subjects nay hɤy.’” 

 

Now the [royal] decree of the Jewelled Hall came down to call the Lord kaa [21.04] mu ti522 xaa 

hɔ, [ ] for the couple to [walk] respectfully yong yong523 up to the pinnacled hall, the palace, so 

her parents could know [21.05] clearly vaa nay. 

                                                        
518 TN pan1 hoŋ5, understood as ‘to give things that are renowned, which have special value.’ 

519 TN maŋ4saa4 (B မင္းသား), elsewhere an epithet of the Bodhisatta, could also take the Burmese 

meaning of ‘prince’ here. 
520 The narrative is confused here: the princess goes to see her father but the lady-in-waiting returns, and 

after she tells the princess of her meeting with the king, the couple prepare to go to see him together. 
521 TN hun2 tɛm3, an epithet of the princess. 

522 TN kaa2 mu2 ti1, untranslated due to unknown meaning; suggested readings include ‘to go to meet at 

the place,’ or ‘to go based on this case’ (from B မူတည)္. 

523 TN yɔŋ1 yɔŋ1, read as ‘to walk in a respectable way.’ 
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po1 me1 xaɰ3 muŋ1 naa4maa2 luk4 vaaw2 faʔ6 xɤy5 num2 hoŋ5 haaŋ4 [ ] xun5 [21.06] fu3 ven1 

ta(a)t5(3) la(a)t5(3) nɤ5 kaaŋ1 haaw5 naay4 xaaw5 caaw6 sen5 loŋ4 maa4 pem2 xaaŋ4 naaŋ4 cam2 

mon1 [21.07] nay6 hɔ1 

 

tan4 nay5 naaŋ4 di5(1) kam4 kɔŋ4 law1 ʔaa1kwyɔŋ4 se4 xyaa2 [ ] mɤ1 nan6 yin4 pen1 thuk2 [21.08] 

thɤk4 kyɤk4 caɰ1 can1taa2vaʔ1ti2 laak1 thay2 xɤŋ1 tan4saa2 xo2 ŋaam4 

 

caŋ2 taak2 lɤk4 [21.09] haa5 kak4 kak4 caam4 sɔŋ2 ŋaw4 lɔŋ2 yeŋ4 thɔŋ2 naa3 hɔm5 may6 paan4 

sɤŋ4 [ ] naaŋ4 di5(1) thok5(3) ʔaw1 [21.10] taa1kwyɔŋ4 fɯn4 saɰ5 fo1 ki4 taan2 taa1 mɤŋ4 saak4 caw3 

teʔ6 yaw6 

 

xun5 di5(1) ʔaa1[21.11]lɔŋ4 ʔaw1 vay5 ven4 xiŋ4 paat4 fɯn4 fe4 tan4saa2 [ ] haaŋ1 caw3 po4 naŋ5 

ton1 no2 [21.12] sa(a)k5(3)ko2 te4viŋ2taa2 pɤŋ2 cak4 xaan5 faa2 xun5 ʔin1 nan6 yaw6 

 

sɔŋ5 caw3 [21.13] sɔy1 sɔy1 kɔy1 ʔɔk2 mɔk2 kaak4 faat4 faak4 kwyɑk4 saʔ1le2 hɔŋ3 kaaŋ3 loŋ4 fuŋ2 

ho5 sɛŋ5 [ ] [21.14] mɤ1 thɤŋ5 ho5 suŋ5 saʔ5(3)ke4 laa1 fe4 xaa5me4 ke4 cu4 no2 xam4 lɛŋ5(1) kɤŋ2 

thɤk4 

 

[21.15] po4 naŋ5 xun5 fi5 naaŋ4 fi5 si5kyaa4 loŋ4 maa4 hɔt4 kun1 laa4 can6 tam2 [ ] sɔŋ5 caw3 lɤk4 

[21.16] naŋ5 ti1 thuk2 nan4 lɔŋ2 maat4 hok3 sam2 poŋ1 saw4 

 

saa5ti2 sam5maa4thiʔ1 ʔeŋ2taa1[21.17]le2 maw2 caay6 kɔn4 le2 mɤ1 laɰ1 [ ] vay6 haɰ3 laa1 fe4 

yin4A hom5 com4 nam5 xun5 mɤŋ4 pon6 [21.18] sut3 caɰ1 seŋ3 laat4 teʔ6 yaw6 

 

  

                                                        
A [21.17] There is a scribal correction between yin4 and hom5. 
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For her father and mother wished to see the name of the renowned young man from the heavens 

who was their young in-law, [ ] the Lord [21.06] who flew cutting straight above the sky, in the 

white clouds, and swooped down to nestle beside the girl to their enjoyment and amusement 

[21.07] nay hɔ. 
 

And so the Good Woman considered and related the matter in detail, [ ] and then, feeling it was 

fitting and [21.08] worthy, and pleasing to her, Cantavati secretly changed her clothes into 

beautifully decorated finery. 

 

Seeking [21.09] out resplendent, dazzling trimmings of lustrous radiance, intended to strike the 

eye, and a set of flower blossoms fragrances, [ ] the Good Woman took out [21.10] a single 

piece of bright cloth, greatly expensive, worth the eyes of the kingdom, to present to the Master 

teʔ yaw. 

 

The Good Lord, the Along, [21.11] wrapped and swathed himself with the finery of the hanging 

satin cloth, [ ] and his appearance was like a [youthful] [21.12] Sakko Sprout,524 the chief of the 

gods, the Lord In, ruling with his celestial thunderbolt nan yaw. 

 

The graceful and esteemed couple [21.13] went out, down from the vast room of the decorated 

mansion, the jewelled hall, side by side, [ ] [21.14] and they went to the high hall of the 

benevolent parents525 of the Golden Red Shoot, as fitting and worthy. 

 

[21.15] Like lord and lady spirits or Sikya descending to [this] realm below, [ ] it was as though 

the couple [21.16] were suited to be bestowed the six kinds526 of excellent lustrous palace in 

which to dwell. 

 

[Their] mindfulness, collectedness, and sense-faculties [21.17] never deviated or were shaken527 

or wandered at any time, [ ] which caused the [girl’s] parents to feel extremely delighted with 

the Lord of the Kingdom, [21.18] [leaving them] truly speechless teʔ yaw. 

                                                        
524 TN ton1 no2 sak3ko2, implying youthful. 

525 TN saʔ3ke4, laa1 fe4 and xaa5me4 are all read as ‘parents.’ 

526 TN hok3 sam2, read as ‘six kinds’ here, is sometimes understood as ‘six-storeyed’ in this context. 

527 TN kɔn4 read as xɔn4 ‘to shake (loose), to move back and forth.’ 
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caŋ2 taak2 pan1 hoŋ5 su4 loŋ5 xo4 paay4 vaan3 kop3 mɤŋ4 [21.19] se4 soy2 [ ] ʔaap4 thaap4 luk4 no2 

caw3 xaw3 xɤŋ1 laay5 tuy2 pen1 yɯn4 

 

xay2 faʔ6 xi2 myɔk4 [21.20] thɔk2 xɤŋ1 laat1taʔ5(3)naa2 soy2 fɔt4 xam4 ʔum2 sɛŋ5 hɤŋ4 [ ] laay5 heŋ5 

taan2 so4(5) [22.01]A xo4 ŋɤn4 xo4 xam4 fe4 ham4 me4 poŋ1 vaaŋ4 soŋ2 nɔp4 xɤy5 mɤŋ4 luk4 caw3 

teʔ6 yaw6 

 

[22.02] taŋ4 kaa1 sɛn5 fuŋ2 sɛn5 tɤŋ4 mɤŋ4 loŋ5 ho5 xam4 taw3 laay5 nam5 saak4 vaaŋ4 [ ] paak2 

caw3 [22.03]B cɔŋ3 xɔt2 yaʔ6 fi1sek2 maŋ4kaʔ1laa2 lɔŋ2 caw3 yok1 taŋ3 kɛm1 mɤŋ4 vaa1 nay5 

 

vaa1 ti1 [22.04] faap2 faap2 saŋ5xaa2 faʔ6 luk4 caw3 maʔ1the2 laay5 paa4 xaw5 hɤy6  

[ ] xun5 fu3 tɯt5(3) ya(a)k5(3) [22.05] ha(a)k5(3) se5 heŋ5 paay1 son5saw4 man2 to4saa5 ti2 pam3 xaw5 

nɔ1 

 

nay5 lɛ4 pen1 naŋ5 [22.06] xam4 lɛŋ5(1) sɛŋ5 mɔn4 yɔt4 von1 thɔn4 cɛt4 pi2 [ ] lay3 mɤ4 naŋ1 yaat4 

yaat4 fuŋ2 maat4 praa1saat4C [22.07] han3 sɛŋ5 ci2 pɛŋ4 kɤm4 kaat1 nɔ1 

 

pay1 lay3 can1taa2vaʔ1ti2 nɔy6 ni3 faʔ6 luk4 caw3 [22.08] myew4 lɔŋ2 saay5 hoŋ5 [ ] xiŋ4 pen1 xɤy5 

di5(1) ho5 xam4 ŋam4 cɔm1 kon4 tɔm1 ko1 ŋaw4 pɤŋ2 mɤŋ4 loŋ5 [22.09] faak4 po1 vaa1 nay5 

 

  

                                                        
A [22.01] sip3 ʔet3 11 is written at the top of the verso of the eleventh folio of the text. 

B [22.03] There is a scribal correction before cɔŋ3. 

C [22.06] praat1saat4 in the text is read as praa1saat4. 
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[They] ‘gave with renown,’ a great reward of goods, elephants, and villages and the kingdom 

[21.19] to rule, [ ] bestowed and offered to the Master Shoot, with rice and many accompanying 

goods, lasting a long time. 

 

The Egg of the Heavens instated him, [21.20] and he changed into gilded clothes with gems and 

golden filigree, crowded with shining jewels [ ] worth many thousand coins,528 and [22.01] 

goods of silver and gold, and rolls of satin were bestowed and offered and presented to the 

kingdom’s in-law and prince teʔ yaw. 

 

[22.02] Altogether one hundred thousand mansions and one hundred thousand kingdoms and 

capital cities with golden halls arrived in great numbers to make offerings, [ ] and the Hundred 

Masters of [22.03] Decorated [Royal] Parasols anointed him in the lustrous blessing ritual, 

establishing him as the heir apparent vaa nay. 

 

[22.04] Glittering529 Sangxa530 of venerable offspring of the Master, the many senior monks 

xaw hɤy! [ ] [Venerable] Lords who have cut and nipped [22.05] and broken more than a 

thousand mental defilements, conceit, and hatred, [all] cut away and felled xaw nɔ! 
 

Such it was [22.06] that the Golden Red Jewel Essence, the Supreme Merit, shone purely and 

accurately, [ ] and he went to sit in the excellent resplendent palace [22.07] with rows of jewels, 

and [their] love was unshakeable kaat nɔ. 
 

He went to obtain [the hand of]531 the dainty Cantavati, the heavenly princess, [22.08] of 

lustrous descent and renowned lineage, [ ] and he became the good in-law of the golden hall, 

governing the respectful populace and ruling the great kingdom [22.09] at the side of [her] 

father vaa nay. 

  

                                                        
528 TN so5 (B ေသာ္, ေသာ္ျပား), which Judson gives as ‘a Chinese coin.’ 

529 TN faap2 faap2, read as ‘glittering’ here, is normally ‘the sound of lapping or gently splashing water,’ 

and also read here as ‘the sound made by many monks’ by some scribes. 
530 The Buddha addresses the assembly of monks to whom he is narrating the birth-story. 
531 TN pay1 lay3, has the special meaning here of ‘to take a spouse in another place (other than one’s 

home village).’ 
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laɰ1 kɔʔ6 pen1 loy3 ʔaa1kwyo4 tham4 sɛŋ5 fu4laa4 taa4laa4 hom6 hɔm4 paa4 saŋ5[22.10] 

[saŋ5]Axaa2 [ ] ko1so2 puk1thaa4nuʔ1saʔ5(3)ti2 tham4maa4nuʔ1saʔ5(3)ti2 saŋ5xaa4nuʔ1saʔ5(3)ti2 mek2 

[22.11] myɔk2 xɔm4 saa1 hoŋ5 haaŋ4 teʔ6 yaw6 

 

maw2 lay3 tuk1xaa2 paa2paʔ1kam2 tam3 naɰ4 haaŋ1 thay4 to1 [22.12] fom5 se4 [ ] vay6 haɰ3 saan2 

saan2 kaa4 yaan5 xiŋ4 faan5 mɯn2 sɛn5 fe4 ʔam2 xɔŋ3 teʔ6 yaw6 

 

[22.13] tan4 nay5 laak2 haɰ3 taŋ4 laay5 saam3 paan1 xun5 naaŋ4 thaw5 cɛt4 ki4 ye2 [ ] kɔy1 thɔm2 

kɔy1 mat4 [22.14] cat4 caw3 ŋaw4 xay2 faʔ6 nim5 teʔ6 com4 tɔŋ4 

 

ʔan1 naŋ5 puk1thaa4nuʔ1saʔ5(3)ti2 tham4maa4nuʔ1saʔ5(3)[22.15]ti2 saŋ5xaa4nuʔ1saʔ5(3)ti2 kuŋ2 kaaŋ3 

kɔy1 thu2 [ ] laak2 pɔy4 tɔn4 se5 mi4 ŋɤn4 mi4 xam4 te2 kɔŋ4[22.16]mu4 paak2 pun1 teʔ6 yaw6 

 

mi4 kaa1 sop5(3) seŋ5 fu4laa4 xon6 ho4 kaa1thaa2 [ ] laak2 haɰ3 ku1 num2 ku1 [22.17] thaw3 caw3 

xaa3 ʔaw1 pɔn3 haaŋ1 kaa1yaa2 faɰ5 man4 li1 yaw6 

 

pen1 naŋ5 sam5faa4laa2 yɔt4 [22.18] caw3 maŋ4xɔŋ2 von1 mi4 [ ] lay3 pen1 xun5 loŋ5 hoŋ5 haaŋ4 

pɤŋ2 vaɰ1 thi4 loŋ2 cɔŋ3 vaa1 nay5 

 

[22.19] haɰ3 ʔan1 mɤ4 han5 van4 yaam4 mɔn4 sɛŋ5 te2 pɔy4 laam4 kop3 xɛk2 [ ] vay6 haɰ3 xaaw2 

saa1 faʔ6 si2 [22.20] naa3 pɛt2 paa3 ku1 ti1 seŋ5 tɛk2 kon4 com4 teʔ6 yaw6 

 

  

                                                        
A [22.10] saŋ5 is a scribal dittography, also found at the end of [22.09]; the reading is saŋ5xaa2. 
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This was through the blessings of the jewel Tham of the Fula Tala and the harmony of [22.10] 

the Sangxa, [ ] and the presence of the virtues of pukthanusati thammanusati sangxanusati, 

[22.11] the renowned and famed words teʔ yaw. 

 

There was not the slightest suffering or wrongdoing in his body or mind, [22.12] [ ] so that he 

did not meet the ten thousand, the hundred thousand dangers, which had taken flight and 

departed from his destitute body teʔ yaw. 

 

[22.13] And so all of the three generations, [both] male and female, of pure lineage, big and 

small, should [ ] listen and remember [22.14] this birth [story] of the Radiant Master, the truly 

peaceful Egg of the Heavens, and delight in recollecting it.  

 

The vast and exceedingly excellent virtues of pukthanusati thammanusati [22.15] sangxanusati 
[ ] certainly surpass having silver and gold or the building of pagodas [22.16] [by] a 

hundredfold teʔ yaw. 

 

There is only the articulation of the sound of the Fula and the recitation the verses, [ ] which 

everyone, both young and [22.17] old, nobles and common people, should put into their bodies 

and minds532 li yaw. 

 

Thus it was that the meritorious Accomplished One, the Supreme [22.18] Master, the 

Mangxong,533 [ ] became the great Renowned Lord ruling over the leaves of the finial ornament 

of the [royal] parasol vaa nay. 

 

[22.19] He allowed [people] to go to see, on days when the Jewel Essence held festivals with 

guests, [ ] which caused the news to spread to the four quarters [22.20] and eight points [of the 

compass] and the sound of people rejoicing broke out everywhere teʔ yaw. 

 

  

                                                        
532 TN haaŋ1 kaa1yaa2, read as ‘body and mind.’ 

533 TN maŋ4xɔŋ2, an epithet of the Bodhisatta (also used of the king). 
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caw6 xam1 cam2 naŋ1 paa2saʔ5(3)taʔ1 [23.01] lɔŋ2 huŋ1 pew1 thɔŋ2 ŋaw4 hɤŋ4 [ ] ʔeŋ1 fɛŋ5 sɛŋ5 ʔu4 

tam4myaa4 ho5 xam4 no2 [23.02] von1 sɤŋ4 hom1 saaŋ3 vaa1 nay5 

 

taaŋ4 pɛŋ4 ʔɤm4 tɤm4 xɤm4 tan1 pon6 lɔy1 xam4 viʔ1kaan2 [ ] [23.03] luk4 caw3 haaŋ3 xɤŋ1 

tan4saa2 maa1han5laa2 hoy5 laak2 pu1 yan2 vaaw4 xo4 

 

[23.04] ʔik2 loy3 can1taa2vaʔ1ti2 cɔy6 hun2 tɛm3 sɛŋ5 num2 tam4myaa4 [ ] naɰ5 van4 caɰ1 lew1 

pɛŋ4 com4 ʔaa1[23.05]lɔŋ4 no2 maŋ4saa4 xɔt2 nɛn3 kɔy4 yaw6 

 

maw2 mi4 taaŋ4 caŋ4 kaa1 yɔy4 fom5 saak3 thaa2 [ ] no2 [23.06] cɔy6 laak2 xɔt2 haak1 caw3 

met1taa2 hom5 com4 teʔ6 yaw6 

 

yɤŋ1 naŋ5 vu1 vu2 pu1 fɤŋ3 mɤt4 loy3 [23.07] xo3 vot2 sam2 vo1 kyaa4A [ ] po4 thɤŋ5 cet5(3) van4 

cet5(3) van4 caŋ2 taak2 tew4 mɤ4 ho5 sɛŋ5 [23.08] su2 laa1 paa4 ye1 pɔk4 vaa1 nay5 

 

tɔŋ4 pay1 xaa5caa4 laaŋ4 sɛŋ5 xaa5me4 ke4 cu4 caw3 ho5 xam4 [23.09] muŋ6 ʔu2 [ ] xop2 xam1 sɛŋ5 

no2 cɔy6 vaay2 pɔk4 ti1 tan4 yu2 lew5 xɯn4 kɔy4 yaw6 

 

  

                                                        
A [23.07] kyaa4 is rewritten; the word between vo1 and kyaa4 is not read. 
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In the morning and the evening, he governed seated in the brightly glistening lustrous palace, 

[23.01] shining in resplendent radiance, [ ] with the Polished Jewel, the Ruby534 of the Golden 

Hall, the Set [23.02] of Merit Shoot535 staying together at his side vaa nay. 

 

His love was more dense, unbreachable and solid than the Golden Vikan Mountain,536 [ ] 

[23.03] for the princess dressed in finery, in a mahanla537 of distinction,538 draping and trailing, 

beautifully attired. 

 

[23.04] For Cantavati, the Damsel of Painted Form,539 the young jewel, the ruby, [ ] day by day 

her single-hearted love for the Along, [23.05] the Mangsa Shoot, only became [more] firmly 

bound kɔy yaw. 

 

There was not even [as much as] a strand of hair’s worth of hatred at any time,  

[ ] and the Damsel [23.06] Shoot truly delighted in [their] bond of love and kindness teʔ yaw. 

 

Like the ‘vu vu’540 of carpenter bees or honey bees who are familiar with [23.07] the pollen of a 

cluster of lotus flowers, [ ] each time the seventh day arrived, she travelled to the jewelled hall 

[23.08] to [see her] parents vaa nay. 

 

She bore in mind to go to pay court to her benevolent parents541 at the golden hall, [23.09] of 

whom she was the child, [ ] and at dusk the Jewel Damsel Shoot turned back and returned to her 

dwelling place kɔy yaw. 

                                                        
534 TN tam4myaa4 (B ပတၱျမား P padumarāga), an epithet of the princess. 

535 TN no2 von1 sɤŋ4, an epithet of the princess. 

536 TN lɔy1 xam4 viʔ1kaan2, also lɔy1 xam4 viʔ1kan1tho2 in other texts (no references identified). 

537 TN maa1han5laa2, read as ‘parure,’ an immensely expensive piece of jewelry, made of gold, silver and 

precious stones, and extending from head to foot (see Malalasekera: mahālatā pasādhana). 

538 TN hoy5 laak2, an alternative reading might be hoy5 laak4 ‘open and trailing.’ 

539 TN cɔy6 hun2 tɛm3, an epithet of the princess. 

540 TN vu1 vu2, the humming or buzzing sound of bees.  

541 TN laaŋ4 sɛŋ5 and xaa5me4 are both ‘parents.’ 
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xe4 [23.10] to1 het3 naŋ2 nay6 ku1 naa3 lɤn1 pan2 van4 saay5 [ ] po4 laak2 hɤŋ5 loŋ5 naan4 yaaw4 

xaaw4 [23.11] yaan5 xop2 pi1 paay1 maw2 lut4 

 

yaam4 nan4 xun5 hoŋ5 ho5 xam4 pu2 naay4 mɤŋ4 fo2 to2 [ ] [23.12] yum2 m(a)at4A xo3 laat4 

se5naa2paʔ1ti2 faʔ6 fu3 mɤk4 yo4 so2 saay5 xɔm4 

 

taak2 xaɰ3 kyɛm2 [23.13] faak4 luk4 xɔt2 haak1 vaaŋ1 muŋ6 xoy5 num2 kɛm1 mɤŋ4 [ ] taak2 xaɰ3 

ciŋ4 ʔaw1 xɔŋ5 sɛŋ5 fi5 [23.14] pan1 fan4 hoŋ5 no2 von1 hɤŋ4 luk4 caw3 vaa1 nay5 hɔ6B 

 

mɔn4 sɛŋ5 ho5 xam4 kam1 mɯ4 vay6 [23.15] naɰ4 caɰ1 taɰ3 sɤ3 [ ] kam2 fyɑɑk4 lɔŋ4 to2 caw3 

xay2 faʔ6 von1 hɤ1 xɤy5 mɤŋ4 vaa1 nay5 

 

pɤ1 kaa1 [23.16] ʔaa1yu2 cɔy6 pɤŋ3 lɔŋ1 su4 to2 taa4laa4 [ ] taak2 hɛn4 ciŋ4 ʔaw1 xɔŋ5 sɛŋ5 ʔaa1lɔŋ4 

[23.17] no2 maŋ4saa4 kyɛm2 ʔaaŋ3 vaa1 nay5 

 

caŋ2 vaa1 kon4 lɤŋ4 hoy2 taa1 tan1 laap3 seŋ2 [ ] [23.18] sut3 kaa1 lay3 xɔp4 yɔt4 no2 faʔ6 caw3 von1 

xaʔ5(3)miŋ2 ŋɛn2 se5 vaa1 nay5 

 

kaa1 ʔan1 [23.19] fu3 mɤk4 maw2 lɤk4 lɔŋ1 taaŋ4 maap2 taɰ4 li5(1) [ ] yaŋ4 taak2 viŋ5 tok5(3) ʔuŋ1 

no5 ŋaa4laay4 [23.20] van4 saay5 xam2 taaŋ4 xi5 maw2 seŋ3 cam6 yaw6 

 

  

                                                        
A [23.12] The vowel in mat4 is lengthened to agree with (xo3) laat4. 
B [23.14] vaa1 nay5 hɔ6 is probably a scribal error; the 1876 manuscript has vaa1 nay5 teʔ6 hɔ6. 
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She did this [23.10] frequently and without fail, with each passing face of the moon in the east,  

[ ] until a very long time, a lengthy period of time of more than a year, [23.11] had passed. 

 

[And] at that time, the Renowned Lord of the Golden Hall, the father-in-law of the kingdom, 

met and talked to [ ] [23.12] a trusted [royal] advisor, an evil-minded general, whose words 

incited and roused him. 

 

They wanted to plan [23.13] to separate the cherished child of the [royal] womb and their young 

in-law, the heir apparent to the kingdom, [ ] and wanted to seize the jewel object given [23.14] 

by the spirit to the One of Renowned Lineage, the Shining Merit Shoot, the prince vaa nay hɔ. 
 

The Jewel Essence of the Golden Hall kept his hand [23.15] within his heart, beneath his shirt,  

[ ] [concerning his] harmful actions towards the noble Long, the Master Egg of the Heavens, of 

shining merit, the kingdom’s in-law vaa nay. 

 

Through [making] [23.16] the damsel’s thought stray from the virtuous path of the Tala, [ ] he 

prepared to seize the Along’s, the Mangsa Shoot’s, jewel object, [23.17] [according to] his 

intended plan vaa nay. 

 

And so [this] savage person, blinded and in darkness, [ ] [23.18] finally hurt the Supreme 

Heavenly Shoot,542 the Master of Merit,543 the Wise Man vaa nay. 

 

“A [23.19] malevolent person,544 without refraining from the path of evil or hoping for good, [ ] 

will fall into the sticky morass of hell, [23.20] to endure endless vexation throughout the day 

cam yaw. 

 

  

                                                        
542 TN yɔt4 no2 faʔ6, an epithet of the Bodhisatta. 

543 TN caw3 von1, an epithet of the Bodhisatta. 

544 The scribe addresses the audience from here to [24.08]. 
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pɤŋ1 nay5 xun5 laay5 naaŋ4 laay5 kon4 mɤŋ4 [24.01]A yaa2 pay4 toy4 yɤŋ1 pɤŋ1 xun5 lɤŋ4 maan4 

yaɰ2 [ ] yaa2 pay4 naap1 to1 si5ke2 piŋ2yaa1si2 yep2 [24.02] yam1 kaa1 faɰ2 pɛŋ4 caŋ4 taa1 van1 

 

han5 pɤn1 ʔuk1caa2 laa1lɤk4 sam6 kyɛm2 tɤk4 laay5 faw2 [24.03] cɔŋ4 myɔŋ4 [ ] kaa1 taak2 tok3 

com1 ŋaa4laay4 ti1 lek5(3) hɔŋ4 ʔam2 lɔt4 kɔy4 cam1 

 

han5 pɤn1 [24.04] pɛŋ4 kan1 haak1 hom5 com4 met1taa2 [ ] yaa2 pay4 kyɛm2 faak4 luʔ6 ke2 yɔy1 

lɛw5 vaa2 pyɑɑŋ4 ti1 li1 yaw6 

 

[24.05] kɛn2 laak2 mek2 myɑɑk2 teʔ6 maw2 lɔt4 paa4lo2 laa4 laa4 [ ] pen1 naŋ5 ho5 xam4 pɔŋ1 ʔaw1 

xɔŋ5 [24.06] hoŋ5 maŋ4lɔŋ4 no2 fu4laa4 kyɛm2 ʔaaŋ3 teʔ6 yaw6 

 

pɛk4 vaa1 pɔŋ1 thɛm5 pɤŋ1 laɰ1 ʔam2 mi4 tɤʔ6 [24.07] hew4 caɰ1 fom5 faa2 [ ] kɔy4 kaa1 yaak4 ti1 

koʔ6 ʔan1 kyɛm2 kot1 ʔam2 pe1 sɯ1 kam2maa2 teŋ1 [24.08] xiŋ4 man4 yaw6 

 

nay5 lɛ4 po4 ʔan1 xiŋ2 xɔp4 ku1 mɯʔ6 luk4 cɔy6 can1taa2 sɛŋ5 myaa4 [ ] [24.09] man4 naaŋ4 mɤ4 

thɤŋ5 ho5 loŋ5 xun5 mɤŋ4 kaa2 xaa5caa4 po1 me1 vaa1 nay5 

 

yaa4 paan1 [24.10] yaam4 mɤ1 haam6 yɛw5 kon4 yen1 si2 [ ] caŋ2 taak2 hɔŋ6 ʔaw1 lɔy4 ŋɔy4 cɔy6 

luk4 caw3 pik4 [24.11] pɛn3 tu1 ŋi2 thaam5 kam4 

 

maw2 haɰ3 faɰ5 lay3 huʔ6 lay3 cɛŋ3 teʔ6 saak3 ʔi4B fom5 faa2 laa4 laa4 [ ] laa1 [24.12] fe4 ke4 cu4 

thaam5 taŋ4 naaŋ4 di5(1) fi5 tɛŋ5(1) hun2 tam4myaa4 luk4 caw3 

 

  

                                                        
A [24.01] sip3 sɔŋ5 12 is written at the top of the verso of the twelfth folio. 

B [24.11] There is a scribal error on ʔi4; this reading is confirmed by the 1876 manuscript. 
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“Therefore, [you] many men and women citizens of the town,545 [24.01] do not look and copy 

the savage lord of great evil! [ ] Do not improperly be jealous of wise people or look [24.02] 

down upon others, according to your desire to love and hate taa van! 
 

“Seeing others with many possessions and repeatedly planning, [through] envy, to bring it to an 

end, many times, [24.03] [ ] you will only fall and be immersed in hell, a place lined with iron, 

with no escape kɔy cam. 

 

“Seeing others [24.04] cherishing each other and loving and delighting in kindness, [ ] do not 

intend to separate them, to destroy or fragment it, or rend it asunder, to overturn it, or to use 

violence li yaw! 
 

[24.05] “Certainly, [when] truly in their presence, there is really no escape from wicked people, 

[ ] and so it was that the Golden Hall indeed carried out his intended plan to take the renowned 

[24.06] object of the Manglong, the Fula Shoot546 teʔ yaw. 

 

“Even if you undertake to help them in any way, it will not make an impression [24.07] on their 

minds by [as much as] a split hair, [ ] but only hardship will befall people whose intentions are 

crooked, not straight, and their kamma will press down [24.08] upon them man yaw.” 

 

Thus on each appointed day, the damsel Canta, the Emerald Jewel, [ ] [24.09] went to the great 

hall of the Lord of the Kingdom, to go to pay court to her father and mother vaa nay. 

 

Finding [24.10] a time when it was rather deserted and quiet, [ ] [they] called for the charming 

damsel princess and tightly closed [24.11] the doors to speak confidentially. 

 

Without letting anyone know or clearly see even a little, not [as much as] a split hair,  

[ ] her [24.12] benevolent parents asked the Good Lady [who was] created by the gods in the 

form of a ruby, the Princess, 

 

  

                                                        
545 TN mɤŋ4, i.e. the town of Mueang Sing. 

546 TN no2 fu4laa4, an epithet of the Bodhisatta. 
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vaa1 ti1 tan4 caɰ1 [24.13] pɤŋ1 nom4 luk4 kaaŋ1 haaŋ4 hɔy3 vaa2 po1 hɤy6 [ ] fu3 ʔan1 po1 me1 

haak1 kɔn2 tɔn4 taaŋ2 [24.14] noy2 taa1 muŋ1 naa3 saa2 hu5 xam4 kaw1 hɤy6 

 

to1 naŋ5 caw3 hom1 sɔn6 to2 naa3 fo5A num2 [24.15] maɰ4 naaŋ4 [ ] cɔŋ1 vaa1 sɛŋ5 kaw1B yaŋ4 

han5 se5 ʔan1 taaŋ4 kwyɑɑŋ4 hɛŋ4 kɤn4 [24.16] taɰ3 taa1 naaŋ4 saak3 lɔŋ1 vaa1 hɯ5 

 

het3 hɯ5 man4 pɔy4 pen1 kon4 caaŋ1 ven1 hɔŋ5 fu4 [24.17] ʔɛn2 [ ] ʔaa1sɔŋ2 ʔaa1lɔŋ2 xɤy5 ʔɔk2 faʔ6 

man4 kɛn2 mi4 saŋ5 nan6 lɛ2 

 

faw2 nan6 hun2 [24.18] cɔy6 cɛŋ3 kaa1 po1 me1 caw3 laa1 se2 thaam5 nay5 [ ] sɛŋ5 mɤŋ4 so4 kwyo4 

yo4 mɯ4 teŋ1 ho5 [24.19] xop1 cem1 kay1 tɛŋ2 vay6 teʔ6 yaw6 

 

vaa1 kaa1 yam4 ho5 to1 xiŋ4 laa1 sɛŋ5 xaa5me4 ke4 cu4 caw3 [24.20] sɔŋ5 paa4 leŋ6 yaɰ2 xaa3 hɤy6 

[ ] pen1 ti1 nuk4 nɤk4 hun2 cɔy6 luk4 caw3 thoy3 caɰ1 faɰ2 ʔeŋ1 [25.01] ŋaw4 kaw1 nɔ1 

 

ʔan1 naŋ5 puk1thaa4nuʔ1saʔ5(3)ti2 caw3 caɰ1 ŋe1 xun5 num2 kaw1 naaŋ4 [ ] [25.02] ʔu4 bun1 tan4 

xwyo4 ho4 ho4 mɔn4 sɛŋ5 ʔaa1lɔŋ4 ke2 hoŋ5 haaŋ4 taaŋ2 pɤn1 teʔ6 yaw6 

 

  

                                                        
A [24.13] There is a scribal correction to fo5. 

B [24.15] sɛŋ5 kaw1 is a dittography corrected by the scribe. 
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“O our offspring, [24.13] who depended upon our breast, child of our womb who hung on your 

father’s shoulder hɤy, [ ] and who your parents love above and beyond [24.14] the eyes that 

behold your pleasant face and your golden ears547 kaw hɤy! 
 

“Concerning he who accompanies and places himself upon you, before your face, your young 

husband, [24.15] [ ] have you, my jewel, yet seen [him] practise his abundant strength [24.16] 

beneath your eyes in any way? 

 

“How does he become a person with the ability to be carried in flight, leaping, floating [24.17] 

and soaring? [ ] What does he really have, this in-law of radiant aura from the heavens nan lɛ?” 

 

At that time, when the Damsel [24.18] Form understood that her father and mother, her parents, 

were asking thus, [ ] the Jewel of the Kingdom548 wholeheartedly549 raised her hands to the 

crown of her head [24.19] and carefully bowed her body teʔ yaw. 

 

“You who rule [above] my head, my two benevolent parents,550 [24.20] who raised and nurtured 

me xaa hɤy, [ ] are the place where the ravishing Damsel Form Princess draws her breath and 

desires to take [25.01] refuge kaw nɔ! 
 

“As for the Master Pukthanusati, my kind-hearted young Lord, [ ] [25.02] the brightness of his 

merit and power is extensive, and the Jewel Essence, the Along, is renowned as truly more 

mature than others teʔ yaw. 

 

  

                                                        
547 TN hu5 xam4 probably refers to golden earrings here. 

548 TN sɛŋ5 mɤŋ4, an epithet of the princess. 

549 TN so4 kwyo4, read as ‘wholeheartedly, with deep empathy’ (B ေဇာေၾကာ); some scribes understand 

this term as ‘to raise the hands together in reverence.’ 
550 TN laa1 sɛŋ5 and xaa5me4 are both ‘parents.’ 
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[25.03] man4 xun5 mi4 taŋ4 fɯn4 sɛŋ5 lɛŋ5(1) vaaw4 cak4 fi5 faay4 kam2paa1laa2 [ ] po4 vaa1 

[25.04] lay3 maa4 sɤ2 naŋ1 ti1 caw3 laʔ1taʔ5(3)naa2 xam2 hɔŋ2 hɔp2 paa4 kaa2 ven1 fu4 teʔ6 hɔ6 

 

[25.05] kɛn2 laak2 te4co2 ʔaa2naʔ1cak4 fuŋ4 yaɰ2 von1 hɤŋ4 [ ] lay3 taŋ4 fɯn4 sɛŋ5 tan4 [25.06] 

xwyo4A fo5 naaŋ4 ʔaa1lɔŋ4 no2 xɤy5 mɤŋ4 ʔam2 yo1 kɔy4 naa1 

 

tan4 nay5 naaŋ4 ŋaam4 vaaŋ4 ho5 [25.07] si4 xo4 law1 laa1 paa4 maa4taa2 [ ] mɤ1 nan6 sen3 caɰ1 

ʔu3 xay2 faʔ6 pen1 po1 liŋ2 vaa2 caɰ1 [25.08] ŋo4 teʔ6 yaw6 

 

xay2 faʔ6 faɰ2 xaɰ3 lay3 taŋ4 kam2paa1laa2 yaat4 yaat4 fɯn4 maat4 suŋ4 sɔŋ2 haaŋ1 [25.09] to1 [ ] 

caŋ2 taak2 xaan5 seŋ5 xwyo4 naaŋ4 paak2 xɔm4 no5 law1 luk4 teʔ6 yaw6 

 

vaa1 ti1 [25.10] tan4 caɰ1 kaaŋ4laa4B luk4 yiŋ4 lew5 muŋ6 ʔu2 po1 hɤy6 [ ] caw3 laak2 tɔy2 laat4 

xɤy5 ʔɔk2 [25.11] haak1 ʔaa1yu2 naaŋ4 tɔŋ4 taa1 van1 

 

pɤ1 kaa1 fiŋ3 faʔ6 tham4maʔ1taa2 taɰ3 lum1 kon4 yep2 sɔŋ5 [25.12] tin1 [ ] maw2 hɔn2 pen1 pɤŋ1 

to1 loŋ5 tɔy4 thɔy4 ʔɛn2 paa4 ven1 kaa2 lay3 kɔy4 naa1 

 

caŋ2 [25.13] taak2 han5 kaa1 xaaŋ4 ho5 fo5 naaŋ4 luk4 xɤy5 mɤŋ4 hɔy3 vaa2 [ ] thaaŋ2 haɰ3 ven1 

xɯn3 [25.14] faʔ6 mɔk2 yɔŋ1 ʔaa1kaa2 mɤ4 nɤ5 nan4 nɔ1 

 

  

                                                        
A [25.06] xwyo4 here is also read as xɤ4. 

B [25.10] Written kaaŋ4, read as a scribal error; the 1876 manuscript has kaaŋ1 haaŋ4, but kaaŋ4laa4 is 

suggested by local scribes. 
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[25.03] “The Lord has a kampala, a handsome red jewel thunderbolt cloth of an ogre, [ ] and 

when [25.04] the Master spreads it out and sits upon it, the gem551 receives and supports him 

and takes him up, transporting him to go flying and floating [away] teʔ hɔ. 
 

[25.05] “Surely it was his majestic power and great glory and shining merit [ ] that obtained the 

powerful jewel [25.06] cloth of my indomitable husband, the Along, the Kingdom’s In-Law 

Shoot kɔy naa.” 

 

Thus the beautiful woman bowed [25.07] in deference and address her parents, her mother and 

father,552 [ ] and then the ‘heart-thread’ of her father, the Egg of the Heavens, [became] truly 

devious and [25.08] cunning teʔ yaw. 

 

The Egg of the Heavens desired and wanted to obtain the resplendent kampala, the excellent 

cloth and to make use of it for [25.09] himself, [ ] and he spoke very persuasively to the [young] 

woman, speaking a great deal, saying to his daughter teʔ yaw, 

 

“O [25.10] my offspring, my progeny, my only daughter, your father’s child hɤy! [ ] You will 

speak secretly to [our] in-law who is related [25.11] by love, and bear in mind my sentiments 

taa van! 
 

“By the laws of the heavens and the natural order, here below [on earth], people take steps with 

their two [25.12] feet, [ ] and there has never been [any] large animal which scraped the earth, 

which could soar and transport [itself] by flying around kɔy naa. 

 

“Then [25.13] will you be seen beside your husband’s head, the in-law of the kingdom, hanging 

upon his shoulder [ ] and appearing to fly, to rise up to [25.14] the clouds in the sky, in the 

heavens above nan nɔ? 

 

  

                                                        
551 TN laʔ1taʔ3naa2 (P ratana) is used here for the magical flying cloth. 

552 TN maa4taa2 is read here as a clipped form of maa4taa2piʔ3tu2 (P mātāpitu) ‘mother and father.’ 
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sam2 nɯŋ1 ʔaŋ1kaa2laak1xaʔ5(3)naa2 sam5faa2 [25.15] nɤʔ6 fɤk2 cɯn1 xaaw5 sɔŋ2 fɔŋ4 fu4 [ ] yew1 

laak2 pen1 taŋ4 faay4 haan5 pɔm4 kon4 [25.16] pu2 fi5 lu4 ʔam2 cɛŋ3 kɔy4 yaw6 

 

saŋ5 pen1 nan6 kɔʔ6 maw2 li1 pan1 saw4 nɤ5 ho5A [25.17] hɤŋ5 naan4 hom1 mɔn5 xaaŋ4 naaŋ4 num2 

[ ] laak2 haɰ3 luk4 kaw1 kɔy1 mɤ4 xop1 taɰ3 paʔ5(3)taʔ1 cak4 [25.18] xe2 vɔŋ6 caw3 maat4 ŋɔm4 

sum2B caɰ1 xo4 li1 yaw6 

 

ko1 ʔan1 haaŋ1 man4 yaʔ6 se5 [25.19] ce1 ko2 vɔŋ6 cɤŋ1 kaaŋ3 ʔuk5(3)thaa4ni2C mɤŋ4 laa4 [ ] kin1 

se5 me4 naaŋ4 xaaŋ4 sɔŋ5 [25.20] hun2 tam4myaa4 maw2 cɛŋ3 kɔy4 saa1 vaa1 nay5 

 

pɤn1 vaa1 ʔam2 thɤm5 kɔʔ6 li1 thaaŋ2 naaŋ4 [26.01]D hɤy6 [ ] fiŋ3 pen1 caw3 xay2 faʔ6 pɤŋ2 cɤŋ1 

ʔu4 kaaŋ2 fe4 nam5 vaa1 nay5 

 

cɔŋ1 nɯŋ1 pɤn1 vaa1E nam6 ʔam2 [26.02] lay5 ʔam2 ho5 ʔam2 haaŋ5 xɔm3 vo2 [ ] yaa2 pay1 loŋ4 

lɔy4 ʔaap2 si5 to1 suk4 haaŋ1 vaa1 nay5 

 

kon4 [26.03] maw2 ho5 maw2 haaŋ5 lɛ1 maw2 huʔ6 ŋɤn1 [ ] yaa2 haɰ3 hom1 yu2 koʔ6 het3 pɤn1 

hɔm4 saw4 li1 yaw6 

 

[26.04] pɤn1 vaa1 caɰ1 pɤŋ1 ton3 may6 lɔk2 kɔʔ6 caaŋ1 xe4 ha(a)k5(3) [ ] caɰ1 pɤŋ1 la(a)k5(3) kɔʔ6 

caaŋ1 xe4 kon2 [26.05] naaŋ4 hɤy4 

 

  

                                                        
A [25.16] ho5 is corrected by the scribe from ‘head’ to ‘hall,’ as found in the 1876 manuscript. 

B [25.18] There is a scribal correction between sum2 and caɰ1. 

C [25.19] ʔuk3thaa4ni2 (written ʔuk3tha3ni2), also found in the 1876 manuscript, is read as a scribal error 

for ʔuk3taa4ni2. 
D [26.01] sip3 saam5 13 is written at the top of the verso of the thirteenth folio. 

E [26.01] pɤn1 vaa1 is added by the scribe between nɯŋ1 and nam6, as found in the 1876 manuscript. 
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“Besides which, with his physical characteristics and qualities [25.15] and his pure alabaster 

flesh, shining white as a floating wave, [ ] perhaps he is a bold ogre concealing itself in human 

form, [25.16] an elderly demon unable to be clearly seen kɔy yaw. 

 

“If so, then it isn’t good to let him dwell up in the hall [25.17] for a long time, [placing his] 

pillow together by the side of a young woman, [ ] and [you], my child, should just go to kneel 

beneath the feet, in the footprints, [25.18] of the Magnificent Excellent Master and cover over 

your heart li yaw. 

 

“I fear that he will destroy [25.19] the ancient royal city of the vast kingdom of Ukthani,553 the 

capital city, [ ] and will eat you, his wife, the young woman by his side [25.20] who is formed 

like a ruby, and you will not be seen again vaa nay. 

 

“O [young] woman! They say that ‘if you don’t doubt then you should suspect’554 naang hɤy! 
[26.01] [ ] It is very dangerous for the Master Egg of the Heavens to govern the country, the 

palace vaa nay. 

 

“They say that as a rule, if water does not [26.02] flow, and is without a head or a tail, and if the 

source is emptied,555 [ ] then don’t go down to swim or to bathe and scrub or wash yourself vaa 

nay. 

 

“It’s better not to let a person [26.03] without a head or a tail,556 and of whom you don’t know 

the particulars, [ ] to live together with people or to have others dwell at their side li yaw. 

 

[26.04] “O [young] woman! They say that if you depend upon a withered tree, it will probably 

break, [ ] and if you depend upon a stake, it will probably uproot [26.05] naang hɤy! 
 

  

                                                        
553 TN ʔuk3thaa4ni2, i.e. Uktamathani. 

554 TN ʔam2 thɤm5 kɔʔ6 li1 thaaŋ2 could also be read as ‘if you don’t think then you should consider.’ 

555 TN xɔm3 vo2, in addition to ‘overturned,’ xɔm3 also has the meaning of ‘to be used up, to be emptied.’ 

556 TN maw2 ho5 maw2 haaŋ5, i.e. without a family lineage. 
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pɛŋ4 naaŋ4 ʔaw1 fo5 xaaŋ4 ho5 hom1 nɔn4 ʔam2 huʔ6 ŋaw3 [ ] yew1 man4 pɛt4 [26.06] se5 

can1taa2vaʔ1ti2 cɔy6 luk4 caw3 ʔaay1 kon4 kɔy4 naa1 

 

haɰ3 ʔan1 lɤk4 xaa5 ti1 huʔ6 [26.07] ŋɤn1 xɤ4 nɔy2 myew4 tɯn4 [ ] saŋ5A nan5 ʔaw1 fo5 ʔaw1 me4 

caŋ2 taak2 yɯn4 se5 [26.08] man3 cam6 yaw6 

 

laak2 haɰ3 naaŋ4 kaw1 ce4 ce4 yem3 lu1 toy4 xe2 myo2 [ ] thɔm2 ʔaw1 xo3 [26.09] laat4 po1 me1 

caw3 sɔŋ5 no2 laa1 xam4 li1 yaw6 

 

luk4 kaw1 xɛn4 to1 kyɛm2 ʔaw1 kam2paa1[26.10]laa2 fɯn4 maat4 lɛŋ5(1) hɔŋ5 [ ] maa4 pan1 laa1 

xam4 maɰ4 naaŋ4 kyɛm2 yeŋ4 pɔŋ5(1) haɰ3 lay3 li1 yaw6 

 

[26.11] naaŋ4 caŋ2 vaaŋ4 vɛn1 lɛn5 ʔaw1 xiŋ4 man4 pɛt4 kay1 vaaŋ1 sɛn5 lam4 naɰ4 paa2 [ ] pɛt4 se5 

[26.12] koʔ6 maw2 huʔ6 ŋɤn1 cɤʔ6 saay5 myaa2 fo5 naaŋ4 li1 yaw6 

 

caŋ2 kɔy1 lɤk4 ʔaw1 luk4 [26.13] xaw5 xun5 paak2 faʔ6 caw3 cɔŋ3 fe4 fɤk2 von1 hɤŋ4 [ ] myew4 

tɯn4 xun5 kaan1 saa5[26.14]the4 maŋ4me4 maŋ4saa4 taŋ4 laay5 kɛn2 ʔu4 hɤŋ4B pum2 xɔn3 lay3 naa1 

 

po1 taak2 [26.15] yeŋ4 toy4 yoy4 haa5 xaa5 pan1 cɔn4 yɔn4 kɔn3 sɛŋ5 thɔn4 mɔn4 ʔu2 [ ] taak2 lay3 

lɤk4 [26.16] haa5 koʔ6 fu3 nɤʔ6 num2 fuk4 xaaw5 ku2 sa(a)k5(3) van4 cam6 yaw6 

 

naŋ2 nay6 xo3 laat4 po1 ʔu3 [26.17] faʔ6 law1 lup4 xwyo4 cɔp2C xɔm4 no5 [ ] thaa2 nan6 nu4 ne4 

sɛŋ5 saɰ5 no2 xam4 num2 hew4 vo5(1) [26.18] yum2 xo3 

 

  

                                                        
A [26.07] There is a scribal correction between saŋ5 and nan5. 

B [26.14] There is a scribal correction between hɤŋ4 and pum2. 

C [26.17] cɔp2 is corrected by the scribe. 
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“[My] dear [young] woman, you have taken a husband to sleep together by the side of your 

head without knowing his origins, [ ] and I fear that he will abandon [26.06] you, Cantavati, the 

damsel princess, and you will be ashamed kɔy naa. 

 

“One should seek out the [birth]place and know [26.07] the descent, the lineage, the ancestry, 

race and clan, [ ] and if so, then taking a husband or a wife will be enduring [26.08] and stable 

cam yaw. 

 

“My [young] woman, you should look and see and watch and observe the details557 completely, 

[ ] and listen well to the [26.09] words of your father and mother, both your parents li yaw! 
 

“My child, it would be best if you plan to take the excellent scarlet kampala [26.10] cloth, [ ] 

and bring it to give to your parents, and I have a plan which I intend you to carry out in order to 

get it li yaw. 

 

[26.11] “You should discard him, deceive and abandon him far away in the midst of the 

hundred thousand [trees], in the forest! [ ] It is better that you abandon this [26.12] person 

whose descent, kind, or lineage are unknown, your husband li yaw. 

 

“Then we can select the son [26.13] of [one of] the Hundred Lords, Masters of the White Satin 

Parasols, of shining merit, [ ] a descendant of a lord official, a wealthy [26.14] man who is the 

very brightly shining grandson or son of a king, who [will] have collected and gathered lay naa. 

 

“One day your father will [26.15] look carefully and select for you, the Brilliantly Shining 

Jewel, the Essence of the Cradle;558 [ ] I will seek [26.16] out a stout young person of very white 

flesh cam yaw.” 

 

And thus her father’s speech [26.17] caressed and coaxed and enticed her with many words, [ ] 

and at that time, the pure and tender jewel, the young Golden Shoot, like a slender lotus stalk, 

[26.18] trusted in his words. 

 
                                                        
557 TN xe2 ‘to scratch the earth (like a chicken looking for food)’ is read here as ‘in detail, details.’ 

558 TN mɔn4 ʔu2, an epithet of the princess. 
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pɤŋ1 nay5 ʔaa1kwyɑɑŋ4 naaŋ4 yiŋ4 taŋ4 laay5 maa1tuʔ3kaa2 [ ] kɛn2 laak2 fiŋ3 xaw3 [26.19] saaŋ3 

taɰ3 lum1 faʔ6 kaap3 kaa2 mi4 nay5 teʔ6 hɔ6 

 

po4 vaa1 koʔ6 nɯŋ1 laat4 kɔʔ6 kaa2 taak2 [26.20] lu1 ke2 teʔ6 maw2 kaat4 sa(a)k5(3) xaa4  

[ ] nay6 cam6A ye1 ʔan1 pen1 taŋ4 laa1 fe4 caw3 sɔŋ5 [27.01] paa4 po1 me1 

 

sam2 nɯŋ1B pɤŋ1 pen1 myew4 kon4 saaŋ3 cum4pu4tip3paa2 [ ] maw2 li1 naap1 taan3 [27.02] naap1 

tɔy1 fo5 pɤn1 me4 pɤn1 teʔ6 kaap3 kaa2 soy5 noy4 

 

pɛk4 vaa1 pen1 taŋ4 luk4 ye3 [27.03] luk4 ʔaay3 pɤn1 maw2 caʔ6 maw2 cɛt4 caŋ4 kan1 [ ] maw2 li1 

sop5(3) nam5 sop5(3) lon4 pen1 [27.04] nan5 pen1 nay5 pɛt1 vaaŋ4 yaan5 naap1 vaa1 lay3 kɔy4 

 

saŋ5 pɔy4 cu4 caɰ1 naap1 ke4 le4 sam5muk4 [ ] [27.05] po4 vaa1 xop2 xɔy3 tok3 su2 ʔaa2pay4yaa2 

mo3 may3 kɔʔ6 ʔam2 caɰ1 teʔ6 fu3 luk4 hɯ5 [27.06] cɔm4 kɔy4 naa2(1) 

 

vaa1 ti1 su4 to2 su4
 maat4 hɤy6 [ ] thɔm2 taŋ4 cat4 caw3 nuʔ1saʔ5(3)ti2 maŋ4[27.07]lɔŋ4 taaŋ4 li1 taaŋ4 

yɔm4 yaŋ4 taak2 mi4 maa4 fo2 ʔaa1kwyɑɑŋ4 faay2 naa3 cam6 hɔ6 

 

[27.08] yaam4 nan4 naaŋ4 di5(1) maw2 caaŋ1 theŋ5 vam4 po1 laa1 xam4 xwyɑɑŋ4 cɔp2 [ ] no2 cɔy6 

ʔam2 mi4 vɔŋ1 vɔŋ1 xon6 [27.09] tɛŋ2 taan3 xaan5 tɔp2 ŋaw5 saw4 teʔ6 yaw6 

 

  

                                                        
A [26.20] There is a scribal correction between cam6 and ye1. 

B [27.01] There is a scribal correction between nɯŋ1 and pɤŋ1. 
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“Such is the practice of all women,559 of womankind, [ ] and it is surely a law of those [26.19] 

who dwell everywhere under the heavens to be thus teʔ hɔ. 
 

“When one person speaks, then it’s true that others will surely follow suit [26.20] in disdaining 

[someone], at any time, [ ] and so it was with each of her two parents, [27.01] her father and 

mother. 

 

“Besides this, it’s true that there are [some] kinds of people dwelling everywhere in the Country 

of the Cumpu [Tree],560 [ ] who are not good and who improperly talk to [27.02] or 

clandestinely take the husband or wife of another or have discussions in their company. 

 

“Even though it is the eldest daughter [27.03] or eldest son of another, for whom there is no 

anger or wrath or hatred for each other, [ ] they speak in improper ways that are not good, and 

are talkative and meddlesome, saying ‘it is [27.04] thus, it is such,’ lying and straying far lay 

kɔy. 

 

“If you follow your desire to improperly vilify [others], [ ] [27.05] and when the time of death 

comes you fall into [one of] the woeful states,561 in a burning cauldron, then it is really not the 

case that your children will [27.06] follow kɔy naa. 

 

“People of moral integrity and those of excellent virtue kɔy naa! [ ] Listen to this birth [story] of 

the Master Nusati, the Manglong, [27.07] which has [both] good and bad deeds still to come 

ahead of us cam hɔ!” 
 

[27.08] At that time, the Good Lady was not able to contradict or to criticise her father or 

mother, who were skilled in persuasion, [ ] and the Damsel Shoot did not murmur, vong vong, 

or tell [them anything] [27.09] or try to speak or to reply, and was despondent teʔ yaw. 

 

                                                        
559 A scribal aside addresses the audience from here to [27.07]. 
560 TN cum4pu4tip3paa2 (P jambudīpa), i.e. the human realm in Buddhist cosmology. 

561 TN ʔaa2pay4yaa2 (P apāya), lower realms of rebirth in Buddhist cosmology, i.e. the realms of ‘titans,’ 

hungry ghosts, animals, and hell. 
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naap1 to1 yum2 xo3 caw3 xay2 faʔ6 po1 me1 mi4 [27.10] maan2 pɤŋ1 nan5 [ ] caŋ2 vaa1 li5(1) ko5(1) 

ho5 caɰ5(1) naaŋ4 yiŋ4 taŋ4 laay5 fɔk2 kɔy1 tan5(1) ʔaam1 laam1 [27.11] teʔ6 hɔ6 

 

can1 saŋ5 yaam4 dew5(1) kaa4 yaan5 ho5 laa4 po1 haaŋ4 paa4A laa1 ʔu2 [ ] xay2 faʔ6 mɤ4 taw2 

[27.12] ʔɤŋ1 ti1 pɤŋ1 caw3 yɔt4 faʔ6 xaan5 su2 pɔm4 pɔm4 

 

kaa1 pen1 paʔ1li1ye2 maa4yaa2 cɔy6 sɤŋ2 [27.13] lɔŋ1 ʔam1 thɛm2 lɔy4 lɔy4 [ ] saam5 sip5(3) sɔŋ5 

pɤŋ1 taaŋ4 la(a)k5(3) naaŋ4 yiŋ4 ʔaw1 kay1 lɔy4 lɔy4 sɤŋ2 pɔm4 [27.14] hɔy4 ʔam2 cɛŋ3 teʔ6 yaw6 

 

vaa1 ti1 mɔn4 hoŋ5 saaŋ5 poŋ5(1) yɔt4 maŋ4lɔŋ4 taaŋ2 kaw3 xaa3 [27.15] nɔ1 [ ] pen1 ti1 sen3 caɰ1 

sɛŋ5 no2 cɔy6 hom1 mu2B xɛn2 fɤn5 xaw3 xaaŋ4 nɔn4 xaa3 hɤy6 

 

[27.16] caŋ2 nay6 pɤn1 yaŋ4 saa1 vaa1 thɤn2 hɔŋ3 faʔ6 paa2 kaaŋ3 loŋ1 te4 [ ] kɔy4 pen1 sɛn5 [27.17] 

to1 sɛn5 mɛŋ4 tɛk2 seŋ5 se4 xɛk2 nan1 vaa1 nay5 

 

  

                                                        
A [27.11] paa4 is missing from the text, read as a scribal error for haaŋ4 paa4 ‘father’ as found in the 1876 

manuscript. 
B [27.15] There is a scribal correction between mu2 and xɛn2. 
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Certainly it was improper for her trust in the words of the Master Egg of the Heavens, of her 

father and mother, [27.10] in such a way, [ ] and so it is said that the hearts of all women are 

really very dense, and are ‘sweet but unsatisfying’562 [27.11] teʔ hɔ. 
 

Immediately upon departing from the royal hall of her father563 and mother, [ ] the Egg of the 

Heavens564 went back to [27.12] importune565 the trusted Supreme Heavenly Master566 and 

spoke to him, pom pom.567 

 

With all [kinds of] artifice and deception, the damsel hid [27.13] the [real] matter, carefully 

concealing it and keeping it from him, [ ] and [through] the thirty two kinds of cleverness of a 

woman she carefully kept it far [from him], hiding and concealing [27.14] all traces, so they 

could not be clearly seen teʔ yaw. 

 

“O Essence of Renown, Bestowed by the Gods, the Supreme Manglong, who I place upon my 

top-knot xaa [27.15] nɔ, [ ] who is in the heart-thread of the Jewel Damsel Shoot, accompanying 

each other, offering food at the dining table and sleeping side by side xaa hɤy. 

 

[27.16] “Now they proclaim that the Forest Spanning the Heavens, the vast woods, the 

woodland range, [ ] has a hundred thousand [27.17] creatures and a hundred thousand insects, 

breaking into small sounds and calling noisily vaa nay. 

 

                                                        
562 TN ʔaam1 laam1, used to modify vaan5 ‘sweet’ in everyday use: vaan5 ʔaam1 laam1 ‘something sweet 

but not good-tasting.’ 
563 TN po1 haaŋ4 paa4: po1 and haaŋ4 paa4 are both ‘father.’ 

564 TN xay2 faʔ6, unusual here as an epithet of the princess (usually used of the Bodhisatta and of the 

king). 
565 TN mɤ4 taw2 ʔɤŋ1, following Cushing’s taw2 ʔɤŋ1 ‘to ask repeatedly, importune, tease,’ based on the 

context. This taw2 ʔɤŋ1 is not used in Mueang Sing, where mɯ4 taw6 ʔɤŋ1 ‘to lean on the hand (in order 

to get closer to talk)’ or taw2 ʔɤŋ1 (also taw2 ʔeŋ1) ‘to get close to, to cuddle (like a child)’ were suggested 

alternative readings. 
566 TN caw3 yɔt4 faʔ6, an epithet of the Bodhisatta. 

567 TN pɔm4 pɔm4, the sound of the princesses speech. 
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tɤŋ1 yɤŋ4 tɔŋ1 sa(a)k5(3) tɔŋ1 ciŋ1 [27.18] muŋ4 teŋ1 xɤ4 tɯn4 kew3 cɔm4 lam4 fan3 xɔt2 caw3 hɤy6  

[ ] vay6 haɰ3 caam4 pe2 fe2 yɔt4 mu3 [27.19] kaap2 ʔon3 hɔm5 cɔt2 hoy4 hoy4 vaa1 nay5 

 

maw2 haaŋ6 kan4thaa2 kaa1laa2 mɔk2 hɤ1 sɔy6 kɔy1 taak2 [27.20] faa5 can4 [ ] yin4 pen1 cun4 no5 

mo4 caɰ1 sɛŋ5 saɰ5 pɛŋ4 naaŋ4 xaɰ3 mɤ4 han5 fo2 [28.01]A muŋ1 teʔ6 hɔ6 

 

ʔin1 du1 xun5 fu3 mi4 bun1 tan4 xo4 co4 ʔaw1 pɔm3 sɛŋ5 naaŋ4 [28.02] can1taa2vaʔ1ti2 [ ] paa4 ʔaw1 

nɔŋ6 maɰ4 caw3 xaw3 hɔt4 loŋ1 paa2 may6 mɔk2 hɤ1 fɤ5 [28.03] thi2 mɤ4 han5 loy3 nɔ1 

 

pɤn1 vaa1 he5maa2van4taa2 saʔ5(3)xaa2 von4 di2 nɔy2 ni2 su1 yɔŋ2 [28.04] ton3 tɔŋ4 thɤn2 hɔŋ3 faʔ6 

paa2 kaaŋ3 paan1 ʔum2 hɔm5 ʔe4 [ ] ʔin1 du1 xun5 xam4 lam4 vaan5 paan1 [28.05] ʔɔn1 cuŋ1 cu4 

kɔŋ4mu4 het5(3) maa4 sɛn5 xaa4B paa4 ʔaw1 sɛŋ5 xaaŋ4 pay1 han5 pan4 tɔŋ4 [28.06] su1 yɔŋ4(2) lɔŋ2 

pan4 se4 vaay2 kaw3 kɔn2 hɤy6 [ ] haɰ3 po4 mɛn1 caɰ1 naw6(3) xɔt2 haak1 [28.07] me4 num2 hom5 

com4 kɔn2 naa1 

 

pɤŋ1 nay5 saay5 xɔm4 naaŋ4 di5(1) fi5 tɛŋ5(1) sɛŋ5 sɔn4 kɔy1 vɔn4 [28.08] xun5 co4 law1 [ ] xay2 faʔ6 

ʔam2 mi4 huʔ6 cɛŋ3 loy3 haaŋ1 nɯŋ1 xiŋ4 kaw1 fɔy5 ŋaa4 kɔy4 yaw6 

 

yum2 ʔaw1 [28.09] yum2 ʔaw1C xo3 laat4 cɔy6 can1taa2 faaŋ4 vɔk2 yeŋ4 maay5 [ ] ʔan1 taak2 xwyo4 

ʔaw1 [28.10] xiŋ4 xun5 ʔaa1lɔŋ4 kaa2 pay1 taay5(1) ʔam2 cɛŋ3 teʔ6 kɔy1 

 

  

                                                        
A [28.01] sip3 si2 14 is written at the top of the verso of the fourteenth folio. 

B [28.05] There is a scribal correction between xaa4 and paa4. 

C [28.09] The repetition of yum2 ʔaw1, not found in the 1876 text, is not read as a scribal error. 
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“The impenetrable leaves of teak and [other] hardwoods [27.18] are spread out overhead, and 

creepers stretch along and wind around the trees, tightly twisted and knotted caw hɤy, [ ] 

causing the gentle scent of magnolia flowers [27.19] to diffuse and pervade as the tips of their 

blossoms unfurl vaa nay. 

 

“At no time is there a lack of fragrance from the strings of bright flowers which are spread over 

[27.20] the steep cliffs, [ ] rising in abundance and [bringing] a feeling of gladness, and the 

Bright Jewel, the Cherished Lady, desires to go to see and to [28.01] observe it teʔ hɔ. 
 

“Have pity, Lord who has merit and power, and accompany the maiden, the Jewel of Women, 

[28.02] Cantavati; [ ] take your younger sibling along to go to see the forest, the woodlands of 

shining flowers and dense [28.03] foliage loy nɔ. 
 

“They say that the branches of the Hemavanta568 [Forest] blossom and shoot, with red vines and 

small thorns [28.04] and tong trees, and that the Forest Spanning the Heavens, the vast 

woodland, is crowded and very fragrant at this time. [ ] O please, Golden Lord, may the destiny 

from former [28.05] times and accumulated merit made on a hundred thousand occasions lead 

you to take your jewel companion to go to see the tong blossoms, [28.06] the small thorns and 

the bright and fragrant orchids to place in my top-knot kɔn hɤy, [ ] so that your cherished 

spouse, [28.07] your young wife, will be satisfied and be pleased and delight in it kɔn naa!” 

 

In such a way did the words of the Good Woman who was created by the gods, the Jewel of 

Abundance,569 gently coax [28.08] and cajole the Lord, [ ] and the Egg of the Heavens did not 

know or clearly see this for himself, [even as much as] a fragment of a sesame seed kɔy yaw. 

 

He trusted [28.09] and trusted the speech of the damsel Canta, which was intended to deceive,  

[ ] and which enticed [28.10] the Lord Along to unknowingly go to his death teʔ kɔy. 

 

                                                        
568 TN he5maa2van4taa2, a vast forest in the Himalaya mountain range (P himavanta); Himavanta  

(TN hi5maa2van4taa2) at [28.12] is normally reserved for writings in Tham script, whereas Hemavanta is 

the most common form in Lik script. 
569 TN sɛŋ5 sɔn4, an epithet of the princess. 
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xun4 di5(1) ʔaa1lɔŋ4 cu4 ʔaw1 [28.11] thaw5 xɔm4 naaŋ4 me4 fu3 caɰ1 ŋo4 liŋ2 vaa2 [ ] hek4 vaa1 

xaɰ3 muŋ1 thɤn2 hɔŋ3 faʔ6 hi5[28.12]maa2van4taa2 loŋ1 to1 vaa1 nay5 

 

xwyo4 cɔp2A co4 caw3 xi2 naŋ1 yaŋ1 yaŋ1 kam2paa1laa2 [28.13] fɯn4 maat4 ʔaa1lɔŋ2 faay4 pan5(1)  

[ ] can1 saŋ5 fɯn4 sɛŋ5 tuŋ4 hɔŋ4 ton1 sɛŋ5 [28.14] maŋ4lɔŋ4 kɤk5(3) pɔŋ4 taŋ4 naaŋ4 xiŋ2 yaam4 

nan5(4) sɤ2 naŋ1 teʔ6 yaw6 

 

xun5 xam4 laak1 vɔy4(2) [28.15] tɔy4 fu4 ʔum3 mɔn4 naaŋ4 can1taa2 [ ] laak1 yaa2 mɯ4 caw3 xam2 

hɔŋ2 thaʔ1myɔŋ2 mit4 maak4 [28.16] nɔy6 sɔy4 sem3 maw2 xyaa2 thaŋ5 mɯ4 teʔ6 yaw6 

 

kaap1 kaay6 kam2paa1laa2 pan2 xɯn3 can6 [28.17] ʔaa1kaa2 kɔy1 thu2 [ ] kam4 lew1 sɛŋ5 hoŋ5 

la(a)t5(3) fɛw5 loŋ1 naa5 to4 ki4 mɔk2 can4 ku4 kɔŋ2 [28.18] yɔt4 

 

mɔn4 sɛŋ5 ʔaa1lɔŋ4 pan3 xɛn5 naaŋ4 can1taa2 [ ] vay6 haɰ3 sɔŋ5 caw3 pan2 [28.19] xɯn3 can6 mɔk2 

yɔŋ1 kɔŋ4 kaaŋ2 ʔaa1kaa2 nɤ5 lom4 pun6 yaw6 

 

faak4 se5 ce1 [28.20] ko2 vɔŋ6 sɤŋ2 kaaŋ3 lɯm5 toŋ2 mɤŋ4 kon4 [ ] laat3 cu4 saam5 heŋ5 keŋ5 ko5(1) 

to4 ki4 [29.01] thɤn2 laay5 ton4 caaw6 caaw6 teʔ6 yaw6 

 

  

                                                        
A [28.12] cɔp2 is corrected by the scribe. 
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The Good Lord, the Along, agreed to [28.11] the words of his cunning and deceitful wife, [ ] 

that she wished to see the Forest Spanning the Heavens, [28.12] the Himavanta Forest vaa nay. 

 

Persuaded and coaxed to accept, the Master rode seated on the glittering kampala, [28.13] the 

excellent radiant cloth given by the ogre, [ ] and [when] the jewel cloth was spread out and they 

were seated, it presently received and carried the Jewel One, [28.14] the Manglong, 

accompanied by [young] woman at that time teʔ yaw. 

 

The Golden Lord’s left hand [28.15] escorted and cradled the Essence of Women, Canta, as 

they rose, [ ] [while] his right hand held a dagger, a small, sharpened blade [28.16] for cutting, 

which remained in his hand without exception teʔ yaw. 

 

The kampala instantly circled up to the level of the [28.17] heavens, exceedingly excellent, [ ] 

and at once the renowned jewel arrived straightaway at the thick forest, the great woods where 

the tops were bent with [28.18] can ku570 flowers. 

 

The Jewel Essence, the Along, took the arm of Lady Canta, [ ] so that the couple circled [28.19] 

up to the level of the clouds, the cosmos, the sky above the wind pun yaw. 

 

Leaving the ancient [28.20] royal city, the vast state, the country, and the bounds of the human 

realm, [ ] they went swooping straight to the ‘Three Thousand,’571 the clumps of pandanus, the 

great forest, [29.01] the woodland of many ranges teʔ yaw. 

 

  

                                                        
570 TN can4 ku4, the species is uncertain: it is Cordyline fruticosa (Asparagaceae) in Mueang Sing, where 

the Tai Nuea commonly use the leaves as offerings in temples, but this reading is unlikely (due to 

relatively small height and discrete flowers) at [28.17], where the tops of forest trees are bent with can ku 

flowers; Cushing gives ‘a tree with a fragrant wood (not sandalwood)’ and Judson ‘sandalwood’  

(B စႏၷကူး). 

571 TN saam5 heŋ5 clipped form of thɤn2 faʔ6 saam5 heŋ5 ‘Heavenly Forest of the Three Thousand,’  

i.e. the Hemavanta Forest. 
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po4 thɤŋ5 haan4 haan4 kaaŋ1 van4 mɤŋ4 sɛŋ5 lɛŋ5 fi5 [29.02] laa4thaa4 hɤ1 pɤŋ4 maa4 saam5 xaa2 [ ] 

sɔŋ5 caw3 pay1 sɤk4 to4 xaaŋ2 may6 mɯn2 ton3 sɛn5 [29.03] cɯ1 kaaŋ1 paa2 loŋ1 xam4 pun6 yaw6 

 

caŋ2 taak2 yɔn2 faak4 cak4 cɯn1 fɯn4 hɤ1 [29.04] kam2paa1laa2 pan2 lep4 saay5 mɔk2 loŋ4 thɔŋ5 [ ] 

xun5 naaŋ4 kaa4 se5 nɤ5 cɔm1 lom4 to4 faa4[29.05]vo4 mɔk2 naay4 fɔŋ5 su2 lum1 teʔ6 yaw6 

 

tok3 thɤŋ5 tan4 nɤ5 taaw4 naaw4 lam4 yaaw4 [29.06] niw6 fɤ5 poŋ4 laak4 pam2 [ ] ti1 ʔan1 si2 kiŋ2 

si2 xaa1 si2 ŋaam1 pɤn1 vɤn1 suŋ5 xɯn3 [29.07] lɔŋ2 cɯn1 teʔ6 naŋ5 vaa1 ʔaa1cam2 mɤn5 yɤŋ1 kon4 

me4 vay6 yaw6 

 

faw2 nan6 sɔŋ5 caw3 [29.08] loŋ4 laap3 tam3 ŋaam1 may6 ton3 hɤ1 poŋ1 yu2 di5(1) ŋaam4 [ ] thaaŋ2 

haaŋ1 lɤn4 to51) vaaŋ4 ho5 yet2 [29.09] xiŋ4 xam4 ʔeŋ1 mɔy1 teʔ6 yaw6 

 

pɤ1 kaa1 saay5 xɛŋ5 lɛŋ5 van4 hɤ1 kaaŋ4 kaaŋ4 lɛt2 may3 [ ] [29.10] thaan3 pen1 hɤ2 kak4 naa3 no2 

faʔ6 sɔt2 xway2 yam4 xiŋ4 

 

cem1 mɤ1 maa4 lɯ3 xaa1 may6 [29.11] niw6 tɛŋ2 laap3 vi4 hɤ2 to4 co4 [ ] caŋ2 pen1 liw5 liw5 saay5 

lom4 maa4 tho5 paw2 yaw4 [29.12] xo4 ʔon3 mek4 kaat1 yaw6 

 

yin4 pen1 saay5 taa1 cɔn4 cɔn4 xaɰ3 laap3 nɔn4 mɔy1 yu2 [ ] [29.13] kɛn2 caw3 ʔeŋ1 naŋ1 kiŋ2 xaa1 

may6 fɤ5 ku2 ŋaw5 soŋ4 teʔ6 yaw6 
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When the scorching midday [heat] of the world had arrived, and the jewelled vehicle of the 

gods, [29.02] the bright chariot, shone throughout the three periods [of the day],572 [ ] the couple 

reached the peaceful forest, the ten thousand trees of a hundred thousand [29.03] names, in the 

middle of the woods, the golden woodland pun yaw. 

 

Descending, the bright thunderbolt, the shining [29.04] kampala cloth, circled the line of the 

clouds and went down, [ ] and the Lord and Lady left the peaks above where the wind blows 

[29.05] the fine white clouds and mist in the sky, and went below teʔ yaw. 

 

They landed upon a large, extensive [29.06] kapok [tree] with dense foliage, a silk-cotton tree,  

[ ] at the place where its four branches, four limbs, four rounded divisions, rose up [29.07] very 

lustrous and bright as though the pattern were arranged by human [hand] vay yaw. 

 

Then the couple’s [29.08] descent ended at a fork of the beautiful shining tree, where they 

stopped [ ] and freely stretched and straightened their golden bodies [29.09] and then reclined 

and put down their heads out of tiredness teʔ yaw. 

 

Because the rays of the shining sun, the blazingly hot sunlight, [ ] [29.10] were so strong, sweat 

glittered on the face of the Heavenly Shoot and covered573 his glistening body. 

 

Since they came to stop on the branch of the [29.11] kapok tree, they tried to rest and fanned 

their sweat face to face, [ ] and the liw liw [sound] of the breeze blowing and wafting around 

[29.12] his neck, [made him] sleepy kaat yaw. 

 

Feeling the weariness in his eyes and desiring to sleep soundly, [ ] [29.13] the True Master 

reclined while sitting on the branch of the tree [among its] foliage and buds, nodding and dulled 

teʔ yaw. 

 

  

                                                        
572 TN saam5 xaa2, here ‘three periods (of the day);’ elsewhere ‘three times.’ 

573 TN sɔt2 is read here as a variant of cɔt2, giving ‘covered’ (in sweat); the meaning of xway2 is not 

known. 
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pay4 kaa1 sɔy1 sɔy1 cɔy6 [29.14] tɤn2 lup4 laŋ5 caw3 vɔn4 law2 seŋ5 vaan5 [ ] caŋ2 pen1 yen1 caɰ1 

vaaŋ4 xo4 xun5 di5(1) [29.15] ʔaa1lɔŋ4 taɰ3 foy4 saan5 xaɰ3 mɔy1 vaa1 nay5 

 

yaam4 nan4 mɔn4 sɛŋ5 ʔaa1lɔŋ4 caŋ2 taak2 [29.16] poŋ1 to5(1) vaaŋ4 ho5 lom6 laap3 nɔn4 fu4 fu2 [ ] 

mɤ1 nan6 sen3 caɰ1 can1taa2 cɔy6 luk4 [29.17] me1 maa1no2 pɔŋ5(1) tan4 teʔ6 yaw6 

 

hun2 cɔy6 taak2 xaɰ3 kyɛm2 pɛt4 naw6(3) fo5 kaw2 [29.18] lew5 xɯn4 [ ] hɯ5 pɤn1 li5(1) ko5(1) ho5 

caɰ1 naaŋ4 yiŋ4 taŋ4 laay5 naŋ5 maa5 vɤn4 caaŋ1 [29.19] sɔk4 kaat1 hɤy6 

 

can1 saŋ5 naaŋ4 di5(1) mɯ4 fu4 xɔŋ5 ven1 lɛŋ1 vaaw4 kam2paa1laa2 [ ] [29.20] no2 cɔy6 kam1 sɤ2 

xaʔ5(3)naʔ1 yok1 yɔŋ1 hɔŋ5 ven1 kaa2 vay4 vay4 teʔ6 yaw6 

 

thaa2 nan6 hun2 [30.01]A cɔy6 vaay2 muŋ1 caw3 ti1 haak1 hom1 mon1 fo5 kaw2 nɔn4 di5(1)  

[ ] vay6 haɰ3 sɛŋ5 mɤŋ4 nuŋ1 nɤŋ1 [30.02] saaŋ3 xɤ4 xi5 faa2 xɤŋ1 yaw6 hɤy6 

 

kam4 kɔŋ4 naaŋ4 di5(1) yo4 mɯ4 vaaŋ4B ho5 vay3 maŋ4[30.03]lɔŋ4 saam5 thaa2 [ ] xaap1 xiŋ4 sɛŋ5 

hoŋ5 cɔy6 si5 xum2 nam6 taa1 vaa2 cɯm4 paŋ4 ti1 pɤn1 teʔ6 [30.04] yaw6 

 

  

                                                        
A [30.01] sip3 haa5 15 is written at the top of the verso of the fifteenth folio. 

B [30.02] There is a scribal correction between vaaŋ4 and ho5. 
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Moreover, the graceful damsel [29.14] scratched and caressed his back, and coaxed and enticed 

him with sweet sounds, [ ] which calmed and soothed the tired Good Lord, [29.15] the Along, 

beneath the intertwined foliage vaa nay. 

 

At that time, the Jewel Essence, the Along, [29.16] lay down and his head fell back as he slept 

fu fu,574 [ ] and then the ‘heart thread’ and mind of the damsel Canta, the child of [29.17] her 

mother, thought that it was time teʔ yaw. 

 

“The Damsel Form desired and intended to abandon her former575 husband [29.18] and to 

return. [ ] O how frightening are the hearts of all women, like stray dogs which are skilled 

[29.19] in seeking kaat hɤy!”576 
 

Presently the Good Lady grasped the flying object, the handsome red kampala in her hand, [ ] 

[29.20] and as the Damsel Shoot held and spread [the cloth], it lifted up in an instant, leaping 

and quickly flying away teʔ yaw. 

 

Then the Damsel [30.01] Form turned to look at her beloved who had been [such] an enjoyable 

companion, her former husband, sleeping soundly, [ ] causing the Jewel of the Kingdom to be 

confused [30.02] and making a trail of anxiety and quandary yaw hɤy. 

 

Reflecting, the Good Woman raised her hands and bowed her head three times in homage to the 

[30.03] Manglong, [ ] and the distressed577 damsel, the renowned jewel, lowered her head578 and 

wiped the flowing tears that were bubbling up and breaking within her teʔ [30.04] yaw. 

                                                        
574 TN fu4 fu2, the sound of breath when sleeping. 

575 TN kaw2, read as ‘former’ despite the fact that they are still married and the princess only takes a 

‘new’ husband much later in the story. 
576 This couplet is read as a scribal aside to the audience. 
577 TN xaap1 xiŋ4, read as ‘distress’ here and at [54.02]; the initial /x-/ differs from the expected kaap1 xiŋ4 

as in kaap1 caɰ1 ‘troubled, distressed.’ 

578 TN si5 xum2 read as ‘wiped (her tears) with lowered head’ is unusual here, but is repeated too many 

times to be seen as a scribal error; TN xi5 xom5 ‘bitter anxiety’ is commonly found in other texts. 
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cɤŋ1 pɔy4 kɤt1 loy3 xɔm4 laat4 po1 ʔɔk2 faʔ6 sɔn5 saŋ2 ne5 pan1 [ ] naaŋ4 mɤŋ4 [30.05] ko1 thɤm5 

ʔaa1le4 van4 lun4 naŋ5 pɤŋ1 ʔan1 po1 laat4 kɔʔ6 mi4 cam6 van1 

 

thaan3 pen1 [30.06] kaaŋ1 to1 kaaŋ1 caɰ5(1) fiw5 saɰ5 miŋ4 mo4 naɰ4 xo4 cik5(3) naɰ4 to1 lu4paa2  

[ ] vay6 haɰ3 kam4 kɔŋ4 haaŋ1 [30.07] nɯŋ1 sɛŋ5 yɔt4 hun2 cɔy6 si5 xum2 nam6 taa1 vaa2 fam4 

fam4 ti1 pɤn1 teʔ6 yaw6 

 

si2 pɔk4 haa3 pɔk4 [30.08] hun2 cɔy6 sɔy1 sɔy1 kɔy1 tɛŋ2 vay3 lɔŋ4 to2 kɔŋ4 kɔŋ4 [ ] toy4 han5 xam4 

lɛŋ5(1) sɛŋ5 mɔn4 lom6 laap3 nɔn4 [30.09] ti1 pɤn1 vay6 yaw6 

 

ye1 sam6 thɤŋ5 caɰ1 mɔn4 naaŋ4 nam6 taa1 paŋ4 pen1 haa2 [ ] taak2 haɰ3 tuk1[30.10]xaa2 kaap3 

yaak4 pen1 naŋ5 naaŋ4 hun2 cɔy6 can1taa2 taak2 mi4 mɤ1 laɰ1 hɯ5 cam6 

 

taak2 vaa1 [30.11] maw2 pɛt4 caw3 ti1 hɔy3 xun5 num2 maŋ4lɔŋ4 [ ] cɤŋ1 sam6 yin4 ko1 xaa5me4 

laa1 fe4 [30.12] ke4 cu4 laa2 ti1 thɔŋ5 kyɛm4 yaak4 teʔ6 yaw6 

 

maw2 caaŋ1 pɔŋ1A hɯ5 pen1 yaw6 [ ] pan4 paw4 [30.13] maw4 pu4 the4 xu4 haaŋ1 taak2 sen5 yɤn6 

kaa2 [ ] vay6 haɰ3 hun2 cɔy6 cɔt4 cɔt4 hɔŋ6 hay3 nam6 taa1 [30.14] vaa2 haŋ4 xiŋ4 ʔaw1 nɔ1

 

Figure 5-2: Illustration from the Pukthanusati story II 

 
  

                                                        
A [30.12] pɔŋ1 is corrected by the scribe. 

The Bodhisatta’s wife, Cantavati, steals the magical kampala cloth and 
flies away, abandoning him to die in the forest (lines 29.10 to 30.19). 

Illustration by Ho Nam Vong 
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Why, thinking of her father’s words, of the instructions and orders he had given, [ ] the Lady of 

the Kingdom [30.05] feared that in the days to come there would be misfortunes such as her 

father had spoken of cam van. 

 

It was so much that [30.06] within herself, within her mind, her bright complexion grew dim 

and dark, in her heart and in her physical body, [ ] causing her to reflect alone, [30.07] and with 

lowered head the Jewel Supreme Damsel Form579 wiped her copiously flowing tears by herself 

teʔ yaw. 

 

The [30.08] graceful Damsel Form slowly and carefully paid homage to the earnest noble Long 

four or five times, [ ] looking at the Golden Red Jewel Essence who had fallen asleep [30.09] by 

himself vay yaw. 

 

The mournful Essence of Women repeatedly broke into a shower of tears, [ ] and the suffering 

[30.10] and hardship that it caused the Woman of Damsel Form, Canta, was such as there has 

[ever] been hɯ cam. 

 

She would [30.11] not have abandoned her beloved young Lord, the Manglong, [ ] [but] on the 

other hand, she feared the torment of her benevolent parents’580 [30.12] scolding and beatings 

teʔ yaw. 

 

Unable to consider further, [ ] the paw blossom [30.13] maw pu the xu,581 [was as though] she 

would be scattered [as sparks of fire],582 and restraining herself, she left, [ ] and so the 

murmuring Damsel Form contained her [ 30.14] flowing tears within herself ʔaw nɔ. 
 

  

                                                        
579 TN sɛŋ5 yɔt4 hun2 cɔy6, an epithet of the princess. 

580 TN xaa5me4 and laa1 fe4 are both read as ‘parents.’ 

581 TN maw4 pu4 the4 xu4, untranslated due to unknown meaning. 

582 TN sen5 ‘to scatter, to fly off, to spray (as sparks from a fire).’ 
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no2 cɔy6 ʔam2 caaŋ1 pɯt2 paak2 laat4 tɤŋ2 paaŋ2 kon4 laɰ1 [ ] [30.15] po4 kaa1 taŋ4 xi5 [taŋ4 xi5A] 

taŋ4 ŋaw5 haŋ4 xiŋ4 yaap2 hew4 caɰ1 yu2 may3 se5 yaw6 

 

[30.16] xaʔ5(3)naʔ1 mɔn4 naaŋ4 caŋ2 taak2 pyaa4 ci4 xen5B kaa4 maŋ4saa4 caw3 xaaŋ4 sɔŋ5 yɤn6 

kaa2 [ ] [30.17] hun2 cɔy6 laak1 ʔaw1 xɔŋ5 sɔŋ2 faa3 cak4 hɤ1 kam2paa1laa2 ven1 mɤ4 se5 yaw6 

 

[30.18] vaay3 ʔaa1kaa2 faʔ6 vaaŋ1 mɔk2 naay4 fɔŋ5 [ ] xɯn4 thɤŋ5 lɯm5 lin1 mɤŋ4 naaŋ4 pyan2 

maa4 [30.19] thɔŋ5 hɔt4 po1 teʔ6 yaw6 

 

ʔaa1kwyɔŋ4 sɛn5 pɤŋ1 ʔu4 xyaa4 law1 laa1 paa4 taan3 vɔk2 [ ] [30.20] ʔik2 loy3 po4paa2 xaa3 xay2 

faʔ6 tem1 xɔk2 ho5 xam4 teʔ6 yaw6 

 

no2 cɔy6 yɯn1 saak4 cak4 [31.01] hɤ1 kam2paa1laa2 xɔŋ5 maat4 fi5 lu4 [ ] vaaŋ4 pan1C laa1 sɛŋ5 

sɔŋ5 paa4 tɔp2 ke4 [31.02] cu4 po1 me1 vaa1 nay5 

 

xun5 mɤŋ4 ʔaa4laa4 myaak2 pan1 su4 thaap4 taaŋ2 [ ] haɰ3 pɤn1 tɛŋ2 [31.03] taŋ3 len3 mon1 

maŋ4kaʔ1laa2 sɤ4 saaŋ2 cet5(3) van4 cet5(3) xɯn4 vaa1 nay5 

 

vaa1 ti1 fik1[31.04]xaa4voy2 luk4 caw3 saŋ5xaa2 laay5 ton5(1) nay1 nɔ1 [ ] cum4 su5 taak2 hɛn4 mɤ4 

thɤŋ5 [31.05] mɤŋ4 hoŋ5 ni1paan4 maw2 xɯn4 hon5 pan1 pɔk4 xaw5 nɔ1 

 

nay5 lɛ4 mɔn4 sɛŋ5 lɔŋ4 xam4 puk1[31.06]thaa4nuʔ1sa5(3)ti2 [ ] kɛn2 caw3 yaŋ4 ʔan1 nɔn4 tam3 

ŋaam1 may6 niw6 ton3 sɯ1 fɤ5 thi2 vaɰ1 [31.07] sɔn4 

 

  

                                                        
A [30.15] The repetition of taŋ4 xi5, not found in the 1876 manuscript, is read as a scribal error. 

B [30.16] xen5 is normally written with a final <-n>. 

C [31.01] fi5 lu4 between pan1 and laa1 is marked as a scribal error and is not read. 
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The Damsel Shoot was unable to open her mouth to speak or to consult with anyone,  

[ ] [30.15] and she could only keep her anxiety, sorrow, and distress within her burning heart se 

yaw. 

 

[30.16] In an instant, the Essence of Women was carried, riding,583 forcing herself to part from 

the Mangsa, the Master and her companion, compelling herself to go, [ ] [30.17] and the Damsel 

Form stole the glittering object, the shining thunderbolt kampala cloth, and flew back se yaw. 

 

[30.18] Gliding through space, in the heavens, among the brilliant clouds and mist, [ ] she went 

back to the land of her kingdom and returned [30.19] to reach her father teʔ yaw. 

 

She bowed in obeisance and spoke to her parents, telling them of the hundred thousand events,  

[ ] [30.20] together with the military officers and subjects of the Egg of the Heavens, who filled 

the boundary of the golden hall teʔ yaw. 

 

The Damsel Shoot presented and offered the shining [31.01] thunderbolt kampala, the excellent 

object of the ogre, [ ] giving it to her two parents in return for the [31.02] benevolence of her 

father and mother vaa nay. 

 

The Lord of the Kingdom was satisfied, bestowing rewards one upon another [ ] and having 

[31.03] enjoyable entertainments and festivities set up for seven days and nights vaa nay. 

 

Many fikxus, 584 [31.04] the Sangxa of disciples of the Master nay nɔ, [ ] those of you who are 

ready to go to [31.05] the renowned kingdom of Nipan, never to return or to move backwards, 

to go back xaw nɔ! 
 

Now the Jewel Essence, the Golden Long [31.06] Pukthanusati, [ ] the True Master, was still 

asleep in the fork of the straight kapok tree, with dense foliage and abundant [31.07] leaves. 

                                                        
583 TN pyaa4 ci4, read as paa4 ci4 ‘to be carried, riding;’ an alternative reading might be ‘to grow, to 

increase’ (B ပြားစီး), i.e. increasingly (forced herself to leave). 

584 The Buddha addresses the assembly of monks to whom he is narrating the birth-story. 
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maw2 mi4 thaaŋ2 thɔk4 ŋɔk4 muŋ1 cɔŋ1 fe4 lan2 fɔy5 ŋaa4 [ ] ʔan1 ti1 caɰ1 xen5 [31.08] me4 naaŋ4 

faaŋ4 lɛn5 kyɛm2 maŋ4saa4 maw2 cɛŋ3 kɔy4 naa1 

 
po4 thɤŋ5 haan4 haan4 kaaŋ1 van4 cɤn4 [31.09] tok3 laap3 lɔy1 te4 tin1 faa2(5) [ ] xay2 faʔ6 tɯn2 cɛŋ3 

tɯŋ1 vaay2 haaŋ1 lu4(1) kaa2 haa5 naaŋ4 vaa1 nay5 

 

[31.10] maw2 han5 lɔy4 ŋɔy4 cɔy6 num2 mu3 hom1 lɛŋ2 pɛŋ4 xɔt2 haay5 taa5(1)  

[ ] tok5(3) caɰ5(1) fan4 hoŋ5 fi5 [31.11] poŋ5(1) ʔaa1lɔŋ4 le2 vɤn4 haa5 ku1 ti1 

 

vaa1 laak2 sɛŋ5 kaw1 nɔn4 faa4 fo5 naaŋ4 hɔm4 xaaŋ4 [31.12] hom1 laap3 se5 ʔeŋ1 pyo2 [ ] se5 

haɰ3A thi4laŋ4kaa2 faay3 vɔŋ1 can6 mɔk2 yɔŋ1 ven1 [31.13] lo2 ʔaw1 naaŋ4 hɯ5 nɔ1 

 

maw2 kɔʔ6 yew1 ʔan1 sɛn5 fi5 maa4 faaŋ4 laak1 naaŋ4 pay1 ni5 [31.14] kaa2 [ ] yew1 ʔan1 nɔŋ6 

kaw1 sɛŋ5 kaw1 tok3 su2 ŋaw6(3) ton3 may6 sɤ5 paa2 ʔaw1 mɤ4 hɯ5 [31.15] nɔ1 

 

xay2 faʔ6 ye1 vaa1 ye1 hay3 yeŋ4 le2 yem3 lɔm4 myo2 toy4 loŋ4 [ ] maw2 han5 sɛŋ5 saɰ5 [31.16] 

cɔn4 ŋɔn4 mɔn4 naaŋ4 num2 fom5 poŋ4 to2 naa3 vaa1 nay5 

 

ʔaa1lɔŋ4 caŋ2 taak2 lu4(1) pay5(1) toy4 [31.17] maa4 tam3 lam4 suŋ5 luk1xaa2 [ ] cɤŋ1 pɔy4 ʔam2 lay3 

muŋ1B han5 yaat4 yaat4 fɯn4 maat4 kam2paa1laa2 tan4 laɰ5(1) 

 

[31.18] xay2 faʔ6 caŋ2 taak2 tɛŋ2 kɔk4C thɔk4 haaŋ1 nɯŋ1 to1 kaw1 ca(a)t5(3) ce4 [ ] pɤŋ1 ʔan1 mɔn4 

[31.19] naaŋ4 xaaŋ4 sɔŋ5 kyɛm2 pan1 fe4 pɛt4 caw3 lay3 nɔ1 

 

  

                                                        
A [31.12] fi5 laak1 is added with ballpoint pen between haɰ3 and thi4laŋ4kaa2 (fi5 is in Lao script and laak1 

in Tham Lue), but is not read; it is not found in the 1876 manuscript. 
B [31.17] muŋ1, also found in the 1876 manuscript, is added by the scribe. 

C [31.18] There is a scribal correction between kɔk4 and thɔk4. 
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He had not realised [even as much as] a fragment of a sesame seed or considered to raise his 

head to look for any kind of danger or downfall, [ ] and did not know of the dangerous heart 

[31.08] of his wife, the woman who had planned to deceive the Mangsa kɔy naa. 

 

When the scorching heat of midday fell [31.09] in the west, setting at the foot of the cliffs of a 

mountain range, [ ] the Egg of the Heavens awoke and saw clearly, and leapt forth, turning to 

look around, searching for the [young] woman vaa nay. 

 

[31.10] Not seeing the charming young Mu [Flower] Damsel, who was bound together with him 

in love and had disappeared from view, [ ] the startled Along, of renowned lineage, set down by 

the [31.11] gods, roamed around searching everywhere. 

 

“Perhaps my jewel, who was lying side by side with her husband, the woman who accompanied 

me at my [31.12] side, fell asleep while reclining in pleasure, [ ] so that a thilangka585 wandering 

on its way among the clouds flew [down] and [31.13] struck, taking the [young] woman hɯ nɔ? 

 

“Otherwise I’m afraid that a hundred thousand spirits came to deceive and to steal the [young] 

woman and take her [31.14] away, [ ] or that my younger sibling, my jewel, fell to the base of 

the tree and a forest tiger carried her away hɯ [31.15] nɔ?” 

 

The more the Egg of the Heavens spoke, the more he cried, and he looked around, watching and 

peering, and looking down, [ ] [but] did not see the Brilliantly Clear [31.16] Jewel, the young 

lush-haired Essence of Women before him vaa nay. 

 

And so the Along looked here and there [31.17] in the tall tree, [ ] “Why! I am unable to see the 

excellent, resplendent kampala cloth anywhere.” 

 

[31.18] And so the Egg of the Heavens carefully questioned and considered everything, alone 

and by himself, [ ] that his companion the Essence [31.19] of Women had the malicious plan to 

abandon him lay nɔ. 
  

                                                        
585 TN thi4laŋ4kaa2 (B ထီးလႈိင္ကာ P hatthilinga), a gigantic bird with a beak like an elephant’s trunk. 
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ʔan1 naŋ5 fɯn4 hoŋ5 fi5 lu4 [31.20] cak4 ven1 fu4 kam2paa1laa2 [ ] vaa1 ʔam2 vaa1 kɔʔ6 me4 fu3 

nay6 laak1 ʔaw1 pay1 ven1 kaa2 [32.01]A ni5 xɯn4 cam6 hɔ6 

 

caw3 kɔʔ6 mɤn5 taak2 xɔy3 vaaŋ1 ŋaam1 ton3 niw6 vaay4 thaat2 taay1 huŋ5 [ ] [32.02] xun5 xam4 

taak2 pɔy4 thok5(3) tin5(1) loŋ4 kaa4 ton3 lam4 suŋ5 kɔʔ6 yaak4 vaa1 nay5 

 

saay5 taa1 mɔn4 [32.03] sɛŋ5 toy4 loŋ4 kom3 cu4 lin5(1) yem3 myo2B [ ] kɔy4 pen1 xwyɔŋ4 maa2 

maa1nuk2 caaŋ6 vɛk2 lam4 [32.04] ŋaa4 lo2 to1 paay4 

 

cem1 ʔan1 luk1 vuk1 po1 ʔɤk3C laaŋ2 kam2 mi3 mi5 yaɰ2 yɔy4 poŋ4 [ ] mi4 cem1 [32.05] tɤŋ1 kaaŋ1 

yi4 faan4 to1 ven1 to1 kaan4 nan4 nɤŋ4 le2 mɛp2 soŋ4 ku1 ti1 vaa1 nay5 

 

cem1 kaa1 [32.06] mu5 ŋaan5 faan4 yi4 saaŋ3 loŋ1 hi4 may6 thi2 [ ] ku1 ti1 ku1 ʔan1 thuk3 thaw2 

vaaŋ1 law2 may6 vɔn2 [32.07] vi2 lɛn1 maa4 

 

cem1 ʔan1 sɤ5 laa4 sɤ5 loŋ5 maaŋ4 kyaa4 ŋaa4 faay5 laay5 xun5 caaŋ1 kin1 [32.08] kon4 pyaa4xaa2  

[ ] kɔŋ1 to1 saʔ5(3)po2 ŋu4 haw2 po1 kaan2 pɔŋ3 sɔt2 sew3 nam5 naa2 ko1 tɔn4 [32.09] vaa1 nay5 

 

het3 hɯ5 se5 kɔʔ6 kaa1 taak2 xɔy3 vaaŋ1 may6 thay2 yɔt4 naɰ4 paa2 sɛn5 xɤ4 yaw6 nɔ1 [ ] [32.10] 

ʔan1 taak2 pen1 kon4 sɔŋ5 xaa5 yaa2 pay1 kɤ4 pen1 pyan2 xɯn4 maa4 lay3 lɔt4 taa1 nɔ1 [ ] kɔy4 kaa1 

tɔŋ4 [32.11] ʔaw1 taa4laa4 mɔn4 sɛŋ5 puk1thaa4nuʔ1saʔ5(3)ti2 tham4maa4nuʔ1saʔ5(3)ti2 

saŋ5xaa4nuʔ1saʔ5(3)ti2 [32.12] xo3 maat4 laʔ1taʔ5(3)naa2 taŋ3 kaw3 fom5 thi2 moy4 kaŋ4 ʔaw1 taa4 

vaa1 nay5 

 

  

                                                        
A [32.01] sip3 hok3 16 is written at the top of the verso of the sixteenth folio. 

B [32.03] Written pyo2, read as a scribal error for myo2 as found in the 1876 manuscript. 

C [32.04] Written ʔok3 in the text, as found in the 1876 manuscript, but pronounced ʔɤk3 in Mueang Sing. 
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As for the ogre’s renowned cloth, [31.20] the flying, floating thunderbolt kampala, [ ] [whether] 

he said it or not, this person who was his wife had stolen it and flown away, [32.01] fleeing 

back [home] cam hɔ. 
 

It was as though the Master would perish in the fork of the kapok tree, expiring by a violent 

death, [ ] [32.02] since it would be difficult for the Golden Lord to get his feet down from the 

tall tree vaa nay. 

 

The Jewel [32.03] Essence’s eyes looked down, bending towards the earth, watching,  

[ ] but there was only xwyong ma manuk586 and a male elephant carrying its [32.04] long tusks. 

 

Together with a large densely-haired male bear, darkly mottled and black, [ ] there were also 

[32.05] wild oxen, deer, Eld’s deer, barking deer, and flying and creeping creatures, making 

noises and wandering and cowering everywhere vaa nay. 

 

Along with [32.06] the boar and deer and Eld’s deer dwelling in the long forest, dense with 

trees, [ ] they were all continuously running everywhere, thrusting [32.07] through the jungle. 

 

Together with many regal tigers, royal tigers, man-eating tiger kings with sharp [32.08] fangs, 

pyaxa,587 [ ] there were heaps of serpents, cobras and male banded kraits, going here and there, 

numerous and extremely frightening [32.09] vaa nay. 

 

“Whatever I do I will die among the trees shedding their leaves in the forest of a hundred 

thousand vines yaw nɔ. [ ] [32.10] A human being with two legs cannot expect to return alive or 

to be able to escape taa nɔ, [ ] and should simply recollect [32.11] the jewel essence Tala of 

pukthanusati thammanusati sangxanusati, [32.12] the Excellent Gems, set upon one’s top-knot 

of thick hair vaa nay. 

 

                                                        
586 TN xwyɔŋ4 maa2 maa1nuk2, untranslated due to unknown meaning; suggested readings include xwyɔŋ4 

‘stream’ or xwyɔŋ2 ‘to fear,’ with maa2 maa1nuk2 unknown. 

587 TN pyaa4xaa2 (P vyaggha / byaggha), tiger. 
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lum1 faʔ6 ʔan1 [32.13] vaa1 tuk1xaa2 tuk1xaŋ2 suk5(3)xaa2 suk5(3)xaŋ2 xaʔ5(3)yaʔ1vaʔ1lo4kaʔ1tham2 

pɛt2 yɤŋ1 faɰ5 [32.14] maw2 ve1 lɔt4 lay3 taŋ4 xɔy3 vaaŋ4 yaa2 yaan5 kaa4 [ ] ʔaa1lɔŋ4 po4 kaa1 

tɔŋ4 ʔaw1 ʔaay1 [32.15] yen1 mɔn4 tham4 kam4 sɔn5 thɔm2 taa4laa4 suk4 haaŋ1 kɔy4 yaw6  

 

lam4 lam4 sop5(3) xam4 xaan5 kam4 tham4 sɛŋ5 [32.16] maw2 loŋ5 lɯm4 tɛŋ2 lɔt4  

[ ] puk1thaa4nuʔ1saʔ5(3)ti2 tham4maa4nuʔ1saʔ5(3)ti2 saŋ5xaa4nuʔ1[32.17]saʔ5(3)ti2 to1 hɔt4 thɤŋ5 

paay1 

 

si5laa2 caak1kaa2 te4vaa2 ʔup3paa2sam5maa4nuʔ1[32.18]saʔ5(3)ti2 ci2 xan3 tam4 cɛn2 xɔm4 tham4 [ ] 

po4 thaan3 naan4 thɤŋ5 hu5 fi5 hu5 saaŋ5 yin4 [32.19] com4 yɔt4 fu4laa4 ʔaan2 xay1 vaa1 nay5 
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“Beneath the heavens, [32.13] there is [only] suffering and happiness588 and the eight kinds of 

xayavalokatham,589 which nobody [32.14] can avoid, together with death, ending and 

separation.” [ ] The Along only recollected the [32.15] coolness of the teachings of the Tham 

Essence,590 listening and being washed by the Tala kɔy yaw.  

 

His golden mouth continuously spoke the words of the jewel Tham [32.16] without going astray 

or forgetting his careful recitation of [ ]591 pukthanusati thammanusati sangxanusati [32.17] 

from beginning to end. 

 

The words of the Tham of the Recollections of Morality, Generosity, Celestial Beings, and 

Peace,592 [32.18] were placed in sequence with their divisions and assembled in order, [ ] so 

much so that after a long time it reached the ears of the spirits and of the gods who delighted 

[32.19] in the recitation of the Supreme Fula593 vaa nay. 

 

  

                                                        
588 TN tuk1xaa2 tuk1xaŋ2 suk3xaa2 suk3xaŋ2 (P dukkha dukkhaṁ sukha sukhaṁ). 
589 TN xaʔ3yaʔ1vaʔ1lo4kaʔ1tham2 is read as a compound, although the meaning of xaʔ3yaʔ1vaʔ1 is not 

understood (possibly from P khaya ‘decay, dissolution’ or khāyati ‘to seem to be, to appear, and P vaya 

‘decay’); the eight lo4kaʔ1tham2 (P lokadhamma, AN.VIII.5, Vism. XXII) are gain and loss, fame and 

anonymity, happiness and suffering, praise and blame. 
590 TN mɔn4 tham4, normally an epithet of the Abhidhamma, a systematic exposition of human experience 

and causality. 
591 The break in the text is unusual here. 
592 TN si5laa2 cak1kaa2 te4vaa2 ʔup3paa2sam5maa4nuʔ1saʔ3ti2 (P sīla cāga devā upasamānussati). Together 

with the Recollections of the Buddha, the Dhamma, and the Sangha, the first three form a list of Six 

Recollections found in Theravāda literature; the Recollection of Peace is found as the final one in a list of 

Ten Recollections, which also adds Death, the Body, and Breathing (AN.VI.10, DN.33, with detailed 

explanations found at Vism.VII, Vism.VIII). 
593 The use of TN yɔt4 fu4laa4, is unusual here since the Bodhisatta had not yet attained Buddhahood; 

‘recitation of teachings of the Supreme Fula’ would fit the context better. 
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laay5 kaa1 fuŋ5 fi5 saw4 fɛŋ5 kaaŋ1 haaw5 saa4vo4 fum4[32.20]maʔ1co4 te4vaa2 [ ] fi5 paɰ6 may6 

ton3 sɯ1 fɤ5 caa2 tam3 han3 seŋ5 saa1 yo4 ʔaam4 teʔ6 yaw6 

 

[33.01] yin4 pen1 met1taa2 haak1 kɛn2 caw3 pɛŋ4 xɔt4 maŋ4saa4 [ ] fi5 lɔy1 fi5 mɤŋ4 taŋ4 [33.02] 

loŋ5 taak2 xaɰ3 su4 thɛm5 maŋ4lɔŋ4 kam6 maa4 caa2 xe5 haaŋ1 teʔ6 yaw6 

 

xun5 fi5 caŋ2 [33.03] taak2 poŋ1 to1 me4 xiŋ4 yɤŋ1 mi5 lam1 ʔɤk3A laaŋ2 [ ] ɲɛn5 xew3 vew3 paak2 

taak2 haaŋ1 [33.04] kɯŋ6 kaaŋ6 laŋ2 faaŋ3 may6 mɯn2 ton3 sɛn5 paaŋ2 maa4 cu4 teʔ6 yaw6 

 

kaap1 kaay6 hɔt4 [33.05] taɰ3 ton3 may6 xun5 yu2 pɔm4 fɤ5 [ ] to1 mi5 xuy4 xaay4 yaay4 tin1 kaa2 

mɤ4 nɤ5 kɔp4 xɯn3 

 

[33.06] yaam4 dew5(1) fɛw5 thɤŋ5 taaw4 naaw4 lam4 yaaw4 ŋaam1 lam4 suŋ5 si2 kiŋ2 [ ] man4 yaŋ4 

kɔp4 xɯn3 xaa1 [33.07] ʔan1 cut5(3) lut5(3) thaŋ2 taŋ3 xɯn3 can4 diŋ2 tan4 kaaŋ1 

 

sop3 kaap4 kew6 yaap4 yam6 [33.08] naŋ5 pɤk2 ʔan1 non4 [ ] can1 saŋ5 to1 mi5 pyaa4 xiŋ4 lɔk4 pen1 

kon4 num2 noy2 

 

[33.09] thaan3 po4 pen1 naŋ5 xun5 fi5 si5kyaa4 pɤŋ2 tɔŋ4 hɔm5 vaa1tiŋ2 [ ] ʔun6 ʔɤn6 loŋ4 [33.10]B 

su2 may6 taak2 xaa1 paa3 hɔŋ2 yam6 xop3 kiŋ2 xan5 vay4 

 

  

                                                        
A [33.03] Written ʔok3, but pronounced ʔɤk3 in Mueang Sing. 

B [33.10] kin1 yaa lɔk4 pen1 xon4 ŋaam4 is written with ballpoint pen in the left hand margin of the text (in 

Lao script, except for pen1 which is in Tham script). 
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Many were the throngs of spirits which dwelt together in the heavens, in space, the fummaco 

[32.20] deities,594 [ ] and the protective spirits of that place, of the straight tree covered by 

foliage, and the sound of their praise and wonderment spread teʔ yaw. 

 

[33.01] Feeling kindness and love for the beloved True Master, the Mangsa, [ ] all the spirits of 

the mountains and the kingdoms [33.02] wished to assist the Manglong, to support and protect 

him and deliver him from danger teʔ yaw. 

 

So a Spirit Lord [33.03] took the form of a black bear with mottled chest [ ] and a crooked 

smile, [33.04] which suddenly came charging forward, appearing in the forest of ten thousand 

trees and a hundred thousand plains595 teʔ yaw. 

 

It arrived instantly [33.05] beneath the tree where the Lord stayed, concealing itself in the 

foliage, [ ] and the bear scrambled and clambered with its feet, going up as it clung on. 

 

[33.06] When it arrived at the fork of the high, extensive tree with its four long branches, [ ] it 

still clung on and went up a [33.07] slender limb, charging up the steep incline in the middle. 

 

Holding the fine bark between its teeth, it crushed and chewed on [33.08] it, [ ] and presently 

the bear transformed, revealing itself to be a young man of ancestry. 

 

[33.09] So much so that he was like the Lord of the Gods, Sikya, who rules over the Fragrant 

Tong [Tree] of Vating,596 [ ] and the charming [young man] quickly went down [33.10] to the 

limb on the north side of the tree and bit and chewed on the branch. 

 

  

                                                        
594 TN fum4maʔ1co4 te4vaa2, unknown term for a kind of celestial being (possibly from P brahmaja 

‘sprung from Brahma’). 
595 TN mɯn2 ton3 sɛn5 paaŋ2 is usually mɯn2 ton3 sɛn5 paa2 ‘ten thousand trees and one hundred thousand 

woods.’ 
596 TN tɔŋ4 hɔm5 vaa1tiŋ2: vaa1tiŋ2 (elsewhere vaa1tiŋ4saa2 and tiŋ1saa2, from P tāvatiṁsa) is the heavenly 

realm ruled by Sakka; tɔŋ4 hɔm5 is the immense Indian Coral Tree in this heavenly realm. 
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nan6 kɔʔ6 kew6 kaap4 yam6 pɤk2 nɔk4 [33.11] ʔom6 kaa2 taŋ4 loŋ5 [ ] xaʔ5(3)naʔ1 to1 xiŋ4 xun5 

di5(1) yen4 pen1 puŋ2naa4 loŋ5 not2 yuŋ3 

 

[33.12] xo4 paa4 lam1 saɰ5 kom1 mon4 luk4 pu4ti4A let3 thoŋ2 [ ] loŋ4 faak4 ŋaam1 xaa1 may6 ton3 

hɤ1 [33.13] fɤ5 poŋ2 foy4 ŋaam4 

  

laay5 sam2 faay3 su2 kiŋ2 ʔan1 ʔɔk2 kaa2 paa3 van4 tam2 paaw4 [33.14] vaaw4 [ ] mo5 mɤŋ4 xop5(3) 

kin5(1) lam4 ŋaam4 pɤk2 naɰ4 xaaw5 kew6 kaap4 

 

yaam4 dew5(1) yen4 pen1 sop3 [33.15] cun2 vɔk4 liŋ4 xuŋ5 naa3 hew2 [ ] vɛn5 kɔp4 ʔɔŋ2 ʔɔy3 taɰ3 

kiŋ2 may6 ton3 sɯ1 tin1 [33.16] kew2 ho5 loŋ4 

 

maak1 yem3 xew3 fɤk2 hɤk2 yɯn5 naa3 kɔy1 hew2 kɛn4 ham4 [ ] xaʔ5(3)naʔ1 [33.17] yaam4 dew5(1) 

yen4 pen1 to1 loŋ5 haaŋ5 yaaw4 yu2 nɤ5 lam4 pu2 kaaŋ1 se5 yaw6 

 

laay5 caŋ2 vɛn5 [33.18] pay5(1) mɤ4 cu4 kiŋ2 paay1 caan4 lam4 fɤk2 [ ] to1 kaaŋ1 mɯ4 sɛw3 yɯn5 

xew3 yaap4 naŋ5 [33.19] pɤk2 taŋ4 lam4 

 

kaap1 kaay6 lɔk4 pen1 paa4kaa2 nok1 yaaŋ4 fɤk2 ven1 faay5 [ ] ven1 [33.20] yaan5 taaw4 naaw4 

lam4 yaaw4 fɤ5 naa5 taa1 toy4 kaa2 haay5 laay5 faat2 faak4 teʔ6 yaw6B 

 

[34.01]C yaam4 nan4 xaan5 to2 mɔn4 sɛŋ5 ʔaa1lɔŋ4 caw3 puʔ1thaa4nuʔ1saʔ5(3)ti2 [ ] xay2 faʔ6 lay3 

cɛŋ3 huʔ6 [34.02] myo2 muŋ1 lu1 thi2 toy4 yeŋ4 

 

  

                                                        
A [33.12] Written pu4thi4 which is read as a read as a scribal error for pu4ti4 (B ပုုတီး).  

B [33.20] The text has a lɔk2 kut2 symbol normally used at the end of a section. 

C [34.01] sip3 cet3 17 is written at the top of the verso of the seventeenth folio. 
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Holding it between his teeth and chewing on the outer bark, [33.11] gobbling all of it, [ ] in an 

instant, the body of the Good Lord transformed into a great Pungna597 with a long, shaggy 

beard. 

 

[33.12] [With] bright black round prayer beads suspended from his neck, for working along 

with the fingers, [ ] he descended from the limb at the fork of the shining tree [33.13] with its 

beautiful canopy of budding foliage. 

 

He went on again to the immense branch on the western [33.14] side, [ ] and the royal astrologer 

bit and ate the white inner bark of the beautiful tree, holding it between his teeth and chewing. 

 

At once he transformed into an ape with [33.15] a snout, a monkey598 with a wrinkled face, [ ] 

leaping and clinging on, swinging suspended beneath the branch of the straight tree with its feet 

[33.16] hooked on and its head down. 

 

Looking on with projecting white teeth and narrow, wrinkled, rolled up face, [ ] in an instant 

[33.17] he [had] transformed into a large long-tailed creature upon the tree, an elderly langur se 

yaw. 

 

Then it leapt [33.18] away to the branch on the south of the white tree, [ ] which the langur 

seized with its hands and its projecting teeth crushed all of the white [33.19] bark. 

 

Immediately it transformed into a winged599 white egret, quick of flight, [ ] which flew [33.20] 

away from the lengthy, extensive tree with its thick foliage, until it disappeared from sight teʔ 

yaw. 

 

[34.01] Then indeed the Jewel Essence, the Along, Master Puthanusati, [ ] the Egg of the 

Heavens, clearly knew, [34.02] he watched and looked and plainly saw. 

 

  

                                                        
597 TN puŋ2naa4 (B ပုဏၰား P puṇṇa), a Brahmin. 

598 TN liŋ4 xuŋ5, of unidentified species. 

599 TN paa4kaa2 (P pakkha) ‘winged,’ could also be ‘bird’ here. 
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huʔ6 pen1 tip1paa2 laat1taʔ5(3)naa2 yaa3 lɔk4 xaap4 myɔŋ4A [34.03] pyan2 xɔŋ5 fi5 [ ] pen1 pɤ1 tan4 

xɤ4 sin5 tham4 fu4laa4 taa4laa4 mu4caa4 mu2 xun5 fi5 vɔk2 [34.04] caw3 yaw6 hɔ6 

 

caɰ1 xam4 ʔaa1lɔŋ4 tɔŋ4 ʔaw1 kiŋ2 kop5(3) lam4 naŋ5 pɤk2 [ ] xay2 faʔ6 mɯ4 xam2 

tha1[34.05]myɔŋ2 mit4 maak4 nɔy6B tɛŋ2 pɔk2 lɔk4 naŋ5 pɤk2 lɔy4 lɔy4 teʔ6 yaw6 

 

paa3 naa3 paa3 nay6 vay6 maat1 [34.06] man3 may5 sep2 pɔm4 xo4 [ ] ʔaa1lɔŋ4 mɔn4 sɛŋ5 me4 di5(1) 

yaa1 fi5 tɛŋ2(1) toy4 to5(1) haɰ3 fin3 [34.07] kɔy4 yaw6 

 

caŋ2 taak2 caam4 kin1 naŋ5 man4 kiŋ2 tam4 caan4 luk1xaa2 [ ] haaŋ1 caw3 kɯŋ6 kaaŋ6 [34.08] lɔk4 

pen1 yaaŋ4 fɤk2 nok1 caŋ2 han3 ven1 kaa2 yaam4 dew5(1) teʔ6 yaw6 

 

faat2 faak4 thɤn2 [34.09] hɔŋ3 faʔ6 paa2 kaaŋ3 lɔy1 law2 sɛn5 ton4 [ ] la(a)t5(3) cu4 lɯm5 lin1 veŋ4 

laa4 toŋ2 mɤŋ4 kon4 [34.10] tɛŋ2 saaŋ3 yaw6 nɔ1 

 

maŋ4lɔŋ4 ven1 suŋ5 muŋ1 taa1 faa4vo4 lom4 to4 voŋ2 moy5 naay4 [34.11] pɔm4 mɔk2 [ ] la(a)t5(3) 

su2 ʔuk5(3)taa2maʔ1thaa4ni2 ce1 kaaŋ3 lɛn5(1) xɔk2 tan4 saw4 teʔ6 yaw6 

 

[34.12] sut3 kaa2 naa3 faʔ6 pay1 tan4 xam1 laap3 seŋ2 lɔm4 com4 [ ] saay5 sɛŋ5 lɛŋ4 saɰ5 yaa4thaa4 

yaŋ4 [34.13] pɤŋ4 thɔŋ2 kun1 lum1 lɔŋ2 thɔk4 vaa1 nay5 

 

  

                                                        
A [34.02] Read as equivalent to pyɔŋ4 pyan2; the text and the 1876 manuscript both have myɔŋ4 (pyan2) 

where pyɔŋ4 pyan2 is expected (as found at [35.07] below);  

B [34.05] There is a scribal correction between nɔy6 and tɛŋ2. 
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He knew that this was celestial gem medicine of the spirits, to transform one’s appearance, to 

metamorphose, [34.03] [ ] and the gathered spirit lords told the Master that it was because of the 

power of his moral virtue and devotion to the Fula Tala [34.04] yaw hɔ. 
 

The Golden-Hearted Along memorised the branches and bark, [ ] and holding the dagger, the 

small sharpened blade, in his hand, the Egg of the Heavens [34.05] carefully peeled and 

detached the bark teʔ yaw. 

 

He kept it on the front and on this side, firmly [34.06] tied and impaled on a thread, and placed 

it around his neck, [ ] and the Along, the Jewel Essence, prepared the medicine created by the 

spirits to see for himself, as fitting [34.07] kɔy yaw. 

 

He tried eating the bark from the branch on the south of the tree, [ ] and his body suddenly 

[34.08] transformed into a white egret and at the same time the bird immediately flew away teʔ 

yaw. 

 

Leaving the Forest [34.09] Spanning the Heavens, the vast forest and hills and upland fields of 

one hundred thousand ranges, [ ] he made straight for the territory of the royal city, to the 

bounds of human [34.10] habitation yaw nɔ. 
 

The Manglong flew high in the heavens, where the wind blew a path through the clouds and 

mist, hidden from sight [34.11] by the clouds, [ ] and made straight for the vast city of 

Uktamathani, the place where he had dwelt teʔ yaw. 

 

[34.12] The face of the sky was not yet in the darkness of dusk and was peering and rejoicing,  

[ ] with the jewel rays of the brightly lit [celestial] chariot still [34.13] radiant, striking the realm 

below and reflecting its lustre vaa nay. 
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yaam4 dew5(1) ʔaa1lɔŋ4 ven1A mɤ4 caap3 nɤ5 maan4 pi5(1) [34.14] thi4 ho5 faʔ6 xun5 mɤŋ4 tu4laaŋ2  

[ ] vaay2 naa3 mɤ4 su2 ceŋ2 hɔŋ2 myo2 cɤŋ1 ʔu2 ho5 [34.15] mɤŋ4 teʔ6 yaw6 

 

caŋ2 sam6 ʔaa3 paak2 hɔŋ6 sɛn2 tɤŋ2 seŋ5 yaɰ2 saam3 xaa4 [ ] laay5 caŋ2 [34.16] ven1 tok5(3) caan4 

ho5 xun5 mɤŋ4 xwyɔŋ4 ne5 pyaa4 diŋ2 ʔoŋ3 vaa1 nay5 

 

yo4 ho5 nɯŋ5 xiŋ4 [34.17] hɔŋ6 saam5 kam4 yaw6 kaa2 [ ] laay5 sam2 ven1 lep4 ho5 man4 sɛŋ5 hun2 

tɛm3 cɔy6 luk4 caw3 can4[34.18]taa2 saam5 xaa4 

 

caŋ2 taak2 ʔɛn2 xaw3 thɤn2 hɔŋ3 faʔ6 paa2 kaaŋ3 naɰ4 thɤn2 loŋ1 naa5 [ ] xon5 [34.19] xaaw5 to1 

yaaŋ4 xwyɑɑŋ4 ven1 kaa4 haay5 taa5(1) maw2 pɔk4 teʔ6 yaw6 

 

yaam4 nan4 kon4 mɤŋ4 nan4 [34.20] nɤŋ4 fɤŋ4 kan1 ʔaam4 ko1 xwyɔŋ2 [ ] nay6 cam6 kɛn2 laak2 

xaw3 pen1 naa1mik4 ti1 man4 caw3 naŋ1 han3 [35.01] ho5 sɔŋ2 kop5(3) naaŋ4 lay3 nɔ1 

 

maw2 nan5 ce1 ko2 vɔŋ6 cɤŋ1 kaaŋ3 haw4 yu2 yin4 [35.02] yɛw5 [ ] taak2 mi4 ʔaa1le4 fe4 myaa4 luʔ6 

mɤŋ4 lɛw5 ʔam2 cɛŋ3 

 

tan4 nay5 xaw5 yaŋ4 ʔu1 ʔi1 [35.03] xi5 caɰ1 faɰ5 man4 ku1 xiŋ4 kon4 cɔp4 diŋ2 [ ] kɔy4 kaa1 mɔŋ4 

xɔp4 pe4taaŋ2 faʔ6 fu3 caaŋ1 xaʔ5(3)[35.04]miŋ2 mo5 mɤŋ4 kɔy4 yaw6 

 

  

                                                        
A [34.13] There is a scribal error between ven1 and mɤ4. 
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The Along flew at once to alight on the dome, on the finial [34.14] ornament, above the royal 

hall of the Lord of the Kingdom, on the spire, [ ] and turned to face the north, to look 

northwards, to the head [34.15] of the kingdom600 teʔ yaw. 

 

It repeatedly opened its mouth and cried out loudly three times a resounding invocation, [ ] and 

then [34.16] it flew down to the veranda of the hall of the Lord of the Kingdom and repeatedly 

showed itself, inclining its wings vaa nay. 

 

Raising its head and shaking its body, [34.17] it called out three times and then went,  

[ ] and then it flew around the hall of the Jewel Painted Form,601 the damsel princess Canta 

[34.18] three times. 

 

It soared into the Forest Spanning the Heavens, the vast forest, in the woodland, the dense 

woods, [ ] and the white [34.19] feathered egret instantly flew away out of sight and did not 

return teʔ yaw. 

 

At that time the people of the kingdom were [34.20] noisy and gathered together in amazement 

and fear, [ ] “Surely it is an omen about the Master who sits [35.01] in the shining hall and the 

young woman lay nɔ. 
 

“Otherwise the ancient royal city, our vast kingdom, will live in [35.02] dread, [ ] not knowing 

if there will be calamity and great danger that will destroy and lay waste to the kingdom.” 

 

Thus was there an anxious [35.03] murmuring of the crowds, ‘u i,’602 and each one, every 

person, was dispirited and unsettled, [ ] [placing] all their hope in the calculations of a venerable 

skilled wise [35.04] man, a royal astrologer kɔy yaw. 

 

 

  

                                                        
600 TN ceŋ2 hɔŋ2, cɤŋ1 ʔu2, and ho5 mɤŋ4 (‘head of the kingdom’) are all ‘north.’ 

601 TN sɛŋ5 hun2 tɛm3, an epithet of the princess. 

602 TN ʔu1 ʔi1, the indistinct sound of a crowd of people talking when heard from a distance. 
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mɤ1 nan6 sam5faa4laa2 yɔt4 caw3 lɔŋ4 to2 sɛŋ5 laaw5(1) [ ] [35.05] fu3 ʔan1 kin1 taŋ4 yaa1 yam5(1) 

yen4 xiŋ4 naŋ5 yaaŋ4 xaaw5 lɔk4 xaap4 

 

can1A saŋ5 [35.06] mɔn4 sɛŋ5 ven1 thɤŋ5 paa3 ho5 mɤŋ4 ʔɔŋ2 laan2 [ ] caŋ2 taak2 kin1 taŋ4 kiŋ2 hɔŋ2 

[35.07] yaa1 ton3 nan6 pyɔŋ4 pyan2 yen4 xiŋ4 vaa1 nay5 

 

kɛn2 laak2 pen1 yɤŋ1 puŋ2naa4 faʔ6 caw3 [35.08] nɯŋ1 si5laa2 mo5 hoŋ5 [ ] laat3 cu4 lɯm5 lin1 veŋ4 

xam4 toŋ2 mɤŋ4 loŋ5 xaw3B ce1 teʔ6 [35.09] yaw6 

 

yaŋ4 maa4 saw4 fɛŋ5 taaŋ4 tum1 ti1 kon4 hɔm4 muŋ1 fo2 [ ] kɛn2 caw3 lɯ3 [35.10] tam3 caa4lɔp4 ti1 

sum6 kaaŋ3 te4co2 poŋ1 saw4 yaw6 nɔ1 

 

mɤ1 nan6 kon4 mɯn2 [35.11] laan6 ku1 fu3 sɛn5 sam2 nam5 naay4 [ ] cem1 xun5 cem1 kaan1 fan4 

myo4 ʔik2 cum4 haay4 num2 thaw3 

 

[35.12] faɰ5 man4 nan4 nɤŋ4 vɤ(ɛ)ŋ4C tum1 cum4 num4 caw3 kon4 mo5 pe4taaŋ2  

[ ] cem1 ʔan1 se5naa2 maat4 [35.13] sɤŋ2 xɯʔ6 xaa3 caw3 fu4laaŋ2 ho5 xam4 vaa1 nay5 

 

su4 to2 myew4 to2 caw3 pen1D mu2 nan4 [35.14] nɤŋ4 [ ] ʔɔn1 kan1 maa4 tum1 xiŋ4 li1 maŋ4lɔŋ4 no2 

von1 hɤŋ4 mo5 caaŋ1 vaa1 nay5 

 

to1 [35.15] nay5 xun5 mo5 maa4 fɛw5 lin1 tam4 ti1 mɤŋ4 xam4 hɔt4 pɔŋ2 [ ] tu1 xaa3 caɰ1 pɤŋ1E 

si5laa2 [35.16] faʔ6 nuŋ1 faa3 xaaw5 sɔŋ2 ven4 xiŋ4 nay6 hɔ1 

 

  

                                                        
A [35.05] There is a scribal correction before can1. 

B [35.08] There is a scribal correction between xaw3 and ce1. 

C [35.12] The vowel is modified from vɛŋ4 to vɤŋ4 to agree with nɤŋ4. 

D [35.13] Written men1, read as a scribal error for pen1 found in the 1876 manuscript. 

E [35.15] Written mɤŋ1, read as a scribal error for pɤŋ1 found in the 1876 manuscript. 
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Then the Accomplished One, the Supreme Master, the noble Long, the Jewel Star, [ ] [35.05] 

the person who had eaten the potent medicine603 and changed himself and transformed to be like 

a white egret. 

 

Presently [35.06] the Jewel Essence flew to the head of the defeated kingdom, [ ] and ate the 

medicine from the northern branch [35.07] of that tree, and metamorphosed and transformed 

himself vaa nay. 

 

[Looking] truly like a venerable Brahmin, [35.08] an adept, a renowned expert, [ ] he made 

straight for the territory of the golden city, to the bounds of the great kingdom, and entered the 

city teʔ [35.09] yaw. 

 

Coming to stay together with the gathering of assembled onlookers, [ ] the True Master rested 

[35.10] at a pavilion, a wide shelter, dwelling there in majesty yaw nɔ. 
 

Then every one of the ten thousand [35.11] million people, of a hundred thousand kinds, the 

multitude, [ ] ancestral lords and officials together with vassals, young and old, 

 

[35.12] Each person making noise, gathered and congregated around the astrologer, [ ] together 

with ministers and counsellors [35.13] of important polities, noble subjects of the sovereign, the 

Golden Hall vaa nay. 

 

Upright and of noble descent, they were gathered making [35.14] noise, [ ] leading each other to 

meet the Good Manglong, the Resplendent Merit Shoot,604 the skilled expert vaa nay. 

 

Then [35.15] the lord expert arrived at the ground, the place of the golden kingdom, reaching it 

and appearing there, [ ] “We trust in the venerable adept [35.16] whose body is swathed in 

shining white-robes nay hɔ.605 

 

  

                                                        
603 TN yaa1 yam1, i.e. the yaa3 lɔk4 xaap4 which magically transforms one’s appearance.  

604 TN no2 von1 hɤŋ4, an epithet of the Bodhisatta. 

605 The lord counsellors address the Bodhisatta. 
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xɛn4 to1 taak2 loy3 ʔup3paa2naa1mik4 [35.17] myo2 ce1 kaaŋ3 keŋ4 kwyo2 lu4(1) ce4 [ ] taak2 loy3 

mɤŋ4 loŋ5 ho5 xam4 yaam4 nay5 ʔam2 mi4 fe4 [35.18] kit2 xɔŋ3 vaa1 hɯ5 

 

van4 vaa4 van4 sɯn4 xiŋ4 tu1 han5 se5 to1 yaaŋ4 ven1 maa4 caap3 [35.19] ho5 naaŋ4 ʔu4 kaaŋ2 [ ] 

laay5 sam2 ven1 caap3 thi4 sɔŋ2 vɔŋ6 tu4laaŋ2 nɤŋ4 nan4 vaa1 nay5 

 

[35.20] yew1 laak2 ʔup3paa2naa1mik4 lɔŋ1 yot4 teʔ6 keŋ4 kwyo2 ʔu4 nɔm4 [ ] laak2 haɰ3 xun5 mo5 

[36.01]A toy4 yeŋ4 se5 van4 tɛŋ2 lu1 cɔm4 ku1 yɤŋ1 loy3 nɔ1 

 

tan4 nay5 saay5 xɔm4 xun5 di5(1) maat4 fɔŋ4 [36.02] mɤŋ4 nam5 naa2 [ ] faw2 nan6 lɔŋ4 to2 vɔŋ6 

muŋ1 cɛŋ3 lu1 kaa2 toy4 ce4 teʔ6 yaw6 

 

saa5[36.03]tiʔ5(3)B piŋ2yaa2 vay6 kip4 xaaŋ3 fɔŋ4 kɔm2 naɰ4 to5(1) [ ] su4 se4 xun5 di5(1)C ʔaa1lɔŋ4 

yom6 fan4 xo5 tɛŋ2 laat4 

 

[36.04] vaa1 ti1 laay5 xun5 maat4 fɔŋ4 mɤŋ4 se5naa2 xaw5 hɤy6 [ ] laat4 loy3 naa1mik4 cɔŋ1 naŋ2 

nay6 sut3 [36.05] kaa1 li5(1) ko5(1) loŋ5 nɔ1 

 

saŋ5 nan5 ʔɔk2 tam3 pyɑk4kaʔ1ti2 pe4taaŋ2 haaŋ1 kaw1 mo5 [36.06] seŋ2 faʔ6 si5laa2 toy4 lu1 [ ] 

pɤŋ1 ʔaa1kwyɔŋ4 taŋ4 pɔŋ1 caɰ1 lɤŋ4 yam4 mɤŋ4 vɔŋ6 xun5 su5 [36.07] ʔam2 sɯ1 teʔ6 kɔy1 

 

xun5 su5 haaŋ1 taak2 ciŋ4 ʔaw1 xɔŋ5 di5(1) pɤn1 taŋ4 laay5 laak1 sɤŋ2 [ ] [36.08] kyɛm2 haɰ3 caw3 

pɤn1 xɔm3D vaa2 luʔ6 tok3 cɤŋ1 sum4 se5 vaa1 nay5 

 

caŋ2 haɰ3 naa1mik4 po2 tam4 ce1 [36.09] ko2 vɔŋ6 ʔuk5(3)taa2maʔ1thaa4ni2 pen5(1) maa4 [ ] cɔm4 

loy3 caɰ1 xun5 caɰ1 naaŋ4 ʔam2 taa4laa4 kyaam4 pɤŋ3 

 

  

                                                        
A [36.01] sip3 pɛt2 18 is written at the top of the verso of the eighteenth folio. 

B [36.02/03] saa5piŋ2yaa2 is read as a scribal error for saa5tiʔ3 piŋ2yaa2 found in the 1876 manuscript. 

C [36.03] xun5 di1, found in the 1876 manuscript, is added by the scribe. 

D [36.08] Written xam3 in the text and in the 1876 manuscript, but read as xɔm3 by scribes in Mueang 

Sing. 
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“Pray reveal the omen! [35.17] Look and see the complete calculation of the planets’ [destiny] 

for the vast kingdom! [ ] Show whether the great kingdom of the golden hall is encountering 

[35.18] adversity at this time or not vaa hɯ. 

 

“Yesterday we saw an egret fly here and alight on [35.19] the hall of the lady, her palace, [ ] and 

then fly to alight on the shining royal finial ornament of the royal spire and make a noise vaa 

nay. 

 

[35.20] “Perhaps the omen is of a very bad kind and in the calculation of the planets’ [destiny] 

our power will be surrendered. [ ] The Lord Expert should [36.01] look carefully at the days and 

strive to see what will follow, of every kind loy nɔ.” 

 

Thus were the abundant words of the good lord counsellors who governed [36.02] the kingdom, 

[ ] and on that occasion the magnificent noble Long looked and clearly saw all teʔ yaw. 

 

Keeping mindfulness [36.03] and wisdom close to his side, and controlling [his knowledge] 

within himself, [ ] the youthful Good Lord, the Along, smiled as he spoke, 

 

[36.04] “You, the many lord counsellors and ministers who govern the kingdom xaw hɤy! [ ] 

Speaking of this kind of omen, they are [36.05] all very frightening nɔ. 
 

“If it is thus, as I, the astrologer, the adept, calculate according to [36.06] my almanac, [ ] it 

depends for its cause upon the crooked intentions and uncivilised hearts of you, the lords who 

rule over the royal kingdom [36.07] teʔ kɔy. 

 

“All of you lords furtively stole and seized for yourself the marvellous object of another, [ ] 

[36.08] intending that he would be undermined and overcome, ruined, and he would fall from 

the state and be defeated vaa nay. 

 

“This caused the omen that appeared at the ancient [36.09] royal city of Uktamathani to come to 

be, [ ] as a result of the hearts of [you] lords and of the young woman being without the Tala, 

harsh and erring. 
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[36.10] po4 thɤŋ5 cet5(3) van4 put4 taam1 kan1 laak4 yaa2 [ ] fi5 taak2 poŋ1 taam2 ti1 man4 caw3 xay2 

faʔ6 seŋ3 [36.11] co1 faʔ6 faa2 taay1 can4 cam6 yaw6 

 

lun4 man4 can1taa2 cɔy6 fu3 mɤk4 caɰ1 maap2 ko4 [36.12] to5(1) [ ] haaŋ1 taak2 fit3 von1 xam4 

xaaŋ4 caw3 xun5 fo5 kit2 xɔŋ3 

 

fe4 loŋ5 taak2 [36.13] pen1 mi4 maa4 tam3 naɰ4 ho5 maan2 maan2 yaw6 [ ] kaa1 pen1 paak2 caw3 

cɔŋ3 xɔt2 yaʔ6 loŋ2 ki1 poŋ1 [36.14] kaan2 ciŋ4 fɔŋ4 cam6 hɔ6 

 

ʔaw1 kaa2 mɯʔ6 nay6 kaa2 mɯʔ6 naa3 lɤn1 thuk2 saam5 xaa4 [ ] [36.15] mɤŋ4 loŋ5 ho5 xam4 

yaam4 yen5(1) pen5(1) sɤk5(3) tɤk5(3) kan5(1) luʔ6 thaa4yaa4 lɛk2 yɔy1 cam6 yaw6 

 

[36.16] pen1 pɤ1 ho5 xam4 xun5 mɤŋ4 laak1 ciŋ4 ʔaw1 xɔŋ5 pɤn1 sɔŋ5 no2  

[ ] lɤk4 naŋ5 ʔɔk2 [36.17] vaaŋ1 pe4taaŋ2 pyɑk4kaʔ1ti2 si5laa2 tat4 lɛŋ4 myo2 mi4 nay5 teʔ6 yaw6 

 

naŋ2 nay6 puk1thaa4[36.18]nuʔ1saʔ5(3)ti2 yɔt4 caw3 ne5 vɔk2 sɛŋ5 laaw5(1) [ ] po4 pen1 tok5(3) caɰ5(1) 

xun5 hoŋ5 fɔŋ4 mɤŋ4 [36.19] yu2 saw4 ŋaw5 mɔm1 naa3 teʔ6 yaw6 

 

kɛn2 laak2 pen1 nan5 mi4 maa4 yɤŋ1 xɔm4 mo5 si5laa2 [ ] [36.20] pen1 naŋ5 taa1 caw3 su4 yan2 cɛŋ3 

lu1 kaa2 han5 ce4 teʔ6 hɔ6 

 

kɔy4 kaa1 het3 hɯ5 [37.01] ce1 ko2 faʔ6 lɔt4 lɔŋ1 fe4 laan2 sɤk5(3) nɔŋ4A [ ] yaa2 haɰ3 mɤŋ4 loŋ5 

lɛw5 haay5 faay5 [37.02] laay4 ke2 fɔŋ5 lɔŋ4 caat2 he1 xaa3 hɔ6 

 

  

                                                        
A [37.01] nɔŋ4 is added with ballpoint pen where the manuscript is damaged. 
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[36.10] “When seven consecutive days have passed and gone by, [ ] the spirits will issue a 

punishment upon him, the Master Egg of the Heavens, his days will [36.11] be done, and he 

will be struck stone dead by [a bolt of] lightning cam yaw. 

 

“After him, Canta, the wicked, evil-hearted brazen [36.12] damsel, [ ] who herself wronged the 

merit of her spouse, the Lord her husband, will meet with adversity. 

 

“A great calamity will certainly [36.13] befall her in her hall, [ ] and all the Hundred Masters of 

Blossoming Decorated Royal Parasols,606 will [36.14] rebel and take the throne by force cam hɔ. 
 

“From this day forth, after three cycles of the moon, [ ] [36.15] the great kingdom of the golden 

hall will be in stillness before607 the battle and the fighting will utterly destroy and rent it 

asunder cam yaw. 

 

[36.16] “Because the Golden Hall, the Lord of the Kingdom, stole and seized another’s 

possession, of the two Shoots,608 [ ] just as it has been [36.17] calculated in the almanac, the 

accomplished adept clearly sees that it is thus teʔ yaw.” 

 

And thus did Pukthanusati, the Star Jewel, [36.18] the Supreme Master, reveal and tell, [ ] 

which was sufficient to startle the renowned lords who governed the kingdom, [36.19] who 

remained sorrowful and hung their heads in shame teʔ yaw. 

 

“Certainly it happened thus as the words of the expert, the adept. [ ] [36.20] It’s as though his 

eyes are clairvoyant, looking clearly around and seeing all teʔ hɔ. 
 

“But what can be done so that the [37.01] ancient city will escape from the danger of its 

enemies and the approaching war, [ ] so the great kingdom will not be utterly laid to waste, 

[37.02] small and widely scattered xaa hɔ? 

                                                        
606 TN paak2 caw3 cɔŋ3 xɔt2 yaʔ6 loŋ2 ki1, minor rulers of vassal kingdoms. 

607 TN yaam4 yen1 pen1 sɤk3 tɤk3 kan1 read as the stillness or quiet before battle commences, could also 

be a lull in fighting or the stillness after the battle. 
608 TN sɔŋ5 no2 is read as the Bodhisatta and the princess (even though princess actually stole the kampala 

cloth). 
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di5(1) het5(3) di5(1) me4 pɤŋ1 laɰ1 naam4 kop3 keŋ4 [37.03] caa4taa2 [ ] laɰ1 maw2 pon6 se5 faʔ6 fu3 

caaŋ1 si5laa2 ho4 pan1 loy3 van1 

 

naŋ2 nay6 mu2 maat4 [37.04] faʔ6A tɛŋ2 taan3 thaam5 thi2 kɤŋ4 kɤŋ4 [ ] ʔaa1lɔŋ4 toy4 lu5(1) keŋ4 

xan5 paan1 naam4 kop3 mɤŋ4 tɛŋ2 [37.05] taak4 

 

caŋ2 taak2 seŋ5 vaan5 xaan5 kam4 laat4 taŋ4 laay5 se5naa2 [ ] saŋ5 vaa1 taak2 xaɰ3 kam6 [37.06] 

naam4 thɔk4 ce1 ko2 vɔŋ6 ʔik2 loy3 hɤk4 caa4taa2 ʔu4 keŋ4 

 

laak2 haɰ3 kɛn2 vɔŋ6 [37.07] haaŋ3 xɤŋ1 luk4 hun2B cɔy6 can1taa2 xiŋ4 kom5(1)  

[ ] ʔaw1 taŋ4 hew4 sɛŋ5 nep5(3) ho5 xwyo4 [37.08] law4 tum2 moy4 fom5 suk4 kaw3 

 

caŋ2 kɔy1 me4 li1 xo4 leŋ4 poy1 fɯn4 fe4 laak4 yan2 [ ] [37.09] lɤk4 xaa5 saaw5 num2 cɤŋ6 haaŋ1 

nɯŋ1 faa4 lan2 laay5 kon4 

 

fɔm6 kan1 te2 taŋ3 faŋ1 faŋ1 maŋ4[37.10]kaʔ1laa2 len3 mon1 pɔy4 pyo2 kaaŋ1 mɤŋ4 [ ] po4 thɤŋ5C 

naɰ5 saay5 lɛŋ4 maa4 yaa4thaa4 pɤŋ4 [37.11] suŋ5 tɔŋ2 kun1 mɤŋ4 mɤ1 fuk4 

 

taak2 mi4 xun5 di5(1) cɯn4 yɯn4 kon4 nɯŋ1 haaŋ1 yaay4 [37.12] fi5 te4vaa2 [ ] xiŋ4 poy1 yam4 

yaaŋ1 xɤŋ1 ci2 nam6 vaa1laat4 xam4 vaa2 sɛŋ5 paw4 

 

  

                                                        
A [37.04] There is a scribal correction between faʔ6 and tɛŋ2. 

B [37.07] Written han2 in the text and in the 1876 manuscript, read as a scribal error for hun2. 

C [37.10] There is a scribal correction to naɰ5 following thɤŋ5. 
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“Whatever kind of thing should we do or implement for our destiny, fate, and [37.03] fortune?  

[ ] We do not have anything better than what the venerable expert, the adept, will expound loy 

van”609 

 

Thus did the gathering of venerable counsellors [37.04] speak and plainly enquire, [ ] and the 

Along observed and reckoned the fate and fortune, and the life and destiny of the kingdom. 

 

[37.05] With a sweet sound, he spoke these words to all the ministers, [ ] “If you wish to uphold 

and maintain the [37.06] destiny of the ancient royal city and its auspicious fate and the majesty 

of its fortunes, 

 

 “Then the True Magnificence should [37.07] dress up his comely child, the Damsel Form 

Canta, [ ] and insert a hew saeng610 [flower] into the slender, [37.08] graceful bud of her top-

knot, the bunch of her washed hair. 

 

“Then prepare her possessions well, adorn her in draped and trailing cloth of satin, [ ] [37.09] 

and seek many young women as handmaidens, united as one body. 

 

“[Then] join together and collaborate to set up a festival [37.10] with amusements and 

enjoyment, with happy celebration, in the midst of the city, [ ] when the afternoon light has 

arrived and the radiant carriage [37.11] is shining from high upon the world tomorrow. 

 

“There will be a Good Lord of brilliant appearance like [37.12] that of a spirit or deity, [ ] 

adorned in intensely glittering clothes, with rows of the nine gems,611 overflowing with gold612 

and fringed with jewels. 

                                                        
609 TN loy3 van1 is read as a question marker for both lines in this couplet; laɰ1 maw2 pon6 se5 is read as 

‘whatever (we can think of) would not be as good as (what the expert expounds).’ 
610 TN hew4 sɛŋ5, read as a flower similar to hew4 xam4 or hew4 ŋɤn4, both of which are bushes of about 

head height with cubit-long leaves found in Mueang Sing, hew4 xam4 having yellow flowers and hew4 

ŋɤn4 having white flowers (but not ‘the flower of the arum’ as Cushing gives for mɔk2 hew4 ŋɤn4). 

611 TN nam6 vaa1laat4 (B နဝရတ ္ Skt navaratna) is also read by some scribes as ‘multicoloured,’ from 

nam6 ‘colour’ and vaa1laat4 ‘many kinds mixed together’ (Judson gives a list of the nine gems). 

612 TN xam4 vaa2, an alternative reading would be ‘golden yellow,’ i.e. vaa2 as B ဝါ ‘yellow.’  
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luk1 se5 [37.13] tam3 van4 ʔɔk2 tɔŋ4 mɔk2 ʔuk3taa4laa2 ce1 cɤŋ1 tɤŋ4 hoŋ5 [ ] man4 xun5 taak2 pɔy4 

vaaŋ4 [37.14] tin1 cɤn4 xiŋ4 xaw3 veŋ4 loŋ5 su2 ce1 cam6 yaw6 

 

su5 caŋ2 fɛt4 ʔaw1 caw3 [37.15] fu3 nan6 xaw3 voŋ1 han3 saa5faŋ2 pɔy4 ki4 [ ] caŋ2 kɔy1 laap4 

thaap4 can1taa2 cɔy6 haap1 [37.16] miŋ1 vaaŋ4 nɔp4 sɛŋ5 laaw5(1) [ ] haɰ3 pen1 pu4pe4 me4 pɛŋ4 

xun5 di5(1) saa4kɔŋ4 maŋ4lɔŋ4 [37.17] pem2 hɔm4 saw4 hom1 saaŋ3 taa1 van1 

 

caŋ2 kɔy1 vaaŋ4 pan1 kin1 tɤŋ4 mɤŋ4 loŋ5 ʔaap4 man4 [37.18] xun5 thaap4 soŋ2 [ ] saŋ5 nan5 

kwyɑk4 saʔ1le2 te4co2 vɔŋ6 cɤŋ1 kaaŋ3 ʔu4 [37.19] kuŋ2 fuŋ4 mi4 cam6 van1 

 

ce1 caw3 caŋ2 taak2 saa2 lɔn2 kɔn2 pon6 mɤ1 van4 kɔn2 [37.20] laay5 tɔn4 [ ] ʔɤm4 tɤm4 kɤm4 lɤ5 

mɤŋ4 laɰ1 taak2 maa4 ciŋ4 se5 nan4 sɛŋ5 thaaŋ2 [38.01]A thok5(3) thɔn5 maw2 lay3 kɔy4 naa1 

 

pɤŋ1 nay5 saay5 xɔm4 maŋ4lɔŋ4 kɔŋ4 kɔŋ4 laat4 xun5 fɔŋ4 se4[38.02]naa2 [ ] xaw5 yaŋ4 com4 maw2 

yaw6 maw2 seŋ3 sut3 kaa2 lɤ5 tɔn4 ti1 pɤn1 teʔ6 yaw6 

 

[38.03] caŋ2 taak2 fɔm6 kan1 xɯn3 law1 caw3 kɛn2 vɔŋ6 ʔuk3thaa4maa2B fɔŋ4 yam4  

[ ] ʔaw1 [38.04] taŋ4 naaŋ4 di5(1) fi5 tɛŋ5(1) sɛŋ5 kon4 non4 fɔŋ5 yɔŋ4 fom5 to5(1) kom5(1) ven4 xiŋ4 

thay2 fɯn4 [38.05] xam4 haaŋ3 xɤŋ1 

 

  

                                                        
A [38.01] sip3 kaw3 19 is written at the top of the verso of the nineteenth folio. 

B [38.03] ʔuk3thaa4maa2, found in both the text and the 1876 manuscript, is read as a scribal error for 

ʔuk3taa4maa2. 
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“Coming [37.13] from the east, to the north613 of the city, the state, the renowned kingdom, [ ] 

this Lord will put down [37.14] his feet and step into the great city cam yaw. 

 

“You should invite him, [37.15] that person, to enter the place of the festival, the great 

celebration, [ ] and then present and respectfully offer the damsel Canta [37.16] to the Star 

Jewel, to accept her destiny [ ] as the beloved former614 wife of the Good and Noble Lord, the 

Manglong, [37.17] to nestle side by side and to live and dwell together taa van. 

 

“Then give and offer and bestow the state, the great kingdom, [37.18] for the Lord to reign over, 

[ ] and if [you do] thus, then the vast kingdom will enjoy an esteemed reputation and regal 

majesty, power, [37.19] virtue, and glory cam van. 

 

“Your city’s pleasure will surpass and exceed that of former days [37.20] manyfold,  

[ ] more dense and firm than any kingdom which comes to seize the jewel palace, and it will be 

impossible [38.01] to think of separating or removing it kɔy naa.” 

 

The Manglong spoke such words plainly to the ruling lords and ministers, [38.02] [ ] and within 

themselves they were endlessly and ceaselessly and excessively delighted, to the utmost teʔ 

yaw. 

 

[38.03] Together, they went up to tell the True Magnificence who governed and ruled over 

Ukthama615 [ ] to have [38.04] the comely Good Lady who was created by the gods, the Jewel 

of Persons, soft and fine, to arrange her hair, change her clothes and dress up, swathing herself 

in [38.05] cloth of gold. 

 

  

                                                        
613 TN van4 ʔɔk2 tɔŋ4 mɔk2 ʔuk3taa4laa2: van4 ʔɔk2 is ‘east’ and tɔŋ4 mɔk2 (B ေတာင ္ ‘south’ + ေျမာက ္

‘north’) and ʔuk3taa4laa2 (P uttara) are both ‘north;’ sometimes read as ‘northeast.’ 

614 TN pu4pe4 (P pubbe), i.e. from a previous life, rather than due to the fact she had recently been married 

to him in a different form. 
615 TN ʔuk3thaa4maa2 is read as a scribal error for ʔuk3taa4maa2. 
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yew1 pɔŋ5(1) pɔy4 loŋ5 hoŋ5 haaŋ4 xaaŋ3 paaŋ1 kaaŋ1 mɤŋ4 mon1 kɔŋ1 mɔŋ4 paat1 [38.06] pi2 [ ] 

lɤk4 haa5 heŋ5 nɯŋ1 hun2 pɔm3 tɔm6 tɛm6 kɛm1 keŋ4yaa4naa2 kaw3 yo1 fom5 thi2 faa4 xaaŋ4 

 

[38.07] ʔɤŋ3 ʔɤŋ3 mu2 yɤŋ1A saa5faŋ2 faʔ6 xɛk2 xɔn3 pɔy4 to2 nan4 xaŋ4 [ ] kɔy4 kaa1 mɔŋ4B han5 

fan4 hoŋ5 fi5 poŋ5(1) [38.08] xun5 mɤŋ4 no2 maŋ4lɔŋ4 su2 ce1 teʔ6 yaw6 

 

vaa1 kaa1 laay5 ton1 yaa1haan4 taa1pe4 [38.09] luk4 ŋaw4 sɛŋ5 saŋ5xaa2 xaw5 hɤy6 [ ] caw3 fu3 loŋ1 

pon6 heŋ5 paay1 sɔŋ5 paak2 kaan6 [38.10] xo3 kiʔ5(3)le4saa2 son5saw4 xaw5 nɔ1 

 

pen1 naŋ5 mɤ1 nan6 put1thaa2 ku4laa2 faʔ6 [38.11] yɔt4 caw3 saaŋ5 puk2 xɤ4 hoŋ5 [ ] po4 ʔan1 thɤŋ5 

paan1 saan2 saan2 lɛŋ5 saɰ5 laa4thaa4 pɤŋ4 [38.12] maa4 thɔŋ2 kun1 loŋ5 mɤ1 fuk4 

 

ʔaa1lɔŋ4 pɔŋ4 to1 yen4 xiŋ4 haaŋ1 xun5 xam4 mu3 num2 [ ] [38.13] xiŋ4 nuŋ1 kak4 kak4 cak4 hɤ1 

lam4maʔ1ti2 sɔŋ2 cɯn1 pan4 cum2 mi4 ŋaw4 

 

  

                                                        
A [38.07] mu2 yɤŋ1, which occurs in the 1876 manuscript, is added by the scribe. 

B [38.07] mɔŋ4 is corrected by the scribe. 
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They organised a great renowned celebration at the side of the meeting ground in the midst of 

the city, with entertainment, drums and gongs, lyres616 [38.06] and flutes, [ ] and selected one 

thousand elegant maidens, budding young women with their lush hair in hanging top-knots,617 

to accompany her. 

 

[38.07] The clamorous, diverse assembly of gathered visitors at the celebrations and festivities 

were noisy and cacophonous, [ ] in the single expectation of seeing the One of Renowned 

Lineage, placed down by the gods, [38.08] the Lord of the Kingdom and Manglong Shoot,618 

come to the city teʔ yaw. 

 

Many Buddhist monks,619 Sangxa of disciples [38.09] of the Jewel Radiance xaw hɤy! [ ] Those 

who have gone beyond and are free from, who have removed620 the one thousand two hundred 

[38.10] kilesa,621 the mental defilements xaw nɔ! 
 

So it was at that time that the Clan of Puktha,622 [38.11] the Heavenly Supreme Master, planted 

by the gods, of renowned lineage, [ ] when it reached the time that the brightly soaring vehicle, 

the radiant carriage, [38.12] came to shine on the great realm on the morrow, 

 

The Along transformed himself, changing into the form of a Golden Lord, [like] a young mu 

[flower], [38.13] dressed [like] a dazzling, shining thunderbolt, a brightly glittering precious 

stone, completely swathed in radiance, 

 

                                                        
616 TN paat1 ‘lyre,’ read as a stringed instrument similar to a tiŋ2 ‘harp,’ is not used in Mueang Sing; it 

could possibly also be B ပတ ္‘small drum.’ 

617 TN kaw3 yo1, a top-knot where the hair is gathered and then let down a little. 

618 TN no2 maŋ4lɔŋ4, an epithet of the Bodhisatta. 

619 The Buddha addresses the assembly of monks to whom he is narrating the birth-story. 
620 TN kaan6 could also be read as ‘defeated.’ 

621 TN kiʔ3le4saa2 (P kilesa), the number 1,200 given here is usually 1,500 in other manuscripts; son5saw4 

‘mental defilement’ is a synonym for kilesa. 

622 TN put1thaa2 ku4laa2 could also be read as a scribal error for ‘son of good family,’ from P putta ‘son’ + 

kula ‘clan, good family,’ which is found often in Pali canonical literature. 
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kɛn2 caw3 [38.14] mɤ4 yu2 ceŋ2 hɔŋ2 tɔŋ4 myɔk2 ʔuk3taa4laa2 ho5 mɤŋ4 [ ] xiŋ4 xam4 ŋaam4 taa1 

faaŋ5 di5(1) [38.15] su5 pu4 tu4 tɤ4 pen1 yɤŋ1 xun5 fi5 si5kyaa4A pɤŋ2 tɔŋ4 hɤŋ4 su1taat1 nan6 yaw6 

 

[38.16] mɔn4 sɛŋ5 xop5(3) kin5(1) yaa1 yam5(1) yaam4 dew5(1) niw6 naŋ5 xam4 lɔk4 pɤk2 [ ] haaŋ1 

caw3 lɔk4 xaap4 xaaw5 [38.17] num2 tɛk4B lɔn6 kɛn1 taaŋ3 nuŋ1 fɤk2 tum5 ŋɤn4 

 

faay3 su2 ce1 ko2 vɔŋ6 cɤŋ1 [38.18] kaaŋ3 ʔuk3taa2maʔ1thaa4ni2 kaaŋ1 veŋ1 [ ] su4 se4 maŋ4lɔŋ4 

thok5(3) tin5(1) cu4 pɔy4 tay2 taaŋ4 [38.19] peŋ4 kɔy1 faay3 

 

kon4 sɛn5 hɤn4 hɤn4 yeŋ4 toy4 foŋ6 po4 ʔaam4 lɤ5 kaa2 [ ] nay6 cam6 [38.20] mɤn5 naŋ5 mo5 seŋ2 

faʔ6 si5laa2 ho4 ne5 haw4 yaw6 

 

caw3 fu3 haaŋ1 kɔm6 yɤŋ1 paan1 [39.01] mɔk2 vo1 hɤŋ4 [ ] kaa2 se5 faak4 veŋ4 xam4 xan3 ho5 mɤŋ4 

xaw3 ce1 

 

  

                                                        
A [38.15] The orthography here (and in the 1876 manuscript) is unusual; the usual orthography is found at 

[53.04]. 
B [38.17] There is a scribal error between tɛk4 and lɔn6. 
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And the True Master [38.14] went to stay at the north, at the head of the kingdom,623  

[ ] his golden body excellent to behold, of beautiful appearance, [38.15] brilliant and 

handsome,624 like Sikya, the Lord of the spirits who rules over the Resplendent Tong [tree] of 

Sutat625 nan yaw. 

 

[38.16] The Jewel Essence [had] bitten and eaten the potent medicine, the golden kapok bark 

which he had detached, and at once [ ] his body [had] transformed to be white [38.17] and 

youthful, and dressed in white, comparable to the heartwood of the cork626 tree or to an ingot of 

silver. 

 

Walking to the ancient royal city, the vast [38.18] state of Uktamathani, to the middle of the 

city, [ ] the youthful Manglong stepped towards the festival, slowly walking, moving along the 

level [38.19] road. 

 

A hundred thousand people speaking at once scattered as they watched in utter amazement, [ ] 

for this was just [38.20] as the master astrologer had revealed haw yaw. 

 

The Master, a person who was as beautiful as the time of [39.01] a resplendent lotus flower, [ ] 

approached the golden city from the northern boundary of the kingdom, and entered the city. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  
                                                        
623 TN ceŋ2 hɔŋ2, tɔŋ4 myɔk2 (B ေတာင္ ‘south’ + ေျမာက ္‘north’), ʔuk3taa4laa2 (P uttara) and ho5 mɤŋ4 

(‘head of the kingdom’) are all ‘north.’ 
624 TN tu4 tɤ4 from may6 tu4 tɤ4 ‘rose.’ 

625 TN tɔŋ4 hɤŋ4 su1taat1: tɔŋ4 is the immense Indian Coral Tree in the Tāvatiṁsa Heavenly Realm ruled 

by Sakka (Sikya); su1taat1 is perhaps from P sudassana, which Malalasekera gives as ‘a name given to the 

city of the gods.’ 
626 TN taaŋ3, a species of cork tree with very white wood. 
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kɛn2 pen1 [39.02] xɤ4 hoŋ5 fi5 poŋ5(1) maŋ4lɔŋ4 yɔt4 xun5 caay4 maan2 maan2  

[ ] thɤk4 maa4 kam6 naam4 caa4taa2 ʔuk3[39.03]thaa4maa2A ce1 kaaŋ3 ʔɔŋ2 laan2 fe4 kaŋ4 yaw6 hɔ6 

 

mu2 maat4 faʔ6 kɔʔ6 tɛŋ2 [39.04] hɔŋ2 mɔk2 yaa3 xaw3 tɛk2 ʔik2 cak4caa2 hɔm4 fɛŋ5 [ ] ten4 ŋɤn4 

ten4 xam4 tam4 [39.05] nɤ5 su5 pu4 laŋ4 kaan4 sɛŋ5 fɛt4B caw3 teʔ6 yaw6 

 

caŋ2 taak2 paaŋ4 ʔaw1 ŋaw4 [39.06] sɛŋ5 maŋ4lɔŋ4 xɯn3 ho5 xam4 ʔu4 kaaŋ2 [ ] myɔk4 ʔaw1 kɛn2 

caw3 xɯn3 naŋ1 tɛn1 [39.07] kɛw3 han3 paa4laŋ2 hoŋ4 xam4 

 

fi1sek2 can1taa2 cɔy6 haap1 miŋ1 maŋ4kaʔ1laa2 [39.08] thin5 myaa4C [ ] haɰ3 pen1 sin5 saɰ5 saay5 

hoŋ5 xan5 mɤŋ4 miŋ1 faʔ4yaa4 hom1 saaŋ3 

 

[39.09] vaaŋ4 pan1 mɤŋ4 loŋ5 ho5 xam4 ʔaap4 maŋ4saa4 laa4caa2 [ ] myɔk4 pen1 thi4taa2 xɔn4 teŋ2 

[39.10] ʔaa1seŋ2 paʔ5(3)leŋ2 ʔe1kaa1lɛt4 vɔŋ6 pɤŋ2 cɤŋ1 maʔ1haa2 kin1 mɤŋ4 teʔ6 yaw6 

 

  

                                                        
A [39.03] ʔuk3thaa4maa2, found both here and in the 1876 text, is read as a scribal error for ʔuk3taa4maa2. 

B [39.05] Written as fɛk4, but read as fɛt4; the 1876 manuscript has fiŋ3 (caw3). 

C [39.08] Written thiŋ5 myaa4, but read as thin5 myaa4. 
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Truly and certainly [39.02] the One of Renowned Lineage, placed down by the gods, the 

Manglong, the Supreme Lord of Men, [ ] was worthy to have come to uphold the fate and 

fortunes of the vast city of Ukthama627 [39.03] and to overcome its enemies and disaster628 yaw 

hɔ. 
 

The gathering of venerable counsellors carefully [39.04] carried flowers and popped rice,629 

together with decorative flags630 joined alongside, [ ] and silver candles and golden candles, 

placed on [39.05] brilliant jewel offering trays to invite the Master teʔ yaw. 

 

The Jewel [39.06] Radiance, the Manglong, was invited to ascend to the golden hall, the palace, 

[ ] and they instated the True Master, who rose to sit on the jewelled [39.07] throne in the 

golden room631 of the palace. 

 

The damsel Canta was anointed and received her destiny632 at the blessing ceremony [39.08] of 

her marriage, [ ] to dwell in the company of the Pure Virtue and Renowned Lineage, the Soul of 

the Kingdom, whose destiny was to be ruler. 

 

[39.09] The great kingdom and the golden hall were presented and bestowed upon the Mangsa 

as King, [ ] [who was] instated as the Finial Parasol, the Sacred Flagstaff, [39.10] the Sovereign 

Master, the Regal Monarch to govern the great country and rule over the kingdom teʔ yaw. 

 

  

                                                        
627 Read as a scribal error for ‘Uktama.’ 
628 TN fe4 kaŋ4, an alternative reading would be fe4 (B ေဘး P bhaya) ‘evil, danger’ and kaaŋ4 (B ကင္း) 

‘to be free from.’ 
629 TN xaw3 tɛk2, thrown and used as an offering at Tai Nuea festivals and in temples, in use in Mueang 

Sing until the early 21st century. 
630 TN cak4caa2, tapered triangular flags used as decoration at festivals (B ၾကက္ + ?). 

631 TN hoŋ4 xam4, the throne room. 

632 TN haap1 miŋ1, an alternative reading is that this refers to the receiving of blessings during the 

ceremony. 
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[39.11] nuk4 nik4 mu2 thi4taa2 lam6 pan2 hɔp4 lɔm6 xyaa4 lam2 thɤŋ5 heŋ5 [ ] hɔm4 faa4 taa1 lam1 

sɛŋ5 [39.12] naaŋ4 ku2 hew4 keŋ5 hom1 saaŋ3 mɯn6 yaw6 

 

pen1 naŋ5 xun5 hoŋ5 fi5 poŋ5(1) saa4kɔŋ4 [39.13] yɔt4 maŋ4lɔŋ4 sam5faa2 [ ] kɛn2 caw3 lay3 maa4 

xɯn3 poy1 ʔɤm3(4) tɤm3(4) kaw3 lɤm3 cɔy6 [39.14] luk4 caw3 can1taa2 hɔm4 xaaŋ4 se5 yaw6 

 

hun2 cɔy6 maw2 mi4 thaaŋ2 cɛŋ3 huʔ6 mat4 [39.15] laa3 fo5 kaw2 saak3 kaa1 yɔy4 fom5 [ ] yaŋ4 

pen1 sɔŋ5 caɰ1 sɛŋ5 saɰ5 tam4myaa4 saaŋ3 sɤ4 [39.16] xom5 pay1 cɯn1 ti1 pɤn1 teʔ6 yaw6 

 

cɤŋ1 sam6 le4 han5 paak3 pɤŋ1 faaŋ5 di5(1) xun5 ŋaam4 [39.17] haaŋ1 tu4 tɤ4 xɯn3 yaɰ2 [ ] hun2 

cɔy6 pay4 caaŋ1 xɔt2 nɛn3 haak1 fo5 maɰ2 yin4 com6 teʔ6 kɔy1 

 

[39.18] hun2 cɔy6 ye1 kɤt1 ye1 thaaŋ2 thɔk4 van4 kaw2 xɯn4 laŋ5 [ ] thaan3 pen1 cɔn4 ŋɔn4 mɔn4 

[39.19] naaŋ4 ŋaw5 taaŋ2 fuŋ2 fɔŋ5 moy4 yɔŋ4 fum4 pan1 yu2 kɤt5(3) kaŋ5(1) tam3 haaŋ1 teʔ6 yaw6 

 

[39.20] pen1 naŋ5 yaam4 nan4 xam4 lɛŋ1 mɔn4 caay4 yɔt4 fan4 sɛŋ5 piŋ2yaa2 [ ] kɛn2 caw3 [40.01]A 

kɛŋ1 cɔp2 vɛŋ1 ʔun6 ʔɛn6B cɛn4 ciŋ2 liŋ2 kaa2 mu2 ʔam2 huʔ6 tam3 naɰ4 haaŋ1 xaʔ1laa2 [40.02] 

caam4 sen3 caɰ1 naaŋ4 vaa1 nay5 

 

  

                                                        
A [40.01] saaw4 20 is written at the top of the verso of the twentieth folio; parts of the page appear to have 

been scribbled upon by a child. 
B [40.01] ʔun6 ʔɛn6 is read as an unusual variant of ʔɔn6 ʔɛn6 and ʔun6 ʔɤn6, possibly with the vowel in 

ʔun6 ʔɤn6 modified to agree with cɛn4 ciŋ2. 
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[39.11] [And] a group of a thousand ravishing young women revolved in attendance surrounded 

and encircled, [ ] and dwelt together alongside the black-eyed Jewel [39.12] of Women, who 

was like a slender bud of pandanus mɯn yaw. 

 

Thus it was that the Renowned Lord, set down by the gods, the noble [39.13] supreme 

Manglong, the Accomplished One, [ ] the True Master, came to court the sombre, glossy top-

knotted damsel [39.14] Princess Canta and to be united alongside her se yaw. 

 

The Damsel Form did not realise or clearly know or remember [39.15] the younger sibling,633 

her former husband, even as much as a strand of hair, [ ] and the Bright Jewel, the Ruby, was in 

a quandary, dwelling in enjoyment and [39.16] in bitterness and unhappiness within herself teʔ 

yaw. 

 

Although she saw the good appearance of the beautiful Lord, [39.17] whose body was like a 

fully grown rose, [ ] the Damsel Form was unable to have a firm bond of love with her new 

husband and to feel at ease teʔ kɔy. 

 

[39.18] With each thought, the Damsel Form considered and reflected upon returning to her 

former days, [ ] so much so that the brilliant Essence [39.19] of Women, finely-formed and with 

a styled top-knot, given by [the god] Fum,634 was extremely sad and was stupefied and 

withdrawn teʔ yaw. 

 

[39.20] So it was at that time that the Golden Red Essence of Men, the Pinnacle of the Jewel 

Lineage of Wisdom, [ ] the True Master, [40.01] with head on one side635 pretended [in order] to 

tease out [the truth from] the dainty Polished Diamond, deceiving her by assuming the 

character, while she herself had not the slightest knowledge,636 [40.02] to test the young 

woman’s soul vaa nay. 

                                                        
633 TN laa3, in the sense that her ‘new’ husband is younger than the former. 

634 TN fum4, Brahma, chief of the gods, the creator god (P brahmā). 
635 TN vɛŋ1 to bend the head down to one side (as when considering something or speaking of a matter of 

importance). 
636 She had no knowledge that he was really her former husband. 
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vaa1 ti1 can1taa2 saa5vaʔ1ti2A nɔy6 ni3 ki1 xo3 vo1 kaap2 xaaw5 [40.03] xɔŋ2 kɔm6 kɔŋ2 kaan3 paan1 

num2 moy4 ʔaay1 pi1 nɔ1 [ ] to1 nay5 lam4 vaan5 paan1 ʔɔn5(1) hɔŋ4 mɔn4 [40.04] kɔŋ4mu4 poŋ1 cu4 

maa4 yaa4 pan2 haa5 vaaw2 mɤŋ4 kay1 paak2 laat4 nay1 nɔ1 

 

taak2 vaa1 li1 [40.05] kɔʔ6 po4 kaa1 li1 se5 nɔy6 ʔi4 si4 ye2 nɔy6 [ ] pi1 ʔu3 pay4 caaŋ1 yu2 mon1 mu3 

num2 ʔon3 mɔk2 [40.06] vo1 kaw3 lɤm3 xo5 fɔy2 hɔm4 xaaŋ4 kɔy4 naa1 

 

pɛk4 vaa1 paa1laa1mi2 thuk2 thɤk4 kyɤk4 [40.07] taŋ4 caw3 vaaw2 faʔ6 mɤŋ4 kay1 von1 soŋ2 hɔm4 

kan5(1) [ ] yaŋ4 pen1 saay5 xen5 faa4 xiŋ4 [40.08] som3 ciŋ4 pay1B taa1 han5 myo2 muŋ1 teʔ6 kɔy1 

 

to1 nay5 saa4taŋ4 tam4myaa4 no4 [40.09] kyaa4 kon4 sɛn5C xɔm4 maa4 laat4 thɤŋ5D haa5 cɛŋ3 xaaw2 

[ ] pen1 naŋ5 hun2 cɔy6 yu2 maw2 [40.10] lɔt4 kop3 ku1 to1 paw2 xiŋ4 lɔt4 xiŋ4 lɛw4 vaa1 nay5 

 

haaŋ1 naŋ5 taak2 mi4 taŋ4 [40.11] caw3 hom1 sɔn6 to2 naa3 xam4 xɔt2 hɔm4 xaaŋ4 [ ] pɤn1 hek4 

naaŋ4 kaw1 ʔaw1 pay1 pɛt4 [40.12] se5 naɰ4 loŋ1 thɤn2 to4 taaŋ4 laak1 paay1 vaa1 nay5 

 

vaa1 kaa1 naaŋ4 fi5 poŋ1 pi1 hɤy6 [ ] [40.13] kɔn3 sɛŋ5 hoŋ5 cɛt4E ciŋ2 kaw1F nɔ1 [ ] xɛn4 to1 nɔŋ6 

pi1 vɔk2 [40.14] laat4 caw3 fu3 taw3 hɔt4 maŋ4kaʔ1laa2 lut4 mɤ1 ʔaa1xiŋ2 lop5(3) lun4 nɯŋ1 lɛ1 

 

naŋ2 nay6 [40.15] vɔŋ1 vɔŋ1 yɔt4 xay2 faʔ6 cɔp2 ŋɤn1 thaam5 thi2 kyɑɑŋ4 lam4 [ ] ye1 sam6 thɤŋ5 

caɰ1 naaŋ4 di5(1) sɛŋ5 [40.16] mɤŋ4 pɤŋ4 pɤŋ4 nam6 taa1 yam4 vaay2 kɛm3 ti1 pɤn1 teʔ6 yaw6 

 

  

                                                        
A [40.02] saa5vaʔ1thi2 is read as a scribal error for saa5vaʔ1ti2. 
B [40.08] There is a scribal correction between pay1 and taa1. 

C [40.09] The final consonant is added by the scribe to sɛn5. 

D [40.09] The final consonant is added by the scribe to thɤŋ5; the vowel /aa/ written between thɤŋ5 and 

haa5 is not read. 

E [40.13] There is a scribal correction between cɛt4 and ciŋ2. 

F [40.13] There is a scribal correction between kaw1 and nɔ1. 
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“Little Canta, Passion Flower, [like] a cluster of blossoming white and pink-petalled lotuses 

[40.03] bending their youthful heads, with fragrant top-knots pi nɔ! [ ] Now it is said that fate 

from a previous life carrying the essence of our [40.04] accumulated merit has come around to 

lead you to meet a young man from a far off kingdom nay nɔ. 
 

“[But] even if we say this is good, [40.05] then it is only a little good, in a small [amount], [ ] 

and your eldest brother637 is unable to live joyfully with the gentle young Mu [Flower], the 

Lotus [40.06] Flower with glossy top-knot, and to laugh easily together at your side kɔy naa. 

 

“Although your palami638 is fitting and worthy to be fond of [40.07] a heavenly young man 

from a far off kingdom whose merit has sent him to be together at your side, [ ] it is still side by 

side with misfortune, [40.08] and [whether it will turn] sour or be our destiny has not [yet] been 

seen by your eyes teʔ kɔy. 

 

“Now word that the Ruby wakes [40.09] easily is spoken of by a hundred thousand people, and 

I seek to understand the reports [ ] that it is thus [because] the Damsel Form lived in [40.10] 

marriage with a partner [while] single and unwed vaa nay. 

 

“You are like [40.11] he is together with you, one upon another, face to face, bound together 

alongside him, [ ] and they say that you took him to abandon [40.12] in the woods, the extensive 

forest, and stealthily fled vaa nay. 

 

“O young woman whom the gods have placed down for your elder sibling hɤy! [ ] [40.13] O 

Renowned Jewel of Pure Diamond kaw nɔ! [ ] It would be better if you tell [40.14] the person 

who arrived for your later blessing ceremony, for an additional time nɯŋ lɛ.” 

 

Thus did the [40.15] Supreme Egg of the Heavens draw out the details and question and enquire 

with lowered voice, vong vong, [ ] and the cheeks of the wistful Good Woman, the Jewel of 

[40.16] the Kingdom, repeatedly glistened with tears falling [upon] them teʔ yaw. 

                                                        
637 TN pi1 ʔu3, i.e. her husband, the Bodhisatta, who is speaking. 

638 TN paa1laa1mi2 (P pāramī), here ‘accumulated virtue.’ 
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yaam4 nan4 naaŋ4 di5(1) xi5 ŋaw5 cɔn4 cɔn4 [40.17] vaaŋ4 ho5 vay3 maŋ4lɔŋ4 laay5 thaa2 [ ] vaa1 ti1 

ko4 to2 pi1 xay2 faʔ6 fu3 maat4 ʔaa2naa2 [40.18] von1 pyaŋ4 kaw1 hɤy6 

 

kɛn2 laak2 mɤn5 naŋ5 xo3 laat4 pɤn1 ne5 vɔk2 xun5A [40.19] yin4 [ ] paan1 ʔɔn1 kaw1 naaŋ4 mi4 taŋ4 

xam4 xaaŋ4 xun5 fo5 saaŋ3 xam2 kin5(1) thaa2 nɯŋ1 yaw6 hɔ6 

 

[40.20] naɰ4 nan6 kaw1 naaŋ4 pen1 hɤn4 pay1 hɤŋ5B saŋ5 voŋ1 vaaŋ2 [ ] [41.01] laɰ1 kɔʔ6 pen1 

loy3 xaa5me4 to2 po1 ʔɔk2 faʔ6 pɤŋ2 cɤŋ1 mɤŋ4 kaaŋ3 ʔu4 kaaŋ2 [41.02] tɤk5(3) son4 

 

kyɛm2 xaɰ3 lay3 taŋ4 kam2paa1laa2 sɤ2 naŋ1 fo5 num2 kaw1 naaŋ4 [ ] [41.03] caŋ2 taak2 vaa1 haɰ3 

xwyo4 ʔaw1 xun5 xam4 pay1 ven1 se5 naɰ4 loŋ1 loŋ5 thɤn2 [41.04] to4 taaŋ4 paa2 kaaŋ3 vaa1 nay5 

 

laɰ1 kɔʔ6 maw2 caaŋ1 theŋ5 vam4 laa1 xam4 po1 xun5 mɤŋ4 [41.05] pɤŋ2 kaw3 [ ] ʔam2 caɰ1 lo2 

lo2 ʔɔk2 tam3 sen3 caɰ1 xaa3 fu3 nɔŋ6 maɰ4 caw3 caɰ1 pɔŋ1 [41.06] vam4 pen1 kɔy4 naa1 

 

ʔam2 kaa2 kɔʔ6 thaap4 thaap4 vaa1 sɔŋ5 thaa2 saam5 kam4 [ ] kaw1 naaŋ4 caŋ2 [41.07] taak2 paa4 

ʔaw1 xun5 di5(1) pay1 thɤŋ5 to4 ki4 vi4 fɤ5 nɤ5 lam4 pɛt4 xun5 xam4 paa2 [41.08] kaaŋ3 teʔ6 hɔ6 

 

pɛk4 naŋ5 kaw1 naaŋ4 xɯn4 thɤŋ5 ho5 xam4 lam4 lam4 pay1 hɤŋ5 saŋ5 [41.09] pɔk4 vaay2 [ ] laay5 

sam2 fi5 soŋ2 pi1 vaaw2 faʔ6 faat2 faak4 han3 cɤŋ1 [41.10] kaaŋ3 hom1 mon1 xɔm4 xay2 pen1 hɤn4 

nay6 hɔ1 

 

naŋ2 nay6 ʔɔn2 ʔɔn2 nɔŋ6 laat4 pi1 seŋ5 [41.11] thuk2 pɔm4 pɔm4C [ ] yin4 pen1 maa4 caɰ1 xun5 

hoŋ5 ʔaa1lɔŋ4 sam6 thaam5 cɔm4 faw2 nɯŋ1 kɔy4 yaw6 

 

  

                                                        
A [40.18] There is a scribal correction between xun5 and yin4. 

B [40.20] hɤŋ5 is corrected by the scribe. 

C [41.11] The normally short vowel of pɔm4 pɔm4 is lengthened to agree with sam6 thaam5 cɔm4. 
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At that time the Good Woman was constantly anxious and sorrowful, [40.17] and bowed her 

head in homage to the Manglong many times, [ ] “O noble brother, Egg of the Heavens, 

excellent person of authority [40.18] and abundant merit kaw hɤy! 
 

“Truly it is as their speech revealed for the Lord [40.19] to hear, [ ] that in a previous time I 

once had a spouse, a lord husband with whom I dwelt and was married639 yaw hɔ. 
 

[40.20] “Although I had been married for only a short period of time, [ ] [41.01] it was because 

of my own noble father640 who rules the country, the vast kingdom, the palace, [41.02] his 

urging and compelling, 

 

That I planned and desired to spread out and sit upon the kampala of my young husband, [ ] 

[41.03] and persuaded the Golden Lord to fly into the great forest, the extensive woods, the vast 

[41.04] woodland vaa nay. 

 

“I was unable to refuse or to criticise my mother and my father, the Lord of the Kingdom 

[41.05] who rules over my top-knot, [ ] and it was not that it arose in the heart thread of myself 

alone,641 your younger sibling, [or] that I was able to [41.06] criticise [them] kɔy naa. 

 

“I repeatedly [considered] not to go, on two or three occasions, [ ] and then I [41.07] took the 

Good Lord to the great woodlands [where the wind] fans the leaves, and up in a tree, I 

abandoned the Golden Lord in the vast [41.08] forest teʔ hɔ. 
 

“Even though, I continued to come back to the golden hall, and before long [41.09] I had turned 

away and returned, [ ] and then the spirits sent you, a heavenly young man, departing from your 

vast [41.10] country to become a royal in-law and to enjoy ourselves in marriage nay hɔ.” 

 

Thus did the younger sibling speak softly to the elder, with an agreeable [41.11] sound, pom 

pom, [ ] and feeling satisfied, the Renowned Lord, the Along, again asked once more kɔy yaw, 

                                                        
639 TN xam2 kin1, literally ‘to accept to enjoy.’ 

640 TN xaa5me4 to2 ‘noble father’ and po1 ʔɔk2 faʔ6 ‘own father.’ 

641 TN lo2 lo2 could also be read as ‘voluntarily.’ 
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[41.12] saŋ5 nan5 fo5 ʔɔn1 fo5 lun4 maɰ2 naaŋ4 haak1 pɛŋ4 faɰ5 xɛn4 yaɰ2 [ ] vaa1 laak2 [41.13] 

nɔŋ6A kaw1 taak2 haak1 caw3 vaaw2 faʔ6 maa4 maɰ2 xɛn4 tɔn4 vaa1 hɯ5 nan6 [41.14] nɔ1 

 

maw2 nan5 yaŋ4 pɔy4 kaaw2 xɔp4 caw3 fo5 kaw2B tɔn4 xun5 [ ] kaaŋ1 caɰ1 maɰ4 naaŋ4 [41.15] 

mi4 se5 pɤŋ1 hɯ5 yaa2 fet2 fɯn4 vɔk2 sɯ1 taa1 van1 

 

po4 ʔan1 maŋ4[41.16]lɔŋ4 thaam5 nay5 vaay4 po4 yo4 di5(1) yaw6 saay5 xo4 kaay2 ŋeŋ1 [ ] vaa1 ti1 

pi1 xay2 faʔ6 caɰ1 [41.17] teŋ1 xun5 xam4 kaw1 hɤy6 

 

saŋ5 nan5 sen3 caɰ1 cɔy6 luk4 me1 can1taa2 moy4 [41.18] ʔɔn5(1) [ ] pɛŋ4 taŋ4 xun5 di5(1) xam4 

xaaŋ4 caw3 fo5 ʔɔn5(1) lɔn2 fiŋ3 teʔ6 yaw6 

 

[41.19] pɤ1 kaa1 cem1 laɰ1 caɰ1 xo4 fo5 me4 huʔ6 sɛn5 taaŋ4 ku1 sam2 [ ] li1 caʔ6 sɛn5 [41.20] 

yɤŋ1 xɤŋ1 lum1 faʔ6 hom1 yaak4 maak1 mam2 cɔm4 kan1 teʔ6 yaw6 

 

to2 naaŋ4 haaŋ1 [42.01]C maɰ4 pi1 vaaw2 faʔ6 yɔt4 caw3 fo5 maɰ2 hɔm4 xaaŋ4 [ ] naɰ4 caɰ1 naɰ4 

xo4 taak2 pɔy4 pen1 [42.02] hɯ5 hun2 sɛŋ5 naaŋ4 pay1 cɛŋ3 kɔy4 naa1 

 

maaŋ1 xaa4 yew1 ʔan1 pɛŋ4 com4 kaw1 [42.03] naaŋ4 pɛt4 cew4 vaaŋ4 faak4 kaa2  

[ ] vay6 se5 sɛŋ5 cɛn1 cɔy6 luk4 me1 can1[42.04]taa2 ʔaay1 kon4 yaw6 nɔ1 

 

  

                                                        
A [41.13] There is a scribal correction between nɔŋ6 and kaw1. 

B [41.14] kaw2 is missing in the text, a scribal error; it is found in the 1876 manuscript and is added to the 

reading by scribes in Mueang Sing. 
C [42.01] saaw4 ʔet3 21 is written at the top of the verso of the twenty-first folio. 
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[41.12] “If it is thus, then of your previous husband and your new husband, whom do you love 

most dearly? [ ] Perhaps [41.13] you love the heavenly young Master who is newly come most 

[of all] nan [41.14] nɔ? 

 

“If not thus, then you will still long for your former642 husband more than your Lord.  

[ ] Tell me straight whatever is within your heart [41.15] without keeping it [to yourself] taa 

van!” 

 

When the Manglong [41.16] asked thus, it was well past the time for coaxing, and his beloved 

stated from the depths of her soul, [ ] “O steadfast elder Egg of the Heavens, [41.17] Golden 

Lord kaw hɤy! 
 

“If so, then the soul of the damsel, the daughter of her mother, Canta of styled [41.18] top-knot, 

[ ] loves the Good Lord, her spouse who was her previous husband, very much more teʔ yaw. 

 

[41.19] “Because since long ago, the hearts of a husband and wife know a hundred thousand 

ways, of every sort, [ ] a hundred thousand [41.20] kinds of good and bad things under the 

heavens, determined to accompany each other together through hardship teʔ yaw. 

 

“I, a young woman, and [42.01] you, the young man, the Heavenly Supreme Master, who is my 

new husband, are together side by side. [ ] How could it be that the Jewel of Women Form 

would not clearly see [42.02] what is in [your] heart and mind kɔy naa? 

 

“Sometimes I fear that my beloved [42.03] will quickly abandon me, discard and separate from 

me, [ ] causing the Polished Jewel Damsel, the daughter of her mother, Canta, [42.04] to be 

ashamed yaw nɔ. 
 

 

  

                                                        
642 TN kaw2 ‘former’ is found in the 1876 manuscript, but is omitted in this text, presumably a scribal 

error. 
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to1 nay5 po1 me1 cɔy6 nɔp4 ʔaap4 poŋ1 xyaa2(4) hɔm4 xaaŋ4 [ ] [42.05] yaŋ4 pen1 sɔŋ5 xi5 saam5 xi5 

com4 sɤ4 sen3 caɰ1 naaŋ4 faa2 xɤŋ1 kɔy4 naa2(1) xun5 hɤy6 

 

pɤŋ1 [42.06] nay5 non4 hɔm5 fiw5 xam4 tam4myaa4 saay5 hoŋ5 kɔn3 fi5 poŋ5(1) laat4 vɔk2  

[ ] vay6A haɰ3 tɔŋ3 caɰ1 lɔŋ4 [42.07] to2 no2 yɔt4 faʔ6 kɛn2 caw3 hɯ5 fɔk2 com4B naaŋ4 loŋ5 yaw6 

 

caŋ2 taak2 paak2 [42.08] laat4 xon6 tɛŋ2 taan3 kɔy1 law1 seŋ5 thuk2 lom4 hu5 [ ] vaa1 ti1 naaŋ4 di5(1) 

nan1 lo1 tho2 [42.09] yo4 hun2 xam4 ʔu4 luk4 caw3 kaw1 hɤy6 

 

saŋ5C vaa1 naaŋ4 kaw1 pɛŋ4 nam5 fo5 ʔɔn5(1) tɔn4 [42.10] kaw1 caw3 fo5 lun4 xɛn4 kɔn2 [ ] het3 hɯ5 

sen3 caɰ1 sɛŋ5 hun2 cɔy6 pon6 fiŋ3 [42.11] sut3 lɔn2 haan5 tɔn4 teʔ6 nɔ1 

 

ti1 teʔ6 cɤŋ1 pɔy4 ʔaw1 taŋ4 yɔt4 xay2 faʔ6 fo5 [42.12] num2 mɔn4 naaŋ4 [ ] ʔaw1 taŋ4 xun5 di5(1) 

pɛt4 naɰ4 loŋ1 loŋ5 to4 ki4 fi5 lu4 thɤn2 ko1 saaŋ4 [42.13] pɛt4 lay3 nan6 cam6 

 

  

                                                        
A [42.06] vay6 is corrected by the scribe. 

B [42.07] com4 is corrected by the scribe. 

C [42.09] There is a scribal correction before saŋ5. 
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“Now my father and mother have offered and presented and bestowed me to be together at your 

side, [ ] [42.05] I am still greatly troubled643 [as well as having] pleasure and delight, and my 

soul is split in half kɔy naa xun hɤy.” 

 

In such [42.06] a way did the soft and fragrant golden-skinned Ruby, of renowned lineage, 

placed down by the gods, speak, [ ] causing the feelings of the noble [42.07] Long, the Supreme 

Heavenly Shoot,644 the True Master, whose feelings had been hurt, to be very pleased with the 

young woman loŋ yaw. 

 

So he spoke [42.08] and related and carefully talked and slowly told [her] with sounds that were 

agreeable to speak645 to the ear, [ ] “O Good Woman, Gentle646 [42.09] Princess of Shining 

Golden Form kaw hɤy! 
 

“If you love your former husband so much more, [42.10] rather than myself, your later husband, 

[ ] then how could the soul of the Jewel Damsel Form647 have been so very much, [42.11] so 

extremely brave648 teʔ nɔ? 

 

“Why! In truth you took the Supreme Egg of the Heavens, the young [42.12] husband of the 

Essence of Women, [ ] you took the Good Lord to abandon in the great forest, the vast woods, 

with the demons of the clumping bamboo forest, [42.13] to abandon nan cam.” 

 

  

                                                        
643 TN sɔŋ5 xi5 saam5 xi5, literally ‘two troubles three troubles;’ the meaning is ‘many troubles’ rather 

than the weaker ‘two or three troubles.’ 
644 TN no2 yɔt4 faʔ6, an epithet of the Bodhisatta. 

645 TN lom4, the form here is unusual, rather than the full law1 lom4 (or lom4 law1) ‘to talk together.’ 

646 TN nan1 lo1 tho2 yo4, read as ‘gentle, polite.’ 

647 TN sɛŋ5 hun2 cɔy6, an epithet of the princess. 

648 Understood as ‘so brave as to abandon her husband in the forest.’ 
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yaam4 nan4 naaŋ4 di5(1) xaan5 seŋ5 kɤŋ4 kɤŋ4 tɔp2 xun5 mɤŋ4 kaay2 xo3 [ ] [42.14] laɰ1 kɔʔ6 maw2 

mi4 pon6 se5 meŋ4to2 fo2 laat4 laa4caa2 vɔŋ6 pen1 po1 son4 naaŋ4 [42.15] loŋ5 hɔ6 

 

vaa1 maw2 pɛt4 kɔʔ6A lɤk4 loy3 xaw3 pen1 luk4 pɤn1 leŋ6 [42.16] haɰ3 yaɰ2 lɛ1 maw2 theŋ5 vam4 

xun5 nɔ1 [ ] pen1 pɤ1 laa1 fe4 tɤk5(3) son4 xiŋ4 di5(1) no2 [42.17] mɔn4 xam4 caw3 pɛt4 xaa3 hɔ6 

 

ʔam2 caaŋ1 theŋ5 se5 ʔaa1miŋ4 caw3 ke4 cu4 maa4taa2 [ ] [42.18] haaŋ1 xaa3 thaan3 pen1 caw6 

naɰ5 van4 xam1 nam6 taa1 vaa2 xi5 soŋ4 xun5 nɔ1 

 

mɤ1 ʔan1 pay1 [42.19] pɛt4 caw3 xun5 num2 yaan5 maa4 [ ] thaan3 ʔan1 lɤ5 caɰ1 lɤ5 xo4 kaw1 

naaŋ4 hun2 sɛŋ5 [42.20] myaa4 xam2 yaak4 xaa3 yaw6 

 

kɔy4 laak2 taŋ4 xi5 taŋ4 ŋaw5 yɤŋ1 paa1 maw4 kɤt3 ʔɤŋ2 [ ] [43.01] maaŋ1 pɔk4 sen3 caɰ1 naaŋ4 

hun2 cɔy6 taak2 xaɰ3 xaat2 lut4 sut3 cɤŋ1 lɯm4 xiŋ4 [43.02] kɔy4 yaw6 

 

to1 nay5B hɔt4 caŋ2 nay6 hom1 lay3 caw3 fu3C haaŋ1 caaŋ1 thon3 fo5 maɰ2 [43.03] xun5 xam4 [ ] 

yaŋ4 pen1 sɔŋ5 taa1D kaw1 naaŋ4 van4 xɯn4 tok3 lay5 nam6 cɯm4 yam4 pay1 [43.04] hɛŋ3 xun5 

hɤy6 

 

po4 ʔan1 naaŋ4 di5(1) xaan5 nay5 vaay4 po4 yaw6 maŋ4lɔŋ4 kaay2 vɛŋ2 [ ] [43.05] vaa1 ti1 

can1taa2vaʔ1ti2 te4vi2 pi1 ʔu3 haak1 maw2 seŋ3 pɛŋ4 com4 kaw1 nɔ1 

 

  

                                                        
A [42.15] vaa1 maw2 pɛt4 kɔʔ6 is a dittography, read as a scribal error; it is not repeated in the 1876 

manuscript. 
B [43.02] There is a scribal error in nay5. 

C [43.02] There is a scribal correction between fu3 and haaŋ1. 

D [43.03] There is a scribal correction between taa1 and kaw1. 
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At that time, the Good Woman spoke plainly in reply to the Lord of the Kingdom, stating her 

point, [ ] [42.14] “There was no escape from royal command that was made, and which His 

Magnificence the King, my father, compelled upon me [42.15] loŋ hɔ. 
 

“Whether to abandon him or not649 was chosen by my being their child, who they raised [42.16] 

to be an adult, and I was unable to refuse or criticise them xun nɔ. [ ] It was because my parents 

urged and compelled the beautiful [42.17] Golden Essence Shoot to abandon the Master xaa hɔ. 
 

“I was unable to refuse the command of my benevolent Masters, my mother and father,650 [ ] 

[42.18] so much so that throughout the day and night, my tears overflow and I am anxious and 

distracted xun nɔ. 
 

“When I separated [42.19] from the young Lord whom I had abandoned, to return, [ ] it was 

more than my heart could bear, and I, the Emerald [42.20] Jewel Form, suffered hardship xaa 

yaw. 

 

“With only anxiety and sorrow, like a drunken651 fish stranded in a drying pond, [ ] [43.01] 

sometimes my soul wants to break apart and, unable to stagger on,652 I swoon [43.02] kɔy yaw. 

 

“Now that I am together with the Master, yourself, who was able to become my new husband, 

[43.03] the Golden Lord, [ ] the glistening tears still fall and flow, bubbling forth day and night 

from my two eyes without [43.04] drying xun hɤy.” 

 

When the Good Woman had finished speaking thus, the Manglong stated, [ ] [43.05] “Queen 

Cantavati, who your eldest brother loves and delights in without end kaw nɔ! 
 

  

                                                        
649 TN vaa1 maw2 pɛt4 kɔʔ6 is repeated here, read as a scribal error (not found in the 1986 manuscript). 

650 TN maa4taa2 is read here as a clipped form of maa4taa2piʔ3tu2 (P mātāpitu) ‘mother and father.’ 

651 TN maw4, i.e. through lack of oxygen. 

652 TN sut3 cɤŋ1, cɤŋ1 is read as ‘to stagger’ here. 
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saŋ5 [43.06] vaa1 lo2 lo2 maw2 to2 caw3 fo5 kaw2 naaŋ4 xɯn4 [ ] thaa2 nan6 naɰ4 caɰ1 sɛŋ5 naaŋ4 

taak2 pɔy4 [43.07] pɔŋ1 hɯ5 kyaa4 vo1 ŋɤn4 vɔk2 sɯ1 li1 yaw6 

 

vaa1 laak2 maa4 se5 kɔʔ6 naaŋ4 yiŋ4 [43.08] maw2 mi4 si1kɛŋ4 caay6 sɔŋ5 taa1 com4 faɰ2 hɯ5 nɔ1  

[ ] hun2 cɔy6 xɛn4 ʔan1 haak1 [43.09] kaw1 caw3 vaaw2 faʔ6A caŋ2 taw3 fo5 maɰ2 maa4 lun4 vaa1 

hɯ5 

 

ʔan1 nan6 hun2 cɔy6 [43.10] taak2 pɔy4 pin6 pɛt4 pi1 to2 caŋ2 nay6 vaaŋ4 yaa2 ven1 kaa4 [ ] vaa1 

taak2 pɛŋ4B naŋ5 [43.11] fo5 ʔɔn1 maɰ4 naaŋ4 hun2 tam4myaa4 pɛt4 caw3 vaa1 hɯ5 

 

po4 ʔan1 xun5 xam4 lam4 lam4 [43.12] xaan5 nay5 vaay4 po4 saay5 xo4 cɔy6 sɛŋ5 mɤŋ4 can1taa2 [ ] 

vɔŋ1 vɔŋ1 no2 cɔy6 paak2 [43.13] pɤn1 pi1 xay2 faʔ6 ʔup3paa2laa4caa2 xɤ4 xɤ4 teʔ6 yaw6 

 

vaa1 ti1 faʔ6 ti1 hɔy3 hɤy6 [ ] caw3 [43.14] paan1 maɰ2 su4 sɤ4 [ ] caw3 fu3 kɔy4 to1 laa1 caɰ1 

vaaŋ4 xiŋ4 lan3 sɛn5 xɤ4 caw3 [43.15] xɔp4 xaa3 nɔ1 

 

ʔan1 naŋ5 kaaŋ1 caɰ1 xiŋ4 naaŋ4 xaa3 kam4 kɔm4C laay5 thaa2 [ ] ʔan1 vaa1 [43.16] kaw2 maɰ2 

sɔŋ5 cɔŋ1 nay6 fo2 fak4 taɰ4 yaa2 ʔan1 laɰ1 vaa1 nay5 

 

sam2 nɯŋ1 saŋ5 lɛ1 kam2 [43.17] maat4 naŋ5 laat4 caw3 fo5 kaw2 naaŋ4 xɯn4 [ ] xiŋ4 naaŋ4 taak2 

pɔy4 yew1 hɛn4 paan4 [43.18] hɔm5 ten4 xam4 ʔik2 ten4 ŋɤn4 mɔk2 yaa3  

 

  

                                                        
A [43.09] faʔ6 is corrected by the scribe. 

B [43.10] There is a scribal correction between pɛŋ4 and naŋ5. 

C [43.15] kam4 kɔm4, found both here and in the 1876 text, is read as equivalent to kam4 kɔŋ4. 
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“If [43.06] [you were] alone maw to653 and your former husband returned to you, [ ] then within 

the heart of the Jewel of Women [43.07] what would the Silver Lotus654 think? Tell me straight 

li yaw. 

 

“Perhaps if he came then would the Lady’s [43.08] two eyes not have a sideways glance out of 

enjoyment and desire hɯ nɔ? [ ] Or would the Damsel Form rather love [43.09] the heavenly 

young man who arrived later, your new husband? 

 

“In that case, will the Damsel Form, [43.10] the Ruby-Formed Woman, abandon your noble 

elder sibling now, discarding me and flying away, [ ] if you say you will love me like the 

[43.11] former husband whom you abandoned?” 

 

When the Golden Lord continuously [43.12] spoke thus, it was more than enough for his 

beloved, the damsel Jewel of the Kingdom, Canta, [ ] and the Damsel Shoot, with lowered 

voice, vong vong, spoke [43.13] repeatedly to the elder Egg of the Heavens, the Viceroy teʔ 

yaw, 

 

“O my heavenly love hɤy! [ ] Youthful [43.14] Master of a new age! [ ] You who are the one 

person alone who was prepared to lay himself down and enter the hundred thousand vines, 

Master [43.15] who came to meet [me] xaa nɔ! 
 

“As for what is within my own heart, I have considered many times [ ] which of these two, 

[43.16] the former or the new, I would separate from or expect to end vaa nay. 

 

“If [through our] excellent [43.17] kamma, as I have told, my previous husband returned again, 

[ ] I would prepare a fragrant [43.18] offering tray with golden candles together with silver 

candles and flowers, 

 

                                                        
653 TN maw2 to2, untranslated due to unknown meaning; suggested readings include ‘without thinking’ as 

in het3 maw2 to2 maw2 tan4 ‘to be unsuccessful in completing something due to lack of foresight or time’ 

in everyday speech. 
654 TN kyaa4 vo1 ŋɤn4, i.e. the princess. 
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caŋ2 kɔy1 vaaŋ4 ho5 si4 xo4 yɔn4 [43.19] xaaŋ4 tam6 maɰ4 caw3 xun5 lun4 laay5 faw2 [ ] no2 cɔy6 

vaa1 maw2 pɛt4 maw2 pɛt4 fo5 [43.20] kaw2 vaaŋ4 vɛn1 teʔ6 kɔy1  

 

kaa1 taak2 haak1 man3 yɤŋ1 van4 kaw2 xɯn4 laŋ5 [ ] [44.01]A kɔy4 haɰ3 mɔn4 sɛŋ5 xun5 mɤŋ4 

kɔn4 faan5 yu2 saw4 kaŋ5(1) mɔm1 naa3 teʔ6 kɔy1 

 

to2 ʔan1 [44.02] xiŋ4B maɰ4 faʔ6 xun5 pɛŋ4 fo5 maɰ2 [ ] xɤ5 xaa3 taak2 pɔy4 fi1sek2 [44.03] xɯn3 

taa1 yaɰ2 than5 nɤ5 cam6 yaw6 

 

haɰ3 pen1 pi1 ʔaay3 nɔŋ6 pɤŋ2 haaŋ1 laa1 se2 ke4 [44.04] cu4 [ ] xiŋ4 xɤ5 fo5 me4 taak2 pɔy4 lu4(1) 

kun4 lum4 laa4 kay6 se4 fu4 maw2 nɛŋ3 kɔy4 yaw6 

 

[44.05] tan4 nay5 saay5 xɔm4 naaŋ4 ŋaam4 laat4 taam1 mi4 ti1 maan2 [ ] kɤŋ2 pen1 san5the2 cɛt4 

ʔe4[44.06]kaan2 naaŋ4 yiŋ4 teʔ6 yaw6 

 

vaa1 ti1 lek3 num2 tum2 kaw3 thaw3 paan1 ke2 naaŋ4 laay5 xaw5 hɤy6 [ ] [44.07] laak2 haɰ3 me4 

caɰ5(1) faɰ5 man4 tɔŋ4 tuŋ4 xɤ4 tham4 paan1 ʔɔn1 sɔn5 haw4 han3 co1 taay5(1) [44.08] xɔt2 man3 

taa1 van1 

 

fiŋ3 pen1 su4 sɤ4 kɔm6 pɤ4 nɤ4 faaŋ5 num2 [ ] di1 ʔan1 lu1 yɤŋ1 [44.09] can1taa2vaʔ1ti2 ni3 nɔy6 sɔy6 

caaŋ2 cɔy6C luk4 caw3 ho5 tum2 paan1 sɯn4 li1 yaw6 

 

  

                                                        
A [44.01] 22 saaw4 sɔŋ5 is written at the top of the verso of the twenty-second folio. 

B [44.02] There is a scribal correction of four syllables between xiŋ4 and maɰ4; the corrected text agrees 

with the 1876 manuscript. 
C [44.09] There is a scribal correction between cɔy6 and luk4. 
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“And then I would bow my head in deference and beg many times [43.19] together with you my 

later Lord, [ ] and the Damsel Shoot would say ‘I didn’t abandon, I didn’t abandon or discard 

my previous [43.20] husband’ teʔ kɔy, 

 

“My love would return again to be as stable as in previous days, [ ] [44.01] and I [would] only 

wish for the Jewel Essence, the troubled Lord of the Kingdom,655 to remain, and in my 

confusion I would hang my head in shame teʔ kɔy. 

 

“As for [44.02] you, my heavenly beloved Lord, my new husband, [ ] we would anoint [44.03] 

and raise you to greatness and to the highest standing cam yaw. 

 

You would be our elder brother and rule over us as our benevolent [44.04] parents, [ ] and we 

two, husband656 and wife, would continuously strive to recognise your virtue and to attend upon 

you diligently and without reluctance657 kɔy yaw.” 

 

[44.05] Thus were the words spoken by the beautiful woman according to the truth, [ ] as 

befitting the truly pure conception [44.06] of the young woman teʔ yaw. 

 

“O you many women,658 children, young [maidens] with budding top-knots, the elderly, in old 

age xaw hɤy! [ ] [44.07] Each of you should collect yourselves and firmly bear in mind and 

receive the Tham from former times, teaching us until the time [44.08] of our death taa van! 
 

“Especially for the youthful, hanging the head659 and of young appearance, [ ] it would be good 

to follow the example of [44.09] little Cantavati, the pure, hanging, damsel princess of yore in 

her bud-like hall li yaw. 

 

                                                        
655 Her former husband. 
656 Her former husband. 
657 TN maw2 nɛŋ3 ‘without reluctance’ is read by some scribes as maw2 nɛŋ5 ‘without regret,’ with nɛŋ5 

assigned a C1 tone instead of the usual A1 (as in cin1 nɛŋ5 ‘to regret’). 

658 A scribal aside addresses the audience from here to [44.14]. 
659 TN kɔm6 pɤ4 nɤ4, both kɔm6 ‘to hang down the head (as an ear of grain)’ and pɤ4 nɤ4 ‘hanging, 

pendulous’ are synonyms for beauty. 
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[44.10] kɛn2 pen1 kaʔ1ti2 sam5maa4thiʔ1 yi2 pat4 han3 to2 cat4 paan1 naaŋ4 [ ] kɔy4 laak2 tɔŋ4 

[44.11] caɰ1 tɔŋ4 xo4 fo5 lew1 me4 kɔy4 tam2 kɔm4 kaan4 yum2 mat4 kɔy4 yaw6 

 

sut3 kaa1 haaŋ4 sɛŋ5 [44.12] ne5 pan1 ʔam2 theŋ5 vam4 nam5 saa2(1) [ ] yaŋ4 pɔy4 kyɛm2 ʔaw1 caw3 

pay1 pɛt4 tam3 xaa1 may6 loŋ1 laa4 lew5 [44.13] xɯn4 vaa1 nay5 

 

caŋ2 vaa1 kaʔ1ti2 ʔeŋ2taʔ1le2 man3 kɛn2 yɤŋ1 kwyɑk4 tɛŋ2 tɔn4 cɔn4 [ ] [44.14] laak2 haɰ3 laay5 

naaŋ4 toy4 taŋ4 kwyɑɑŋ4 lam4 di5(1) di5(1) ŋaam4 ŋaam4 caŋ2 yɤŋ1 ʔaw1 ku1 fu3 nan6 taa1 

 

yaam4 [44.15] nan4 fan4 sɛŋ5 su4 kɔŋ4 yɔt4 cɔm1 lɔŋ4 thɔt4 taaŋ2 [ ] kɛn2 caw3 tɛŋ2 laat4 cɔy6 

[44.16] hun2 tɛm3 xaaw5 caaŋ2 pɔm4 pɔm4 vaa1 nay5 

 

vaa1 ti1 suk1 sik1 saʔ5(3)laʔ1fi4 ki1 yɔt4 xun5 nɔŋ2 [44.17] pa(a)k5(3) tɯ4A nay6 hɤy6 [ ] to1 nay5 sɛŋ5 

di5(1) tam4myaa4 naaŋ4 kaw1 tok3 yaan5 kɔn2 se5 mɯʔ6 [44.18] cɤŋ1 sam6 yaw6 nɔ1 

 

xun5 xam4 cam6 ʔam2 caɰ1 saw4 se5 mɤŋ4 kay1 lay5 maa4 luk1 mɤŋ4 laɰ1 [44.19] taw3 pɔŋ2 [ ] 

kɛn2 laak2 xaw3 pen1 caw3 fu3 haak1 yum2 m(a)at4B xɔt2 xaat4 son5 nɔŋ2 vaa4 [44.20] sɯn4 se5 

yaw6 

 

no2 cɔy6 ʔaw1 pi1 kaa2 pɛt4 ŋaam1 xaa1 niw6 laak1 paay1 lew5 vaay2 xɯn4 maa4  

[ ] [45.01] maw2 kɤ4 taak2 lay3 xɯn4 han5 maɰ4 naaŋ4 pyan2 sɔŋ5 xaa4 hɔt4 caw3 kaw1 yaw6 

 

  

                                                        
A [44.17] There is a scribal error in tɯ4. 

B [44.19] The vowel in mat4 is lengthened to agree with (xɔt2) xaat4. 
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[44.10] “Certainly it was her correct practice of the pledge of collectedness, throughout the 

young woman’s lifetime, [ ] to simply bear [44.11] in heart and mind a single husband and an 

only wife, and to lower herself, bowing respectfully and crawling, with the highest faith kɔy 

yaw. 

 

“In the end it was because she did not refuse or criticise what her parents [44.12] told her so 

many (times), [ ] that she planned to take the Master to abandon on the limb of the tree in the 

extensive forest and turn around [44.13] to return vaa nay. 

 

“So pledge that your senses will be truly stable like the most unwavering stone pillar, [ ] [44.14] 

and each one of you many women should look and draw out what is good and beautiful and 

emulate it nan taa!” 

 

Then [44.15] the upright Jewel Lineage, the pinnacle, the summit, the most excellent Long, [ ] 

the True Master, spoke carefully, pom pom, to the Damsel [44.16] of Painted Form of purest 

white vaa nay, 

 

“O burgeoning Salafi [Flower], blossoming shoot pulled down by the Lord, [44.17] adorned and 

decorated nay hɤy! [ ] Now you, young woman, the Good Jewel Ruby, have fallen from my 

hand [44.18] once again yaw nɔ. 
 

“The Golden Lord did not dwell in a far-off kingdom and drift, coming from some kingdom 

[44.19] to arrive and appear [here]. [ ] Truly I am the Master, the person who loves you, trusting 

and remembering that we are bound together, merged [through my] pulling you down [44.20] in 

the past se yaw. 

 

“You, Damsel Shoot, took me to abandon on the fork, the limb of the kapok [tree] and stealthily 

fled, turning back to return, [ ] [45.01] not expecting that I would return to see you for a second 

time kaw yaw. 
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[45.02] laɰ1 kɔʔ6 paan1 ʔɔn1 kɔŋ4mu4 su4 thɛm5 pi1 xun5 xam4 ki1 sum2 yaw6 hɤy6 [ ] fi5 caŋ2 faa3 

[45.03] haɰ3 yaa3 lɔk4 xaap4 xɯn4 num2 vaaŋ4 pan1 teʔ6 hɔ6 

 

kɯŋ6 kaaŋ6 haaŋ1 pi1 voy2 soy1 [45.04] yɤŋ1 naŋ5 naat4 te4vaa2 fi5 nɤ5 [ ] kɔy4 to1 kaw1 xam4 kaa4 

yaan5 caaw4 ŋaaw4 thɤn2 sɛn5 [45.05] fɤ5 vaay2 pɔk4 kɔy4 yaw6 

 

faɰ5 maw2 taɰ4 pen1 xɤy5 mɤŋ4 paan1 ʔɔn1 laa4 laa4 kaa1 fan4 [45.06] ŋaa4 caak3 faa2 [ ] laɰ1 

maw2 tɔn4 se5 haaŋ1 maɰ4 sɛŋ5 hun2 cɔy6 nuk4 nɤk4 can1taa2 [45.07] yaŋ4 lɯm4 saŋ5 nɔ1 

 

ʔan1 naŋ5 yaa3 lɔk4 xaap4 naŋ5 fɤk2 non4 xaaw5 [ ] sɛŋ5 [45.08] naaŋ4 kin1 se5 xɯn4 vaaw2 num2 

pen1 saaw5 loy3 pi1 hɯ5 nɔ1 

 

ʔaa1lɔŋ4 xaan5 nay5 paay1 [45.09] mɯ4 cok3 ʔaw1 yaa1 yam5(1) yɯn1A sɛŋ5 mɤŋ4 can1taa2 [ ] hun2 

cɔy6 sip3 niw6B yok1 taaŋ2 kaw3 [45.10] ʔo3xaa2C tuŋ4 hɔŋ4 

 

can1 to1 hun2 cɔy6 xam2 hɔŋ2 laat1taʔ5(3)naa2 yaa1 maat4 maa4 kin5(1) [ ] [45.11] yaam4 dew5(1) xiŋ4 

xam4 sɛŋ5 naaŋ4 xɯn4 maa4 pen1 saaw5 num2 vaaw2 xiŋ4 haaŋ1 lɛp4 kɔy4 yaw6 

 

  

                                                        
A [45.09] There is a scribal error in yɯn1. 

B [45.09] niw6 is added by the scribe; the corrected text agrees with the 1876 manuscript. 

C [45.10] ʔo3xaa2, found both here and in the 1876 manuscript, is read as a scribal error for ʔo3kaa2. 
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[45.02] “Then the accumulated merit from former lives came to the assistance of myself, the 

Golden Lord, to protect me yaw hɤy, [ ] and so the spirits dispensed [45.03] some rejuvenating 

skin-shedding herb, bestowing it [upon me] teʔ hɔ. 
 

“My body was suddenly of pleasing complexion, [45.04] like a celestial being or deity or spirit 

from above, [ ] and alone the Golden One departed from the verdant forest of one hundred 

thousand [45.05] leaves, turning back to return kɔy yaw. 

 

“Nobody really expected, even as much as a split sesame seed, that I was the kingdom’s in-law 

[45.06] of former times, [ ] none more than yourself, the Jewel Damsel Form, ravishing Canta, 

[45.07] [who] had also forgotten me saŋ nɔ. 
 

“As for the skin-shedding herb, the fine white bark, [ ] if the Jewel [45.08] of Women would eat 

some, then you would return to your youth, to be a young woman together with myself hɯ nɔ.” 

 

As the Along spoke thus, his fingertips [45.09] took hold of the potent medicine and presented it 

to the Jewel of the Kingdom, Canta, [ ] and the Damsel Form raised her ten fingers660 to place 

on her top-knot, [45.10] requesting to receive it. 

 

The Damsel Form immediately accepted the gem-like excellent medicine and ate it, [ ] [45.11] 

and at once, the golden body of the Jewel of Women returned to be a young woman of youthful 

appearance kɔy yaw. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

                                                        
660 Raising the hands with palms together as a sign of respect. 
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ŋaay4 [45.12] lew1 fom5 xew5 pen1 yɤŋ1 me4 loŋ5 si5kyaa4 faak4 loŋ4 maa4 ʔaa1saaŋ2 [ ] sam2 

nɯŋ1 yɤŋ1 naŋ5 [45.13] maʔ1no2haa5li2 cɔy6 ʔu2A lɔy1 ŋɤn4 nan6 yaw6 

 

no2 cɔy6 ʔɔn2 maw2 yaw6 maw2 seŋ3B sut3 [45.14] kaa2 yin4 com4 [ ] to1 kɔy4 laa1 sɛŋ5 sɔŋ5 haa4 

paan1 hɤŋ5 thɤŋ5 ʔo4 haam6 xiŋ4 yom5 [45.15] haaŋ1 thaw3 maa4 yaw6 

 

yaa2 haɰ3 xam4 lɛŋ5(1) sɛŋ5 saɰ5 pɛt4 vaaŋ4 vɛn1 laaŋ3 yu2 [ ] naŋ2 hɯ5 [45.16] po1 me1 taak2 

pɔy4 pon6 se5 tuk1xaa2 cɔŋ1 xi5 pu2 pɔŋ1 kyɤ4 loy3 van1 

 

laak2 haɰ3 pi1 [45.17] xay2 faʔ6 lɤm2 kaaŋ3 caɰ1 faɰ2 sɛn5 vaa4 [ ] ʔaw1 taŋ4 yaa1 sɛŋ5 vaaŋ4 

pan1 laa1 sɛŋ5 sɔŋ5 mɔn4 [45.18] tɛŋ2 kam1 caa4 kɔy1 thɔk4 loy3 lɛ1 

 

xaɰ3 haɰ3 sɔŋ5 xun5 sɔŋ5 naaŋ4 cew4 di5(1) xɯn4 maa4 yɤŋ1 naŋ5 [45.19] saaw5 kop3 vaaw2 [ ] 

haɰ3 po4 hoŋ5 to1 si2 ceŋ2 pɛt2 naa3 faʔ6 laay5 ti1 thuk3 thaw2 xɔy5 ŋaw4 [45.20] li1 yaw6 

 

  

                                                        
A [45.13] The 1876 manuscript has ʔu2 taaŋ2 lɔy1 ŋɤn4. 

B [45.13] seŋ3 is added by the scribe; the corrected text agrees with the 1876 manuscript. 
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As though [45.12] single, with beautiful hair,661 like the Chief Wife of Sikya had descended in 

disguise,662 [ ] or again like [45.13] Manohali,663 the Damsel of the Northern Continent,664 of 

Silver Mountain665 nan yaw. 

 

“Although the Damsel Sprout is endlessly and ceaselessly youthful and I am utterly [45.14] 

delighted, [ ] both of my parents have reached a ripe old age and have become rather shrivelled 

[45.15] and elderly in appearance. 

 

“May the Golden Red Bright Jewel not abandon or discard them, debilitated. [ ] What [45.16] 

can we think of doing so that my father and mother will be free from their suffering and burning 

anxiety loy van? 

 

“You, [45.17] the elder Egg of the Heavens, should extend your sympathy as wide as a hundred 

thousand arm spans, [ ] and give the jewel medicine to both my parents [45.18] to hold firmly, 

present it to them loy lɛ. 
 

“I wish that both the Lord and Lady will quickly return to be like [45.19] a young woman and 

man, [ ] so much that they will be renowned throughout the four quarters and eight points [of the 

compass], in many places, and [people] will continuously envy their radiance [45.20] li yaw.” 

 
                                                        
661 TN fom5 xew5, literally ‘green hair,’ a synonym for beautiful hair.  

662 TN ʔaa1saaŋ2, reading based on ʔaa1saaŋ2 huʔ6 ‘to pretend to know’ in everyday use; an alternative 

reading might be B အသင ္ ‘to peel,’ i.e. similar to TN lɔk4 in lɔk4 xaap4 ‘to magically transform one’s 

appearance,’ although this use is not attested in Burmese. 
663 TN maʔ1no2haa5li2 (P manoharī), ‘captivating, heart-stealing,’ probably the youngest of the seven 

daughters of the King of ‘Silver Mountain’ (TN lɔy1 ŋɤn4), who is of great beauty (her name is given as 

maʔ1no2laa2 in other texts). 

664 TN ʔu2, read as ʔu2taaŋ2 as found in the 1876 manuscript (following Cushing’s ʔu4taaŋ2 ‘a name for the 

great northern island,’ possibly from P uttarakuru); ʔu2 kaaŋ2 ‘chief’ (of Silver Mountain) is more 

common in other manuscripts. 
665 TN lɔy1 ŋɤn4, a spirit realm which also features in other Tai Nuea stories such as caw3 lin6 xam4, caw3 

su5taʔ1saʔ3naa2 naaŋ4 naa4li1kaa2 maak2 paw6, caw3 su5thun4, vo1 heŋ5 kaap2 (where maʔ1no2laa2, the 

youngest daughter, is of great beauty). 
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naŋ2 nay6 nuk4 nɤk4 cɔy6 taw6 ʔɤŋ1 vɔn4 law2 seŋ5 no5 [ ] su4 se4 seŋ5 di5(1) [46.01]A maŋ4lɔŋ4 

yom6 fan4 xo5 kaay2 xo3 

 

yaa2 haɰ3 sɛŋ5 kaw1 tɔŋ2 taa2 vaaŋ1 caɰ1 naaŋ4 saŋ5kaa2 [ ] [46.02] hun2 cɔy6 caŋ2 kɔy1 xɯn3 

law1 po1 ʔɔk2 faʔ6 ʔik2 me1 maa4taa2 sɔŋ5 haa4 kɔn2 taa4 

 

[46.03] pi1 taak2 faa3 haɰ3 yaa3 lɔk4 xaap4 xɯn4 num2 vaaŋ4 pan1 [ ] haɰ3 ʔan1 laa1 sɛŋ5 sɔŋ5 

haa4 xɯn4 [46.04] maa4 pen1 xun5 kop5(3) naaŋ4 naŋ5 pɤŋ1 kan1 num2 nɔy6 cam6 yaw6 

 

pɤŋ1 nay5 mɔn4 sɛŋ5 maŋ4lɔŋ4 [46.05] vaaŋ4 xɔm4 laat4 pan1 naaŋ4 yaw6 yaa2 [ ] hun2 cɔy6 com4 

maw2 yaw6 maw2 seŋ3 sut3 kaa2 lɤ5 tɔn4 [46.06] teʔ6 yaw6 

 

hun2 cɔy6 caŋ2 taak2 xɯn3 law1 sɔŋ5 caw3 xaa5me4 to2 laa1 paa4 [ ] ʔaa1[46.07]kwyɔŋ4 xɔm4 mi4 

sɛn5 pɤŋ1 taŋ4 mɤŋ4 no2 maŋ4saa4 law1 seŋ3 yaw6 hɔ6 

 

vaa1 kaa1 [46.08] xaaŋ4 ho5 fo5 naaŋ4 caw3 xun5 xam4 lɔŋ4 to2 [ ] man4 caw3 pay1 lay3 taŋ4 yaa3 

maat4 laat1taʔ5(3)[46.09]naa2 lɔk4 xaap4 hɔm5 kwyo2 fi5 su4 vaa1 nay5 

 

pɛk4 vaa1 thaw3 kaa2 yaw6 xew3 vaaŋ3 laŋ5 kɔŋ2 [46.10] ho5 xaaw5 [ ] can1 to1 pan1 kin1 yaa1 

yam5(1) xɯn4 maa4 pen1 taŋ4 vaaw2 kop3 saaw5 lɔk4 xaap4 [46.11] vaa1 nay5 

 

mɔn4 sɛŋ5 taak2 maa4 ku4 caa4 xwyɔt4 laa1 paa4 sɔŋ5 no2 [ ] ʔik2 loy3 mu2 maat4 [46.12] faʔ6 ku1 

caw3 myew4 to2 taŋ4 mɤŋ4 

 

laak2 haɰ3 po1 ʔɔk2 faʔ6 so2 ku1 xo3 nan4 nɤŋ4 [ ] [46.13] maa4 kin5(1) yaa1 yam5(1) fo5 naaŋ4 

vaaw2 kɛm1 mɤŋ4 lɔk4 xaap4 li1 yaw6 

 

  

                                                        
A [46.01] saaw4 saam5 23 is written at the top of the verso of the twenty-third folio. 
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Thus did the ravishing damsel noisily importune and coax and entice, [ ] and the youthful 

[46.01] Manglong smiled as he spoke with an agreeable sound, 

 

“My jewel, settle your mind and don’t store up your doubts, [ ] [46.02] and then go up to tell 

both your father and mother. 

 

[46.03] “I will dispense the rejuvenating skin-shedding herb and give it to them [ ] so that they 

will return [46.04] to be a Lord and Lady just like when they were young and little cam yaw.” 

 

[When] the Jewel Essence, the Manglong, [46.05] had finished speaking these words in such a 

way to the young woman, [ ] the Damsel Form was endlessly and ceaselessly and utterly and 

excessively delighted [46.06] teʔ yaw. 

 

The Damsel Form went up to tell her two noble parents666 [ ] and the [whole] kingdom all about 

[46.07] the hundred thousand matters [concerning] the Mangsa Shoot yaw hɔ, 
 

“Speaking of [46.08] my spouse, my husband the Golden Lord, the noble Long, [ ] he has 

obtained the excellent gem-like [46.09] skin-shedding herb, fragrant and esteemed, rewarded to 

him by the spirits vaa nay. 

 

“Even though you have already reached old age, with missing teeth, bent backs, [46.10] and 

heads of white, [ ] eating the potent medicine will immediately transform and restore you to be a 

young man and woman [46.11] vaa nay. 

 

“The Jewel Essence will come to help and protect and deliver both of you, my parents, [ ] 

together with each of the venerable counsellors [46.12] of noble descent throughout the 

kingdom. 

 

“Father, you should loudly proclaim each of these points, [ ] [46.13] [in order that they may] 

come to eat the potent medicine of my young husband the Crown Prince and be transformed li 

yaw.” 

                                                        
666 TN xaa5me4 and laa1 paa4 are both read as ‘parents.’ 
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pɤŋ1 nay5 naaŋ4 mɤŋ4 vaaŋ4 [46.14] ho5 si4 xo4 law1 ʔaa1kwyo4 ne5 kaaw2 [ ] po1 me1 com4 ʔan1 

taak2 lay3 kin1 taŋ4 yaa3 [46.15] lɔk4 xaap4 xɯn4 lay3 pen1 vaaw2 saaw5 naaŋ4 vaa1 nay5 

 

le2 vɔk2 soy1 to2 myew4 to2 [46.16] mu2 pi1 nɔŋ6 ku1 fu3 pen1 sam2 thuk5(3) nam4 [ ] tɯn4 sɛŋ5 

myew4 man4 nan4 xon4 mon1 tem1 fuŋ2 [46.17] ho5 xam4 tɛk2 yɤŋ1 teʔ6 yaw6 

 

cem1 ʔan1 xun5 loŋ5 fɔŋ4 taŋ4 maat4 laay5 paa4 po4[46.18]paa2 [ ] fu3 thaw3 fu3 ke2 fu3 num2 xaa3 

xay2 faʔ6 se5naa2 taŋ4 mɤŋ4 

 

faw2A nan6 faɰ5 kɔʔ6 xaɰ3 [46.19] kin1 yaa3 lɔk4 xaap4 xɯn4 num2 faaŋ5 ŋaam4  

[ ] taŋ4 loŋ5 toŋ1 tem1 nan4 sɛŋ5 cik5(3) thi4 fuŋ2 [46.20] ho5 xam4 tɛk2 hon1 teʔ6 yaw6 

 

caŋ2 taak2 ʔɔn1 kan1 mɤ4 paaŋ4 maŋ4lɔŋ4 caw3 xɤy5 [47.01] mɤŋ4 taan3 to2 [ ] haɰ3 maa4 xaw3 

vɔŋ6 paa2li1saat1 xɛk2 xɔn3 kɔŋ1 ko2 pɔy4 mɤŋ4 

 

[47.02] ku1 koʔ6 ku1 xop1 vay3 tɔŋ4 paan2 yɔn4 xaaŋ4 [ ] yɔn4 kin5(1) yaa1 yam5(1) maɰ4 xun5 yɔn6 

von1 xɯn4 [47.03] pen1 vaaw2 saaw5 naaŋ4 pɤ1 caw3 xaa3 lɛ1 

 

yaam4 nan4 xaan5 to2 caɰ1 sɛŋ5 maŋ4lɔŋ4 kam4 kɔŋ4 [47.04] kɤt1 naɰ4 xo4 maak1 mam2 [ ] xaɰ3 

caɰ1 mɤ1 ʔan1 haaŋ1 xaw5 xɔt2 soy3 yɔt4 xay2 faʔ6 pɔŋ1 kyɛm2 xun5 [47.05] sum4 

 

to1 nay5 vi1paa2kaa2 tok3 xɔp4 maa4 pɔŋ2 thɤŋ5 xaw5 [ ] kaw1 taak2 ʔaw1 xaw5 pen1 taŋ4 [47.06] 

mu2 fuŋ5 liŋ4 tɔp2 soy3 lu4(1) kɔn2 

 

tan4 nay5 maŋ4lɔŋ4 mɔn4 sɛŋ5 kɤt1 naɰ4 caɰ1 laay5 thaa2 [ ] [47.07] caw3 caŋ2 vɔk2 laat4 mu2 

maat4 faʔ6 po4paa2 xun5 mɤŋ4 

 

  

                                                        
A [46.18] Written faɰ2 in the text, read as a scribal error for faw2; this part of the page is missing from the 

1876 manuscript. 
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In such a way did the young woman of the kingdom bow [46.14] her head in deference and 

speak and tell of the benefits, [ ] and her father and mother were delighted to be able to eat the 

[46.15] skin-shedding herb and to return to be a young man and woman vaa nay. 

 

Word was spread for all of the kinsmen of noble descent [46.16] and their multitudinous kinds 

of relatives, [ ] those of jewel descent, kinsmen, noisy and mingling in enjoyment, of many 

kinds, to fill the mansion [46.17] of the golden hall teʔ yaw, 

 

Together with the great ruling lords and the many counsellors and military [46.18] officers, [ ] 

the elderly, the old and the young, subjects of the Heavenly Egg and ministers from throughout 

the kingdom. 

 

Then everyone who desired [46.19] to eat the skin-shedding herb and be restored to youth and a 

beautiful appearance, [ ] all of them filled the jewelled palace with the final ornament at its 

pinnacle, the mansion [46.20] of the golden hall, and broke into sound teʔ yaw. 

 

They lead each other to speak to the Manglong, the kingdom’s [47.01] in-law, inviting him [ ] to 

enter the royal assembly of gathered visitors, collected together for the kingdom’s celebration. 

 

[47.02] Each and every person was kneeling and paying homage, and beseeching and begging,  

[ ] begging to eat the potent medicine of the Lord, owing to his merit, and to return [47.03] to be 

young men and women because of him xaa lɛ. 
 

At that time, the jewel-hearted Manglong indeed reflected [47.04] and thought in his heart, his 

intentions, [ ] and considered when they were resentful and envious of the Supreme Egg of the 

Heavens and intentionally planned to defeat [47.05] the Lord. 

 

Now was the time for the consequences [of their actions] to come around and to reach them, [ ] 

and he would make them become [47.06] a troop of monkeys in revenge lu kɔn. 

 

Thus did the Manglong, the Jewel Essence, think in his heart many times, [ ] [47.07] and so the 

Master told the gathering of venerable counsellors and military officers and lords of the 

kingdom, 
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saŋ5 vaa1 ku1 koʔ6 ku1 xaɰ3 haɰ3 lɔk4 [47.08] xaap4 pɤŋ4 vaaw2 xaaw5 non4  

[ ] kaw1 taak2 caak3 pan1 yaa1 yam5(1) vɛŋ2 ce4 kon4 fɔm6 ku1 cam6 yaw6 

 

[47.09] po4 ʔan1 taŋ4 loŋ5 lay3 peŋ4 kan1 yaw6 yaa2 [ ] haɰ3 su5 hom1 fɔm6 kew6 kaap4 yaa3 lɔk4 

xaap4 [47.10] kin1 kaa2 yaam4 dew5(1) li1 yaw6 

 

kaa1 ʔan1 kaw1 pay4 caak3 vɛŋ2 haɰ3 su5 caw3 ce4 tan4 [ ] [47.11] laak2 haɰ3 yip5(3) ŋaa5 him4 

sop5(3) yu2 faɰ5 man4 ku1 fu3 taa1 van1 

 

tan4 nay5 saay5 xɔm4 xun5 [47.12] di5(1) maŋ4lɔŋ4 laat4 xun5 fɔŋ4 tok3 tɛŋ2 [ ] caw3 caŋ2 faa3 haɰ3 

yaa3 lɔk4 xaap4 caak3 [47.13] vɛŋ2 kan1 ce4 

 

xop2 mɤ1 lay3 seŋ3 yaw6 ku1 fu3 xɔy1 cɛk2 kɔy1 tan4 [ ] to1 nay5 su5 [47.14] xun5 ʔɔn1 kan1 kin1 

vay4 kin1 vay4 kew6 faɰ5 man4 nɛt4 hip4 

 

can1 saŋ5 po4 ʔan1 yaa1 [47.15] yam5(1) tok5(3) fɛw5 koŋ1 xo4 hɔt4 mɤ4 naɰ4 taŋ4 mu2 [ ] kɯŋ6 

kaaŋ6 lɔk4 pen1 po1 ʔi2 vɔk4 [47.16] naa3 hɛŋ3 naŋ5 hu2 to1 liŋ4 seŋ3 yaw6 

 

xit5(3)taa2 vɛn5 kɔp4 paat4 le2 han3 praa1[47.17]saat4 ho5 sɔŋ2 mo4 me4 [ ] maaŋ1 to1 ko1 he5 kon4 

mɤŋ4 vaay2 toy4 le4 hɔŋ6 [47.18] hon1 kɔʔ6 mi4 

 

sop5(3) cun5(1) kaaŋ4 tum2 sam2 hu5 vaaŋ1 kon3 hew2 [ ] xuk4 xuk4 xak4 xak4 vɛn5 lɛn1 [47.19] ho5 

sɔŋ2 faʔ6 tin1 kew2 mɯ4 yaay4 kɔʔ6 mi4 
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“If each and every person desires to transform [47.08] to be radiant and youthful, of finest 

white, [ ] then I will split the potent medicine and divide it amongst all of you, with everyone 

together cam yaw. 

 

[47.09] “When all have got equal [shares], [ ] then together you should chew the skin-shedding 

herb between your teeth [47.10] and eat it up all at the same time li yaw. 

 

“Do not split or divide for others, and when you are all ready,667 [ ] [47.11] each and every one 

should hold it aimed at your lips taa van.” 

 

Thus were the words that the Good [47.12] Lord, the Manglong, spoke to the ruling lords one 

after another, [ ] and then he distributed the skin-shedding herb, splitting [47.13] and dividing it 

amongst them all. 

 

When completely finished and all apportioned to each and every person, [ ] “Now each one of 

you [47.14] lords together quickly eat, quickly eat and swiftly chew.” 

 

Presently, when the potent [47.15] medicine had fallen down their gullets and reached the 

innards of the whole group, [ ] they were suddenly transformed into male apes, [47.16] with dry 

faces and wrinkled skin, all of them monkeys seŋ yaw. 

 

They instantly leapt, clinging and hanging, wandering all over the palace, [47.17] the shining 

hall, making a cacophonous noise, [ ] and there were some who were afraid and alarmed by the 

people of the kingdom, turning back to look, one after another, and calling out [47.18] noisily. 

 

With protruding lips, bud-like jaws and thin hears and wrinkled arses, [ ] xuk xuk xak xak,668 

they leapt and ran [around the] [47.19] the shining royal hall hanging on by their feet and 

scratching with their hands. 

 

  

                                                        
667 TN ce4 tan4, an alternative would be ‘all,’ reading tan4 as ‘to span.’ 

668 TN xuk4 xuk4 xak4 xak4. 
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thaa2 nan6 xay2 faʔ6 thɔt2 laap2 lɤm3 kɔy1 [47.20] lɯp4 lɛn1 kaa2 suy4 pay5(1) [ ] co4 ʔaw1 fuŋ5 

maa5 ŋok5(3) ŋok5(3) ŋak5(3) ŋak5(3) ho3 ham4 kay5(1) tɛŋ2 lɯp4 

 

[48.01]A faɰ5 faɰ5 man4 man4 lan4 kan4 paay1 yaan5 mɤŋ4 xaw3 thɤn2 [ ] taŋ4 seŋ3 mɤ4 saaŋ3 

vaaŋ1 may6 kaay2 [48.02] kaan3 sɯp2 yɔt4 fɤ5 kɤn4 kay1 mɤŋ4 pun6 yaw6 

 

thaan3 po4 mi4 se5 yi3 pɤʔ6 ʔɤ2 [48.03] to1 liŋ4 [ ] paak2 saaw4 tem1 peŋ4 mu2 fuŋ5 liŋ4 ʔɯt2 tho3 

 

fuŋ5 liŋ4 mi4 laay5 kaaw1 kaaw1 [48.04] hɔŋ6 seŋ5 yaaw4 yu2 paa2 [ ] hɔŋ6 kɔŋ3 to1 naɰ4 hoy3 loŋ1 

laa2(4) mo4 nan4 

 

fɔŋ4 kɔʔ6 [48.05] pɛt4 se5 ʔuk1caa2 maʔ6 kop3 ʔik2 ŋɤn4 xam4 [ ] maaŋ1 xun5 pɛt4 se5 hɤn4 loŋ5 

me4 [48.06] pɛŋ4 xaw3 sɛn5 lam4 pen1 pɤn1 se5 yaw6 

 

caŋ2 vaa1 yaak4 kɔʔ6 yaak4 y(a)aw4(6)B [ ] sut3 kaa1 [48.07] lay3 maa4 fo2 fak4 koʔ6 su4 to2 mɔn4 

hoŋ5 [ ] yaŋ4 pɔy4 paa4 ʔaw1 hew4 caɰ1 maa2no2 [48.08] hek4 di1 loŋ5 taaŋ2 pɤn1 vaa1 nay5 

 

von1 li5(1) maa4 thop5(3) maa4 han5 su4 kɔŋ4 di1 caɰ1 tɔŋ4 yam1 [48.09] yum2 [ ] cɤŋ1 pɔy4 xyaa4 

pɛt4 su4 to2 caw3 faɰ2 ʔaaŋ3 cik5(3) pum2 lo4faa4 vaa1 nay5 

 

  

                                                        
A [48.01] saaw4 si2 24 is written at the top of the verso of the twenty-fourth folio. 

B [48.06] the vowel and tone of yaw6 are modified to yaaw4. 
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Then the Egg of the Heavens pulled out his glossy sword and [47.20] pursued them as they 

swung669 away, [ ] taking along a pack of dogs, ngok ngok ngak ngak,670 which drove them far 

[away], pursuing nearby. 

 

[48.01] Each by themselves, they quickly fled away from the city and entered the forest, [ ] all 

going to dwell in the trees, with their spans of [48.02] clusters and connecting shoots, their 

abundant foliage, far from the city pun yaw. 

 

There were as many as yi pɤʔ ʔɤ671 [48.03] monkeys, [ ] a full one hundred and twenty in the 

collected troop of monkeys, whooping and calling in reply. 

 

The troop of many monkeys [48.04] called out, with booming and prolonged sounds, in the 

woods, [ ] their clamorous calls echoing throughout and into the ravines of the extensive forest. 

 

The rulers [48.05] abandoned their possessions, horses and also silver and gold, [ ] and some of 

the lords abandoned their great houses and beloved [48.06] wives to enter the Hundred 

Thousand Trees as strangers se yaw. 

 

“It is said672 ‘hardship is really hardship’! [ ] In the end [48.07] they came to be separated from 

the person of virtue, the Essence of Renown, [ ] who would carry the heart and mind [48.08] 

called the Greatest Good, surpassing [all] others vaa nay. 

 

“Good merit comes to meet and to see people of virtue who bear in mind to be reverent and 

[48.09] to have faith. [ ] Why! They abandoned the virtuous Master [through] the desires and 

intentions of their greedy hearts vaa nay. 

 

                                                        
669 TN suy4 read as ‘the swinging movement of monkeys from one branch to another;’ an alternative 

reading would be suy5 ‘to push,’ which is not used in Mueang Sing. 

670 TN ŋok3 ŋok3 ŋak3 ŋak3, the sound of dogs. 

671 TN yi3 pɤʔ6 ʔɤ2 (Ch 一百二 yi bai er), one hundred and twenty, equivalent to TN paak2 saaw4 at 

[48.02] but left untranslated here since it is not generally understood by Tai Nuea speakers in Mueang 

Sing. 
672 The scribe addresses the audience from here to [48.20].  
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caŋ2 [48.10] vaa1 yaak4 kɔʔ6 yaak4 y(a)aw4(6) [ ] kon4 taɰ3 faʔ6 nuŋ1 sɤ3 sɔŋ5 pik2 paa4 thoŋ5 nay1 

nɔ1 [ ] yaa2 pay4 [48.11] lu4(1) pɤŋ1 xun5 hoŋ5 ho5 xam4 pɛt4 veŋ4 loŋ5 paw2 laap3 nan6 taa1 

 

po4 yaŋ4 hu5 yin4 si4[48.12]taaŋ4 su4 kɔŋ4 hɔt4 thɤŋ5 hu5 naa4vaaŋ2 [ ] sam6 haɰ3 yem3 lu1 

muk1xaa2paat4 to2 caw3 [48.13] cɔm5(1) taaŋ2 lu4(1) ce4 

 

laak2 haɰ3A com4 lu2 com4 taan4 kay6 xa(a)k5(3) xe4 yaa2 pɛt4 li1 yaw6 

 

saŋ5 [48.14] vaa1 haaŋ1 haw4 yin4 soy5 loy3 laan4 kwyɔŋ4 kaa1thaa2 [ ] saŋ5 pɔy4 maw2 mi4 maw2 

man3 muk1xaa2paat4 [48.15] to2 caw3 si5laa2 lum4 laa4 [ ] kaa1 taak2 kay1 se5 kɛm4 hoŋ5 pum2 

taa4laa4 to2 caw3 yaw6 lɛ1 

 

[48.16] cem1 xun5 cem1 naaŋ4 co4 kan1 tɔŋ4 saaŋ5 taa4laa4 vɔŋ6 hoy5 pyaa4 maak1kaaŋ2 [ ] pen1 

naŋ5 puk1[48.17]thaa4nuʔ1saʔ5(3)ti2 no2 caw3 saaŋ5xaaŋ2 maŋ4lɔŋ4 teʔ6 yaw6  

 

pɤ1 ʔan1 ton1 caw3 lo4 [48.18] se2 le2 mat4 xo3 kaa1thaa2 taa4laa4 [ ] maw2 lay3 tok3 xi5 tok3 faan5 

thaaŋ2 caɰ1 laa4 ku1 cat4 teʔ6 yaw6 

 

[48.19] kaa1 nay6 vaaŋ4 vaaŋ4 ŋaw4 taaŋ4 xɤ4 sɛŋ5 naɰ4 tham4 nam5 naa5(2) kaa1 xaa5 yɔt4 taa4laa4 

maan2 maan2 [ ] haw4 taak2 [48.20] faa3 pɔy2 thɔy2 lɯ3 vay6 xaak4 nɯŋ1 saw4 can2 tham4 sɛŋ5 

kɔn2 yaw6 su5 hɤy6 su5 nɔ1B 

 

 

  

                                                        
A [48.13] There is a scribal correction between haɰ3 and com4. 

B [48.20] End of the third section of the text (and associated lɔk2 kut2 symbol). 
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“It is [48.10] said ‘hardship is really hardship’! [ ] People under the heavens, who wear a 

double-breasted jacket and carry a shoulder bag nay nɔ, [ ] don’t [48.11] follow the example of 

the Renowned Lord of the Golden Hall who abandoned his great city to be empty and vacant 

nan taa! 
 

“When word of this reaches the ears [48.12] virtuous people, their ears will hear and it will 

touch their hearts, [ ] as though watching the Master673 give an oral teaching again, [48.13] the 

all-seeing Surpassing Pinnacle. 

 

“You should delight in offering and in generosity, make continuous effort, exert yourselves 

often, and do not abandon it li yaw! 
 

“If [48.14] we feel at odds with the course of these verses, [ ] if we do not or are not constant in 

taking care of these oral teachings [48.15] of the noble Master, our teacher, [ ] then we will be 

far from the renowned texts and stories, the Tala of the noble Master yaw lɛ. 
 

[48.16] “Together, you lords and ladies should call upon each other to bear in mind and store up 

the magnificent Tala which reveals and shows the Path.674 [ ] Thus it was for Pukthanusati, 

[48.17] the Master Shoot, the Sangxang,675 the Manglong teʔ yaw. 

 

“Because the Master676 revered [48.18] and trusted in the verses of the Tala, [ ] he did not fall 

into anxiety or trouble, and [lived] at ease in each birth teʔ yaw. 

 

[48.19] “Here the brilliant radiance of the jewel vine677 in the Tham, the supreme Tala, is 

certainly abundant with the letters of the alphabet, [ ] and we will [48.20] let it go and rest, 

placing [this] one verse and [then] stop the jewel Tham kɔn yaw su hɤy su nɔ.” 

                                                        
673 TN ton1 caw3, i.e. the Buddha 

674 TN maak1kaaŋ2 (P maggaṁ), i.e. the Path (to Nibbana). 

675 TN saaŋ5xaaŋ2, an epithet of the Bodhisatta; more often saaŋ5xɔŋ2. 

676 TN ton1 caw3, an epithet of the Bodhisatta (also an appellation for monks and for kings). 

677 TN xɤ4 ‘vine’ is used as a classifier for stories and teachings. 
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[49.01]A nay5 lɛ4 pen1 naŋ5 mɤ1 nan6 puk1thaa4nuʔ1saʔ5(3)ti2 xun5 vaaw2 maŋ4lɔŋ4 [ ] caŋ2 taak2 

kam1 [49.02] xɛn5 naaŋ4 me4 xe4 seŋ5 paak2 kɔŋ4 kɔŋ4 tɛŋ2 taan3 

 

caŋ2 nay6 laa1 fe4 maɰ4 naaŋ4 kwyɑɑŋ4 [49.03] kɛn4 maw2 taa4laa4 yot4 maa2 [ ] kyɛm2 haɰ3 

haaŋ1 kaw1 lɔŋ4 to2 vɔŋ6 laa4caa2 tok5(3) sum4 

 

se5 [49.04] haɰ3 kɛm4maa2 caʔ6 yu2paak4 taaŋ4 maap2 thɤŋ5 xiŋ4 [ ] caŋ2 haɰ3 laa1 fe4 maɰ4 

naaŋ4 yen4 to1 lɔk4 [49.05] pen1 liŋ4 ʔi2 vɔk4 teʔ6 yaw6 

 

kaw1 xun5 kam1 taaw1 lɯp4 loy4 xaw3 naɰ4 loŋ1 hoy3 laa2 [ ] [49.06] saŋ5 vaa1B naaŋ4 yaŋ4 haak1 

taŋ4 po1 ʔik2 me1 maa4taa2 cɔm4 pay1 taa1 van1 

 

kam2 kyɤk4 [49.07] hun2 cin1 cɔy6 luk4 caw3 ho5 sɔŋ2 kon4 lew5(1) [ ] saŋ5 yaŋ4 xaɰ3 pen1 liŋ4 

kɔʔ6 no2 [49.08] cɔy6 laak2 haɰ3 cɔm4 pay1 xaw3 loŋ1 xew5 loy3 po1 loy3 me1 nan6 taa1 

 

tan4 nay5 saay5 xɔm4 ton1 [49.09] sɛŋ5 vɔŋ6 maŋ4lɔŋ4 ʔɯt2C lɔk2 [ ] po4 ti1 may3 caɰ1 

can1taa2vaʔ1ti2 cɔy6 num2 mu3 hɤ1 [49.10] mɔk2 vo1 xam4 ti1 pɤn1 teʔ6 yaw6 

 

vɔŋ1 vɔŋ1 cɔy6 hay3 pan3 pi1 vaaw2 faʔ6 tuk5(3) taw2 xɔm4 vaan5 [ ] [49.11] pɛk4 vaa1 pen1 hɯ5 se5 

kɔʔ6 kaw1 naaŋ4 ʔam2 kaa2 yaan5 faat2 caw3 kɔy4 naa1 

 

pɛk4 vaa1 [49.12] xun5 xam4 taak2 pɔy4 fan4 taay1 loy3 taaw1 xam4 lɤt4D kam2 [ ] kaa1 taak2 seŋ3 

co1 naaŋ4 no2 [49.13] cɔy6 kom3 naa3 xo5 xam2 tuŋ4 ʔaw1 xaa3 yaw6 

 

xaa3 maw2 faat2 faak4 pi1 xay2 faʔ6 xun5 num2 kaa2 yaan5 [ ] [49.14] pɛk4 vaa1 pen1 hɯ5 se5 kɔʔ6 

fo5 me4 lam4 lɔy4 kɔt2 xo4 saan5 maw2 faak4 xaa3 cam1 

 

  

                                                        
A [49.01] Start of the fourth section of the text. 
B [49.06] There is a scribal correction between vaa1 and naaŋ4. 

C [49.09] ʔɯt2 is read as a scribal error for yɯt4 (or ŋɯt4) in the 1876 manuscript. 

D [49.12] There is a scribal correction between lɤt4 and kam2, where the scribe had written ʔɔk2; the 

corrected text agrees with the 1876 manuscript.  
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[49.01] Thus it was at that time that Pukthanusati, the young Lord Manglong, [ ] took [49.02] 

the arm of the young woman who was his wife, and with an agreeable tone he spoke earnestly 

as he carefully said, 

 

“Now your parents’ actions [49.03] were distressful, without the Tala and wicked, [ ] and they 

planned the downfall of myself, the magnificent noble Long, the king. 

 

“With that [49.04] the bad consequence of their actions and the results of their evil ways have 

returned to them, [ ] which lead to your parents’ changing and transforming [49.05] into 

monkeys, into apes teʔ yaw. 

 

“I, the Lord, held my sword and chased and pursued them into the forest and the rugged ravines, 

[ ] [49.06] and if you still love your father and your mother, then follow them taa van! 
 

“As you like, [49.07] Polished Form Damsel, princess who is alone in the shining hall, [ ] if you 

want to be a monkey, then the Damsel [49.08] Shoot should follow them and enter the green 

forest with your father and mother nan taa!” 

 

Thus did the words of the Jewel [49.09] One, the magnificent Manglong, threaten, [ ] 

sufficiently that it distressed the young damsel Cantavati, the Bright Mu [Flower], [49.10] the 

Golden Lotus Flower, within herself teʔ yaw. 

 

With lowered voice, vong vong, the damsel cried and embraced the heavenly young man and 

asked repeatedly with sweet words, [ ] [49.11] “No matter what the circumstances, I will not 

separate from you kɔy naa. 

 

“Even if [49.12] the Golden Lord will strike me dead with his golden sword, [shedding] dark 

blood, [ ] and I will end my days, then I, the Damsel [49.13] Shoot, will lower my head and 

request to receive and endure it xaa yaw. 

 

“I will not separate from my elder sibling the Egg of the Heavens, or leave the young Lord, [ ] 

[49.14] and no matter what the circumstances, we husband and wife will follow [each other], 

embracing [each other’s] necks, intertwined and without parting xaa cam. 
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[49.15] naaŋ4 maw2 kaa2 yaan5 xun5 xam4 haak1 tɔn4 caɰ1 ʔeŋ1 lay3 [ ] pɛk4 vaa1 pi1 kaw1 tok3 

hɔt4 kun1 [49.16] cɤŋ1 faʔ6 laay5 faay2 kɔʔ6 xaa3 taak2 cɔm4 xun5 

 

naŋ2 nay6 sɛŋ5 hun2 cɔy6 laat4 pi1 seŋ5 [49.17] thuk2 pɔm4 pɔm4 [ ] vay6 haɰ3 naɰ4 caɰ1 ʔaa1lɔŋ4 

ʔin5(1) du4(1) su4 sɤ4 hun2 fɔŋ5 xam4 ʔam2 seŋ3 teʔ6 yaw6 

 

[49.18] caŋ2 taak2 mɯ4 fu4 sɔn5 pɔn4 xo3 mɯ4 xaaw5 kɔy1 kɔt2 [ ] nan6 kɔʔ6 kɛn2 caw3 ʔaw1 

[49.19] naŋ1 kam2paa1laa2 fɯn4 hɤ1 ven1 cɔt2 lɛŋ5(1) vaaw4 

 

nan6 kɔʔ6 sɔŋ5 caw3 xi2 naŋ1 cak4 [49.20] hɤ1 hom1 di1 ŋi2 faay4 pan5(1) [ ] xaʔ5(3)naʔ1 yaam4 

dew5(1) ven1 suŋ5 fu4 lom4 xiŋ2 yaam4 nan4 ʔɛn2 [50.01]A xɯn3 teʔ6 yaw6 

 

yaam4 nan4 xun5 naaŋ4 yaan5 se5 mɤŋ4 loŋ5 ho5 xam4 ʔuk3taa2maʔ1thaa4ni2 [ ] [50.02] faat2 faak4 

ho5 sɔŋ2 faʔ6 praa1saat4 sɛŋ5 ci2 kop5(3) mɤŋ4 pun6 yaw6 

 

yɤŋ1 [50.03] naŋ5 yɔŋ4 yɔŋ4 fu3 haŋ5saa2 fo5 me4 [ ] pay1 pɔm4 cɔm4 bun1 saa4vo4 to4 lom4 yu2 se4 

se4 xaw3 [50.04] faʔ6 teʔ6 yaw6 

 

la(a)t5(3) cu4 mɤŋ4 loŋ5 tan4 saw4 ce1 ho5 xam4 paa4laa2 [ ] yɤŋ1 naŋ5 saay5 [50.05] faʔ6 cak4 xaan5 

faa2 loŋ4 mɤŋ4 teʔ6 hɔ6 

 

kɛn2 caw3 paa4 ʔaw1 hun2 faa4 tɛm3 [50.06] can1taa2 saay5 hoŋ5 [ ] ven1 hɔŋ5 xɯn4 thɔŋ5 mɤŋ4 

xam4 pɔŋ2 veŋ4 loŋ5 ti1 saaŋ3 teʔ6 [50.07] yaw6 

 

  

                                                        
A [50.01] saaw4 haa5 25 is written at the top of the verso of the twenty-fifth folio. 
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[49.15] “I will not go away from the Golden Lord whom I love very much and can depend 

upon, [ ] even if you go to many [different] parts [49.16] of the world then I will follow the 

Lord.” 

 

Thus did the Jewel Damsel Form speak to him with a fitting [49.17] sound, pom pom, [ ] 

causing endless pity for the Gold-Dust Form, in the heart of the youthful Along teʔ yaw. 

 

[49.18] His hand took hold of her brilliant white wrist and they embraced, [ ] and with that, the 

True Master took her [49.19] to sit on the handsome red shining kampala cloth and they flew 

around. 

 

And with that, the couple rode seated on the shining [49.20] thunderbolt given by the ogre, 

accompanying each other as befitting, [ ] and they instantly flew up high, floating on the wind at 

that time and soaring [50.01] upwards teʔ yaw. 

 

At that time, the Lord and Lady left the great kingdom of the golden hall of Uktamathani, [ ] 

[50.02] parting from the royal shining hall, the palace with its rows of jewels, and the city pun 

yaw. 

 

Like [50.03] fluttering hangsa [birds], yong yong, husband and wife, [ ] they went along 

concealed, up above in the sky with the blowing wind, tiny as they entered [50.04] the heavens 

teʔ yaw. 

 

[They went] straight to the great kingdom, the dwelling place of the city of the golden hall of 

Pala, [ ] and like the streak [50.05] of a thunderbolt, they descended to the city teʔ hɔ. 
 

The True Master took the Painted Faa Form,678 [50.06] Canta of renowned lineage,  

[ ] flying and soaring back to arrive at the golden kingdom, reaching the great city where he had 

dwelt teʔ [50.07] yaw. 

 

                                                        
678 TN hun2 faa4 tɛm3, descriptive of a woman’s beauty, also used as an epithet of the princess; faa4 is a 

shrub whose long leaves are used as offerings (and as a poultice). 
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tan4 nay5 maŋ4lɔŋ4 fɔŋ4 haan5 peʔ6 kon4 xen5 ʔɔŋ4(2) laan2 [ ] caw3 caŋ2 vaay2 [50.08] pɔk4 ce1 

sam2 faʔ6 ʔaa1maan2 thɤŋ5 tan4 teʔ6 yaw6 

 

kaa1 nay6 laat4 loy3 yɔt4 xay2 faʔ6 [50.09] vaay2 pɔk4 lew5 xɯn4 [ ] saay5 ʔu4 taa4laa4 maŋ4saa4 

taak2 pɔy4 vaaŋ4 poŋ1 yu2 cɯn4 yɯn4 [50.10] thaat2 faa3 hɔŋ3 nɯŋ1 kɔn2 yaw6 su5 hɤy6 su5 nɔ1A  

 

 

nay5B lɛ4 laay5 cɤŋ1 [50.11] saay5 sɛŋ5 kyɑɑŋ4 laan4 ʔu4taan4 paan4 paan4 kaa4naan4 maa4 

ca(a)p5(3) xa(a)p5(3) haa5 kaan3 tham4 paa3 ho5 xam4 [50.12] paa4laa2 kɔn2 hɤy6 

 

thɔm2 lɛ2 cɛŋ3 taa4 su4 to2 maat4 hɤy6 [ ] cat4 caw3 ŋaw4 xay2 faʔ6 [50.13] piŋ2yaa2 tuŋ4 tɔŋ4 li1 

yaw6 

 

nay5 lɛ4 xaan5 to2 mɤ1 nan6 law6 vaw6 faay4 thaw3 fu3 [50.14] caɰ1 nok2 ha(a)t5(3) haan5 [ ] man4 

yaŋ4 maa4 ciŋ4 mɤŋ4 loŋ5 kon4 sɛn5 thaan3 tok5(3) faan5 [50.15] fɔk2 yaak4 

 

ye1 van4 poŋ1 pan1 cɔy6 saaw5 naaŋ4 ye1 fu3 [ ] caŋ2 taak2 thuk2 caɰ1 [50.16] fi5 haaŋ1 caʔ6 lɤ5 su3 

yin4 sɤ4 

 

taŋ4 kaa1 vaan3 nɔk4 naɰ4 veŋ4 poŋ1 pan1 pu2 fi5 [50.17] faay4 [ ] ʔaw1 cem1 xun5 kaan1 naɰ4 

mɤŋ4 xaa3 kop5(3) tay4 maw2 lɔt4 teʔ6 kɔy1 

 

hɤn4 faɰ5 [50.18] hɤn4 man4 nam6 taa1 paŋ4 tok3 yaat2 [ ] lay3 mɤ4 soŋ2 pan1 pu2 yak1xaa2 fet2 

thaw3 [50.19] xop3 xaat2 sum4 xiŋ4 vaa1 nay5 

 

  

                                                        
A [50.10] End of the fourth section of the text (and associated lɔk2 kut2 symbol). 

B [50.10] Start of the fifth section of the text. 
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Thus did the brave and revered Manglong overcome and defeat the dangerous people who were 

his enemies, [ ] and the Master turned back [50.08] to return to the ancient city [where he had 

dwelt] recently, and arrived there teʔ yaw. 

 

“Here is told679 about the Supreme Egg of the Heavens’ [50.09] turning back and his return, [ ] 

and the lustrous thread of the brilliant Tala of the Mangsa will be placed down and [50.10] 

stopped at the end of a section kɔn yaw su hɤy su nɔ. 
 

 

“And thus [50.11] the many jewel threads and the course of this brilliant discourse in numerical 

order, continues by reaching the section of the Tham at the golden hall [50.12] of Pala kɔn hɤy. 

 

“May the excellently devout listen and clearly understand hɤy! Receive and bear in mind this 

life [story] of the Wise and Radiant Master, the Egg of the Heavens [50.13] li yaw!” 

 

Thus indeed it was at that time, the hideous elderly ogre, [50.14] dull-witted and bold, [ ] had 

seized the great kingdom and its one hundred thousand people had fallen into destitution [50.15] 

and great hardship. 

 

Each day it was provided with a young damsel, [ ] which pleased [50.16] the ugly spirit and was 

enjoyable beyond its wishes. 

 

All outlying villages as well as within the city provided the aged [50.17] ogre, [ ] and none of 

the lord officials in the kingdom, or upland680 or Tai peoples were spared teʔ kɔy. 

 

Each and every [50.18] household broke into tears which fell in drops [ ] when they went to 

make offerings to the aged yakxa, the elderly hungry ghost, [50.19] which bit and broke them 

apart as they lost their lives vaa nay. 

 

  

                                                        
679 A scribal aside addresses the audience from here to [50.13]. 
680 TN xaa3, non-Tai upland peoples. 
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thaa2 nan6 taŋ4 kaa1 paa4laa1naʔ1si2 myo2 ce1 caw3 [50.20] pen1 fe4 [ ] laɰ1 kɔʔ6 pɤ1 kaa1 saay5 

caɰ1 kon4 mɤŋ4 kay1 yaan5 fu4laa4 taa4laa4 maw2 xa(a)k5(3) me4 [51.01] kwyɔŋ4 mɤk4 vaa1 nay5 

 

ʔaw1 kaa1 ʔaa1lɔŋ4 mɔn4 sɛŋ5 puk1thaa4nuʔ1saʔ5(3)ti2 yaan5 kaa4 [ ] [51.02] vay6 haɰ3 may3 caɰ1 

caw3 xay2 faʔ6 laa4caa2 kop5(3) naaŋ4 teʔ6 yaw6 

 

naŋ2 nay6 caŋ2 vaa1 saŋ5 faɰ5 lay3 [51.03] pɤŋ1 paak2 kɛw3 vɔŋ6 su4 to2 kon4 di5(1) [ ] caŋ2 vaa1 

kaaŋ4 kay1 fe4 myew4 lon2 yaan5 [51.04] xi5 co1 kaaŋ3 cam6 yaw6 

 

ʔan1 naŋ5 kon4 di5(1) huʔ6 taa4laa4 tham4maa2 [ ] yaa2 pay4 thaaŋ2 tɯn3 kaa1 [51.05] fom5 faa2 tɯ4 

vaw1 taa1 van1 

 

su4 to2 maat4 hɤy6 [ ] laat4 kaa1 nay6 vay6 xay1 laat4 ʔaa2[51.06]pum2 nam5 naay4  

[ ] laak2 haɰ3 taŋ4 laay5 nu4 nɤ4 mu2 yiŋ4 caay4 mat4 man3 loy3 nɔ1 

 

thaa2 [51.07] nan6 xaw5 kɔʔ6 cat3 xan5 caa4lɔŋ4 laŋ5 hɤn4 seŋ3 taŋ4 mɤŋ4 mɯn2 caw3 [ ] vay6 haɰ3 

[51.08] yaap2 caɰ1 mu2 maat4 faʔ6 mɯn2 thaw3 ŋaw5 soŋ4 ti1 pɤn1 teʔ6 yaw6 

 

ku1 ti1 ku1 maw2 [51.09] kyɛm2 haaŋ6 ku1 sam2 tok5(3) tɛŋ5(1) [ ] sut3 kaa1 xun5 hoŋ5 ho5 xam4 pɤŋ2 

nan4 sɛŋ5 ʔam2 [51.10] lɔt4 teʔ6 yaw6 

 

taŋ4 loŋ5 theŋ5 vam4 faɰ5 man4 maw2 mi4 lɔt4 ʔaa1mu4 lay3 saa2(1) [ ] vay6 haɰ3 [51.11] cup4 cup4 

caw3 xay2 faʔ6 laa4caa2 xi5 tɔn4 loŋ5 yaw6 
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At that time, all of the royal city of Palanasi [50.20] was beset by calamity, [ ] which was 

because the hearts of the people of the kingdom were far apart from the Fula Tala, they did not 

make effort to practise [the teachings] [51.01] and they did evil vaa nay. 

 

Since the Along, the Jewel Essence Pukthanusati, departed, [ ] [51.02] it had caused distress for 

the Egg of the Heavens, the King and his Lady teʔ yaw. 

 

“Thus681 it is said that whoever takes [51.03] refuge in the Words of the Magnificent Gem682 

and is an upright and virtuous person [ ] will be free of and far from all kinds of dangers and 

removed from [51.04] anxiety for a long time cam yaw. 

 

“Concerning this, good people who know the Tala, [ ] don’t consider it to be shallow or take it 

[51.05] lightly even [as much as] a split hair taa van! 
 

“O upright people of excellent virtue hɤy! [ ] Here is told and recounted a story [51.06] of very 

many [parts] [ ] which all of you, the assorted gathering of women and men, should firmly 

remember loy nɔ.” 

 

At that [51.07] time, they placed in order a register of the heads of ten thousand households in 

the entire kingdom, [ ] which caused [51.08] distress for the group of ten thousand venerable 

and elderly counsellors, who were sorrowful to distraction within themselves teʔ yaw. 

 

No place [51.09] considered that it would be omitted, and every kind was placed one after 

another, [ ] and finally [even] the Renowned Lord of the Golden Hall who ruled over the 

jewelled palace did not [51.10] escape teʔ yaw. 

 

All refused or criticised, but no one escaped the duty to the state which had been proclaimed, [ ] 

causing [51.11] the despondent Master Egg of the Heavens, the King, very much anxiety loŋ 

yaw. 

                                                        
681 A scribal aside addresses the audience from here to [51.06] 
682 TN paak2 kɛw3 vɔŋ6, an epithet of the teaching of the Buddha. 
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taŋ4 kaa1 ku1 ti1 ku1 ʔan1 xay2 faʔ6 paat3 [51.12] xɔt2 cum4 haay4 [ ] van4 van4 nan4 nɤŋ4 tok5(3) 

thɤŋ5 xun5 hoŋ5 ho5 xam4 thuk2 pan1 faay4 maw2 [51.13] lɔt4 teʔ6 yaw6 

 

taŋ4 caɰ1 taŋ4 xo4 xun5 hoŋ5 ho5 xam4 kɔy4 mi4 laa3 lew5(1) sɛŋ5 yiŋ4 [51.14] luk4 kaaŋ1 haaŋ4 

hɔy3 vaa2 [ ] fu3 ʔan1 lay3 cɯ1 nuk4 nɤk4 hun2 cin1 cɔy6 thi4taa2 [51.15] vo1 ŋɤn4 vaa1 nay5 

 

haak1 loy3 suk1 sik1 naa3 naŋ5A cam2 xaaw5 lɔŋ2 non4 fu4 [ ] [51.16] taak2 lay3 taay1 pen1 taaŋ4 

kin1 xiŋ4 man4 pu2 fi5 lu4 maw2 lɔt4 teʔ6 yaw6 

 

thaa2 [51.17] nan6 laa1 fe4 me4 di5(1) haaŋ3 xo4 leŋ4 tan4saa2 [ ] so2 kan1 len3 mon1 cɔy6 [51.18] 

keŋ4yaa2 toy4 pɔy4 vaa1 nay5 

 

naŋ2 hɯ5 me1 ʔɔk2 faʔ6 pɤŋ2 haaŋ1 laa1 se2 [51.19] lɯm4 caɰ5(1) [ ] ʔaw1 naaŋ4 tha(a)t5(3) to1 vi5 

ho5 to1 ŋaam4 mɔk2 paan4 vaɰ5(1) thoŋ2B lɛt4 

 

[51.20] caŋ2 taak2 ʔaw1 naaŋ4 vaaŋ4 xiŋ4 xi2 vo1 sɛŋ5 than5 caaŋ2 [ ] caŋ2 taak2 hɔm4 faak4 

[52.01]C han3 praa1saat4 ʔu4 kaaŋ2 pan1 faay4 teʔ6 yaw6 

 

thaa2 nan6 vay6 haɰ3 may3 caɰ1 me1 to2 [52.02] faʔ6 sɛn2 hay3 ʔuk5(3) ʔaw2 xaŋ4 faan5 [ ] hɯ5 

taak2 lɯm4 se5 naaŋ4 di5(1) pe4 ne4 yaɰ2 [52.03] cɔm4 paan5(1) tɤk4 xɯn3 teʔ6 nɔ1 

 

vaa1 kaa1 laa3 lew5(1) kaaŋ1 haaŋ4 luk4 ho5 nom4D ʔum3 [52.04] ce2 kaw1 hɤy6 [ ] cɔy6 fu3 naa3 

ʔaap4 mɔk2 kaan3 kɔm6 pɤt3 pe2 koŋ2 xam4 me1 nɔ1 

 

  

                                                        
A [51.15] There is a scribal correction between naŋ5 and cam2. 

B [51.19] There is a scribal error between thoŋ2 and lɛt4. 
C [52.01] saaw4 hok3 26 is written at the top of the verso of the twenty-sixth folio. 

D [52.03] There is a scribal correction between nom4 and ʔum3. 
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All, in every place and every one of the entire assembly of the Egg of the Heavens’ [51.12] 

subjects, [ ] day by day loudly [called] for it to fall to the Renowned Lord of the Golden Hall to 

not escape giving to the [51.13] ogre teʔ yaw. 

 

His heart and mind, the Renowned Lord of the Golden Hall had only a single child, the Jewel of 

Women, [51.14] his offspring which had hung upon his shoulder, [ ] the person who was called 

the ravishing Polished Form Damsel, his daughter, [51.15] the silver lotus vaa nay. 

 

He loved her burgeoning face, like a lustrous white mirror, fine and prospering,  

[ ] [51.16] [she who was] unable to escape dying and becoming food for the aged demon teʔ 

yaw. 

At that [51.17] time her parents made preparations to dress up, with possessions and finery, [ ] 

and encouraged each other to amuse and enjoy themselves and for the damsel, [51.18] the 

maiden, to see the festival vaa nay. 

 

How could her own mother, who governed over her, her mother, [51.19] forget683 her, [ ] as she 

preened the beautiful body of the young woman and combed her hair and encircled it with 

flower blossoms and leaves. 

 

[51.20] They set down the young woman riding on a pure jewel storeyed lotus, [ ] and together 

they left [52.01] the palace684 to give her to the ogre teʔ yaw. 

 

At that time, it distressed her own mother, [52.02] who cried loudly in grief and wailed in 

torment, [ ] “How can I forget the youthful and attractive Good Woman who is [52.03] coming 

of age teʔ nɔ? 

 

“O my only child, of my womb and my breast, who I cradled [52.04] and carried kaw hɤy! [ ] 
Damsel whose face is befitting a cluster of flowers with hanging heads, with earrings and a neck 

ring of gold me nɔ! 
 

                                                        
683 TN lɯm4 caɰ1, an alternative reading would be ‘to be settled, to be (mentally) at ease.’ 

684 TN han3 praa1saat4 and ʔu4 kaaŋ2 are both ‘palace.’ 
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[52.05] vaa1 kaa1 saa5miŋ4 to2 no2 tɤk4 thon3 hɤy6 [ ] ʔun6 ʔɤn6 naa3 num2 cɯn1 lɤm3 [52.06] lɔŋ2 

fiw5 ŋɤn4 me1 nɔ1 [ ] to1 nay5 sɛŋ5 hɔm5 cɔm5(1) naaŋ4 kaw1 taak2 lay3 pay1 tok5(3) naɰ4 [52.07] 

sop5(3) pu2 fi5 vɤn4 mɔp2 haaŋ1 se5 yaw6 

 

vaa1 kaa1 sɛŋ5 pe4 ne4 me1 hɤy6 [ ] xaaw5 saɰ5 [52.08] pu4pe4 mu4le4 yɤŋ1 fi5 me4 kaan3 kɔŋ2 me1 

nɔ1 [ ] to1 nay5 faɰ5 taak2 yu2 mon1 con1 con1 [52.09] han3 praa1saat4A ho5 sɔŋ2 hom1 saw4 me1B 

lay3C 

 

vaa1 kaa1 num2 tɤk4 thon3 me1 hɤy6 [ ] ʔun6 [52.10] ʔɤn6 maa4 pen1 luk4 xay2 faʔ6 maw2 lay3 

mon1 kin1 cam2 taaŋ4 vaaw4 me1 nɔ1 [ ] kɔm6 po4 pen1 [52.11] saaw5 law4 lɛw4 sɛw4 sɔn4 mɔn4 

naaŋ4 sik5(3) hik5(3) faɰ2 taaŋ4 vaaw4 cɤŋ1 haɰ3 sɛŋ5 [52.12] me1 xam4 me1 kaw1 xɔy3 hɯ5 nɔ1 

 

vaa1 ti1 fiw5 xaaw5 ŋaw4 ŋɤn4 cɤn4 cu4 yɤŋ1 ŋaay4 [52.13] sɛŋ5 pɔt2 lɔŋ2 me1 hɤy6 [ ] hɯ5 pen1 se5 

laay1 nɛp4 nɛp4 mɔk2 lɛp4 kaw3 taak2 [52.14] caay6 yɔn2 paat4 cɔm4 kɔŋ2 sɛŋ5 sɔy5 vo5(1) ŋɤn4 me1 

nɔ1 

 

vaa1 maw2 vaa1 kɔʔ6 pɤn1 [52.15] taak2 laak4 ʔaw1 hun2 cɔy6 caw3 num2 nɔy6 vaaŋ4 nɔp4 pan1 

faay4 se5 yaw6 [ ] vay6 haɰ3 cep5(3) [52.16] caɰ5(1) laa1 fe4 ve4 ye4 yɤŋ1 ŋaa4laay4 mo3 nɯŋ1 se5 

yaw6 

 

  

                                                        
A [52.09] The text has praat4 which is read as a scribal error for praa1saat4; the 1876 manuscript has 

praat1saat4, which is also read as praa1saat4 in Mueang Sing. 

B [52.09] There is a scribal correction between me1 and lay3. 

C [52.09] Unusually, these three lines are connected by different rhymes. 
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[52.05] “O Princess Shoot who is coming of age hɤy! [ ] Dainty [young woman] whose 

youthful face is bright, shining [52.06] and lustrous, and whose complexion is of silver me nɔ!  
[ ] Now the Fragrant Jewel, the Pinnacle of Women, will go to fall into [52.07] the mouth of the 

aged wandering spirit who will pull your body to pieces and eat it685 se yaw. 

 

“O youthful and attractive jewel me hɤy! [ ] Pure white [52.08] cluster of bending mu-le686 

flowers, as though made by the gods me nɔ! [ ] Now who can dwell together with your mother, 

amusing and joyful [52.09] in the palace, the shining hall? 

 

“O youth that is coming of age me hɤy! [ ] Dainty [52.10] [young woman] who has come to be 

the child of the Egg of the Heavens, you will be unable to amuse and enjoy yourself and have 

fun me nɔ. [ ] Having only just become [52.11] a young woman, slender and well-formed, and 

abundantly attractive,687 the Essence of Women, becoming, and at the time of enjoyment, will 

the Jewel [52.12] of your Mother, the Gold of your Mother, be allowed to die hɯ nɔ? 
 

“O white complexion with the radiance of silver, inclining to be like [52.13] a smooth and 

lustrous jewel me hɤy! [ ] How unfortunate it is for the alluring and comely flower, with slanted 

top-knot [52.14] suspended, hanging over and bending, saeng soy688 silver lotus me nɔ! 
 

“Whatever we say, they [52.15] will drag the young little Royal Damsel Form to place as an 

offering for the ogre se yaw, [ ] and it causes your parents to be [52.16] anguished and 

distraught as though in a cauldron of hell se yaw. 

 

  

                                                        
685 TN mɔp2 is read here as ‘to pull or reduce something to pieces and eat’ (i.e. a variant of the usual mɛp2 

or maap2 in everyday speech in Mueang Sing); the usual meaning of mɔp2, ‘to kill,’ would also be an 

alternative reading. 
686 TN mu4le4 (B မုုေလး), a vine with many flowers, not found in Mueang Sing. 

687 TN sɛw4, from nok1 sɛw4, the racket-tailed drongo or long-tailed edolius, Dicrurus paradiseus. 

688 TN sɛŋ5 sɔy5, untranslated due to unknown meaning. 
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vaa1 kaa1 sɛŋ5 ʔu4 thɔn4 me1 [52.17] hɤy6 [ ] cɔn4 yɔn4 mɔn4 sɛŋ5 tɛŋ5(1) kɛn1 ŋɤn4 tum5 thɛw2 me1 

nɔ1 [ ] faw2 nay6 [52.18] luk4 haak1 me1 ʔu3 taak2 pɔy4 vay6 se5 ku2 huŋ1 yaʔ6 xeŋ2 tɔŋ3 loŋ4 ʔɛw2 

to1 kɔy4 [52.19] yaw6 nɔ1 

 

vaa1 kaa1 num2 haaŋ1 kɔn3 me1 hɤy6 [ ] cɔy6 fu3 xaaw5 caaŋ2 yɤŋ1 naŋ5 kɔn3 [52.20] yoŋ4 niw6 

fiw5 sɔŋ2 cɯn4 yɯn4 me1 nɔ1 [ ] to1 nay5 faɰ5 taak2 saw4 fɛŋ5 laa1 [53.01] sɛŋ5 maɰ4 naaŋ4 yɤŋ1 

vaa4 sɯn4 loy3 me1 cam6 nɔ1 

 

vaa1 kaa1 faa4 hɔm5 paw4 me1 hɤy6 [ ] [53.02] cɔy6 xaaw5 law4 keŋ4yaa2 me1 nɔ1 [ ] to1 nay5 vay6 

haɰ3 may3 caɰ1 me1 to2 me1 caw3 [53.03] xaw3 xaw3 ʔɔk2 ʔɔk2 ho5 lɔt2 yaʔ6 xeŋ2 tɔŋ3 maa4taa2 

lɯm4 xiŋ4 cɔm4 luk4 sɛŋ5A yiŋ4 [53.04] se5 yaw6 

 

vaa1 kaa1 naaŋ4 fi5 poŋ5(1) me1 hɤy6 [ ] xam4 fu3 xun5 fi5 si5kyaa4 vaaŋ4 loŋ4 [53.05] xaw3 naɰ4 

koŋ5(1) me1 kɤt2 nay1 nɔ1 [ ] faw2 nay6 me1 ʔu3 maw2 lay3 han5 se5 naa3 maɰ4 vɔy2 [53.06] sɔy1 

cɔy6 luk4 haak1 nam6 taa1 me1 po4 lɤt4 lay5 loŋ4 teʔ6 nɔ1B 

 

saŋ5 vaa1 luk4 [53.07] kaw1 taay1 kɔʔ6 yaa2 paa1 thɔt2 caɰ1 xɯn3 xoŋ4 cɔm1 tiŋ1saa2 luk4 hɤy6 [ ] 

xɛn4 [53.08] to1 luk4 kaw1 maa4 ʔaw1 me1 ʔɔk2 faʔ6 maa4taa2 taay1 cɔm4 loy3 nɔ1 

 

  

                                                        
A [53.03] There is a scribal error in sɛŋ5. 

B [53.06] Unusually, these three lines are connected by different rhymes. 
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“O bright and shining Jewel me [52.17] hɤy! [ ] Brilliant Jewel Essence, Created from the 

Heartwood of Silver, Ingot of Pure Silver me nɔ! [ ] Now [52.18] the beloved daughter of your 

mother will put away this shining couch with its decoratively carved frame, and will go down to 

wander alone [52.19] yaw nɔ. 
 

“O full-clustered youth me hɤy! [ ] Damsel of pure white, like a piece [52.20] of kapok, of 

brilliantly shining complexion me nɔ! [ ] Now who will dwell together with your mother689 

[53.01] as in the past cam nɔ? 
 

“O [you who are] decorated with the fragrant fa [flower]690 me hɤy! [ ] [53.02] Damsel, slender 

white maiden me nɔ! [ ] Now it causes the noble mother, your mother, distress, [53.03] and as I 

repeatedly enter and leave the ornately decorated hall with its carved frame, your mother 

swoons as she follows her jewel daughter [53.04] se yaw. 

 

“O young woman placed down by the gods me hɤy! [ ] Golden person placed down by the Lord 

of the Spirits, Sikya, [53.05] to enter into your mother’s belly and take birth nay nɔ! [ ] Now 

your mother will not be able to see your pleasant face, [53.06] damsel, my beloved child, and 

your mother’s tears are such that blood flows down teʔ nɔ. 
 

“If my [53.07] child dies, then do not depart691 to ascend to the Realm at the Summit, Tingsa692 

luk hɤy! [ ] It would be [53.08] better if my child comes to take her own mother and I die along 

with you loy nɔ.” 

 

  

                                                        
689 TN laa1 sɛŋ5, read elsewhere as ‘parents.’ 

690 TN faa4 hɔm5 paw4, paw4 is read as ‘decorations around the edge or fringe of something’ rather than as 

‘paw [flower].’ 

691 TN thɔt2 caɰ1, used of the soul or spirit leaving the body after death. 

692 TN tiŋ1saa2 (elsewhere vaa1tiŋ4saa2 and vaa1tiŋ2, from P tāvatiṁsa), the heavenly realm ruled by Sakka. 
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naŋ2 nay6 [53.09] vɔŋ1 vɔŋ1 me1 haak1 luk4 ʔam2 seŋ3 lɤ5 kaa2 tɔn4 caɰ5(1) [ ] haɰ3 ʔan1 kaw1 

naaŋ4 haay5 laay5A [53.10] taay1 cɔm4 luk4 yiŋ4 kɔn3 sɛŋ5 saɰ5 hom1 xɔy3 li1 yaw6 

 

pɤŋ1 pen1 kon4 laay5 yiŋ4 [53.11] caay4 haak1 lek5(3) haay4 luk4 ʔɔk2 [ ] pɛk4 vaa1 kiw2 yaak4 

kaap3 luk4 haak1 lɤ5 fɔk2 [53.12] kɔʔ6 maw2 caaŋ1 vaaŋ4 pay1 kɔy4 naa1 

 

vaa1 kaa1 saaw5 num2 nɔy6 luk4 po1 caay4 vaaw2 taŋ4 [53.13] laay5 xaw5 nɔ1 [ ] laak2 haɰ3 lu1 

han5 lum4 laa4 sɔŋ5 paa4 yaa2 vaaŋ4 kay1 naap1 taan3 loy3 lɛ1 

 

[53.14] ʔam2 caɰ1 laay5 laay5 haaŋ1 haw4 yaɰ2 xɯn3 thon3 kɔy1 thuk2 suŋ5 maa4 [ ] me1 haw4 

kɛn2 laak2 [53.15] pɛŋ4 di5(1) kɔy1 si5 ku1 van4 kaa4 pɔn3 maam1 kɔy4 naa1 

 

ʔam2 caɰ1 lo2 lo2 lɛ1 haaŋ1 haw4 yaɰ2 mu3 paan1 [53.16] thuk2 ŋaam4 taa5(1) [ ] xɔŋ5 laak2 laa1 

fe4 sɔŋ5 paa4 lum4 laa4 van4 van4 xɯn4 xɯn4 maw2 lay3 saw4 li5(1) kin1 vaan5 [53.17] kam4 kɔŋ4 

paɰ6 xɔŋ5 yaa1 caŋ2 mu3 nay1 naa1 

 

ʔan1 vaa1 maa4 pen1 kon4 mɤŋ4 kɤt2 naɰ4 to1 ʔaw1 haaŋ1 [ ] [53.18] sip3 koʔ6 saaw4 koʔ6 lo4kaa2 

ʔaa1naa2 maw2 caap3 haaŋ1 saw4 li1 vaa1 nay5 

 

haam6 pen1 [53.19] tuk1xaa2 ʔaa1naa2 caak1 hɔm4 hip2 po4 yɔm1 [ ] laa1 fe4 lum4 laa4 van4 kaa4 

xwyɑɑŋ4 si5 tew4 [53.20] pi1 nam6 laay5 ʔɔm1 suk4 xi3 suk4 yew1 haw4 yaw6 

 

  

                                                        
A [53.09] Written pay1 in the text, read as a scribal error for laay5; in general, this line differs considerably 

in the 1876 manuscript, but it clearly reads haay5 laay5. 
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Thus, [53.09] with lowered voice, vong vong, did the mother endlessly love her child more than 

her heart could bear, [ ] so that she would have disappeared, [53.10] dying together with her 

daughter, the Bright Jewel, and accompanying her in death li yaw. 

 

“So it is for many people,693 women [53.11] and men who love their children and adolescents, 

their own offspring, [ ] and even though they are exceedingly distressed with their beloved 

children, [53.12] they are unable to let go [of them] kɔy naa. 

 

“All of you small young women and young men who are children of your fathers [53.13] xaw 

nɔ, [ ] should watch over and take care of both [of your parents] and not abandon them far away 

or speak improperly of them loy lɛ. 
 

[53.14] “It is not in vain that our bodies grow up as is fitting and become tall, [ ] and our 

mothers certainly [53.15] loved us well, washing us every day and feeding us with chewed 

food694 kɔy naa. 

 

“It is also not alone that our bodies grow to be as mu [flowers] [53.16] and are beautiful and 

agreeable to the eye, [ ] but on account of both of our parents caring for us day and night 

without living at ease,695 [53.17] and considering how to protect us with medicine so that we 

will be well-built nay naa. 

 

“Of those who become people in this world and take birth in bodily form, [ ] [53.18] [only] ten 

or twenty people will dwell at ease and not be afflicted by pain or disease vaa nay. 

 

“It is rather that illness, [53.19] suffering and disease grab and beset us until we are emaciated,  

[ ] and our parents take care of us day by day, scrubbing us [53.20] with many basins of water 

and washing away our faeces and urine, again and again throughout the years haw yaw. 

 

                                                        
693 A scribal aside addresses the audience from here to [54.02]. 
694 TN pɔn3 maam1, to feed food or rice to an infant after being chewed by the mother. 

695 TN saw4 li1 kin1 vaan5, literally ‘to live well and eat delicious (food);’ yu2 li1 kin1 vaan5 is a common 

Tai Nuea greeting and way of expressing good wishes. 
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tɔŋ4 lɛ2 tɔŋ4 taa4 taŋ4 laay5 saaw5 [54.01]A caay4 van4 ŋaay4 laak2 pɔy4 huʔ6 ʔaa1kwyɔŋ4 ŋaa4 

vaaŋ2 [ ] kɛn2 laak2 ku1 koʔ6 ku1 naŋ2 nay6 [54.02] maw2 lɔt4 lay3 ʔaa1taaŋ2 mi4 loŋ5 teʔ6 yaw6 

 

naŋ2 nay6 caap3 loy3 xaap1 xiŋ4 me1 to2 faʔ6 hay3 [54.03] ti1 luk4 seŋ5 haap2 xo4 xom5 [ ] ye1 sam6 

taa1 han5 kon4 sɛn5 haam5 ʔaw1 ŋaw4 mɤŋ4 no2 [54.04] xiŋ4 kom5(1) faat2 ce1 

 

thaa2 nan6 naaŋ4 di5(1) yam5(1) vun5 sɔŋ5 paa4 nam6 taa1 paŋ4 sɔŋ5 faay2 [ ] yu2 [54.05] kɔʔ6 yu2 

kɔn2 taa4 [ ] laɰ1 kɔʔ6 pɤ1 kaa1 po1 ʔɔk2 caw3 mi4 kaa1 sop5(3) vaaŋ4 [ ] caŋ2 lay3 vaaŋ4 [54.06] 

pan1 yiŋ4 saaw5 no2 sɛŋ5 naaŋ4 haɰ3 pɤn1 nay6 yaw6B 

 

pen1 hɯ5 se5 kɔʔ6 cɔm4 ʔaw1 [54.07] mɤ1 van4 laŋ5 fu4 caa2 [ ] kam2 pay4 xɔy3 kɔʔ6 no2 cɔy6 

taak2C lay3 xɔp4 taŋ4D caw3 ton1 [54.08] maat4 piŋ2yaa2 taak2 lay3 xɯn4 maa4 lay3 kɔy4 

 

saŋ5 lɛ1 ku1so2 maw2 lay3 saaŋ3 po4 kaa1 li1 [54.09] pen1 haaŋ1 naŋ5 pɤn1 pɤŋ1 naaŋ4 [ ] pɤŋ1 taak2 

taay1 yaan5 laa1 fe4 pɔy2 ʔaa1xaaŋ4 [54.10] ti1 luk4 loy3 lɛ1 

 

ʔaw1 cem1 yaŋ4 lɛŋ1 nɔn4 faa4(3) me1 laa1 paa4 ʔum3 hɔp2 [ ] xaa3 luk4 maw2 [54.11] lay3 fe2 vaat4 

kuŋ2 po1E me1 fo2 tɔp2 mi4 saŋ5 kɔy4 lɛ1 

 

  

                                                        
A [54.01] saaw4 cet3 27 is written at the top of the verso of the twenty-seventh folio; the first ten lines of 

this page are written in a different scribal hand. 
B [54.06] Unusually, these three lines are connected by different rhymes. 
C [54.07] There is a scribal correction to taak2 

D [54.07] There is a scribal error between taŋ4 and caw3. 

E [54.09] There is a scribal expunctuation of naŋ5 in the text between pen1 and haaŋ1; the corrected text 

agrees with the 1876 manuscript. 
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“Remember this well throughout the day, and all of you young women [54.01] and men surely 

know the akwyong nga vang,696 [ ] and it is surely thus that each person [54.02] cannot escape 

the many teachings697 teʔ yaw.” 

 

Thus afflicted by distress,698 her noble heavenly mother lamented [54.03] to her child, with the 

hoarse sound of bitterness in her throat, [ ] as her eyes again saw the hundred thousand people 

bearing the Radiance of the Kingdom, the comely [54.04] Shoot, departing from the city. 

 

Then the Good Woman paid reverence to the merit of both [parents], with tears breaking on 

both sides, [ ] “Stay, [54.05] stay! [ ] It is because you, my own father, was careless in his 

speech, [ ] that they will offer me, [54.06] the Jewel of Women Shoot, to a stranger nay yaw. 

 

“In any case, following [54.07] from former days to support and protect [me], [ ] if it is my kam 

not to die, then the Damsel Shoot will meet the Excellent [54.08] Master, the Wise One, and 

will return lay kɔy. 

 

“If I have not built enough virtue, then it may well [54.09] be that I will be the same as the 

others, [ ] and in case I will die, leaving my parents, then forgive [54.10] your child loy lɛ. 
 

“Since I was still red,699 lying in a [swaddling] cloth and cradled in my parents’ arms, [ ] I, your 

child, have not [54.11] done my duty to the virtue of my father and mother by repaying 

anything kɔy lɛ.” 

 

  

                                                        
696 TN ʔaa1kwyɔŋ4 ŋaa4 vaaŋ2, untranslated due to unknown meaning; suggested readings include vaaŋ2 

‘kind, type’ (B ?), used as classifier for ʔaa1kwyɔŋ4, to be read as ‘five causes/matters.’ Possibly a scribal 

error for ʔaa1kwyɔŋ4 ʔaa1vaaŋ2 found in the 1876 manuscript; where ʔaa1vaaŋ2 is also of unknown 

meaning. 
697 TN ʔaa1taaŋ2, read as B အတန္း ‘class, lesson.’ 

698 TN xaap1 xiŋ4, read as ‘distress’ here and at [30.03]; the initial /x-/ differs from the expected kaap1 xiŋ4 

as in kaap1 caɰ1 ‘troubled, distressed.’ 

699 TN lɛŋ1, i.e. a very young infant. 
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naŋ2 nay6 vɔŋ1 vɔŋ1 cɔy6 saŋ2 [54.12] me1 seŋ5 fɔy2 xaaŋ4 xe4 [ ] thɤŋ5 caɰ1 haaŋ4 sɛŋ5 nɔn4 

ŋum5 ʔuŋ4 xyɑɑŋ4 mɔn5 ho5 [54.13] mɔk2 laay4 se4 lom6 taaw1 ti1 pɤn1 teʔ6 yaw6 

 

yaam4 nan4 taak2 haɰ3 xi5 se5 naaŋ4 di5(1) fi5 [54.14] me4 cɔy6 vo1 ŋɤn4 lɤ5 laay5 [ ] po4 thaan3 

sɔŋ5 paa3 myɑk4 ci2 taa1 lɤt4 yɔy6A lɛŋ1 [54.15] may6 caaŋ4 haaŋ4 teʔ6 yaw6 

 

yaak4 kɔʔ6 yaak4 y(a)aw4(6) [ ] to1 nay5 pɤŋ1 taak2 xɔy3 faak4 [54.16] ti1 puk2 ʔɔm3 faŋ5 he2 kaa4 

yaan5 [ ] vay6 haɰ3 thɤŋ5 caɰ1 mɔn4 naaŋ4 co4 co4 hay3 yin4 faan5 [54.17] faat2 me1 ti1 pɤn1 teʔ6 

yaw6 

 

ʔoy4 nɔ2 ʔoy1 nɔ4 pɤŋ4 kon4 hɤy6 [ ] hɯ5 lɛ1 [54.18] maw2 po4 hɤŋ5 saŋ5 co1 cew4 vaay4 seŋ3 

kam2 nay6 nɔ1 [ ] sut3 kaa1 pay4 xaɰ3 xɔy3 kɔʔ6 [54.19] hɯ5 lɛ1 vɔy2 sɔy1 cɔy6 fe4 tam1 thɤŋ5 xiŋ4 

teʔ6 nɔ1 

 

vaa1 ti1 kam2 yu2paak4 hɤy6 [ ] [54.20] hɯ5 viŋ4yaa1naa2 tɯt1 laak4 ʔaw1 kaa2 laa4 laa4 [ ] thaa2 

nay6 taak2 lay3 taay1 yaan5 paan1 [55.01] kon4 faat2 laa1 paa4 po1 me1 se5 yaw6 

 

hɯ5 peʔ6 se5 laay1 paan1 kon4 maw2 tan4 [55.02] co1 hɤŋ5 hi4 le2 saa2 [ ] taak2 lay3 taay1 xaw3 

sop3 paak2 haaŋ1 man4 pu2 yak1xaa2 kom3 [55.03] naa3 faay4 paa2 kin1 xiŋ4 se5 yaw6 

 

  

                                                        
A [54.14] There is a scribal error between yɔy6 and lɛŋ1. 
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Thus, with lowered voice, vong vong, did the damsel eloquently take leave of [54.12] her 

parents, sighing often, [ ] and her mournful father fell down by himself and lay curled up, 

resting his head upon a pillow [54.13] mottled with small flowers teʔ yaw. 

 

At that time, this caused them to be exceedingly anxious for the Good Woman, prepared [54.14] 

by the gods, the damsel, the Silver Lotus, [ ] so much so that blood flowed from both of their 

eyes, intensely red [54.15] as a flower teʔ yaw. 

 

Hardship is really hardship! [ ] Now the way of her [approaching] death and her departure and 

separation [54.16] from her birthplace700 [ ] caused the mournful Essence of Women to 

constantly sob co co,701 crying in torment within herself [54.17] at parting from her mother teʔ 

yaw. 

 

“Alas! Alas! The lot of humans hɤy! [ ] How [54.18] time quickly passes by and before long 

our kamma is ended702 nay nɔ! [ ] Finally, not wishing to die, [54.19] how the damsel of 

pleasing complexion is struck by the calamity befalling me teʔ nɔ! 
 

“O kam and its consequences hɤy! [ ] [54.20] How consciousness703 really pulls and drags us 

away! [ ] Now I will die and depart from this human [55.01] life, parting from my parents, my 

father and mother se yaw. 

 

“How very lamentable that this human life does not last [55.02] for long enough to enjoy its 

pleasures, [ ] and I will die, entering the mouth of the aged yakxa, with lowered [55.03] head, 

eaten by the forest ogre se yaw. 

 

                                                        
700 TN ti1 puk2 ʔɔm3 faŋ5 he2 literally ‘place of planting the afterbirth and burying the placenta,’ following 

the practice of so doing soon after birth, which continues amongst the Tai Nuea and more widely in 

Southeast Asia. 
701 TN co4 co4, the sound of crying (also of constant or repeated recitation). 

702 TN seŋ3 kam2, to die, literally ‘to end one’s kamma.’ 

703 TN viŋ4yaa1naa2 (B ဝိညာဏ P viññāṇa), read here as ‘consciousness’ following the Pali meaning. 
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vaa1 ti1 te4vaa2 naat4 hɤy6 [ ] caw3 fu3 paɰ6 taŋ4 [55.04] cɤŋ1 mɤŋ4 yaɰ2 tɤŋ4 kaa4 xaa3 nɔ1 [ ] 

xɛn4 to1 xun5 fi5 te4vaa2 ʔin1 du5(1) kaw1 naaŋ4 [55.05] kum6 maa4 caa2 haaŋ1A xaa3 lɛ1 van1 

 

taak2 vaa1 von1 maw2 di5(1) kɔʔ6 cɤŋ1 pɔy4 lay3 pen1 naaŋ4 [55.06] di5(1) saa5mi4 vɔŋ6 tɯ4 vi4 no2 

maat4 [ ] taak2 vaa1 thuk2 kɔʔ6 cɤŋ1 lay3 pen1 yɤ2 [55.07] yak1xaa2 lay3 cɔm2 cat4 paan1 kon4 vaa1 

nay5 

 

vaa1 kaa1 te4vaa2 hɤy6 [ ] naat4 yaɰ2 paɰ6 mɤŋ4 vaan3 [55.08] hoŋ5 haaŋ4 [ ] cem1 ʔan1 xun5 fi5 

xun5 saaŋ5 kaaŋ1 haaw5 taŋ4 loŋ5 kom3 lu1 naaŋ4 caŋ2 nay6 [55.09] loy3 nɔ1 

 

naŋ2 hɯ5 kaw1 naaŋ4 maw2 taay1 pen1 taŋ4 taaŋ4 kin5(1) po1 fi5 lu4 yak1xaa2 [ ] [55.10] xɛn4 to1 

haɰ3 ʔan1 haaŋ1 xaa3 lay3 xɔp4 piŋ2yaa1si2 caw3 maat4 si5laa2 toy4 fu4 loy3 [55.11] nɔ1 

 

naŋ2 nay6 vɔŋ1 vɔŋ1 cɔy6 tɤŋ2 xo3 kaap3 kaa2 pɔ(ɔ)m4 pɔ(ɔ)m4B [ ] se5 haɰ3 thɤŋ5 caɰ1 laa1 fe4 

vaay2 [55.12] toy4 cɔm4 maw2 lay3 ti1 pɤn1 teʔ6 yaw6 

 

tan4 nay5 xay4 hɔm5 cɔm5(1) mɤŋ4 xo3 vo1 hɤŋ4 tum4maa2 [ ] [55.13] vɔŋ1 vɔŋ1 no2 cɔy6 tɤŋ2 ku1 

xo3 maat4 faat1thaʔ5(3)naa2 pɔm4 pɔm4 teʔ6 yaw6 

 

thaa2 nan6 pɤn1 caŋ2 hom1 [55.14] kan1 yok1 yɔŋ1 fɔŋ5 yɔt4 han3 vo1 sɔŋ2 saay5 hoŋ5 [ ] mɤ4 thɤŋ5 

ʔɤm4 tɤm4 xɔk4 [55.15] lek5(3) loŋ5 sɔt2 se1 se5 yaw6 

 

  

                                                        
A [55.05] There is a scribal error between haaŋ1 and xaa3; the 1876 manuscript reads kum6 maa4 caa2 xaa3, 

without haaŋ1. 

B [55.11] The vowel of pɔm4 pɔm4 is lengthened to agree with [55.12] toy4 cɔm4. 
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“O deities and celestial beings704 hɤy! [ ] Protectors of [55.04] the state, the great kingdom, the 

country xaa nɔ! [ ] May the lord spirits and deities pray take pity upon me [55.05] and bless me 

with your protection lɛ van! 
 

“If my merit is not good [enough] that I will become the Good [55.06] Woman, the Princess of 

His Magnificence the Holder of the Fan,705 the Excellent Shoot, [ ] then it is fitting that I 

become fodder [55.07] for the yakxa and my life as this person will be lost vaa nay. 

 

“O Deities hɤy! [ ] Great celestial beings who protect the renowned [55.08] city and the 

villages, [ ] and all lord spirits and lord gods in the heavens, look down upon me now [55.09] 

loy nɔ! 
 

“So that I do not die as food for the elderly demon, the yakxa, [ ] [55.10] may I pray meet the 

wise one, the Excellent Master, the adept, who will see and help me loy [55.11] nɔ.” 

 

Thus, with lowered voice, vong vong, did the damsel continue to invoke them,706 pom pom, [ ] 

and with that her mournful parents were unable to turn [55.12] to look or to follow with the 

others teʔ yaw. 

 

Thus did the Fragrant Bodily Dirt,707 the Pinnacle of the Kingdom, the Cluster of Resplendent 

Lotuses, Tummaa,708 [ ] [55.13] the Damsel Shoot, with lowered voice, vong vong, call to 

witness all her excellent wishes, pom pom teʔ yaw. 

 

Then together the people [55.14] lifted up the fine Shining Tip of the Lotus, of renowned 

lineage, [ ] and went to the great sombre iron cage, [55.15] which they bolted [shut] se yaw. 
                                                        
704 TN naat4 (B နတ္ possibly from Skt nāthá), a Burmese term for a class of celestial beings which 

interact with the human realm.  
705 TN tɯ4 vi4, to hold the fan (part of the regalia of the king), i.e. to rule, to govern. 

706 TN kaap3 kaa2, ‘everywhere,’ is read here as kaap3 ‘with’ (the spirits) and kaa2 ‘to go (on).’ 

707 TN xay4 hɔm5, a term of praise for women, used here as an epithet of the princess. 

708 TN tum4maa2, clipped form of paʔ3tum4maa2 (P paduma), lotus. 
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me4 hu4 se1 taŋ4 pɛn3 tu1 so4 haap3 hi2 [ ] [55.16] pɛt4 se5 mɔk2 yɔt4 keŋ5(1)taa2 cɔy6 luk4 caw3 

fom5 thi2 saw4 kɔy4 teʔ6 yaw6 

 

[55.17] ku1 koʔ6 ku1 vaay2 pɔk4 lew5 pan2 xɯn4 mɤ4 [ ] ʔaw1 naaŋ4 saaŋ3 naɰ4 tu1 loŋ5 lek5(3) 

xɤm4 thɤn2 [55.18] sɛn5 xɤ4 yen1 viŋ1 se5 yaw6 

 

cɔn4 cɔn4 ŋaw4 thɔn4 taŋ4 xi5 taŋ4 xom5 tan4 saw4 [55.19] naaŋ4 pɛŋ4 yu2 haaŋ1 to1 lo2 lo2 [ ] hun2 

cɔy6 kɔy4 laak2 caɰ1 pɔŋ2 me1 ʔɔk2 faʔ6 ʔik2 [55.20] po1 sɔŋ5A paa4 kɔy4 yaw6 

 

ʔan1 naŋ5 co1 paan1 cɔy6 ʔaa1saak4 kɔʔ6 ʔam2 se5 [56.01]B laay5(1) [ ] pɛk4 vaa1 haay5 se5 paan1 

kon4 cɔm2 sum4 taay5(1) maw2 kaat4 teʔ6 kɔy1 

 

kɔy4 kaa1 ʔin1 [56.02] du5(1) laa1 paa4 me1 ke4 cu4 ʔum3 hɔp2 [ ] ku1 mɯʔ6 ku1 taak2 tok3 haa5 

haaŋ1 xaa3 nam6 taa1 yɔt2 van4 [56.03] xɯn4 teʔ6 yaw6 

 

naŋ2 nay6 hun2 cɔy6 hay3 laat4 hɔŋ6 to1 kaw1 nam5 naay4 [ ] mɔn4 naaŋ4 kɔy4 kaa1 [56.04] mɔŋ4 

haɰ3 van4 haay5 pu2 fi5 faay4 kew6 haaŋ1 kɔy4 yaw6 

 

kaa1 nay6 xɤ4 saɰ5 vaɰ1 tham4 tam4 xaaŋ4 [56.05] xay1 xɤ4 naaŋ4 keŋ5(1)taa2 [ ] xo3 lik4 kuk4 kik4 

seŋ3 sam6 tham4maʔ1te1saʔ5(3)naa2 caa2 [56.06] maat4 sam6 taak2 vaay4 caap3 faʔ6 fu3 maat4 

piŋ2yaa2 lɔŋ4 xam4 kɔn2 yaw6 su5 hɤy6 su5 nɔ1C 

 

 

  

                                                        
A [55.20] There is a scribal error between sɔŋ5 and paa4. 

B [56.01] saaw4 pɛt2 28 is written at the top of the verso of the twenty-eighth folio. 

C [56.06] End of the fifth section of the text (and associated lɔk2 kut2 symbol). The expected nɔ1 is 

missing; it is found in the 1876 manuscript and is added to the reading.  
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Putting the bolt and hole in order, and tightly locking the boards of the door together,  

[ ] [55.16] they abandoned the flower tip Kengta, the lush-haired damsel princess, to stay [there] 

alone teʔ yaw. 

 

[55.17] Each and every person turned to return and go back, [ ] leaving the young woman 

dwelling within the great unbreachable iron door in the completely silent forest [55.18] of a 

hundred thousand vines se yaw. 

 

Of constantly shining radiance and with anxiety and distress, in the place where she dwelt, 

[55.19] the beloved young woman stayed by herself, alone, [ ] and the Damsel Form simply 

longed for both her mother and [55.20] father kɔy yaw. 

 

“My life and my age are not [56.01] lamentable, [ ] even though this human life will disappear 

and be lost, and I will surely die teʔ kɔy. 

 

“I only take [56.02] pity upon my parents, my benevolent mother who cradled me in her arms,  

[ ] who each and every day will express their desire709 for me, tears dripping day [56.03] and 

night teʔ yaw.” 

 

Thus did the Damsel Form cry and speak and call out to herself many times, [ ] and the Essence 

of Women only [56.04] anticipated the day she would disappear as the aged ogre chewed her 

body kɔy yaw. 

 

Here the bright thread of these pages of the Tham710 will be placed to one side [56.05] in telling 

the thread of the young woman Kengta, [ ] as this part of the many-faceted manuscript is 

completed and the Thamma sermon of this excellent [56.06] protection will again join the noble 

excellent wise person, the Golden Long kɔn yaw su hɤy su nɔ. 
 

                                                        
709 TN tok2 haa5, not used in Mueang Sing. 

710 TN xɤ4 saɰ5 vaɰ1 tham4: xɤ4 ‘vine, creeper,’ also ‘lineage,’ is used as a classifier for stories, glossed 

here as ‘thread;’ vaɰ1 ‘leaf’ is a folio of a manuscript (i.e. two ‘pages’ where the text is written on both 

sides of the folio). 
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[56.07]A nay5 lɛ4 pen1 naŋ5 mɤ1 nan6 caw3 fu3 ku1 mɯʔ6 ku1 lɔt4 xo3 

puk1thaa4nuʔ1saʔ5(3)[56.08]ti2 ʔam2 laap3 poŋ1 pɔy2 thɔy2 lɯ3 vay6 saak3 mɯʔ6 pen1 van4 [ ] fɯn4 

sɛŋ5 lɛŋ5(1) vaaw4 ŋaw4 [56.09] thɔn4 cɔn4 cɔn4 paa4 ʔaw1 xun5 di5(1) ʔik2 taŋ4 naaŋ4 vaay2 pɔk4 

teʔ6 yaw6 

 

pay1 nɤ5 kaaŋ1 [56.10] haaw5 naay4 xaaw5 yɔn3 to2 van4 ʔaa1lɔŋ2 [ ] caaw6 caaw6 kam2paa1laa2 

kaa2 sɯ1 fɛw5 pɔŋ2 mɤŋ4 [56.11] naaŋ4 pun6 yaw6 

 

xiŋ2 kɔʔ6 xiŋ2 mɤ1 pɤn1 ʔaw1 can1taa2vaʔ1ti2 cɔy6 luk4 caw3 xaw3 [56.12] xɔk4 xam5 thaaŋ2 pan1 

faay4 [ ] sɔŋ5 mɔn4 loŋ4 yaan5 faan5 fin5 kaaŋ1 haaw5 sɔŋ2 caay4 [56.13] vaay4 su2 lum1 teʔ6 yaw6 

 

xa5(3)naʔ1 yaam4 dew5(1) xɔŋ5 sɛŋ5 lɛŋ5(1) vaaw4 ŋaw4 thɔn4 paa4 ʔaw1 [56.14] sɔŋ5 mɔn4 loŋ4 maa4 

hɔt4 lin1 mɤŋ4 cam4pu2 [ ] tok3 hɔt4 yɔt4 hun2 cɔy6 him4 xɔk4 [56.15] naaŋ4 yu2 kɔy4 xiŋ4 teʔ6 

yaw6 

 

mɤ1 nan6 xay2 faʔ6 lay3 muŋ1 han5 fe4 le2 naa3 xaaw5 ku2 yu2 xɔk4 [56.16] fɔŋ5 non4 [ ] fiw5 

xaaw5 ŋaw4 naaŋ4 vaaŋ4 viŋ4 xiŋ4 saɰ5 naŋ5 lɤn1 mon4 maw2 faa3 nan6 [56.17] yaw6 

 

ʔaa1lɔŋ4 caŋ2 taak2 kɔŋ4 kɔŋ4 seŋ5 thaam5 cɔy6 naaŋ4 di5(1) keŋ5(1)taa2 [ ] vaa1 kaa1 lɔy4 ŋɔy4 

[56.18] cɔy6 fu3 haaŋ1 naŋ5 fi5 yu2 faʔ6 faan2 haaŋ1 ʔaŋ1kaa2 pen1 naaŋ4 kaw1 hɤy6 

 

  

                                                        
A [56.07] Start of the sixth and final section of the text. 
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[56.07] Thus it was at that time that the Master, the person who recited pukthanusati each and 

every day [56.08] without stopping or setting it aside or ceasing or taking a rest for even a 

single day, [ ] the handsome red jewel cloth of constantly shining [56.09] radiance carried the 

Good Lord and the young woman, turning back to return teʔ yaw. 

 

Going above in the heavens, [56.10] in the white clouds shimmering before the sun’s aura, [ ] 

the swooping kampala went straight and arrived, reaching the kingdom [56.11] of the young 

woman pun yaw. 

 

At the time when they had taken the damsel princess Cantavati711 to enter [56.12] the cage, 

trapped in the stocks712 and given to the ogre, [ ] the two Essences descended, parting and 

slicing finely through the vast expanse of the shining heavens [56.13] to below teʔ yaw. 

 

In an instant, the handsome red jewel object of shining radiance carried [56.14] the two 

Essences down to arrive on the earth of the Kingdom of Campu,713 [ ] reaching the Supreme 

Damsel Form714 near the cage [56.15] where the young woman stayed alone teʔ yaw. 

 

At that time, the Egg of the Heavens looked and saw the youthful and attractive face in the cage, 

very white, [56.16] fine and smooth, [ ] of radiant white complexion, a young woman, enclosed, 

of bright appearance like the completely unveiled full moon nan [56.17] yaw. 

 

The Along earnestly asked the damsel, the Good Woman Kengta, [ ] “O charming [56.18] 

damsel whose appearance is like the spirits in the heavens created your physical body as a 

woman kaw hɤy! 
 

                                                        
711 Presumably a scribal error for Kengtavati here; Cantavati (also Canta, Canti) is the Princess of 

Uktamathani, who the Bodhisatta has married and who has travelled with him back to Palanasi; 

Kengtavati (also Kengta) is the Princess of Palanasi, placed in the cage as an offering to the ogre.  
712 TN thaaŋ2 stocks (for confining); also read as a variant of thɔŋ2 (B ေထာင)္ ‘prison.’ 

713 TN mɤŋ4 cam4pu2: cam4pu2 (P jambu), is a clipped form of cam4pu2paat1thaa5vi2 (also 

cum4pu4tip3paa2), i.e. the ‘Land of the Campu Tree.’ 

714 TN yɔt4 hun2 cɔy6, an epithet of the princess. 
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hun2 cɔy6A cɤŋ1 [56.19] pɔy4 lay3 fit3 xɔŋ3 kɛm4maa2 laa4caa1vaat4 fit3 yaɰ2 pɤŋ1 laɰ1  

[ ] caŋ2 haɰ3 kon4 sɛn5 [56.20] ʔaw1 taŋ4 naaŋ4 di5(1) maa4 xaŋ5 naɰ4 to4 thɤn2 sɛn5 vaɰ1 saɰ2 

xɔk4 nan6 kɔy1 

 

pɤŋ1 nay5 kɔŋ4 kɔŋ4 [57.01] maŋ4lɔŋ4 kɔŋ4 kɔŋ4 kɔy1 vɔn4 thaam5 can1ti2 [ ] mɤ1 nan6 nuk4 nɤk4B 

keŋ5(1)taa2vaʔ1ti2 cɔy6 kɔy1 taan3 [57.02] seŋ5 pi2 ne5 cɔm4 vaa1 nay5 

 

nay6 cam6 ʔam2 caɰ1 xaa3 nɔŋ6 xɔŋ3 kit2 laa4caa1vaat4 fit3 [57.03] yaɰ2 pɤŋ1 laɰ5(1) xun5 hɤy6 [ ] 

taŋ4 kaa1 lɯm5 tɤŋ4 mɤŋ4 loŋ5 kon4 kɤn4 ce4 hɤn4 xɔp4 [57.04] xiŋ4 faɰ5 maw2 lɔt4 xun5 nɔ1 

 

kɛn2 laak2 ca(a)t5(3) kan1 xaan4thaa4 ku1 van4 kaa4 ce4 [57.05] cɔt2 [ ] soŋ2 haɰ3 faay4 haaŋ1 caʔ6 

yak1 thaw3 paat2 kin1 xiŋ4 teʔ6 yaw6 

 

ye1 [57.06] mɯʔ6 ye1 koʔ6 cɔy6 saaw5 num2 xiŋ4 ŋaam4 [ ] sut3 ti1 laa1 fe4 pen1 cɔm1 ho5 xam4 

pɤŋ2 [57.07] fɔŋ4 yam4 maw2 lɔt4 teʔ6 kɔy1 

 

caŋ2 taak2 ʔaw1 naaŋ4 maa4 xaŋ5 xɔk4 lek5(3) kɤm4 so4 [57.08] sɔt2 caw3 hɤy6 [ ] thaa2 nay6 no2 

cɔy6 taak2 pɔy4 seŋ3 co1 men6 paat3 xɔt2 faay4 [57.09] kin1 cam6 yaw6 

 

vaa1 kaa1 pi1 xay2 faʔ6 hɤy6 [ ] maɰ4 caw3 luk1 taaŋ2 ti1 mɤŋ4 sɤŋ2 laɰ5(1) thɔŋ5 [57.10] nan4 hɤy6 

[ ] paa4 taŋ4 nu4 ne4 naaŋ4 me4 naa3 xaaw5 fɔŋ4 mɔk2 huŋ1 nay6 nɔ1 

 

  

                                                        
A [56.18] hun2 cɔy6, not found in the 1876 manuscript, is added by the scribe. 

B [57.01] nuk4 nɤk4, found in the 1876 manuscript, is added by the scribe. 
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“Why! What kind of great offence has the Damsel Form [56.19] committed to meet this royal 

penalty as a consequence, [ ] which has caused a hundred thousand people [56.20] to bring you, 

good woman, to be confined in the forest, the woods of a hundred thousand leaves, placed in a 

cage nan kɔy?” 

 

In such a way did the earnest [57.01] Manglong earnestly and gently coax and ask Canti,715 [ ] 

and then the ravishing damsel Kengtavati spoke slowly [57.02] and precisely in response vaa 

nay, 

 

“O Lord, it is not that I have met with a royal penalty for a great [57.03] offence of any kind 

xun hɤy! [ ] [In] all of the state, the country, the great kingdom with its abundance of people, 

every household and everybody, [57.04] nobody is spared xun nɔ. 
 

“Surely, it is arranged by appointment,716 every day and [57.05] [in] every place, [ ] to be 

offered to the ugly ogre, the elderly yak, to reap and eat their bodies teʔ yaw. 

 

“A [57.06] person each day, young damsels, youthful and beautiful, [ ] and finally [my] parents, 

who are the pinnacle of the golden hall, ruling [57.07] and governing, have not been spared teʔ 

kɔy. 

 

“They have brought me to incarcerate in this iron cage, firmly locked [57.08] and bolted caw 

hɤy, [ ] and now the Damsel Shoot will end her time, perishing completely, eaten [57.09] by the 

ogre cam yaw. 

 

“O elder Egg of the Heavens hɤy! [ ] Which other kingdom or state have you arrived from 

[57.10] nan hɤy, [ ] accompanied by your tender wife whose face is as brilliantly white as a 

shining cloud nay nɔ? 

                                                        
715 TN can1ti2, perhaps a scribal error for Kengta; the 1876 manuscript has thaam5 thi2 ‘to enquire.’ 

716 TN xaan4thaa4 (B ခန္႔ထား), an alternative reading would be xaan4 ‘to alternate, to take turns’ and thaa2 
‘time, occasion.’ 
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xun5 naaŋ4 [57.11] xaaŋ4 faa4 saa4vo4 lom4 mo4 kaaŋ1 haaw5 loŋ4 maa4 yɤŋ1 fi5 nɤ5 te4vaa2 [ ] 

sɔŋ5 caw3 [57.12] tɔy4 hɔt4 yɔt4 kiŋ2 may6 ti1 tam3 nay6 taak2 kaa2 mɤŋ4 laɰ5(1) xaa3 nɔ1 

 

naŋ2 nay6 vɔŋ1 vɔŋ1 keŋ5(1)[57.13]taa2 lɔy4 ŋɔy4 cɔy6 tɤŋ2 tɔŋ3 thaam5 thi2 kyɑɑŋ4 lam4 [ ] vaa1 ti1 

naaŋ4 fu3 saam5 fiw5 liw5 kin4 [57.14] xaaw5 saɰ5 ŋɤn4 vaɰ5(1) lɔŋ2 caam4 xam4 kaay2 kaan3 nay6 

nɔ1 

 

ʔaa1lɔŋ4 yin4 pen1 ʔin1 du5(1) [57.15] sɛŋ5 saɰ5 tam4myaa4 tum2 caam4 hɔm5 vaat4 loŋ2 [ ] cɔt4 

cɔt4 hun2 yɔt4 cɔy6 kaay2 caap3 faak4 [57.16] se5 paa4laa2naa1si2 han3 mɤŋ4 kaaŋ3 pen1 toŋ2 xaaŋ4 

xi5 nay6 hɔ1 

 

vaa1 ti1 naaŋ4 fu3 [57.17] fiw5 to1 xaaw5 saɰ5 mɤn5 pɤŋ1 yɤŋ1 ŋɤn4 vaɰ5(1) pɔt2 lɔŋ2 [ ] ʔan1 laɰ1 

kɔʔ6 paa4 loy3 [57.18] yu2paak4 vi1paa2kaa2 co1 mɤ1 mɯn6 taŋ4 seŋ3 caŋ2 lay3 xam5 thɔŋ2 fi5 lu4 

yaw6 hɤy6 

 

[57.19] ʔan1 naŋ5 pi1 cam6 ʔam2 caɰ1 luk1 taaŋ2 ti1 tan4 ʔɯn2 laɰ5(1) thɔŋ5 [ ] caŋ2 taak2 caap3 nɤ5 

[57.20] xɔŋ5 sɛŋ5 ŋaw4 thɔn4 vɔn4 vɛn5 fu4 lom4 loŋ4 maa4 ʔɛn2 ven1 hɔŋ5 taw3 hɔt4 kɔy4 naa1 

 

[58.01]A ʔɔn1 nay6 kaw1 si2 kɛn2 pen1 kon4 saw4 naɰ4 tɤŋ4 mɤŋ4 loŋ5 ho5 xam4 cɯ1 

paa4laa2naa1si2 [ ] [58.02] hek4 cɯ1 vaaw2 tuk1 puk1thaa4nuʔ1saʔ5(3)ti2 seŋ3 ti1 xaʔ1laa2 kon4 faan5 

teʔ6 yaw6 

 

  

                                                        
A [58.01] saaw4 kaw3 29 is written at the top of the verso of the twenty-ninth folio. 
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“Lord and Lady, [57.11] side by side in the sky where the wind sounds, descended from the 

heavens like spirits from above, deities, [ ] escorting [57.12] each other to arrive at the tip of a 

tree branch in this place, which kingdom will you go to xaa nɔ?” 

 

Thus, with lowered voice, vong vong, did [57.13] the charming damsel Kengta invoke and 

investigate and clearly ask and enquire. [ ] “Young woman717 of the three complexions, as many 

twisted strands,718 [57.14] bright white, [like a] leaf of silver, a span of clusters of lustrous 

golden magnolia [flowers] nay nɔ.” 

 

The Along felt pity for the [57.15] Bright Ruby Jewel, the fragrant bud of magnolia expanding 

and blossoming, [ ] the murmuring Supreme Damsel Form719 who had related her affliction at 

being separated [57.16] from the bounds of the vast kingdom of Palanasi, with groans and 

anxiety nay hɔ. 
 

“O young woman whose [57.17] bodily complexion is bright white, similar to and like a kind of 

smooth and lustrous leaf of silver, [ ] who has been borne by [57.18] the all consequences and 

results [of your kamma] from former times to be incarcerated in the demon’s prison yaw hɤy! 
 

[57.19] “As for myself, it is not that I have arrived from any other place or another location, [ ] 

[but] I alighted on [57.20] the shining radiant jewel object and it leapt, floating on the wind and 

descending, soaring and flying and bounding, to arrive here kɔy naa. 

 

[58.01] “Previously I was truly a person dwelling in the country, the great kingdom of the 

golden hall, named Palanasi, [ ] [58.02] called ‘the young man of suffering’ Pukthanusati, 

worthless and destitute teʔ yaw. 

 

  

                                                        
717 The Bodhisatta begins to speak, continued at [57.16]. 
718 TN liw5 kin4, used with reference to a woman’s beauty; from liw5 ‘to twist a strand,’ as on a bobbin or 

reel, and kin4 ‘very.’ 

719 TN hun2 yɔt4 cɔy6, an epithet of the princess (also an appellation of female Noble Disciples of the 

Buddha). 
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[58.03] pu2 yak1xaa2 to1 caŋ2 nay6 faay4 thɤn2 caɰ1 kyaam4 [ ] van4 ʔɔn1 man4 yaŋ4 yin4 ko1 

[58.04] xiŋ4 kaw1 no2 xun5 xam4 yu2 ʔon3 teʔ6 yaw6 

 

xiŋ4 man4 caŋ2 taak2 ʔaw1 taŋ4 xɔŋ5 [58.05] sɛŋ5 xiŋ4 man4 fi5 lu4 kam2paa1laa2 [ ] haaŋ1 man4 

ʔaw1 maa4 ʔaap4 haɰ3 kaw1 caw3 xi2 naŋ1 [58.06] yaw6 ven1 kaa2 yaan5 mɤŋ4 vaa1 nay5 

 

fɛw5 hɔt4 ʔuk3taa2maʔ1thaa4ni2 pɤn1 ce1 kaaŋ3 veŋ4 [58.07] yaɰ2 lɯm5 tɤŋ4 [ ] lay3 mɤ4 pen1 taŋ4 

tan4 caɰ1 kaŋ1laa1 luk4 xɤy5 mɤŋ4 voŋ1 nɯŋ1 

 

laɰ1 kɔʔ6 [58.08] xun5 hoŋ5 caɰ1 lam5(1) kyɛm4 tham4 pu2 naay4 mɤŋ4 yot4 maa2 [ ] kyɛm2 ʔaw1 

fɯn4 sɔŋ2 faa3 cak4 [58.09] hɤ1 kam2paa1laa2 haaŋ1 man4 

 

laan2 fyɑɑk4 caw3 luk4 haak1 xɤy5 num2 ʔaw1 taay5(1) [ ] laɰ1 [58.10] kɔʔ6 pen1 loy3 sin5 tham4 

yam4 xiŋ4 ʔik2 fi5 laay5 cɔy1 hɔŋ2 

 

caŋ2 haɰ3 xiŋ4 xun5 pay5(1) [58.11] maan5 yaa1 yam5(1) vaaŋ1 loŋ1 xam4 sɛn5 mɔk2 [ ] maa4 haɰ3 

ʔuk3taa2maʔ1thaa4ni2 pu2 naay4 thaw3 cem1 [58.12] ʔɔk2 pen1 liŋ4 se5 yaw6 

 

pi1 caŋ2 ʔum3 ʔaw1 can1taa2 cɔy6 xi2 naŋ1 yaŋ1 yaŋ1 kam2paa1[58.13]laa2 cak4 cɛw3 ven1 faa2 

lom4 xaŋ4 [ ] tok5(3) thɤŋ5 lɯm5 lin1 tan4 saw4 toŋ2 mɤŋ4 naaŋ4 [58.14] vaaŋ1 xɔk4 nay6 yaw6 

 

kam2 nay6 naaŋ4 kaw1 yaa2 pay4 xi5 caɰ1 vaaŋ1 naɰ4 xo4 saŋ5kaa2 [ ] pi1 taak2 xwyɔt4 [58.15] 

ʔaw1 sɛŋ5 hun2 cɔy6 pon6 yaak4 xɛm4saa2 fe4 kaŋ4 cam6 yaw6 

 

mɤ1 nan6 pu2 yak1xaa2 faay4 [58.16] thaw3 taa1 lɤk2 caɰ1 tan5(1) [ ] po4 man4 maa4 sɛŋ5 paa4 caŋ2 

toy4 han5 yem3 pi1 taa1 van1 
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[58.03] “Now this elderly yakxa, the cruel forest ogre, [ ] in former days was in awe [58.04] of 

myself, the Golden Lord Shoot, and was weakened teʔ yaw. 

 

“[Then] the demon gave me its jewel [58.05] object, the kampala, [ ] which it had brought by 

itself to present for me to sit upon and to ride, [58.06] flying away from the kingdom vaa nay. 

 

“Arriving at the vast city of Uktamathani, the great [58.07] city, the state, the country, [ ]  

I became the offspring, the child, the in-law of the kingdom for a period. 

 

“Then [58.08] the black-hearted and immoral Renowned Lord, the wicked father-in-law of the 

kingdom, [ ] planned to take the glittering cloth, the shining [58.09] thunderbolt kampala for 

himself, 

 

“And to do evil to the Master, his beloved child, his young in-law, to take him to his death. [ ] 

Then [58.10] through the moral virtue which rules over me and many spirits who helped and 

supported me, 

 

“I, the Lord, [58.11] was fortunate [to obtain some] potent medicine in the Golden Forest of 

One Hundred Thousand Flowers, [ ] which I gave to my elderly father-in-law in Uktamathani 

and [58.12] his relatives, who turned into monkeys from that time on se yaw. 

 

“Then I carried the damsel Canta riding seated on the glittering kampala, [58.13] the quick 

thunderbolt, to fly through the howling wind, [ ] arriving down on the earth at this place in the 

bounds of the kingdom where you are dwelling [58.14] in a cage nay yaw. 

 

“Now do not be anxious or have doubt in your heart, [ ] for I will deliver [58.15] and free the 

Jewel Damsel Form from adversity and disaster to happiness cam yaw. 

 

“At the time [when] the aged yakxa, the elderly [58.16] ogre, witless and with staring eyes, [ ] 

comes, the Jewel will look and see and watch me taa van.” 
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[58.17] tan4 nay5 saay5 xɔm4 maŋ4lɔŋ4 kɔŋ4 kɔŋ4 vɔn4 caɰ1 tam4myaa4 han3 sɛŋ5 paa4 can1ti2 [ ] 

saam5 [58.18] caw3 xaw3 su2 hom1 tam3 xɔk4 taa1 thi2 muŋ1 faay4 teʔ6 yaw6 

 

pen1 naŋ5 thaa2 nan6 yoŋ1 yoŋ1 [58.19] haaŋ1 xɯʔ6 lɯ(ɤ)ʔ6 vɯ(ɤ)ʔ6A pu2 faay4 thaw3 fi5 thɤn2 

kin1 kon4 [ ] man4 yaŋ4 kaa2 yaan5 loŋ1 [58.20] naa3 to4 ki4 thɤn2 sɛn5 ton3 taw3 hɔt4 

 

xum4 xum4 seŋ5 tin1 nan4 mo4 mon6 tɤ1 [59.01] yum4 pɤŋ1 faa2 [ ] fɛw5 hɔt4 xɔk4 thaaŋ2 sɛŋ5 hun2 

cɔy6 keŋ5(1)taa2 naaŋ4 saw4 [59.02] teʔ6 yaw6 

 

yaŋ4 het3 ŋɔk4 ŋɤ3 muŋ1 lu1 thi2 toy4 han5 [ ] mɤ1 nay6 het3 hɯ5 mi4 [59.03] nam5 saam5 kon4 yu2 

tum1 kan5(1) so1 ho2 teʔ6 hɤy6 

 

pɤn1 hek4 xiŋ4 kaw1 fi5 haan5 [59.04] ʔam2 po4 kin1 ʔim2 say3 [ ] mɤ1 nay6 caŋ2 soŋ2 saam5 koʔ6 

yu2 hom1 xway1 pan1 faay4 kɔʔ6 saa1 

 

[59.05] man4 yaŋ4 toŋ6 naŋ2 nay6 xaw3 xɔk4 tu1 yaɰ2 maa4 cu4 [ ] fi5 lu4 leŋ1 han5 fan4 sɛŋ5 

ʔaa1[59.06]lɔŋ4 xaaw5 saɰ5 sɔŋ2 su5 pu4 sɯ1 naa3 

 

man4 kɔʔ6 yin4 ko1 fuŋ4 ʔaa4 taa4laa4 mɔn4 [59.07] sɛŋ5 puk1thaa4nuʔ1saʔ5(3)ti2 [ ] faay4 kɔʔ6 huʔ6 

pen1 lɔŋ4 to2 faʔ6 yɔt4 caw3 [59.08] maat4 naa3 tɔŋ4 thi2 han5 ce4 teʔ6 yaw6 

 

  

                                                        
A [58.19] The vowel of lɤʔ6 vɤʔ6 changes to lɯʔ6 vɯʔ6 to agree with xɯʔ6. 
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[58.17] Thus did the words of the earnest Manglong soothe the heart of the Ruby, the Jewel 

Canti,720 [ ] and entering the densely-latticed721 cage, the three [58.18] accompanied each other, 

to look out for the ogre teʔ yaw. 

 

So it was at that time, yong yong,722 [58.19] the great body of the huge, aged, elderly ogre, the 

man-eating forest spirit, [ ] departed from the dense [58.20] woods, the great woodland, the 

forest of one hundred thousand trees, and arrived. 

 

Xum xum,723 the loud sound of feet pushing and thrusting through [59.01] the undergrowth, 

which it pushed aside with its soles,724 [ ] arrived at the cage, the stocks, where the Jewel 

Damsel Form Kengta, the young woman, dwelt [59.02] teʔ yaw. 

 

Looking around in bewilderment at what it clearly saw, [ ] “Now why are there [59.03] as many 

as three sorry-looking people gathered together teʔ hɤy? 
 

“They call me the bold spirit [59.04] whose gut is never sated, [ ] so now it’s nice that they’re 

offering the ogre three people together!” 

 

[59.05] Greeting thus and entering the door of the great cage, [ ] the demon saw the jewel 

lineage Along, [59.06] of brightly shining brilliant white, straight in front of it. 

 

In awe of the great glory of the Tala of the Jewel [59.07] Essence Pukthanusati, [ ] the ogre 

knew that it was the noble heavenly Long, the Supreme Master, [59.08] clearly remembering 

the face which it saw fully teʔ yaw. 

 

  

                                                        
720 Presumably a scribal error for Kengta, also occuring in the 1876 manuscript. 

721 TN taa1 thi2: taa1 ‘eye’ is used for the regular spaces in lattice-work. 

722 TN yoŋ1 yoŋ1, the ambling gait of the ogre walking. 

723 TN xum4 xum4. 
724 TN faa2 could also be read as ‘palms (of the hands).’ 
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taak2 xaɰ3 ʔaa3 paak2 laat4 maw2 lay3 sop3 [59.09] tup2 kɔy1 yen5(1) [ ] paay1 tin1 paay1 mɯ4 fi5 

lu4 net5(3) cɤŋ1 yɔy4 yɔy4 naŋ5 pen1 xen5 taak2 [59.10] xay3 nan6 yaw6 

 

laɰ1 kɔʔ6 fuŋ4 ʔaa4 taa4laa4 mɔn4 sɛŋ5 puk1thaa4nuʔ1saʔ5(3)ti2 [ ] pɤ1 ʔan1 [59.11] ku1so2 yaɰ2 

kaaŋ3 pon6 pu4ti1 tɛk4xi2 lɤ5 tɔn4 vaa1 nay5 

 

caŋ2 vaa1 fu3 laɰ1 ʔaan2 [59.12] xay1A lay3 ʔom1 lɔt4 ho4 fo2 naɰ5 van4 [ ] kaa1 taak2 taaŋ4 li5(1) 

ci4 pyaa4 thɤŋ5 to1 huʔ6 cew4 [59.13] tan4 hom3 haaŋ1 

 

kaa1 pen1 fe4 xen5 paan1 lew5(1) paan1 lɤn4 pon6 saŋ5 saŋ5 cɯn1 caaŋ2 [ ] [59.14] co1 naa3 kaa1 

taak2 lay3 xɔp4 pɔy4 to2 vɔŋ6 mit1te1yaa2B yɔt4 caw3 cɔm1 taaŋ2 thop5(3) yaa4 [59.15] cam6 yaw6 

 

pen1 naŋ5 mɤ1 nan6 caw3 yɔt4 faʔ6 sam5faa2 maŋ4lɔŋ4 [ ] fi5 faay4 leŋ1 [59.16] han5 ton1 to5(1) huʔ6 

ʔaa1kwyɔŋ4 ʔɔn2 yɔŋ3 teʔ6 yaw6 

 

pen1 naŋ5 yaam4 nan4 ʔaa1lɔŋ4 caŋ2 [59.17] taak2 xaan5 seŋ5 xɤ4 xɤ4 pɤn1 fi5 lu4 laat4 ʔɔk2 [ ] to1 

nay5 haaŋ1 maɰ4 faɰ2 kin1 haaŋ1 tu1 [59.18] saam5 koʔ6 teʔ6 kɔy1 fɔk2 yin4 com4 vaa1 nay5 

 

  

                                                        
A [59.12] xay1 is corrected from xaɰ3, agreeing with the 1876 manuscript.  

B [59.14] There is a scribal correction adding the vowel /e/ to mit1te1yaa2. 
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Unable to open its mouth to speak, its lips [59.09] were pursed and it was silent, [ ] the tips of 

the demon’s fingers and toes were numb and tingling, and it staggered, trembling as though it 

were in danger or were [59.10] ill nan yaw. 

 

This was [due to] the great glory of the Tala of the Jewel Essence Pukthanusati, [ ] because 

[59.11] its virtue is exceedingly greater and more vast than the Southern [Continent] of Puti725 

vaa nay. 

 

“It is said that726 anyone who repeatedly reads [59.12] and repeats and has memorised and 

recites it aloud each day [ ] will have goodness and advantages for themselves and they will 

quickly know [59.13] the place of refuge. 

 

“[They will be] free from whatever evil and misfortunes in this and future lives, and all will be 

happy, [ ] [59.14] and in the future they will meet and encounter the celebration of the 

magnificent Mitteya,727 the Supreme Master, the Surpassing Pinnacle728 [59.15] cam yaw.” 

 

So it was at that time that the Supreme Heavenly Master, the Accomplished One, the Manglong, 

[ ] was seen by the ogre spirit, [59.16] which knew that he was worthy of praise and exaltation 

teʔ yaw. 

 

So it was that the Along [59.17] then spoke repeatedly to the demon, saying [ ] “Now you desire 

to eat we [59.18] three people, which would certainly bring you great enjoyment vaa nay. 

 

  

                                                        
725 TN pu4ti1 tɛk4xi2: pu4ti1 is read as an unusual clipped form of cum4pu4tip3paa2 (P jambudīpa), the 

‘Country of the Campu [Tree],’ the southern of four great continents surrounding Mount Meru, 

encompassing the Himalaya and the Indian subcontinent, i.e. the human realm (see Malalasekera: 

jambudīpa); this reading is reinforced by tɛk4xi2 ‘south, southern.’ 

726 A scribal aside addresses the audience from here to [59.15]. 
727 TN mit1te1yaa2 (P metteyya), also mit1te1 fu4laa4, the future Buddha, the fifth and final Buddha of this 

world-cycle or aeon. 
728 TN cɔm1 taaŋ2, an epithet of the Buddha. 
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to1 nay5 taak2 maa4 sik2 yɔy1 yaap4 xop3 tɛk2 [59.19] kam4 lew5(1) [ ] het3 hɯ5 xiŋ4 maɰ4 kɤt5(3) 

can4 lɤk2 taa1 xew5 maw2 laat4 nan6 lɛ2 

 

tan4 [59.20] nay5 maŋ4lɔŋ4 laa2 fi5 faay4 vaaŋ1 vaaŋ1 [ ] vay6 haɰ3 faay4 thaw3 ko1 naa2 san2 taŋ4 

haaŋ1 naaw5 [60.01]A lo4 teʔ6 yaw6 

 

faw2 nan6 lɔŋ4 to2 faʔ6 kɔʔ6 fut2 luk1 mɔp4 kɛn5 tew2 lan4 kan4 [ ] [60.02] naŋ5 taak2 kam1 ʔaw1 

xo4 man4 fi5 lu4 kaa2 pay1 fan4 caŋ2 han3 

 

ʔan1 naŋ5B xiŋ4 maɰ4 fi5 [60.03] xen5 maw2 taa4laa4 yot4 maa2 [ ] haaŋ1 maɰ4 toʔ6 kin1 kon4 

saaŋ3 ce1 ko2 vɔŋ6 paa4laa2 po4 vaaŋ1 [60.04] teʔ6 yaw6 

 

to1 nay5 yu2paak4 sam6 taak2 lay3 pin3 xɔp4 haaŋ1 maɰ4 pu2 yak1xaa2 faay4 kam2 thɤŋ5 to5(1) [ ] 

[60.05] kaw1 taak2 kam1 ʔaw1 tek5(3) xo4 xiŋ4 maɰ4 laak2 fan4 ho5 haɰ3 xɔy3 vaa1 nay5 

 

tan4 nay5 maŋ4lɔŋ4 [60.06] kɔŋ4 kɔŋ4 yɯt4C xɔm4 suŋ5 vaa1 lɔk2 [ ] faay4 thaw3 thaan3 po4 yɤk4 

yɤk4 nɤʔ6 tum2 faan1 naŋ5 pɔk2 ko1 [60.07] tɔn4 teʔ6 yaw6 

 

caŋ2 taak2 xop1 paay3 vay3 su2 puk1thaa4nuʔ1saʔ5(3)ti2 yɔt4 caw3 lɔŋ4 [60.08] to2 kɔm4 cu4 [ ] laak2 

haɰ3 mɔn4 sɛŋ5 ʔin1 du5(1) xu5naa4 pɛŋ4 nam5 pu2 fi5 lu4 pɔy2 lɔt4 loy3 lɛ1 

 

  

                                                        
A [60.01] saam5 sip3 30 is written at the top of the verso of the thirtieth folio. 

B [60.02] There is a scribal correction between naŋ5 and xiŋ4. 

C [60.06] The final consonant of yɯt4 is missing in the text; the reading agrees with the 1876 manuscript. 
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“Now come to rip us to pieces and crush us as you bite and break us [59.19] at once!  

[ ] Why are you transfixed,729 staring with green eyes730 and not speaking nan lɛ?” 

 

Thus [59.20] did the Manglong continually scold the ogre spirit, [ ] causing the elderly ogre to 

be very afraid and to tremble mingled [60.01] with fever teʔ yaw. 

 

Then the noble heavenly Long suddenly got up and vigorously tucked in his rolled-up trouser 

[legs], [ ] [60.02] as though he would take hold of the demon’s neck and immediately go to 

slash it. 

 

“As for you, dangerous [60.03] spirit, without Tala and wicked, [ ] you who have fetched and 

eaten the people dwelling in the ancient royal city of Pala until [the population] is thin [60.04] 

teʔ yaw! 
 

“Now the consequences [of your actions] have come back to you, elderly yakxa, dark ogre, and 

have reached you, [ ] [60.05] and I’m going to take hold of you, to seize you by the neck and cut 

off your head so that you die vaa nay.” 

 

Thus did the earnest Manglong [60.06] threaten and frighten with his high words,731 [ ] so much 

so that the elderly ogre became clammy, its flesh shivered and raised up, and its skin bristled 

with excessive [60.07] fear teʔ yaw. 

 

It knelt in obeisance and paid homage to Pukthanusati, the Supreme Master, revering the noble 

[60.08] Long, [ ] “The Jewel Essence should take pity and have compassion and much love for 

an elderly demon and spare me loy lɛ. 

                                                        
729 TN kɤt3 can4 read here as ‘transfixed,’ i.e. can4 ‘staring with fixed eyes, as though dead.’ An 

alternative reading for can4 would be ‘to stand,’ giving kɤt3 can4 ‘standing stock still.’ 

730 TN taa1 xew5, signifying a violent or aggressive person; Cushing’s ‘the staring look of the eyes 

peculiar to a dead person’ would be a possible reading here, but is not found in Mueang Sing. 
731 TN xɔm4 suŋ5, to bluster, to boast of one’s abilities or strength in a boisterous, menacing or threatening 

manner.  
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[60.09] ʔaw1 cem1 van4 nay6 hɔt4 mɤ1 hɤŋ5 thuk3 thaw2 [ ] xaa3 maw2 sam6 yaam3 sɔŋ5 faw2 ʔaw1 

kin1 yaw6 [60.10] kɔy1 

 

xɛn4 haɰ3 kuŋ2 kaaŋ3 vɔŋ6 hom3 haaŋ1 fi5 fet2 ŋaa4 faay5 [ ] xaa3 taak2 cu4 xɔm4 ton1 [60.11] sɛŋ5 

maŋ4lɔŋ4 laap2 thɤŋ5 taay5(1) to1 co1 

 

tan4 nay5 saay5 xɔm4 fi5 lu4 ʔu4 xyaa4 vay3 [60.12] ʔaa1lɔŋ4 van4taa2 [ ] caw3 sam6 lɔk2 yɯt4 pu2 

yak1xaa2 faay4 paa2 fi5 vɤn4 

 

saŋ5 vaa1 [60.13] haaŋ1 maɰ4 faay4 fet2 thaw3 taak2 pɔy4 xam2 ʔaw1 pɛn2caʔ1si2 sin5 haa3 yaa4 

paa4 [ ] [60.14] tɔŋ4 ʔaw1 thɤŋ5 taay5(1) saay5 caɰ1 xiŋ4 maɰ4 maw2 yaan5 kaa4 faat2 faak4 vaa1 

nay5 

 

kaw1 taak2 [60.15] vaaŋ4 se5 thaw3 fi5 lu4 yak1xaa2 [ ] saŋ5 maw2 thɔm2 xo3 yɔt4 xay2 faʔ6 yok1 

naak4 taaw1 faa2 [60.16] hɛn4 taay1 cam6 yaw6 

 

xay2 faʔ6 ye1 vaa1 ye1 xam2 hɔŋ2 yɔŋ1 yɯt4 taaw1 laap2 ne5 pyaa4 [ ] [60.17] fi5 lu4 tum4 ho5 tum4 

taa1 ko1 tɔn4 xop1 ʔu4 xyaa4 thɔm2 xo3 

 

xaa3 maw2 pɔŋ1 lɤ5 yɤ1 pen1 [60.18] pon6 xɔm4 xam4 lɤ5 laan2 xaa3 hɔ6  

[ ] xɛn4 haɰ3 men4to2A yɔt4 xay2 faʔ6 poŋ1 faan2 pan1 maa4 xaa3 [60.19] taa4 

 

  

                                                        
A [60.18] Written pen4to2, a scribal error for men4to2 found in the 1876 manuscript. 
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[60.09] “From this day for a long time forth, continuously, [ ] I will never again for a second 

time take [people] to eat yaw [60.10] kɔy. 

 

“May your magnificent and great virtue protect [this] sharp-fanged hungry ghost, [ ] and I will 

follow the words of the Jewel [60.11] One, the Manglong, and will not dare to do so again for 

the rest of my life, until I die.” 

 

With these words, the demon bowed its head in obeisance and paid homage [60.12] to the 

Along, paying respect, [ ] and the Master again threatened the elderly yakxa, the forest ogre, the 

wandering spirit, 

 

“If [60.13] you hungry ghost, you elderly ogre, will receive the paencasi, the five moral 

precepts, the five points, 732 [ ] [60.14] and will bear them in mind until you die, so they will not 

be parted or separated from your heart vaa nay, 

 

“I will [60.15] dispense them to you, elderly demon, yakxa, [ ] and if you don’t listen to [each] 

point, then the Supreme Egg of the Heavens will lift up his sword and strike right through you, 

[60.16] so be prepared to die cam yaw.” 

 

The more the Egg of the Heavens spoke, the more he lifted up and showed the sword, the sabre 

that he was holding, threatening with it, [ ] [60.17] and the demon covered its head and its eyes 

[with its hands], exceedingly afraid, and knelt, bowing its head in obeisance to listen to the 

points. 

 

“I do not intend to exceed or transgress by going [60.18] beyond the Golden Words, or to 

exceed their limits xaa hɔ. [ ] May the authority of the Supreme Egg of the Heavens enjoin and 

grant them [60.19] to me! 

 

  

                                                        
732 TN pɛn2caʔ1si2 sin5 haa3 yaa4 paa4: pɛn2caʔ1si2 (P pañcasīla), sin5 haa3, and yaa4 paa4 (B ငါးပါး) are 

synonyms. 
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pɛk4 vaa1 haɰ3 xam2 pɛn2caʔ1si2 thon3 haa3 sin5 sɔŋ2 yaa4 paa4 [ ] xaa3 taak2 tɔŋ4 [60.20] ʔaw1A 

fɛŋ5 xiŋ4 xɔt2 faak4 paa4 to1 co1 cam6 yaw6 

 

pɤŋ1 nay5 faay4 loŋ5 poŋ1 ho5 [61.01] yam5(1) ŋaw4 law1 xun5 xam4 tɔŋ4 paan2  

[ ] caw3 caŋ2 faa3 haɰ3 saam5 yɤŋ1 saʔ5(3)laʔ1naa2 kuŋ2 vɔŋ6 [61.02] saaŋ5 faan2 pan1 tɯ4 

 

puk1thaa2 tham4maa2 saŋ5xaa2 laat1taʔ5(3)naa2 to2 hɔt4 thɤŋ5 [61.03] paay5(1) [ ] laak2 haɰ3 tɔŋ4 

ʔaw1 saaŋ3 caɰ5(1) xiŋ4 maɰ4 faay4 loŋ5 vay6 thɤŋ5 taay5(1) to1 co1 [61.04] taa1 van1 

 

ho5 pɤŋ4 tham4 sɛŋ5 cɯ1 paa2naa4tiʔ5(3)paa2taa2 [ ] cam6 yaa2 pay4 mɔp2 xɔy3 lum1 faʔ6 [61.05] 

saat1taa1vaa2 fan4 tɛŋ4 

 

ʔaa2tin1naa4taa4naa4 xo3 nɯŋ1 sin5 sɔŋ2 cɤŋ1 tam4 [ ] [61.06] yaa2 pay4 ciŋ4 ʔaw1 xo4 leŋ4 pɤn1 

ŋɤn4 xam4 laak1 lɤt4 vaa1 nay5 

 

pɔy4 ʔan1 taa4laa4 mɔn4 sɛŋ5 [61.07] kaa2me4su5mik1saa2 [ ] kaa1 pen1 fo5 pɤn1 me4 pɤn1 yaa2 

naap1 yaam3 pay1 kaa2 hom1 nɔn4 

 

[61.08] muʔ1saa5vaa4taa2 yaa2 pɛt1 me2 lɛn5 faaŋ4 [ ] maɰ4 laak2 thin5 se5 me4 se5 lin6 naɰ4 kaaŋ4 

[61.09] haɰ3 sɯ1 li1 yaw6 

 

  

                                                        
A [60.20] Written haw, a scribal error for ʔaw1 found in the 1876 manuscript. 
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“Even though you cause me to receive the five shining precepts, the paencasi, the five points, [ ] 

I will bear them [60.20] in mind, to be with myself, to be bound and united with [each] point for 

the rest of my life cam yaw.” 

 

In such a way did the great ogre bow its head [61.01] in reverence, and beseech the Golden 

Lord, [ ] and the Master dispensed the Three Refuges and Qualities, the Magnificent [61.02] 

One Created by the Gods733 gave them for it to take. 

 

“The Gems of Puktha Thamma Sangxa, throughout until [61.03] the end, [ ] should be borne in 

mind by you, [so that they] dwell in your heart, great ogre, and [you should] keep them until 

you die, for the rest of your life [61.04] taa van!  
 

“The first jewel Tham is called panatipata,734 [ ] ‘To refrain from killing [61.05] living beings of 

this world, from cutting or stabbing.’ 

 

“Atinnatana,735 one of the shining precepts as they are assembled, [ ] [61.06] ‘To refrain from 

seizing or stealing the possessions of others or silver and gold vaa nay.’ 

 

“Next, the jewel essence Tala [61.07] of kamesumiksa,736 [ ] ‘To refrain from the improper 

habit of going to sleep together with anyone who is the husband or wife of another.’ 

 

[61.08] “Musavata,737 ‘To refrain from lying, deceiving, deluding and misleading, [ ] and you 

should control and put the tongue in your jaws in order, [61.09] so that it is straight li yaw.’ 

 

                                                        
733 TN vɔŋ6 saaŋ5 faan2, an epithet of the Buddha (and of the Bodhisatta). 

734 TN paa2naa4tiʔ3paa2taa2 (P pāṇātipātā), the first of the moral precepts for lay Buddhists; the meaning 

‘to refrain from’ is implied, here and in the following precepts, although this part of the formula  

(TN ve4laa2ma1ni2 P veramaṇī) is omitted. 
735 TN ʔaa2tin1naa4taa4naa4 (P adinnādāna), the second of the moral precepts for lay Buddhists. 
736 TN kaa2me4su5mik1saa2 (P kāmesu micchācāra), the third of the moral precepts for lay Buddhists. 

737 TN muʔ1saa5vaa4taa2 (P musāvāda), the fourth of the moral precepts for lay Buddhists. 
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laay1 tam4 xɔŋ5 maw4 nam6 kin1 hɤ2 su5laa4 [ ] laak2 haɰ3 pin6 pɛt4 [61.10] vay6 vaaŋ4 yaa2 kay1 

xiŋ4 vaa1 nay5 

 

ve4laa2maʔ1ni2 xo3 maat4 to2 taa4laa4 [ ] laak2 haɰ3 vaaŋ4 kay1 [61.11] pɛt4 yaan5 kaa4 taaŋ2 ti1 

taa1 van1 

 

taŋ4 loŋ5 thon3 yaa4 paa4 pɛn1caa2 [ ] kaa1 ʔan1 [61.12] kaw1 caw3 sɔn5 saŋ2 vay6 thon3 co1 maɰ4 

yaa2 loŋ5 lɯm4 li1 yaw6 

 

naŋ2 nay6 kɛn2 caw3 xwyɔt4 [61.13] ʔaw1 pu2 yak1xaa2 caɰ1 fɤk2 hoŋ5 haaŋ4 [ ] po4 thaan3 ŋaa4 

xaaw5 sen5 yaan5 tok5(3) maa4 [61.14] lut4 se5 kaaŋ4 xew3 hoŋ1 vaa1 nay5 

 

faay4 loŋ5 vaaŋ4 ho5 ko5(1) vun5 xop1 saam5 xaa2 van4taa2 [ ] [61.15] saak4 thɛŋ3 luk4 hɤ1 sɛŋ5 sɔŋ2 

maʔ1ni2co4taa1lɛt4A ni2yaa2 vaaŋ4 pan1 

 

[61.16] kaa1 kɤŋ2 kaw3 laan6 kaw3 sɛn5 cɤŋ1 mɤŋ4 yaɰ2 tɤŋ4 kaa4 [ ] po4 lay3 kam1 vɛn1 let5(3) 

hɔŋ5 [61.17] soŋ2 mɤ4 nɤ5 bun1 fon5 ŋɤn4 fon5 xam4 thaŋ2 loŋ4 maa4 cun6 cun6 teʔ6 yaw6 

 

man4 yaŋ4 [61.18] mu4caa4 taa4laa4 mɔn4 sɛŋ5 ton1 ke4 cu4 saak4 ʔɔŋ2 [ ] faay4 thaw3 xop1 vay3 

yɔt4 xay2 faʔ6 n[61.19]o2 caw3 maŋ4xɔŋ2 saam5 xaa2 

 

  

                                                        
A [61.15] Written maʔ1ni2co4tɔp4lɛt4; the reading maʔ1ni2co4taa1lɛt4 agrees with the 1876 manuscript. 
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“The [next] in place is intoxicants and distilled drinks, sula,738 [ ] ‘You should abandon [61.10] 

and stop [drinking them] and keep them far away from yourself vaa nay.’ 

 

“Velamani,739 the noble and excellent point of the Tala, [ ] ‘You should discard far away, 

[61.11] abandon, and separate in another place taa van.’ 

 

“All of these five points, paenca,740 [ ] that I [61.12] have taught and instructed, do not go astray 

or forget them for the rest of your life li yaw!” 

 

Thus did the True Master deliver [61.13] the elderly yakxa to be of renowned purity of heart,741 

[ ] so much that its white fangs scattered and dropped, [61.14] its teeth fell out of its jaws vaa 

nay. 

 

The great ogre lowered its head in reverence and bowed three times in homage, [ ] [61.15] and it 

also presented and offered a brightly shining jewel, a wish-fulfilling gem of sapphire. 

 

[61.16] Befitting the value of nine million, nine hundred thousand states, great kingdoms or 

countries, [ ] when held and thrown by flicking [with the fingers], it would leap, [61.17] sent up 

above, then a rain of silver and gold would pour down heavily teʔ yaw. 

 

It [61.18] worshipped the Tala of the benevolent Jewel Essence, and made the offering 

according to its objective,742 [ ] and the elderly ogre bowed three times in homage to the 

Supreme Egg of the Heavens, the Master [61.19] Shoot, the Mangxong. 

 

                                                        
738 TN su5laa4 (P surā, clipped from surāmerayamajjapamādaṭṭhānā), the fourth of the moral precepts for 

lay Buddhists. 
739 TN ve4laa2maʔ1ni2 (P veramaṇī), ‘to refrain from,’ part of the formula for undertaking the moral 

precepts for lay Buddhists. 
740 TN pɛn1caa2 (P pañca), signifying the pɛn2caʔ1si2 or five moral precepts. 

741 TN caɰ1 fɤk2, literally ‘white-hearted.’ 

742 TN ʔɔŋ2 is read as ‘to gain one’s objective;’ an alternative reading might be ‘in defeat.’ 
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caŋ2 taak2 ʔɔk2 faak4 xɔk4 thaaŋ2 kaaŋ3 tan4 yu2 xun5 [61.20] naaŋ4 [ ] xɯn4 mɤ4 saw4 fɛŋ5 saam3 

heŋ5 lɔy1 kɤŋ4 paan4 sɤŋ4 thɤn2 to4 taaŋ4 paa2 [62.01]A kaaŋ3 pun6 yaw6 

 

tan4 nay5 mɔn4 sɛŋ5 puk1thaa4nuʔ1saʔ5(3)ti2 kɛn2 caw3 [ ] ʔɔŋ2 peʔ6 [62.02] fi5 fet2 caʔ6 faay4 

thaw3 co4ki2 hoŋ5 haaŋ4 

 

vaat4 vaat4 ʔaa2naʔ1cak4 ʔu4 kuŋ2 kɔy1 [62.03] saɰ5 [ ] vay6 haɰ3 fi5 kon4 yam4 vun5 ko5(1) ŋaw4 

ku1 van4 naɰ5 tam2 vay3 teʔ6 yaw6 

 

yaam4 nan4 thɤŋ5 thɔŋ5 [62.04] kaaŋ1 hɔŋ5 naay4 fɔŋ5 faa4vo4 pɤŋ4 to1 cak4 lɛŋ5 van4 fut5(3) ʔɔk2  

[ ] kɛn2 [62.05] caw3 xwyɔt4 lay3 muk1xaa2 faay4 thaw3 ho5 hɔk2 nɔm4 xɔm4 vaa1 nay5 

 

maak1 muŋ1 lɔŋ2 puŋ1 [62.06] cak4 lɛŋ5 sɔŋ2 ŋaw4 saɰ5 [ ] kaaŋ4 kaaŋ4 ŋaw4 taaŋ4 saay5 sɛŋ5 lɛŋ5 

pɤŋ4 hɤŋ4 thɔŋ2 tɔŋ3B sɛn5 [62.07] vaɰ5(1) maap4 maap4 teʔ6 yaw6 

 

yaam4 nan4 xun5 hoŋ5 ho5 xam4 naŋ1 cɔm1 mɤŋ4 laa4caa2 [ ] so2 faan2 ʔaan2 [62.08] pun1 xaa3 

xay2 faʔ6 ku1 fu3 se5naa2 loŋ4 mɤŋ4 teʔ6 yaw6 

 

ʔik2 loy3 ʔaʔ1kaʔ1maʔ1he5si2 [62.09] ton1 cum3 me4 to2 naaŋ4 loŋ5 [ ] taak2 vaa1 loŋ4 pay1 lu1 taŋ4 

saaŋ4 xiŋ4 mɔn4 naaŋ4 no2 [62.10] saay5 hoŋ5 luk4 caw3 vaa1 nay5 

 

  

                                                        
A [62.01] saam5 sip3 ʔet3 31 is written at the top of the verso of the thirty-first folio. 

B [62.06] tɔŋ3 is added by the scribe; the correction agrees with the 1876 manuscript. 
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It then left the vast cage, the stocks, the place where the Lord and [61.20] Lady were,  

[ ] and returned to dwell together in the ‘Three Thousand,’ the group of hills with all kinds743 of 

flowers, the forest, the extensive woodlands, the vast [62.01] woods pun yaw. 

 

Thus did the Jewel Essence Pukthanusati, the True Master, [ ] overcome and defeat [62.02] the 

vicious hungry ghost, the elderly ogre, the renowned evil spirit. 

 

The intense brightness of the power and majesty of his [62.03] virtue [ ] caused spirits and 

humans to respect and revere [him] throughout each day, and to lower themselves in homage teʔ 

yaw. 

 

As the time arrived when the [62.04] heavens744 and the fine clouds in the sky shone and the 

sun’s majesty appeared, [ ] the True [62.05] Master delivered the elderly grey-haired ogre 

through his oral teachings and it surrendered to his words vaa nay. 

 

Looking at the aura cast [62.06] by the Celestial Vehicle’s745 brightly shining radiance, [ ] the 

brilliant radiance of the path of the Jewel Vehicle’s rays shone resplendent, catching and 

striking the hundred thousand [62.07] glittering leaves teʔ yaw. 

 

At that time the Renowned Lord of the Golden Hall who sat at the pinnacle of the kingdom, the 

king, [ ] proclaimed to the counted [62.08] parties746 of all the subjects of the Egg of the 

Heavens and the ministers to go down from the kingdom teʔ yaw. 

 

Together with the Chief Queen [62.09] of the Holder of the Royal Seal, his noble wife, the 

Great Lady, [ ] they would go down to see the funeral site of the Essence of Women, the Shoot 

[62.10] of Renowned Lineage, the princess vaa nay. 

  
                                                        
743 TN sɤŋ4 (B ဆုုိင္း), read here as ‘collection, (complete) set of things;’ an alternative reading of the 

Burmese would be ‘fresh, lush, teeming, festooned.’ 
744 TN kaaŋ1 hɔŋ5 is read as kaaŋ1 haaw5 modified to agree with thɤŋ5 thɔŋ5 and naay4 fɔŋ5; illegible in the 

1876 manuscript due to damage. 
745 TN cak4 lɛŋ5, i.e. the Sun; also TN sɛŋ5 lɛŋ5 ‘Jewel Vehicle’ below. 

746 TN ʔaan2 pun1, i.e. important people. 
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tum4 tum4 seŋ5 kɔŋ1 mɔŋ4 xam4 poʔ6 laay5 kam4 ʔaan2 saw1 [ ] kak4 kak4 [62.11] ʔɔk2 fak4 veŋ4 

to2 vɔŋ6 ʔuk3 ʔaw2 maa4 cu4 

 

hɔt4 tam3 paa2 hew1 ti1 kɔŋ1 luk4 saaŋ4 [62.12] xwyɤŋ4 [ ] yaam4 mɤ1 ʔaa1lɔŋ4 xun5 fo5 naaŋ4 me4 

yaŋ4 ʔan1A saw4 him4 no2 sɛŋ5 mɤŋ4 [62.13] maw2 faak4 

 

ʔɤk4 ʔɤk4 xo4 loŋ5 toŋ5(1) tem5(1) ho5 xam4 hɔt4 sɛn5 lam4 suŋ5 thɔŋ2 [ ] cɤŋ1 pɔy4 [62.14] lay3 han5 

taŋ4 num2 cɯn1 hɤn1 hɤn1 naa3 xaaw5 sɔŋ2 yaŋ4 saw4 

 

po1 me1 ve4 le2 kɔt2 ʔum3 [62.15] luk4 haak1 caw3 su5keŋ5(1)taa2 xyaa4 laat4 thaam5 kam4 [ ] het3 

hɯ5 lam4 hɔm5 vo1 ŋɤn4 num2 caam4 [62.16] xam4 maw2 xɔy3 

 

vaa1 laak2 fi5 faay4 hoy4 haay4 lɯm4B maa4 hɔt4 tan4 saw4 naaŋ4 yu2 [ ] [62.17] caŋ2 haɰ3 lɔy4 

ŋɔy4 hun2 cɔy6 luk4 haak1 me1 ʔaw1 su2 thɤŋ5 maɰ4 vaa1 hɯ5 

 

ʔik2 loy3 sɔŋ5 [62.18] no2 caw3 hun2 tɛm3 caŋ2 lay3 maa4 yu2 hɔm4 saw4 [ ] pen1 se5 xun5 fi5 li5(1) 

tɔn4 hun2 sɛŋ5 [62.19] ŋaw4 yaŋ4 cɛŋ3 vaa1 hɯ5 

 

po4 ʔan1 laa1 fe4 thaam5 nay5 vaay4 xɔm4 hun2 sɛŋ5 ŋaw4 tɔp2 ke3 [ ] [62.20] vaa1 kaa1 

maa4taa2piʔ5(3)tu2 faʔ6 po1 me1 taŋ4 sɔŋ5 nay6 hɤy6 

 

  

                                                        
A [62.12] ʔan1 is written twice, read as a scribal error; the reading agrees with the 1876 manuscript. 

B [62.16] Written lɯp, read as a scribal error for lɯm4; the reading agrees with the 1876 manuscript. 
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Tum tum sounded the beating of drums and golden gongs, many times, counting the beats, [ ] 

and kak kak,747 [62.11] they left the noble royal city in mourning to come there. 

 

They arrived at the site of the charnel forest, the place where they would collect [the remains of] 

their child for the [62.12] funeral rites, [ ] at the time when the Along, the Lord husband and the 

Lady his wife, still stayed near the Jewel of the Kingdom Shoot [62.13] without leaving. 

 

Oek oek748 with many important people,749 the full contingent of the golden hall reached the 

hundred thousand tall and shining trees, [ ] and ‘Why!’ [62.14] they saw that the radiantly bright 

youth with shining white face still lived. 

 

Her father and mother rushed to embrace [62.15] their beloved child, Princess Sukengta,750 to 

speak to her and to enquire, [ ] “How did the Fragrant Silver Lotus, the young Golden [62.16] 

Magnolia not die? 

 

“Perhaps the hairy ogre forgot to come to where you were staying [ ] [62.17] so that the 

charming Damsel Form, your mother’s beloved child, aw su thoeng maoe751 vaa hɯ? 

 

“And the two Shoots, [62.18] the Master and the Painted Form, who have come to dwell 

together with you, [ ] is it a most handsome spirit lord, with the Radiant Jewel [62.19] Form, 

that I am clearly seeing?” 

 

When her parents had finished asking thus, the Radiant Jewel Form explained, [ ] [62.20]  

“O both my parents, my venerable father and mother nay hɤy! 

 

  

                                                        
747 TN kak4 kak4, the sound of footsteps; normally kak4 kik4. 

748 TN ʔɤk4 ʔɤk4, the confused sound of very many people. 

749 TN xo4 loŋ5, read here as ‘important people,’ in reference to ʔaan2 pun1 ‘counted parties’ at [62.07]. 

750 TN su5keŋ1taa2, i.e. Kengta. 

751 TN ʔaw1 su2 thɤŋ5 maɰ4, untranslated due to unknown meaning; the context suggests ‘have survived,’ 

or ‘have returned as yourself’ (this line is missing in the 1876 manuscript due to damage). 
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ʔan1 naŋ5 yoŋ1 yaaŋ1 haaŋ1 [63.01] caʔ6 po1 faay4 nok2 caɰ1 paŋ4 [ ] van4 vaa4 maa4 thɤŋ5 

faak3tu1 so4 kɤm4 pɯt2 [63.02] laŋ4 xaŋ4 hɔŋ6 hon1 teʔ6 kɔy1 

 

saŋ5 maw2 pen1 loy3 von1 xun5 ʔaa1lɔŋ4 hom3 nɤ5 ho5 [63.03] naaŋ4 num2 [ ] maw2 pɤŋ1 lay3 laat4 

po1 me1 faʔ6 pɤŋ2 kaw3 moy4 tum2 laa1 fe4 yaw6 nɔ1 

 

[63.04] ʔan1 naŋ5 puk1thaa4nuʔ1saʔ5(3)ti2 yɔt4 caw3 xun5 vaaw2 sɛŋ5 ŋaw4 [ ] van4 ʔɔn5(1) [63.05] 

tɔn4 sɯn4 hɤŋ5 mɯn4 pen1 taŋ4 kon4 faan5 yu2 mɤŋ4 haw4 kin1 caaŋ3 teʔ6 kɔy1 

 

[63.06] fi5 lu4 ʔu4 xyaa4 ko5(1) vun5 yam4 ŋaw4 ton1 sɛŋ5 xun5 xam4 saak4 lɛŋ1 vaaw4 

kam2paa1laa2 [ ] [63.07] haɰ3 caw3 xɯn3 xi2 yaat4 yaat4 fɯn4 maat4 ʔɛn2 xɯn3 can6 mɔk2 yɔŋ1 

ʔaa1kaa2 nɤ5 lom4 

 

[63.08] tok3 hɔt4 lɔt4 pɔŋ2 ʔuk3taa2maʔ1thaa4ni2 pɤn1 ce1 kaaŋ3 mɤŋ4 yaɰ2 hoŋ5 haaŋ4 [ ] [63.09] 

lay3 mɤ4 pen1 taŋ4 xun5 di5(1) xam4 xaaŋ4 faʔ6 ho5 xam4 tam3 han3 

 

laɰ1 kɔʔ6 von1 di5(1) fi5 [63.10] su4 cuŋ1 cu4 kɔŋ4mu4 ho5 caɰ1 ʔaa1lɔŋ4 paa4 naaŋ4 haɰ3 ven1 

maa4 hɔt4 pɔŋ2 [ ] [63.11] caŋ2 haɰ3 sɔŋ5 caw3 tok3 hɔt4 xɔk4 kaaŋ3 ti1 xaŋ5 thɔŋ2 naaŋ4 saaw5 

nay6 yaw6 

 

[63.12] can1 to1 pu2 yak1xaa2 taw3 hɔt4 yɔt4 hun2 cɔy6 thɤŋ5 pɔŋ2 maa4 cu4 [ ] ʔaa1[63.13]lɔŋ4 

kam1 taaw1 pyaa4 hɛŋ4 lɔk2 fi5 lu4 laat4 haaw3 
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“As for the yong yang,752 [63.01] ugly old ogre, stubborn and fearless, [ ] yesterday it came to 

the firmly locked door and opened it, [63.02] groaning and calling out noisily teʔ kɔy. 

 

“If it were not for the merit of the Lord Along covering over the head [63.03] of the young 

Lady,753 [ ] I could not trust that I would be speaking to my venerable father and mother who 

rule over the bud of my top-knot, my parents yaw nɔ. 
 

[63.04] “As for Pukthanusati, the Supreme Master, the young Lord, the Radiant Jewel, [ ] 

formerly, [63.05] a very long time ago in the past, he was a destitute person living in our 

kingdom and working for food teʔ kɔy. 

 

[63.06] “The demon bowed its head in respect and reverence for the Jewel One, the Golden 

Lord, and presented him a handsome red kampala, [ ] [63.07] causing the Master to ride the 

excellent, resplendent cloth, soaring up to the level of the clouds, in the sky, on the wind. 

 

[63.08] “He descended and arrived, reaching another vast city, the great renowned kingdom of 

Uktamathani, [ ] [63.09] and became the Good Lord, a spouse of the heavenly golden hall of 

that place. 

 

“Then as a reward of good merit, the spirits [63.10] pulled the accumulated merit in the heart of 

the Along to accompany the young woman to fly, coming to arrive here,  

[ ] [63.11] so that the two descended, arriving at the vast cage where the young woman, 

[myself,] was confined and imprisoned nay yaw. 

 

[63.12] “Immediately as the elderly yakxa reached the Supreme Damsel Form, arriving and 

coming towards me, [ ] the Along [63.13] took hold of his sword and showing his strength, he 

threatened the demon and spoke strongly to it. 

 

  

                                                        
752 TN yoŋ1 yaaŋ1 (normally yoŋ1 yoŋ1), the ambling gait of the ogre. 

753 TN hom3 nɤ5 ho5 naaŋ4 num2, i.e. protecting the princess. 
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man4 yaŋ4 ko5(1) taay5(1) xuy4 xaay4 [63.14] kaay5A xiŋ4 xop1 vaaŋ4 ho5 ʔo3kaa2 [ ] ʔaw1 cem1 mɤ1 

nay6 kaa2 mɤ1 naa3 xaa3 maw2 yaam3 sɔŋ5 [63.15] thaa2 kin1 kon4 xaa3 yaw6 vaa1 nay5 

 

caw3 caŋ2 faa3 haɰ3 pɛn2caʔ1si2 yi2 lɛp4 sin5 [63.16] haa3 xɔm4 tham4 [ ] fi5 lu4 caŋ2 taak2 caɰ1 

xaaw5 taa4laa4 ʔon3B noy4(2) yam4 lay3 xwyɔt4 

 

man4 yaŋ4 [63.17] pan1 taŋ4 sɛŋ5 hoŋ5 tam4myaa4 saak4 taa4laa4 puk4co2 [ ] haaŋ1 xaa3 kɛn2 laak2 

lay3 [63.18] muŋ1 yaw6 han5 fo2 toy4 to5(1) teʔ6 yaw6 

 

caŋ2 nay5 kɛn2 laak2 kuŋ2 kaaŋ3 taaŋ2 [63.19] haaŋ1 pɤŋ1 maŋ4mu2 lɔy1 tɤŋ4 [ ] ke4 cu4 man4 xun5 

mi4 nam5 taan2 saw5 mɤŋ4 mɯn2 luk4 [63.20] sɛn5 luk4 teʔ6 kɔy1 

 

tan4 nay5 saay5 xɔm4 naaŋ4 di5(1) law1 laa1 fe4 maa4taa2 [ ] ʔik2 [64.01]C loy3 xun5 sɤŋ2 xɯʔ6 mu2 

maat4 po4paa2 taŋ4 mɤŋ4 teʔ6 yaw6 

 

faɰ5 kɔʔ6 com4 von1 [64.02] yɔt4 xay2 faʔ6 saa5xaaŋ2 xun5 naaŋ4 [ ] ʔaw1 taŋ4 xan5 sɛŋ5 xan5 

xam4 tam4 vaaŋ4 nɤ5 ho5 [64.03] ko5(1) vun5 xam2 yɔn4 xaaŋ4 fɛt4 caw3 

 

taŋ4 ʔan1 laay5 yɤŋ1 laay5 pɤŋ1 xo4 leŋ4 xɤŋ1 [64.04] xun5 mɤŋ4 laak4 sɔŋ2  

[ ] thay2 put4 vut4 loŋ2 nuŋ1 haɰ3 sɔŋ5 xay2 faʔ6 num2 mu3 ʔaa1lɔŋ2 pew1 to4 

 

  

                                                        
A [63.14] kaay5 is corrected by the scribe. 

B [63.16] There is a scribal error between ʔon3 and noy2. 

C [64.01] saam5 sip3 sɔŋ5 32 is written at the top of the verso of the thirty-second folio. 
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“Fearing death, it scrambled [63.14] to turn around and to kneel, bowing its head in consent, [ ] 

‘From this time on into the future, I will never for a second [63.15] time eat people. I have 

stopped’ vaa nay. 

 

“The Master then dispensed the paencasi as befitting, the words of the Tham of the five [63.16] 

precepts, [ ] and the demon’s heart was purified754 by the Tala, it was exhausted and submissive, 

and was delivered. 

 

“It [63.17] gave a renowned jewel, a ruby, as an offering in worship of the Tala, [ ] which I truly 

[63.18] saw for myself as I looked and watched teʔ yaw. 

 

“Now truly his vast virtue [63.19] is like Mangmu,755 the mountain of the world, [ ] and the 

Lord’s abundant kindness is worth ten thousand [63.20] or a hundred thousand Pillars of the 

World teʔ kɔy.” 

 

Thus were the words that the Good Woman addressed to her parents, her mother and father,756  

[ ] and [64.01] to the important lords of state and gathered counsellors and military officials of 

the kingdom teʔ yaw. 

 

Everyone rejoiced in the merit [64.02] of the Supreme Egg of the Heavens, the Master, the Lord 

and Lady, [ ] placing salvers of jewels and gold upon their heads [64.03] in respect as their 

requests and invitations were accepted. 

 

Many kinds, many types of goods and things [64.04] were also presented by the Lord of the 

Kingdom, [ ] causing the radiance of the two young mu flower Eggs of the Heavens to be 

resplendent and dazzling when they changed to dress in their new clothes. 

 

  

                                                        
754 TN caɰ1 xaaw5, literally ‘white hearted.’ 

755 TN maŋ4mu2 (more commonly maŋ4myo2, lɔy1 saw5 mɤŋ4 si5ne2 or lɔy1 xaw5 si5ne4lo2 in other texts), 

i.e. Mount Meru (also Sumeru, Sineru, etc.), a vast mountain at the centre of the world. 
756 TN maa4taa2 is read here as a clipped form of maa4taa2piʔ3tu2 (P mātāpitu) ‘mother and father.’ 
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[64.05] caŋ2 taak2 yok1 yɔŋ1 fɔŋ4 hɤ1 cak4 vo1 sɔŋ2 cik5(3) sɛŋ5 [ ] yo4 ʔaw1 xun5 [64.06] naaŋ4 

taŋ4 saam5 mɤ4 saw4 yu2 hɔm4 fɛŋ5 sɔy1 hɔy1 

 

ʔɤk4 ʔɤk4 xo4 loŋ5 toŋ5(1) tem5(1) lup2 hɔm4 [64.07] cɔm4 taaŋ4 mon1 kɔŋ1 mɔŋ4 paat1 pi2 [ ] sɔŋ5 

faay2 sɔŋ5 paa3 puk2 se5 koy3 ʔɔy3 laa4[64.08]caʔ1maat4 saan5 thi2 yay5 xaaŋ4 

 

nɔk4 nan6 mu2 maat4 cat4 caw3 ŋaw3 xay2 faʔ6 po4paa2 naɰ4 [64.09] mɤŋ4 [ ] taŋ4 loŋ5 lan4 kan4 

tɛk2 nan4 nɤŋ4 thaw2 yɤŋ1 

 

kɔy4 pen1 pɔy4 loŋ5 xun5 naaŋ4 [64.10] xaaŋ4 paaŋ1 hoŋ5 haaŋ4 xaap1 haaw4 taaŋ4 maw2 lɛn1 [ ] 

po4 naŋ5 ʔan1taa1caa2 mot1A [64.11] pok2 mɛŋ4 maw1 ʔɔk2 faak4 naa3 lin1 kɛn2 pan4 poŋ4 nan6 

yaw6 

 

xop2 mɤ1 fɛw5 [64.12] hɔt4 fuŋ2 yɔt4 han3 praa1saat4 nan4 soy2 thi4 hɔm5 [ ] fuŋ5 mo5 nan4 [64.13] 

nɤŋ4 pan4 xan5 xun5 naaŋ4 thaw2 veŋ4 tɔm5(1) fɛt4 caw3 

 

pɔt4 si5 vi5 ho5 ŋaa4 [64.14] paay4 nep3 tin1 fom5 ke4saa2 [ ] fɔm6 kan1 haap1 miŋ1B sɔŋ5 no2 faʔ6 

[64.15] fi1sek2 maŋ4kaʔ1laa2 kin1 mɤŋ4 vaa1 nay5 

 

  

                                                        
A [64.10] mot1 is corrected by the scribe. 

B [64.14] There is a scribal correction between miŋ1 and sɔŋ5. 
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[64.05] They were lifted onto a float, brilliant and bright, a shining lotus crowned with jewels,  

[ ] and the Lord [64.06] and Ladies were raised up and taken, all three, to go to dwell together in 

harmony. 

 

Oek oek757 and with many goods, the full overwhelming contingent followed [64.07] together, 

with the entertainment of drums and gongs, lyres758 and flutes, [ ] and the two sides, in both 

directions [of the road], were planted with bananas and sugar cane, and densely woven 

latticework fences759 [64.08] arranged in lines. 

 

Besides that, the gathered counsellors, those of royal birth, the foundations of the Eggs of the 

Heavens and military officers in [64.09] the kingdom, [ ] were all bustling and vigorously and 

loudly breaking into sound. 

 

There was a great celebration, with renowned lords and ladies [64.10] at the side of the meeting 

ground and abreast in the streets, teeming, [ ] like insects, ants, [64.11] termites, or winged 

termites coming out from the face of the earth, dense and very noisy nan yaw. 

 

When the time came to arrive [64.12] at the pinnacled mansion, the golden palace with its 

fragrant finial ornament, [ ] a noisy crowd of astrologers [64.13] for binding the spirits760 and 

the bustling crowd of lords and ladies in the city assembled to invite the Master. 

 

Rubbed and polished, with the ends of their hair [64.14] inserted in combs of ivory, [ ] together 

the two Heavenly Shoots received their destiny761 [64.15] to be anointed in the blessing 

ceremony and to rule over the kingdom vaa nay. 

 

                                                        
757 TN ʔɤk4 ʔɤk4, the confused sound of very many people. 

758 TN read as a stringed instrument similar to a tiŋ2 ‘harp,’ not used in Mueang Sing; an alternative 

reading could B ပတ္ ‘small cylindrical drum.’ 

759 TN laa4caʔ1maat4 (B ရာဇမတ္), lattice fencework with diamond or rhombus patterns, placed alongside 

the road when important people parade. 
760 TN pan4 xan5, the tying of thread to the wrist as part of a blessing which binds the constituent parts of 

a person’s spirit together. 
761 TN haap1 miŋ1, an alternative reading is that this refers to the receiving of blessings during the 

ceremony. 
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po1 me1 ʔaap4 thaap4 kaap4 caw3 [64.16] han3 praa1saat4 thi4 soy2 nan4 laa4 [ ] vaaŋ4 pan1 

kaŋ1laa1 naaŋ4 yiŋ4 no2 sɛŋ5 [64.17] myaa4 ʔɤm3 xaaŋ3 

 

mɤŋ4 loŋ5 hoŋ5 haaŋ4 ce1 ho5 xam4 paa4laa2 [ ] taŋ4 seŋ3 ʔɔk2 saak4 [64.18] lɔŋ4 to2 faʔ6 no2 caw3 

laa4caa2 fɔŋ4 yam4 teʔ6 yaw6 

 

vaa1 kaa1 saŋ5xaa2 [64.19] faʔ6 luk4 caw3 laay5 mu2 xaaŋ4 thɛw5 xaw5 hɤy6 [ ] vaaŋ4 se5 heŋ5 

paay1 saay5 [64.20] laa1 saam5 mɤŋ4 thaat2 yen1 yɛw5 ʔam2 pɔk4 xaw5 nɔ1 

 

nay5 lɛ4 pen1 naŋ5 mɔn4 [65.01] sɛŋ5 ʔaa1lɔŋ4 caw3 puk1thaa4nuʔ1saʔ5(3)ti2 [ ] kɛn2 caw3 lay3 mɤ4 

ʔup1 [65.02] pɤŋ2 ce1 ko2 faʔ6 paa4laa2naa1si2 tɯ4 kɤm4 

 

ʔɤm3 xaaŋ3 hun2 cɔy6 can1[65.03]taa2vaʔ1ti2 luk4 caw3 ʔuk3taa2maʔ1thaa4ni2 sɛŋ5 myaa4  

[ ] sɔn5 pɔn4 xɛn5 [65.04] xaa5 mɔn4 naaŋ4 vaaŋ4 cɔm1 kɔŋ4 ʔuŋ4 tuŋ4 bun5(1) xo5 xun5 ʔaa1lɔŋ4 

tɯ4 [65.05] fɔŋ4 xam2 pen1 me4 ton1 cum3 
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[Her] father and mother made repeated offerings to the Master, bestowing [64.16] the royal 

palace with its golden finial ornament, [ ] and gave their child, the young woman, the Emerald 

[64.17] Jewel Shoot, as his consort. 

 

The whole of the great renowned kingdom of the city of the golden hall of Pala [ ] was 

presented to [64.18] the noble heavenly Long, the Master Shoot, to be king and to rule over and 

govern teʔ yaw. 

 

O Sangxa762 [64.19] of venerable offspring of the Master, many groups side by side in rows xaw 

hɤy! [ ] [You who have] abandoned more than a thousand lineages [64.20] of the Three 

Worlds,763 ceased, completely silent, not to return764 xaw nɔ! 
 

Thus it was that the Jewel [65.01] Essence, the Along Pukthanusati, [ ] the True Master, came to 

firmly hold dominion [65.02] over the ancient city of Palanasi. 

 

His consort, the Damsel Form Cantavati, [65.03] the Princess of Uktamathani, the Emerald 

Jewel, [ ] of brilliant [white] arms [65.04] and legs, the Essence of Women, bowed the crown 

[of her head] to be pillowed and to receive the merit, to request the Lord Along, the [65.05] 

Ruler, to accept her as the wife of the Holder of the Royal Seal.765 

 

  

                                                        
762 The Buddha addresses the assembly of monks to whom he is narrating the birth-story. 
763 TN saam5 mɤŋ4, the three ‘realms of existence’ within which beings are reborn, understood as heaven, 

earth, and hell. The ‘lineages’ may refer to mental defilements mentioned at [03.10], [67.20], etc. 
764 TN ʔam2 pɔk4 ‘not to return,’ possibly ‘Non-Returner,’ one of the four kinds of Noble Disciples of the 

Buddha, who is freed from sensual craving and ill-will and is destined to be reborn in a heavenly realm 

and realise Nibbana there without returning to this world (synonym of P anāgāmi). However, the context 

suggests TN ʔaa2laʔ1han5taa2 (P arahant), the highest of the Noble Disciples who is liberated from all 

suffering and will not be reborn again in any realm. 
765 The reading of these two lines is problematic. Cantavati is already married to the Bodhisatta, and it is 

unclear whether she is requesting that he also take Kengtavati as a wife, or if this should read that 

Kengtavati is requesting to also become his wife (as in previous confusion over their names); the 1876 

manuscript is badly damaged, but appears to be the same as this text. 
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taŋ4 ʔan1 naaŋ4 ŋaam4 taam4 caɰ1 cɔy6 saay5 hoŋ5 keŋ5(1)[65.06]taa2 [ ] yu2 mon1 yɔt4 xay2 faʔ6 

sɔŋ5 caw3 fɛŋ5 vaa2 ʔeŋ1 xaaŋ4 

 

xo3 haak1 [65.07] tɔn4 taaŋ2 luk4 hom1 me1 muŋ6 ʔu2 kɤm4 tan5(1) [ ] taŋ4 kaa1 sɔŋ5 naaŋ4 hɔm4 

xaaŋ4 [65.08] haak1 pɛŋ4 kan5(1) hom1 xɤŋ1 

 

mu2 maat4 faʔ6 saŋ5kaʔ1haa2A ʔaap4 miŋ1 tun4(1) xan5 [ ] [65.09] ʔɤk4 ʔɤk4 kon4 laay5 pen1 saay5 

kɛn2 mi4 nam5 fuk2 miŋ1 

 

kaa1 ʔan1 kon4 saw4 mɤŋ4 [65.10] loŋ5 ho5 xam4 ce1 paa4laa2 [ ] kɛn2 caw3 vaaŋ4 pan1 yaa1 

yam5(1) haɰ3 pan1 kaa2 ce4 kon4 [ ] [65.11] faa3 haɰ3 lek3 yaɰ2 num2 thaw3 caw3 xaa3 fɔm6 seŋ3 

caak3 vɛŋ2 xan5 ce4 

 

fu3 laɰ1 lay3 [65.12] kin1 yaa3 lɔk4 xaap4 paan1 num2 fuŋ2 xaaw5 [ ] taŋ4 loŋ5 cɯn4 yɯn4 xɯn4 

vaaw4 [65.13] kop5(3)B naaŋ4 saaw5 seŋ3 seŋ3 teʔ6 yaw6 

 

naɰ4 nan4 kon4 ʔan1C sin5 tham4 maw2 fɛŋ5 to1 [65.14] ʔam2 xyaa2 [ ] sam2 nɯŋ1 ton1 caw3 si5ke2 

faʔ6 piŋ2yaa2 maŋ4lɔŋ4 vaa1 nay5 

 

  

                                                        
A [65.08] saŋ5kaʔ1haa2 is corrected by the scribe. 

B [65.13] There is a scribal correction between kop3 and naaŋ4. 

C [65.13] ʔan1 is added by the scribe; the reading agrees with the 1876 manuscript. 
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Together, intimately, the beautiful woman, the damsel of renowned lineage, Kengta, [65.06] [ ] 

enjoyed living with the two Supreme Eggs of the Heavens, shoulder to shoulder, leaning side by 

side. 

 

Their love [65.07] was more firm and solid than children of the same mother, womb and 

cradle,766 [ ] and both of the women, together, side by side, [65.08] loved and cherished each 

other as halves [of a whole].767 

 

The gathered venerable counsellors assisted in the bestowing of their destiny768 and the calling 

of the spirits,769 [ ] [65.09] and oek oek,770 there were very many lines of people for the binding 

of their destiny.771 

 

To the people dwelling in the great [65.10] kingdom of the golden hall of the city of Pala, [ ] the 

True Master gave the potent medicine, giving it away to all the people, [ ] [65.11] distributing it 

to children and adults, young and old, nobles and commoners all together, dividing and 

dispensing it quickly to all. 

 

Whoever [65.12] ate the skin-shedding herb [became] youthful and white-bodied, [ ] all were 

utterly brilliant [white] and returned to be handsome772 [men] [65.13] and young women teʔ 

yaw. 

 

Although they were people who did not have moral virtue in themselves [65.14] and were 

worthless, [ ] or masters773 who were envious of the venerable and wise Manglong vaa nay, 

                                                        
766 TN muŋ6 ʔu2 is read literally here, rather than ‘one’s own child.’ 

767 TN hom1 xɤŋ1 could also be ‘equally.’ 

768 TN ʔaap4 miŋ1, i.e. conducted the blessing ceremony for their marriage. 

769 TN tun1 xan5, a blessing ceremony to call together the constituent parts of a person’s spirit, or the 

spirit/fortunes of a person, a kingdom, etc. 
770 TN ʔɤk4 ʔɤk4, the confused sound of very many people. 

771 TN fuk2 miŋ1, i.e. the tying of thread to their wrists as part of the blessing ceremony. 

772 TN vaaw4, read in preference to the alternative vaaw2 ‘young unmarried man or woman.’ 

773 TN ton1 caw3, unusual here in reference to people who do not have virtue; illegible in the 1876 

manuscript due to damage. 
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sam2 nɯŋ1 [65.15] koʔ6 fu3 saa5thaa2A haak1 nam5 naa2 saɰ5 tɔn4 [ ] lay3 maa4 ʔom1 taŋ4 yaa1 

yam5(1) num2 cɔn4 yɔn4 [65.16] haaŋ1 lɛp4 teʔ6 yaw6 

 

to1 ʔan1 kon4 laɰ1 caɰ1 ŋo4 maw2 saa5fo4 fɔk2 [65.17] mɤk4 [ ] sam2 nɯŋ1 fu3 ʔan1 maw2 pan3 

sin5 haa3 thaaŋ2 caɰ1 lɤk4 kyɛm4 tham4 

 

ʔik2 [65.18] taŋ4 koʔ6 fu3 maw2 naap1 po1 me1 si5laa2 thaw3 ke2 naap1 to1 vaa1 laay5 sam2 son5 

[65.19] kan1 [ ] pɤŋ1 nɯŋ1 kon4 fu3 maw2 mi4 tɯ4 yam5(1) fu4laa4 taa4laa4 laay5 paa4 faʔ6 

yaa1haan4 su2 [65.20] maat4 lɛ1 saŋ5 

 

kon4 nan4 pɛk4 vaa1 ʔaw1 kin1 ʔaw1 taa4 ʔam2 han5 di5(1) fom5 faa2 [ ] [66.01]B maaŋ1 koʔ6 yaŋ4 

ʔan1 so1 ho2 sam6 lam1 kaa2 kum4 ŋum4 kɔʔ6 mi4 teʔ6 yaw6 

 

naŋ2 nay6 [66.02] ton3 tam3 maʔ1no2 cit3 caɰ1 kaw1 naɰ4 to5(1) [ ] po4 ʔan1 saay5 caɰ1 ha(a)t5(3) 

kaay4 [66.03] pɛk4 vaa1 ʔaw1 pay1 soy4 hun4 fon5 pan1 nam6 thaan3 ʔaw1 ʔaap2 lam1 ho5 maw2 

[66.04] cɯn1 kɔy4 naa1 

 

vaa1 ti1 saam5 paan1 yiŋ4 caay4 lek1 kop3 suŋ5 num2 thaw3 xaw5 hɤy6 [ ] [66.05] laak2 haɰ3 yuŋ2 

ke2 le2 m(a)at4C laat1taʔ5(3)naa2 to2 caw3 fɯn4 maat4 van4 xɯn4 [66.06] li1 yaw6 

 

mɤ1D luk1 mɤ1 naŋ1 lom6 nɔn4 yu2 vaaŋ4 to5(1) [ ] laak2 haɰ3 xuk5(3) thop5(3) [66.07] ke4 cu4 saam5 

paa4 fu4laa4 taaŋ2 yam4 ho5 xon6E lɔt4 taa1 van1 

 

  

                                                        
A [65.15] Written sat3thaa2, but read as saa5thaa2 in Mueang Sing. 

B [66.01] saam5 sip3 saam5 33 is written at the top of the verso of the thirty-third folio. 

C [66.05] The vowel in mat4 is lengthened to agree with laat1taʔ5(3)naa2. 

D [66.06] There is a scribal error between mɤ1 and luk1. 

E [66.07] Written xot; the reading xon6 agrees with the 1876 manuscript. 
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Or otherwise [65.15] people of exceedingly bright and abundant faith and love,  

[ ] they came to hold in their mouths the potent medicine [for becoming] young, brilliant [white] 

[65.16] and of comely appearance teʔ yaw. 

 

Any person who was devious, discontented, of immoral speech [65.17] and evil-minded,774 [ ] 

or those who did not restrain themselves with the five moral precepts, who followed their own 

minds and chose to be dissolute, 

 

And [65.18] people who did not respect their fathers and mothers, religious teachers and elders, 

who spoke improperly in many confused [65.19] ways, [ ] and the kind of person who did not 

revere the Fula Tala and the many venerable Buddhist monks of excellent [65.20] virtue lɛ saŋ, 

 

Even though those people really ate it, not a split hair’s [worth] of benefit could be seen, [ ] 

[66.01] and some people became even duller until they were pitch black teʔ yaw. 

 

Thus [66.02] the base of the mind and heart is within ourselves, [ ] and if their hearts were 

soiled, [66.03] then even if they were taken and their bodily filth were scrubbed775 and rubbed 

hard, in sufficient water to bathe in it, submerging their heads, they would not [66.04] become 

bright kɔy naa. 

 

“O three ages776 of women and men,777 short and tall, young and old xaw hɤy! [ ] [66.05] We 

should believe and trust in the Gems of the noble Master and the excellent texts day and night 

[66.06] li yaw! 
 

“When getting up, when sitting, or placing the body to lay down, [ ] we should recollect [66.07] 

and recite the benevolent three Fula778 and place them to rule over our heads taa van. 

 

                                                        
774 TN fɔk2 mɤk4: fɔk2 is read here as ‘of immoral speech,’ rather than the alternative reading ‘very.’ 

775 FN soy4 hun4, an alternative reading might be soy2 hun2 ‘to bathe the body.’ 

776 TN saam5 paan1, i.e. youth, middle age (understood as ‘married’) and old age. 

777 A scribal aside addresses the audience from here to [66.10]. 
778 TN ke4 cu4 saam5 paa4 fu4laa4, i.e. Fula, Tala, Sangxa, the Three Gems of Buddha, Dhamma and 

Sangha. 
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pɛk4 vaa1 taŋ4 pen1 [66.08] naɰ4 xiŋ4 kaw3 sip5(3) hok5(3) ʔaa1naa2 [ ] kaa1 taak2 lon2 faak4 tam3 

cɔŋ1 caʔ6 xɛm4[66.09]maa2A mot5(3) xyaa4 cam6 yaw6 

 

ku1 yɤŋ1 saʔ5(3)paʔ1thaa2 ʔuk1caa2 pɤn1 met1taa2 yam5(1) ŋaw4 [ ] [66.10] pen1 naŋ5 paan1 ʔɔn1 

maŋ4lɔŋ4 pon6 ʔɔn1 haw4 cat4 caw3 nan6 yaw6 

 

[66.11] mɔn4 sɛŋ5 vaaŋ4 pan5(1) yaa1 yam5(1) yaa3 hoŋ5 haaŋ4 xɯn4 num2 [ ] kaa1 fu3 maat4 cam6 

yɤŋ1 [66.12] naŋ5 fi5 yu2 faʔ6 naat4 fuŋ2B mɤŋ4 ʔin1 teʔ6 yaw6 

 

kɛn2 caw3 met1taa2 [66.13] yaa1caʔ1kaa2 fu3 yaak4 xam5 kiw2 saŋ4le4 [ ] maŋ4lɔŋ4 taak2 xaɰ3 pɔŋ1 

vun5 lu2 cɔŋ4 [66.14] ce4 voy2 pɤn1 cam6 yaw6 

 

kɛn2 caw3 caŋ2 taak2 ʔaw1 taŋ4 sɛŋ5 hoŋ5 luk4 [66.15] faay4 pan1 maʔ1no2C [ ] xaw5 cɯ1 

muʔ1niʔ2co4taa1lɛt2D sɔŋ2 cɯn1 hoŋ5 kyo2 [66.16] kɔy1 thu2 

 

xay2 faʔ6 thim3 xɯn3 han3 mɔk2 yɔŋ1 kɔŋ4 kaaŋ2 kaaŋ1 haaw5 [ ] pen1 taŋ4 fon5 ŋɤn4 [66.17] fon5 

xam4 tok5(3) maa4 thaaŋ2 saaw2 saaw2 su2 lum1 teʔ6 yaw6 

 

po4 thaan3 tok5(3) loŋ4 suŋ5 peŋ4 [66.18] xɯ4 veŋ4 vɔŋ6 xun5 mɤŋ4 kɔŋ1 ko2  

[ ] pen1 loy3 kuŋ2 kaaŋ3 laat1taʔ5(3)naa2 luk4 hɤ1 [66.19] sɛŋ5 kwyo2 tan4 xɤ4 

 

thaaŋ2 haaŋ1 kɛn2 caw3 ʔaw1 voy2 fu3 tuk1 yaak4 yaa1[66.20]caʔ1kaa2 naɰ4 mɤŋ4 [ ] taŋ4 kaa1 

kon4 faan5 kon4 mi4 taŋ4 loŋ5 tɛk2 nan4 nɤŋ4 thaw2 [67.01] pɤŋ1 teʔ6 yaw6 

 

  

                                                        
A [66.08/09] Written xɛm4maa2 in the text and in the 1876 manuscript; read as a scribal error for the 

expected kɛm4maa2. 

B [66.12] There is a scribal error between fuŋ2 and mɤŋ4. 

C [66.15] Written maʔ1no2 in the text and in the 1876 manuscript; read as a scribal error for the expected 

maʔ1ni2, perhaps modified to the rhyme with hoŋ5 kyo2 in the following line. 

D [66.15] Written muʔ1ni2co4taa1lɛt2 in the text and in the 1876 manuscript; read as a scribal error for the 

expected maʔ1ni2co4taa1lɛt2 
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“Even though there is sickness [66.08] within our bodies and the ninety six diseases,  

[ ] we will part from the evil ways that are the consequences of previous actions, [66.09] end 

them and put them down cam yaw. 

 

“Of every kind and in all ways, have loving kindness and respect for others and their 

possessions, [ ] [66.10] like the previous lifetime of the Master, the Manglong, who was 

liberated779 before us nan yaw.” 

 

[66.11] The Jewel Essence bestowed the potent medicine, the renowned rejuvenating herb,  

[ ] and the people became excellent like [66.12] the spirits in the heavens, the celestial beings in 

the realm of the Kingdom of In780 teʔ yaw. 

 

The True Master had kindness [66.13] for beggars and people in hardship, in dire straits and 

misery, [ ] and the Manglong wished to cultivate merit through generosity, to pay [66.14] 

attention and distribute to them cam yaw. 

 

So the True Master took the renowned jewel [66.15] given by the ogre, the gem, [ ] which they 

called the ‘wish-fulfilling gem,’ brightly shining, renowned and esteemed, [66.16] exceedingly 

excellent, 

 

And the Egg of the Heavens threw it up to the clouds in the heavens, in the sky, [ ] and a rain of 

silver [66.17] and a rain of gold fell, swirling, to appear below teʔ yaw. 

 

So much fell down that it was heaped up as high as [66.18] the ramparts of the city of the 

Magnificent Lord of the Kingdom, [ ] due to the vast virtue of the shining gem, [66.19] the 

powerful and esteemed jewel. 

 

The True Master freely distributed it to people in suffering and hardship and to beggars [66.20] 

in the kingdom, [ ] and together the destitute and the wealthy, all of them, broke into loud noise 

and were bustling [67.01] to depend upon him teʔ yaw. 

 
                                                        
779 TN pon6, i.e. liberated from suffering. 

780 TN mɤŋ4 ʔin1, the kingdom of the god Sakka, i.e. the Tāvatiṁsa Heavenly Realm. 
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ʔaa1lɔŋ4 ʔaw1 taan4 ʔaw1 xaay2 pe4 tuŋ4 ŋɤn4 tuŋ4 xam4 [67.02] tok3 tɛŋ1 [ ] lu2 haɰ3 kon4 lum1 

faʔ6 thɔk4 hɤ1 xaay2 vɛŋ2 yo4 taan4 

 

taŋ4 kaa1 [67.03] paa4laa2naa1si2 han3 ce1 kaaŋ3 mɤŋ4 yaɰ2 tɤŋ4 ki4 [ ] mɤŋ4 loŋ5 ho5 sɛŋ5 [67.04] 

thi4 paw4 xun5 saw4 suk5(3) maan5 kon4 faan5 maw2 lɔn4 mi4A saak3 fu3 teʔ6 yaw6 

 

[67.05] kɔŋ1 pen1 saa5thi5 saa5the4 maŋ4me4 ye4 sɛŋ5 ye4 ŋɤn4 ye4 xam4 kam1 thuk5(3) [67.06] 

nam4 kɔŋ1 ko2 [ ] lum1 faʔ6 kɔy4 laak2 luk4 caw3 sɔn6 poy1 xɤŋ1 xam4 xo2 sɛŋ5 paw4 [67.07] teʔ6 

yaw6 

 

maw2 mi4 kit2 xɔŋ3 cɔŋ1 mu4laa2 kaan1 xun5 [ ] kɔy4 kaa1 ʔɔn1 kan1 kam1 sin5 [67.08] kin5(1) taan4 

te2 naa4 bun5(1) lu2 thaap4 kɔy4 yaw6 

 

faɰ5 ʔam2 mi4 xi5 mi4 yew1 pɤŋ1 saŋ5 [67.09] tɔŋ4 taa1 vaaŋ1 caɰ1 xo4 saŋ5kaa2 [ ] ce1 caw3 saa2 

kɔn2 tɔn4 taaŋ2 xaaŋ4 [67.10] pe2 naap1 maat4 vaa1tiŋ4saa2 tɔŋ4 xam4 teʔ6 yaw6 

 

  

                                                        
A [67.04] There is a scribal correction between mi4 and saak3. 
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The Along took it to offer, to divide and distribute781 as flags of silver and gold, [67.02] placed 

one after another, [ ] to offer to the people under the heavens, confer it upon them, to divide and 

to dispense and to make donations. 

 

All [67.03] of the vast city of Palanasi, the large kingdom, the big country, [ ] the great kingdom 

of the jewelled hall [67.04] with its finial ornament, where the Lord dwelt, was happy and 

fortunate, and not one person was ever poor teʔ yaw. 

 

[67.05] The many rich782 and wealthy people, bustled to gather [the offerings] together in 

storerooms of jewels, storerooms of silver and [67.06] storerooms of gold, [ ] and under the 

heavens there were only princes and princesses, one upon another, adorned in clothes decorated 

with gold and fringed with jewels [67.07] teʔ yaw. 

 

There were no hindrances by way of the affairs of lord officials, [ ] and they only lead each 

other to keep the moral precepts [67.08] and practise generosity, repeatedly making offerings 

and cultivating fields of merit783 kɔy yaw. 

 

Nobody had any troubles or suspicions or doubts of any kind [67.09] to bear in their hearts and 

minds, [ ] and the royal city was more exceedingly pleasant than the excellent domain [67.10] of 

Vatingsa784 [Heavenly Realm] with its Golden Tong [Tree]785 teʔ yaw. 

 

 

 

 

  

                                                        
781 TN xaay2 pe4, read as ‘to divide and distribute’ (B ခြဲေပး); an alternative TN reading for xaay2 could be 

‘to decorate (offerings),’ perhaps keeping the Burmese pe4 ‘to distribute.’ 

782 TN maŋ4me4, read as a variant of maŋ4mi4 ‘rich (person)’ rather than ‘grandson of a king’ (B မင္းေျမး). 

783 TN naa4 vun1 (elsewhere naa4 von1), accumulated merit or virtue of a person through good deeds or 

religious practices (synonymous with P puññākkhetta). 

784 TN vaa1tiŋ4saa2 (elsewhere tiŋ4saa2 and vaa1tiŋ2, from P tāvatiṁsa), the heavenly realm ruled by Sakka. 

785 TN tɔŋ4 xam4 (elsewhere tɔŋ4 hɔm5), the Indian Coral Tree. 
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kɔy4 kaa1 luk1 caw6 saaŋ3 taa4[67.11]naa2 si5laa2 faa4vaa1naa2 kyɑp4 kyɑp4 taaŋ4 lu2 pɔŋ1 kyɤ4 [ ] 

mɤŋ4 loŋ5 ho5 xam4 yaam4 nan4 [67.12] ʔɔn1 kan5(1) maɰ2 fɯn4 xo4 xeŋ2 xɤŋ1 kɔy4 yaw6 

 

faɰ5 man4 paan1 hɤŋ5 thɤŋ5 naan4 [67.13] thon3 pi1 mɤŋ4 taa1thɔŋ2 [ ] caŋ2 taak2 taay1 xɯn3 hok3 

fum2 faʔ6 naat4 maat4 ho5 [67.14] sɔŋ2 fi5 saw4 mɯn4 yaw6 

 

kaa1 ʔan1 sɔk4 te2 pɛn2caʔ1si2 sin5 haa3 [67.15] sin5 pɛt2 met2 man3 vay6 pɔŋ1 lu2 kyo4 kyaa4 [ ] 

faɰ5 faɰ5 man4 man4 li5(1) pen5(1) yen5(1) caɰ5(1) hoŋ5 [67.16] haaŋ4 naŋ5 ne5 maa4 caw3 xay1 nan6 

yaw6 

 

paan1 di5(1) xun5 naaŋ4 xaaŋ4 sɔŋ5 kin1 [67.17] mɤŋ4 haw6 ʔu4 hɤŋ4A tɯn4 taak2  

[ ] han6 to1 kɛn2 caw3 xaw3 su2 nan4taa2 [67.18] vaaŋ1 mɔk2 yaa3 hɔm5 laak2 nɔn4 fe4 teʔ6 yaw6 

 

  

                                                        
A [67.17] hɤŋ4 is corrected by the scribe. 
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Getting up in the early morning, they only cultivated generosity, [67.11] moral virtue and 

favana786 and earnestly practised making offerings, [ ] and at that time in the great kingdom of 

the golden hall [67.12] they lead each other to renew their clothing and possessions and 

competed [as to who had the finest] clothes kɔy yaw. 

 

Each one lived to a ripe old age, [67.13] and after a thousand earthly years [ ] they died and 

ascended to the six heavenly realms to dwell as excellent celestial beings, as shining-headed 

[67.14] spirits mɯn yaw. 

 

Of those who observed the paencasi five moral precepts [67.15] and the eight moral precepts,787 

who strived to keep them constantly and to practise generosity, [ ] each one by themselves 

[knew] the renowned goodness and peace [67.16] as revealed and told by the Master788 nan 

yaw. 

 

The good reign of both the lord and ladies who ruled [67.17] the kingdom together pervaded, 

shining and resplendent, increasing and spreading, [ ] until the True Master entered Nanta,789 

[67.18] among the fragrant blossoms, upon passing away teʔ yaw. 

 

 

  

                                                        
786 TN faa4vaa1naa2 (P bhāvanā), to practise or develop Buddhist contemplation or meditation. 

787 TN sin5 pɛt2, renunciant precepts normally undertaken by lay people when staying in temples on 

special days of practice according to the lunar calendar; the first five are the same as the five moral 

precepts (with the exception of the third, ‘to refrain from sexual misconduct’ which becomes ‘to refrain 

from sexual activity’ in the list of eight), to which are added 6. ‘to refrain from eating after noon,’ 7. ‘to 

refrain from dancing, singing, music and shows, from wearing garlands, and from using perfumes, 

cosmetics and adornment,’ and 8. ‘to refrain from high and luxurious beds (i.e. indulgence in sleep).’ 
788 TN caw3, i.e. the Buddha in this context. 

789 TN nan4taa2, possibly from P nandanavana, which Malalasekera gives as ‘the chief park in the 

Tavatingsa Heavenly Realm, where Universal Kings spend their time after death;’ some local scholars 

also read nan4taa2 as ‘the building where a corpse is laid to rest before a funeral.’ 
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vaa1 ti1 fik1xaa4voy2 luk4 [67.19] caw3 saŋ5xaa2 laay5 paa4 xaw5 hɤy6 [ ] xun5 fu3 taat3 se5A heŋ5 

kiw1 son5[67.20]saw4 man2 to4saa5 maw2 pɔk4 xaw5 nɔ1 

 

pɤŋ1 nay5 ʔaa1kwyo4 tham4 sɛŋ5 taa4laa4 [68.01]B puk1thaa4nuʔ1saʔ5(3)ti2 [ ] pen1 naŋ5 kaw1 caw3 

xay1 vɔk2 sew2 faʔ6 ku1 caw3 ne5 thi2 ho4 [68.02] maa4 nay6 yaw6 

 

kɛn2 laak2 ku1so2 yaɰ2 pon6 naa3 lin1 fɛn2 kun1 mɤŋ4 [ ] taa4laa4 [68.03] mɔn4 sɛŋ5 tɔn4 se5 heŋ5 

laŋ5 lɛŋ5 saɰ5 laa4thaa4 thɔŋ2 te4 mɤŋ4 mɯn2 luk4 [68.04] teʔ6 yaw6 

 

xun5 laɰ1 naaŋ4 laɰ1 pɔŋ1 thɛm5 le4 ku4 thu4C thɔn5 tɛm3 hɔŋ4 su4 ʔɔŋ2 maaŋ2 [ ] [68.05] cat4 naa3 

kaa2 taak2 lay3 pen1 caw3 fu3 fɔŋ4 pɤŋ2 ce1 cɤŋ1 lɯm5 xaaŋ2D kin1 mɤŋ4 teʔ6 yaw6 

 

[68.06] ku1 cat4 ku1 thaap4 saaŋ3 taaŋ4 lu2 thuk5(3) nam4 [ ] pen1 naŋ5 paan1 ʔɔn1 ʔaa1lɔŋ4 yɔn4 

[68.07] ʔaw1 yɔŋ4 thi4 xam4 loŋ2 cɔŋ3 teʔ6 hɔ6 

 

xun5 naaŋ4 lip5(3) lip5(3) taay5(1) taay5(1) vaay3 saam5 mɤŋ4 saŋ5[68.08]xaa2 [ ] han6 to1 caŋ2 nay6 

maa4 pen1 ʔaa1thɔt4 yɔt4 si5laa2 fi5 com4 nay6 yaw6 

 

  

                                                        
A [67.19] se5 is corrected by the scribe. 

B [68.01] saam5 sip3 si2 34 is written at the top of the verso of the thirty-fourth folio. 

C [68.04] thu4 is read as thut2 modified to agree with ku4. 

D [68.05] lɯm5 xaaŋ2 is added by the scribe (written in the right hand margin); the 1876 manuscript is 

illegible here due to damage. 
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O monks,790 disciples [67.19] of the Master, you many members of the Sangxa xaw hɤy! [ ] 

Lords who have cut off the thousand strands of mental [67.20] defilements, conceit and ill-will, 

never to return xaw nɔ! 
 

Such are the benefits of the jewel Tham Tala [68.01] pukthanusati, [ ] as I have told and 

announced to all of you, my venerable friends, clearly revealed and [68.02] recited nay yaw. 

 

Its virtue is truly greater than the surface of the world, [ ] and the jewel essence [68.03] Tala 

exceeds a thousand bright [celestial] vehicles, carriages,791 shining upon ten thousand worlds 

[68.04] teʔ yaw. 

 

Any lord or lady who contributes792 to its copying, its transcription and drawing out, its writing, 

will receive the reward of success, [ ] [68.05] and in their future lives will go on to become 

royal rulers governing cities, countries and states, and ruling over kingdoms teʔ yaw. 

 

[68.06] In every life, they [had] repeatedly cultivated multitudinous offerings, [ ] and thus it was 

that in a former life the Along had requested [68.07] the Yong793 as his golden finial parasol teʔ 

hɔ. 
 

The Lord and Lady repeatedly lived and died in the three worlds of conditioned existence,794 

[68.08] [ ] until [I] now came to be the Highest Pinnacle of Teachers [in whom] the spirits 

rejoice nay yaw. 

 

  

                                                        
790 The Buddha addresses the assembly of monks to whom he is narrating the birth-story. 
791 TN lɛŋ5 saɰ5 laa4thaa4, i.e. suns. 
792 TN pɔŋ1 thɛm5, normally ‘to do again,’ is read here as su4 thɛm5 ‘to assist;’ an alternative reading 

would be ‘to arrange the re-copying.’ 
793 TN yɔŋ4 (B ေညာင္), Ficus religiosa (Moraceae), the Bodhi Tree, beneath which the Buddha was 

enlightened. 
794 TN saam5 mɤŋ4 saŋ5xaa2: saŋ5xaa2 (also saŋ5xaa2laa2, P sankhāra) is conditioned existence in the 

realms of birth and rebirth. 
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pan2 [68.09] pɔk4 loy3 saam5 fuŋ2 com1 fu4 [ ] han6 to1 xiŋ4 kaw1 thɤŋ5 cɔm1 vaɰ1 hɔm5 vaaŋ4 

vaaŋ4 maan2 kaaŋ4 ʔu4 [68.10] xwyɑɑŋ1 xwyɑɑŋ1 teʔ6 yaw6 

 

to2 ʔan1A xun5 hoŋ5 vɔŋ6 ho5 xam4B suk5(3)taa2 [68.11] saŋ5kaʔ1he2 [ ] caŋ2 nay6 maa4 pen1 

ʔup3paa4li2 maʔ1the2 yaa1haan4 nay6 yaw6 

 

to2 ʔan1 [68.12] te4vi2 cɔy6 ton1 cum3 naaŋ4 num2 saay5 hoŋ5 [ ] naaŋ4 fu3 xaaŋ4 sɔŋ5 ho5 xam4 

yam4 cɔm1 pɤŋ2 mɤŋ4 [68.13]C loŋ5 hup4 cɤŋ1 

 

lip5(3) lip5(3) taay5(1) taay5(1) saay5 laa1 saam5 paa4 vaay3 pay1 maa4 saŋ5xaa2 [ ] caŋ2 [68.14] nay6 

maa4 pen1 hun2 yɔt4 cɔy6 vi4saa5xaa2 hɛŋ4 kɤn4 nay6 yaw6 

 

  

                                                        
A [68.10] ʔan1 is a dittography, corrected by the scribe. 

B [68.10] saŋ5ka1 is crossed out by the scribe. 

C [68.13] mɤŋ4 is a dittography, corrected by the scribe. 
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I [68.09] returned to the three abodes, sinking and rising, [ ] until I reached the Summit, the 

brilliant Fragrant Leaves,795 the lustrously shining [68.10] Weather Vane796 teʔ yaw. 

 

The noble Renowned Lord, the Magnificence of the Golden Hall, Sukta [68.11] Sangkahe,797 [ ] 

has now come to be the senior monk Upali798 nay yaw. 

 

The noble [68.12] Queen of the Holder of the Royal Seal, the young Lady of Renowned 

Lineage, [ ] the woman who was side by side, a couple, with the Golden Hall, who ruled and 

governed at the pinnacle of the great [68.13] kingdom and its vassal states, 

 

Repeatedly lived and died in the three lineages,799 coming and going in conditioned existence,  

[ ] and has [68.14] now come to be the Supreme Damsel Form Visaxa,800 of abundant strength 

nay yaw. 

 

  

                                                        
795 TN vaɰ1 hɔm5 ‘Fragrant Leaves’ is a synonym for achieving one’s ultimate goal; the ‘Fragrant 

Leaves’ are of the ton3 tɔŋ4, the immense Indian Coral Tree in the Tavatiṁsa Heavenly Realm. 

796 TN maan2 kaaŋ4 (B မွန္ကင္း), found on the topmost part of a stupa, is used as a synonym for the 

Buddha’s enlightenment. 
797 TN suk3taa2 saŋ5kaʔ1he2, previously suʔ3kat1 saŋ5kaʔ1he2 at [04.01], the King of Palanasi. 

798 TN ʔup3paa4li2 maʔ1the2 yaa1haan4, an eminent disciple of the Buddha renowned for his proficiency in 

the vinaya or monastic code. 

799 TN saay5 laa1 saam5 paa4, i.e. the three realms within which beings are reborn, understood as heaven, 

earth, and hell. 
800 TN vi4saa5xaa2 (P visākhā), the chief female lay disciple of the Buddha. 
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to2 ʔan1 law6 vaw6 [68.15] thaw3 faay4 nok2 kin1 kon4 [ ] ʔaa1lɔŋ4 ho4 thɛm5 taa4laa4 xam2 caɰ1 

lɤn4 xwyɔt4 lay3 [ ] xiŋ4 [68.16] man4 caɰ1 xaaw5 non4 thwaa4 lay3 taa4laa4 so4taa2 [ ] vaay3 loy3 

saam5 fum2 faʔ6 lo4kaa2 com1 fu4 [ ] [68.17] to1 nay5 maa4 pen1 ʔaŋ2kuʔ1li1maa2 faʔ6 the5laa2 

caɰ1 kyaam4 [ ] hɛn4 thɤŋ5 veŋ4 cɔm1 [68.18] suk5(3) ɲim4 fuŋ2 veŋ4 xam4 loy3 caw3 cam6 yaw6 

 

to2 ʔan1 xun5 hoŋ5 ho5 xam4 ʔuk3taa2[68.19]maʔ1thaa4ni2 [ ] fu3 ʔan1 kot1 ti1 xɤy5 ʔɔk2 faʔ6 luk4 

caw3 puk1thaa4nuʔ1saʔ5(3)[68.20]ti2 pɔŋ1 caŋ4 [ ] se5 haɰ3 vi1paʔ5(3)kaa2 xɔp4 haaŋ1 taaŋ4 maap2 

thɤŋ5 xiŋ4 [ ] ʔaa1lɔŋ4 [69.01] pan5(1) kin5(1) yaa1 yam5(1) taŋ4 mɤŋ4 lɔk4 pen1 liŋ4 kaa2 seŋ3 [ ] 

paan1 laɰ1 xaa2 laɰ1 caɰ1A [69.02] hom5 caŋ4 caw3 maŋ4lɔŋ4 maw2 kaat4 [ ] to1 nay5 maa4 pen1 

saaŋ2 yot4 te4vaa1taat1 [69.03] kon4 sɔm4 teʔ6 yaw6 

 

to2 ʔan1 can1taa2 cɔy6 luk4 caw3 ʔuk3taa2maʔ1thaa4[69.04]ni2 sɛŋ5 paa4 [ ] pɛŋ4 nam5 xam4 lɛŋ5(1) 

sɛŋ5 cɔm1 ʔaa1lɔŋ4 no2 fu4laa4 xɔt2 man3 [ ] paan1 laɰ1 [69.05] caɰ1 lew1 hom1 nɔn4 sɔn6 nɤ5 faa4 

kyɛm2 vaaŋ2 [ ] ku1 cat4 ku1 ʔan1 cɔm4 caw3 xam2 tuk1 [69.06] xam2 yaak4 hom1 maw2 faak4 

saaŋ5xaaŋ2 ton1 lɔŋ4 vaa1 nay5 

 

  

                                                        
A [69.01] There is a scribal correction of two syllables after caɰ1 at the end of the line.  
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The noble, hideous, [68.15] elderly and stubborn man-eating ogre, [ ] to whom the Along 

expounded the Tala, and who received a heart that was straightened and delivered, [ ] [so that] 

[68.16] its heart was white and refined, attained the Tala of Stream Entry,801 [ ] and [after] going 

about in the three realms, the worlds, sinking and rising, [ ] [68.17] has presently come to be the 

brutal Angkulima,802 the venerable senior monk, [ ] and is preparing to reach the City which is 

the Pinnacle [68.18] of Happiness and Coolness, the Realm of the Golden City,803 through the 

Master cam yaw. 

 

The noble Renowned Lord of the Golden Hall of Uktamathani, [68.19] [ ] the person who was 

crooked to his own in-law, the Heavenly Child of the Master, Pukthanusati, [68.20] and who 

had hateful intentions, [ ] such that he met with the consequences of his evil ways, [ ] and to 

whom the Along [69.01] gave the potent medicine to eat and all [the people of] the entire 

kingdom were transformed into monkeys, [ ] in whatever life or time, [69.02] he surely loved to 

hate the Manglong, [ ] and has presently come to be the wicked novice Tevatat,804 [69.03] a vile 

person teʔ yaw. 

 

The noble Canta, the damsel princess of Uktamathani, [69.04] the Jewel Person, [ ] whose great 

love for the Golden Red Jewel Pinnacle, the Along, the Fula Shoot, was firmly bound, [ ] in 

whatever life, [69.05] with a single heart she intended to bow to him and accompanied him to 

lie one upon another on the mattress, [ ] and in each and every lifetime she followed the Master, 

accepting suffering [69.06] and hardship together without parting from the Sangxang, the Long 

vaa nay. 

                                                        
801 TN so4taa2 (P sota, clipped from sotāpatti or sotāpanna), attained through the destruction of the fetters 

which bind a being to rebirth in the lower worlds, and by which one becomes a Noble Disciple of the 

Buddha, destined to realise liberation from suffering. 
802 TN ʔaŋ2kuʔ1li1maa2 (P angulimāla), a perfected disciple of the Buddha; he had killed 999 people to 

collect their fingers as a necklace for a previous teacher, when the Buddha intercepted him on his way to 

kill his own mother to complete the 1,000 fingers required by his teacher, and converted him to the path 

of Dhamma. 
803 TN veŋ4 cɔm1 suk3 ɲim4 fuŋ2 veŋ4 xam4, i.e. Nibbana. 
804 TN te4vaa1tat1 (P devadatta), here addressed as saaŋ2 ‘novice;’ as a monk, he wished to take the 

Buddha’s place as the leader of the monastic community, and attempted to cause a schism and to kill him. 
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caŋ2 nay5 lay3 cɯ1 ʔɔn6 ʔɛn6 [69.07] hun2 cin1 cɔy6 yaʔ1so5thaʔ1laa2 saay5 hoŋ5 [ ] taak2 hɛn4 

vaaŋ4 caɰ1 ʔɔn1 [69.08] taaŋ4 mɤ4 thɤŋ5 veŋ4 hoŋ5 ni1paan4 put2 tu1 loŋ5 kɔn2 caw3 teʔ6 yaw6 

 

to2 [69.09] ʔan1 naaŋ4 di5(1) cɔy6 vo1 ŋɤn4 keŋ5(1)taa2 [ ] fu3 ʔan1 pen1 taŋ4 luk4 man4 caw3 kɛn2 

[69.10] vɔŋ6 paa4laa2 ho5 xam4 [ ] caŋ2 nay6 maa4 pen1 ʔup3paʔ5(3)laa2van4naa2 cɔy6 maʔ1the2 

caɰ1 [69.11] faay5 [ ] pen1 ho5 yaa1haan4 naaŋ4 yiŋ4 faʔ6 taŋ4 laay5 lay3 maat4 

 

to2 ʔan1 kon4 [69.12] sɛn5 mu2 yiŋ4 caay4 lek1 yaɰ2 [ ] to1 nay5 maa4 pen1 paa2liʔ1saat1 to2 caw3 

kaa1 faɰ2 [69.13] taŋ4 loŋ5 nay6 yaw6 

 

to2 ʔan1 no2 yɔt4 caw3 puk1thaa4nuʔ1saʔ5(3)ti2 maŋ4lɔŋ4 [ ] [69.14] paan1 laɰ1 paan1 laɰ1 pɔŋ1 

thɛm5 su4 loŋ5 fu4laa4 tɤŋ2 kɔŋ4 kɔŋ4 maw2 pɛt4 teʔ6 yaw6 

 

maw2 tɔn6 [69.15] loŋ5 lɯm4 vay6 naɰ4 caɰ1 fom5 faa2 [ ] caŋ2 nay6 maa4 pen1 

sam5maa2sam5puk1thaa2 yɔt4 caw3 [69.16] si5laa2 fi5 kon4 nay6 yaw6 
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She now has the name of the fine [69.07] Polished Form Damsel Yasothala,805 of renowned 

lineage, [ ] and will prepare to settle her mind806 first [69.08] and to go to reach the Renowned 

City of Nipan and open its great door before the Master teʔ yaw. 

 

The [69.09] noble Good Lady, the Silver Lotus Damsel Kengta, [ ] who was the child of the 

True [69.10] Magnificence of Pala, the Golden Hall, [ ] has now come to be Lady 

Uppalavanna,807 the senior nun of astute [69.11] mind, [ ] who is the leader of the all the 

venerable female Yahan808 and has attained Excellence.809 

 

The noble hundred thousand [69.12] people, the gathering of women and men, small and big, [ ] 

have presently come to be the assembly of the noble Master according to the wishes [69.13] of 

all of them nay yaw. 

 

The noble Supreme Master Shoot Pukthanusati, the Manglong, [ ] [69.14] in whatever life 

whatsoever, has undertaken to earnestly dedicate himself to his great resolve to be the Fula, 

without abandoning it teʔ yaw. 

 

Never [69.15] going astray or forgetting it in his heart for [as much as] a split hair, [ ] he has 

now come to be the Supreme Master, the Fully Awakened One,810 [69.16] the Teacher of Gods 

and Men nay yaw. 

 

  
                                                        
805 TN yaʔ1so5thaʔ1laa2 (P yasodharā), the wife of the Bodhisatta in his final life, before he renounced the 

palace and later became the Buddha. She later became a nun and attained enlightenment, and was chief 

among the Buddha’s female disciples in possession of supernormal powers. She passed away two years 

before the Buddha. 
806 TN vaaŋ4 caɰ1, here used as an epithet of the realisation of Nibbana. 

807 TN ʔup3paʔ3laa2van4naa2 (P uppalavannā), one of the two chief female monastic disciples of the 

Buddha.  
808 TN yaa1haan4 naaŋ4 yiŋ4, Buddhist nuns. 

809 TN lay3 maat4, i.e. has realised ni1paan2 (P nibbāna) or freedom from suffering. 

810 TN sam5maa2sam5puk1thaa2 (P sammāsambuddha), one who fully cultivates the Ten Perfections, who 

re-discovers the Dhamma when it has been lost to the world and then teaches it. 
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naŋ2 nay6 kaa1thaa2 saa5piŋ2yu1 to2 caw3 puk1thaa4nuʔ1saʔ5(3)[69.17]ti2 mɔn4 hoŋ5 [ ] xiŋ4 haa4 

caa4le4 taak2 maa4 vaaŋ4 se5 saay5 sɛŋ5 xɤ4 tham4 [69.18] thaat2 vaaŋ4 poŋ5(1) yɔn2 faa3 kɔn2 yaw6 

su5 hɤy6 su5 nɔ1A 

 

  

                                                        
A [69.18] End of the sixth and final section of the text (and associated lɔk2 kut2 symbol). 
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Thus are the verses of the omniscient811 noble Master Pukthanusati, [69.17] the Essence of 

Renown, [ ] and I, the scribe, will place down the jewel thread of the Tham, [69.18] and stop, 

put it down and finish kɔn yaw su hɤy su nɔ. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  
                                                        
811 TN saa5piŋ2yu1 (B သဗၺညဴ P sabbaññu) as found in the text and in the 1876 manuscript, is normally 

reserved for the Buddha, whereas saa5piŋ2yaa2 (B သပၸည P sappañña) ‘wise’ is used for the Bodhisatta. 
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[69.19]A caa4 kaap2 kɛw3 liʔ1xiʔ5(3)taa2 lɛw6 pan4 sɔŋ5 hɔy6 kaw3 sip3 pɛt2B to1 [ ] lɤn1 hok3 ʔɔk2 

si2 xam1 mɤ1 kaaŋ1 xɯn4 

 

[69.20] fu3 saaŋ3 pen1 ho5 can1 caaŋ1 lɔk2 vaan3 toŋ1 may2 [ ] lɤn1 hok3 loŋ4 kaw3 xam1 faʔ4yaa4 

van4 maa4 lɛ1 

 

  

                                                        
A [69.19] This line and [69.20] are in written in Tham script. There is no special term for this short section 

between the end of the text and the start of the colophon for dedication of merit at [70.01]. 
B [69.19] pan4 sɔŋ5 hɔy6 kaw3 sip3 pɛt2 is written in the Tham script numerals for 1298. 
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[69.19] Ca Kap Kaew wrote this in 1298, one thousand two hundred and ninety eight,812 [ ] in 

the sixth month,813 on the fourth day of the moon,814 at night. 

 

[69.20] The sponsor is the [wood] carver Ho Can of Tong Mai village.815 [ ] It is the sixth 

month, the ninth day of the waning moon,816 or faya van ma817 lɛ. 
 

 

 

 

  

                                                        
812 The year 1298 according to the ‘Little Era,’ is 1936 CE. The counting of the new year in the Tai Nuea 

calendar begins one month after the end of the four-month rainy season in the lunisolar calendar, which 

normally coincides with the full-moon of December. Line [00.04] records that copying began in the year 

1297 (presumably after the rains had ended, during which manuscripts are rarely copied due to the 

dampness of the mulberry paper, but before the reckoning of the new year of 1298 began). 
813 The beginning of the sixth Tai Nuea month would normally coincide with the month of May, and so 

this is read as being according to the Tai Lue calendar, in which the new year begins one month before 

the Tai Nuea calendar, making the Tai Lue sixth month (the fifth month in the Tai Nuea system) normally 

coincide with the month of April. This implies that the copying of the text was undertaken gradually over 

a period of at least five to six months, whereas normally a text of this size could be copied in less than a 

month of steady work. 
814 TN si2 xam1, the Tai Nuea normally use a 29 or 30 day cycle for their lunar calendar (beginning the 

day after the new moon), rather than two 14 or 15 day cycles for the waxing and waning phases of the 

moon as used by the Tai Lue. However, this is likely to be according to the Tai Lue two-cycle system 

since [69.20] mentions ‘the ninth day of the waning moon,’ which would be ‘the twenty fourth day of the 

moon’ in the Tai Nuea system. 
815 TN vaan3 toŋ1 may2, literally ‘new fields village,’ with vaan3 and toŋ1 pronounced as in TN, and may2 

pronounced as in Lao, rather than the TN maɰ2; one of five Tai Nuea villages close to the town of 

Mueang Sing, in Luang Namtha Province, Laos. 
816 TN lɤn1 hok3 loŋ4 kaw3 xam1, loŋ4 ‘to descend’ indicates that this is the waxing phase of the moon and 

therefore must be read as the Tai Lue lunar calendar rather than Tai Nuea. It also shows that the writing 

of the lik4 vaak2 or su5tɔŋ4 ‘colophon’ began five days after the copying of the main text was completed. 

817 TN fa4yaa4 van4 maa4, the day of the start of the lunisolar new year in the era used in the manuscript, 

now fixed as the 15th or 16th of April. 
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[70.01]A saa4thuʔ1 saa4thuʔ1 ʔo3kaa2saa5 fan4te2 xaa3 lɛ2 von1 hɤy6 

 

caŋ2 nay5 xiŋ4 haa4 [70.02] caa4le4 fu3 ʔan1 me4 se5 kɛm4 hoŋ5 thut2 taa4laa4 maŋ4 kwyo2 [ ] thut2 

yaw6 seŋ3 pɤn4 lik4 [70.03] kaw1 xaa3 taak2 fo2 su5 tɔŋ4 kɔn2 naa1 

 

koʔ6 thut2 tɛm3 lik4 to2 kɛm4 hoŋ5 [ ] hek4 cɯ1 [70.04] xun5 caa4 mi4 maa4 xyaa4 vaaŋ4 poŋ5(1) 

hek4 cɯ1 

 

naam4 seŋ5 xiŋ4 haa4 hɔŋ6 pay1 maa4 caa4 kaap2 [ ] [70.05] yu2 saaŋ3 vaan3 kaaŋ3 han3 toŋ1 saap2 

fɔn5 yaaŋ4 

 

pen1 kaw6 naw6(3) xɔt2 haak1 faʔ1li1yaa2 [70.06] sɛŋ5 pan4 [ ] ka(a)p5(3) taŋ4 luk4 yiŋ4 luk4 caay4 

maay1 maay1 yo4 mɯ4 fɔm6 peŋ4 kan5(1) saaŋ3 lik4 

 

[70.07] nay6 kɔʔ6 xiŋ4 kaw1 xun5 caa4 thut2 taa4laa4 fɯn4 maɰ2 [ ] thut2B se5 paak2 kɛw3 vɔŋ6 lɔŋ1 

[70.08] cɛt4 kɛm4 maɰ2 yo4 taan4 

 

kaw1 xaa3 hɔm4 lu2 lik4 to2 vɔŋ6 saa4thuʔ1 laay4 mɯ4 [ ] xiŋ4 [70.09] kaw1 xun5 caa4 hɔm4 taan4 

faʔ4yaa4 cay4C ʔik2 laay4 mɯ4 lu2 caw3 

 

laay5 ʔik2 mi4 maa4 [70.10] saa5thaa4(2) koʔ6 mu4caa4 lik4 to2 [ ] caw3 fu3 sen3 caɰ1 hɤ1 xun5 no2 

hɔm4 taan4 

 

  

                                                        
A [70.01] 35 vaɰ1 is written at the top of the verso of the thirty-fifth folio. The colophon for dedication of 

merit (TN lik4 vaak2 or su5 tɔŋ4) begins here. 

B [70.07] There is a scribal correction between thut2 and se5. 

C [70.09] Written caɰ in the text, but scribes in Mueang Sing say that the name is cay4. 
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[70.01] It is well! It is well! May I take this opportunity, O Venerable Sirs xaa lɛ von hɤy! 
 

Now I, [70.02] the scribe, the person who has prepared this renowned text, who copied the Tala 

of the Esteemed King, [ ] having completed the copying of this manuscript text, [70.03] I will 

announce the Dedication kɔn naa. 

 

The person who copied and wrote out this noble manuscript, this renowned text, [ ] I am named 

[70.04] Xun Ca,818 which is the name that has been placed and bestowed upon me. 

 

The name by which I am commonly called is Ca Kap, [ ] [70.05] and I live in the wide village at 

the place where the fields border grazing land.819 

 

As the leader of my beloved wife, [70.06] Saeng Pan, [ ] together with our daughters and sons, 

we are of one mind and we raise our hands together evenly to sponsor this manuscript. 

 

[70.07] I, Xun Ca, copied this new Tala text, [ ] and having copied the pure Words of the 

Magnificent Gem, [70.08] I raise up and offer this new book. 

 

I join in the offering820 of this noble manuscript of the Magnificent One, “it is well!,” which is 

written by hand, [ ] and I, [70.09] Xun Ca, join in this donation together with Faya Cay821 by 

writing it by hand as an offering to the Master. 

 

There are many more [70.10] sponsors, people who worship this noble manuscript, [ ] people 

whose souls are bright, Lord Shoots who join together in making this donation. 

 

                                                        
818 TN xun5 caa4 (i.e. caa4 kaap2 kɛw3), xun5 is translated in the text as ‘lord’ and was previously used for 

important people, caa4 was used for one of two deputies to the faʔ4yaa4 or ‘chief’ in a previous system of 

village administration. 
819 A site of scattered houses, previously near Tong Mai village; the houses are no longer there. 
820 TN hɔm4 lu2, i.e. he did not receive a fee for copying the text. 

821 Written faʔ4yaa4 caɰ1, but since caɰ1 is not known as a given name, it is read as cay4; faʔ4yaa4 was 

previously used as the title of village and district leaders. A better reading in this context would be can1, 

i.e. ho5 can1, the main sponsor of the copying of the manuscript (who had also held the title faʔ4yaa4). 
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[70.11] yu2 saaŋ3 paa3 ti1 faŋ2 mɤŋ4 yaɰ2 siŋ5 xam4 [ ] naɰ5 naɰ5 van4 van4 caay4 xun5 yaŋ4 pɛŋ4 

sin5 sɛŋ5 ŋaa4 [70.12] paa4 fu4laa4 taa4laa4 ʔik2 lik4 tham4 ku1 mɯʔ6 

 

hek4 cɯ1 caay4 ho5 mo5 caɰ1 ʔik2 mo5 mɯ4 [70.13] caaŋ1 lɔk2 [ ] can1taa1naam4 vaa1 naŋ2 nay6 

ton1 caw3 saaŋ2 faʔ6 saɰ2 cɯ1 xaan5 ʔɔk2 laay5 kon4 [70.14] vaa1 nay5 

 

ʔik2 loy3A lɔy4 ŋɔy4 cɔy6 hom1 yu2 me4 pɛŋ4 [ ] naaŋ4 fu3 ho5 caɰ1 xaaw5 saɰ5 paan4 paan4 piŋ2 

[70.15] lɤn1 lɛŋ4 sip3 haa3 

 

naam4 seŋ5 kon4 laay5 taan3 pay1 maa4 ʔe4 lɔy2 [ ] pɔm3 tit1 hɔŋ6 hek4 [70.16] vaa1 naŋ2 nay6 sop3 

fɔy2 saa5thaa2 

 

ku1 mɯʔ6 caɰ1 xaɰ3 saaŋ3 lik4 to2 kɛm4 sɛŋ5 [ ] caŋ2 taak2 [70.17] haa5 taŋ4 saa5 xaaw5 ʔaw1 

maa4 thut2 kɛm4 sɛŋ5 lik4 caw3 

 

xɤ5 xaa3 fo5 me4 pen1 ho5 [70.18] luk4 yiŋ4 ʔik2 laan5 caay4 laay5 no2 [ ] saaŋ3 taŋ4 paak2 kɛw3 

vɔŋ6 lɔŋ1 cɛt4 lik4 [70.19] to2 xo5 pɔn4 

 

yaa2 nan6 sam6 ʔik2 thɛŋ3 hɤn4 nɯŋ1 saw4 yu2 tan4 yaan5 [ ] ʔaw1 taŋ4 [70.20] ŋɤn4 xaaw5 hɔm4 

taan4 laaŋ4 caay4 kaaw2B xɔm4 vaan5 tɤŋ2 xo3 

 

cɯ1 seŋ5 laaŋ4 caay4 [71.01] hek4 cɯ1 si5vi1cay4 laat4 ʔɔk2 [ ] hɔm4 lu2 loy3 po1 me1 saaŋ3 lik4 yo4 

sɔk2 thaay5 [71.02] taan4 

 

  

                                                        
A [70.14] A scribal correction removes cɔy6 which is written between loy3 and lɔy4.  

B [70.20] kaaw2 is corrected by the scribe. 
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[70.11] Living around the main town of Sing Xam,822 [ ] is a man who cherishes the Five Jewel 

Precepts, [70.12] the Fula Tala, and the manuscripts of the Tham, each and every day. 

 

He is called the leading man who is skilled of mind and skilled of hand, [70.13] a [wood] 

carver, [ ] Cantanam is the name given to him by a monk [when he was] a venerable novice, and 

which is spoken by many people [70.14] vaa nay. 

 

Also the charming damsel who lives together with him, his beloved wife, [ ] a woman whose 

heart is of pure and brilliant white, comparable to [70.15] the clear moon of the fifteenth.823 

 

The name by which many people commonly call her is e loy824 [ ] Pom Tit, [and she] who is 

thus [70.16] eloquently called, is [also] a sponsor. 

 

Wishing every day to sponsor a noble manuscript of a jewel text, [ ] they [70.17] sought white 

mulberry [paper] and brought it to copy the jewel text of this manuscript of the Master. 

 

These two, husband and wife, at the head [70.18] of their daughter825 and many grandsons, [ ] 

have sponsored the pure words of the Excellent Gem in this noble [70.19] manuscript, and 

request blessings. 

 

Again, besides that, is added a household that lives in a distant place, [ ] which brought [70.20] 

white silver826 to join in the donation, and their son stated the sweet words of dedication. 

 

The name by which their son [71.01] is called is Sivicay, as it is spoken, [ ] and he joins with his 

father and mother in offering to sponsor this manuscript, and in raising their elbows827 to make 

[71.02] this donation. 

 

                                                        
822 TN siŋ5 xam4, present-day Mueang Sing in Luang Namtha province, Laos. 

823 The full moon, which is the fifteenth day of the Tai Nuea and Tai Lue lunar calendars.  
824 TN ʔe4 lɔy2, a term of praise for women. 

825 The text does not indicate of there is only one or more than one daughters. 
826 TN ŋɤn4 xaaw5, an old coin which was no longer the official currency but still used for significant 

items (such as purchasing a pig) until the 1980s in Mueang Sing. 
827 TN yo4 sɔk2, i.e. raising their hands high with palms together, in a gesture of reverence. 
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ʔik2 loy3 naw6(3) xɔt2 haak1 faʔ1li1yaa2 ʔɛ4 sɛŋ5 [ ] naaŋ4 pɛŋ4 hɔm4 taan4 ŋɤn4 [71.03] xaaw5 ʔik2 

tɔŋ4 lɛŋ1 lu2 caw3 

 

pen1 ho5 luk4 xɤy5 luk4 yiŋ4 ʔik2 luk4 caay4 [71.04] ʔaay3 ʔɔn2 [ ] xiŋ4A kaw1 hɔm4 lu2 loy3 po1 

me1 maw2 yɔn2B yo4 taan4  

 

naŋ2 nay6 yaw6 cɔt2 [71.05]C ʔɔk2 cɯ1 caw3 fuŋ5 mu2 saa5thaa2 [ ] cum4 ʔan1 taan4 se5 kɛm4 hoŋ5 

lik4 taa4laa4 [71.06] thut2 tɛm3 

 

taa4laa4 mɔn4 sɛŋ5 maŋ4lɔŋ4 kɛm4 hoŋ5 lin4 xam4 hek4 cɯ1 puk1thaa4nuʔ1saʔ5(3)[71.07]ti2 [ ] caw3 

fu3 ʔɔŋ2 peʔ6 lɯʔ6 vɯʔ6 faay4 thɤn2 faʔ6 co4ki2 fi5 lu4 

 

tu1 xaa3 [71.08] fu3 ʔan1 saaŋ3 lik4 maɰ2 kɛm4 hoŋ5 [ ] mi4 se5 sɔŋ5 hɤn4 saam5 hɤn4 fɔm6 taŋ4 

loŋ5 [71.09] caɰ1 lew1 

 

caŋ2 taak2 me4 ku4 thu4D se5 kɛm4 xam4 lik4 taa4laa4 fɯn4 maɰ2 [ ] puk4co2 [71.10] ko4 kaay2 

vay3 ku1 mɯʔ6 naŋ5 faɰ2 yo4 mɯ4 

 

yo4 lu2 vɔŋ6 ton1 caw3 puk1thaa2 mɔn4 [71.11] sɛŋ5 [ ] xo5 haɰ3 fu4laa4 tuŋ4 hɔŋ4 xɔŋ5 taan4 lik4 

kɛm4 sɛŋ5 hɔp2 ʔum3 xɔy3 lɛ1 

 

[71.12] xo5 haɰ3 xɔŋ5 taan4 kɛm4 sɛŋ5 kaaŋ3 fɔŋ5 lɔŋ4 sut3 kaa2 [ ] xo5 haɰ3 son2 von1 kum6 

[71.13] hom3 haaŋ1 tu1 xaa3 saa5thaa2 laay5 hɤn4 lɛ1 van1 

 

  

                                                        
A [71.04] There are scribal corrections before and after xiŋ4. 

B [71.04] Written sɔn, read as a scribal error for yɔn2. 

C [71.05] There is a scribal correction at the beginning of the line. 
D [71.09] thu4 is read as thut2 modified to agree with ku4. 
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Together with his beloved spouse, his wife Ae Saeng, [ ] a dear woman who joined in donating 

white [71.03] silver and copper828 [coins] as an offering to the Master. 

 

They are at the head of their son-in-law and daughter, together with their son, [71.04] Ai On, [ ] 

and I join in making this offering together with my father and mother, who do not cease to 

practise generosity. 

 

Thus is completed [71.05] the naming of the group of sponsors, [ ] the group that has made 

donations for the renowned text of this manuscript of the Tala [71.06] to be copied. 

 

In the jewel essence Tala of the Manglong in this renowned Golden Fount829 Text called 

Pukthanusati, [71.07] [ ] the Master is a person who overcomes and defeats a huge forest ogre, 

an evil spirit, a demon. 

 

We, [71.08] the people who have sponsored a new manuscript of this renowned text,  

[ ] are together two or three households all of [71.09] the same mind. 

 

We have copied and transcribed the golden text of this new manuscript of the Tala,  

[ ] and we worship [71.10] and revere and pay homage each day as though we want to raise our 

hands. 

 

We raise up and make this offering to the Magnificent Master, the Puktha,830 the Jewel [71.11] 

Essence. [ ] May the Fula receive the donation of the manuscript of this jewel text [in his hands] 

and support and cradle it [in his arms] xɔy lɛ! 
 

[71.12] May the donation of this jewel text be extremely vast, to the utmost! [ ] And may the 

portion of merit bless [71.13] and protect us, the many households of sponsors lɛ van! 
 

 

  

                                                        
828 TN tɔŋ4 lɛŋ1, an old coin, similar in use to ‘white silver,’ but of lesser value. 

829 TN lin4 xam4, an epithet of the Buddha’s teaching. 

830 TN puk1thaa2, here the Buddha rather than the clipped name of the Bodhisatta in this birth story. 
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vaa1 kaa1 von1 suŋ5 fu4laa4 hɤy6 [ ] [71.14] ko4taa1maa2 xo5 haɰ3 vɔŋ6 pen1 caw3 pɛn1 faa2 mɯ4 

hɔŋ4 [ ] haap1 ʔaw1 ku1[71.15]so2 lik4 kɛm4 to2 yo4 thaay5 [ ] fu4laa4 xɛn4 to1 tuŋ4 ʔaw1 xɔŋ5 taan4 

yaa2 [71.16] se5 haay5 pɔy2 faa3 xɔy3 lɛ1 

 

faŋ4 lɛ1 faŋ4 taa4 [ ] vaa1 ti1 naaŋ4 di5(1) fom5 si5 law4 [71.17] kom1 tho4laʔ1ni2 nay6 hɤy6 [ ] xɛn4 

to1 cɯ2 ʔaw1 nam6 yaat2 tu1 xaa3 vay6 vaaŋ1 kaw3 [71.18] fom5 thi2 kɛm5 di5(1) loy3 taa1 

 

kaap3 taŋ4 xun5 fi5 naaŋ4 fi5 faʔ6 te4vaa2 laay5 mu2 [ ] [71.19] ton1 ʔan1 maw2 faak4 vaat1 

kwyɑɑŋ4 hɤ1 fɛŋ5 yu2 lu1 toy4 

 

ʔik2 loy3 te4vaa2 [71.20] saaŋ3 vaaŋ1 hɔŋ3A hɤn4 yu2 kon4 laay5 [ ] cum4 ʔan1 saw4 fɛŋ5 hɤn4 peŋ4 

mu2 yiŋ4 [72.01]B caay4 yu2 faw3 

 

kaap3 taŋ4 xun5 fi5 xun5 saaŋ5 te4vaa2C saw4 se5 paay4 nɤ5 xoŋ4 cɔm1 [72.02] sip5(3) hok5(3) 

so4laʔ1saa2 [ ] tu1 xaa3 kaaw2 hɔt4 vɔŋ6 pen1 caw3 ʔin1taa2 [72.03] faa5 sɛŋ5  

 

ʔik2D loy3 viʔ1su5kam4maa2 caw3 caɰ1 faay5 [ ] xo5 haɰ3 maa4 thɤŋ5 mɤŋ4 [72.04] kon4 tɛm3 

laay4 maay5 saɰ2 cɯ1 

 

  

                                                        
A [71.20] There is a scribal correction between hɔŋ3 and hɤn4. 

B [72.01] saam5 sip3 hok3 36 is written at the top of the verso of the thirty-sixth folio. 

C [72.01] tee4vaa2 is added by the scribe. 

D [72.03] ʔik2 is rewritten with ballpoint pen where the manuscript is damaged. 
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O Fula of high merit hɤy! [ ] [71.14] May Kotama,831 the Magnificence who is the Master,832 

open the palms of his hands [ ] to receive the virtue [71.15] of the manuscript of this noble text 

which we are raising up to offer! [ ] May the Fula pray accept this donation and not [71.16] lose 

or let go if it xɔy lɛ! 
 

Listen! Listen! [ ] O Good Lady of Washed Hair, graceful [71.17] and rounded Tholani833 nay 

hɤy! [ ] Pray remember the water poured by us and place it in the top-knot [71.18] of your lush 

hair and keep it safely by your side loy taa! 
 

Together with the many groups of lord and lady spirits and celestial beings, [ ] [71.19] those 

who do not leave the shining temples and monasteries, and dwell there together lu toy. 

 

And also the spirits [71.20] who dwell in the rooms of houses where many people live, [ ] those 

who live together in houses, level with the collected women [72.01] and men, protecting them. 

 

Together with the lord spirits and lord deities and celestial beings who dwell in the summits 

above, the realms at the pinnacle, [72.02] the Sixteen Solasa,834 [ ] we state [this] to the 

Magnificence who is Master Inta, [72.03] on his Jewel Mountain [throne]. 

 

 Also Visukamma,835 the Quick-Witted Master! [ ] May he come to the human [72.04] realm 

and write in his book, recording our names. 

 

  

                                                        
831 TN ko4taa1maa2 (P gotama), the name of the Buddha.  

832 TN vɔŋ6 pen1 caw3, an epithet of the Buddha and of Inta (Sakka). 

833 TN tho4laʔ1ni2 (P dharaṇī ‘the Earth’), the earth goddess who is called to witness and convey the 

dedication of merit through the pouring of water onto the earth. She is depicted as a beautiful woman 

wringing water from her long hair, as she did to wash away Māra (the ‘Evil One’ or ‘Tempter’) and his 

army, prior to the Buddha’s Enlightenment. 
834 TN so4laʔ1saa2 (P soḷasa), ‘sixteen,’ a group of sixteen heavens in Buddhist cosmology. 

835 TN viʔ1su5kam4maa2 (P vissukamma), a deity who records a person’s good and bad deeds in a ledger, 

which is then used at death to calculate the destination of their rebirth. 
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naa4 von1 naay5 thɤŋ5 xun5 fi5 faʔ6 ʔaa1lɔŋ4 sip3 [72.05] su2 [ ] xo5 haɰ3 hom1 fɔm6 ku1so2 xiŋ4 

tu1 xaa3 taŋ4 mu2 hom5 com4 

 

son2 von1 tu1 xaa3 [72.06] kaaw2 hɔt4 faʔ6 caw3 mit1te1yaa2 mɔn4 sɛŋ5 [ ] kaaw2 thɤŋ5 te4vaa2 

mɯn2 laay5 heŋ5 [72.07] voy2 seŋ3 

 

cem1 ti1 xun5 yom4 faw3 mɤŋ4 faay4 can6 tam2 [ ] tu1 xaa3 kaaw2 hɔt4 fɔm6 [72.08] ku1 ton1 laay5 

sam2 maa4 maay5 

 

kaap3 loy3 xut1 naak4 nam6 kop3 ʔik2 ʔay1 son5 [ ] xɛn4 to1 [72.09] maa4 pen1 saʔ5(3)xi5 xiŋ4 tu1 

yu2 mɤŋ4 kon4 cɯ2 man3 xɔy3 lɛ1 

 

yaa2 se5 haɰ3A naa4 von1 hoŋ1 [72.10] haay5 loy3 saay5 lom4 maa4 paw2 [ ] kɤt2 maa4 co1 laɰ1 

cat4 laɰ1 haɰ3 lay3 pen1 xɔŋ5 kaw2 [72.11] fɛŋ5 xiŋ4 

 

cem1 ti1 caŋ2 nay6 co1 yaŋ4 yu2 saw4 hɤŋ5 [ ] xo5 haɰ3 kay1 se5 cɔŋ1 [72.12] cep3 lo4kaa2 yaa2 

maa4 thɤŋ5 kaɰ3 haaŋ1 nɯŋ1 lɛ1 

 

thaaŋ2 caɰ1 xiŋ4 tu1 saa5thaa2B taŋ3 hɤn4 peŋ4C [72.13] nim5 yu2 [ ] haɰ3 lay3 kay1 se5 kaw3 sip3 

hok3 cɔŋ1 caʔ6 laan2 su2 yaan5 xiŋ4 

 

  

                                                        
A [72.09] haɰ3 is added to the text with ballpoint pen. 

B [72.12] Written saa5, read as a scribal error for saa5thaa2. 

C [72.12] peŋ4 is corrected by the scribe. 
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The field of merit is offered to the Lord Spirits of the Ten Heavenly [72.05] Along!836 [ ] May 

they join together to delight in the virtue of our whole group! 

 

May our portion of merit [72.06] be stated to the Venerable Jewel Essence Master Mitteya,837 [ ] 

and stated to the ten thousand, the many thousands, the infinite [72.07] celestial beings, 

 

And to Lord Yom838 who watches over the ogre kingdom in the lower levels. [ ] We state to 

[72.08] every one [of them] of many kinds, to come to record this together. 

 

Together with the xut839 and the nak840 of the water, and also the Supreme Beings,841  

[ ] pray [72.09] come to be witnesses of we who dwell in the Human Realm, and firmly 

remember xɔy lɛ! 
 

Do not allow our field of merit to fall away [72.10] and disappear with the blowing wind! [ ] In 

whatever time and whatever life we are born, let it be as before, [72.11] together with us! 

 

From now on and remaining for a long time to come, [ ] may we be far from [72.12] pain and 

disease, and may they not come near our bodies nɯŋ lɛ! 
 

According to the hearts of we, the sponsors, [let our] households be set up evenly [72.13] and 

live peacefully, [ ] and let us be far from the ninety-six dangers842 and misfortune depart from 

us! 

 

  

                                                        
836 TN xun5 fi5 faʔ6 ʔaa1lɔŋ4 sip3 su2, read as the spirits of the Bodhisatta’s ten final lives in the human 

realm (TN taʔ1saa5 sip3 cat4) as found in the Mahānipāta of the Jātakatthavaṇṇanā (J538-J547). 

837 TN mit1te1yaa2 (P metteyya), the future Buddha, the fifth and final Buddha of this world-cycle. 

838 TN xun5 yom4 (P yama), the ‘god of death’ who judges the deceased according to their deeds. 

839 TN xut1 (Skt garuḍa), giant bird-like creatures of immense strength. 

840 TN naak4 (P nāga), magical serpents which can take human form. 

841 TN ʔay1 son5 (Skt aiśvara or aiśvarya). 
842 TN kaw3 sip3 hok3 cɔŋ1 caʔ6, understood as a synonym for kaw3 sip3 hok3 ʔaa1naa2 ‘ninety-six 

diseases’ at [68.08]. 
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[72.14] pen1 loy3 ku1so2 lik4 kɛm4 sɔŋ2 yam4 ho5 [ ] haɰ3 ʔan1 xiŋ4 tu1 saa5thaa2 vaaŋ4 [72.15] 

se5 xi5 faan5 yu2 saw4 xo5 thaaŋ2 saaŋ3 

 

poŋ1 caɰ1 xiŋ4 tu1 saa5thaa2 saw4 se5 [72.16] siŋ5 xam4 lay3 laay5 pi1 kɔy1 laak2 [ ] haɰ3 ʔan1 mi4 

taŋ4 vo4 ʔik2 maʔ6 laay5 paak2 lɤ5 hɤn4 

 

[72.17] xaw3 nam6 maw2 cut4 cin1 mi4 laay5 [ ] haɰ3 ʔan1 lɤ5 cin1 lɤ5 taan4 yaw6 xɯn4 xaay5 ko2 

[72.18] kɔŋ1 

 

xo5 haɰ3 ʔaa1kwyo4 kɛm4 hoŋ5 lik4 taa4laa4 kaŋ3 caa2 [ ] ku1so2 kɤt2 pen1 vɤn1 vɤn1 lɛm3 [72.19] 

naa1vaa2 sa5(3)paw4 

 

soŋ2 ʔaw1 tu1 xaa3 pon6 se5 si2 me1 nam6 ʔo3xaa2 fɔŋ4 xan5 [ ] xɔŋ5 [72.20] taan4 nam4 ʔaw1 xiŋ4 

tu1 mɤ4 thɤŋ5 veŋ4 sɛŋ5 ni1paan4 lay3 mɤ4 han5 yu2 man3 teʔ6 teʔ6 xɔy3 lɛ1A von1 hɤy6B 

                                                        
A [72.20] lɛ1 is added by the scribe above von1. 

B [72.20] End of the colophon and of the manuscript (with associated lɔk2 kut2 symbol). 
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[72.14] Through the virtue of the manuscript of this shining text which we revere [above our] 

heads, [ ] let us, the sponsors, put [72.15] down our anxiety and troubles in life and may we live 

at ease! 

 

Settle the minds of we the sponsors that that we are able to live in [72.16] Sing Xam for many 

years and gradually improve [our lives], [ ] and let us have many hundreds of cattle and horses, 

more than [for] a household! 

  

[72.17] [May we] not be lacking in rice and water, and have plenty to eat, [ ] and let that which 

is more than we can eat and donate be returned to be sold, heaped [72.18] up! 

 

May the benefits of the renowned text of this manuscript of the Tala screen and protect us, [ ] 

and may the virtue be born as a vɤn vɤn843 [72.19] boat, a ship! 

 

Convey us quickly beyond the waves of the four ocean floods, [ ] and may this [72.20] donation 

lead us to the Jewelled City of Nipan and we may truly go to see it and to live there continually 

xɔy lɛ von hɤy! 

                                                        
843 TN vɤn1 vɤn1, read as conveying a sense of movement of the ship, or perhaps of the ship being 

buffeted by the wind and waves 
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6 Conclusion 
 

 

 

This thesis examines and translates a single Tai Nuea manuscript as an example of Lik 

manuscript culture and its specialised use of language and orthography. It does so within the 

context of the Tai Nuea communities in Mueang Sing, northwestern Laos, who maintain a  

manuscript culture brought there by previous generations of immigrants from the Jinggu Dai 

and Yi Autonomous County of Pu’er Prefecture, Yunnan, China. Small numbers of lay scribes 

use the Lik Tho Ngok or ‘Bean Sprout’ script alongside the Tham script in what are two parallel 

orthographic traditions, indicating separate transmissions of these orthographies and also of 

Buddhist texts. The Lik orthography, which is restricted to manuscript use, is the older of the 

two and was first developed as a secular script before the introduction of Buddhism. It is known 

to have been adopted prior to the fifteenth century, most probably in the polity of Moeng Maw 

from an early Burmese or Mon prototype.  

 The Pukthanusati text which is the focus of this study is an example of a genre known as 

lik4 ʔaa2pum2 or ‘story texts’ in Tai Nuea and as jātaka in Pāli. These ‘birth stories’ portraying 

episodes in former lives of the Buddha are the most commonly recited texts to lay audiences in 

Mueang Sing and the most popular form of narrative throughout Theravāda Buddhist cultures, 

in both their classical and apocryphal forms such as here. They contain interesting or beautiful 

passages which appeal for their emotional content and are approached through faith and 

reverence as vehicles of Buddhist teachings rather than through a strong interest in the exegesis 

of their doctrinal components. Together with a variety of other Tai Nuea texts in Mueang Sing, 

they form an example of a ‘practical’ canon, the texts that are actually used in a given time and 

place, and underline the importance of the vernacular and of local, and especially lay, Buddhist 

traditions. 

  While Lik manuscripts continue to be produced in the traditional way, using locally-made 

mulberry paper, and remain an important part of weekly days of communal Buddhist practice in 

local temples throughout the rainy season each year, there has been a significant decline in the 

manuscript culture within living memory. This thesis therefore responds to an urgent need to 

examine and document the endangered Lik scribal tradition and the specialised language and 

orthography used within these texts. 

The language of the text is interpreted through the dialect spoken in one of five Tai Nuea 

villages located in the district of Mueang Sing, Laos, by second generation descendants of 

immigrants from Moeng Ka in Yunnan. However, unlike most linguistic studies of related 

dialects, the present study emphasises phonological aspects of language use in manuscript 
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recitation rather than in the spoken dialect. It also makes use of Li’s (1977) Proto-Tai 

reconstruction to examine the sound system of the dialect and the historical context of its 

phonemes, as well as Burmese and Indic forms found in the loanwords which are a significant 

feature of the manuscript literature. This diachronic information is essential to understand the 

tonal coalescences, mergers of initial consonants and of vowels in final position, and 

monophthongisation of vowels which lead to a relatively large number of homonyms when 

compared to Central Thai or Lao, for example. It also helps to explain the considerable 

fluctuation of both consonant and vowel sounds and other forms found in manuscript use which 

differ to the spoken dialect.  

Despite the relatively small phonological inventory and apparent loss of historical 

linguistic evidence due to the number of mergers and coalescences, comparison with the 

reconstructed PT forms, especially PT initial consonants and consonant clusters, reveals a rich 

source of regular correspondences. For example, although very few consonant clusters are 

preserved in the modern dialect, evidence of PT consonant clusters is preserved in modifications 

to expected initial consonants (sometimes with alternate forms found only in manuscript 

recitation), which explain otherwise irregular forms. Comparison of loanwords with Burmese 

and Indic forms also reveals surprisingly regular correspondences of tones and of initial 

consonants and clusters, indicating a high degree of historical language contact prior to the 

sound changes that characterise modern Burmese. 

 The Lik Tho Ngok orthography found in the manuscript literature of the Tai Nuea in 

Mueang Sing is one of a number of Lik writing systems used by related ethnolinguistic groups 

in northeastern India, northern Myanmar, southwestern Yunnan Province of China, and 

northwestern Laos. The oldest dated example of the Lik orthography, found in a Chinese scroll 

painting, is from the early fifteenth century, and the question of when the Lik orthography was 

first developed, and from which prototype, can only be approached through comparison with 

other historical Indic-based orthographies in Southeast Asia with which the Tai may have had 

contact. Several features such as the use of the devowelizer and the <ui> digraph indicate early 

Burmese or Mon influence. Linguistic evidence such as the absence of separate graphemes for 

historically voiced and voiceless initials, as well as comparison of loanwords with evidence 

from the donor language, can also indicate related stages of diachronic development for both 

language and orthography. 

 These orthographies were originally developed for writing the vernacular language, before 

the adoption of Buddhism, and unlike Tham and other Indic-based Southeast Asian scripts such 

as Burmese, Khmer, and Mon, they do not include additional graphemes required to fully 

represent Indic languages. Their inventories are further limited by not having separate ‘series’ 

of historically voiced and voiceless initial consonants which help to indicate both tone class and 

meaning in other Tai scripts, which implies that the Lik scripts were adopted after the devoicing 
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sound shift and related loss of phonemic contrast in Tai languages. For the Lik scripts, which 

only indicate contrasts in Tai languages, such inference is more straightforward than for Tham 

and other scripts which retain separate series but which are also designed to fully represent Indic 

languages. Assuming an Old Burmese/Mon prototype, the script could have been adopted some 

time between the twelfth century (when the Tai polity of Moeng Maw had contact with Pagan 

and the Burmese script was already in use) and the fourteenth, which is additional evidence that 

devoicing in Southwestern Tai languages may have taken place at significantly different 

periods, possibly separated by several centuries. 

The inherent ambiguity in the reading of some vowel graphemes, together with sound 

changes such as coalescences of consonant sounds and of vowel sounds due to 

monophthongisation, and without the aid of tone markers, means that even experienced scribes 

must rely upon the context to discern between the possible meanings of words in a written text. 

However, while this can appear daunting for the learner, experienced scribes become skilled in 

disambiguating meanings within a given context and rarely experience confusion in interpreting 

the written text, mostly occurring with low-frequency words or where a meaningful reading 

cannot be identified when all possible combinations of rime and tone have been exhausted. 

Criticisms of ‘inadequacy’ levelled at the traditional orthographies and the perceived advantages 

of reforms must be seen within this context, but have often been made in general. Upon closer 

inspection, the more opaque traditional Lik orthographies have distinct advantages over the 

reformed orthographies in providing the flexibility to encompass sound fluctuations in the 

spoken language and across multiple dialects, and in retaining historical data, but are better 

suited to traditional manuscript use which is the preserve of small numbers of skilled scribes 

than for more widespread modern use. 

 The flexibility of both language and orthography are striking features when approaching 

the interpretation of Lik manuscript texts and lead to a variety of interpretations. The version 

presented here is largely based upon close collaboration with a single local scribe, although a 

number of other scribes, scholars and written resources were consulted, and it therefore differs 

considerably from the initial reading of any single scribe in Mueang Sing or elsewhere.  

The annotated phonemic transcription and English translation of the Pukthanusati text presented 

in the fifth chapter are intended to be used together with the glossary of terms and images of the 

manuscript provided in Appendices C and D respectively. The translation attempts to locate the 

text in its cultural and linguistic context with only moderate domestication, and therefore 

romanises Tai Nuea terms for Buddhist and onomatopoeic terms and for formulaic particles, 

and largely preserves repetition of terms and other features of the original such as the extensive 

use of epithets, which are translated literally where possible. Footnotes are used for variant or 

uncertain readings, but the phonemic transcription necessarily fixes a single interpretation 

which is already removed from the experience of reading the Lik text even before the stage of 
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translation. 

 One intention of this thesis is to highlight the importance of the Tai Nuea and related 

ethnolinguistic groups who use versions of the Lik orthography. Other than the Shan, these 

groups have received relatively little attention in Tai cultural and linguistic studies and remain 

largely unknown in the field of Buddhist Studies. Their geographical location and relative 

isolation from mainstream reformed Theravāda Buddhism indicates that they may have much to 

contribute to the understanding of (pre-modern) local expressions of Theravāda literature and 

practices. This is true for each of the individual groups identified as well as to reveal the shared 

(and also particular) historical influences in terms of the origin and spread of the Lik 

orthographies and of Buddhism. 

Within the present study, several specific areas of further research have also been 

identified. For manuscript culture, these include gaining a fuller understanding of manuscripts 

written in the Tham orthography and of monastic scribal practices, and of the relationship 

between monastics and laity in Tai Nuea communities and their distinct roles in Tai Nuea 

manuscript culture. This is closely related to the need to further investigate the strong 

indications that there were two separate transmissions of Buddhism and related texts. Of these, 

the Tai Nuea apocryphal jātaka texts deserve special attention, including their relation to other 

Southeast Asian collections. Within the Lik manuscript literature, however, there are many 

additional texts which deserve closer (comparative) study for their Tai as well as Buddhist 

content. 

 Several aspects of language use in manuscripts and their recitation were also beyond the 

scope of the present study. Among others, syntax in manuscript literature and in comparison to 

everyday speech, Tai Nuea metrical forms in comparison to other Tai traditional verse forms 

such as raay yaaw, and oral/aural dimensions such as different styles of recitation and 

modulation, all deserve thorough examination. Loanwords may also be a source of further 

information about Lik manuscript literature, especially in relation to the period and route of 

borrowing and the extent to which Indic loanwords have been borrowed via Burmese or from 

other sources. 

 Although there are strong indications that the Lik orthography developed from a Burmese 

or Mon prototype, further investigation of its origins and development is still required to 

strengthen this argument. A detailed comparison of the Baiyi orthography of the Gemaba wei 

Ming Taizu jianfu tu and Xiyu tongwen biaowen with that of pre-fifteenth century Burmese and 

Mon, together with other early Lik texts such as the Baiyi section of the Hua Yi yi yu and with 

Tai Ahom, may reveal additional evidence for its provenance, which will also have implications 

for dating the devoicing sound shift in the P languages which are written in Lik scripts. These 

texts with Chinese translations also provide unique opportunities for linguistic study. The origin 

of the Lik grapheme for <-aa>, which differs from other Indic-based scripts in Southeast Asia, 
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remains unknown, and several linguistic features of the Lik orthography require further study 

beyond the descriptions provided in this thesis, including clusters, allographs (implying 

previous phonemic distinctions which do not correspond to PT reconstructions), and the 

treatment of loanwords which may give clearer indications of the sound system at the time of 

borrowing (for Burmese in particular). The complementary functions of the traditional and 

reformed orthographies, and the dynamics and social impact of their interaction, deserve further 

investigation, including the extent to which the new orthographies accommodate different 

dialects. 

 While much remains to be done, this study of the Pukthanusati text is offered as a 

contribution to the understanding of the language, orthography and manuscript culture of the 

Tai Nuea and other Tai groups on the northern periphery of Theravāda influence in mainland 

Southeast Asia, in the hope that they may receive the attention they richly deserve in the fields 

of Tai Studies and Buddhist Studies. 
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Appendix A: Lik manuscript titles in Mueang Sing 
 

 

 

The following list is based on Preservation of Lao Manuscripts Programme survey data sheets 

compiled by the National Library of Laos in 1997. Since the Lik manuscripts in Mueang Sing 

are almost all in private possession and in some homes are rarely accessed even by family 

members, it is known that some were not included in the survey, and an additional number have 

also been copied since the time of the survey. The titles are divided into the two main genres 

used by Tai Nuea scribes: lik4 ʔaa2pum2 or stories of the Buddha’s former lives and lik4 

vi4naay4, a broad category covering texts on all other subjects such as Abhidhamma, precepts 

and ethics, the results of good and bad actions, past and future Buddhas, Upagupta, chronicles 

and legends, origin and creation stories and cosmological texts. Main alternative titles are given 

in parentheses, while minor variations in title, of which there are many, are not included here. 

The word lik4, which often precedes many of the titles, is also omitted, except for lik4 vaak2 

where it is an integral part of the title. 

 

 

 

ll iikk44  ʔʔaaaa22ppuumm22  

ʔaa1liŋ4tum4 (ʔaa1liŋ4kaa1maa2) 

ʔaa1lɔŋ4 cin1 nɔn5 (pe1 lɛŋ3 poŋ2 yɔt4, pɛt2 lɛŋ3 ʔɔk2 yɔt4) 

ʔaa1lɔŋ4 koŋ6 kɔn1 

ʔaa1lɔŋ4 taay1 taaŋ1 po1 

ʔaay3 caay4 pɔn4 (sew2 fi5 sew2 kon4) 

ʔaay3 lam1 laaŋ2 

ʔaay3 ʔɔm2 lɔm2 tɔm2 ho5 xam4 

can1taa1xaat2 

caŋ4 sɛŋ5 yɔy4 xam4 (caam4 sɛŋ5 yɔy4 xam4) 

caaŋ6 saam5 ŋaa4 

caw3 ʔaa1lɔŋ4 tuʔ1laa2 
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caw3 lin6 xam4 

caw3 maʔ1tuʔ1laa2 paan1 xam4 

caw3 sɛŋ5 mɤŋ4 loŋ5 

caw3 si5thaat4 ʔɔk2 vot2 

caw3 suʔ1taʔ1saʔ1naa2 naaŋ4 naa4li4kaa2 maak2 paaw6 (naaŋ4 maak2 paaw6) 

caw3 su5thun2 

caw3 su5van4naa2 xaaŋ5 xam4 (xaaŋ5 xam4) 

caw3 sum5faʔ1met1 

caw3 thaʔ3nu4 can1to2 

caw3 vun1 peŋ4 

faʔ4yaa4 vo4 loŋ5 (su5caa4van4naa2 faʔ4yaa4 vo4 loŋ5) 

hoŋ5 faa5 xam4 

kay2 nɔy6 laaw1 vi4 

kaay4 saam5 xaw5 

kin1naʔ1li2 kin1naʔ1laa2 

koy3 heŋ5 ko1 

lik4 vaak2 su5 tɔŋ4 (kam4 faat1thaʔ3naa2) 

maʔ6 ho5 xew5 

maʔ6 kaa1 xam4 

maa5 kaw3 haaŋ5 (suʔ1fum1maʔ1mo4xaa5) 

mɔk2 sɔŋ5 xo3 

naaŋ4 cin1 pu1 nam6 taw3 loŋ5 ciŋ4 mɤŋ4 

ŋu4 loŋ5 ʔom1 naaŋ4 (haay4 ŋu4) 

pe1 lɛŋ3 poŋ2 yɔt4 (pɛt2 lɛŋ3 ʔɔk2 yɔt4, ʔaa1lɔŋ4 cin1 nɔn5) 

puk1thaa4nuʔ1saʔ3ti2 

ʔo3 pep4 saam5lo4 (ʔo3 pem1 saam5lo4) 

sew5saat2 

van4naʔ1faam4 
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vo1 heŋ5 kaap2 

voy2san2 
 

 

 

ll iikk44  vvii44nnaaaayy44  

ʔaa1fiʔ1tham4maa4 caa4 sɛŋ5 

ʔaa1fiʔ1tham4maa4 cet3 kam1pi2 

ʔaa1fiʔ1tham4maa4 kɛm4 pɔŋ4  

ʔaa1fiʔ1tham4maa4 paʔ1tiʔ1haan5 

ʔaa1fiʔ1tham4maa4 sang5kiʔ1ni2 

ʔaa1kaa1laa1vat1taa1 sut2 

ʔaa1lɔŋ4 vi4se5saa5naa2 (includes tɔŋ4 toy2 tɔŋ4 mɔŋ4) 

ʔaʔ1niʔ1soŋ5 sin5 haa3 (naaŋ4 sin5 man3, sin5 haa3 sen3) 

ʔaay4 me1 mɯ4 (within other manuscripts, but not occurring as a separately titled manuscript) 

faʔ4yaa4 kaʔ1laʔ1naʔ1 

faʔ4yaa4 nu5 fɤk2 

fi5 loŋ5 kan4 xaw3 

fu4laa4 maa4 mɤŋ4 

fu4laa4 saaw4 pɛt2 (faʔ6 caw3 saaw4 pɛt2) 

hu5laa4 saaw4 cet3 to1 (rare in Lik) 

kaʔ1naʔ1kaʔ1vaʔ1ti1 

kɔŋ4muŋ4 mɤŋ4 nɔŋ5 se5 

lɔy1 siŋ5kut1taʔ1laʔ1 

maʔ1kaaŋ2 hɤ4 loŋ5 

maʔ1haa5mo1kaʔ6laan4 loŋ4 lok4 

me1 kaa1 fɤk2 

met1te1yaa2 saŋ2 kaan4 xam4 
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met1te1yaa2 sut2 

mɔn4 tham4 (Lik version of maʔ1haa5mun4laʔ1ni1paan2naʔ1sut2 in Tham script) 

naʔ1mo4 loŋ5 

naaŋ4 sin5 man3 (sin5 haa3 sen3, ʔaʔ1niʔ1soŋ5 sin5 haa3) 

ʔo3saa5tham4 kaa1laʔ1ni4yaʔ1met1taʔ1sut2 

ʔoŋ4kaʔ1sin5 ʔoŋ4kaʔ1taan4 (rare in Lik) 

paa1laʔ1mat1thaa5tham4 

paa1thom5maʔ1 lɤk4 ʔaa1fiʔ1tham4maa4 

saaŋ2 nɔy6 

saŋ5xaan5 

sin5 haa3 sen3 (ʔaʔ1niʔ1soŋ5 sin5 haa3, naaŋ4 sin5 man3) 

soy2taʔ1kuŋ4 

tam1naan4 faʔ4yaa4 ʔin1 

tham4 ʔaa1yorŋ2 mɤŋ4 lay4 

tham4 ye4 loŋ5 (rare in Lik) 

ʔu2paa1kot1 (see note below) 

 
Notes:  

− The texts sin5 haa3 sen3, ʔaʔ1niʔ1soŋ5 sin5 haa3, and naaŋ4 sin5 man3 are largely identical. 

− The narrative sections of ʔaa1fiʔ1tham4maa4 kɛm4 pɔŋ4, ʔaa1fiʔ1tham4maa4 paʔ1tiʔ1haan5 and 

paa1thom5maʔ1 lɤk4 ʔaa1fiʔ1tham4maa4 are very similar. 

− There are a number of ʔu2paa1kot1 texts, such as ʔu2paa1kot1 nɔy6, ʔu2paa1kot1 loŋ5, 

ʔu2paa1kot1 taŋ4 pɛt2, ʔup1paʔ1kot1taa1then5, maʔ1haa5ʔu2paa1kot1. 
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Appendix B: Glossary of manuscript terminology 
 

 

 

caa4le4 scribe, writer, reciter of manuscripts (B စာေရး); found 
in manuscripts, but not in everyday use by Tai Nuea in 
Mueang Sing, where mo5 tɛm3 or pu2 mo5 tɛm3 
(‘scribe’) and mo5 vaay4 lɔŋ4 or pu2 mo5 vaay4 lɔŋ4 
(‘reciter’) are the common terms 

caw3 saa5thaa2 (fu3 saaŋ3) single sponsor of a new manuscript copy 

ce3 saa5 mulberry paper, made from the bark of Broussonetia 
papyrifera (Moraceae) 

cen4 to offer (used for minor offerings of trays, etc. to both 
monastic and lay recipients) 

faʔ1taat1 thɛw5 to draw lines on paper for guiding the writing of text 

fu3 hɔm4 taan4                 (also 
saa5thaa2 hɔm4 taan4) 

co-sponsors who join with the kaw6 saa5thaa2 or main 
sponsor of a new manuscript copy 

fu3 saaŋ3 taan4 sponsor of a new manuscript copy 

fuk2 classifier for fascicles and for manuscripts (usually 
pɤn4) 

fun4 see fɯn4 

fɯn4 classifier for sheets of paper, manuscripts, etc., also 
pronounced (and sometimes written) fun4; fɯn4/fun4 is 
used for a single manuscript folio or several folios 
together, whereas pɤn4 is used for complete fascicles or 
manuscripts. 

ham4 roll, to roll (up); ham4 lik4 ‘to roll up a manuscript’ 

ho4 lik4 to recite a manuscript aloud 

ho5 lik4 upper edge of a manuscript, where it is bound 

kaan3 section of a manuscript; synonym for tɔy4 

kaaw2 taan4 ‘statement of offering’ with details of the manuscript, 
sponsors, date, etc. 

kaay4 xam4 see su5laʔ1saa5ti2 
kam4 caap3 lɛp4 rhyming words between lines in a couplet or internally 

within a line 

kam4 faat1thaʔ3naa2 wishes of manuscript sponsors expressed in the 
colophon 
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kaw6 saa5thaa2 main sponsor of a new manuscript copy 

le4 to write (B ေရး) 

lik4 manuscript, text, the lik script (poss. from P likhati, 
likhita) 

lik4 vaak2 colophon for dedication of merit at the end of a 
manuscript 

liʔ1xiʔ3taa2 to write (out), to transcribe, used of copying texts  
(P likhita) 

lɔk2 kut2 ornate marks signifying the end of a ‘chapter’ or 
section of text (from Diplazium esculentum, an edible 
fern) 

may5 maat1 lik4 cord used to tie a rolled manuscript 

may5 yaap1 cord for binding folios together  

may6 faat2 saa5 wooden tool for mixing mulberry bark fibres with 
water during paper making 

mo5 vaay4 lɔŋ4                         
(also pu2 mo5 vaay4 lɔŋ4) 

reciter of manuscripts 

naa3 page 

naa3 ho5 pɤŋ4 first page of main text (naa3 kaw6 in Tham manuscripts) 

naa3 taap1 lik4 first or last cover pages (also additional ‘cover’ or 
‘title’ pages before main text begins); naa3 taap1 pay4 
kaw6 and naa3 taap1 pay4 paay1 respectively in Tham 
manuscripts  

nam6 mɯk1 ink 

naŋ5 saa5 bark of the paper mulberry tree Broussonetia papyrifera 
(Moraceae), used for making manuscript folios 

ŋɤn4 pu2caa2 lik4 ‘offering in veneration of the text,’ a payment from the 
sponsors to the scribe of a newly copied text 

paap1 yuŋ6 manuscript bound at head of folios (term used for Tham 
manuscripts) 

paap1 lan2 leporello-style folded manuscript 

pɤn4 text, classifier for manuscripts, pɤn4 lik4 

pɤŋ1 ce3 saa5 frame for shaping pulped mulberry bark to dry into 
sheets of paper 

piʔ6 ink brush, brush pen 

pit3 xen5 traditional writing implement fashioned from a reed 
known as ton3 pit3 (genus unknown) 
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pu2 caan4 lay officiant for ceremonies in the temple and homes 

pu2 mo5 tɛm3 scribe who copies texts 

pu2 mo5 vaay4 lɔŋ4 see mo5 vaay4 lɔŋ4 

saa5thaa2 (also saʔ3thaa4) donor or sponsor of a new manuscript (P saddhā 
‘faith’) 

saaŋ3 to sponsor the production of a manuscript 

saɰ2 mɔk2 saɰ2 vaɰ1 to embellish a text with ‘flowers and leaves’ or 
elaborate language  

saɰ2 sɔy6 ‘placing strings [of flowers],’ synonym of saɰ2 mɔk2 
saɰ2 vaɰ1 

sɤ3 lik4 cloth manuscript cover, sewn together with the folios 

su5 tɔŋ4 (also su4 tɔŋ4) statement or declaration of what the sponsors would 
like to be remembered by the spirits who record acts of 
merit, typically made in the main colophon 

su5laʔ1saa5ti2 spirits who assist in scribal practices (poss. B 
သူရဿတီ from Skt sarasvatī, the goddess of learning); 

su5laʔ1saa5ti2 12 naaŋ4 or su5laʔ1saa5ti2 32 naaŋ4 (also 
called kaay4 xam4 ‘golden water buffalo’) 

su5maa4 xɔŋ5 taan4 to ask forgiveness for any wrongdoing in the 
preparation or offering (of the manuscript) 

tet4 to recite (P desanā), used for Tham manuscripts only 

tɛm3 to write, to copy; also ‘to draw, to paint’ 

thaay5 te4vaa1laa2 see voy2 te4vaa1laa2 

thoŋ5 saɰ2 lik4 (cotton) bag for storing rolled manuscripts  

thut2 to copy, to write out, to transcribe (B ထုုတ္) 

to1 lem3 ‘edged letters’ with straight edges and pointed angles 

to1 mon4 ‘rounded letters’ without sharp angles (a style of Lik 
Tho Ngok script, rather than the Shan lik4 to1 mon4 
script which is also used by the Tai Nuea in Kengtung) 

tɔy4 section of text or ‘chapter’ within a manuscript 

vaay4 to recite, synonym of ho4 

vaay4 lik4 to recite a manuscript aloud 

vaay4 lɔŋ4 to recite a manuscript aloud 

vaɰ1 leaf, folio 

vaɰ1 ho5 pɤŋ4 first folio 
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vaɰ1 laan4 (also tham4 laan4) palm-leaf 

voy2 te4vaa1laa2 part of the su5 tɔŋ4 asking the spirits to listen and to 
record the acts of merit for benefits in future lives 

xaak4 ‘line’ or short piece of continuous written text 

xan3 xaak4 break between xaak4 or ‘lines’ of couplets or tercets 

xay1 (also xay1 laat4) to tell (a story from a manuscript) 

xay1 ʔaa2pum2 to tell a story (ʔaa2pum2 from B ပုုံ) 

xon6 xay1  to tell, to recount, to read aloud from a manuscript 

xɔn6 thup1 saa5 wooden mallet used to break down mulberry-bark 
fibres in paper making  
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Appendix C: Glossary of terms in the manuscript 
 

 

 

The following glossary contains all terms occurring in the Pukthanusati text. The glosses are 

mostly limited to usage in the text, and are not expanded to cover other more general uses of the 

terms. Grammatical functions are only provided where a simple gloss was impossible or 

insufficient. Cognates in other Tai languages, which are abundant in Central Thai or Lao, for 

example, are rarely provided and for these the reader should refer to the explanations of the Tai 

Nuea consonant and vowel inventories in Chapter 3, and especially to the summaries of 

correspondences with reconstructed Proto-Tai consonants in 3.4.1.8 and of vowel coalescences 

and correspondences with other dialects in 3.4.3.5 above. Many of these cognates are no longer 

in common use in related languages, such as haap3 DS1 ‘to shut, to close (up), to fasten 

together,’ which was still in use in Vientiane some 40-50 years ago,844 but is no longer heard 

today. It is still the commonly used term in Tai Nuea phrases such as haap3 faak3tu1 ‘to close the 

door’ (note also faak3tu1 with easily recognisable cognates in Thai and Lao). In these cases, 

entries can usually be found in older or more comprehensive dictionaries such as Reinhorn 

(1970) or the Thai Royal Institute Dictionary (ราชบัณฑิตยสถาน ๒๕๕๖). 

 In some cases, the origin of loanwords is not definitive, and it is possible that in some cases 

the terms may have arisen in parallel or that the loan may even have been in the reverse 

direction. Some terms are so well assimilated into the dialect that they may no longer be 

recognised as loans, while others may be hybrid composites of borrowed terms not occurring in 

the donor language rather than direct loans. These cases raise the question of early Pali or 

Sanskrit scholarship among the Tai Nuea, for which no data is currently available. In fact, all 

Indic loans are likely to have been via other manuscript traditions in the region, and most likely 

from Burmese in the case of Lik texts, but this is only indicated where there is a clear Burmese 

modification can be identified. The use of ‘?’ indicates uncertainty over the original term, or in 

some cases that the term has the appearance of a loanword but no corresponding term can be 

found in the likely donor language, such as kwyɑk3 ‘to leap, to jump’ (B ?). 

 Since a large number of terms only occur in manuscript texts, the forms commonly used in 

everyday speech are also provided for Tai words, but not for loanwords such as Burmese myɑk4 

ci2 ‘eye,’ which are generally restricted to manuscript use.  

                                                        
844 Jim Chamberlain, personal communication. 
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Where the interpretation of terms was uncertain, they are indicated as ‘read as,’ while a smaller 

number are romanised rather than translated and indicated as ‘meaning unknown,’ such as hoŋ4 

heŋ4, together with suspected readings where these exist. 

 References to Cushing, Judson, Luo and Malalasekera are to A Shan and English 

Dictionary (1881, 1914), Judson’s Burmese-English Dictionary. Revised and Enlarged by 

Robert C. Stevenson (1873, 1913), A Dictionary of Dehong, Southwest China (1998), and 

Dictionary of Pali Proper Names (1937-1938) respectively. Page references are not provided 

for these dictionary entries. Note that in a number of cases the tones differ from those found in 

Cushing (1914) or Luo (1998), such as laak2 DL1 ‘certainly, really,’ which Cushing gives as 

lak3 DS1 with short vowel. 

 

 

 

bo1 
see vo1. 

bon1 
A3 above; also bun1, von1. 

bun1 
A3 above; see bon1. 

bun1 
A3 merit, blessing; see von1. 

caa1 A2 to consider, to discuss. 

caa1 pun1 A2 A2 considering, on the part of, as for. 

caa2 B2 to screen, to cover, to shelter, to protect. 

caa4 A4 deputy (possibly from B စား or ကုုိယ္စား), one of two 

deputies to the faʔ4yaa4 or ‘chief’ in a previous system of 
village administration, the other being sɛn5; see caa4 kaap2 
kɛw3. 

caa4 
see kam1 caa4. 

caa4 kaap2 kɛw3 A4 DL2 C2 ‘Ca Kap Kaew,’ the scribe who copied the 
manuscript. 

caa4 ʔu4 A4 A4 (at) first, to begin (with), beginning (B စဦး). 

caa4kaa4 A4 A4 words, speech (B စကား). 

caa4laaŋ4 A4 A4 register, account (B စာရင္း); also read as caa4lɔŋ4. 

caa4le4 A4 A4 scribe, writer, reciter of manuscripts (B စာေရး). 

caa4lɔŋ4 see caa4laaŋ4. 

caa4lɔp4 A4 DL4 sala, open hall, public hall, pavilion (B ဇရပ)္. 
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caa4taa2 A4 B2 destiny, fate, fortune as determined by the time and 
circumstances of one’s birth (P jāta). 

caak1 DS4 to grab, to snatch, to jerk, to pull. 

caak1kaa2 DS4 B2 generosity (P cāga). 

caak3 DS2 to split, caak3 faa2.  

caam4 A4 fringe, trimming, hanging border (of clothes, etc.). 

caam4 A4 to test, to try out (B စမ္း). 

caam4 hɛŋ4 A4 A4 trial of strength. 

caam4 pe2 A4 B2 magnolia (P campa, campaka). 

caam4 se2 
A4 B1 [16.16] ‘Cam Se,’ read as an epithet of the queen; 
possibly a kind of magnolia flower (see caam4 xam4, caam4 
pe2). 

caam4 xam4 A4 A4 ‘golden magnolia,’ Magnolia champaca 
(Magnoliaceae), a species of magnolia with yellow flowers, 
used as an epithet of the princess. 

caan1 laan4 A2 A4 intensifier for many things or great sizes, and for ‘white’ 
or ‘pure,’ used without an adjective at [04.08] kin1 taan4 caan1 
laan4 ‘to make abundant offerings,’ and at [07.12] myo4 saa1 
yaa1haan4 caan1 laan4 ‘the pure, proclaimed lineage of monks.’ 

caan2 B2 to quench. 

caan4 A4 veranda, porch. 

caan4 
A4 south, paay1 caan4. 

caaŋ1 B4 to be skilled in, to be able to do, a skilled person. 

caaŋ1 lɔk2 B4 DL3 (wood) carver or engraver. 

caaŋ1 xe4 B4 A4 probably. 

caaŋ2 B2 pure, clear (B စင္). 

caaŋ2 cɛt4 B2 DL4 special. 

caaŋ4 haaŋ4 A4 A4 intensifier for red, lɛŋ1 caaŋ4 haaŋ4. 

caaŋ6 C4 elephant; see paay4. 

caap3 DS2 to take hold of, to grasp, to join, to connect, to continue, to 
alight (of birds), to be afflicted (by pain, disease, distress). 

caat2 
DL2 to scatter, to throw about, caat2 he1. 

caat3 DS2 to calculate, to estimate. 

caat3 DS2 to arrange. 

caat3 ce4 DS2 A4 to consider, to reflect (upon everything). 
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caaw4 ŋaaw4 A4 A4 verdant (of forest), intensifier for green, xew5 caaw4 
ŋaaw4. 

caaw6 C4 to swoop, to plunge (as a bird of prey); also caaw4. 

caay2 B2 to spend (money). 

caay4 A4 male, man. 

caay4 pɛŋ4 A4 A4 ‘Cherished Man,’ an epithet of the Bodhisatta. 

caay4 vaay4 A4 A4 vast expanse, extensive.  

caay6  C4 to lean, to incline, to slant, to look sideways. 

cak4 see ʔaa2naʔ1cak4. 

cak4 DL4 thunderbolt, celestial object (P cakka), used for the flying 
kampala cloth, the sun, etc. 

cak4 DL4 float or platform decorated in the form of a lotus or palace, 
used to parade important people, similar to a large palanquin. 

cak4 thɔŋ2 DL4 B1 the sun. 

cak4 xe2 DL4 B1 read as ‘footprint’ at [25.17] (cak4 P cakka and xe2  
B ေျခ). 

cak4caa2 DL4 B2 tapered triangular flags, said to be in the shape of a 
chiken’s tongue, used as decoration at festivals (B ၾကက္လွ်ာ); 
also ‘cicada;’ co1 in everyday speech. 

cak4kaa4 see caa4kaa4. 

cam1 nam1 A2 B4 constantly, unceasingly, used at [15.11] in relation to 
‘constant’ vexation; het3 cam1 nam1 is used by older people in 
Mueang Sing to mean ‘to apply oneself (to a task)’ or ‘to work 
without stopping.’ 

cam2 B2 to enjoy, to rule (B စံ), cam2 naŋ1, cin1 cam2, cam2 nɤ5, etc. 

cam2 B2 mirror. 

cam2 tɛk4 B2 DL4 to compare, like, comparable to (possibly from  
B စံ +တိုက္); cam2 tɤk4 at [16.18] to agree with nuk4 nɤk4. 

cam2 tɤk4 see cam2 tɛk4. 

cam4pu2 A4 B2 ‘campu (tree)’ (P jambu), usually given in English 
translations of Theravāda Buddhist texts and related 
dictionaries as ‘rose-apple,’ Syzigium malaccense 
(Myrtanceae), but could also be the jambolan or Java plum, 
Syzygium cumini (Myrtaceae); read as a clipped form of 
cam4pu2paat1thaa5vi2 or cum4pu4tip3paa2. 
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cam4pu2paat1thaa5vi2 A4 B2 DS1 A1 B1 ‘the Land (literally ‘earth’) of the Campu 
Tree’ (P jambu +paṭhavī, read here as equivalent to the usual 
jambudīpa), the southern of four great continents surrounding 
Mount Meru, encompassing the Himalaya and the Indian 
subcontinent, the human realm (see Malalasekera: jambudīpa); 
see cam4pu2, cum4pu4tip3paa2, pu4ti1. 

cam6 C4 as for, concerning. 

cam6 hɔ6 C4 C4 ‘cam hɔ,’ untranslated final particle. 

cam6 lɛ2 C4 B1 ‘cam lɛ,’ untranslated final particle. 

cam6 nɔ1 C4 B4 ‘cam nɔ,’ untranslated final particle. 

cam6 van1 C4 B4 ‘cam van,’ untranslated final particle. 

cam6 yaw6 C4 C4 ‘cam yaw,’ untranslated final particle. 

can1 
see can1taa1naam4. 

can1 A2 [11.10] to pull. 

can1 A2 now, present time marker, can1 thɤŋ5 ‘upon arriving.’ 

can1 saŋ5 A2 A1 now, presently. 

can1 to1 A2 B4 immediately. 

can1taa1naam4 B4 B4 A4 ‘Cantanam,’ the name of the man who co-sponsored 
the copying of the manuscript, from his monastic name  
(P chandanāmo); also clipped as can1, ho5 can1. 

can1taa2 see can1taa2vaʔ1ti2. 
can1taa2vaʔ1ti2 A2 B2 DS1 B2 ‘Cantavati,’ name of the Princess of 

Uktamathani (P candavatī); also clipped as can1taa2. 

can1ti2 A2 B2 [57.01], [58.17] ‘Canti,’ perhaps a clipped form of 
can1taa2vaʔ1ti2, but in both cases presumed to be a scribal error 
for keŋ1taa2 (and possibly a mis-reading at [57.01] of thaam5 
thi2 in the 1876 manuscript). 

can2 B2 [48.20] to stop; no longer in use in Mueang Sing, but was 
used within living memory. 

can4 A4 steep. 

can4 A4 to stand. 

can4 A4 with fixed, staring eyes, as though dead; see kɤt3 can4, taay1 
can4. 
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can4 ku4 A4 A4 ‘can ku,’ the species is uncertain: it is Cordyline 
fruticosa (Asparagaceae) in Mueang Sing, where the Tai Nuea 
commonly use the leaves as offerings in temples, but this 
reading is unlikely (due to relatively small height and discrete 
flowers) at [28.17], where the tops of forest trees are bent with 
can ku flowers; Cushing gives ‘a tree with a fragrant wood (not 
sandalwood)’ and Judson ‘sandalwood’ (B စႏၵကူး). 

can6 C4 level, level of existence in Buddhist cosmology. 

caŋ2 B2 ‘just, then,’ present and past time marker.  

caŋ2 B2 ‘so, and so’ causative marker. 

caŋ2 han3 B2 C1 now, immediately. 

caŋ2 haɰ3 B2 C1 so that, leading to, causing. 

caŋ2 kɔy1 B2 B4 then. 

caŋ2 nay5 see caŋ2 nay6. 

caŋ2 nay6 B2 C4 ‘now,’ formulaic particle used to introduce new couplets 
or tercets; also caŋ2 nay5. 

caŋ2 taak2 B2 DL2 future and past time marker. 

caŋ2 vaa1 B2 B4 so it is said, so they say. 

caŋ4 A4 to hate. 

cat4 DL4 life, lifetime, birth (P jāti), pum2 cat4 ‘birth story’ of a 
former life of the Buddha. 

cat4 caw3 DL4 C2 [64.08] of royal birth, [66.10] (former) life of the 
Master. 

caɰ1 A2 heart, mind. 

caɰ1 B4 to be so, correct, true, certain. 

caɰ1 faay5 A2 A1 quick-witted, sharp-witted, astute. 

caɰ1 faɰ2 A1 B1 [24.20] to desire, [45.17] concerned, sympathetic. 

caɰ1 fɤk2 A3 B1 ‘white-hearted,’ good-hearted, pure of heart; synonym 
for caɰ1 xaaw5. 

caɰ1 kyaam4 
A3 A4 harsh, cruel, brutal, violent; also caɰ1 kwyaam4; see 
kyɛm4. 

caɰ1 laa4 A3 A4 at ease, untroubled. 

caɰ1 lam1 A3 A3 ‘black-hearted,’ evil-minded, mean, resentful, ill-
tempered. 

caɰ1 lew1 A3 A3 single-hearted, single-minded, of the same mind. 

caɰ1 lɤk4 A3 DL4 ‘to follow one’s own mind,’ selfish. 

caɰ1 maay5 A2 A1 to intend. 

caɰ1 may3 A2 C1 to be angry, enraged. 

caɰ1 nok2 A2 DL1 dull-witted, stupid, stubborn. 
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caɰ1 ŋe1 A23 B4 gentle, kind-hearted. 

caɰ1 ŋo4 A2 A4 cunning, devious, crooked (of mind or character).  

caɰ1 paŋ4 A2 A4 fearless, bold, arrogant, brazen (TN caɰ1 + B ျပင္း ?). 

caɰ1 pɤŋ1 A2 B4 to trust in, to depend upon, to take refuge in. 

caɰ1 pɔŋ2 A2 B2 to miss, to long (for), to pine, to yearn. 

caɰ1 san2 A2 B1 alarmed, anxious. 

caɰ1 tan1 A2 A2 witless, dull-witted, stupid. 

caɰ1 teŋ1 A2 B4 steadfast, loyal, steady of heart. 

caɰ1 xaaw5 A3 A1 ‘white-hearted,’ caɰ1 xaaw5 taa4laa4; synonym for caɰ1 
fɤk2. 

caɰ1 xen5 A3 A1 dangerous-hearted, malicious. 

caɰ1 ʔeŋ1 A2 A3 to depend upon, to rely upon, to trust. 

caɰ6 C4 to use. 

caw3 C2 ‘master,’ the third person singular and a classifier for people 
of importance, used in epithets of the Buddha, the Bodhisatta 
and the king (kɛn2 caw3, no2 caw3, to2 caw3, yɔt4 caw3, etc.), and 
to signify nobility or royalty in cat4 caw3, caw3 xaa3, luk4 caw3, 
etc; used as the formal second person singular (with first person 
xaa3) when addressing people of higher status in everyday 
speech. 

caw3 cɔŋ3 C2 C2 ‘Master of the Parasol,’ ruler of a vassal kingdom; see 
cɔŋ3. 

caw3 kaw1 C2 A2 I, myself, first person singular used by Buddha. 

caw3 maat4 C2 DL4 ‘Excellent Master,’ an epithet of the Bodhisatta. 

caw3 von1 C2 A3 ‘Master of Merit,’ an epithet of the Bodhisatta. 

caw3 xaa3 C2 C1 ‘nobles and common people.’ 

caw3 yɔt4 faʔ6 C2 DL4 C4 ‘Supreme Heavenly Master,’ an epithet of the 
Bodhisatta. 

caw6 C4 morning. 

caw6 naɰ5 C4 A1 early morning (6-8 a.m.). 

caw6 naɰ5 van4 xam1 C4 A1 A4 B4 literally ‘morning, day(time) and dusk’, i.e. 
throughout the day and night, in every period of the day. 

caʔ6 C4 anger; also ‘bad, difficult, hard, vicious, ugly’ in 
compounds such as kɛm4maa2 caʔ6 ‘bad consequences of 
previous actions,’ haaŋ1 caʔ6 ‘ugly, of bad appearance.’ 

ce1 B4 city. 

ce1 faay2 faʔ6 B4 B1 C4 population, inhabitants (of the city). 

ce1 ho5 xam4 B4 A1 A4 ‘city of the golden hall,’ capital city. 
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ce1 hɔŋ3 faʔ6 B4 C1 C4 ‘city spanning the heavens,’ i.e. the entire city; see 
hɔŋ3. 

ce1 ko2 faʔ6 B4 B2 C4 ancient city. 

ce1 ko2 vɔŋ6 B4 B2 C4 ancient royal city. 

ce1 sam2 faʔ6 B4 B1 C4 read as ‘ancient city;’ synonym for more common 
ce1 ko2 faʔ6. 

ce2 B2 to carry (supported by a cloth sling); usually ʔe2. 

ce4 
A4 all, complete, completely (B ေစ့)့, ce4 ce4. 

cem1 A2 since, from (the time of), and, together with. 

cem1 kaa1 A2 B4 and, with, together with. 

cem1 laɰ1 A2 A3 since long ago. 

cem1 laɰ1 maa4 laɰ1 A2 A3 A4 A3 long ago. 

cem1 mɤ1 A2 B4 since, from the time of, from the beginning of. 

cem1 ʔan1 A2 A3 and, with, together with. 

ceŋ1 A2 first month of the Tai Nuea new year. 

ceŋ2 B2 corner, angle, point of the compass. 

ceŋ2 hɔŋ2 B2 B1 north. 

cep3 DS2 pain; also ‘to pick, to gather’ in everyday speech. 

cep3 caɰ1 DS2 A2 anguish, distress. 

cet3 DS2 seven. 

cew4 A4 quick, swift. 

cɛk2 DL2 to distribute, to divide, to apportion, to hand out. 

cɛn1 B4 to turn with a lathe. 

cɛn1 ciŋ2 B4 B2 round and polished, ‘Polished Diamond’ as an epithet of 
the princess and also in reference to the guardian spirit of the 
ornamental umbrella on a palace rooftop; also cɛn4 ciŋ2. 

cɛn2 B2 to place in a row, [14.02] to hand down, to bequeath. 

cɛn4 ciŋ2 see cɛn1 ciŋ2. 

cɛŋ3 C2 to understand, to see clearly. 

cɛt4 DL4 anger, wrath. 

cɛt4 DL4 pure, genuine (B စစ)္. 

cɛw3 C2 quick, swift. 

cɤ4 A4 group, company, collection of people, cum4 cɤ4 ‘assembly.’ 

cɤk4 DL4 rope. 

cɤk4 DL4 to weld; see kaʔ1he2 cɤk4. 

cɤk4 lek3 DL4 DS1 iron chain. 
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cɤn4  A4 to slant, to incline, van4 cɤn4 ‘west.’ 

cɤn4 A4 to step. 

cɤŋ1 B4 polity, state, kingdom, country, city. 

cɤŋ1 A2 [43.01] read as ‘to stagger (through weakness, numbness).’ 

cɤŋ1 A2 ‘as for, concerning,’ often untranslated. 

cɤŋ1 pɔy4 A2 A4 why! (interjection). 

cɤŋ1 sam6 A2 besides, on the other hand, although. 

cɤŋ1 ʔu2 A2 B3 north. 

cɤŋ2 hɤŋ1 B2 B4 feeble, dull (of light), gloomy. 

cɤŋ4 A4 to brandish; also has meaning of let3 cɤŋ4. 

cɤŋ4 cɤŋ4 A4 A4 continuously, constantly. 

cɤŋ6 C4 handmaiden, maidservant, lady-in-waiting (of a queen or 
princess); also cɤŋ6 caɰ6. 

cɤʔ6 C4 kind, sort, lineage, descent. 

ci2 B2 to place in row (B စီ). 

ci4 A4 to ride, to be carried, transported (B စီး). 

ci4 pyaa4 
A4 A4 profit, advantage (B စီးပြား); see pyaa4 ci4. 

cik3 
DS2 heart, mind; also cik3 pum2, (rarely) cit3 caɰ1. 

cik3 
DS2 summit, peak, pinnacle, crown (of the head); also cik3 
cɔm1. 

cin1 
A2 to eat, usually kin1 in manuscripts, but written cin1 at 
[72.17] as pronounced in everyday speech; see kin1. 

cin1 cam2 A2 B2 [10.07] to rule (over). 

ciŋ1 A2 hardwood, may6 ciŋ1. 

ciŋ2 B2 diamond (B စိန္); see cɛn1 ciŋ2, sɛŋ5 ciŋ2. 

ciŋ2te2 B2 B2 ‘Cingte,’ an epithet of the Buddha (B အစိေႏၲယ်  
P acinteyya ‘inconceivable, incomprehensible, unimaginable’); 
also ciŋ2te1. 

ciŋ4 A4 to seize, to take by force, to invade. 

ciŋ4 A4 number used in astrological calculations, implying ‘destiny, 
fate, fortune’ (possibly from B ကိန္း ‘arithmetical number’); 

also keŋ4. 

ciŋ4 xan5 A4 A1 read as ‘fortunes and spirit;’ see xan5. 

cit3 caɰ1 see cik3. 
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co1 
B4 (period of) time, lifetime, co1 kaaŋ3 B4 C2 long (literally 
‘wide’) period of time. 

co1 B4 top of finial ornament of a stupa or on the roof of a palace 
or temple, or above a throne; see thi4. 

co3 
C2 ‘correct, to hit (the mark),’ also passive marker; C4 coʔ6 in 
everyday speech. 

co4 
A4 to accompany, to take along, co4 ʔaw1; synonym for paa4. 

co4 A4 to persuade, to cajole, co4 law1. 

co4 co4 A4 A4 ‘co co,’ the sound of constant or repeated recitation, or 
of crying. 

co4ki2 A4 B2 evil spirit, devil (B ေဇာ္ဂ်ီ ‘wizard, person with 

supernatural powers’ from P/Skt yogin). 

cok3 DS2 to grab, to take by the handful, to get one’s hands on, cok3 
ʔaw1; cɔk3 has replaced this term in everyday speech. 

com1 
A2 to immerse, to submerge (in water), to sink; mostly cɤm1 in 
everyday speech, although com1 is coming into use. 

com4 A4 to delight, to rejoice, to enjoy; also pɛŋ4 com4. 

com6 
C4 at ease (as in everyday speech com6 yen1 pen1 di1 ‘free from 
trouble, at ease), com6 xɛm4saa2 at [03.17]. 

con1 con1 A2 joyful. 

cɔm1 A2 summit, pinnacle, king. 

cɔm1 taaŋ2 A2 B2 ‘Surpassing Pinnacle,’ an epithet of the Buddha. 

cɔm2 B2 to put into, to submerge, to immerse, [55.07] cɔm2 cat4 ‘to 
lose one’s life;’ see sum4 cɔm2. 

cɔm4 A4 to follow, to be with. 

cɔn4 cɔn4 A4 A4 unmoved, unwavering, constant, soundly (for sleep), 
cɔn4 at [44.13]. 

cɔn4 ŋɔn4 see cɔn4 yɔn4. 

cɔn4 yɔn4 A4 A4 ‘brilliant,’ intensifier for bright, shiny, pure, white, 
written and sometimes pronounced cɔn4 ŋɔn4; also cɯn4 yɯn4. 

cɔŋ1 B4 way, path, manner, kind; synonym for lɔŋ1. 

cɔŋ1 caʔ6 B4 C4 danger, peril. 

cɔŋ2 B2 to pull, to draw. 

cɔŋ3 C2 (royal) parasol, umbrella, symbolic of kingship and 
kingdoms; see caw3 cɔŋ3, paak2 caw3 cɔŋ3. 
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cɔŋ4 A4 to watch intently, to take notice of, to pay attention to, ‘eye-
catching’ at [04.06] (B ေစာင့္္), cɔŋ4 ce4. 

cɔŋ4 myɔŋ4 A4 A4 envy, jealousy (B ေစာင္းေျမာင္း); also cɔŋ4 mɔŋ4. 

cɔp2 DL2 to entice, to coax, to persuade, to wheedle, to tease out  
(a persons true feelings) as in ‘to entice fish with bait.’ 

cɔp4 DL4 to wilt, to wither, dispirited, disheartened, deflated. 

cɔt2 DL2 to moor (a boat), yaw6 cɔt2 ‘to stop, to finish.’ 

cɔt2  DL2 to pervade, to spread, throughout, everywhere, ce4 cɔt2. 
cɔt2 cɤŋ1 DL2 B4 throughout the realm. 

cɔt4 cɔt4 DL4 DL4 muttering, mumbling, murmuring. 

cɔy1 B4 to help, to assist. 

cɔy1 vɔy4 A2 A4 distant, so far away as cannot been seen clearly, faint, 
obscure, indistinct. 

cɔy2 B2 eyetooth. 

cɔy6  C4 damsel, lady, woman or girl of high status, used as part of 
epithets of the princess, such as no2 cɔy6, hun2 cɔy6, etc. 

cɔy6 hun2 tɛm3 C4 B1 C2 ‘Damsel of Painted Form,’ an epithet of the princess. 

cu1laa4maʔ1ni2 A2 A4 DS4 B1 the King of Uktamathani (P cuḷāmaṇi). 
cu4 A4 to, towards. 

cu4 
A4 to accept, to agree, to follow, cu4 ʔaw1, cu4 xɔm4. 

cu4 caɰ1 A4 A2 to follow one’s desires. 

cuk3 DS2 to stand. 

cum2 B2 complete (B စုု)ံ. 

cum3 C2 royal seal; see ton1 cum3. 

cum4 A4 group, collection. 

cum4 cɤ4 A4 A4 assembly (of people). 

cum4 haw4 A4 A4 we, us, first person plural. 

cum4 num4 A4 A4 to assemble, to congregate, meeting, gathering. 

cum4 tai4 moeng4 A4 A4 A4 populace. 

cum4 xum4 A4 A4 utterly, completely, intensifier for destruction or loss. 

cum4pu4tip3paa2 A4 A4 DS2 B2 ‘Country of the Cumpu Tree,’ the great 
southern continent in Buddhist cosmology, i.e. the human realm 
(P jambudīpa); also cam4pu4tip3paa2; see cam4pu2, 
cam4pu2paat1thaa5vi2. 

cun1 A2 to stick out, to protrude, to swell up. 

cun1 A2 to meet (accidentally, unexpectedly). 
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cun2 B2 snout. 

cun4 A4 to rise from (as scent from a flower). 

cun6 cun6 C4 C4 heavily, used of pouring rain at [61.17]. 

cuŋ1 A2 to lead, to pull, cuŋ1 cu4. 

cup4 cup4 DL4 DL4 despondent, forlorn. 

cut3 lut3 DS2 DS2 slender. 

cut4 lut4 
DL4 DL4 poor, without means, lacking; also cut4. 

cɯ1 
B4 name, hek4 cɯ1 to name, named. 

cɯ2 B2 to remember. 

cɯk3 DS2 to delay. 

cɯm4 A4 to spring, to bubble up (as a source of water). 

cɯn1 
B4 happy, bright; also cɯn1 caaŋ2. 

cɯn4 yɯn4 A4 A4 ‘brilliant,’ intensifier for bright, shiny (sɔŋ2 cɯn4 yɯn4) 
and for pure, white; more commonly cɔn4 yɔn4. 

dew1 
see lew1. 

dɛk2 see lɛk2. 

di1 A3 good, beautiful, fine, used as a prefix to derive complex 
adjectives from verbs such as haak1 ‘to love’ / di1 haak1 ‘lovely, 
lovable,’ and ko1 ‘to fear’ / li1 ko1 ‘frightening,’ and to mark 
weak obligation ‘should, it would be good to;’ also li1 (both 
forms also occur in everyday speech). 

di1 com4 A3 B4 delightful, enjoyable. 

di1 haak1 A3 DS4 lovely, lovable. 

di1 ŋi2 A3 B1 well-fitting, well-suited, as befitting. 

di1 yaw6 see li1 yaw6. 

di1 ʔɔn2 di1 yɔŋ3 A3 B3 A3 C3 worthy of praise and exaltation. 

di2 
B3 shoot (of a plant, tree, seed, etc.); li2 in everyday speech. 

din1 
see lin1. 

din4 
see lin4. 

diŋ2 B3 (possibly B1) to be uneven, to incline, to have one side 
higher than the other, unbalanced, unsettled, unhinged (of 
mind); also liŋ2 (as in everyday speech). 

faa2 B1 to split, to pass through. 

faa2 
B1 to meet, to experience, fu4 faa2 ‘to improve, to prosper.’ 
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faa2 B1 flat part of hand or foot, faa2 mɯ4 ‘palm of hand,’ faa2 tin1 
‘sole of foot.’  

faa2 xɤŋ1 B1 B4 in two minds, in a quandary or dilemma; literally ‘split 
into halves.’ 

faa3 
C3 cloth, covering; see maw2 faa3, faa4. 

faa3 C3 to distribute, to dispense. 

faa3 C1 to free, to release, faa3 pɔy2, pɔy2 faa3.  

faa3 see yɔn2 faa3. 

faa4 A4 ‘faa,’ a shrub whose long leaves are used as offerings (and 
as a poultice), faa4 hɔm5; see hun2 faa4 tɛm3. 

faa4 A4 mattress, cloth; see faa3. 

faa4 
A4 to join, to unite, to attach, side by side, commonly as faa4 
xaaŋ4, xaaŋ4 faa4, hɔm4 faa4; also faa4 lan2 at [37.09]. 

faa4vaa1naa2 A4 B4 B1 ‘favana,’ (P bhāvanā), to practise or to develop 
Buddhist contemplation or meditation. 

faa4vo4 A4 A4 sky, space, heavens (P bhavo); also saa4vo4 (possibly a 
clipped form of ʔaa1kaa1saa5 faa4vo4). 

faa5 A1 barrier, screen, wall, cliff, cover, hull (of ship). 

faa5 see faa4. 

faa5 sɛŋ5 A1 A1 ‘Jewel Mountain,’ the throne of faʔ4yaa4 ʔin1 or Sakka. 

faa5laa5 
A1 A1 result, attainment, blessing (B ဖလ P phala); also 

faʔ1laa5, faʔ1laʔ1. 

faak2 DL1 half, portion, division (of something divided into halves). 

faak3tu1 DS1 A2 door; also faat3tu1, tu1. 

faak4 DL4 to separate, to part, to leave, often as faat2 faak4; see faat2. 
faak4 DL4 to put together (side by side), to unite, to compare, often 

as faat4 faak4; see faat4. 
faan1 B4 goose pimples, goose bumps, horripilation or bristling of the 

skin from a chill or fear or fever, to be chilled, to shiver, yu2 
faan1, tum2 faan1. 

faan2 B1 to create, to form (B ဖန္); see poŋ1 faan2, so2 faan2. 

faan2 
A1 shining, glistening, lustrous, lɔŋ2 faan2. 

faan4 A4 barking deer, Cervus muntjak. 

faan5 A1 poor, destitute, troubled, tormented. 

faan5 caɰ1 A1 A2 troubled in mind, tormented. 
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faan5 fin5 A1 A1 to cut into thin slices. 

faaŋ3 C1 to strike, to rush or charge against. 

faaŋ4 A4 empty, void, worthless.  

faaŋ4 vɔk2 A4 DL3 to lie, to deceive, to mislead. 

faaŋ5 A1 appearance, form. 

faap2 faap2 DL1 DL1 read as ‘glittering’ at [22.04], usually ‘the sound of 
lapping or gently splashing water,’ and also read here as ‘the 
sound made by many monks’ by some scribes. 

faat1 DS4 to strike sharply, to lash. 

faat1thaʔ3naa2 DS4 DS1 B1 wish, request, prayer (Skt prârthanā). 

faat2 
DL1 to separate, to part, often as faat2 faak4, yaan5 faat2. 

faat2 faat2 DL1 DL1 [11.11] ‘faat faat,’ the sound of tearing buffalo skin. 

faat3tu1 D1 A2 door; usually faak3tu1. 

faat4 
DL4 to approach, to pass by, faat4 faak4. 

faay2 B1 side, party, faay2 naa3 in front of. 

faay2 faʔ6 B1 C4 subjects (of a king), inhabitants of a kingdom. 

faay3 C1 to walk, to wander, to go. 

faay4 
A4 ogre, synonym for yak1xaa2; also fi5 faay4. 

faay5 A1 sharp, quick. 

faay5 laay4 A1 A4 ‘utterly,’ intensifier for ‘shattered, broken,’ used for 
lɛw5 haay5 at [37.02]. 

fam4 fam4 A4 A4 copious (of tears, weeping). 

fan3 C1 to twist tightly. 

fan4 A4 to strike with a knife or sword, to slash, to cut, to fell. 

fan4 A4 seed, kind, sort, lineage, descent. 

fan4 hoŋ5 A4 A1 renowned lineage 

fan4 myo4 A4 A4 kind, sort, lineage. 

fan4 ŋaa4 A4 A4 sesame seed, fan4 ŋaa4 caak3 faa2 ‘a split sesame seed’ 
used with negative to mean ‘not the slightest, not at all.’ 

fan4 sɛŋ5 A4 A1 jewel lineage. 

fan4te2 A4 B2 ‘Venerable Sir(s),’ a respectful way of addressing 
Buddhist monks (P bhante). 

faŋ1 faŋ1 B4 B4 to collaborate, to cooperate, to work together. 

faŋ2 B1 shore, coast, bank. 

faŋ4 A4 to listen. 

faŋ5 A1 to bury, to embed. 
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faɰ2 B1 to want, to desire; xay3 or xay3 lay3 in everyday speech. 

faɰ5 A1 anyone, someone, everyone, who, indefinite pronominal 
marker. 

faɰ5 faɰ5 man4 man4 A1 A1 A4 A4 each by themselves, each by one’s own. 

faɰ5 man4 A1 A4 each (person), anyone. 

faw2 B1 time, occasion, maaŋ1 faw2 sometimes. 

faw2 nan6 B1 C4 (at) that time, then. 

faw2 nay6 B1 C4 (at) this time, now, at present. 

faw3 C1 to mind, to watch over, to protect. 

fay4 A4 fire. 

faʔ1li1yaa2 DS4 B4 B3 wife (P bhariyā). 

faʔ4yaa4 A4 A4 lord, master, ruler, chief; often pronounced with 
unstressed initial syllable. 

faʔ4yaa4 cay4 A4 A4 A4 ‘Faya Cay,’ the name given for one of the co-
sponsors of the copying of the manuscript; written faʔ4yaa4 
caɰ1, but since caɰ1 is not known as a given name, it is read as 
cay4. A better reading at [70.09] would be can1, i.e. ho5 can1, the 
main sponsor of the copying of the manuscript (who had held 
the title faʔ4yaa4). 

faʔ4yaa4 van4 maa4 A4 A4 A4 A4 day of the start of the new year in the era used in 
the manuscript, now fixed as the 15th or 16th of April; see 
saa5xaat2. 

faʔ4yaa4 ʔin1 see ʔin1. 

faʔ6 C4 sky, the heavens, indicating esteem or nobility, often 
glossed as ‘heavenly,’ or ‘venerable’ (for monks, teachers, 
councellors, soothsayers, etc.), can6 faʔ6. 

faʔ6 faa2 C4 B1 to strike (of lightning). 

faʔ6 luk4 caw3 C4 DL4 C2 ‘venerable offspring of the master,’ monastic 
disciples of the Buddha; also ‘heavenly child of the master’ for 
a prince or princess. 

faʔ6 no2 maat4 C4 B1 DL4 ‘Excellent Heavenly Shoot,’ an epithet of the 
Bodhisatta. 

faʔ6 ʔaa1lɔŋ4 sip3 su2 see xun5 fi5 faʔ6 ʔaa1lɔŋ4 sip3 su2. 

fe2 B1 to loosen, to unfold, to unfurl (B ေျဖ). 

fe2 vaat4 B1 DL4 to conduct one’s duties to a superior (B ဝတ္ေျဖ), used 
at [54.11] for the duties of a child in repaying the debt of 
kindness to her parents. 

fe4 
A4 evil, danger, calamity (B ေဘး P bhaya). 

fe4 A4 satin. 
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fe4 see nɔn4 fe4. 

fe4 kaŋ4 A4 A4 disaster (B ေဘးကင္း); also fe4 kaaŋ4. 

fe4 laan2 A4 B1 ‘danger and enemies’ (B ေဘးရန္). 

fe4 le2 
see pe4 ne4. 

fe4 myew4 A4 A4 all kinds of dangers. 

fe4 xen5 
A4 A1 ‘evil and misfortune’ (B ေဘး + TN xen5). 

fet2 see fi5 fet2. 
fet2 

DL1 to put away, to keep, fiŋ3 fet2 is read as this at [16.03]; fet2 
is used in everyday speech, but not with fiŋ3 (fet2 faŋ5 is used 
for keeping the remains after a cremation, and fet2 hom5 for 
putting things away when tidying a house). 

fet2 fɯn4 DL1 A4 read as fet2 at [41.15]; previously ‘keeping’ the 
remains after a cremation in everyday speech, but no longer in 
use). 

few3 C1 to clear up, to clear away, to put in order. 

fɛn2 B1 surface, flat. 

fɛn2 lin1 B1 A3 (surface of the) earth, land. 

fɛŋ5 A1 to be with, together, to place together or alongside, to stack.  

fɛt4 DL4 to invite (B ဖိတ္); also fit4. 
fɛw5 A1 to arrive. 

fɤ5 A1 foliage, leaves. 

fɤk2 DL1 white, alabaster. 

fɤn5 xaw3 A1 C1 ‘dining table,’ low circular table for eating food (usually 
fon5 xaw3 in everyday speech). 

fɤŋ3 C1 honey bee. 

fɤŋ4 A4 to collect, to gather together. 

fɤy4 A4 foliage, canopy, used for things providing shade or shelter; 
usually pronounced fɤy4, but written and sometimes 
pronounced as foy4. 

fi1sek2 
B4 DL1 to anoint, to consecrate (P abhiseka). 

fi5 A1 spirit, celestial being. 

fi5 faay4 A1 A4 ogre. 

fi5 fet2 A1 DL1 ‘hungry ghost’ (Skt preta); use in this text as a 
synonym for yak1xaa2 ‘ogre’ is unusual. 

fi5 hɔŋ3 faʔ6 A1 C1 C4 ‘spirits spanning the heavens,’ i.e. all the spirits; see 
hɔŋ3. 
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fi5 lu4 A1 A4 ogre, monster, demon that devours humans  
(B ဘီလူး); fi5 is part of the Burmese term here, rather than TN 
‘spirit, celestial being,’ but is often read as the TN term). 

fik1xaa4voy2 
DS4 A4 B1 Buddhist monk (P bhikkhave from Pali vocative 
case of bhikkhu); rarely used in TN texts, and understood as 
synonymous with fik1xu2. 

fik1xu2 
DS4 A2 ‘fikxu,’ Buddhist monk (P bhikkhu). 

fik3 
DS1 read as ‘to split, to splinter;’ used with faa2 at [11.16]. 

fin3 C1 suitable, fitting, meet, correct; written as fɛn3 at [34.06] but 
pronounced as fin3. 

fiŋ3 C1 custom, law. 

fiŋ3 C1 many, much, lɔn2 fiŋ3 ‘much more.’ 

fiŋ3 faʔ6 C1 C4 ‘laws of the heavens.’ 

fiŋ3 fet2 
see fet2. 

fit3 DS1 to be wrong, to miss, to wrong, to offend. 

fit3 ho5 DS1 A1 [11.20] read as ‘to somersault.’ 

fit4 see fɛt4. 
fiw5 A1 skin, bark, complexion. 

fo1 B4 price (B အဖုုိး). 

fo1 ki4 B4 A4 expensive, ‘of great price’ (B အဖုုိးၾကီး). 

fo2 B1 to announce, to utter, to speak, to tell, fo2 laat4, fo2 tɔp2, ho4 
fo2. 

fo2 
B1 to see, to look, to observe, fo2 muŋ1, han5 fo2. 

fo2 fak4 
B1 DL4 [16.15] to accompany, companion; see fak4. 

fo2 fak4 B1 DL4 [43.16] & [48.07] to separate, to part from; see fak4. 

fo2 ŋaak4 see ŋaak4. 

fo2 thi2 see thi2.  
fo5 A1 husband. 

fom5 A1 hair (of the head). 

fom5 faa2 A1 B1 split hair, used with negatives to mean ‘not the 
slightest,’ ‘not at all;’ also sen3 fom5 faa2, fom5 se4, yɔy4 fom5. 

fom5 keŋ5 A1 A1 kind of hairstyle. 

fom5 se4 see fom5 faa2. 

fom5 xew5 A1 A1 literally ‘green hair;’ synonym for beautiful hair.  
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fon5 A1 to rub hard (also ‘rain’). 

foŋ6 C4 to scatter, to fly up (of dust), to splash (of water). 

fɔk2 DL1 very. 

fɔk2 DL1 [65.16] heedless or immoral speech. 

fɔk2 fiŋ3 DL1 C1 certainly, truly, surely; also fɔk4 fiŋ3. 

fɔm6 C4 together, to join together (to do something). 

fɔn5 yaaŋ4 A1 A4 grassland without trees, used for grazing cattle and 
water buffaloes. 

fɔŋ2 B1 ‘raft’ (a flat-hulled vessel which has some constructions on 
the deck, rather than a plain raft). 

fɔŋ4 A4 to administer, to rule over, [48.04] fɔŋ4 mɤŋ4 is read as 
‘king, ruler, administrator, minister.’  

fɔŋ4 A4 [02.15] wave (of water), [14.08] gust (of wind), also used as 
an intensifier for white xaaw5 fɔŋ4 (i.e. as white as waves or as 
clouds). 

fɔŋ5 A1 dust, fine particles, fine, ‘fine white’ when used for clouds, 
mist, etc. 

fɔŋ5 lɔŋ4 A1 A4 ‘extremely,’ an intensifier for ‘wide, vast’ kaaŋ3 fɔŋ5 
lɔŋ4. 

fɔt4 DL4 filigree, latticework, network. 

fɔy2 A1 easily, fluently, eloquently, used of speech, seŋ5 fɔy2, sop3 
fɔy2, or of laughter xo5 fɔy2. 

fɔy5 A1 (small) fragment, fraction, fɔy5 ŋaa4 ‘fragment of a sesame 
seed’ used with negative to mean ‘not the slightest, not at all’ 
(in everyday speech used for the tiny fragments of gold that are 
produced when a goldsmith works, for example); see (yɔy4) 
fom5, fom5 faa2. 

fu3 C1 person, classifier for people (and for ogres). 

fu3 laɰ1 C1 A3 anyone, whoever. 

fu3 saaŋ3 C1 C1 sponsor (of the copying of a manuscript), caw3 saa5thaa2 
fu3 saaŋ3. 

fu4 
A4 to float, to rise (to the surface), mi4 fu4 to prosper (in wealth, 
social standing, power, etc.). 

fu4 A4 to take hold of, to grasp. 

fu4 A4 to help, to support, fu4 caa2. 

fu4 faa2 A4 B1 to improve, to prosper. 

fu4 fu2 A4 B1 ‘fu fu,’ the sound of breath when sleeping, snoring, the 
snorting sound of an ogre’s breathing. 
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fu4laa4 A4 A4 ‘Fula,’ the Buddha (B ဘုုရား). 

fu4laa4 taa4laa4 A4 A4 A4 A4 ‘Fula Tala,’ the Buddha Dhamma, the teachings 
of the Buddha (B ဘုုရားတရား).  

fu4laaŋ2 A4 B1 king, sovereign (B ဘုုရင)္. 

fuk2 DL1 to bind, fascicle, classifier for fascicles and for 
manuscripts (usually pɤn4), also used for ‘section, chapter’ at 
[16.05]. 

fuk2 miŋ1 DL1 B4 ‘to bind one’s destiny,’ the tying of thread to the wrist 
as part of a blessing ceremony, used for marriage at [65.09]; see 
miŋ1, haap1 miŋ1, ʔaap4 miŋ1. 

fuk4 
DL4 tomorrow, mɤ1 fuk4.  

fuk4 
DL4 stout, sturdy; also fok4. 

fuk4 DL4 mat, mattress. 

fum2 B1 realm, world, division of the universe (P bhūmi). 
fum2 faʔ6 see saam5 fum2 faʔ6, hok3 fum2 faʔ6. 

fum4 
A4 ‘Fum,’ Brahma, chief of the gods, the creator god  
(P brahmā). 

fum4maʔ1co4 A4 DS4 A4 ‘fummaco,’ unknown term, read as a kind of 
celestial being at [32.19] (possibly from P brahmaja ‘sprung 
from Brahma’), fum4maʔ1co4 te4vaa2. 

fun2 muk1 B1 DS4 dust. 

fun4 A4 classifier for flat ‘sheet-like’ objects, such as sheets of 
paper, manuscripts, etc; see fɯn4. 

fuŋ2 B1 mansion, abode, realm (B ဘုုံ); see saam5 fuŋ2. 
fuŋ2 B1 [39.19], [65.12] body, form; no longer in everyday speech, 

but previously found in expressions such as thɔt2 fuŋ2 ‘to take a 
photograph.’ 

fuŋ4 A4 glory (B ဘုုန္း). 

fuŋ4 thu2 A4 B1 eminent glory (B ဘုုန္းထူး), also an epithet of the 

Buddha; see thu2. 

fuŋ4 xɛŋ5 A4 A1 ‘Strong Glory,’ an epithet of the Bodhisatta. 

fuŋ4 ʔaa4 A4 A4 (irreg.) great glory (B ဘုုန္းအား). 

fuŋ5 A1 crowd, throng, large collection. 

fut2 DL1 to move suddenly. 

fut2 luk1 fut2 naŋ1 DL1 DS4 DL1 B4 ‘suddenly getting up, suddenly sitting’, i.e. 
restless, unable to stay still. 
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fut3 
DS1 to appear, to come to light; fut3 ʔɔk2. 

fɯn4 A4 classifier for flat ‘sheet-like’ objects, such as sheets of 
paper, manuscripts, etc., also pronounced (and sometimes 
written) fun4; in everyday speech fɯn4/fun4 is used for a single 
manuscript folio or several folios together, whereas pɤn4 is used 
for complete fascicles or manuscripts. 

fyɑɑk4 
DL4 to harm, to destroy, to do evil (B ျဖတ္), laan2 fyɑɑk4. 

haa2 B1 a shower (of rain), used of tears and of dew. 

haa3 C1 five. 

haa4 A4 we two (dual), sɔŋ5 haa4.  

haa5 A1 to seek. 

haak1  DS4 to love. 

haak3 DS1 to break, broken. 

haak4 DL4 root. 

haam2 
B1 ‘not fully ripe,’ read as si5 haam2 ‘a mixture of red and 
yellow,’ i.e. ‘orange’ in the Buddha’s aura at [01.12]; this 
component of the aura is P mañjiṭṭha ‘crimson’). 

haam4 heŋ4 A4 A4 middling, moderate. 

haam5 A1 to carry or to bear on the shoulders (of more than one 
person). 

haam6 C4 about, rather. 

haan4 haan4 A4 A4 ‘scorching,’ intensifier for very hot sunshine at midday. 

haan5 A1 brave, bold, courageous, to dare. 

haaŋ1 B4 body, appearance. 

haaŋ1 caʔ6 B4 C4 ugly, of bad appearance. 

haaŋ1 kaa1yaa2 B4 A2 B3 read as ‘body and mind’ at [22.17]. 

haaŋ1 kaw1 B4 A2 I, first person singular, used by the Buddha and 
Bodhisatta. 

haaŋ1 li1  B4 A3 beautiful, handsome. 

haaŋ1 nɯŋ1 B4 B4 alone, by or for oneself. 

haaŋ1 to1 B4 A2 alone; also to1 haaŋ1. 

haaŋ1 xiŋ4 B4 A4 alone. 

haaŋ2 B1 to be wide apart, to be far apart. 

haaŋ3 C1 to dress up. 

haaŋ4 A4 large wooden water trough or bowl, kaaŋ1 haaŋ4 ‘womb, 
offspring.’ 

haaŋ4 paa4 B4 A4 father. 

haaŋ4 sɛŋ5 A4 A1 read as ‘parents,’ possibly also ‘father.’ 
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haaŋ5 A1 tail, stern (of boat). 

haaŋ6 C4 to omit, to lack, to want, incomplete, unfinished, maw2 
haaŋ6 ‘not lacking or wanting;’ also ‘to divorce.’ 

haap1 DS4 to receive, accept. 

haap1 miŋ1 DS4 B4 ‘to receive one’s destiny,’ the literal gloss preserves 
the sense of destiny in the marriages and becoming king at 
[39.07] and [64.14], but this term may refer to the receiving of 
blessings as part of the related ceremonies; see miŋ1, fuk2 miŋ1, 
ʔaap4 miŋ1. 

haap2 DL1 roughness, hoarseness (of voice), seŋ5 haap2. 

haap3 DS1 to shut, to close (up), to fasten together. 

haat1 DS4 to fasten, to tighten, fast, tight. 

haat3 
DS1 to dare, bold, courageous, daring, haat3 haan5. 

haat3 kaay4 DS1 A4 ‘soiled’ (of the soul) at [66.02], usually of food which 
is hard to eat because it is unclean or not well-cooked. 

haaw3 C1 strong, fierce. 

haaw4 A4 line, way. 

haaw4 taaŋ4 A4 A4 road, street. 

haaw6 C4 (to move) violently, forcibly, suddenly, tɯt1 haaw6. 

haay1 B4 to pour (as water upon the ground to dedicate merit).  

haay4 A4 vassal, subject, person who has to give tribute (as a result of 
subjugation). 

haay4 A4 ‘adolescent,’ a youth of 15 years of age onwards. 

haay5 A1 to disappear; also haay5 laay5. 

haay6 C4 fierce, ferocious, bad. 

ham4 A4 roll (of cloth or manuscript), to roll (up), used of a 
monkey’s face at [33.16]; ham4 lik4 ‘to roll up a manuscript’ in 
everyday speech. 

ham4 A4 [47.20] nearby. 

han3 C1 place, there, that, as; also used in compounds for special or 
royal places (thrones, palaces, cities), such as han3 ce1 kaaŋ3, 
han3 ho5 sɔŋ2, han3 paa4laŋ2 hoŋ4 xam4, han3 praa1saat4 (similar 
to the use of paa3 in paa3 ho5 xam4, paa3 ho5 mɤŋ4, etc.). 

han3 to2 C1 B2 throughout. 

han5 A1 to see. 

han5taa2 
A1 B2 clipped form of ʔaa2laʔ1han5taa2. 

han6 to1 C4 B4 until, up to. 

haŋ4 A4 to hold, to contain. 
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haŋ5saa2 A1 B1 ‘hangsa’ (P haṁsa), understood as ‘goose’ (usually hoŋ5, 
or hoŋ5saa2), swans not being known by local scribes, pet3 
haŋ5saa2; an alternative reading would be the sacred hangsa 
bird, which appears in Indian and Southeast Asian literature. 

haɰ3 C1 to give, to cause, to allow. 

haw4 A4 we, us, I, first person plural (also used as first person 
singular). 

haw6 C4 to pervade, to spread. 

hay2 B1 to beat (a drum). 

hay3 C1 to cry, to lament. 

he1 B4 to spill (over). 

he2 B1 placenta. 

he5 A1 wild, untamed, to fear, to be alarmed. 

he5maa2van4taa2 A1 B1 A4 B2 ‘Hemavanta,’ a vast forest in the Himalaya 
mountain range (P himavanta); hi5maa2van4taa2 at [28.12] is 
usually reserved for writings in Tham script, whereas 
Hemavanta is the most common form in Lik script. 

hek4 DL4 to say, to call, to name. 

hen4 A4 to learn, to study. 

heŋ4 A4 place, near; yeŋ4 in everyday speech. 

heŋ5 A1 thousand. 

het3 DS1 to do. 

het3 hɯ5 DS1 A1 how?, why? 

hew2 B1 wrinkled. 

hew4 A4 (long) stalk, slender (as the stalk of a flower); kaan3 in 
everyday speech. 

hew4 caɰ1 A4 A2 heart, mind. 

hew4 sɛŋ5 A4 A1 ‘hew saeng,’ read as a flower similar to hew4 xam4 or 
hew4 ŋɤn4, both of which are bushes of about head height with 
cubit-long leaves found in Mueang Sing, hew4 xam4 having 
yellow flowers and hew4 ŋɤn4 having white flowers (but not 
‘the flower of the arum’ as Cushing gives for mɔk2 hew4 ŋɤn4). 

heʔ6 C4 to obstruct, to hinder. 

hɛn4 A4 to prepare, to get ready, yew1 hɛn4. 

hɛŋ3 A3 dry. 

hɛŋ4 A4 strong, strength. 

hɤ1 B4 bright, shining. 

hɤ2 B1 sweat. 
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hɤ2 su5laa4 B1 A1 A4 alcohol. 

hɤ4 A4 boat, ship. 

hɤk2 DL1 gum (in the mouth), the gums. 

hɤk4 DL4 stars, constellation, horoscope based on 27 constellations, 
auspicious (Skt ṛíksha); usually lɤk4. 

hɤn1 hɤn1 B4 B4 ‘radiantly,’ read as an intensifier for cɯn1 ‘happy, 
bright’ at [62.14]. 

hɤn4 A4 house, household. 

hɤn4 hɤn4 A4 A4 (the sound of) many people speaking at once. 

hɤŋ4 A4 to shine, shining, resplendent. 

hɤŋ5 A1 long time. 

hɤy4 see hɤy6. 

hɤy6 C4 ‘O,’ vocative particle, usually with sense of exclamation, 
also used in invocations; often pronounced ʔɤy6, also hɤy4, 
ʔɤy4. 

hi2 B1 tightly (closed, sealed). 

hi4 A4 long. 

hi5maa2van4taa2 see he5maa2van4taa2. 

him4 A4 edge, border, bordering, near; written (and sometimes 
pronounced) hɛm4. 

him4 sop3 A4 DS1 lips. 

hiŋ2 B1 chime, small bell. 

hip2 B1 to pinch, to squeeze, ‘to afflict.’ 

hip4 DL4 (to act) swiftly, quickly, nɛt4 hip4. 

hiw3 C1 to hold, to carry in the hand. 

ho3 C1 to drive along, to drive away (of animals). 

ho4 A4 to recite or to read (a manuscript) aloud, ho4 pan1, ho4 thɛm5 
‘to expound,’ ho4 lik4 ‘to recite from a manuscript.’ 

ho4 ho4 A4 A4 widespread, extensive. 

ho5 A1 head, foremost or uppermost part.  

ho5 A1 hall, palace. 

ho5 A1 [05.19] classifier for lump or ball of rice. 

ho5 A1 title given to a former Buddhist novice after disrobing. 

ho5 can1 A1 B4 ‘Ho Can,’ name of the co-sponsor of the copying of the 
manuscript. 

ho5 caɰ1 A1 A2 heart. 

ho5 laa4 A1 A4 ‘royal hall,’ palace. 
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ho5 man4 A1 A4 yam, tuber. 

ho5 mɤŋ4 A1 A4 ‘head of the kingdom,’ i.e. north. 

ho5 mu2 vu2 xɔŋ2 taa1 kaa3 A1 B1 B1 B1 DS4 B2 ‘ho mu vu xong ta ka,’ untranslated due 
to unknown meaning; suggested readings include vu2 ‘hot’ 
(may3 vu2 in everyday speech), xɔŋ2 ‘skilled,’ and taa1 kaa3 ‘to 
clap bravely’ or taʔ1kaa2 ‘door’ (no known readings of ho5 or 
mu2 were considered to fit the context).  

ho5 nom4 
A1 A4 breast; usually ʔu3 in everyday speech. 

ho5 pɤŋ4 
A1 A4 (at) first, beginning; usually ho5 thi4 in everyday speech. 

ho5 sɛŋ5 A1 A1 ‘jewelled hall,’ palace. 

ho5 sɔŋ2 A1 B1 ‘shining hall,’ palace. 

ho5 xam4 A1 A4 ‘golden hall,’ palace, also an epithet of the king. 

hok3 DS1 six. 

hok3 fum2 faʔ6 DS1 B1 C4 [16.19] ‘six heavenly realms,’ the six realms 
immediately above the human realm but still within the 
sensuous sphere, of the 31 realms in Theravāda Buddhist 
cosmology (Nyanatiloka 1970: 46 ‘deva,’ 90 ‘loka’). 

hom1 B4 together (with), to accompany. 

hom1 xɤŋ1 B4 B4 as halves (of a whole), equally. 

hom3 C1 to cover, to shade, to protect. 

hom5 com4 A1 A4 to enjoy, to delight in, to take pleasure in 

hom6 C4 in harmony, in agreement. 

hon1 B4 noisy, noisily. 

hon5 A1 to move backwards, to recede. 

hon5 nɤ5 A1 A1 north. 

hon6 C4 to call out together. 

hoŋ1 B4 to detach, to fall off or away from, used of teeth at [61.14]. 

hoŋ4 see ton3 hoŋ4. 

hoŋ4 A4 hall. 

hoŋ4 heŋ4 A4 A4 [04.16] ‘hong heng,’ untranslated due to unknown 
meaning; suggested readings include a synonym for (yaŋ4) lɛw4 
‘single, unmarried, maiden.’ 

hoŋ4 sɛŋ5 A4 A1 meeting hall within a Buddhist monastery. 

hoŋ4 xam4 A4 A4 [03.11] ‘Golden Banyan,’ an epithet of the Bodhi Tree; 
see ton3 hoŋ4, ton3 po4thi4. 
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hoŋ4 xam4 A4 A4 [39.07] ‘golden room,’ the throne room of the royal 
palace; in everyday speech, hoŋ4 xam4 is used for monastic 
buildings other than the main meeting hall, i.e. where monks 
sleep, or where manuscripts are stored. 

hoŋ5 
A1 [19.20] the sacred hangsa bird (P haṁsa), which appears in 
Indian and Southeast Asian literature; see haŋ5saa2. 

hoŋ5 
A1 renowned, famed, celebrated, revered, hoŋ5 haaŋ4; ton1 hoŋ5 
‘Renowned One,’ an epithet of the Buddha and the Bodhisatta. 

hoy2 B1 classifier for small round or spherical objects; also noy2. 

hoy2 taa1 B1 A2 eye, eyeball; also noy2 taa1. 

hoy3 C1 ravine, gully. 

hoy4 
A4 A4 to disseminate, to diffuse (of pleasant fragrance), hoy4 
hoy4. 

hoy4 haay4 A4 A4 hairy. 

hoy5  A1 to open, to reveal. 

hoy5 fe2 A1 B1 to expound, to reveal, to announce. 

hoy5 laak2 A1 DL1 [23.03] read as ‘of distinction;’ an alternative reading 
might be hoy5 laak4 ‘open and trailing.’ 

hoy5 paak2 A1 DL2 to expound, to reveal. 

hoy5 thaaŋ2 A1 B1 to expound, to reveal. 

hɔk2 DL1 ‘grey-haired’, old man, ho5 hɔk2. 

hɔm4 A4 to join, to put together (side by side). 

hɔm4 faa4 A4 A4 united, side by side, together, alongside. 

hɔm4 mɯ4 A4 A4 to salute, to pay homage, to greet by raising the hands 
with the palms pressed together. 

hɔm4 paa4 A4 A4 by the side of, alongside. 

hɔm4 pɔŋ4 A4 A4 to associate with, to be united with. 

hɔm5 
A1 fragrant; hɔm5 yaaw4, hɔm5 ʔe4, ‘very fragrant.’ 

hɔn1 B4 to wander around, to roam.  

hɔn2 B1 ever, maw2 hɔn2 never; see tɔn6. 

hɔŋ2 B4 to hold up with the hands, to support from below, xam2 
hɔŋ2. 

hɔŋ2 B1 north (hon5 nɤ5 in everyday speech), paa3 hɔŋ2, ceŋ2 hɔŋ2; 
often hɔŋ3. 
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hɔŋ3 C1 span (between two things, implying all things in between), 
to span, to encompass, entire, complete, used in hɔŋ3 faʔ6 
‘spanning the heavens;’ see ce1 hɔŋ3 faʔ6, thɤn2 hɔŋ3 faʔ6, fi5 
hɔŋ3 faʔ6. 

hɔŋ3 C1 [71.20] room, hɔŋ3 hɤn4.  

hɔŋ3 C1 [50.10] classifier for a tɔy4 or section of text. 

hɔŋ4 A4 to receive, to carry (in the hands, or held in a container, 
cloth, etc.), haap1 hɔŋ4, tuŋ4 hɔŋ4, but B1 xam2 hɔŋ2. 

hɔŋ4 A4 [24.03] to line, to cover the inner surface. 

hɔŋ5 A1 red, scarlet, lɛŋ1 hɔŋ5. 

hɔŋ5 A1 to leap, to jump (up), to soar. 

hɔŋ6 C4 to call, to cry out, to shout. 

hɔŋ6 hay3 C4 C1 to cry, to lament. 

hɔp2 DL1 to take up, to take away, to support on one or both arms. 

hɔp4 DL4 to encircle, to go around. 

hɔt4 DL4 to arrive, to reach. 

hɔy3 C1 to care for, xɔt2 hɔy3 ‘to love.’ 

hɔy3 C1 to hang, to suspend. 

hɔy4 A4 mark, imprint, vestige, trace. 

hɔy6 C4 hundred (read in dates given in numerals in passages of 
Tham script); usually paak2, although hɔy6 is becoming more 
common in everyday speech, as a loan word from Tai Lue. 

hu2 B1 wrinkled. 

hu4 A4 hole, opening, ‘inlet’ at [07.15] 

hu5 A1 ear. 

hu5 naa5 A1 A1 hard of hearing, deaf (literally ‘thick-eared’). 

hu5 tuŋ4 A1 A4 to listen. 

hun2  B1 (bodily) form, figure. 

hun2 cin1 cɔy6 B1 B4 C4 ‘Polished Form Damsel,’ an epithet of the princess. 

hun2 cɔy6 B1 C4 ‘damsel form,’ descriptive of a woman’s beauty, also 
used as an epithet of the princess. 

hun2 faa4 tɛm3 B1 A4 C2 ‘painted faa form,’ descriptive of a woman’s beauty, 
also used as an epithet of the princess; see faa4. 

hun2 tɛm3 B1 C2 ‘painted form,’ descriptive of a woman’s beauty, also 
used as an epithet of the princess. 

hun2 yɔt4 cɔy6 B1 DL4 C4 ‘Supreme Damsel Form,’ an epithet of the princess 
and an appellation of female Noble Disciples of the Buddha). 

hun4 A4 [66.03] read as ‘bodily filth.’ 
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huŋ1 B4 to shine, shiny, bright. 

huŋ5 A1 to die violently, taay1 huŋ5. 

hup4 DL4 to gather, to collect. 

hup4 cɤŋ1 DL4 B4 ‘vassal states,’ or ‘the whole kingdom including its 
vassal states.’ 

huʔ6 C4 to know. 

hɯ3 
C1 cognate of TN haɰ3, used in parts of the text written in 
Tham script. 

hɯ5 A1 how?, what?, interrogative particle, also ‘how…!’ as 
exclamation; see het3 hɯ5, naŋ5 hɯ5, vaa1 hɯ5. 

hɯ5 A1 or. 

hɯ5 cam6 A1 C4 ‘hɯ cam,’ untranslated final particle. 

hɯ5 laak2 
A1 DL1 that is, as it were, namely; also hɯ5 taak2. 

hɯ5 lɛ1 A1 B4 ‘How…!,’ as exclamation. 

hɯ5 nɔ1 A1 B4 ‘hɯ nɔ,’ how?, what?, interrogative particle. 

hɯ5 se5 kɔʔ6 A1 A1 C4 in any case, no matter what, under any 
circumstances. 

hɯ5 taak2 see hɯ5 laak2. 

hɯk3 DS1 (narrow, steep-sided) chasm, gorge. 

kaa1 B4 place, at, to, from. 

kaa1 B4 but, only. 

kaa1  B4 to be equal to, as much as. 

kaa1 B4 price, value, worth. 

kaa1 B4 person, people, classifier for persons (and for spirits at 
[32.19]), often as kaa1 ʔan1, kaa1 fu3; see koʔ6. 

kaa1 faɰ2 B4 B1 according to one’s wishes. 

kaa1 fu3 B4 C1 people. 

kaa1 nay6 B4 C4 here, and so, thus, introductory particle. 

kaa1 pen1 B4 A2 all. 

kaa1 taak2 see taak2. 

kaa1 xaa5 A2 A1 writings, the first two consonants of the Tai Nuea 
alphabet, signifying ‘the alphabet’ as ABC in English; kaʔ1 xaa5 
in everyday speech. 

kaa1laa2 
A2 B1 time (P kāla); also kaʔ3laa2. 

kaa1thaa2 
B4 B1 verse, stanza (P gāthā). 

kaa1to2 A2 B2 ‘esteemed wife’ of a man of standing (B ကေတာ)္. 
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kaa1yaa2 A2 B3 body (P kāya). 

kaa2 B2 to go. 

kaa2 mu2 ti1 B2 B1 B4 [21.04] ‘kaa mu ti,’ untranslated due to unknown 
meaning; suggested readings include ‘to go to meet at the 
place,’ or ‘to go based on this case’ (from B မူတည္). 

kaa2 taak2 B2 DL2 [26.19] to follow suit. 

kaa2laʔ1vi4paʔ1ti2 B2 DS4 A4 DS4 B2 [09.02] read as ‘darkness and destruction’ 
(P kāla/kāḷa +vipāṭeti?). 

kaa2me4su5mik1saa2 B2 A4 A1 DS4 B1 ‘(to refrain from) sexual misconduct,’ the 
third of the five moral precepts for lay Buddhists (P kāmesu 
micchācāra). The meaning ‘to refrain from’ is implied, although 
this part of the formula (TN ve4laa2maʔ1ni2 P veramaṇī) is 
omitted; usually further clipped to kaa2me2 in everyday speech; 
see pɛn2caʔ1si2. 

kaa3 C2 to dance, to perform preliminary exercises before boxing. 

kaa4 A4 to part, to separate, apart, distant (B ၾကား), often as yaan5 
kaa4, kaa4 yaan5. 

kaa4naan4 A4 A4 numeral, numerical figure, numerical order (B ဂဏန္း P 

gaṇanā); written and sometimes pronounced kaʔ1naan4, also 
kaa4nan4, kaa1nan2. 

kaa5 
A1 right (side); xaa5 in everyday speech. 

kaak3 kaay5 see kaay5. 

kaak4 see mɔk2 kaak4. 

kaan1 A2 work, business, official.  

kaan2 pɔŋ3 B2 C2 banded krait snake, Bungarus fasciatus. 

kaan3 C2 section of a manuscript; synonym for tɔy4. 

kaan3 C2 cluster, bunch (of flowers), stem, stalk. 

kaan4 A4 to creep, to crawl. 

kaan6 C4 to remove (as seeds from an ear of grain), to defeat, used of 
monks removing/defeating the mental defilements. 

kaaŋ1 A2 middle, in the middle of. 

kaaŋ1 A2 deer. 

kaaŋ1 B4 langur (leaf-monkey); usually ʔi2 kaaŋ1. 

kaaŋ1 caɰ1 A2 A2 ‘within the heart,’ innermost thoughts, to have 
(something) in mind. 

kaaŋ1 haaŋ4 A2 A4 womb, offspring. 

kaaŋ1 haaw5 A2 A1 sky, space, the heavens. 
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kaaŋ1 hɔŋ5 A2 A1 [62.04] read as kaaŋ1 haaw5 modified to agree with 
thɤŋ5 thɔŋ5 and naay4 fɔŋ5. 

kaaŋ1 muŋ6 A2 C4 womb. 

kaaŋ3 
C2 wide, broad, vast, also ‘long,’ as in co1 kaaŋ3 ‘long time.’ 

kaaŋ4 A4 to be free from (B ကင္း). 

kaaŋ4 A4 jaw. 

kaaŋ4 kaaŋ4 A4 A4 brilliant, clear, blazing (of sunlight). 

kaaŋ4laa4 A4 A4 one’s own child, offspring, progeny; kaaŋ4 is read as a 
scribal error for this at [25.10]. 

kaap1 kaay6 DS4 C4 instantly, immediately.  

kaap2 DL2 petal. 

kaap2 kɛw3 
DL2 C2 name of scribe, caa4 kaap2 kɛw3. 

kaap3 
DS2 aeon, ‘world-cycle’ (Skt kalpa, P kappa). 

kaap3 DS2 together, with, and (usually kop3 in manuscript literature). 

kaap3 kaa2 DS2 B2 everywhere; at [55.11] read as kaap3 ‘with’ (the spirits) 
and kaa2 ‘to go.’  

kaap4 DL4 to offer to a monk, royalty, or parents (B ကပ)္. 

kaap4 DL4 to hold between the teeth. 

kaat1 DS4 able, skilled, accomplished, invulnerable (due to protective 
charms), kaat1 caaŋ1. 

kaat1 hɤy6 DS4 C4 ‘kaat hɤy,’ untranslated final particle. 

kaat1 nɔ1 DS4 B4 ‘kaat nɔ,’ untranslated final particle. 

kaat1 yaw6 DS4 C4 ‘kaat yaw,’ untranslated final particle. 

kaat4 see maw2 kaat4. 
kaaw1 kaaw1 A2 A2 loud-voiced, booming, thundering. 

kaaw2 B2 to state, speak, to say. 

kaaw2 xɔp4 B1 DL4 [41.14] ‘to long for.’ 

kaaw2 xɔp4 B1 DL4 [06.17] ‘to state throughout each period (of the day).’ 

kaaw3 C2 to step, to stride.  

kaay2 B2 to span, to bridge, to put across, to add to. 

kaay2 B2 to state, to speak (about), to relate, to tell, kaay2 caap3, kaay2 
xo3, kaay2 vɛŋ2. 

kaay4 A4 water buffalo, also kwaay4, xaay4; previously kwaay4 in 
everyday speech, but now xaay4. 
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kaay5 
A1 to turn (around), kaay5 xiŋ4 ‘to turn the body;’ kaak3 kaay5 
at [14.18]. 

kak4 kak4 DL4 DL4 dazzling. 

kak4 kak4 see kak4 kik4. 

kak4 kik4 
DL4 DL4 ‘kak kik,’ the sound of footsteps, kak4 kak4 at [62.10] 
to agree with ʔɔk2 fak4. 

kam1 A2 to hold (in the hand), also used of precepts, etc.  

kam1 caa4 A2 A4 to hold firmly. 

kam1 kyɑɑŋ4 A1 A4 to hold, to observe, to practise, to keep, also kam1 
kwyɑɑŋ4; see kyɑɑŋ4. 

kam1 mɯ4 A2 B4 to hold in the hand, to grasp. 

kam1faa2 
A2 B1 era, world-cycle; also kam2faa2. 

kam1faʔ6 A2 C4 orphan (rare, for usual luk4 tim2faʔ6). 

kam2 
see kam2maa2. 

kam2 B2 dark in colour, dark, black. 

kam2 kyɤk4 B2 DL4 read as ‘as you like, whatever you like, according to 
your wishes;’ see kyɤk4. 

kam2 nay6 B2 C4 now, at present. 

kam2maa2 B2 B1 ‘kamma’ (P kamma ‘act, action, deed’), generally 
understood as synonymous with vi1paa2kaa2 (P vipāka) ‘result 
or consequence of previous actions,’ but also ‘act, action’ at 
[23.15], etc., also kam2; see kɛm4maa2, kyɛm4maa2. 

kam2paa1laa2 
B2 A2 B1 ‘kampala’ (P kambala), a kind of (woolen) cloth or 
blanket, used as a garment or as a rug, which magically flies 
throught the air. 

kam4 A4 word; also xam4, xɔm4. 

kam4 A4 time, moment (also ‘mouthful, morsel’). 

kam4 kɔm4 A4 A4 [43.15] read as kam4 kɔŋ4. 

kam4 kɔŋ4 A4 A4 to reflect, to consider, to contemplate. 

kam4 lew1 A4 A3 at once, immediately. 

kam6 C4 to gather, to collect together (as water behind a dam), to be 
crowded. 

kam6 C4 to support, to uphold, to help. 

kam6 cu4 C4 A4 to support, to sustain. 

kan1 A2 ‘together, mutual,’ postverbal collaborative marker for unity 
or reciprocity of action. 

kan4thaa2 A4 B1 fragrance, scent (P gandha). 
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kaŋ1 A2 confused, absent minded; see kɤt3 kaŋ1. 

kaŋ3 C2 to put up, to open, to spread (a barrier or a cloth). 

kaŋ4 A4 to bend into a ring, circle, ring (B ကြင္း); see moy4.  

kaɰ3 C2 near. 

kaw1 A2 I, first person singular. 

kaw1 caw3 A2 C2 I, first person singular used by the Buddha, the 
Bodhisatta, and royalty. 

kaw1 nɔ1 A2 B4 ‘kaw nɔ,’ untranslated final particle. 

kaw1 pay1 maɰ4 maa4 A2 A2 A4 A4 ‘coming and going’ (literally ‘I go you come’). 

kaw1 xaa3 A2 C1 I, first person singular used by common people. 

kaw1 xun5 A2 A1 I, first person singular, used by the Buddha. 

kaw2 B2 old, former. 

kaw3 C2 top-knot, bunched hairstyle; also tum2 kaw3. 

kaw3 mɯn2 C2 B1 90,000. 

kaw3 sip3 hok3 C2 DS1 DS1 ninety six. 

kaw3 yo1 C2 B4 [38.06] a top-knot where the hair is gathered and then let 
down a little. 

kaw6 C4 origin, source, foundation, beginning, leader. 

kaw6 saa5thaa2 C4 A1 B1 main sponsor or leader of merit-making. 

kaw6 xɛn5 C4 A1 armpit. 

kay1 A2 far. 

kay6 C4 to make (repeated, frequent, continous) effort, often 
repeated, frequently done. 

kaʔ1he2 DS4 B1 solder, bond (B ဂေဟ). 

kaʔ1he2 cɤk4 DS4 B1 DL4 to weld, to fuse, to bond (B ဂေဟဆက္ ‘to weld’, 

or B ဂေဟ ‘solder’ with TN cɤk4 ‘to weld’). 

kaʔ1ti2 DS4 B2 pledge, oath, promise (B ကတ)ိ, sometimes kaʔ1tiʔ3; 

[16.11] xat1ti2 is probably a scribal error. 

ke1 
A2 in the midst of, between, ke1 pɤn1. 

ke2 B2 little, few. 

ke2 B2 old (of people), elderly, mature, senior, leader, chief. 

ke3 see tɔp2 ke3. 

ke4 cu4 A4 A4 benevolence, kindness, person who is benevolent 
towards us (B ေက်းဇူး); also understood as ‘parents, father, 
mother.’ 
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ke4 lam6 
A4 C4 body of water; ke4 nam6 in everyday speech for rivers, 
etc. (lam6 also replaces the expected nam6 in fɔŋ4 lam6 ‘wave’ at 
[02.15]). 

ke4 le4 sam5muk4 A4 A4 A1 DL4 to vilify, to revile (B ကဲ႔ရဲ႕သမုုတ)္. 

ke4saa2 
A4 B2 hair (P kesa); fom5 in everyday speech. 

keŋ1taa2 A2 B2 Kengta, clipped form of keŋ1taa2vaʔ1ti2. 
keŋ1taa2vaʔ1ti2 A2 B2 DS4 B2 Kengtavati, daughter of the King of Palanasi 

(possibly from P kantāvatī); also keŋ1taa2, su5keŋ1taa2. 

keŋ4 A4 number used in astrological calculation, implying ‘destiny, 
fate, fortune’ (B ကိန္း), keŋ4 mɤŋ4; also ciŋ4. 

keŋ4 kwyo2 A4 B2 calculation of the planets, in astrological readings  
(B ကိန္းျဂိဳဟ)္. 

keŋ4yaa2 see keŋ4yaa4naa2. 

keŋ4yaa4naa2 A4 A4 B1 maiden, young unmarried woman (B ကညာ  
P kaññā); usually keŋ4yaa2. 

keŋ5 A2 see fom5 keŋ5. 

keŋ5 
A1 species of fragrant screwpine (keŋ5 hɔm5) or pandanus; the 
form of the flowers at [04.09] co1 keŋ5 ŋɤn4 is used on finial 
umbrellas above the palaces of Palanasi; [04.19] mɔn4 keŋ5 
‘Essence of Pandanus’ is an epithet of the Bodhisatta; [39.12] 
ku2 hew4 keŋ5 compares the princesses beauty to a bud its 
flowers; [19.10] fom5 keŋ5 is a kind of hairstyle. The fragrant 
cream-coloured flowers were traditionally used as offerings in 
Tai Nuea temples, but the tree is now scarce in Mueang Sing; 
the term kaap2 keŋ5 is used more than mɔk2 keŋ5 for the 
flowers. 

ket4 DL4 angry. 

kew2 B2 to hook, to hang on a hook. 

kew3 C2 to encircle, to wind around. 

kew6 C4 to chew. 

kɛm1 A2 budding shoot (of a plant). 

kɛm1 mɤŋ4 A2 A4 heir apparent of a king or ruler, crown prince. 

kɛm3 C2 cheek. 

kɛm4 A4 text, sacred book, discourse (B က်မ္း); also kyɛm4, kwyɛm4. 

kɛm4 hoŋ5 A4 A1 ‘renowned text,’ sacred book, discourse; see kɛm4. 

kɛm4 sɛŋ5 A4 A1 [18.13] ‘jewel vessel,’ vessel for pouring water to 
dedicate merit, and by implication read as the water itself 
(usually nam6 kɛm4 sɛŋ5). 
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kɛm4 sɛŋ5 A4 A1 ‘jewel text,’ sacred book or discourse; see kɛm4, kɛm4 
hoŋ5, kɛm4 xam4. 

kɛm4 xam4 A4 A4 ‘golden text,’ sacred book, discourse; see kɛm4. 

kɛm4maa2 A4 B1 result or consequences of previous actions according to 
the law of kamma (B ၾကမၼာ Skt karma), synonym for 

vi1paa2kaa2, yu2paak4; also kyɛm4maa2, (unusually) xɛm4maa2 at 
[66.08]. 

kɛm5 A1 (irreg.) to keep at one’s side. 

kɛn1 
A2 solid part of a thing, core, wood, kɛn1 taaŋ3 ‘wood of a 
species of cork tree;’ kɛn1 is the wood of a tree in general, 
whereas lɔn6 is the usually darker heartwood. 

kɛn1 kɔk2 A2 DL2 ‘kɛn kɔk,’ untranslated due to unknown meaning at 
[17.11]. 

kɛn2 B2 certainly, truly, very. 

kɛn2 caw3 B2 C2 ‘True Master,’ an epithet of the Buddha and of the 
Bodhisatta and the king. 

kɛn2 laak2 B2 DL1 certainly, surely, truly. 

kɛn2 vɔŋ6 B2 C4 ‘True Magnificence,’ an epithet of the Buddha and of 
the king and the princess. 

kɛn4 A4 narrow, straits, destitution, distress (B က်ည္း). 

kɛn4 A4 to look; see lew5 kɛn4. 

kɛn5 A1 to roll (up), to twist, kɛn5 tew2 to roll up the trousers. 

kɛŋ1 B4 to pretend; also het3 kɛŋ1. 

kɛp1 DS4 moment, kɛp1 nɯŋ1 ‘(in) a moment.’ 

kɛw3 C2 gem, jewel, precious stone. 

kɛw3 vɔŋ6 C2 C4 ‘Magnificent Gem,’ an epithet of the Buddha and of the 
king; see xaa3 kɛw3 vɔŋ6, paak2 kɛw3 vɔŋ6. 

kɤ4 A4 to expect, to long for. 

kɤk3 DS2 connected with, suited to, to match. 

kɤm4 A4 solid, firm, immovable, unshakeable. 

kɤm6 C4 astounded, stunned, disconcerted. 

kɤn4 A4 many, abundant. 

kɤŋ2 B2 suitable, appropriate, befitting. 

kɤŋ4 A4 to bend over, to hang over, to lean. 

kɤŋ4 A4 collection, group (B ဂုုိဏ္း P gaṇa). 

kɤŋ4 kɤŋ4 A4 A4 plainly, laat4 kɤŋ4 kɤŋ4 ‘to speak plainly.’ 
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kɤt1 DS4 to think. 

kɤt2 DL2 to be born.  

kɤt3 DS2 to remain, to be left. 

kɤt3 see kɤt3. 
kɤt3 can4 DS2 A4 transfixed, motionless and staring through fear or awe. 

kɤt3 kaŋ1 DS2 A2 stupefied, astounded. 

kɤt3 xam5 DS2 A1 to be stuck, unable to proceed. 

ki1 B4 to blossom, to open. 

ki1 sum2 B4 B1 ‘to open and cover,’ i.e. to protect. 

ki4 A4 big, great (B ႀကီး). 

ki4 laaŋ2 A4 B1 [10.14] read as ‘to order, to direct, to administer  
(B စီရင)္. 

kin1 
A2 to eat, to rule (cin1 in everyday speech). 

kin1 caaŋ3 A2 C2 to work for food. 

kin1 cam2 
A2 B2 to enjoy, to rule (over); usually cin1 cam2 in literature. 

kin1 mɤŋ4 A2 B4 to rule a kingdom. 

kin1 taan4  A2 A4 to practise generosity, to make offerings, to offer alms. 

kiŋ2 B2 branch. 

kip4 DL4 to pinch, to squeeze, to hold (between two things), to 
carry. 

kip4 xaaŋ3 DL4 C1 ‘to carry by one’s side,’ meaning ‘to keep 
(information) close to one’s chest.’  

kit2 DL2 to be impeded, to be hindered. 

kit2 xɔŋ3 DL2 C1 adversity, misfortune, obstacle, hindrance; also xɔŋ3 
kit2. 

kiw1 A2 strand. 

kiw2 
B2 narrow, to be very poor, in straits, kiw2 yaak4, xam5 kiw2. 

kiw2 yaak4 B2 distress, hardship, extreme poverty (often as kiw2 kɛn4 in 
other texts); see xam5 kiw2. 

kiʔ3le4saa2 DS2 A4 B1 ‘kilesa,’ mental defilements (P kilesa); synonym 
for son5saw4. 

ko1 A2 to fear, to be in awe. 

ko1 
A2 clump or cluster (of plants), [28.20] keŋ5 ko1 (usually ko1 
keŋ5) ‘a species of fragrant screwpine or pandan.’ 

ko1 bun1 see ko1 vun5. 

ko1 kuŋ2 von1 ŋaw4 see ko1 vun5. 
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ko1 ŋaw4 see ko1 vun5. 

ko1 von1 see ko1 vun5. 

ko1 vun5 A2 A3 to respect, to revere; also ko1 von1, ko1 bun1, ko1 ŋaw4, 
ko1 kuŋ2 von1 ŋaw4. 

ko1so2 see ku1so2. 

ko2  B2 to begin. 

ko2 faʔ6 B2 C4 ancient; see ce1 ko2 faʔ6. 

ko2 kɔŋ1 
B2 A2 to heap up, to bundle, to gather together; also kɔŋ1 ko2 

ko4 caa4 A4 A4 substitute, deputy (B ကုုိယ္စား). 

ko4 kaay2 A4 B2 to worship, to revere (B ကုုိးကြယ)္. 

ko4 to1 A4 A2 [36.11] read as ‘to be brazen, to boast’ (possibly from B 
အားကုုိး); usually ʔaa4 ko4 to1 in other texts. 

ko4 to2 A4 B2 ‘noble brother,’ as a respectful term of address  
(B ကုုိယ္ေတာ)္. 

ko4 ʔaa4 A4 A4 (irreg.) understood as ‘to boast, to show off;’ an 
alternative reading is the Burmese ‘trust, reliance, confidence, 
to trust, to rely upon’ (B အားကုုိး); also ʔaa4 ko4. 

ko4taa1maa2 
A4 A2 B1 ‘Kotama,’ the name of the Buddha (P gotama). 

kom1 
A2 round; also see pi4 kom1. 

kom1 
A2 (to gather and) discuss, kom1 tham4 ‘to discuss the 
Dhamma.’ 

kom3 C2 to stoop, to lower the head. 

kom3 naa3 C2 C1 to lower one’s head, to stoop, to obey.  

kon2 B2 to break, to destroy, to demolish, to uproot (of trees). 

kon3 C2 rump, arse. 

kon4 A4 person. 

koŋ1 A2 cavity, hollow space, koŋ1 maaŋ4 chief of ‘vessel(s),’ koŋ1 
me1 mother’s ‘belly,’ sop3 koŋ5 ‘gaping’ mouth. 

koŋ1 xo4 A2 A4 throat, gullet. 

koŋ2 B2 solid necklace, neck ring. 

koŋ6 A4 curved, bending, winding. 

kop3 
DS2 together, with, and; kaap3 in everyday speech. 

kop3 kop3 thaap4 thaap4 C2 C2 DL4 DL4 to steadily add, to gradually or repeatedly 
accumulate. 

kot1 DS4 curved, crooked. 
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koy1 A2 large basket for carrying (or storing) goods. 

koy1 A2 cotton. 

koy3 C2 banana. 

koy4 
see kɔy4. 

koy6 C4 curved. 

koʔ6 C4 person, friend, associate, classifier for persons. 

kɔk2 
see kɛn1 kɔk2. 

kɔk4 D4 to question, to interrogate, to ask repeatedly. 

kɔm2 B2 to keep (information) to oneself, to keep under wraps, to 
keep under one’s hat. 

kɔm4 A4 to bow respectfully, to revere. 

kɔm4 vaaŋ2 A4 B1 to surrender, to render homage, to be vassal. 

kɔm6 C4 to hang down the head (as an ear of grain), synonym for 
beauty, haaŋ1 kɔm6. 

kɔm6 C4 only (just). 

kɔn2 B2 before, more than. 

kɔn2 hɤy6 B2 C4 ‘kɔn hɤy,’ untranslated final particle. 

kɔn2 naa1 B2 B4 ‘kɔn naa,’ untranslated final particle. 

kɔn2 yaw6 B2 C4 ‘kɔn yaw,’ untranslated final particle. 

kɔn3 C2 lump, piece, classifier for pieces. 

kɔn3 C2 full-clustered (of flowers, fruit, etc.). 

kɔn4 A4 to be stricken, to be burdened, to be tethered. 

kɔn4 A4 read as xɔn4 at [21.17]. 

kɔn4 faan5 A4 A1 poverty-stricken, troubled in mind; see faan5. 

kɔŋ1 A2 drum. 

kɔŋ1 A2 to collect, gather together, heap up. 

kɔŋ1 ko2  see ko2 kɔŋ1. 

kɔŋ2 B2 to bend, to bulge. 

kɔŋ3 C2 to echo. 

kɔŋ4 kaaŋ2 A4 B2 universe, cosmos, the heavens (B ေကာင္းကင္). 

kɔŋ4 kɔŋ4 A4 A4 earnest, diligent, sincere (B ေကာင္းေကာင္း). 

kɔŋ4 ʔuŋ4 A4 A4 pillow, to pillow the head (B ေခါင္းအုုံး); also ʔuŋ4 
xyɑɑŋ4. 

kɔŋ4mu4 A4 A4 accumulated merit (B ေကာင္းမႈ). 

kɔŋ4mu4 A4 A4 [22.15] pagoda, stupa. 
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kɔp4 DL4 to cling to, hold on at the side. 

kɔt2 DL2 to embrace. 

kɔy1  A2 to completely end, to be entirely finished or used up. 

kɔy1 B4 to delay, to tarry, gradually, slowly, gently, particle 
implying something gradually taking place over time (often not 
included in translation). 

kɔy1 A2 to exceed, to surpass, very, kɔy1 taaŋ2. 

kɔy1 laak2 B4 DL1 [72.16] to gradually improve. 

kɔy4 A4 only, just. 

kɔy4 cam1 
A4 A2 ‘kɔy cam,’ untranslated final particle. 

kɔy4 kaa1 A4 B4 only, but, although, nevertheless. 

kɔy4 laak2 A4 DL1 only, just, simply. 

kɔy4 naa1 A4 B4 ‘kɔy naa,’ untranslated final particle. 

kɔy4 saa1 vaa1 nay5 A4 B4 B4 A1 ‘kɔy saa vaa nay,’ untranslated final particle. 

kɔy4 to1 A4 A2 alone. 

kɔy4 yaw6 
A4 C4 ‘kɔy yaw,’ untranslated final particle. 

kɔʔ6 C4 ‘so, and, then,’ topic linker (often untranslated). 

kɔʔ6 saa1 C4 B4 ‘how nice…,’ phrase final particle expressing politeness. 

ku1 B4 each, every. 

ku1 B4 pair, partner. 

ku1so2 B4 B1 virtue, virtuous, wholesome; also ku4so2, ko1so2, ko4so2 
(P kusala). 

ku2 B2 bud (of a leaf or flower), to bud. 

ku2 B2 bed, couch. 

ku2 see xaaw5 ku2. 

ku2 ŋɤk4 B2 DL4 couch or bed decorated with carvings of ŋɤk4 ‘water 
serpents;’ see ŋɤk4. 

ku4 
A4 respectfully, attentively, ku4 faŋ4 ‘to listen respectfully.’ 

ku4 
A4 to copy, to transcribe (B ကူး), le4 ku4. 

ku4 A4 to help, to assist (B က)ူ. 

ku4 caa4 A4 A4 to bless, to take care of (B ကူ + ?). 

ku4laa2 see put1thaa2 ku4laa2. 

kuk4 kik4 DL4 DL4 read as ‘many-faceted,’ xo3 lik4 kuk4 kik4. 

kum2 B2 hips, kum2 kon3 ‘buttocks, hips.’ 
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kum3 C2 overcast, overspread, to overspread, to blanket. 

kum4 ŋum4 A4 A4 exceedingly, pitch (black), intensifier for darkness and 
the colour black. 

kum6 C4 to bless. 

kun1 A2 realm, continent, island. 

kun1 cɤŋ1 faʔ6 A2 B4 C4 world. 

kun1 laa4 see kun1 mɤŋ4. 

kun1 mɤŋ4 A2 A4 world; also kun1 laa4, te4 mɤŋ4. 

kun4 see kuŋ2. 

kuŋ2  B2 (positive) quality, virtue (B ဂုဏ္ P guṇa); kun4 at [44.04] is 

unusual in Lik manuscripts (sometimes found as kuŋ2 kun4) and 
is normally used in Tham script; also kuŋ2naa2. 

kuŋ2 suŋ4 paa4 B2 A4 A4 ‘Three Qualities’ (B ဂုဏ္သံုးပါး), i.e. the Qualities of 
the Buddha, Dhamma and Sangha which are the object of 
recollection in the practice of pukthanusati thammanusati 
sangxanusati. 

kuŋ2naa2 B2 B1 ‘Qualities’ (B ဂုဏ္ P guṇa), read at [08.16] as the 

practice of pukthanusati thammanusati sangxanusati, i.e. the 
recollection of the Qualities of the Buddha, Dhamma and 
Sangha; see kuŋ2. 

kɯ1 taa1 A2 A2 to glare, to stare in an intimidating way. 

kɯŋ6 kaaŋ6 C4 C4 suddenly, without warning. 

kway5 
A1 to swing, kway5 nɯŋ5. 

kwyɑɑŋ4 A4 to do, to practise (B က်င့္); also kyɑɑŋ4, kwyɔŋ4. 

kwyɑɑŋ4 A4 Buddhist monastery or temple (B ေက်ာင္း); vat4 in everyday 
speech. 

kwyɑɑŋ4 kɛn4 A4 A4 to act in a way that causes distress, affliction or pain 
(possibly B က်င့္ၾက,ံ also read as က်င္ ့+ က်ည္း). 

kwyɑɑŋ4 kyɤ4 A4 A4 benefit, blessing, result of good actions (B ေကာင္းက်ဳိး). 

kwyɑɑŋ4 lam4 A4 A4 to enquire, to draw out details or desired information  
(B ေၾကာင္းလမ္း); also kyɑɑŋ4 lam4. 

kwyɑk3 DS2 to leap, to jump (B ?); only occuring with mid-rising 
variant of this tone. 

kwyɑk4 DL4 reputation, character (B က်က)္. 

kwyɑk4 saʔ1le2 DL4 DS1 B1 glory, honour, esteem, prestige, glorious 
reputation (B က်က္သေရ), kwyɑk4 le2 at [13.12]; saʔ1le2 in 
everyday speech. 
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kwyɑk4 tɛŋ2 DL4 B2 stone pillar (B ေက်ာက္တုုိင)္. 

kwyo2 B2 planet, used in reference to astrological readings  
(B ျဂိဳဟ ္from Skt gráha). 

kwyo2  B2 [46.09] famous, renowned, esteemed (B ေၾကာ္); also kyo2. 

kwyɔŋ4 see laan4 kwyɔŋ4. 

kyaa4 A4 lotus (B ၾကာ). 

kyaa4 A4 harsh, rough, violent (B ?). 

kyaa4 A4 tiger (B က်ား). 

kyaam4 
see kyɛm4, caɰ1 kyaam4. 

kyɑɑŋ4 see kwyɑɑŋ4. 

kyɑɑŋ4 laan4 
see laan4 kwyɔŋ4. 

kyɑɑŋ4 lam4 see kwyɑɑŋ4 lam4. 

kyɑn2 B2 to remain (B က်န္). 

kyɑp4 kyɑp4 DL4 DL4 earnestly, intently (B က်ပ္က်ပ္). 

kyɛm2 
B2 to plan, to consider, to intend (B ၾကံ); also kɛm2, kyaam2. 

kyɛm4 
A4 to be harsh, rough, violent (B ၾကမ္း); also kɛm4, kyaam4. 

kyɛm4 tham4 A4 A4 dissolute, immoral, corrupt (B ၾကမ္းတမ္း), the Burmese 
meaning is ‘rough, harsh, violent,’ whereas the meaning here is 
based on a local interpretation of the Burmese as TN tham4 
‘(Buddhist) virtue;’ also kɛm4 tham4. 

kyɛm4 yaak4 A4 A4 hardship, affliction, torment, distress; often pronounced 
kɛm4 yaak4. 

kyɤ4 A4 to strive (B ႀကိဳး). 

kyɤ4 kyaa4 A4 A4 to strive, to make effort (in religious practice)  
(B ႀကိဳးစား); also kwyɤ4 kyaa4, kyo4 kyaa4, kwyo4 kyaa4. 

kyɤk4 DL4 to like, to be fond of (B ႀကိဳက္), kyɤk4 caɰ1 ‘to be pleased 
or contented.’ 

kyo2 see kwyo2. 

kyo4 kyaa4 
see kyɤ4 kyaa4. 

laa1 caɰ1 B4 A2 to be prepared, to be ready (to do something). 

laa1 fe4 A3 A4 parents. 

laa1 paa4 A3 A4 parents. 

laa1 se2 A3 B1 parents. 

laa1 sɛŋ5 A3 A1 parents; read as ‘mother’ from the context at [52.20]. 
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laa1 xam4 A3 A4 mother. 

laa1 ʔu2 A3 B3 mother. 

laa1lɤk4 B4 DL4 many, numerous, innumerable. 

laa2 B3 to abuse verbally, to scold. 

laa2 B1 [49.05] rugged, uneven (of ground which is hard to walk 
over). 

laa3 C1 classifier for children; read as ‘youngest sibling’ at [08.16] 
and [39.15]. 

laa4 
A4 ‘royal,’ read as a clipped form of laa4caa2 in ho5 laa4, mɤŋ4 
laa4, sɤ5 laa4. 

laa4 A4 prominent, lofty, extensive. 

laa4 A4 moon (B လ). 

laa4 laa4 A4 A4 really, terribly, intensifier used with expressions of 
misfortune. 

laa4caa1paa4laŋ2 
A4 A2 A4 B1 royal throne (P rājā + pallanka). 

laa4caa1vaat4 A4 A2 DL4 royal penalty or sentence (P rājā +vadha). 

laa4caa2 A4 A4 king, royal (P rājā); also laa4. 

laa4caʔ1maat4 A4 DS4 DL4 lattice fencework with diamond or rhombus 
pattern, placed alongside the road when important people 
parade (B ရာဇမတ္). 

laa4thaa4 
A4 A4 vehicle, carriage, sun (P ratha); also yaa4thaa4. 

laak1 DS4 to steal, to do something secretly, stealthily or 
clandestinely; also laak1 lɤt4. 

laak1 taak1 lɔm4 tɔm4 DS4 DS4 A4 A4 read as ‘with unsteady gait’ at [05.09], based 
on tɔm6 tɛm1 ‘swaying or staggering, taking faltering steps, as a 
young child beginning to walk.’ 

laak1 vɔy2  DS4 B1 left hand, left side (B လက္ဝဲ၊). 

laak1 yaa2 DS4 B3 right hand, right side (B လက္ယာ). 

laak2 DL1 skilled (B လက)္; see laak2 maan4, laak2 tat4. 
laak2 DL1 to differ, to be distinct. 

laak2 DL1 certainly, really. 

laak2 
DL1 future marker, synonym for taak2. 

laak2 haɰ3 DL1 C1 should. 

laak2 maan4 DS1 A4 skilled in fighting, through the use of magical 
incantations, etc. (B လက ္+ ?). 

laak2 pɔy4 DS1 A4 certainly, surely (sometimes ‘will certainly’). 
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laak2 tat4 DL1 DL4 skillful, skilled, especially in magical incantations  
(B လက္တတ)္. 

laak3 DS1 post, pillar, stake. 

laak3 DS1 clever, cunning, shrewd. 

laak4 DL4 to drag, to pull. 

laak4 pam2 DL4 B2 silk-cotton tree, kapok tree, Ceiba pentandra 
(Malvaceae) (B လက္ပ)ံ. 

laak4 sɔŋ2 DL4 B1 gift, present (B လက္ေဆာင)္. 

laak4 thaak4 DL4 DL4 era, epoch, time, reign (B လက္ထက)္. 

laak4 yaa2 DL4 B3 finished, passed, past marker, synonym for yaw6 yaa2. 

laam4 
see pɔy4. 

laan2 B3 boundary, limit, territory, domain. 

laan2 B1 enemy, danger (B ရန္). 

laan2 B1 to omit, to leave out. 

laan2 fyɑɑk4 B1 DL4 to do evil to, to injure (possibly B ရန္ျဖစ or ရန္ျဖတ္). 

laan2 su2 B1 B1 enemy, dangers or misfortunes (B ရန္သူ). 

laan4 kwyɔŋ4 B4 B4 course, route (B လမ္းေၾကာင္း); also kyɑɑŋ4 laan4 at 
[50.11]. 

laan5 
A1 grandchild, nephew, niece, laan5 caay4 grandson, nephew. 

laan6 C4 million. 

laaŋ2 B3 spotted, mottled. 

laaŋ3 B1 stuck, immobilised, debilitated, dumbfounded (as when too 
shy or afraid to approach someone, or unable to think or to do 
something), also ‘numb (from cold),’ laaŋ3 yu2. 

laaŋ4 
A4 fundamental, deep-seated, deeply (B ရင္း), com4 loŋ5 com4 
laaŋ4. 

laaŋ4 A4 child, laaŋ4 caay4 son; also laŋ4. 

laaŋ4 sɛŋ5 A1 A4 read as ‘parents;’ see laa1 sɛŋ5, haaŋ4 sɛŋ5. 

laap1 
DS4 [11.02] laap1 xam2 to accept, to receive, to undertake; 
usually haap1. 

laap2 DL3 sword. 

laap2 DL1 to dare not (repeat), to be afraid to do something again (as 
a result of a bad experience, being scolded, etc.). 

laap3 DS3 to extinguish, to stop, to rest. 

laap3 DS1 empty, vacant (B လပ)္, laap3 paw2, paw2 laap3. 
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laap3 
DS1 to sleep, laap3 nɔn4. 

laap3 seŋ2 DS3 dark, also ‘morally dark.’ 

laap3 taa1 DS1 A2 to close the eyes. 

laap4 DL4 gift, present, reward. 

laap4 thaap4 Dl4 DL4 to present, to offer. 

laat1taʔ3naa2 DS4 DS2 B1 gem, jewel, precious stone (P ratana), also used 
for the Three Gems of Buddha Dhamma Sangha, and for 
magical objects such as the tree bark which transforms one’s 
appearance and the flying kambala cloth; also lat1taʔ3naʔ1, 
laʔ1taʔ3naa2, lat1taa4naa2, etc. 

laat1thi4 
DS4 A4 supernatural or magical power (Skt ṛddhi); also lat1thi4. 

laat3 DS1 to steer, to go straight, to make straight. 

laat4 DL4 to speak, to say, to tell. 

laaw1 
A3 star; see sɛŋ5 laaw1. 

laay1 B4 to change, to pass (from one state or condition to another). 

laay4 A4 variegated, mottled. 

laay4 A4 book (also any written material, such as a letter). 

laay4 mɯ4 A4 A4 writing done by hand (also ‘lines on the hand’). 

laay5 A1 many. 

laay5 caŋ2 A1 B2 again, then; laay4 caŋ2 amongst elderly speakers in 
Mueang Sing. 

laay5 laay5 A1 A1 in vain, futile, to no avail. 

laay5 nay5 
A1 A1 now; laay4 nay5 amongst elderly speakers in Mueang 
Sing. 

laay5 sam2 A1 B4 again, then; laay4 sam2 amongst elderly speakers in 
Mueang Sing. 

lak4 mɔŋ2 DL1 B1 read as ‘upper arms’ (B လက္ေမာင္း) at [10.11] and 

[11.02]; an alternative reading would be laak2 mɔŋ2 ‘skilled in 
incantations.’ 

lak4 thaap4 DL4 DL4 to marry (B လက္ထပ)္. 

lam1 A3 black, dark. 

lam1 A3 [66.03] to dive, to submerge or plunge (into water).  

lam1 le2 B4 B1 to linger, to stay close to someone in order to gain their 
attention. 

lam2 B1 to surround, to encircle (B ရံ). 

lam4 A4 classifier for trees, bamboo, flowers, etc. and other long 
trunk-like or stem-like objects; also used for ‘everything 
(below)’ at [17.10]. 
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lam4 lam4 A4 A4 continuously. 

lam4 lɔy4 A4 A4 to follow, to pursue. 

lam4 vaan5 A4 A1 destiny, fate, merit made jointly which brings a couple 
together in a future life; sometimes lam4 van4. 

lam4 veŋ4 A4 A4 city wall. 

lam4maʔ1ti2 A4 DS4 B2 precious stone. 

lam6 C4 to hang around, to linger; read as ‘to attend upon, to wait 
upon’ at [39.11]. 

lam6 
C4 water; used instead of the expected nam6 in [03.07] ke4 lam6 
‘body of water,’ and [02.15] fɔŋ4 lam6 ‘wave.’ 

lan2 B1 to break down, to come to ruin, to collapse, to fall, 
downfall. 

lan3 C1 to stoop and enter. 

lan4 kan4 A4 A4 vigorously, diligently, energetically, quickly. 

laŋ1 A3 to make a sound, to resound. 

laŋ2 B1 to move with a quick downwards motion. 

laŋ2 B1 clever, skilled, shrewd, also lɔŋ2; see tat4 laŋ2. 

laŋ4 A4 to sound, to make sound; see laŋ1. 

laŋ4 kaan4 sɛŋ5 A4 A4 A1 ceremonial offering tray, possibly similar to laaŋ2 
paan4 (B လင္ပန္း). 

laŋ4 yaan4 A4 A4 sail (B လင္းယည)္. 

laŋ5 A1 classifier for buildings and for cloths such as curtains, also 
used for ships (usually lɛm3), for carriages, and for the sun 
(usually loŋ2). 

laŋ5 A1 the back, behind, back, after. 

laŋ5 yin4 yaa2 A1 A4 B3 ‘lang yin ya,’ untranslated due to unknown meaning, 
used to describe the ship’s sails at [03.01]; suggested readings 
include laŋ5 as a classifier for the ship (or for the sails), and yin4 
yaa2 possibly ‘to stretch out’ (yɯn4, but given as yin4 in Luo), 
or related to laŋ4 yaan4 ‘sail.’ 

lap3 kay6 see pi1 lap3 kay6. 

laɰ1 
A3 any, some, which, indefinite pronominal marker; see fu3 
laɰ1, mɤ1 laɰ1, tan4 laɰ1, etc. 

laɰ1 kɔʔ6 A3 C4 topic linker, variously read as ‘then, and then, also, it 
was, this was, that was.’ 

law1 B4 to address (superiors), to speak humbly. 

law2 B1 to persuade, to coax, to entice. 
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law2 B1 upland field, law2 may6 ‘jungle.’ 

law4 A4 slender, graceful (also ‘long, straight’ of bamboo, etc.), 
xwyo4 law4, law4 lɛw4. 

law6 vaw6 C4 C4 read as ‘hideous, repulsive.’ 

lay3 C3 to be able, to get, to obtain, also past marker; also day3. 

lay3 kɔy4 C3 A4 ‘lay kɔy,’ untranslated final particle. 

lay3 maat4 C3 DL4 [69.11] ‘attained Excellence,’ realised ni1paan2  
(P nibbāna) or freedom from suffering. 

lay5 A1 to flow, to drift. 

laʔ1taʔ3naa2 see laat1taʔ3naa2. 

le2 B1 to walk, to wander, to visit (B လည)္. 

le2 mat4  B1 DL4 to trust in, to have confidence in, to believe in. 

le2 vɔk2 B1 DL3 to wander and tell, ‘word was spread’ at [46.15]. 

le4 A4 in turn, to take turns, one after another (B လဲ). 

le4 A4 to write (B ေရး). 

le4 sɔŋ4 see sɔŋ5 sɛn5 le4 sɔŋ4. 

le4saa2 A4 B1 read as ‘palace of the princess’ (B ေလသာ). The 
Burmese meaning is ‘to be airy, to have a pleasant breeze,’ but 
the context suggests it may be a clipped form of B 
ေလသာေဆာင္ ‘an elevated palace building in which the king 
took the air.’ 

lek1 DS4 small, little; nɔy6 or ʔɔy5 (irreg. A1 tone) in everyday 
speech. 

lek3 DS1 iron, metal. 

lek3 DS3 child. 

len3 C1 to play, to amuse oneself. 

leŋ1 
B4 to look, to see, leŋ1 han5. 

leŋ4 see xo4 leŋ4. 

leŋ6 C4 to nourish, to feed, to raise, to support. 

lep4 DL4 to go or revolve around something, pan2 lep4. 

let3 DS3 to turn around, to circle; also lit3. 
let3 DS3 [33.12], [61.16] read as ‘to flick with the fingers.’ 

let3 cɤŋ4 DS3 A4 [09.12] literally ‘turning around and brandishing,’ a 
dance-like demonstration of skill and prowess prior to fighting, 
such as the Th ไหว้ครูรํามวย way khru ram muay before a bout 
of Thai boxing. 
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let3 thoŋ2 DS3 B1 read as ‘to work along with the fingers,’ used of mala 
beads at [33.12]; tok3 maak2 naap1 or tok3 kun4 in everyday 
speech. 

lew1 
A3 single; also dew1. 

lew5 A1 to turn. 

lew5 kɛn4 A1 A4 ‘turning heads to look,’ i.e. very attractive (of a 
woman); see saam5 fiw5. 

lɛ1 B4 and. 

lɛ1 saŋ5 B4 A1 and; also ‘lɛ saŋ’ as untranslated final particle. 

lɛ1 van1 B4 B4 ‘lɛ van,’ untranslated final particle. 

lɛk2 DL3 crushed, broken in pieces; also dɛk2. 
lɛk2 yɔy1 DL3 B4 ‘rent asunder,’ broken or crushed into fine particles; 

also dɛk2 yɔy1. 

lɛm3 C1 classifier for teeth, ships, masts, posts, and other long 
slender objects. 

lɛm5 A1 sharp, pointed. 

lɛn1 B4 to run. 

lɛn1 A3 border, boundary, area, site; see maw2 lɛn1. 

lɛn1 xɔk2 A3 DL1 boundary, frontier, place. 

lɛn5 A3 to deceive, to cheat, to delude, to lie, lɛn5 ʔaw1. 

lɛŋ1 A3 red, often signifying a ‘special’ colour or quality (as with 
xam4 ‘gold’), to be very young (of a baby). 

lɛŋ2 B1 to bind. 

lɛŋ4 A4 to be light, to be clear (B လင္း). 

lɛŋ4 han5 A4 A1 to see clearly, to discern. 

lɛŋ5 A1 vehicle, celestial body. 

lɛŋ5 van4 A1 A4 ‘vehicle of the day,’ sun. 

lɛp4 DL4 to be suitable, fitting, becoming, comely (of appearance), 
ŋi2 lɛp4. 

lɛt2 DL3 sunlight. 

lɛw4 A4 single, unmarried, maiden, also ‘well-formed’ at [52.11] 
law4 lɛw4. 

lɛw4 kaay4 A4 A4 read as ‘in competely altered form’ at [17.16], 
understood as complete change or transformation (sometimes 
used to describe drastic changes such as the effects of the 
Cultural Revolution in China); an alternative reading could be 
lɛw5, a Tai Dehong synonym for TN ʔɛw2 ‘to wander, to visit’ 
and kay1 ‘far.’ 
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lɛw5 A5 to destroy, to lay waste, to rend asunder, to reduce to 
particles. 

lɛw6 C4 finished, done, already; Tham script synonym for yaw6. 

lɤ5 A1 to exceed, beyond, more. 

lɤ5 caɰ1 lɤ5 xo4 A1 A2 A1 A4 unbearable, ‘more than the heart can bear;’ also 
lɤ5 kaa2 tɔn4 caɰ1. 

lɤ5 kaa2 tɔn4 caɰ1 see lɤ5 caɰ1 lɤ5 xo4. 

lɤ5 tɤŋ4 A1 A4 unfathomable, immeasurable; see tɤŋ4. 

lɤ5 toŋ1 A1 A2 immeasurable; see toŋ1. 

lɤ5 tɔn4 A1 A4 excessive. 

lɤ5 ʔaan2 A1 B3 countless, innumerable. 

lɤk2 DL1 to stare, to glare. 

lɤk4 DL4 to choose, to select; also lɤk4 haa5. 

lɤk4 DL4 to refrain, to stop. 

lɤk4 naŋ5 DL4 A1 as if, as though. 

lɤk4 xaa5 DL4 A1 to search, to seek; also lɤk4 haa5. 

lɤm2 B1 to extend (by adding overlapping pieces of something). 

lɤm3 C1 glossy, shiny. 

lɤn1 A3 month, moon. 

lɤn1 hok3 A3 DS1 [69.19], [69.20] sixth month; read here as according to 
the Tai Lue calendar since it is at the time of the lunisolar New 
Year in April (the Tai Nuea new year begins to be counted one 
month later, so that the fifth month normally coincides with the 
month of April). 

lɤn1 mon4 A3 A4 full moon. 

lɤn4 A4 to stretch or straighten from a bent position (as a limb). 

lɤŋ4 A4 wild, savage, untamed, uncivilised. 

lɤŋ5 A1 yellow. 

lɤŋ5 xam4 A1 A4 ‘golden yellow,’ the colour of monks’ robes. 

lɤt4 DL4 blood. 

lɤt4 
see laak1. 

li1 see di1. 
li1 ko1 A3 A2 scary, frightening, terrifying. 

li1 yaw6 A3 C4 ‘li yaw,’ untranslated final particle; also di1 yaw6. 

li1 yo4 A3 A4 worthy of praise. 

lik4 
DL4 manuscript, text, the lik script (poss. from P likhati, 
likhita). 
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lik4 vaak2 DL4 DL1 colophon for dedication of merit at the end of a 
manuscript; see su5 tɔŋ4. 

lin1 A3 earth, ground; also din1. 

lin1 fɛn2 see fɛn2 lin1. 

lin4 A4 ‘tube, water-pipe’ used at a fount, spring, wellspring, 
source, lin4 xam4, lin4 sɛŋ5; also din4. 

lin4 sɛŋ5 A4 A1 ‘Jewel Fount,’ an epithet of the Buddha’s teaching; also 
din4 sɛŋ5. 

lin4 xam4  A4 A4 ‘Golden Fount,’ an epithet of the Buddha’s teaching. 

lin6 C4 tongue. 

liŋ2 see diŋ2. 

liŋ2 B1 deceitful (B လိမ)္. 

liŋ2 kaa2 B1 B2 to deceive, to mislead, to lie; see liŋ2. 

liŋ2 vaa2 B1 B3 cunning, devious, deceitful; see liŋ2. 

liŋ4 A4 monkey, ape, liŋ4 xuŋ5 ‘monkey’ (species unidentified). 

lip3 DS3 to live, to be alive; also ‘unripe, uncooked.’ 

liw5 kin4 A1 A4 ‘many twisted strands,’ used with reference to a 
woman’s beauty, from liw5 ‘to twist a strand,’ as on a bobbin or 
reel, and kin4 ‘very;’ see saam5 fiw5. 

liw5 liw5 A1 A1 ‘liw liw,’ the sound of fanning or the breeze. 

liʔ1xiʔ3taa2 DS4 DS1 B2 to write (out), to transcribe, used of copying 
manuscripts (P likhita); see lik4. 

lo2 B1 to strike, to attack (of an animal or bird). 

lo2 
B1 to flow, to fall (of tears), nam6 taa1 lo2. 

lo2 B1 [32.04] long. 

lo2 lo2 B1 B1 alone. 

lo4 A4 to mix, to mingle. 

lo4 se2 A4 B1 to revere, to respect (B ရုုိေသ). 

lo4faa4 A4 A4 greed (P lobha). 

lo4kaa1thaat4 A4 B4 DL4 world, realm (P lokadhātu). 

lo4kaa1vaat4 A4 A24 DL4 politeness, courtesy (P lokavata). 

lo4kaa2 A4 B2 disease, sickness (P roga). 

lo4kaa2 
A4 B2 world (P loka). 
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lo4kaa2viʔ1tu2 A4 B2 DS1 B2 ‘Knower of the Worlds’, one of the qualities or 
attributes and also an epithet of the Buddha (P lokavidu); also 
lo1kaa2viʔ1tu2. 

lom1 A3 to smell, to inhale, to receive the scent of something. 

lom4 A4 wind. 

lom4 A4 read as ‘to talk, to speak;’ the form at [42.08] is unusual, 
rather than the full law1 lom4 (or lom4 law1) ‘to talk together.’ 

lom6  C4 to fall down; also lom6 taaw1. 

lom6 pin3 C4 C2 to fall on the back. 

lon2 
B1 to separate, to part from, lon2 faak4, lon2 fyɑɑk4. 

lon4 A4 troublesome, meddlesome; see sop3 lon4. 

loŋ1 A3 woodland, forest. 

loŋ1 B4 [38.10] to go beyond, to pass. 

loŋ1 haaŋ2 A3 B1 sparse woodland, woodland with scattered trees. 

loŋ1 te4 A3 A4 woodland range. 

loŋ2 B3 blossom, classifier for flowers and things which open or 
spread out in a similar way. 

loŋ4 A4 to descend. 

loŋ5 A1 great, big, many. 

loŋ5 A1 to go astray. 

loŋ5 hɔ6 A1 C4 ‘loŋ hɔ,’ untranslated final particle. 

loŋ5 yaw6 A1 C4 ‘loŋ yaw,’ untranslated final particle. 

lop3 
DS1 to add to something, to re-do, lop3 lun4 ‘to add the next or 
final in order.’ 

loy3 C3 together, with, about, concerning, by, through. 

loy3 lɛ1 C3 B4 ‘loy lɛ,’ untranslated final particle. 

loy3 nɔ1 A3 B4 ‘loy nɔ,’ untranslated final particle. 

loy3 van1 C3 B4 ‘loy van,’ untranslated final particle. 

loy4 A4 to chase, to pursue, lɯp4 loy4. 

lɔk2 
see mɔk2, caaŋ1 lɔk2. 

lɔk2  DL1 withered, dried (of wood). 

lɔk2 DL1 to frighten, to threaten, yɯt4 lɔk2. 

lɔk2 kut2 DL3 DL2 name of the ornate marks signifying the end of a 
‘chapter’ or section of text in the manuscript (from Diplazium 
esculentum, an edible fern). 
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lɔk4 DL4 to detach, to shed (an outer layer), to skin. 

lɔk4 xaap4 Dl4 DL4 ‘to shed skin,’ i.e. to (magically) transform one’s 
appearance; also lɔk4 haaŋ1. 

lɔm4 A4 to look (closely), to peer, to peep; commonly as lɔm4 toy4 
‘to take a look.’ 

lɔm6 C4 to surround, to encircle. 

lɔn2 B1 to go beyond, to pass beyond, to surpass, the most, the 
highest, very (B လြန)္. 

lɔn2 fiŋ3 B1 C1 (very) much more. 

lɔn4 A4 ever. 

lɔn6 C4 heartwood, most solid part of a thing, core, wood. 

lɔŋ1 B4 thing, way, path. 

lɔŋ2 B1 brightness, lustre, aura (B ေရာင္). 

lɔŋ2 B1 see laŋ2. 

lɔŋ4 
A4 ‘Long’ an epithet of the Bodhisatta, one progressing 
towards the perfection of Buddhahood (B အေလာင္း for which 
Judson gives ‘to bring into an incipient, unfinished state, with a 
view to finishing’); usually as lɔŋ4 to2 and in ʔaa1lɔŋ4, maŋ4lɔŋ4, 
ton1 lɔŋ4, etc. 

lɔŋ4 A4 contest, to test, to try. 

lɔt2 DL1 spool, bobbin; ‘shapely’ for a beautiful woman’s figure. 

lɔt2 yaʔ6 DL1 C4 ornate decoration (on palace), ho5 lɔt2 yaʔ6. 

lɔt4 DL4 single, unmarried, [40.10] maw2 lɔt4 ‘married.’ 

lɔt4 DL4 to escape, to be free from, to be spared. 

lɔt4  DL4 to recite, to repeat; see xon6 lɔt4, tɔŋ4 lɔt4, ʔaan2 lɔt4, ʔom1 
lɔt4. 

lɔy1 A3 mountain. 

lɔy1 ŋɤn4 A3 A4 ‘Silver Mountain,’ a spirit realm which also features in 
other Tai Nuea stories such as caw3 lin6 xam4, caw3 
su5taʔ1saʔ3naa2 naaŋ4 naa4li1kaa2 maak2 paw6, caw3 su5thun4, vo1 
heŋ5 kaap2 (where maʔ1no2laa2, the youngest daughter, is of 
great beauty). 

lɔy1 te4 A3 A4 mountain range. 

lɔy1 xam4 viʔ1kaan2 A3 B4 DS4 B2 ‘Golden Vikan Mountain,’ also lɔy1 xam4 
viʔ1kan1tho2 in other texts (no references identified). 

lɔy4 A4 to swim. 

lɔy4 lɔy4 A4 A4 gradually, carefully, slowly. 
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lɔy4 ŋɔy4 A4 A4 charming. 

lu1 
A3 to look; toy4 in everyday speech. 

lu1 ke2 A3 B2 to look down upon, to disdain, to hold in contempt. 

lu1 kɔn2 A3 B2 ‘lu kɔn,’ untranslated final particle and future marker. 

lu1 kun4 A3 A4 to see or recognise someone’s virtue and to act 
accordingly. 

lu1 nɔ1 A3 B4 ‘lu nɔ,’ untranslated final particle. 

lu1 pɤŋ1 see lu1 yɤŋ1. 

lu1 yɤŋ1 A3 A3 to imitate, to try to be like, to take as an example, to 
follow the example of; also lu1 pɤŋ1. 

lu2 B1 to make a (religious) offering, to practise generosity  
(B လွဴ), taaŋ4 lu2 an offering. 

lu4 
A4 person (B လူ), [15.09] lu4 fu3 faak4. 

lu4paa2 A4 B2 body (P rūpa). 

lu5 lɤ2 A1 B1 mixed, assorted, of every kind. 

luk1 DS4 to get up. 

luk1 DS4 from, since. 

luk1 vuk1 DS4 DS4 [32.04] intensifier for mottled, soiled, dirty. 

luk1xaa2 DS4 B1 tree (P rukkha). 

luk4 DL4 child. 

luk4 DL4 classifier for manuscripts, pillars, etc. 

luk4 caay4 DL4 A4 son. 

luk4 caw3 DL4 C2 prince, princess; see faʔ6 luk4 caw3. 

luk4 xɤy5 DL4 A1 son or daughter in law. 

luk4 yiŋ4 DL4 A4 daughter. 

lum1 B4 below, beneath, under. 

lum1 faʔ6 B4 C4 ‘beneath the sky,’ ‘under the heavens,’ i.e. of this world; 
also taɰ3 lum1 faʔ6. 

lum4 laa4 A4 A4 to attend (upon), to take care of; lum4 laaŋ4 at [04.16] is 
unusual, probably to agree with the preceding fuŋ5 naaŋ4. 

lum4 laaŋ4 
see lum4 laa4. 

lun4 A4 (what comes) after, latest, youngest, final, last (in order). 

lup2 DL1 to overwhelm, to overspread, to submerge. 

lup4 DL4 to stroke, to caress, law1 lup4 ‘to caress with words, to 
coax, to persuade.’ 
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lut4 DL4 to detach, to come loose, to fall or slip (from a fixed or 
held position), to be late, to be passed the time (for), to lack, 
maw2 lut4 ‘without fail.’ 

luʔ6 C4 to ruin, to destroy. 

lɯ3 C1 to stop (for a rest), to have a rest. 

lɯ4 lɯ4 A4 A4 famous, renowned. 

lɯm4 A4 to forget. 

lɯm4 caɰ1 A4 A2 to forget, to pass out of the mind, to be settled, to be 
(mentally) at ease. 

lɯm4 xiŋ4 A4 A4 to swoon, to faint, to lose consciousness. 

lɯm5 
A1 polity, state, kingdom, city, country; also lɯm5 xaaŋ2. 

lɯm5 xum2 A1 B1 [16.19] ‘lower realm,’ i.e. the human realm in relation to 
the celestial realms. 

lɯn6 kɯn6 C4 C4 bulky, stocky, stout. 

lɯp2 DL1 polity, city; understood by some local scholars as ‘any 
inhabited place, even if having only one or two houses.’ 

lɯp4 DL4 to follow, to pursue, to chase. 

lɯʔ6 tɯʔ6 C4 C4 of great size, huge. 

lɯʔ6 vɯʔ6 C4 C4 of great size, huge. 

maa1han5laa2 B4 A1 B1 [23.03] ‘mahanla,’ read as ‘parure,’ an immensely 
expensive piece of jewelry, made of gold, silver and precious 
stones, and extending from head to foot (see Malalasekera: 
mahālatā pasādhana). 

maa1no2 B4 B1 see maʔ1no2. 

maa1tuʔ3kaa2 B4 DS2 B2 women, womankind (P mātugāma). 

maa2 
see yot4 maa2. 

maa2no2 
see maʔ1no2. 

maa4 A4 to come. 

maa4 caɰ1 A4 A2 satisfied, contented. 

maa4taa2 A4 B2 mother (P mātā); at [53.03] and [53.08] the meaning is 
clearly ‘mother,’ elsewhere it is read as a clipped form of 
maa4taa2piʔ3tu2. 

maa4taa2piʔ3tu2 
A4 B2 DS2 B2 mother and father, parents (P mātāpitu); also 
clipped as maa4taa2. 

maa4yaa2 A4 B3 deception, illusion (P māyā). 

maa5 A1 dog, maa5 vɤn4 ‘stray dog.’ 

maak1 
DS4 to look, maak1 muŋ1, maak1 yem3. 
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maak1 mam2  B4 B1 to intend, to determine (to do something). 

maak1kaaŋ2 DS4 B2 ‘Path,’ i.e. the Path to Nibbana (P maggaṁ). 

maak2 DL1 classifier for fruit and for small, round objects, maak2 taa1 
‘eye, eyeball.’ 

maak4 DL4 blade, classifier for such objects; mit4 maak4. 

maam1 B4 food or rice fed to an infant after being chewed by the 
mother. 

maan1 B4 Burmese. 

maan2 B1 to be right, certain, true, maan2 maan2 ‘certainly.’ 

maan2 kaaŋ4 B1 A4 ‘weather vane’ (B မွန္ကင္း) on the topmost part of a 
stupa, used as a synonym for the Buddha’s enlightenment at 
[68.09]. 

maan2 maan2 yaw6 B1 B1 C4 certainly. 

maan4 
A4 [24.01] evil, bad (P māra). 

maan4 pi1 A4 A2 dome of a stupa (pi1 ‘banana flower bud’). 

maan5 A1 to have good fortune, to be fortunate, to be successful. 

maaŋ1 A3 some. 

maaŋ1 faw2 A3 B1 sometimes. 

maaŋ1 pɔk4 A3 DL4 sometimes. 

maaŋ1 thaa2 A3 B1 sometimes. 

maaŋ1 xaa4 A3 A4 sometimes. 

maaŋ4 see maŋ4. 

maap2 
DL3 evil, wrongdoing, demerit (P pāpa). 

maap2 DL3 to take something that someone does not want to give, to 
take under false pretenses, ‘to take something that is not freely 
given’ at [06.03]. 

maap4 maap4 DL4 DL4 blazing, glittering (of rays of light). 

maat1 DS4 to tie, to bind. 

maat4 
DL4 excellent, outstanding, sacred (B ျမတ္), maat4 saa2 at 

[16.07]; also pronounced mɛt4 in Mueang Sing and myat4 in 
Kengtung. 

maat4 
see ʔaa1maat4. 

maay1 B4 to agree, to be of one mind. 

maay5 A1 to make a mark, to write down, to record, mark, sign. 

mam4 A4 hairy aerial roots which hang down from the branches of the 
Bodhi Tree, Ficus religiosa (Moraceae). 

man2 B1 conceit, pride (P māna). 
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man3 C1 stable, firm, constant, certain. 

man4 A4 he, she, it, third person singular. 

maŋ1 A3 to strike, to beat, to hit, to fight. 

maŋ4 A4 chief, king (B မင္း); also maaŋ4. 

maŋ4 xat3 
A4 DS1 read as ‘helmsman’ of a ship (Cushing gives xat3 haaŋ5 
as ‘to steer, guide a boat’); an alternative reading might be 
‘tiller’ or ‘rudder.’ 

maŋ4kaʔ1laa2 A4 DS4 B1 auspicious, blessing, blessing ceremony, festival  
(P mangala); also maŋ4kaa1laa2. 

maŋ4lɔŋ4 A4 A4 ‘Manglong,’ an epithet of the Bodhisatta, literally 
‘incipient king’ (B မင္းေလာင္း). 

maŋ4me4 A4 A4 [24.14] grandson of a king (B မင္းေျမး). 

maŋ4me4 A4 A4 [67.05] read as a variant of maŋ4mi4 ‘rich (person).’  

maŋ4mu2 A4 B1 Mount Meru (also ‘Sumeru, Sineru,’ etc.), a vast 
mountain at the centre of the world (B ျမင္းမုုိရ)္; more 

commonly maŋ4myo2, lɔy1 saw5 mɤŋ4 si5ne2 or lɔy1 xaw5 
si5ne4lo2 in other texts. 

maŋ4saa4 A4 A4 ‘Mangsa,’ an epithet of the Bodhisatta (B မင္းသား ‘son 

of a king, prince’), no2 maŋ4saa4. 
maŋ4xɔŋ2 A4 B1 ‘Mangxong,’ an epithet of the Bodhisatta and of the king 

(B မင္း + possibly ေခါင္). 

mat4 DL4 to remember, to note (B မွတ)္; see le2 mat4, yum2 mat4. 
maɰ2 B1 new, to renew. 

maɰ4 A4 you, second person singular. 

maw2 B3 not, negation marker. 

maw2 faa3 B3 C1 uncovered, unveiled, exposed, ‘completely unveiled’ as 
applied to the full moon at [56.16], i.e. without any sign of 
darkeness (the moon which is not quite full is called faa3). 

maw2 ho5 maw2 haaŋ5 B1 A1 B1 A1 ‘without a head or a tail,’ i.e. without a family 
lineage. 

maw2 hɔn2 B3 B1 never. 

maw2 kaat4 B3 DL4 read as ‘surely, unmistakably.’ 

maw2 kɔʔ6 B3 C4 otherwise. 

maw2 lɛn1 B3 B4 congested, overcrowded, teeming, ‘with no space (to 
move).’ 

maw2 lɔn4 B3 A4 never. 

maw2 nan5 B3 A1 otherwise, or. 
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maw2 pɔk4 see ʔam2 pɔk4. 

maw2 sam6 yaam3 see maw2 yaam3. 

maw2 seŋ3 B3 C3 endless, ceaseless. 

maw2 sut3 B3 DS1 endless. 

maw2 to2 B3 B2 [43.06] untranslated due to unknown meaning; 
suggested readings include ‘without thinking’ as in het3 maw2 
to2 maw2 tan4 ‘to be unsuccessful in completing something due 
to lack of foresight or time’ in everyday speech. 

maw2 tɔn6 B3 C4 never. 

maw2 yaam3 B3 C3 never, maw2 sam6 yaam3 ‘never again.’ 

maw2 yaw6 B3 C4 endless, ceaseless. 

maw4 A4 intoxicated, drunk. 

maw4 pu4 the4 xu4 A4 A4 A4 A4 ‘maw pu the xu,’ untranslated at [30.13] due to 
unknown meaning. 

may3 C1 hot; see caɰ1 may3, may3
 caɰ1. 

may3
 caɰ1  C1 A2 distressed, anxious, troubled. 

may5 A1 thread. 

may6 C4 wood, tree, flower, forest. 

may6 pok2 C4 DL2 giant bamboo, Dendrocalamus giganteus (Poaceae), 
one of the largest bamboo species in the world (also ‘dragon 
bamboo’). 

maʔ1haa2 DS1 B2 [39.10] ‘king,’ perhaps a clipped form of 
maʔ1haa5laa4caa2 (P mahā). 

maʔ1haa5laa4caa2 DS4 A1 A4 B2 great king (P mahārājā). 

maʔ1ni2 DS4 B1 [66.15] gem (P maṇi), signifying the maʔ1ni2co4taa1lɛt4; 
written maʔ1no2, which is presumed to be a scribal error, also 
present in the 1876 manuscript. 

maʔ1ni2co4taa1lɛt4 DS4 B1 A4 wish-fulfilling gem (P maṇi + jotirasa); [61.15] 
maʔ1ni2co4tɔp4lɛt4 is presumed to be a scribal error, not present 
in the 1876 manuscript; [66.15] muʔ1ni2co4taa1lɛt4 is presumed 
to be a scribal error, also present in the 1876 manuscript. 

maʔ1no2 DS4 B1 mind (P mano); also maa1no2, maa2no2 

maʔ1no2 DS4 B1 see maʔ1ni2. 
maʔ1no2haa5li2 DS4 B1 A1 B1 ‘Manohali’ (P manoharī), ‘captivating, heart-

stealing,’ probably the youngest of the seven daughters of the 
King of lɔy1 ŋɤn4 or ‘Silver Mountain,’ who is of great beauty 
(her name is given as maʔ1no2laa2 in other texts); see lɔy1 ŋɤn4. 
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maʔ1nuk1saa2 DS4 DS4 B1 human being (P manussa). 

maʔ1the2 DS4 B1 senior monk or nun (B မေထရ္ P mahāthera, 

mahātherī); also maa1the2. 

maʔ1xaʔ3vaa2 suʔ3taat1 DS4 DS1 B1 DS1 DS4 (P maghavā sudassana?) an epithet of 
the god Sakka, for which Malalasekera gives maghavā alone; 
suʔ3taat1 may be from P sudassana, which Malalasekera gives 
as ‘a name given to the city of the gods.’ 

maʔ6 C4 horse. 

me1 
B4 mother (also me1 ʔu3), classifier for bodies of water. 

me1 hɤy6 B4 C4 ‘me hɤy,’ untranslated final particle. 

me1 lay3 B4 C3 ‘me lay,’ untranslated final particle. 

me1 nam6 B4 C4 river, [72.19] ocean. 

me1 nɔ1 B4 B4 ‘me nɔ,’ untranslated final particle. 

me1 ʔɔk2 faʔ6 B4 DL3 C4 one’s own mother. 

me1 ʔu3 see me1. 

me2 
B1 to deceive, pɛt1 me2. 

me4 A4 wife. 

me4 A4 to repair, to correct, to prepare, to put in order, to 
implement. 

me4 caɰ1 A4 A2 to collect oneself, to restrain oneself, to be considerate. 

mek2 myɔk2 DL1 DL1 before the eyes, in the presence of, present, 
immediate (B မ်က္ေမွာက္); also mek2 myɑɑk2, mik2 myɑɑk2. 

mek4 
DL4 weary, sleepy, ʔon3 mek4, mek4 mɔy1. 

men4to2 A4 B2 to speak with authority or power (B မိန္႔ေတာ)္. 

men6 C4 to perish, to die in an unfortunate way. 

meŋ4to2 A4 B2 royal order or command (B အမိန္႔ေတာ)္. 

met1taa2 DS4 B2 kindness (P mettā), met1taa2 paa1laa1mi2 ‘Perfection of 
Kindness’; see paa1laa1mi2. 

met2 DL3 to keep, to observe (moral precepts). 

mew4 
see myew4. 

mɛn1 B4 correct, right, true. 

mɛn1 caɰ1 B4 A2 to be pleased with, to like. 

mɛn4 A4 to protrude, to stick out, to stick up. 

mɛŋ4 A4 insect. 

mɛŋ4 maw1 A4 B4 winged termite. 
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mɛp2 DL1 [11.20] to squeeze or crush in the hand, kam1 mɛp2. 

mɛp2 DL1 [32.05] to cower. 

mɤ1 B4 time, when. 

mɤ1 fuk4 B4 DL4 tomorrow. 

mɤ1 laɰ1 B4 A3 whenever, when. 

mɤ1 naa3 B4 C1 in the future, next time. 

mɤ1 nan6 B4 C4 then, at that time. 

mɤ1 nay6 B4 C4 now. 

mɤ4 A4 to return, to go. 

mɤk4 DL4 cruel, wicked, malevolent, evil-minded (B မုုိက)္. 

mɤn5 A1 like, similar, the same as. 

mɤŋ4 A4 polity, kingdom, realm, city. 

mɤŋ4 bun1 A4 A3 ‘Kingdom of Merit,’ Nibbana. 

mɤŋ4 laa4 A4 A4 royal city, capital city. 

mɤŋ4 loŋ5 A4 A1 capital city, great kingdom. 

mɤt4 DL4 acquainted, familiar. 

mi2 B1 to lean upon, to depend upon, to take refuge (B မွီ). 

mi3 C1 dark (of colour or lack of light), black. 

mi4 A4 to have, to possess, wealthy, ‘there is.’ 

mi5 A1 bear. 

miŋ1 B4 fate, destiny, mostly used in a positive sense, as in 
expressions for blessing ceremonies such as fuk2 miŋ1, haap1 
miŋ1, ʔaap4 miŋ1; in everyday speech miŋ1 yaaw4 is ‘a long 
life.’ 

miŋ4 A4 to grow dim, to become dull, to be lost in thought, miŋ4 
mo4. 

mit1te1 DS4 A2 ‘Mitte,’ clipped from mit1te1yaa2; a scribal correction 
to mit1te1yaa2 has been made in ballpoint at [08.15], although 
the form mit1te1 fu4laa4 is correct. 

mit1te1yaa2 DS4 A2 B3 ‘Mitteya’ (P metteyya), the future Buddha, the fifth 
and final Buddha of this world-cycle or aeon; also mit1te1 
fu4laa4. 

mit4 DL4 knife. 

mo3 C1 pot, pan, cauldron. 

mo4 A4 to rejoice, to be glad. 

mo4  A4 dim, dark, overcast (with clouds, mist). 

mo4 A4 to sound, to make noise. 
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mo4 me4 A4 A4 to make a confused or cacophonous noise (of monkeys 
at [47.17]). 

mo4 nan4 A4 A4 very noisy, loud, clamorous; also nan4 mo4. 

mo4 ʔu4 A4 A4 beginning of rainy season (B မုုိးဦး). 

mo5 A1 to know how, to be skilled, skilled person, person with 
esoteric knowledge such as an astrologer or soothsayer. 

mo5 mɤŋ4 A1 A4 ‘royal astrologer,’ with the ability to see the fortunes of 
a polity from astrological or other signs. 

mo5 pe4taaŋ2 A1 A4 B2 astrologer who uses calculations to predict the 
future. 

mo5 seŋ2 faʔ6 A1 B1 C4 astrologer, soothsayer. 

mon1 B4 enjoyable, amusing, entertaining. 

mon4 A4 round, circular, globular. 

mon6 C4 to enter or to go through (with effort), to push into or 
through. 

moŋ4 moŋ4 A4 A4 ‘brilliant, dazzling,’ intensifier for shiny things. 

mot1 DS4 ant. 

mot3 DS1 to come to an end, to be finished. 

moy4 A4 top-knot, moy4 kaŋ4, kaw3 moy4 kaŋ4, moy4 ʔɔn1; see kaw3. 

moy4 A4 [20.02] fragrant (B ေမႊး). 

moy4 ʔɔn1 A4 A3 read as ‘styled top-knot,’ a kind of hairstyle.  

moy5 A1 clouds, mist. 

mɔk2 DL1 cloud, fog, mist. 

mɔk2 DL3 flower, blossom; also mɔk2 yaa3, lɔk2 (lɔk2 in everyday 
speech). 

mɔk2 hɔm5 yaaw4 DL3 A1 A4 ‘very fragrant flower,’ a term of praise used of the 
Bodhisatta at [08.04], but not considered an epithet. 

mɔk2 kaak4 DL3 DL4 decorations, carving, engraving. 

mɔk2 yɔŋ1 DL1 A3 cloud, passion flower. 

mɔk2kaŋ2  DL1 B2 path, way (of Buddhist practice); usually maʔ1kaŋ2  
(P magga). 

mɔm1 B4 to hide oneself, to hang the head in shame. 

mɔm1 naa3 B4 C1 to be ashamed, to lose face, to hang the head in shame. 

mɔn4 A4 essence, heart, denoting something excellent, saam5 mɔn4 
the three Buddhist refuges, a classifier for parents at [45.17]. 

mɔn4 hoŋ5 A4 A1 ‘Essence of Renown,’ an epithet of the Bodhisatta. 

mɔn4 keŋ5 A4 A1 ‘Essence of Pandanus,’ an epithet of the Bodhisatta (and 
of the Buddha in other texts). 
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mɔn4 mɤŋ4 A4 A4 ‘Essence of the Kingdom,’ an epithet of the Bodhisatta. 

mɔn4 naaŋ4 A4 A4 ‘Essence of Women,’ an epithet of the princess. 

mɔn4 sɛŋ5 A4 A1 ‘Jewel Essence,’ an epithet of the Bodhisatta, the king, 
and (rarely) the princess, also used for the excellent qualities of 
teachings of the Buddha, the Bodhisatta, senior monks, etc. 

mɔn4 tham4 A4 A4 ‘Tham Essence’ usually an epithet of the Abhidhamma, 
a systematic exposition of human experience and causality. 

mɔn4 xam4 A4 A4 ‘Golden Essence,’ an epithet of the Buddha, also used of 
the Bodhisatta. 

mɔn4 xun5 A4 A1 ‘Essence of Lords,’ an epithet of the Bodhisatta (and of 
the Buddha in other texts). 

mɔn4 ʔu2 A4 B3 ‘Essence of the Cradle,’ an epithet of the princess. 

mɔn5 A1 pillow, to cushion, to support, hom1 mɔn5 xaaŋ4 to sleep 
together. 

mɔŋ2 see lak4 mɔŋ2. 

mɔŋ4 A4 to look forward, to hope, to expect, to anticipate. 

mɔŋ4 A4 gong, mɔŋ4 xam4 ‘golden gong.’ 

mɔŋ5 A1 sad, sorrowful, dejected. 

mɔp2 DL1 [61.04] to kill, read as ‘to pull or reduce something to 
pieces and eat’ at [52.07]; mɛp2 or maap2 in everyday speech. 

mɔp4 DL4 to tuck wide trouser legs up to the waist or to gather up a 
waist cloth (when getting ready for an activity). 

mɔy1 B4 tired, exhausted. 

mu2 B1 group, gathering, collection. 

mu2 B1 [40.01] to act like, to assume the character of (B မူ). 

mu2 maat4 
B1 DL4 read as TN mu2 ‘group’ and maat4 ‘counsellor,’ but 
probably from B မွဴးမတ ္‘nobility, ministers and high officials.’ 

mu2 yɤŋ1 B1 B4 read as ‘assorted gathering, diverse assembly,’ i.e. yɤŋ1 
‘kind, sort’ implying many kinds of people in the gathering, in 
preference to yɯŋ1 ‘to gather.’ 

mu3 C1 ‘mu (flower),’ a shrub growing to about six feet in height 
and bearing fragrant white flowers in March and April, 
previously found in Mueang Sing town, but now only in remote 
forests; the beauty of the princess and the Bodhisatta are 
compared to its flowers, implying being plump, full-figured or 
well-built (Cushing and Luo give definitions similar to these 
implied meanings, without reference to the flower). 

mu4 pe4 A4 A4 small Burmese weights and monetary units  
(B မူး၊ပဲ) which are equal to fractions of a kyat; ‘a brass 
farthing’s worth’ at [12.16], where the meaning is ‘a very small 
amount, a smidgen, an iota.’ 
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mu4caa4 A4 A4 (act of) worship, devotion, reverence (P pūjā). 

mu4laa2 A4 B1 business, affair, work (B အမႈအရာ). 

mu4laa4ni2xan5thu4laa2 A4 A4 B1 A1 A4 B1 name of the Bodhisatta, also clipped as 
xan5thu4laa2; of Pali origin, but no other references have been 
identified. 

mu4le4 A4 A4 ‘mu-le (flower),’ a vine with many flowers, not found in 
Mueang Sing (B မုုေလး), mɔk2 mu4le4. 

mu5 A1 pig. 

muk1xaa2 see muk1xaa2paat4. 
muk1xaa2paat4 DS4 B1 DL4 oral teaching or utterance (B မုုခပါဌ ္ 

P mukha + pāṭha); [62.05] muk1xaa2 is read as a clipped form 
of muk1xaa2paat4. 

mum1 mɤm1 B4 B4 intensifier for yellow, at [01.10] used alone to refer to 
the yellow robes of Buddhist monks; in everyday speech it is 
used rarely as an addition to the usual intensifier for yellow lɤŋ5 
ʔɤm1 hɤm1, as ʔɤm1 hɤm1 mum1 mɤm1. 

mun4 A4 spell, charm, incantation (P manta); synonym for yam4 and 
kaa1thaa2. 

muŋ1 B4 to look, to watch. 

muŋ4 A4 to cover or to spead overhead.  

muŋ6 C4 womb, uterus; in everyday speech, muŋ6 is also understood 
as the place prepared for a woman to give birth. 

muŋ6 ʔu2 C4 B3 one’s own child (literally ‘womb and cradle’). 

muʔ1ni2co4taa1lɛt4 see maʔ1ni2co4taa1lɛt4. 
muʔ1saa5vaa4taa2 DS4 A1 A4 B2 ‘(to refrain from) wrong speech,’ the fourth of 

the five and eight moral precepts for lay Buddhists (P 
musāvāda); the meaning ‘to refrain from’ is implied, although 
this part of the formula (TN ve4laa2maʔ1ni2 P veramaṇī) is 
omitted; usually further clipped to muʔ1saa5 in everyday 
speech; see pɛn2caʔ1si2, sin5 pɛt2. 

mɯ4 A4 hand. 

mɯn2 B1 10,000, synonym for ‘innumerable, incalculable, 
immeasurable.’ 

mɯn4 A4 long (in time), long ago. 

mɯn4 A4 mɯn4 taa1 ‘to open the eyes;’ sometimes mun4. 

mɯn4 yaw6 A4 C4 ‘mɯn yaw,’ untranslated final particle. 

mɯn6 C4 the past, former time. 
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mɯʔ6 C4 day. 

myaa4 A4 emerald (B ျမ). 

myaa4 A4 many, very much (B မ်ား). 

myɑɑk4 
DL4 to instate, to induct, to inaugurate (B ေျမွာက္); also myɔk4. 

myɑɑk4 pan1 DL4 A2 to bestow, to confer (B ေျမွာက္ + TN pan1) 

myɑk4 ci2 DL4 B2 eye (B မ်က္စိ). 

myew4 A4 race, kind, sort (B အမ်ဳိး); also mew4, myo4. 

myew4 to2 
A4 B2 ‘of noble descent’ (B မ်ဳိးေတာ)္; also myo4 to2. 

myo2 B1 city (B ၿမိဳ႕). 

myo2 
B1 to see, to look (B ေမွွ်ာ)္; often as myo2 muŋ1. 

myo4 see myew4. 

myɔk2 
see tɔŋ4 myɔk2. 

myɔk4 see myɑɑk4. 

myɔŋ4 pyan2 see pyɔŋ4 pyan2. 

naa1mik4 B4 DL4 sign, omen (B နမိတ္ P nimitta). 

naa1vaa2  B4 B1 boat, ship (P nāvā). 

naa2 B1 very, extremely. 

naa3 C1 face. 

naa3 faʔ6 C1 C4 ‘face of the sky,’ i.e. the appearance of the sky during 
different periods of daylight hours; see si2 ceŋ2 pɛt2 naa3 faʔ6. 

naa3 lɤn1 C1 A3 ‘face of the moon,’ the appearance of the moon, lunar 
cycle, month. 

naa3 to2 C1 B2 face to face. 

naa4 bun1 see naa4 von1. 

naa4 von1 A4 A3 ‘field of merit’, i.e. accumulated merit or virtue of a 
person through good deeds or religious practices (synonymous 
with P puññākkhetta); also naa4 bun1. 

naa4kaa4 A4 A4 magical serpents which can take human form  
(P nāga); also naak4, naak4 nam6. 

naa4maa2 
A4 B1 name (P nāma). 

naa4vaaŋ2 A4 B1 ‘to enter the ear,’ to be persuasive, to touch the heart  
(B နားဝင္). 

naa5 A1 thick. 

naak4 DL4 to strike, to beat. 
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naak4 
see naa4kaa4. 

naam4 A4 destiny, fate, ‘day of the week on which one is born.’ 

naam4 seŋ5 A4 name, naam4 seŋ5. 

naan4 A4 long time. 

naaŋ4 A4 woman, lady, appellation for women. 

naaŋ4 kɔm4 A4 A4 lady-in-waiting, handmaiden, maidservant, female 
attendant (of a queen or princess); also (naaŋ4) cɤŋ6; see kɔm4. 

naap1 DS4 [65.18] to respect; naap1 thɯ5 in everyday speech. 

naap1 taan3 DS4 C2 to speak or talk improperly. 

naap1 to1 DS4 B4 unsuitable, improper, naap1 to1 vaa1 ‘to speak 
improperly.’ 

naap1 tɔy1 DS4 A2 to take clandestinely and improperly; see tɔy1. 

naat4 DL4 ‘celestial being,’ a Burmese term for a class of celestial 
beings which interact with the human realm  
(B နတ္ possibly from Skt nāthá). 

naat4saa5mi2 DL4 A1 B1 celestial maiden (B နတ္သမီး). 

naaw5 A1 fever. 

naay4 A4 cloud, fog, mist. 

naay4 A4 grandmother, respectful appellation for elderly women. 

naay4 see pu2 naay4. 

naay5 A1 to offer (to spirits, seeking a blessing), naay5 fi5. 
nam4 

A4 to lead, nam4 ʔaw1; usually found in Tham script, for TN 
co4 ʔaw1 or paa4 ʔaw1. 

nam4 
see thuk3. 

nam5 A1 many, very. 

nam5 naa2 A1 B1 abundant, numerous. 

nam5 naay4 A1 A4 very many, a great number, a multitude. 

nam6 C4 water, colour. 

nam6 taa1 C4 A2 tears. 

nam6 vaa1laat4 C4 B4 DL4 [37.12] read as ‘the nine gems’ (B နဝရတ္ from Skt 

navaratna); also read by some scribes as ‘multicoloured,’ from 
nam6 ‘colour’ and vaa1laat4 ‘many kinds mixed together’ 
(Judson gives a list of the nine gems). 

nam6 yaat2 C4 DL3 water poured to dedicate merit. 

nan1 B4 to make a noise, tɛk2 nan1, xɛk2 nan1 ‘to break into sound;’ 
also nan4. 
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nan1 lo1 tho2 yo4 B4 B4 B1 A4 read as ‘gentle, polite (only used for women)’ at 
[42.08]. 

nan1 mo4  B4 A4 very noisy, loud, clamorous; also mo4 nan1, mo4 nan4. 

nan4 see nan6. 

nan4 
see nan1. 

nan4 A4 palace (B နန္း), nan4 sɛŋ5 ‘jewelled palace.’ 

nan4 nɤŋ4  A4 A4 to make a noise, noisily, loudly. 

nan4 nɔ1 A4 B4 ‘nan nɔ,’ untranslated final particle. 

nan4 taa4 A4 A4 ‘nan taa,’ untranslated final particle (with sense of 
imperative); see taa4. 

nan4taa2 A4 B2 [67.17] xaw3 su2 nan4taa2 read as ‘entered Nanta,’ 
possibly from P nandanavana, which Malalasekera gives as ‘the 
chief park in the Tāvatiṁsa Heavenly Realm, where Universal 
Kings spend their time after death;’ some scribes also read 
nan4taa2 as ‘the building where a corpse is laid to rest before a 
funeral.’ 

nan5 A1 thus. 

nan6 C4 that; also nan4. 

nan6 cam6 C4 C4 ‘nam cam,’ untranslated final particle. 

nan6 kɔy1 C4 A4 ‘nan kɔy,’ untranslated final particle. 

nan6 kɔʔ6 C4 C4 topic linker, read as ‘(and) with that.’ 

nan6 lɛ2 C4 B1 ‘nan lɛ,’ untranslated final particle. 

nan6 taa1 C4 A2 ‘nan taa,’ untranslated final particle. 

nan6 yaw6 
C4 C4 ‘nan yaw,’ untranslated final particle. 

naŋ1 B4 to sit. 

naŋ1 cin1 cam2 B4 A2 B2 [10.07] ‘to sit in enjoyment, ruling over,’ i.e. to rule 
to preside over. 

naŋ1 cɔm1 B4 A2 ‘to sit at the pinnacle,’ to rule, to preside over. 

naŋ1 naa3 B4 C1 [10.14] ‘to sit in front,’ i.e. to hold a prominent position. 

naŋ2 hɯ5 B1 A1 what?, how?, that, so that, in order that; also naŋ5 hɯ5. 

naŋ2 nay6 B1 C4 thus, like this, and so, now. 

naŋ5 A1 as, like, alike, similar. 

naŋ5 A1 skin. 

naŋ5 hɯ5 see naŋ2 hɯ5. 

naɰ4 A4 in. 
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naɰ4 nan4 see naɰ4 nan6. 

naɰ4 nan5 se5 kɔʔ6 A4 A1 A1 C4 nevertheless, although. 

naɰ4 nan6 A4 C4 nevertheless, regardless, although; also naɰ4 nan4. 

naɰ5  A1 (mid-)morning, around 10 a.m. in everyday speech. 

naɰ5 saay5 A1 A1 afternoon (until sunset).  

naɰ5 saay5 van4 ŋaay4 A1 A1 A4 A4 all day, throughout the day. 

naɰ5 van4 A1 A4 every day, day by day. 

naw3 C1 spouse, to be paired or coupled with, naw3 xɔt2 haak1, naw3 
fo5; understood as properly taking this C1 tone, but usually 
pronounced C4 naw6 or naaw6. 

nay1 naa1 
B4 B4 ‘nay naa,’ untranslated final particle. 

nay1 nɔ1 B4 B4 ‘nay nɔ,’ untranslated final particle; also nay4 nɔ1, nay6 
nɔ1. 

nay4 
A4 in; cognate of naɰ4 written in Tham script. 

nay4 nɔ1 see nay1 nɔ1. 

nay5 A1 thus. 

nay5 lɛ4 A1 A4 ‘And thus…, Now…’ thematiser or formulaic 
introduction to story openings or sections of manuscript text, 
often as nay5 lɛ4 pen1 naŋ5 mɤ1 nan6 ‘Thus it was at that time,’ 
nay5 lɛ4 mɤ1 nan6 ‘Thus at that time,’ nay5 lɛ4 pen1 naŋ5 ‘Thus it 
was.’ 

nay6 C4 this. 

nay6 cam6 C4 C4 this, and so; introductory particle, sometimes 
untranslated. 

nay6 hɤy6 C4 C4 ‘nay hɤy,’ untranslated final particle. 

nay6 hɔ1 C4 B4 ‘nay hɔ,’ untranslated final particle. 

nay6 kɔʔ6 C4 C4 this; introductory particle, sometimes untranslated.  

nay6 nɔ1 see nay1 nɔ1.  

naʔ1mo4 DS4 A4 homage, praise (P namo). 

naʔ1mo4 puʔ1thaa4yaʔ1 DS4 A4 DS4 A4 DS4 ‘Homage to the Buddha’ (P namo 
buddhāya). 

ne4 A4 to blame. 

ne4laʔ1pan1 A4 DS4 B4 ‘Nelapan,’ Nibbana, freedom from suffering, 
enlightenment (Skt nirvāṇa, cognate of P nibbāna); see 
ni1paan2. 
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ne5 A1 to show, to demonstrate, to reveal, to tell, pyaa4 ne5, ne5 
pan1. 

neŋ2 B1 to rest by leaning on the hand. 

nep3 C1 to insert, to place in or between. 

net3 DS1 tingling numbness due to lack of circulation. 

nɛn3 C1 firm, secure. 

nɛŋ3 C1 reluctant, unwilling; [44.04] maw2 nɛŋ3 ‘without reluctance’ 
is read by some scribes as maw2 nɛŋ5 ‘without regret,’ with nɛŋ5 
assigned a C1 tone instead of the usual A1 (as in cin1 nɛŋ5 ‘to 
regret’). 

nɛp2 DL1 to pinch, to oppress, to afflict, pincers, tweezers. 

nɛp4 nɛp4 DL4 DL4 beautiful, handsome, charming, attractive, alluring. 

nɛt4 DL4 quickly, swiftly, nɛt4 hip4. 

nɤ5 A1 north, upon, above, upper. 

nɤŋ2 see tat4 nɤŋ2. 

nɤŋ4 nan4 see nan4 nɤŋ4. 

nɤʔ6 C4 flesh. 

ni1kaa2 
B4 B2 small town, hamlet (B ႏုုဂိံုး P nigama). 

ni1paa4lam2 
 B4 A4 B1 shining, like, resembling (possibly P nibha); read as 
‘shining’ at [06.11], but could also be read as ‘resembling.’ 

ni1paan2 
B4 B2 ‘Nipan,’ Nibbana, freedom from suffering, 
enlightenment (P nibbāna); also ni1paan4, ne4laʔ1pan1. 

ni2 B1 red (B နီီ). 

ni2yaa2 B1 B3 sapphire (B နီလာ P nīla ‘blue-black’, nīlamaṇi 
‘sapphire’). 

ni3 nɔy6 see nɔy6 ni3. 
ni5 A1 to flee, to go away. 

nik1xaa5 DS4 A1 renunciation (P nekkhamma), nik1xaa5 paa1laa1mi2 
‘Perfection of Renunciation;’ see paa1laa1mi2. 

nim5 A1 composed, still, stable, peaceful, nim5 saw4. 

niŋ2 B1 dew, fog, mist (B ႏွင္း). 

niw6 C4 finger, toe. 

niw6 C4 kapok, kapok tree, Ceiba pentandra (Malvaceae). 

niʔ6 
C4 this; usually nay6 in Tai Nuea lik manuscripts, whereas this 
form is used in the Tham script. 
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no2 B1 shoot (of bamboo, etc.), classifier for the Bodhisatta and 
princess, and for children; used to indicate youthfulness, being 
emergent, burgeoning or developing, and glossed as ‘shoot’ as 
part of epithets of the Bodhisatta (e.g. no2 maat4, no2 faʔ6, no2 
caw3, no2 maŋ4saa4, etc.), and of the princess (no2 cɔy6). 

no2 caw3 B1 C2 ‘Master Shoot,’ an epithet of the Bodhisatta. 

no2 cɔm1 saaŋ5 B1 A2 A1 ‘Pinnacle of the Gods Shoot,’ an epithet of the 
Bodhisatta (cɔm1 saaŋ5 is an epithet of the Buddha). 

no2 cɔy6 B1 C4 ‘Damsel Shoot,’ an epithet of the princess. 

no2 faʔ6 B1 C4 ‘Heavenly Shoot,’ an epithet of the Bodhisatta and of the 
princess. 

no2 fu4laa4 B1 A4 A4 ‘Fula Shoot,’ an epithet of the Bodhisatta. 

no2 maat4 B1 DL4 ‘Excellent Shoot,’ an epithet of the Bodhisatta. 

no2 maŋ4lɔŋ4 B1 A4 A4 ‘Manglong Shoot,’ an epithet of the Bodhisatta. 

no2 maŋ4saa4 B1 A4 A4 ‘Mangsa Shoot,’ an epithet of the Bodhisatta. 

no2 mɔn4 xam4 B1 A4 A4 ‘Golden Essence Shoot,’ an epithet of the princess. 

no2 sɛŋ5 naaŋ4 B1 A1 A4 ‘Jewel of Women Shoot,’ an epithet of the princess. 

no2 von1 hɤŋ4 B1 A3 A4 ‘Resplendent Merit Shoot,’ an epithet of the 
Bodhisatta. 

no2 von1 sɤŋ4 B1 A3 A4 ‘Set of Merit Shoot,’ an epithet of the princess. 

no2 xam4 lɛŋ1 B1 A4 A3 ‘Golden-Red Shoot,’ an epithet of the Bodhisatta. 

no4 kyaa4 A4 A4 to wake easily (B ႏုုိးၾကား). 

no5 
A1 much, abundant, nɔn4 no5 ‘to sleep soundly,’ xɔm4 no5 ‘to 
speak a lot,’ cun4 no5 ‘rising in abundance (of the scent from 
flowers),’ seŋ5 no5 ‘noisy, loud.’ 

no5 A1 viscous, sticky, thick (of fluid); in everyday speech 
‘glutinous rice’ is xaw3 no5, but otherwise new5 is used for other 
items. 

nok1 DS4 bird. 

nok1 yaaŋ4 DS4 A4 egret, heron. 

nok2 DL1 deaf, stupid, stubborn. 

nom4 A4 breast. 

non4 A4 fine, soft, smooth. 

nop4 DL4 to bend (down), to bow. 

not2 DL1 beard. 

noy2 B4 weak, exhausted. 

noy2 B1 classifier for small round or spherical objects; also hoy2. 

noy2 taa1 
B1 A2 eye, eyeball; also hoy2 taa1. 
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noy4 naay4 A4 A4 ‘full-clustered,’ describing Sakka’s palace at [04.10]. 

nɔ1 
B4 ‘nɔ,’ untranslated final particle; usually in combinations 
such as cam6 nɔ1, hɯ5 nɔ1, kaat1 nɔ1, lu1 nɔ1, nay1 nɔ1, saŋ5 nɔ1, 
su5 hɤy6 su5 nɔ1, teʔ6 nɔ1, etc. 

nɔk4 DL4 outside. 

nɔk4 nan6 DL4 C4 besides (which), also. 

nɔm4 A4 to accept defeat, to surrender, to be abject, low, mean. 

nɔm6 C4 to bow in respect, to prostrate. 

nɔn4 A4 to lie down, to sleep. 

nɔn4 fe4 A4 A4 to pass away (polite, respectful form of ‘to die’). 

nɔŋ2 B1 to suspend, to hang, [44.16] to pull down by bending (a 
branch, etc). 

nɔŋ4 A4 to advance, to rise (as an army or water). 

nɔŋ5 A1 pond. 

nɔŋ6 C4 younger sibling. 

nɔp4 DL4 to offer with respect, to present a gift. 

nɔy2 B1 vine, creeper, lineage, race (B ႏြယ)္, xɤ4 nɔy2. 

nɔy4 nɔy4 A4 A4 lithe, supple, limber. 

nɔy6 C4 small. 

nɔy6 ni3 C4 C1 little, small, dainty; also ni3 nɔy6. 

nu4 ne4 A4 A4 delicate, tender (B ႏုုနယ)္; also nu4 nɤ4. 

nu4 nɤ4 A4 A4 [51.06] read as lu5 lɤ2. 

nu4 nɤ4 A4 A4 ‘back and forth,’ ‘to and fro,’ used with kay1 nɯŋ5. 

nuk4 
DL4 mouth (B ႏႈတ)္; see paat4 puk4 nuk4 to2. 

nuk4 nɤk4 DL4 DL4 ravishing, stunning, intensifier for beauty; nuk4 nik4 
at [39.11]. 

nuk4 nik4 see nuk4 nɤk4. 

num2 B1 young, youthful, young person. 

nuŋ1 B4 to put on clothes, to dress. 

nuŋ1 nɤŋ1 B4 B4 confused. 

nut3 num2 DS1 stout, well-built, handsome; at [04.10] also read as applied 
to the god Sakka’s palace. 
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nuʔ1saʔ3ti2 DS4 DS1 B2 ‘nusati,’ recollection, contemplation  
(P anussati); also nu4saʔ3ti2. Lists of six and occasionally ten 
occur in Theravāda literature (AN.VI.10, DN.33, and detailed 
explanations at Vism.VII, Vism.VIII). The six (i.e. the 
Recollections of the Buddha, the Dhamma, the Sangha, 
Morality, Generosity, and of Celestial Beings) are mentioned in 
this Pukthanusati manuscript, together with the final one from 
the list of ten (the Recollection of Peace). 

nɯŋ1 
B4 one (in number); read as nɯŋ1 (also nɤŋ1) when written as a 
numerical digit in manuscript texts, and as lɤŋ1 when a written 
numeral (and in everyday speech in the older generation). 

nɯŋ1 lɛ1 B4 B4 ‘nɯŋ lɛ,’ untranslated final particle. 

nɯŋ5 
A1 to move, to shake; also nɯŋ5 xɔn4. 

ɲim4 A4 extinguished, cooled, quieted, appeased, suk3 ɲim4. 

ŋaa4 A4 tusk, fang, tooth. 

ŋaa4 A4 sesame. 

ŋaa4 see yaa4.  

ŋaa4 paa4 see yaa4 paa4. 

ŋaa4 paay4 A4 A4 elephant tusk, ivory. 

ŋaa4 sɛŋ5 A4 A1 ‘jewel-toothed,’ an epithet of the speech or teaching of 
the Buddha. 

ŋaa4 vaaŋ2 A4 B1 [54.01] ʔaa1kwyɔŋ4 ŋaa4 vaaŋ2, untranslated due to 
unknown meaning; suggested readings include vaaŋ2 ‘kind, 
type’ (B ငါးဝတ္ ?), used as classifier for ʔaa1kwyɔŋ4, to be read 

as ‘five causes/matters.’ Possibly a scribal error for ʔaa1vaaŋ2 
found in the 1876 manuscript. 

ŋaa4 vo1 A4 A3 ‘lotus tusk’ the shoot of the lotus which projects above 
the water before flowering, used as a comparison for the 
princesses complexion; also ŋaa4 bo1. 

ŋaa4laay4 A4 A4 hell (B ငရဲ P niraya). 

ŋaa5 A1 to aim, to intend. 

ŋaak1 DS4 break in continuity. 

ŋaak4 DL4 to open, to break (apart); also fo2 ŋaak4. 

ŋaam1 B4 fork, branch, division. 

ŋaam4 A4 good, excellent. 

ŋaan5 A1 boar, wild male pig, mu5 ŋaan5; also ‘uncastrated.’ 

ŋaan5 ŋaan5 A1 A1 ‘ngaan ngaan,’ the (moaning) sound of the ogre’s 
speech. 
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ŋaay1 B4 easy. 

ŋaay4 A4 like, similar; also yaay4. 

ŋaay4 A4 breakfast time. 

ŋaw3 C1 foundation, source, origin, base. 

ŋaw3 vɔŋ6 C1 C4 ‘Magnificent Foundation,’ an epithet of the king. 

ŋaw4 A4 radiance; also ‘shadow’ in everyday speech. 

ŋaw4 sɛŋ5 A4 A5 ‘Jewel Radiance,’ an epithet of the Buddha and the 
Bodhisatta. 

ŋaw5 A1 sadness, sorrow. 

ŋaw5 A1 to nod (when drowsy). 

ŋeŋ1 
B4 corner, kaay2 ŋeŋ1 ‘to state what is really on one’s mind,’ 
ku1 ŋeŋ1 ‘everywhere, every nook and cranny.’ 

ŋɛn2 se5 
B1 A1 to harm, to hurt, to injure (B ညွည္းဆဲ); also ɲɛn2 se5, 

yɛn2 se5. 

ŋɛn5 A1 to smile, to laugh, ŋɛn5 xew3; also ɲɛn5, yɛn5. 

ŋɤ3 C1 stupefied, bewildered, dumbfounded, to look at something 
in bewilderment. 

ŋɤk4 DL4 magical water serpent; see ku2 ŋɤk4. 

ŋɤn1 B4 part, point, section, component, constituent, detail; synonym 
for xo3. 

ŋɤn4 A4 silver. 

ŋɤn4 vaɰ1 A4 A3 read as ‘leaf of silver’ at [57.14] rather than Cushing’s 
‘silver with only a slight alloy.’ 

ŋɤn4 xaaw5 A4 A1 ‘white silver,’ an old coin which was which was no 
longer the official currency but still used for significant items 
(such as purchasing a pig) until the 1980s in Mueang Sing; see 
tɔŋ4 lɛŋ1. 

ŋɤn4 xam4 A4 A4 ‘silver and gold.’ 

ŋi2 B1 to fit together tightly (B ညီ); also yi2. 
ŋi2 lɛp4 B1 DL4 to fit, fitting, becoming; also yi2 lɛp4. 

ŋo4 A4 bent, crooked; synonym for kot1. 
ŋok3 ŋok3 ŋak3 ŋak3 DS1 DS1 DS1 DS1 ‘ngok ngok ngak ngak,’ the yapping sound 

of dogs. 

ŋɔk4 DL4 to raise the head (as from sleep, or as a snake). 

ŋɔk4 ŋɤ3 A4 C1 to look around in bewilderment. 

ŋɔm4 A4 to incubate, to cover or sit on (as a hen on eggs); also ŋɔm4 
sum2. 
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ŋu4 A4 snake, ŋu4 haw2 ‘cobra.’ 

ŋum5 A1 to squat, [54.12] nɔn4 ŋum5 is read as ‘to lay down curled 
up, in the foetal position;’ ŋɔm5 in everyday speech. 

ŋup1 ŋaap1 DS4 DS4 prostrate, ‘floored’ (by a blow).  

paa1 A2 fish. 

paa1laa1mi2 A2 B4 B1 [40.06] ‘palami’ (P pāramī), accumulated virtue 
from development of the Buddhist path; also paa1laʔ1mi2. 

paa1laa1mi2 A2 B4 B1 ‘Perfection’ (P pāramī); taʔ1saa5 paa1laa1mi2 the Ten 
Perfections (P dasa pāramī), qualities that the Bodhisatta 
perfects before becoming a fully-enlightened Buddha: 
generosity, moral virtue, renunciation, wisdom, energy, 
patience (missing in this manuscript), truthfulness, resolution, 
kindness, and equanimity; also paa1laʔ1mi2. 

paa2 B2 forest, woods. 

paa2 hew1 B2 B4 ‘charnel forest,’ place for performing funeral rites, 
cemetery. 

paa2li1saat1 
B2 B4 DS4 assembly, company (Skt pariṣad P parisā). 

paa2naa4tiʔ3paa2taa2 B2 A4 DS2 B2 B2 ‘(to refrain from) killing living beings,’ the 
first of the five and eight moral precepts for lay Buddhists  
(P pāṇātipātā); the meaning ‘to refrain from’ is implied, 
although this part of the formula  
(TN ve4laa2maʔ1ni2 P veramaṇī) is omitted; also 
paa2naa4ti4paa2taa2. Usually further clipped to paa2naa4 in 
everyday speech; see pɛn2caʔ1si2, sin5 pɛt2. 

paa2paʔ1kam2 B2 DS4 B2 wrongdoing, bad conduct, ‘demerit’  
(P pāpakamma). 

paa2saʔ3taʔ1 B2 DS1 DS4 palace (P pāsāda), more commonly praa1saat4. 
paa3 C2 side, direction; also used in compounds for points of the 

compass and in synonyms for ‘palace’ such as paa3 ho5 xam4, 
paa3 ho5 mɤŋ4 (similar to the use of han3 in han3 praa1saat4). 

paa3 hɔŋ2 see hɔŋ2. 

paa3 ti1 faŋ2 C2 B4 B1 around, near, ‘on the outskirts.’ 

paa3 van4 tam2 C2 A4 B2 west. 

paa4 A4 classifier for people worthy of respect, such as monks, 
parents, etc., and for groups of Buddhist teachings, such as the 
Three refuges (saam5 paa4), the Five Precepts (yaa4/ŋaa4 paa4), 
etc. 

paa4 A4 to accompany, to be with (B ပါ). 

paa4 A4 to transport, to bear, to carry, to take. 
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paa4 A4 to hang from the shoulder, paa4 fɛŋ5 yaw4 xo4 ‘to carry 
around the neck (of a garland, etc.),’ paa4 thoŋ5 ‘to carry a bag 
hanging from the shoulder.’  

paa4faa2 see su5li1yaa2 paa4faa2. 

paa4kaa2 A4 A2 wing, possibly also ‘bird’ (P pakkha); pik2 in everyday 
speech. 

paa4laa1naʔ1si2 A4 B4 DS4 B1 Benares or Varanasi (P bārāṇasī), in India, often 
mentioned in Buddhist literature; also paa1laa2naa1si2 and 
clipped as paa4laa2.  

paa4laa2 see paa4laa2naʔ1si2. 
paa4laŋ2 A4 B1 throne (P pallanka). 

paa4lo2 
A4 B1 wicked person (nominative of P bāla ‘foolish’). 

paak2 
DL2 hundred; also hɔy6 

paak2 CL2 to speak, to tell, mouth. 

paak2 caw3 cɔŋ3 DL2 C2 C2 ‘hundred masters of (royal) parasols,’ the rulers of 
vassal kingdoms; see caw3 cɔŋ3. 

paak2 kɛw3 vɔŋ6 DL2 C2 C4 ‘Words of the Magnificent Gem,’ an epithet of the 
teaching of the Buddha. 

paak3 DS2 form, model, paak3 pɤŋ1. 

paak3 tɯ4 DS2 to adorn, to decorate (with flowers). 

paan1 A2 (period of) time, age, era, generation, life, saam3 paan1 
‘three stages of life.’ 

paan1 kaaŋ1 A2 A2 in the middle, midway. 

paan1 lew1 A2 A3 this life.  

paan1 lɤn4 A2 A4 future life (not used in Mueang Sing). 

paan1 mɤŋ4 A2 A4 reign. 

paan1 sɛŋ5 A2 A1 ‘Jewel Life’ as an epithet of the Bodhisatta and of the 
king, also ‘reign.’ 

paan1 sɯn4 A2 A4 former life, of yore, lifetime(s) prior to paan1 ʔɔn1. 

paan1 xam4 A2 A4 ‘golden era,’ at [02.01] ‘the prime of youth.’  

paan1 ʔɔn1 A2 A3 previous life. 

paan4 A4 [43.18] round offering tray, made of gold or silver, with a 
pedestal base. 

paan4 A4 flower, blossom, to blossom (B ပန္း), pan4 when used with 

the name of a flower, as in pan4 tɔŋ4, pan4 paw4, but also with 
pan4 hɔm5 ‘fragrant blossom.’ 
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paan4 paan4 
A4 A4 ‘brilliant,’ intensifier for white xaaw5 (or fɤk2) paan4 
paan4; also ‘shining, reflective.’ 

paaŋ1 B4 meeting ground. 

paaŋ1 naa3 B4 C1 before, in front of. 

paaŋ2 B2 fine, clear (of weather), open plains, level (of land), (of the 
mind) to be open. 

paaŋ2 B2 curtain. 

paaŋ4 A4 to invite (B ပန္). 

paat1 
DS4 ‘lyre,’ read as a stringed instrument, similar to a tiŋ2 
‘harp;’ not used in Mueang Sing, it could possibly also be  
B ပတ္ ‘small cylindrical drum.’ 

paat2 DL2 to reap, to scythe, to slash, to cut off. 

paat3 DS2 to sweep. 

paat3 xɔt2 DS2 DL1 entire, complete, all; also paat3 keŋ3, paat3 seŋ3. 

paat4 DL4 to wrap or wind around, to hang over. 

paat4 A4 Buddhist text or passage of text (B ပါဌ္ P pāṭha). 

paat4 puk4 nuk4 to2 DL4 DL4 DL4 B2 discourse, section of Buddhist teaching  
(B ပါဌ္ပုုဒ္ႏႈတ္ေတာ)္; also puk4 nuk4 to2. 

paaw2 B2 to summon, to rouse, so2 paaw2. 

paaw4 vaaw4 A4 A4 intensifier for wide. 

paay1 A2 end, tip, summit. 

paay1 A2 to exceed, more than, over. 

paay1 B4 to flee, to run away. 

paay1 caan4 A2 A4 south (hon5 taɰ3 in everyday speech). 

paay1 mɯ4 A2 A4 ends of the fingers, fingertips. 

paay3 C2 to kneel in respect or deference, to make obeisance.  

paay4 
A4 [72.01] ‘side,’ indicating position or direction, paay4 nɤ5 
‘above.’ 

paay4 A4 (male) elephant. 

pam1 A2 to shove, to push hard against, pam1 thip2 to stamp (the 
foot). 

pam3 C2 to fell (a tree, etc.); used at [22.05] for cutting off mental 
defilements. 

pan1  A2 to give, to offer; also ‘to have, to allow, to let, etc.’ in 
causative expressions. 
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pan1 cɔm4 A2 A4 [06.08] to follow each other in doing something; vaw6 
cɔm4 is used in everyday speech for people’s talk ‘following’ 
each other and thereby creating or spreading a reputation about 
another person; see cɔm4. 

pan1 hoŋ5 A2 A1 ‘giving with renown,’ understood as ‘to give things that 
are renowned, which have special value.’ 

pan1 yin4 A2 A4 to give a discourse, to teach (literally ‘to give to hear’). 

pan1yaa2 
A2 B3 wisdom (P paññā), pan1yaa2 paa1laa1mi2 ‘Perfection of 
Wisdom;’ usually B2 B3 piŋ2yaa2 in Tai Nuea lik manuscripts, 
whereas this form is used in the Tham script; see paa1laa1mi2. 

pan2 B2 to turn, to revolve, to go around, to circle. 

pan2 
see pyan2. 

pan2 put4 B2 DL4 complete cycle of a period of time. 

pan3 C2 to squeeze, to embrace, to hold (of moral precepts). 

pan4 A4 thousand; heŋ5 in everyday speech. 

pan4 
see paan4. 

pan4 A4 to be noisy, to make a confused noise. 

pan4 A4 to wrap, to swathe. 

pan4 se4 A4 A4 a fragrant kind of orchid. 

pan4 sɔŋ5 hɔy6 kaw3 sip3 cet3 A4 A1 C4 C2 DS1 DS1 ‘1297,’ the year that copying of the 
manuscript began according to the ‘Little Era’ (beginning in  
CE 638), i.e. 1935 CE; see saa5xaat2. 

pan4 sɔŋ5 hɔy6 kaw3 sip3 pɛt2 A4 A1 C4 C2 DS1 DL2 ‘1298,’ the year that copying of the 
manuscript was completed according to the ‘Little Era,’  
i.e. 1935 CE; see saa5xaat2. 

pan4 to1 A4 A2 to resign oneself to do something. 

pan4 to4 A4 A4 floral woods, forest of flowers (B ပန္းေတာ). 

pan4 tɔŋ4 A4 A4 tong flower; see ton3 tɔŋ4. 

pan4 xan5 A4 A1 ‘binding the spirits,’ the tying of thread to the wrist as 
part of a blessing which binds the constituent parts of a 
person’s spirit together (maat1 kan5 in everyday speech); see 
xan5. 

pan4le4  A4 A4 supporting pillar, mainstay (B ပန္းလဲး), used at [07.15] 
for the masts of a ship. 

paŋ4 A4 to break apart (like a dyke breaking and water rushing out), 
to fall to pieces, to be ruined, nam6 taa1 paŋ4 ‘to break into 
tears.’ 

paŋ4 see pyaŋ4. 
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paŋ4 thaan2 A4 B1 brave, vehement, violent (B ျပင္းထန္).  

paɰ6 C4 to protect, to take care of, to attend upon. 

paw2 B2 to blow. 

paw2 
B2 empty; see to1 paw2. 

paw2 laap3 
see laap3. 

paw4 A4 ‘paw,’ the flowering sal tree, Shorea robusta 
(Dipterocarpaceae) or possibly Couroupita 
guianensis (Lecythidaceae); may6 paw4, pan4 paw4. 

paw4 A4 decorations around the edge or fringe of something. 

paw4 lɔt2 A4 DL1 decoration around the edge of royal umbrella (similar 
to like xɔt2 yaʔ6). 

pay1 
A2 to go; kaa2 in everyday speech (whereas pay1 is ‘to walk’). 

pay1 A2 not, not yet, also ‘don’t!’ negative imperative marker in 
yaa2 pay1, yaa2 pay4; often pay4. 

pay1 laɰ3 maa4 laɰ3 A2 A3 A4 A3 wherever (one goes). 

pay1 lay3 A2 C3 [22.07] to take a spouse in another place (other than 
one’s home village). 

pay4 kaa1 A4 A2 read as ‘besides (which), moreover.’ 

paʔ1li1ye2 DS4 B4 B3 means, device, expedient, artifice (possibly from P 
pariyāya). 

paʔ3taʔ1 DS2 DS4 foot (P pada); xaa5 in everyday speech. 

pe1 see ʔam2 pe1. 

pe2 B2 type of earring, [52.04] pɤt3 pe2. 

pe4 ne4 A4 A4 youthful and attractive; also fe4 le2. 

pe4taaŋ2 A4 B2 to make astrological or other calculations to predict the 
future (B ေဗဒင ္P veda + anga). 

pem2 B2 to nestle, to cuddle; also ‘to kiss, to love’ in everyday 
speech. 

pem2 
B2 to conceal, to hide, pem2 yi2 ‘well-hidden, concealed from 
sight.’ 

pen1 A2 to be. 

pen1 A2 ill, sick, in pain. 

pen1 hɤn4 A2 A4 married. 

pen1 loy3 A2 C3 because of, due to, caused by. 

pen1 naŋ5 A2 A1 ‘thus it was’, ‘so it was,’ ‘so it is.’ 
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pen1 naŋ5 mɤ1 nan6 A2 A1 B4 C4 ‘so it was at that time,’ formulaic introduction to 
a new subject in the text; also pen1 naŋ5 yaam4 nan4, pen1 naŋ5 
thaa2 nan6. 

pen1 naŋ5 yaam4 nan4 A2 A1 A4 A4 see pen1 naŋ5 mɤ1 nan6. 

pen1 taŋ4 A2 A4 as, like. 

pen1 to1 pen1 faa5 A2 A2 A2 A1 [01.04] read as ‘(rhymes) fitting together well’ as 
the to1 ‘body’ and faa5 ‘cover’ of a container for glutinous rice 
(in Mueang Sing to1 haap1 faa5 faa5 haap1 to1 is used for rhymes 
fitting together well). Alternatively, Cushing (1887: 92) gives 
to1 and faa5 as the first and second lines of a couplet in Shan. 

peŋ4 A4 even, equal, as much as, level, flat. 

pet3 C2 duck. 

pet3 haŋ5saa2 see haŋ5saa2. 

pet4can1taa2 
DL4 A2 B2 outlying village (B ပစၥႏၲရစ္ from P paccanta 
‘adjacent, bordering, outskirts’). 

pew1 A2 resplendent, gleaming, glistening. 

pew1 fay4 A2 A4 flashing like fire, flaming, flaring. 

peʔ6 C4 to conquer, to vanquish, to defeat. 

peʔ6 C4 [55.01] very, intensive particle. 

pɛk4 naŋ5 see pɛk4 vaa1. 

pɛk4 ti1 see pɛk4 vaa1. 

pɛk4 vaa1 
DL4 B4 although, even though, as though, even if; also pɛk4, 
pɛk4 ti1. 

pɛn1 A2 to exceed, to surpass. 

pɛn1 A2 to stick out, to stretch out (a limb), pɛn1 mɯ4 ‘to open the 
hand (as if to receive something).’ 

pɛn1caa2 A2 B2 five (P pañca); often signifying the pɛn2caʔ1si2 or five 
moral precepts. 

pɛn2caʔ1si2 B2 DS4 B1 the five moral precepts for lay Buddhists  
(P pañcasīla), i.e. 1. ‘to refrain from killing living beings’  
2. ‘to refrain from stealing’ 3. ‘to refrain from sexual 
misconduct’ 4. ‘to refrain from wrong speech’ 5. ‘to refrain 
from intoxicating drink and drugs that lead to heedlessness’ 
(see paa2naa4tiʔ3paa2taa2, ʔaa2tin1naa4taa4naa4, 
kaa2me4su5mik1saa2, muʔ1saa5vaa4taa2, su5laa4); also si5laa2 
pɛn1caa2, sin5 haa3, yaa4 paa4. 

pɛn3 C2 board, plank. 

pɛŋ4 A4 to love, to cherish, to treasure, loved, cherished. 
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pɛŋ4 com4 A4 A4 to delight, to rejoice. 

pɛt1 DS4 to lie, to deceive (fɛt1 in everyday speech). 

pɛt4 
DL4 to throw away, to abandon (fɛt4 in everyday speech), 
[61.09] pin6 pɛt4 (written pɛn6 pɛt4). 

pɤ1 B4 because; also pen1 pɤ1. 

pɤ1 kaa1 B4 B4 because of, through, by, in order that. 

pɤ1 ʔan1 B4 A3 because. 

pɤ4 A4 in succession. 

pɤ4 nɤ4 A4 A4 ‘pendulous,’ used as a synonym for beauty, mostly of 
women or flower blossoms, in kɔm6 pɤ4 nɤ4 (also kɔŋ2 pɤ4 nɤ4, 
taak2 pɤ4 nɤ4). 

pɤk2 DL2 bark, rind, peel, ‘skin.’ 

pɤk4 pak4 DL4 DL4 widespread. 

pɤn1 
B4 other, others (of people), ‘they’ in expressions such as pɤn1 
vaa1 ‘they say,’ at [48.06] ‘stranger, unknown.’ 

pɤn1 vɤn1 B4 B4 rounded, rotund, globular. 

pɤn4 A4 text, classifier for manuscripts, pɤn4 lik4. 

pɤn4 A4 to slope, to incline. 

pɤŋ1 A2 like, similar, as if, type, kind, classifier for types or kinds 
(synonymous with yɤŋ1), form, shape, pattern. 

pɤŋ1 A2 to thrust aside in order to pass through (as tall grass or 
undergrowth); synomym of tɤ1. 

pɤŋ1 B4 to trust, to depend upon, to take refuge in. 

pɤŋ1 hɯ5 A2 A1 read as ‘whatever’ at [41.15]. 

pɤŋ1 nay5 A2 A1 in such a way, accordingly, therefore. 

pɤŋ1 pen1 A2 A2 so it is. 

pɤŋ2 B2 to rule, to govern, to own, to preside over (B ပုုိင)္; often as 

yam4 pɤŋ2. 

pɤŋ2 cum3 B2 C2 ‘Possessor of the Royal Seal,’ an epithet of the king.  

pɤŋ3 C2 to be mistaken, to err. 

pɤŋ4 A4 shining, radiant. 

pɤŋ4 kon4 A4 A4 [54.17] the lot of humans, the human situation. 

pɤt3 pe2 DS2 B2 type of earring. 

pi1 A2 year. 

pi1 yaa2 pi1 B2 A2 ‘don’t!’ negative imperative marker, see yaa2, 
pay1. 
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pi1 B4 elder sibling. 

pi1 lap3 kay6 A2 DS3 C4 the year lap kai according to a local calendar, also 
commonly used in manuscripts in Thailand and Laos, which 
uses a 60-year cycle to name years. Eade (1995: 24-25) gives 
this as dap kay. It is equvalent to the year 1935 CE, or 1297 of 
the Culasakarat, or ‘Little Era,’ which began in 638 of the 
Common Era. Usually pi1 laap3 kay6 when written in Lik script. 

pi1 nɔŋ6 B4 C4 relative, sibling. 

pi1 ʔuʔ3 B4 C4 eldest brother. 

pi1ye4haa2 A2 A4 B1 beloved (P piya, piyehi); also pi4ye4haa2. 

pi2 B2 accurate, exact (B ျပီ). 

pi2 B2 pipe, flute. 

pi4 A4 plump, fat. 

pi4 kom1 A4 A2 well-built, comely, shapely, good-looking. 

pik2 DL2 wing. 

pik2 DL2 C1 pik2 sɤ3 ‘front part of a jacket,’ sɤ3 sɔŋ5 pik2 ‘double-
breasted jacket.’ 

pik4 DL4 to block, to stop (up), to shut, to close (B ပိတ)္. 

pik4 DL4 (roll of) cotton cloth. 

pik4maan2 DL4 B1 mansion, palace (B ဗိမာန္ P vimāna); sometimes 

pɛk4maan2. 

pin3 C2 to turn back, over, upside down or inside out. 

pin6 pɛt4 see pɛt4. 
piŋ2 B2 to compare (B ၿပိဳင္). 

piŋ2yaa1si2 
A2 A3 B1 wise person (B ပညာရွိ from P paññā); also 

piŋ2yaa2si2. 
piŋ2yaa2 

A2 B3 wisdom (B ပညာ P paññā), sometimes used for 

piŋ2yaa2si2; also piŋ2yaa2. 

pit3taʔ3kaat4 DS2 DS2 DL4 ‘pittakat,’ a collective term for Buddhist 
scriptures (P piṭaka). 

po1 B4 father, respectful appelation for older men, glossed as ‘aged, 
elderly’ when used for ogres, animals, etc. 

po1 ʔɔk2 
B4 DL3 one’s own father, po1 ʔɔk2 faʔ6. 

po2 
B2 to appear (B ေပၚ); also pyo2. 

po4 A4 sufficient, enough, just, if, only, when, as soon as. 

po4 kaa1 A4 B4 only, even. 
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po4 laak2 A4 DL1 until, future marker. 

po4 naŋ5 A4 A1 like, similar. 

po4 taan2 A4 B2 merely, only, just. 

po4 thaan3 see thaan3 po4. 

po4 vaa1 A4 B4 when, if. 

po4paa2 A4 B2 military officer (B ဗုုိလ္ပါ); also po1paa2. 

po4thi4 see ton3 po4thi4. 
pok2 DL2 termite. 

pok3 DS2 to erect, to set upright. 

pon6 C4 to go beyond, to exceed, to be free from. 

pon6 fiŋ3 C4 C1 (very) much more. 

poŋ1 A2 to put (down), to place, to issue (an order, a decree), to 
award, to bestow. 

poŋ1 caɰ1 A2 A2 to be settled in mind, to be at ease. 

poŋ1 faan2 A2 B1 to order, to delegate, to decree, to enjoin. 

poŋ1 ho5 A2 A1 to bow the head in obeisance. 

poŋ1 kaan2 A2 B2 to rebel (B ပုုန္ကန္). 

poŋ1 pɔy2 A2 B2 to set aside, to pause, to cease. 

poŋ1 xyaa4 A2 A4 to place down, to give, to abandon, to give up. 

poŋ1 yaa2 A2 B3 to stop, to abandon (an activity or practice) 

poŋ2 B2 to sprout, to bud. 

poŋ4 A4 dense, thick, luxuriant (of foliage). 

poy1 B4 to adorn oneself. 

poy1 B4 to court, to woo. 

poy4 A4 to strike, to beat, to fight. 

poʔ6 C4 to hit, to beat. 

poʔ6 C4 [01.12] to mix. 

pɔk2 DL2 to peel, to skin. 

pɔk2 DL2 goose pimples, goose bumps, horripilation or bristling of 
the skin caused by fear, cold, or fever. 

pɔk4 DL4 time, occasion. 

pɔk4 DL4 to return, see ʔam2 pɔk4. 

pɔm3 C2 young woman, maiden (name given to a second female 
child). 

pɔm3 tit1 C2 DS4 ‘Pom Tit,’ the wife of Ho Can and co-sponsor of the 
copying of the manuscript. 
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pɔm4 A4 to hide, to conceal (oneself), to take shelter in; used of an 
ogre concealing itself in human form. 

pɔm4 pɔm4 
A4 A4 ‘pom pom,’ the repetitive sound of contemplative 
recitation, and the sound of speech (of the princess and of the 
Bodhisatta); the vowel /ɔ/ is short. 

pɔm4 xo4 A4 A4 to place or hang around the neck. 

pɔn3 C3 to feed, to put into the mouth of another person, ‘to teach, to 
instruct.’ 

pɔn4 A4 perfect, spotless, intensifier for whiteness without any 
blemishes, xaaw5 pɔn4; see sɔn5 pɔn4. 

pɔn4 
A4 [70.19] blessing, benediction (from Skt bara P vara). 

pɔŋ1 A2 to consider, to intend, to think, to take care of, to carry out, 
to undertake. 

pɔŋ1 het3 A2 DS1 to do, to carry out, to undertake. 

pɔŋ1 me4 A2 A4 to implement, to prepare, to put in order, to adjust or 
correct. 

pɔŋ1 thɛm5 A2 A1 to repeat, to do again, to help, to assist, to contribute. 

pɔŋ1 yew1 A2 B4 to do, to practise, to carry out; also yew1 pɔŋ1. 

pɔŋ2 B2 to reach (a place), to appear; see caɰ1 pɔŋ2. 

pɔŋ3 C2 section of a limb (or of bamboo, etc.) between two joints. 

pɔŋ3 mɯ4 C2 A4 ‘arm,’ (rather than Cushing’s ‘the parts between the 
joints of the fingers’). In everyday speech, mɯ4 is used for both 
‘arm’ and ‘hand’ (as with ‘leg’ and ‘foot,’ see entries for xaa5 
and tin1), and there is no distinct term for hand, but only parts 
of it such as ‘palm, finger’ etc. The terms pɔŋ3 nɤ5 ‘upper 
section’ and pɔŋ3 taɰ3 ‘lower section’ are used when speaking 
about these parts of the arms and legs. 

pɔŋ4 A4 to associate with, to keep company with, to be united with, 
to add to (B ေပါင္း); also pɔŋ4 fo2 (B ေပါင္းေဖာ္). 

pɔŋ4 A4 to change, to transform (B ေျပာင္း), pɔŋ4 to1. 

pɔt2 DL2 smooth, fine (also ‘lung’). 

pɔt4 DL4 to rub, to polish; used of jewels, and of people at [64.13] 
pɔt4 si5. 

pɔy2 B2 to send, to despatch, to set loose, to free, to stop, to pause. 

pɔy2 faa3 B2 C1 to release, to set free, to let go; also faa3 pɔy2. 

pɔy4 
A4 future marker, taak2 pɔy4. 

pɔy4 
A4 festival, celebration (B ပြဲ); also pɔy4 laam4, pɔy4 to2. 

pɔy4 ʔan1 A4 A3 [61.06] read as ‘next.’ 
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praa1saat4 A2 DL4 palace (Skt prāsāda), often han3 praa1saat4 (ho5 
praa1saat4 in other texts), also (rarely) paa2saʔ3taʔ1; written as 
praat1saat4. 

pu1 A2 to spread out, to lay out, to be flowing, to trail (of robes, 
etc.). 

pu1 B4 carpenter bee, Xylocopa. 

pu2 
B2 hot (B ပ)ူ, xi5 pu2 ‘burning anxiety.’ 

pu2 B2 (paternal) grandfather, sometimes ‘aged, elderly.’ 

pu2 naay4 B2 A4 father-in-law. 

pu4 A4 to join, to place together (B ပူး). 

pu4pe4 A4 A4 [52.08] flower (P puppha). 

pu4pe4 A4 A4 [37.16] former (P pubbe). 

pu4ti1 A4 A2 [59.11] read as a clipped form of cum4pu4tip3paa2. 

pu4ti4 A4 A4 mala beads, prayer beads (B ပုုတီး); written pu4thi4 at 
[33.12]. 

puk1paa2 DS4 B2 before, previous, the past (P pubba). 

puk1thaa2 DS4 B1 clipped form of puk1thaa4nuʔ1saʔ3ti2 (and of 
puk1thaa4nuʔ1saʔ3ti2 tham4maa4nuʔ1saʔ3ti2 saŋ5xaa4nuʔ1saʔ3ti2), 
[71.10] the Buddha. 

puk1thaa4nuʔ1saʔ3ti2 DS4 A4 DS4 C1 B2 ‘pukthanusati,’ the recollection of the 
Buddha, the contemplation practised by the Bodhisatta and the 
name given to him in this former-life story (P buddhānussati), 
also puk1thaa4nu1saa5ti2; see saam5 kam4 puk1thaa4nuʔ1saʔ3ti2. 

puk2 DL2 to plant. 

puk4 DL4 section of Buddhist text (B ပုုုဒ္ P pada); see paat4 puk4 
nuk4 to2. 

puk4 nuk4 to2 see paat4 puk4 nuk4 to2. 

puk4co2 DS4 B2 worship, to worship, to make an offering in worship  
(B ပုူေဇာ္ P pūjā). 

pum2 
B2 story (possibly from B ပုုံ), pum2 cat4 ‘birth story’ of a 
former life of the Buddha. 

pum2 B2 to collect, to gather, to heap, heap, heaped (implying many 
goods). 

pum2 B2 [17.05] shape, form, to be like, similar (B ပုုံ). 

pum2 yɤŋ1 B2 B4 all kinds, many kinds. 

pun1 B4 part, portion, share, paak2 pun1 ‘hundredfold.’ 
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pun6 C4 (over) there, yonder. 

pun6 yaw6 C4 C4 ‘pun yaw,’ untranslated final particle. 

puŋ1 B4 to throw, to cast. 

puŋ1yaa2 A2 B3 merit accumulated from good acts (B ပုုညာ P puñña); 

see von1. 

puŋ2naa4 B2 A4 ‘Pungna,’ a Brahmin (B ပုဏၰား P puṇṇa). 

pup1 paap1 
DS4 DS4 ‘pup pap,’ the sound of footsteps. 

put1thaa2 ku4laa2 DS4 B1 A4 B1 [38.10] read as ‘the Clan of Puktha,’ from the 
name of the Bodhisatta in this birth story, and  
P kula ‘clan,’ it could alternatively be read as a scribal error for 
‘son of good family’ (P putta ‘son’ + kula ‘clan, good family’), 
which is found often in Pali canonical literature; written 
put1thaa2 but usually pronounced puk1thaa2. 

put2 DL2 see pɯt2. 
put3 DS2 broken off, detached. 

put4 DL4 to change, to elapse, to pass (of time). 

puʔ1thaa4nuʔ1saʔ3ti2 see puk1thaa4nuʔ1saʔ3ti2. 
puʔ1thaa4yaʔ1 see naʔ1mo4 puʔ1thaa4yaʔ1. 

puʔ1thaʔ1 DS4 DS4 Buddha (P buddha). 
pɯn6 C4 base, floor, surface. 

pɯt2 DL2 to open; put2 in everyday speech. 

pyaa4 A4 to show, to reveal (B ျပ), pyaa4 ne5, ne5 pyaa4. 

pyaa4 ci4 A4 A4 [30.16] read as paa4 ci4 ‘to be carried, riding;’ an 
alternative reading using pyaa4 ci4 might be ‘to grow, to 
increase’ (B ပြားစီး). 

pyaa4tɛk4 A4 DL4 ‘to reveal,’ used for the speech of Buddha at [01.20] 
(B ဗ်ာဒိတ ္Skt vyādita or vyādeśa?); pyaa4tik4 in older speakers. 

Hla (1998: 27-29) suggests Skt vyādeśa via Mon. 

pyaa4xaa2 A4 B1 ‘pyaxa,’ tiger (P vyaggha / byaggha); also pyaa4xo2 in 
other texts. 

pyan2 B2 to return, to repeat, a time (B ျပန္). 

pyaŋ4  A4 great, abundant (B ဖ်င္); also paŋ4. 

pyɑɑŋ4 A4 to be violent (B ျပင္း), pyɑɑŋ4 ti1. 
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pyɑk4kaʔ1ti2 DL4 DS4 B2 almanac, chart or book for making astrological 
calculations (B ျပကၡဒိန္ Skt prakhya or  

P pakkha + dina). 

pyo2 B2 to be happy, to be pleased, to enjoy oneself (B ေပ်ာ္); also 

pyo2 mon1, pyo2 cɯn1. 

pyɔk4 xwyo2 
DS4 B1 to deride, to mock (B ပ်က္ေခ်ာ္); also pyɔk4 xyo2, 
pyɔk4 xo2, pyɑɑk4 xo2, etc. 

pyɔŋ4 pyan2 A4 B2 read as ‘to metamorphose’ (B ေျပာင္းျပန္); [34.02] myɔŋ4 
pyan2 is read as a scribal error (also occurring in the 1876 
manuscript) for pyɔŋ4 pyan2. 

saa1 B4 to spread (of news), to be proclaimed, fame, renown. 

saa1 B4 [44.12] ‘so,’ emphatic particle. 

saa1 see kɔʔ6 saa1. 

saa2 B1 pleasant, enjoyable (B သာ). 

saa2caa2 B1 B2 truth, truthfulness (P sacca), saa2caa2 paa1laa1mi2 
‘Perfection of Truthfulness’ (see paa1laa1mi2); also saa2caʔ1, 
saʔ1caa2, saʔ1caʔ1 (usually B1 A4 saa2caa4 in Tham script and 
DL4 B1 sɛt4caa2 in Lik script); see sɛt4caa2. 

saa2saʔ3naa2 
B1 DS1 B1 religion (P sāsana); saa2saʔ3naa4 when written in 
Tham script at [00.02]. 

saa2vaat4 B1 DL4 read as ‘lovely, pleasant, charming’ (Skt svad, svād). 

saa4kɔŋ4 A4 A4 good person, noble (B သူေကာင္း); also saa5kyɔŋ4, 

saʔ3kɔŋ4. 

saa4loy2 A4 B1 (royal) cordon, narrow cloth worn over the left shoulder 
and under the right arm, indicating royalty or nobility  
(B စလြယ)္. 

saa4myaa2 A4 A4 ‘samya,’ untranslated due to unknown meaning, used to 
describe the princess at [19.05]; suggested readings include a 
Burmese term perhaps related to myaa4 ‘emerald,’ or 
tam4myaa4 ‘ruby,’ or possibly saay5 myaa2 ‘lineage.’ 

saa4taŋ4 
A4 A4 news, report, ‘word,’ (B သတင္း); also saa1taŋ4, si4taaŋ4 
(B သိတင္း), and saay5 taŋ4 (in saay5 ʔu4 saay5 taŋ4 at [16.13]); 

usually written saat1taŋ4. 

saa4thoŋ4 A4 A4 top-knot, bunched hair style (B ဆံထုုံး). 
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saa4thuʔ1 A4 DS4 ‘It is well!,’ a formal expression of assent or approval 
in Buddhism (P sādhu); also saa5thu4 (previously saa5 alone was 
used by lay people in Mueang Sing, but was discontinued 
within temples after criticism by visitors in the late 20th 
century). 

saa4to2 A4 B2 prince (B သားေတာ)္. 

saa4vo4 A4 A4 sky, space, heavens; also faa4vo4. 

saa5 A1 paper mulberry tree Broussonetia papyrifera (Moraceae), 
mulberry paper (used for manuscripts), ce3 saa5. 

saa5faŋ2 A1 B1 festival, carnival (B သဘင)္; written and also 

pronounced saʔ3faŋ2. 

saa5fo4 A1 A4 content, satisfied (B သေဘာ), maw2 saa5fo4 ‘discontent, 

dissatisfied;’ also saʔ3fo4. 

saa5ko2 A1 B2 ‘Sako,’ the god Sakka (P sakka); also sak3ko2; see ʔin1. 

saa5mi4 see saʔ3mi4to2. 

saa5miŋ4 to2 
see saʔ3mi4to2. 

saa5muk1 A1 DS4 sea, ocean (B သမု ုSkt samudra P samudda). 

saa5paʔ1 A1 DS4 all (P sabba), saʔ3paʔ1naa2 at [07.19]. 

saa5piŋ2yu1 A5 B2 B4 omniscient, all-knowing (B သဗၺညဴ P sabbaññū); 

saa5piŋ2yaa2 (B သပၸည from P sappañña) ‘wise’ would be more 
appropriate for the Bodhisatta at [69.16]. 

saa5thaa2 A1 B1 faith (P saddhā), also ‘donor’ or ‘sponsor’ of the 
copying of a manuscript; also saʔ3thaa4; written sat3thaa2 at 
[65.15]. 

saa5the4 A1 A4 very wealthy man, magnate, tycoon (B သူေဌး  
P seṭṭhi); also saʔ3the4, saa5thi5 saa5the4, saʔ3thi5 saʔ3the4 (a very 
wealthy woman would be me4 saa5the4). 

saa5thi5 saa5the4 see saa5the4. 

saa5tiʔ3 A1 DS2 mindfulness, awareness (in Buddhist teachings), 
consciousness (in everyday speech) (P sati); also saʔ3tiʔ3, 
saa5ti2. 

saa5vaa4kaa2 A1 A4 B2 noble disciple of the Buddha (P sāvaka). 

saa5vaʔ1ti2  see ʔaa2saa5vaʔ1ti2. 
saa5xaaŋ2 A1 B1 master, lord (B သခင)္. 

saa5xaat2 A1 DL1 era, specifically the ‘Little Era,’ beginning in 638 CE 
(Eade 1995: 17). 
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saak3 DS1 particle marking amount or significance, and in negative 
expressions marking (complete) absence ‘(not) at all, (not) 
even.’ 

saak3 DS1 teak, may6 saak3. 

saak3 se2 
DS1 B1 continually, repeatedly, constantly; see se2. 

saak3 thaa2 DS1 B1 used with negative ‘(not) at any time, never;’ synonym 
for saak3 xaa4. 

saak3 xaa4 DS1 A4 used with negative ‘(not) at any time, never;’ synonym 
for saak3 thaa2. 

saak3 ʔi4 DS1 A4 used with negative ‘(not) even a little, (not) in the 
slightest. 

saak4 
DL4 body, leŋ6 saak4 ‘to raise or support oneself, to make a 
living.’ 

saak4 DL4 to present an offering to someone of higher status, such as 
a king or monk (B ဆက)္, soŋ2 saak4 ‘to make offerings, to send 
tribute.’ 

saam5 A1 three. 

saam5 fiw5 A1 A1 ‘three complexions,’ used with reference to a woman’s 
beauty (i.e. of white, pink, and red colours); often as saam5 fiw5 
lew5 kɛn4, saam5 fiw5 liw5 kin4. 

saam5 fum2 faʔ6 A1 B2 C4 ‘three realms’ (of existence) within which beings are 
reborn, are understood as heaven, earth, and hell; synonym for 
saam5 mɤŋ4, saam5 fuŋ2. In Theravāda canonical literature, the 
three realms are the sensuous, fine-material, and immaterial, 
each comprising different levels of 31 planes of existence 
(Nyanatiloka 1970: 90, 
www.accesstoinsight.org/ptf/dhamma/sagga/loka).  

saam5 fuŋ2 A1 B1 ‘three mansions’ or ‘three abodes;’ see saam5 fum2 faʔ6, 
saam5 mɤŋ4. 

saam5 heŋ5 A1 A1 three thousand. 

saam5 heŋ5 A1 A1 [28.20] ‘Three Thousand,’ clipped form of thɤn2 faʔ6 
saam5 heŋ5 ‘Heavenly Forest of the Three Thousand,’ i.e. the 
Hemavanta Forest; see he5maa2van4taa2. 

saam5 kam4 puk1thaa4nuʔ1saʔ3ti2 A1 A4 DS4 A4 DS4 DS1 B2 ‘three words of pukthanusati,’ 
recollection of the Buddha, the Dhamma and the Sangha 
(puk1thaa4nuʔ1saʔ3ti2 tham4maa4nuʔ1saʔ3ti2 saŋ5xaa4nuʔ1saʔ3ti2); 
see puk1thaa4nuʔ1saʔ3ti2. 

saam5 mɤŋ4 A1 A4 ‘three worlds;’ see saam5 fum2 faʔ6. 

saam5 paan1 A1 A2 three ages of life: youth, middle age (understood as 
‘married’) and old age. 
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saam5 sɛn5 A1 A1 three hundred thousand. 

saam5 xaa2 A1 B1 [29.02] three periods (of the day), throughout the day 
(saam5 thaa2 in everyday speech); elsewhere ‘three times.’ 

saan2 B1 to soar, to rise and fly, to take flight, to take to the air, to sail 
through the air. 

saan5 A1 to weave, to intertwine. 

saaŋ2 B1 ‘novice,’ used for the lesser Buddhist monastic ordination 
available for men under the age of 20 (when a novice disrobes, 
he is given the title ho5). If a man takes the full ordination as a 
fik1xu2 (P bhikkhu), he is addressed as tuʔ6 (and if he disrobes 
after less than 10 years, he is given the title xaan2 in Tai Nuea 
(TL naan2 is also widely used), a clipped from xaʔ3naan2.  
A monk who ordains for longer than ten years is addressed as 
saʔ3mi4 or siʔ3thi3 (and if he then disrobes is given the title 
xaan2 then5). A monk who has stayed in the robes for about 15 
years (i.e. usually from around 35 years of age) is addressed as 
xu4 vaa4 (and if he disrobes is also given the title xaan2 then5). 

saaŋ2 B1 to enjoy, to rejoice (B ရႊင)္, sɤ4 saaŋ2. 

saaŋ3 C1 to build, to sponsor (the production of a manuscript). 

saaŋ3 C1 to dwell, to live (in). 

saaŋ4 A4 name of several kinds of clumping bamboo, may6 saaŋ4; 
possibly Bambusa oldhamii, Bambusa emeiensis (TN may6 
saaŋ4 laay4), Bambusa vulgaris (TN may6 saaŋ4 xam4), etc. 

saaŋ4 xiŋ4 see saaŋ4 xwyɤŋ4. 

saaŋ4 xwyɤŋ4 A4 A4 place for performing funeral rites or disposing of dead 
bodies (B သခၤ်ဴိင္း); also saaŋ4 xɤŋ4, saaŋ4 xiŋ4 (saaŋ4 kew2 in 
everyday speech). 

saaŋ5 A1 [14.02], [48.16] to put in order, to put away, to tidy up, to 
keep, to store. 

saaŋ5 A1 gods, (higher) deities. 

saaŋ5 poŋ1 A1 A2 ‘Bestowed by the Gods,’ an epithet of the Bodhisatta. 

saaŋ5 pyo2 A1 B2 ‘Pleasure of the Gods,’ an epithet of the Bodhisatta. 

saaŋ5fo4 A1 A4 vessel, boat, ship (B သေဘၤာ from ?). 

saaŋ5vaaŋ4 A1 A4 brilliant, bright. 

saaŋ5xaaŋ2 A1 B1 ‘Sangxang,’ an epithet of the Bodhisatta. 

saaŋ5xɔŋ2 A1 B1 ‘Sangxong,’ an epithet of the Bodhisatta. 

saap2 DL1 by, near, in the vicinity of, to border. 

saat1 DS4 animal (P satta or Skt sattva). 
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saat1 DS4 to fit together, to press together; [01.05] could also be read 
as maay5 saat1, the Shan term for the ‘devoweliser’ sign in the 
Lik script, but this term is not used in Mueang Sing. 

saat1taa1vaa2 DS4 A2 B1 animal, living being (P sattava or Skt sattva); also 
sat1taʔ1vaa2. 

saaw2 saaw2  B2 B2 [16.10] billowing (of wind), [66.17] swirling (of falling 
rain). 

saaw4 A4 twenty. 

saaw5 A1 young (unmarried) woman. 

saay2 B1 to preen, saay2 ʔoŋ3 ‘to preen the underside of the wing.’ 

saay5 A1 ray (of light), beam, line, thread. 

saay5 A1 afternoon and early evening, from midday until the sun sets. 

saay5 A1 [07.16] difficult or taking a long time (to do or complete), 
saay5 lay3 yaak4. 

saay5 caɰ1 
A1 A2 heart, soul, spirit; also sen3 caɰ1. 

saay5 faʔ6 faa2 A1 C4 B1 flash or streak of lightning. 

saay5 hoŋ5 A1 A1 ‘renowned lineage,’ used of the Bodhisatta and royalty. 

saay5 laa1 A1 A3 lineage, descent, used in reference to rebirth in the three 
worlds, saay5 laa1 saam5 mɤŋ4, saay5 laa4 saam5 paa4. 

saay5 lom4 A1 A4 flow, course, current of wind. 

saay5 myaa2 A1 B1 lineage, descent; usually saay5 maa2. 

saay5 taŋ4 see saa4taŋ4. 

saay5 xo4 A1 A4 one’s beloved. 

saay5 xɔm4 
A1 A4 words, teachings; also thaw5 xɔm4. 

saay5 ʔu4 A1 A4 ‘lustrous thread,’ saay5 ʔu4 taa4laa4 (also saay5 kam4 
taa4laa4) used for teachings of the Buddha; also used for the 
king’s reputation at [16.12]. 

sak3ko2 see saa5ko2. 

sam2 B1 kind, type, sort. 

sam2 nɯŋ1 B1 B4 again, also, or, otherwise, besides. 

sam2faʔ6 see ce1 sam2faʔ6. 

sam5faa2 see sam5faa4laa2. 

sam5faa4laa2 A1 A4 B1 good quality, accomplishment, ‘Accomplished One’ 
as an epithet of the Bodhisatta (P sambhāra); also (unusual) 
sam5faa2. 
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sam5maa2sam5puk1thaa2 A1 B1 A1 DS4 B1 ‘Fully Awakened One’, the Buddha, one 
who fully cultivates the Ten Perfections, who re-discovers the 
Dhamma when it has been lost to the world and then teaches it 
(P sammāsambuddha); also sam5maa4sam5puk1thaa2. 

sam5maa4thiʔ1 A1 A4 B4 concentration, collectedness (P samādhi); also 
sam5maa4thi1. 

sam6 C4 to repeat, again, more, repeatedly. 

san2 B1 to shake, to tremble. 

san5taa2 
A1 B2 precious stone, gem (Cushing has P sandhā/santhā ?); 
usually san5thaa2 but written as san5taʔ1 at [19.11]. 

san5taa2 A1 B2 [11.01] desire (P chanda). 

san5taa2kaʔ1ti2 
A1 B2 DS4 B2 the ways of desire (P chandāgati). 

san5the2 A1 B1 conception, rebirth in a human womb (P sandhi, 
possibly a clipped form of paṭisandhi). 

saŋ2 B1 to instruct, to order; read as saŋ2 ʔam2laa2 ‘to take leave’ at 
[54.11]. 

saŋ4le4 A4 A4 poor, destitute (B ဆင္းရဲ). 

saŋ5 A1 ‘if,’ indefinite pronominal marker ‘what, something, 
anything,’ also interrogative marker ‘what?, which?’ 

saŋ5 faɰ5 A1 A1 whoever. 

saŋ5 lɛ1 A1 B4 if; also saŋ5 lɛ2. 

saŋ5 nan5 A1 A1 if so, if thus. 

saŋ5 nɔ1 A1 B4 ‘saŋ nɔ,’ untranslated final particle. 

saŋ5 pɔy4 A1 A4 if. 

saŋ5 saŋ5 A1 A1 whatever, anything, everything. 

saŋ5 vaa1 A1 B4 if. 

saŋ5kaa2 A1 B2 doubt, suspicion (P sankā). 

saŋ5kaʔ1haa2 A1 DS4 B1 assistance, help (P sangaha). 

saŋ5xaa2 A1 B1 ‘Sangxa,’ the community of Buddhist monks  
(P sangha); also saŋ5xyaa2. 

saŋ5xaa2 A1 B1 [68.08], [68.13] formed, conditioned, all formed or 
conditioned existence in the realms of birth and rebirth  
(P sankhāra); also saŋ5xaa2laa2. 

saŋ5xaa4nuʔ1saʔ3ti2 
A1 A4 DS4 DS1 B2 ‘sangxanusati,’ the recollection of the 
Sangha (P sanghānussati), one of the contemplations practised 
by the Bodhisatta in this former-life story; also 
saŋ5xaa4nu4saa5ti2. 
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saŋ5xe2 saŋ5xyaa2 A1 B1 A1 B1 incalculable, innumerable (P asankheyya 
‘incalculable,’ sankhyā ‘calculation, enumeration, estimation’). 

sap3pay2 DS1 B2 well-attired, finely clothed (B သပ္ပယ)္. 

saɰ2 B1 to put or place into. 

saɰ5 A1 bright, clear, pure. 

saw1 B4 ‘time, beat,’ classifier used for the beating of a drum, etc. 

saw4 A4 to dwell, to stay, to shelter. 

saw4 A4 to stop (an activity). 

saw4 li1 kin1 vaan5  A4 A3 A2 A1 to live or to be at ease, literally ‘to live well and 
eat delicious (food);’ yu2 li1 kin1 vaan5 is a common Tai Nuea 
greeting and way of expressing good wishes. 

saw5 
A1 post, pillar, column, saw5 laŋ4 yaan4 ‘mast.’ 

saw5 mɤŋ4 A1 A4 ‘Pillar of the World,’ i.e. Mount Meru (also ‘Sumeru, 
Sineru,’ etc.), a vast mountain at the centre of the world and 
which acts as its ‘city pillar,’ luk4 saw5 mɤŋ4; see maŋ4mu2. 

say3 C1 intestines, guts, ʔim2 say3 ‘full, a full gut.’ 

saʔ1le2 
see kwyɑk4 saʔ1le2. 

saʔ3kaʔ1thaa4ni2 
DS1 DS4 A4 B1 wife of the King of Palanasi (P saggaṭhānī ?); 
no other references identified. 

saʔ3ke4 DS1 A4 [21.14] read as ‘parents;’ also saa5ke4. 

saʔ3laʔ1fi4 DS1 DS4 B1 salafi flower, Mammea sp. (Calophyllaceae). 

saʔ3laʔ1naa2 DS1 DS4 B1 refuge (P saraṇa), specifically the Three Refuges 
of Buddhism: Buddha, Dhamma, and Sangha. 

saʔ3mi4to2 DS1 A4 B2 princess (B သမီးေတာ)္; also saa5mi4, saa5miŋ4 to2. 

saʔ3paw4 
 DS1 A4 boat, ship; also saa5paw4. 

saʔ3paʔ1naa2 DS1 DS4 B1 read as saa5paʔ1 ‘all’ at [07.19]. 

saʔ3paʔ1thaa2 DS1 DS4 B1 in every way, in all ways (P sabbathā); also 
saa5paʔ1thaa2.  

saʔ3po2 DS1 B2 snake, serpent (P sappa). 

saʔ3ti2 see saa5tiʔ3. 

saʔ3xaa2 DS1 B1 branch (P sākhā). 

saʔ3xi5 DS1 A1 witness (P sakkhi); also saa5xi5. 
se1 B4 bolt, latch, crossbar (of a door), to latch.  

se2 B1 to remain (unchanged), permanently; see saak3 se2. 
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se4 A4 small (B ေသး). 

se4 fu4 A4 A4 diligent, to do something well or many times  

(B စည္းပူး ?); synonym for kay6. 

se4 myaa2  A4 B1 used with negative ‘(not) in the slightest, at all’ (B ?). 

se4 se4 A4 A4 tiny, minute (B ေသးေသး). 

se4 soy2 A4 B1 to govern (B ေရွးရွူ); see soy5 lu1, where soy5 takes the 
expected A1 tone (understood as a cognate of TH เสวย). 

se4 xyaa2 A4 A1 in detail, entirely (B ေသခ်ာ). 

se4kaa2 A4 B2 previous (B ေရွးက). 

se5 A1 particle marking separation, loss or ending. 

se5 haay5 A1 A1 to disappear, to be lost. 

se5 haɰ3 A1 C1 (and) with that, such that. 

se5 laay1 A1 A3 regrettable, lamentable, unfortunate, a pity, a shame (of 
a loss that is difficult to accept).  

se5 yaw6 
A1 C4 ‘se yaw,’ untranslated final particle. 

se5naa2 A1 B1 minister, senior official (P senā); also se5naa1. 

se5naa2paʔ1ti2 A1 B1 DS4 B2 general, i.e. military commander  
(P senāpati). 

sem3 C3 sharp, pointed, to sharpen, to make pointed. 

sen3 C1 thread, fibre, string. 

sen3 caɰ1 C1 A2 ‘heart-thread,’ thread of life, heart, soul, vitality; see 
saay5 caɰ1, hew4 caɰ1. 

sen3 fom5 faa2 see fom5 faa2. 

sen5 A1 to scatter, to fly off, to spray (as sparks from a fire). 

seŋ2 see laap3 seŋ2.  

seŋ2 see mo5 seŋ2 faʔ6. 

seŋ3 C1 to end, to be done, all, entirely, completely. 

seŋ3 co1 
C1 A2 to die, ‘the end of one’s time;’ synonym for seŋ3 kam2. 

seŋ3 kam2 
C1 B2 to die, ‘to end one’s kamma,’ synonym for seŋ3 co1. 

seŋ3 laat4 C1 DL4 speechless. 

seŋ3 seŋ3 C1 C1 completely, utterly. 

seŋ5 A1 sound, to call. 

sep2 DL1 to pierce, to impale, to thrust through. 

sew2 B1 friend (of a similar age). 
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sew2 faʔ6 B1 C4 ‘venerable friends,’ used by the Buddha addressing the 
assembly of monks. 

sew3 see sɔt2 sew3. 

sɛn2 B1 to call loudly, to shout. 

sɛn5 A1 100,000, also a synonym for ‘very many, innumerable, 
incalculable, immeasurable.’ 

sɛn5 xɔk2 faʔ6 
see xɔk2 faʔ6. 

sɛŋ5 A1 jewel, precious stone, also implying ‘special, illustrious, 
celestial, magical,’ as in paan1 sɛŋ5 ‘Jewel Life’ (an epithet of 
the Bodhisatta and of the king) or fɯn4 sɛŋ5 ‘jewel cloth’ (i.e. 
the celestial flying kampala cloth). 

sɛŋ5 cɛn1 cɔy6 B1 A2 C4 ‘Polished Jewel Damsel,’ an epithet of the princess. 

sɛŋ5 ciŋ2 A1 B2 diamond, ‘Diamond Jewel’ as an epithet of the queen; 
see ciŋ2. 

sɛŋ5 ho5 xam4 A1 A1 A4 ‘Jewel of the Golden Hall,’ an epithet of the king. 

sɛŋ5 hun2 cɔy6 A1 B1 C4 ‘Jewel Form Maiden,’ an epithet of the princess. 

sɛŋ5 hun2 tɛm3 A1 B1 C2 ‘Jewel Painted Form,’ an epithet of the princess. 

sɛŋ5 laaw1 A1 A3 ‘Star Jewel,’ an epithet of the Buddha, the Bodhisatta, 
and of the princess. 

sɛŋ5 mɤŋ4 A1 A4 ‘Jewel of the Kingdom,’ an epithet of the princess. 

sɛŋ5 naaŋ4 A1 A4 ‘Jewel of Women,’ an epithet of the princess. 

sɛŋ5 paa4 A1 A4 ‘Jewel Person,’ an epithet of the princess. 

sɛŋ5 pan4 A1 A4 ‘Saeng Pan,’ wife of Xun Ca (Ca Kap Kaew), the scribe 
who copied the manuscript. 

sɛŋ5 sɔn4 A1 A4 ‘Jewel of Abundance,’ an epithet of the princess. 

sɛŋ5 xaaŋ4 A1 A4 ‘Jewel Companion,’ i.e. the princess, as wife of the 
Bodhisatta. 

sɛŋ5 yɔt4 hun2 cɔy6 A1 DL4 B1 C4 ‘Jewel Supreme Damsel Form,’ an epithet of 
the princess. 

sɛt4caa2 DL4 B2 truth, thruthfulness (P sacca); see saa2caa2. 

sɛw3 C1 to catch, to seize. 

sɛw4 A4 A4 read as ‘abundantly good looking, attractive (of a young 
woman)’ at [52.11], sɛw4 sɔn4; sɛw4 is from nok1 sɛw4 ‘the 
racket-tailed drongo or long-tailed edolius, Dicrurus 
paradiseus.’ 

sɤ2 B1 to spread, to lay out. 

sɤ3 C1 shirt, jacket. 

sɤ4 A4 enjoyable, entertaining, pleasant. 

sɤ5 A1 tiger. 
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sɤ5 laa4 A1 A4 read as ‘regal tiger.’ 

sɤ5 loŋ5 A1 A1 royal tiger. 

sɤk3 DS1 battle, war, ‘soldier’ at [12.10] (kon4 sɤk3);’ also sɤk3 tɤk3. 

sɤk4 DL4 to arrive, to moor (a boat). 

sɤŋ2 B1 polity, state, kingdom, country, city. 

sɤŋ2 B1 to hide, to conceal, clandestine, furtive. 

sɤŋ4 A4 [23.02] collection, (complete) set of things (B ဆုုိင္း). 

sɤŋ4 A4 fresh, lush, teeming, festooned (B ဆုုိင္း); alternative reading 
at [61.20] in relation to forest flowers. 

si1kɛŋ4 B4 A4 unlevel, one side higher than the other, to lie on one’s 
side, [43.09] to glance sideways (as lovers). 

si2 B1 four. 

si2 B1 topic linker (untranslated). 

si2 
see yen1 si2. 

si2 ceŋ2 pɛt2 naa3 faʔ6 see si2 naa3 pɛt2 paa3. 

si2 naa3 pɛt2 paa3 B1 C1 B2 C2 literally ‘four faces and eight sides,’ glossed as 
‘four quarters and eight points [of the compass]’ or ‘in every 
direction’; also faʔ6 si2 naa3 pɛt2 paa3, si2 ceŋ2 pɛt2 naa3 faʔ6. 

si2taan2 
B2 B2 ‘Sitan,’ the Seven Seas; read as a clipped from of B. 
သီတာခုုႏွစ္တန,္ which Judson gives as ‘the seven belts of water 
which surround, and intervene between the seven ranges of 
mountains which encircle the Myinmo Mountain,’ and for 
which Cushing gives the Shan si2taa2 cet3 hɔp4; Malalasekera 
gives P sīdantara samudda as ‘the sea between every two 
ranges round Sineru; Nāgas live in this sea. J.vi.125;’ the initial 
syllable is read as TN si2 ‘four’ by some scribes and interpreted 
as ‘four bodies of water or oceans’ rather than seven; also 
si2taa2 in other texts; see maŋ4mu2. 

si3 ʔi3 
C1 C3 little, small; also ʔi4 si4. 

si4 xo4 A4 A4 to kowtow, to show deference. 

si4taaŋ4 see saa4taŋ4. 

si5 A1 to rub, to scrub, to wash, to wipe. 

si5ke2 DS1 B2 to look down upon, jealous, envious; also siʔ3ke2, 
si2ke2. 

si5kyaa4 A1 A4 ‘Sikya,’ the god Sakka (B သၾကား Skt śakra). 

si5laa2 
A1 B4 (religious) teacher, adept (B ဆရာ from Skt ācārya  

P ācariya); also si5laa1. 
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si5laa2 A1 B1 morality, moral virtue, moral precepts (P sīla), si5laa2 
pɛn1caa2 ‘the five moral precepts’ (see pɛn2caʔ1si2); also sin5, 
and si5laʔ1 in si5laʔ1 paa1laa1mi2 ‘Perfection of Morality;’ see 
paa1laa1mi2. 

si5laʔ1 A1 DS4 see si5laa2. 

si5vi1cay4 A1 B4 A4 ‘Sivicay,’ name of the son of the main sponsor of the 
copying of the manuscript. 

sik2 DL1 to tear, to rip; often sɛk2. 

sik3 hik3 DS1 DS1 becoming, comely (of the bearing of a young 
woman). 

sim4 A4 to keep, to collect, to cherish, to treasure, to take care of  
(B သိမ္း); also sɛm4. 

sin5 
 see si5laa2. 

sin5 haa3 
A1 C1 the five moral precepts; see pɛn2caʔ1si2.  

sin5 pɛt2 A1 DL2 the eight moral precepts, renunciant precepts usually 
undertaken by Buddhist lay people when staying in temples on 
special days of practice according to the lunar calendar; the first 
five are the same as the five moral precepts (with the exception 
of the third, ‘to refrain from sexual misconduct’ which becomes 
‘to refrain from sexual activity’ in the list of eight), to which 
are added 6. ‘to refrain from eating after noon,’ 7. ‘to refrain 
from dancing, singing, music and shows, from wearing 
garlands, and from using perfumes, cosmetics and adornment,’ 
and 8. ‘to refrain from high and luxurious beds (i.e. indulgence 
in sleep);’ see pɛn2caʔ1si2. 

sin5 tham4 A1 A4 moral virtue. 

siŋ2 B1 thing. 

siŋ5 xam4 A1 A4 Sing Xam, i.e. present-day Mueang Sing in Luang 
Namtha province, Laos. 

sip3 DS1 ten. 

sip3 hok3 DS1 DS1 sixteen. 

sip3 pɤŋ1 saa5paʔ1 taa4laa4 DS1 A2 A1 DS4 ‘all the Ten Tala,’ read as the Ten Virtues of a 
King (P dasarājadhammā): generosity, moral virtue, self-
sacrifice, integrity, gentleness, austerity, non-anger, non-
violence, patience, and non-deviation from the law (J 534). 

sip3 sɔŋ5 DS1 A1 twelve. 

so1 ho2 B4 B1 dull, faded, worn, not clean (of white), intensifier for 
‘sad’ (mɔŋ5 so1 ho2); used alone at [59.03] ‘sorry-looking, sad-
looking,’ and at [66.01] used for the colour or appearance of 
skin. 
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so2 B1 to make a proclamation, to herald, to rouse, to mobilise,  
(B ေဆာ္); also so2 paaw2, so2 faan2. 

so4 A4 key, to lock (B ေသာ့). 

so4 kwyo4 A4 A4 read as ‘wholeheartedly, with deep empathy’  
(B ေဇာေစာ or ေဇာေၾကာ ?); some scribes understand this term 
as ‘to raise the hands together in reverence.’ 

so4laʔ1saa2 A4 DS4 B1 sixteen (P soḷasa), used in reference to a group of 
sixteen heavens in Buddhist cosmology; also so4laa1saa2 (sip3 
hok3 in everyday speech). 

so4taa2 A4 B2 ‘Stream Entry,’ attained through the destruction of the 
fetters which bind a being to rebirth in the lower worlds, and by 
which one becomes a noble disciple of the Buddha, destined to 
realise liberation from suffering (P sota, clipped from sotāpatti 
or sotāpanna). 

so5 A1 chinese coin, money (B ေသာ္, ေသာ္ျပား). 

sok2 xok2 DL1 DL1 [14.13] ‘emaciated,’ read as cok2 xok2, intensifier for 
‘thin;’ an alternative reading for xok2 might be xuk3, which is 
sometimes used in combinations to mean ‘quickly, 
immediately,’ but not with suk3. 

som3 C1 sour. 

son2 
B1 ‘part, portion, share,’ used in son2 von1 ‘portion of merit.’ 

son4 A4 to urge, to exhort, to compel. 

son5 A1 confused, mixed up, mixed together, merged. 

son5saw4 
A1 A4 mental defilements; synonym for kiʔ3le4saa2. 

soŋ2 B1 to send, to convey, to offer, to present. 

soŋ4 A4 distracted, dulled, stupefied. 

sop3 DS1 mouth; used in combination for kinds of speech. 

sop3 li1 seŋ5 vaan5 DS1 A3 A1 A1 literally ‘well-mouthed, sweet-sounding,’ well-
articulated and harmonious (of recitation), ‘well-spoken and 
sweet-sounding’ (of speech). 

sop3 lon4 DS1 A4 meddlesome (of speech), prying, interfering. 

sop3 nam5 DS1 A1 talkative, loudmouthed, gossipmonger. 

sop3 seŋ5 DS1 A1 sound (of speech), to utter, to articulate, to enunciate, 
to pronounce. 

sop3 tup2 DS1 DL2 to compress or purse the lips. 

sop3 vaaŋ4 DS1 A4 to be careless in speech, [54.05] mi4 kaa1 sop3 vaaŋ4 ‘to 
be at a loss for words, to not know what to say.’ 

sop3 xɛŋ5 DS1 A1 tough-talking, argumentative. 

sot2 DL1 rounded, bloated, bulging. 
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soy1 B4 relative, kinsman, friend (B ေဆြ). 

soy1 to2 myew4 to2 B4 B2 A4 B2 [46.16] ‘kinsmen of noble descent’  
(B ေဆြေတာ္မ်ဳိးေတာ္); see myew4 to2. 

soy2 B1 gold, golden (B ေရႊ). 

soy2 B1 to wash, to bathe (for face, arms, or legs); alternative 
reading at [66.03]. 

soy3 C1 to envy, to be jealous. 

soy4 
A4 to rub, to scrub, to polish (B ေသြး); synonym for fon5, pɔt4. 

soy5 A1 angled, askew, out of line, [48.14] yin4 soy5 read as ‘at odds 
with.’ 

soy5 lu1 
A1 A3 to govern, to rule (over); see se4 soy2. 

soy5 noy4 A1 A4 to discuss in the company of another (B ေဆြးေႏြး). 

sɔk2 DL1 elbow, cubit. 

sɔk4 DL4 to seek, to look for. 

sɔk4 te2 DL4 B2 to observe (religious practices)  
(B ေဆာက္တည)္. 

sɔm3 C1 to plant, to sow. 

sɔm4 A4 vile, wicked, mean. 

sɔn4 A4 abundant; see sɛŋ5 sɔn4. 

sɔn5 A1 to teach. 

sɔn5 pɔn4 
 see su5 pu4. 

sɔn6 C4 to place one upon another. 

sɔŋ2 B1 to shine, to glitter. 

sɔŋ2 B1 gift, present; see laak4 sɔŋ2. 

sɔŋ5 A1 two. 

sɔŋ5 caɰ1 A1 A2 to be in a dilemma or quandary, to have conflicting 
feelings. 

sɔŋ5 sɛn5 le4 sɔŋ4 A1 A1 A4 A4 [18.09] two hundred and forty thousand (TN sɔŋ5 
sɛn5 ‘two hundred thousand’ + le4 sɔŋ4  
B ေလးေထာင္ ‘forty thousand’); the thickness of the earth in 

yojana in Buddhist cosmology. 

sɔt2 DL1 to put into or through, to enter between, to intersect. 

sɔt2 
DL1 read as a variant of cɔt2 at [29.10], giving sɔt2 xway2 
‘covered’ (in sweat).  

sɔt2 se1 DL1 B4 to latch, to bolt. 

sɔt2 sew3 DL1 C1 to go here and there (in a confused way, as in a crowd). 
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sɔy1 hɔy1 B4 B4 in harmony. 

sɔy1 sɔy1 B4 B4 graceful. 

sɔy3 C1 tuft, tassel, stamen. 

sɔy4 A4 to cut, to slice, to chop. 

sɔy5 A1 ‘saeng soy,’ untranslated at [52.14] due to unknown 
meaning, sɛŋ5 sɔy5. 

sɔy6 

sɔy6 
C4 to string, to thread, sɔy6 mɔk2 ‘string of flowers.’ 

C4 ‘to hang down,’ used of the princesses beauty at [44.09]. 

su1 B4 thorn (B ဆူး). 

su1taat1 B4 DS4 ‘Sutat,’ possibly from P sudassana, which 
Malalasekera gives as ‘a name given to the city of the gods;’ 
suʔ3taat1 at [04.10]. 

su2 B1 to, at, into. 

su2 
B1 classifier for deities, wats, etc. (B ဆူ), [72.04] faʔ6 ʔaa1lɔŋ4 
sip3 su2. 

su3 C1 to like, to wish, to be pleased. 

su4 A4 to reward. 

su4 kɔŋ4 A4 A4 person who is upright, virtuous, devout (B သူေကာင္း). 

su4 maat4 A4 DL4 person of excellent virtue (B သူျမတ)္; also su2 maat4. 
su4 se4 see su4 sɤ4. 

su4 sɤ4 A4 A4 ‘youthful,’ intensifier for num2 ‘young,’ also used alone; 
also su4 se4. 

su4 tɤŋ2 A4 B2 to dedicate (merit), to resolve (to do or achieve 
something) (B ဆုုေတာင္း); see tɤŋ2. 

su4 thɛm5 A4 A1 to assist, to help. 

su4 to2 A4 B2 person who is devout, upright, virtuous, with moral 
integrity (B သူေတာ)္. 

su4 tɔŋ4 see su5 tɔŋ4. 

su4 tɔy4 A4 A4 to escort, to accompany. 

su4 yan2 
A4 B3 clairvoyance, divine vision (B ရႈဥာဏ္ with yan2 from  

P ñāṇa); some scribes read yan2 as ‘perpendicular, placed down 
from above,’ i.e. ‘observing from above’ as would a celestial 
being; taa1 tip1 in everyday speech. 

su5 A1 you (plural). 

su5 hɤy6 su5 nɔ1 A1 C4 A1 B4 ‘su hɤy su nɔ,’ untranslated final particle for a 
section of a manuscript. 
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su5 pu4 
A1 A4 ‘brilliant,’ intensifier for white and for gold (usually so5 
po4); also sɔn5 pɔn4. 

su5 tɔŋ4 A1 A4 statement or declaration, typically made in the colophon 
(TN lik4 vaak2) of a manuscript, of what the sponsors would 
like to be remembered (TN tɔŋ4) by the spirits who record acts 
of merit; also su4 tɔŋ4. 

su5keŋ1taa2 see keŋ1taa2vaʔ1ti2. 
su5laa4 A1 A4 alcohol, ‘(to refrain from) intoxicating drink and drugs 

that lead to heedlessness,’ the fifth of the five and eight moral 
precepts for lay Buddhists (P surā, clipped from 
surāmerayamajjapamādaṭṭhānā); the meaning ‘to refrain from’ 
is implied, although this part of the formula (TN ve4laa2maʔ1ni2 
P veramaṇī) is omitted; also clipped to suʔ3laa4me4 in everyday 
speech; see pɛn2caʔ1si2, sin5 pɛt2. 

su5li1yaa2 paa4faa2 A1 A3 B3 A4 B1 ‘Suliya Pafa,’ wife of the King of 
Uktamathani (P suriya +pabhā ‘the radiance of the sun’). 

su5van4naa2 
A1 A4 B1 gold (P suvaṇṇa). 

suk1 sik1 DS4 DS4 burgeoning, as buds or shoots appearing on a tree. 

suk3 DS1 happiness, pleasure; clipped form of suk3xaa2  
(P sukha). 

suk3taa2 saŋ5kaʔ1he2 see suʔ3kaat1 saŋ5kaʔ1he2. 

suk3xaa2 suk3xaŋ2 see tuk1xaa2 tuk1xaŋ2 suk3xaa2 suk3xaŋ2. 

suk4 DL4 to wash (the face or body). 

sum2 B1 to cover, to spread over. 

sum4 A4 to be defeated, to lose, to fail (B ရႈံး); also cɔm2 sum4, sum4 
cɔm2. 

sum4 xiŋ4 A4 A4 to lose one’s life. 

sum6 C4 shack, shed, temporary shelter. 

suŋ4 paa4 see kuŋ2 suŋ4 paa4. 

suŋ4 sɔŋ2 A4 B1 to make use of (B သုုံးေဆာင)္. 

suŋ5 A1 high. 

suŋ5 vɛn4 
see vɛn4. 

sut3 DS3 end, extremity, to come to an end. 

sut3 caɰ1 DS1 A2 with all the heart, wholehearted, completely (satisfied). 

sut3 kaa1 DS1 B4 in the end, finally. 

sut3 kaa2 DS1 B2 completely, utterly, to the utmost.  
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sut3 ti1 DS1 B4 finally, at last; synonym for sut3 kaa1. 

suy4 A4 [47.20] read as ‘the swinging movement of monkeys from 
one branch to another;’ an alternative reading would be suy5 ‘to 
push,’ which is not used in Mueang Sing. 

suʔ3kaat1 saŋ5kaʔ1he2 DS1 DS4 A1 DS4 B1 ‘Sukat Sangkahe,’ King of Palanasi; also 
suk3taa2 saŋ5kaʔ1he2 ‘Sukta Sangkahe’ at [68.10] 

suʔ3taat1 
see maʔ1xaʔ3vaa2 suʔ3taat1, su1taat1. 

sɯ1 B4 straight. 

sɯ1 naa3 B4 C1 straight in front, before one’s face. 

sɯn4 A4 past, former, before; see paan1 sɯn4, van4 sɯn4.  

sɯp2 DL1 to connect, to join, to follow, to continue (a tradition, etc.). 

taa1 A2 eye. 

taa1 A2 future marker; [44.03] in taa1 yaɰ2 the prefix taa1 signifies 
that yaɰ2 ‘large, great, important’ pertains to the future. 

taa1 mɤŋ4 A2 A4 ‘eyes of the kingdom,’ the great worth of a cloth is 
compared to this at [21.10]. 

taa1 mɯ4 A2 A4 fist, knuckle; also ‘to clap’ in everyday speech. 

taa1 nɔ1 A2 B4 ‘taa nɔ,’ untranslated final particle. 

taa1 tan1 A2 A2 blind (‘solid eyes’). 

taa1 thi2 A2 B1 [58.18] regular small spaces in dense lattice-work; taa1 
haaŋ2 is used for larger spaces when the lattice-work is less 
dense. 

taa1 van1 
A2 B4 ‘taa van,’ untranslated imperative final particle; also taa1 
van4, taa4 van4. 

taa1 xew5 A2 A1 ‘green-eyed,’ signifying a violent or aggressive person; 
more commonly ho5 xew5 ‘green-headed’ in everyday speech; 
at [59.19] Cushing’s ‘the staring look of the eyes peculiar to a 
dead person’ would be a possible reading, but is not found in 
Mueang Sing. 

taa1kwyɔŋ4 B4 A4 one cloth (B တစ္ကြင္း); also taa1kwyɑɑŋ4. 

taa1pe4 B4 A4 disciple, devotee (B တပည့္ possibly from P tapa ?). 

taa1thɔŋ2 B4 B1 thousand (B တစ္ေထာင္); also taʔ1thɔŋ2. 

taa4 A4 imperative marker, faŋ4 lɛ1 faŋ4 taa4, lu1 taa4. 

taa4 van4 see taa1 van1. 
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taa4laa4 A4 A4 ‘Taalaa,’ the Dhamma, the truths or laws of reality 
discovered and taught by the Buddha (B တရား); also traa4 (in 
Mueang Sing speakers descended from migrants from Moeng 
Lo, but not from Moeng Ka), and talaa4 with unstressed first 
syllable. 

taa4naa2 A4 B2 generosity (P dāna); also taa4naʔ1, taʔ1naʔ1, taan4, 
especially as taa4naʔ1 paa1laa1mi2 ‘Perfection of Generosity;’ 
see paa1laa1mi2. 

taak2 DL2 to spread out, [03.03] to be thrown backwards, to be 
placed on the back (usually taak2 ŋaay5).  

taak2 
DL2 future marker, caŋ2 taak2, kaa1 taak2, taak2 pɔy4. 

taak2 haaŋ1 DL2 B4 [33.03] to reveal oneself, to appear. 

taak4 DL4 to count, to reckon. 

taam1 A2 to follow. 

taam2 B2 punishment (B ဒဏ္). 

taam4 caɰ1 A4 A2 close or intimate. 

taan2  B2 to be worth, to be equal to, enough (B တန)္. 

taan3 C2 to talk, to speak, paak2 taan3. 

taan4 A4 step, stage, level. 

taan4 
A4 generosity, to give, to offer (P dāna), kin1 taan4. 

taaŋ2 B2 pannier (for pack-animal). 

taaŋ2 B2 to put, to place upon (B တင္). 

taaŋ2 B2 other, different, more (than others), to surpass, comparative 
and superlative marker. 

taaŋ3 C2 species of cork tree with very white wood.  

taaŋ4 A4 in, at, among (B တြင)္. 

taaŋ4 A4 way; also nominalizer.  

taaŋ4 kin1 A4 A2 food. 

taaŋ4 li1 A4 A3 goodness, good. 

taaŋ4 lu2 A4 B1 donation, offering. 

taaŋ4 mon1 A4 B4 entertainment, amusement. 

taaŋ4 yɔm4 A4 A4 acceptance of defeat, submission; also understood as 
‘bad’ as the opposite of ‘good’ experiences at [27.07]. 

taap2 DL2 to strike, to hit. 

taat3 DS2 to cut (off). 

taaw1 A2 knife, sword, sabre (Ch 刀 dao). 
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taaw1 see lom6. 

taaw4 naaw4 A4 A4 lengthy, extended, extensive. 

taay1 A2 to die. 

taay1 can4 A2 A4 ‘stone dead.’ 

tam1 A2 to pound, to beat. 

tam2 B2 low, to lower, to bend down, to decline. 

tam3 C2 place; locative marker. 

tam4 A4 to put (in place), to lay, to set, to assemble. 

tam4myaa4 A4 A4 ruby (B ပတၱျမား P padumarāga), an epithet of the 
princess. 

tam6 C4 together, with. 

tan1 A2 solid, dense, taa1 tan1 ‘blind.’ 

tan4 A4 place, location. 

tan4  A4 to span, to extend from one point to another. 

tan4 A4 [59.13] to be the time (for something or to do something), to 
be ready (for). 

tan4 caɰ1 A4 A2 own child or children, offspring, progeny, ‘most loved 
child.’ 

tan4 laɰ1 A4 A3 anywhere. 

tan4 nay5 A4 A1 thus, and so. 

tan4 sɤ4 A4 A4 carpet; read as ‘paving the way’ (to Nibbana) at [08.15]. 

tan4 xɤ4 see tan4 xo4.  

tan4 xo4 A4 A4 power (B တန္ခုုိး); also tan4 xwyo4, tan4 xɤ4.  

tan4 xwyo4 
see tan4 xo4. 

tan4saa2 A4 B1 finery, well-dressed. 

taŋ3 C2 to set up, to establish. 

taŋ3 xɯn3 C2 A3 to rise up steeply. 

taŋ4 A4 all, altogether, together with, and, topic linker (often 
untranslated). 

taŋ4 kaa1 A4 B4 all, altogether, together with. 

taŋ4 laay5 A4 A1 all, every. 

taŋ4 loŋ5 A4 A1 all, every. 

taŋ4 seŋ3 A4 C1 all, every, completely, entirely. 

taŋ4 sɔŋ5 A4 A1 both. 

tat4 
DL4 skilled, able (B တတ)္; see xwyɔŋ2, laak2, laŋ2, ʔaa1tat4. 
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tat4 laŋ2 DL4 B2 very skilled, clever, accomplished; also tat4 laaŋ2, tat4 
lɔŋ2, lɔŋ2 tat4. 

tat4 lɔŋ2 see tat4 laŋ2 (lɔŋ2 is read as a variant of laŋ2). 

tat4 nɤŋ2 DL4 B1 ‘equal to the task,’ very skilled, clever, able, 
accomplished (B တတ္ႏုုိင္). 

taɰ3 C2 under, beneath, below, south. 

taɰ3 lum1 faʔ6 C2 B4 C4 ‘under the heavens,’ human realm, world; also taɰ3 
faʔ6, lum1 faʔ6.  

taɰ4 A4 to expect, to hope, to look forward to. 

taw2 ʔɤŋ1 C4 A3 read as ‘to ask repeatedly, to importune’ following 
Cushing, based on the context at [27.11]; not used in Mueang 
Sing, where mɯ4 taw6 ʔɤŋ1 ‘to lean on the hand (in order to get 
closer to talk)’ or taw2 ʔɤŋ1 (also taw2 ʔeŋ1 in everyday speech) 
‘to get close to, to cuddle (like a child)’ were suggested 
alternative readings. 

taw3 C2 to arrive, to come (C2 tone rather than expected C4), taw3 
hɔt4, taw3 pɔŋ2. 

tay2 B2 to move along, to cross, to crawl. 

tay4 A4 Tai, of the Tai ethnolinguistic family. 

taʔ1 DS4 (irreg.) to challenge, to threaten. 

taʔ1kaa2 DS4 B2 door (B တံခါး); possible reading at [09.12]. 

taʔ1maan2 DS4 B1 messenger (of the king) (B တမန)္. 

taʔ1saa5 DS4 A1 ten (P dasa), in taʔ1saa5 paa1laa1mi2 ‘Ten Perfections;’ 
sip3 in everyday speech. 

te1saʔ3naa2 see tham4maʔ1te1saʔ3naa2. 

te2  B2 to set up, to establish, to build, to make or cultivate  
(B တည)္. 

te4 A4 ridge, range, long elevated topographical feature, lɔy1 te4, 
loŋ1 te4. 

te4 mɤŋ4 A4 A4 world; synonym for kun1 mɤŋ4. 

te4co2 A4 B2 flame, incandescence, majesty, power (P tejo). 

te4vaa1taat1 A4 B4 DS4 ‘Tevatat,’ a monk who in canonical sources, 
wished to take the Buddha’s place as the leader of the monastic 
community, he attempted to cause a schism and to kill the 
Buddha (P devadatta). 

te4vaa2 
A4 B2 celestial being, spirit, deity (P deva). 

te4vi2 A4 B1 queen (P devī). 
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te4viŋ2taa2 A4 B1 B2 ‘Chief of the Gods,’ Sakka (B ေဒဝိန ္ 

P devinda). 

tek3 DS2 to seize, to catch forcefully. 

tek3 
see tek3. 

tem1 A2 full. 

ten4 A4 candle. 

teŋ1 B4 midnight, teŋ1 xɯn4. 

teŋ1 A2 to place upon, to press downwards. 

teŋ1 B4 zenith, summit, highest place, ‘overhead’ at [27.18]. 

teŋ1 see caɰ1 teŋ1. 

teŋ1 ho5 B4 A1 crown of the head. 

teŋ1 pyaa4 A2 A4 scudding cloud (B တိမ္ေျပး). 

teŋ2 see xɔn4 teŋ2. 

tew2 B2 (wide-legged) trousers, britches, breeches. 

tew4 A4 to travel, to walk. 

tew4 le2 
A4 B1 to travel, to go sightseeing; see le2. 

tew4 paan1 A4 A2 continuously, at all times (of the day). 

tew4 pi1 A4 A2 every year, as the years pass, throughout the years. 

teʔ6 C4 true, real, certain, very. 

teʔ6 hɔ6 C4 C4 ‘teʔ hɔ,’ untranslated final particle.  

teʔ6 kɔy1 C4 also ‘teʔ kɔy,’ untranslated final particle. 

teʔ6 nɔ1 C4 B4 ‘teʔ nɔ,’ untranslated final particle. 

teʔ6 teʔ6 C4 C4 truly, really. 

teʔ6 yaw6 C4 C4 ‘teʔ yaw,’ untranslated final particle; also ‘indeed, 
truly.’ 

tɛk2 DL2 to break, to split, to burst out. 

tɛk2 hon1 DL2 B4 to break into noise, noisy; see hon1. 

tɛk2 nan1 DL2 B4 to break into noise, noisy; see nan1. 

tɛk2 yɤŋ1 DL2 B4 (of) many kinds. 

tɛk4 DL4 to compare. 

tɛk4xi2 DL4 B1 south (P dakkhiṇa). 

tɛm3 C2 to write, to copy (a manuscript), to draw, to paint. 

tɛn1 A2 throne. 

tɛn2 B2 to strike, to beat, to fight, tɛn2 naak4. 
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tɛn4 
A4 to replace, tam4 tɛn4, tok3 tɛn4 used in context of passing 
years ‘replacing’ each other. 

tɛŋ1 A2 to create, to make appear. 

tɛŋ2 B2 to strive, to try, to apply oneself (carefully, or slowly). 

tɛŋ2 B2 to dress, to adorn oneself, tɛŋ2 nuŋ1, tɛŋ2 sap3pay2. 

tɛŋ2 saʔ3ti2 B2 DS1 B2 ‘to establish mindfulness’ in Buddhist usage (‘to try 
to come to one’s senses’ in everyday speech). 

tɛŋ4 A4 to thrust at or through, to stab. 

tɤ1 A2 to push or thrust aside in order to pass through (bushes, 
undergrowth, etc.), tɤ1 yum4. 

tɤk3 DS2 to send to do something, to urge into action (B တုုိက္), tɤk3 
son4. 

tɤk3 DS2 to fight (B တုုိက)္; see sɤk3. 

tɤk4 DL4 to end, to terminate. 

tɤk4 DL4 progressive marker. 

tɤn2 B2 to scratch. 

tɤŋ1 A2 wild ox (given Cushing as Bos sondaicus). 

tɤŋ1 yɤŋ4 A2 A4 impenetrable, very dense. 

tɤŋ2 B2 to invoke, to call to witness (B တုုိင)္; used when dedicating 
merit or making a resolution or oath. 

tɤŋ2 paaŋ2 B2 B2 to consult, to take counsel, to deliberate  
(B တုုိင္ပင္). 

tɤŋ4 see tɤŋ4 kaa4. 

tɤŋ4 A4 depths, fathoms, the deep part of a body of water; see lɤ5 
tɤŋ4. 

tɤŋ4 kaa4 A4 A4 polity, state, kingdom, country, city, world  
(B တုုိင္းကား); also tɤŋ4. 

tɤʔ6 C4 to touch, to contact. 

tɤʔ6 hew4 caɰ1 C4 A4 A2 to make an impression on the heart or mind, to affect 
or influence the heart or mind; also tɤʔ6 caɰ1. 

thaa2 B1 time, occasion. 

thaa2 nan6 B1 C4 then, at that time, on that occasion. 

thaa2 nay6 B1 C4 now, at this time, at the moment. 

thaa2naa2 B1 B1 place, location (P ṭhāna). 

thaa3 C1 to wait. 

thaa4yaa4 A4 A4 ‘utterly,’ intensifier for luʔ6 ‘ruined, destroyed.’ 
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thaam5 A1 to ask. 

thaam5 kam4 A1 A4 [24.11] to speak or enquire about something 
confidentially (this meaning in everyday speech), [62.15] read 
as ‘to enquire (upon greeting).’ 

thaam5 thi2 A1 B1 to enquire, to ask clearly. 

thaan3 C1 enough, sufficient. 

thaan3 po4 C1 A4 as much as, as many as, until, so (much) that, enough 
that; also thaan3 pen1, po4 thaan3. 

thaaŋ2 B1 to think, to consider, to realise, to appear (B ထင)္; read as 

‘to suspect’ at [25.20] in combination with thɤm5. 

thaaŋ2 B1 stocks (for confining); also read as a variant of thɔŋ2 
‘prison.’ 

thaaŋ2 caɰ1 B1 A2 according to, or following, one’s own mind. 

thaaŋ2 haaŋ1 B1 B4 freely, unhindered, according to one’s wishes. 

thaaŋ2 saaŋ3 B1 C1 to live at ease. 

thaap4 DL4 to repeatedly add by placing one on another, to 
(repeatedly) offer (B ထပ္). 

thaap4 thaap4 DL4 DL4 [41.06] read as ‘repeatedly’ (from B ထပ္ထပ)္. 

thaat2 DL1 to cease, to stop. 

thaat3 DS1 to separate out, to remove (impurity), to cleanse, to filter, 
to purify, to preen. 

thaay5 A1 to offer. 

tham4 A4 clipped form of tham4maa2 

tham4maa2 A4 ‘Thamma,’ Dhamma, the teachings of the Buddha  
(P dhamma). 

tham4maa4nuʔ1saʔ3ti2 
A4 A4 DS4 DS1 B2 ‘thammanusati,’ the recollection of the 
Dhamma, one of the contemplations practised by the Bodhisatta 
in this former-life story (P dhammānussati); also 
tham4maa4nu1saa5ti2. 

tham4maʔ1taa2 A4 DS4 B2 nature of things, natural order (P dhammatā). 

tham4maʔ1te1saʔ3naa2 A4 DS1 B4 DS1 B2 discourse or sermon on the Dhamma, the 
teachings of the Buddha (P dhammadesanā). 

than5 A1 way, kind, level, standing, echelon, storey (can6 in  

everyday speech). 

than5 nɤ5 A1 A1 higher level or standing, upper echelon, upper storey. 

thaŋ2 B1 to move forcefully, to rush (forwards), to charge, to pour (of 
rain). 

thaŋ5  A1 to remain, to stay. 
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thaŋ5 A1 to cut down, to destroy. 

thaw2 B1 continuously coming and going in large numbers, bustling, 
mulitudinous, multifarious, repeated many times; see thuk3. 

thaw3 C1 old (of person, ogre). 

thaw3 ke2 C1 B2 elders. 

thaw5 
A1 vine, lineage, descent; see xɤ4. 

thaw5 cɛt4 A1 DL4 pure lineage. 

thaw5 xɔm4 A1 A4 words, teachings; also saay5 xɔm4. 

thay2 B1 to change, to shed, thay2 xɤŋ1 ‘to change clothes,’ thay2 yɔt4 
‘to shed leaves,’ thay2 yɔŋ3 ‘to adorn.’ 

thay4 A4 mind. 

thaʔ1myɔŋ2 
DS4 B1 dagger (B ဓါးေျမွာင္); also thaʔ1myɑɑŋ2, thaʔ3myɑɑŋ2. 

the5laa2 A1 B1 senior Buddhist monk (P thera). 

theŋ5 A1 small hut, shelter. 

theŋ5 A1 to contradict, to refuse, to deny. 

thɛm2 B1 to conceal, to keep secret, to hide, ʔam1 thɛm2. 

thɛm5 A1 to help, to assist; see ho4 (thɛm5), pɔŋ1 thɛm5, su4 thɛm5. 

thɛŋ3 C1 to add (on). 

thɛw2 B1 pure silver. 

thɛw5 A1 row. 

thɤk4 DL4 worthy, deserving, valued (B ထုုိက္). 

thɤm5 A1 to think; read as ‘to doubt’ at [25.20] in combination with 
thaaŋ2. 

thɤn2 B1 forest, wood, wilderness. 

thɤn2 hɔŋ3 faʔ6 B1 C1 C4 ‘Forest Spanning the Heavens,’ the Hemavanta 
Forest; see hɔŋ3, he5maa2van4taa2. 

thɤŋ5 A1 to reach, until. 

thɤŋ5 caɰ1 A1 A2 to miss, to long for, to pine for, mournful, wistful. 

thɤŋ5 xiŋ4 A1 A4 (of a person) to be affected or impacted by something. 

thi2 B1 to know or to see clearly; also fo2 thi2. 
thi2 B1 dense, closely spaced. 

thi4 A4 tiered parasol or umbrella, a finial ornament on the roof of a 
palace or temple, above a throne, etc., sign of royalty, also 
‘Finial Parasol,’ as an epithet of the king  
(B ထီး), ho5 thi4, thi4kaa2, thi4taa2, thi4 paw4. 
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thi4 lam2  A4 B1 ‘thi lam,’ untranslated due to unknown meaning, 
probably refers to the princess at [19.04]. 

thi4kaa2 see thi4. 
thi4laŋ4kaa2 A4 A4 B2 gigantic bird with a beak like an elephant’s trunk  

(B ထီးလႈိင္ကာ P hatthilinga). 

thi4taa2 [39.09] see thi4. 
thi4taa2 A4 B2 [39.11] read as ‘young woman, handmaiden,’ [51.14] 

‘daughter’ (P dhītā). 

thim3 C1 to throw; written as thɛm3 at [66.16]. 

thin5 A1 to control, to take charge of, to restrain. 

thin5 myaa4 
A1 A4 to marry (B ထိမ္းျမား); written thiŋ5 myaa4. 

thiŋ5 myaa4 
see thin5 myaa4. 

thip2 DL1 to push (down) with the sole of the foot, to stamp. 

tho3 C1 to sing alternately or in reply. 

tho4laʔ1ni2 A4 DS4 B1 ‘Tholani,’ the earth goddess who is called to 
witness and convey the dedication of merit through the pouring 
of water onto the earth. She is depicted as a beautiful woman 
wringing water from her long hair, as she did to wash away 
Māra (the ‘Evil One’ or ‘Tempter’) and his army, prior to the 
Buddha’s enlightenment  
(P dharaṇī ‘the Earth’). 

tho5 A1 (of wind) to push, to blow (B ထုုိး). 

tho5 thɤŋ5 A1 A1 until. 

thok3 
see thok3. 

thok3 DS1 to separate, to detach, to take out. 

thok3 tin1 DS1 A2 to step, to take steps. 

thon3 C1 to reach, to arrive at, up to (a certain amount), complete, 
tɤk4 thon3 ‘becoming of age.’ 

thon3 co1 C1 B4 until death, for the rest of one’s life. 

thoŋ2 B1 to span, to extend from one point to another. 

thoŋ2 lɛt4 B1 DS4 [51.19] read as ‘to encircle.’ 

thoŋ5 A1 bag. 

thop3 
DS1 A4 to meet, to encounter, to come together, thop3 yaa4. 

thop3 
see thop3. 

thoy3 caɰ1 C1 A2 to breathe. 

thɔk2 DL1 to pour out, to spill, to shed. 

thɔk2 xɤŋ1 DL1 B4 to change one’s clothes. 
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thɔk4 DL4 to support, to maintain (B ေထာက္). 

thɔk4 DL4 to think, to consider (B ေထာက္). 

thɔk4 DL4 (of light) to reflect (possibly B ေထာက္). 

thɔk4 DL4 [45.18] to give, to present, [67.02] thɔk4 hɤ1 is read as ‘to 
present, to confer, to bestow (specifically from someone of 
higher rank to lower).’ 

thɔm2 
B1 to listen; faŋ4 in everyday speech. 

thɔn4 
A4 to shine, auspicious, celebrated (B ထြန္း); also caw3 xun5 
thɔn4, caw3 von1 thɔn4 for the Bodhisatta or for Buddhist monks 
in everyday speech. 

thɔn5 A1 to take out, to pull out, to extract, to draw. 

thɔŋ1 B4 to poke, to stab, to jab. 

thɔŋ2 B1 to shine, to radiate, to strike (of light or wind)  
(B ေထာင္း), thɔŋ2 to4 lom4 ‘(to strike) against the wind, to catch 

the wind,’ thɔŋ2 naa3 [21.09] ‘to strike or to catch the eye.’ 

thɔŋ2 B1 prison, jail (B ေထာင္). 

thɔŋ5 A4 to pound, to fight (B ေထာင္း). 

thɔŋ5 A1 to arrive. 

thɔŋ5 maŋ1 A4 B4 to beat, to strike, to fight. 

thɔŋ5 saŋ5 A1 A1 in fact, in reality, as a matter of fact. 

thɔŋ5 thaa2 maa2 thɔŋ5 thaa2 A1 B1 B1 A1 B1 ‘thong tha ma thong tha’  
(B ေထာင္းသာမေထာင္းသာ), untranslated due to uncertain 
meaning; suggested readings include ‘are you well or not?’ 
(literally ‘able to take a beating or not?’), used in reference to 
the state or difficulty of a situation, especially when one cannot 
decide what to do, rather than as a greeting or in polite 
conversation. 

thɔt2 DL1 to take out, to pull out, to take off.  

thɔt2 caɰ1 DL1 A2 to depart (of the soul or spirit leaving the body after 
death). 

thɔt4 see ʔaa1thɔt4. 
thɔy2  B1 to end, to cease, to be free from, thɔy2 laap3, thɔy2 lɯ3. 

thu2 
B1 great, excellent, eminent (B ထူး), fuŋ4 thu2, kɔy1 thu2. 

thu4 
A4 read as a variant form of thut2 at [68.04] and [71.09] to 
agree with ku4. 

thu4 A4 [18.15] to call, to cry, to make a sound (B ထူး). 

thuk2 DL1 suitable, fitting, agreeable, correct, passive marker. 
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thuk2 caɰ1 DL1 A2 to be pleased. 

thuk3 DS1 B1 coming and going in large numbers, bustling, 
mulitudinous, multifarious, repeated many times, thuk3 nam4, 
thuk3 thaw2, thaw2. 

thut2 DL1 to copy, to write out, to transcribe (a manuscript)  
(B ထုုတ္); also modified as thu4. 

thwaa4 
A4 fine (as powder) (B ထြား), non4 thwaa4; also thwyaa4. 

ti1 B4 place, at, locative marker. 

ti1 A2 to hit, to strike. 

ti1 pɤn1 B4 B4 (in or by) himself, herself, themselves. 

ti1 puk2 ʔɔm3 faŋ5 he2 B4 DL2 C3 A1 B1 birthplace; literally ‘place of planting the 
afterbirth and burying the placenta,’ following the practice of 
doing so soon after birth, which continues amongst the Tai 
Nuea and more widely in Southeast Asia. 

ti1 teʔ6 A2 C4 in truth, truly. 

ti1paa2 B4 B2 world, realm, division of the universe; written tip1paa2 at 
[13.15], but pronounced ti1paa2. 

ti2 B2 to clear away (of foliage, etc.); used at [22.05] for the 
clearing away of mental defilements. 

tim2faʔ6 B2 C4 orphan; also (rare) kam1faʔ6. 

tin1 A2 foot, leg, the lowest part of something; in everyday speech 
xaa5 is used for ‘foot’ and for ‘leg,’ which are distinguished by 
naming a part of the foot such as faa2 xaa5 or faak2 xaa5 or ʔoŋ3 
xaa5 ‘sole,’ laŋ5 xaa5 ‘instep.’ 

tiŋ1saa2 A2 B1 ‘Tingsa,’ the Tāvatiṁsa Heavenly Realm, which is ruled 
over by Sakka, or Faya In (P tāvatiṁsa). 

tip1 
DS1 clipped form of tip1paa2. 

tip1paa2 DS4 B2 celestial, divine, with magical or supernatural 
properties (P dibba); also tip1. 

to1 A2 body, classifier for animals, letters of the alphabet, 
numbers, etc. 

to1 B4 throughout. 

to1 co1 B4 B4 throughout one’s life, for the rest of one’s life. 

to1 haaŋ1 A2 B4 by oneself, alone; usually haaŋ1 to1. 

to1 hɔt4 thɤŋ5 paay1 B4 DL4 A1 A2 from beginning to end. 

to1 kɔy4 A2 A4 only, alone, although, nevertheless. 

to1 lew1 A2 A3 single, alone. 

to1 naŋ5 A2 A1 as for, regarding, concerning; also ʔan1 naŋ5. 
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to1 nay5 B4 A1 now, at present. 

to1 paw2 A2 B2 [15.14] ‘empty body,’ signifying a lack of virtue due to 
neglect of religious practices; also ‘naked’ in everyday speech. 

to1 vaa1 B4 B4 (even) though, although, nevertheless. 

to2 B2 to fight, to face (an enemy). 

to2 B2 to meet face to face, to2 naa3 in front of, before the face. 

to2 B2 to continue. 

to2 B2 noble, lord; honorific applied to revered beings such as the 
Buddha, the Bodhisatta, deities or royalty, and to Dhamma 
teachings (B ေတာ္), kɛm4 to2, lɔŋ4 to2, paat4 puk4 nuk4 to2, to2 
caw3, to2 vɔŋ6, etc. 

to2 caw3 B2 C2 ‘Noble Master,’ an epithet of the Buddha. 

to2 vɔŋ6 B2 C4 ‘Magnificent Lord,’ an epithet of the Buddha. 

to4 
A4 to dazzle, to reflect, pew1 to4. 

to4  A4 forest (B ေတာ).  

to4 A4 to hit, to blow (also used of wind). 

to4 co4 A4 A4 [29.11] read as ‘face to face, in front of.’ 

to4 ki4  A4 A4 great forest (B ေတာၾကီး). 

to4 taaŋ4 A4 A4 extensive forest (B ေတာတန္း). 

to4saa5 A4 A1 hatred, ill-will (P dosa). 

tok2 DL2 read as ‘to (repeatedly) express what one wants’ 
(following Cushing) at [56.02], although not used in Mueang 
Sing; also tok2 haa5. 

tok3 DS2 to fall. 

tok3 caɰ1 DS2 A2 startled, shocked. 

tok3 sum4 DS2 A4 downfall. 

tok3 tɛŋ1 C2 A2 to place one after another. 

ton1 A2 classifier for the Buddha, the Bodhisatta, monks, and 
royalty.  

ton1 caw3 A2 C2 ‘Master,’ an epithet of the Bodhisatta, and an appellation 
for monks (and also for kings). 

ton1 cum3 A2 C2 ‘Holder of the Royal Seal,’ an epithet of the king.  

ton1 hoŋ5 A2 A1 ‘Renowned One,’ an epithet of the Buddha and of the 
Bodhisatta. 

ton1 kuŋ2 A2 B2 ‘Virtuous One,’ (rare) an epithet of the king. 

ton1 lɔŋ4 A2 A4 ‘Long,’ an epithet of the Bodhisatta. 

ton1 sɛŋ5 A2 A1 ‘Jewel One,’ an epithet of the Buddha and of the 
Bodhisatta. 
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ton3 classifier for trees. 

ton3 C2 origin, beginning, starting point. 

ton3 hoŋ4 A4 A4 ‘banyan tree,’ a species of Ficus with longer leaves than 
the Bodhi Tree, Ficus religiosa; possibly Ficus benghalensis 
(Moraceae). 

ton3 may6 C3 C4 tree. 

ton3 po4thi4 C2 A4 A4 the Bodhi Tree, Ficus religiosa (Moraceae), beneath 
which the Buddha attained enlightement. 

ton3 tɔŋ4 C2 A4 ‘tong tree,’ the Indian Coral Tree Erythrina variegata 
(Leguminosae) (P pāricchattaka), of which there is an immense 
tree in the Tāvatiṁsa Heavenly Realm; the bright red flowers 
are highly valued by the Tai Nuea, and in funeral ceremonies 
the leaves are used to wrap offerings of rice so that the 
deceased will remember (tɔŋ4) and take care of the living 
relatives. 

ton4 A4 range (of mountains). 

toŋ1 
A2 to measure, to count (B တုုိင္း); see lɤ5 toŋ1. 

toŋ1 B4 field, open area. 

toŋ2 B2 bounds, limits, toŋ2 mɤŋ4 ‘the bounds or delimitation of a 
country.’ 

toŋ6 C4 [03.03] to move, to stir, to shake. 

toŋ6 C4 [59.05] to greet. 

top3 DS2 to slap, to strike (with the palm of the hand). 

toy4 A4 to look, to watch. 

toʔ6 C4 to transport, to carry, to fetch. 

tɔm1 A2 to assemble, to collect, to crowd together. 

tɔm2 
B2 bud, to bud; synonym for tum2. 

tɔm6 tɛm6 C4 C4 elegant, shapely, ‘well-proportioned.’ 

tɔn4 A4 very much, most, more than, to exceed. 

tɔn4 caɰ1 see lɤ5 caɰ1 lɤ5 xo4. 

tɔn4 taaŋ2  A4 B2 to surpass, to exceed. 

tɔn6 
C4 ever, maw2 tɔn6 never; see hɔn2. 

tɔŋ1 
A2 (big) leaf; vaɰ1 is used for small leaves. 

tɔŋ2 B2 to shine, to emit light. 

tɔŋ2 taa2 B2 B2 to gather, to store away. 

tɔŋ3 
C2 to strike (of the sun’s rays), to beat (a drum), tɔŋ3 mɔk2 
[37.13] implies the sun striking the clouds (in the east). 

tɔŋ3 C2 to carve, to engrave, to decorate, to ornament. 
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tɔŋ3 caɰ1 C2 A2 to hurt the feelings. 

tɔŋ3 thaam5 C2 A1 to ask someone’s opinion, to investigate. 

tɔŋ4 A4 to recollect, to remember, to memorise, to bear in mind, tɔŋ4 
caɰ1 tɔŋ4 xo4 ‘to bear in heart and mind,’ tɔŋ4 sop3 tɔŋ4 xo4 ‘to 
recollect with mouth and heart’, tɔŋ4 lɛ2 tɔŋ4 taa4 ‘remember 
this well!’ 

tɔŋ4 [19.19], [28.04], [28.05], [33.09] see ton3 tɔŋ4. 

tɔŋ4 lɛŋ1 A4 A3 ‘copper,’ an old coin used in Mueang Sing until the 
1980s although no longer official currency (still used 
occasionally when making offerings); of less value than ŋɤn4 
xaaw5. 

tɔŋ4 lɔt4 A4 DL4 to recollect (as a repeated contemplative practice). 

tɔŋ4 mɔk2 see tɔŋ4 myɔk2. 

tɔŋ4 myɔk2 A4 DL1 read as ‘north,’ tɔŋ4 (B ေတာင္) ‘south,’ is sometimes 

added to myɔk2 (B ေျမာက္) ‘north;’ also tɔŋ4 mɔk2, myɔk2. 

tɔŋ4 paan2 A4 B2 to entreat, to beseech (B ေတာင္းပန္). 

tɔŋ4 taa1 A4 A2 to bear in mind, to recollect, to remember. 

tɔp2 DL2 to reply; also tɔp2 laat4. 
tɔp2 ke3 DL2 C2 to answer (in the sense of solving a question), to 

explain. 

tɔp2 soy3 DL2 B1 revenge; see soy3. 

tɔt2 DL2 to peck (of birds), to strike (of snakes). 

tɔt4 tɔt4 DL4 DL4 repeatedly, constantly. 

tɔy1 A2 to take clandestinely. 

tɔy2 B2 to touch or tap someone to quietly get their attention in 
order to speak secretly, tɔy2 laat4 ‘to speak secretly, 
clandestinely.’ 

tɔy4 A4 section of text or ‘chapter’ within a manuscript. 

tɔy4 A4 to accompany, to escort, su4 tɔy4. 

tɔy4 thɔy4 A4 A4 to scrape the earth with the feet (as a bull, etc.). 

traa4 see taa4laa4. 

traap2 tɔ2 taw3 DL2 B2 C2 until; synonymous with preceding Pali loanword 
yaa4vaʔ1 (P yāva) at [00.05], where the usual TN to2 is read as 
tɔ2 when written in Tham script.  

tu1 A1 door; see faak3tu1. 

tu1 A2 C1 I, we, first person singular or plural; also xiŋ4 tu1, tu1 
xaa3. 
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tu4lɔŋ2 see tu4laaŋ2. 

tu4 tɤ4 A4 A4 handsome (from may6 tu4 tɤ4 ‘rose’). 

tu4laaŋ2 A4 B1 ‘spire’ (B တုရင္), the topmost part of a stupa or palace 

roof, also understood as a synonym for ho5 xam4, etc; also 
tu4lɔŋ2. 

tuk1 
DS4 clipped form of tuk1xaa2. 

tuk1xaa2 DS4 B1 suffering, unhappiness (P dukkha); written tuk1xaʔ1; 
also tuk1, tuk1xaŋ2. 

tuk1xaa2 tuk1xaŋ2 suk3xaa2 
suk3xaŋ2 

DS4 B1 DS4 B1 DS1 B1 DS1 B1 [32.13] read as ‘suffering and 
happiness;’ see suk3, tuk1xaa2. 

tuk3 taw2 C2 B2 to ask repeatedly, to importune. 

tum1 A2 to assemble, to gather. 

tum2 B2 bud, to bud. 

tum2 faan1 see faan1. 

tum2 kaw3 see kaw3. 

tum4 A4 to cover (up), to enclose, tum4 ho5 tum4 taa1 ‘to cover the 
head and the eyes (with the hands).’ 

tum4 tum4 A4 A4 [62.10] ‘tum tum,’ the slow (mournful) sound of drums. 

tum4 tum4 [09.12] see yu2 tum4 tum4. 

tum4maa2 A4 B1 ‘tummaa,’ lotus, clipped form of paʔ3tum4maa2  
(P paduma); see vo1. 

tum5 A1 (irreg.) log, ingot (B အတုုံး). 

tun1 xan5 A2 A1 [65.08] read as ‘calling the spirits,’ a blessing ceremony 
to call together the constituent parts of a person’s spirit, or the 
spirit/fortunes of a person, a kingdom, etc; see xan5, pan4 xan5, 
fuk2 miŋ1. Usually pronounced tun4 xan5 in manuscript 
literature, the term is not used in everyday speech in Mueang 
Sing, where fɔŋ4 kan5, hɔŋ4 kan5, cɔm4 kan5, or faay4 kan5 (for 
women only) are found. 

tuŋ4 A4 to receive, to accept; often as tuŋ4 xam2, tuŋ4 ʔaw1. 

tuŋ4 ŋɤn4 tuŋ4 xam4 A4 A4 A4 A4 [67.01] ‘flags of silver and gold;’ in Mueang 
Sing these are silver and gold ‘flags’ in the shape of a human 
form which are placed on top of the ‘palace’ built for making 
important offerings. 

tup2 DL2 to contract, to compress, to close; see sop3 tup2. 

tut3 nut3 DS2 DS1 read as ‘as far as the eye can see’ at [03.20]. 

tuy2 B2 pair, companion. 
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tɯ4 A4 to hold, to use. 

tɯ4 A4 to put on, to adorn, paak3 tɯ4 ‘adorned and decorated (with 
flowers).’ 

tɯ4 cɔm1 A4 A2 to hold power, to rule, to govern. 

tɯ4 fɔŋ4 A4 A4 to rule, to govern. 

tɯ4 vaw1 tɯ4 vaaŋ1  A4 A3 A4 A3 to take lightly, to be remiss, to overlook or 
neglect (the importance of something). 

tɯ4 vi4 A4 A4 ‘to hold the fan,’ to rule, to govern; ‘fan’ is part of the 
regalia of the king. 

tɯ4 xam2 A4 B1 to make use of, to take up, to adopt (a practice). 

tɯ4 yam1 A4 A3 to hold in respect, to hold in reverence. 

tɯ4 yum2  A4 B3 to believe, to have faith in (TN tɯ4 with B ယုုံ). 

tɯ4 ʔu4 A4 A4 to hold power, to rule, to govern (TN tɯ4 with  
B ဦး). 

tɯn2 B2 to be frightened, alarmed, to awaken.  

tɯn3 C2 shallow. 

tɯn4 A4 to stretch along (as a vine), to increase; also ‘remnant, 
descendant, clan, race, lineage.’ 

tɯŋ1 B4 read as ‘to spring or to leap forth.’ 

tɯt1 DS4 to pull, to tow, to drag. 

tɯt3 DS2 to break or cut (off), to pull (apart), to separate (used of 
the ‘cutting off’ of mental defilements). 

vaa1 B4 to say, to speak, to tell. 

vaa1 hɯ5 B4 A1 question marker.  

vaa1 kaa1 B4 B4 ‘speaking of ... ,’ ‘as for ... ,’ topic marker introducing 
new subject or speech. 

vaa1 laak2 B4 DL1 perhaps, maybe. 

vaa1 maw2 B4 B3 [21.14] ‘... is it not?,’ ‘... wouldn’t you say?’ 

vaa1 nay5 
B4 A1 ‘vaa nay,’ untranslated final particle. 

vaa1 ti1 B4 B4 untranslated topic marker introducing new subject or 
speech. 

vaa1tiŋ2 see vaa1tiŋ4saa2. 

vaa1tiŋ4saa2 B4 A4 B1 Vatingsa [heavenly realm], the Tāvatiṁsa Heavenly 
Realm, which is ruled over by Sakka, or Faya In  
(P tāvatiṁsa); also tiŋ1saa2, vaa1tiŋ2. 

vaa2 B3 shoulder (ho5 vaa2 in everyday speech). 

vaa2 B3 to overturn, to damage. 

vaa2 B3 to spill, to overflow. 
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vaa2 B1 yellow (B ဝါ). 

vaa4 A4 yesterday; see van4 vaa4, van4 vaa4 van4 sɯn4. 

vaa4 A4 arm span. 

vaa4 mɯ4 
A4 A4 to spread out the arms, ʔaa3 vaa4 mɯ4. 

vaa4 sɯn4 see van4 vaa4 van4 sɯn4.  

vaa4 xɛn5 A4 A1 to spread out the arms (usually vaa4 mɯ4). 

vaak2 
see lik4 vaak2. 

vaak2 DL1 firmament, space, heavens. 

vaan2 B1 dish. 

vaan3 C3 village; written maan3 and pronounced as such by older 
speakers in Mueang Sing and Moeng Ka. 

vaan3 nɔk4 C3 DL4 outlying village, rural. 

vaan3 toŋ1 may2 C3 B4 B1 ‘Tong Mai village,’ one of five Tai Nuea villages 
near the town Mueang Sing, Luang Namtha Province, Laos, 
where the sponsor of the copying of the manuscript lived; vaan3 
toŋ1 may2 is literally ‘new fields village,’ with vaan3 and toŋ1 
pronounced as in TN, and may2 pronounced as in Lao, rather 
than the TN maɰ2. 

vaan5 A1 sweet, agreeable; also ‘delicious’ in everyday speech. 

vaaŋ1 B4 in, into, in the middle of, among. 

vaaŋ1 A3 thin. 

vaaŋ1 vaaŋ1 B4 B4 continually (usually voŋ1 voŋ1). 

vaaŋ2 B1 to bow respectfully, to submit, to yield. 

vaaŋ2 B1 short period of time (not used for more than around 20 
days), a while, voŋ1 vaaŋ2. 

vaaŋ2 see ŋaa4 vaaŋ2. 

vaaŋ3 C3 broken off; see kew3 vaaŋ3. 

vaaŋ4  A4 to put down, to let go of, to release, to discard, to give (of a 
command, etc.). 

vaaŋ4 caɰ1 see vaaŋ4 xo4. 

vaaŋ4 cɔm1 A4 A2 to bow (the head), to pay respects. 

vaaŋ4 ho5 A4 A1 to bow (the head), to pay respects. 

vaaŋ4 kam4 A4 A4 to give word, to command. 

vaaŋ4 pan1 A4 A2 to bestow, to confer, to give, to lay down (of a decree). 

vaaŋ4 saw4 A4 A4 to stop, to finish (an activity or practice). 

vaaŋ4 vaaŋ4 A4 A4 bright, shining, brilliant. 
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vaaŋ4 viŋ4 A4 A4 enclosure (B ဝန္းဝိုုင္း). 

vaaŋ4 xo4 A4 A4 to settle the mind, to soothe; also vaaŋ4 caɰ1. 

vaaŋ4 yaa2 A4 B3 to stop, to abandon (an activity or practice), to end, to 
finish. 

vaat1 DS4 to diminish, to decrease. 

vaat1 DS4 monastery, temple. 

vaat4 DL4 to expand, to enlarge, to spread or stretch out. 

vaat4 vaat4 DL4 Dl4 ‘intense,’ intensifier for heat, applied to the brightness 
of the virtue of the Bodhisatta at [62.02]. 

vaaw2 B3 young unmarried man or woman. 

vaaw4 
[33.14] see paaw4 vaaw4. 

vaaw4 A4 [52.11] enjoyment, fun, taaŋ4 vaaw4. 

vaaw4 A4 to boast, to show off, vaaw4 to1. 

vaaw4 A4 handsome; also used as an intensifier for red, lɛŋ1 vaaw4 
‘handsome red.’ 

vaaw4 
A4 intensifier used with ‘black, dark’ (lam1 vaaw4) and with 
‘sad, dejected’ (mɔŋ5 vaaw4). 

vaaw4 vaaw4 A4 A4 intensifier for white or shiny things. 

vaaw4 xo4 A4 A4 beautifully or handsomely dressed. 

vaay2 B3 (of tears) to fall upon, to bathe, to cover, vaay2 kɛm3. 

vaay2 
B3 [28.06] to put into (the hair), vaay2 kaw3; no longer in use in 
Mueang Sing (now paak3 or nɛp2), but maay2 is used in Moeng 
Ka. 

vaay2  B1 to turn back, to return, to turn away, vaay2 pɔk4. 

vaay3 C3 to go, to walk about, to glide (as a bird). 

vaay4 A4 to finish, to be past the time or season of something. 

vaay4 laŋ5 A4 A1 later, after. 

vaay4 nan4 A4 A4 (irreg.) then, at that time. 

vam4 ne4 A4 A4 to criticise, to blame; also vam4. 

van3 
C3 handwoven cotten cloth; written and also pronounced man3. 

van4 A4 sun, day. 

van4 cɤn4 A4 A4 west. 

van4 kaa4 A4 A4 day by day. 

van4 laŋ5 A4 A1 former days, previously. 

van4 lun4 A4 A4 later, in the days to come. 
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van4 nan4 A4 A4 (irreg.) ‘that day,’ read as ‘every day’ in context at 
[06.14]. 

van4 naɰ5 A4 A1 throughout the day (and night); synonym for van4 saay5. 

van4 nay6 A4 C4 today, this day. 

van4 ŋaay4 A4 A4 throughout the day. 

van4 pɤŋ4 A4 A4 east. 

van4 saay5 A4 A1 east. 

van4 saay5 A4 A1 throughout the day (and night); synonym for van4 naɰ5. 

van4 sɯn4 A4 A4 the day before yesterday. 

van4 tok3 A4 DS2 west. 

van4 vaa4 A4 A4 yesterday. 

van4 vaa4 van4 sɯn4 A4 A4 A4 A4 in the past (mɤ1 vaa4 mɤ1 sɯn4 in everyday 
speech), read as ‘yesterday’ in context at [35.18]; also vaa4 
sɯn4. 

van4 van4 A4 A4 day by day, daily. 

van4 ʔɔn1 A4 A3 in former days, formerly, previously, before. 

van4taa2 A4 B2 to pay homage, to pay respect (P vandana). 

vaɰ1 A3 leaf, manuscript folio. 

vaɰ1 
see ŋɤn4 vaɰ1. 

vaɰ1 hɔm5 A3 A1 [68.09] ‘Fragrant Leaves,’ synonym for achieving one’s 
ultimate goal; the ‘Fragrant Leaves’ are of the ton3 tɔŋ4, the 
Indian Coral Tree, of which there is an immense tree in the 
Tāvatiṁsa Heavenly Realm. 

vaw1 A3 light (not heavy); also baw1. 

vaw1 vaaŋ1 A3 A3 ‘light and thin,’ worthless, of no importance. 

vaw6 see law6 vaw6. 

vay3  C1 to pay homage (by raising the hands with palms together), 
xop1 vay3, nop4 vay3. 

vay4 A4 quickly; often as xan5 vay4, vay4 xan5.  

vay5 A1 to wrap around (of clothes). 

vay5 A1 to move. 

vay5 xɔn4 A1 A4 to move, to shake. 

vay6 C4 to keep, to place. 

vay6 haɰ3 C4 C1 so that, causing, making. 

vay6 pun1 C4 A2 read as ‘apportioned,’ and ‘on the part of.’  

vay6 yaw6 C4 C4 ‘vay yaw,’ untranslated final particle. 
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vaʔ1laʔ1 
DS4 DS4 period, time, occasion (P vāra). 

vaʔ1saa5 
DS4 A1 year (P vassa), i.e. the passing of annual rainy seasons 
used as a way of counting years. 

ve1 B4 to avoid, to bypass. 

ve4 le2 A4 B1 to rush, to hurry. 

ve4 ye4 A4 A4 distraught. 

ve4laa2maʔ1ni2 A4 B1 DS4 B1 ‘to refrain from,’ part of the formula for 
undertaking the five moral precepts for lay Buddhists  
(P veramaṇī). 

ven1 A3 to fly. 

ven4 A4 to swathe, to wrap around, to wear. 

veŋ4 
A4 (walled) city, veŋ4 xam4 ‘golden city,’ i.e. capital city. 

veŋ4 hoŋ5 ni1paan4 A4 A1 B4 A4 ‘Renowned City of Nipan;’ Nibbana  
(P nibbāna), freedom from suffering, enlightenment, is 
understood literally as a city where beings of sufficient merit 
are reborn and live in eternity; see ni1paan4. 

veŋ4 kɛw3 ne4laʔ1pan1 A4 C2 A4 DS1 B4 Gem City of Nelapan; see ne4laʔ1pan1. 

veŋ4 sɛŋ5 ni1paan4 A4 A1 B4 A4 Jewelled City of Nipan; see ni1paan4. 

vew3 C3 crooked, twisted, distorted. 

vɛk2 DL3 to carry on the shoulder; used for an elephant ‘carrying’ its 
tusks at [32.03]. 

vɛn1 
B4 to cast, to throw, to throw away, to discard, vaaŋ4 vɛn1. 

vɛn4 A4 read as ‘well-proportioned, comely, neither fat nor thin,’ 
xiŋ4 vɛn4, suŋ5 vɛn4. 

vɛn5 A1 bracelet, bangle, anklet. 

vɛn5 A1 to jump, to leap, vɔn4 vɛn5 at [57.20]; see viŋ5. 

vɛŋ1 B4 to bend the head down to one side (as when considering 
something or speaking of a matter of importance). 

vɛŋ2 B3 to divide into parts, to distribute, to dispense. 

vɛŋ4 
A4 to surround, to encircle; vɤŋ4 at [35.12] to agree with nan4 
nɤŋ4. 

vɤ5 A1 ‘voe,’ the sound of the ogre’s fist moving though the air, 
vɤ5 taap2. 

vɤn1 A3 to twist, to distort. 

vɤn1 vɤn1 B4 B4 [72.18] ‘vɤn vɤn,’ read as conveying a sense of 
movement of a ship, or perhaps of the ship being buffeted by 
the wind and waves. 
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vɤn4 A4 to wander, to go around, to revolve (‘wild’ at [10.08]), maa5 
vɤn4 ‘stray dog.’ 

vɤn4 le2 A4 B1 to wander (with sense of to keep going on and on). 

vɤŋ4 see vɛŋ4. 

vi1caa2tho2 
B4 B2 B2 sorcerer (B ဝိဇၨာဓိုရ ္P vijjādhara). 

vi1paa2kaa2 B4 B2 B2 result or consequence of previous actions according 
to the law of kamma (P vipāka); also vi1paʔ3kaa2; synonym for 
yu2paak4, kɛm4maa2; viʔ1vaak1 in everyday speech. 

vi1paʔ3kaa2 see vi1paa2kaa2. 

vi2 B1 to open (something which is blocking the way). 

vi4 A4 to fan. 

vi4 A4 fan, to fan; see tɯ4 vi4. 
vi4saa5xaa2 A4 A1 B1 ‘Visaxa,’ the chief female lay disciple of the Buddha 

(P visākhā). 

vi5 A1 comb, to comb, vi5 ho5. 

viŋ1 see yen1 viŋ1.  

viŋ4 see vaaŋ4 viŋ4. 

viŋ4yaa1naa2 A4 B4 B1 sense consciousness (B ဝိညာဏ P viññāṇa). 

viŋ5 A1 to jump, to leap; common in everyday speech in preference 
to vɛn5, which is now used only by elderly people.  

vit3 vɤn1 DS3 A3 twisted, distorted. 

viʔ1liʔ1yaa2 DS4 DS4 B3 energy (P viriya), viʔ1liʔ1yaa2 paa1laa1mi2 
‘Perfection of Energy’; see paa1laa1mi2. 

viʔ1su5kam4maa2 DS4 A1 A4 B1 ‘Visukamma,’ a deity who records a person’s 
good and bad deeds in a ledger, which is then used at death to 
calculate the destination of their rebirth (P vissukamma); more 
commonly viʔ1su5kum4maa2 or viʔ1su5kum2. 

vo1 
A3 lotus, Nelumbo nucifera (Nelumbonaceae); also bo1. 

vo2 B3 source (of water, minerals, etc.), well, mine. 

vo4 A4 ox, cow, cattle. 

von1 
see bon1. 

von1 
A3 merit, blessing (P puñña); also A1 vun5, A3 bun1. 

von1 hɤy6 A3 C4 ‘von hɤy,’ untranslated final particle. 

von1 suŋ5 A3 A1 ‘High Merit,’ an epithet of the Buddha. 
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von1 xam4 A3 A4 ‘Golden Merit,’ an epithet of the Buddha and of the 
Bodhisatta (and of kings in other texts). 

von4 
A4 sprouting, blossoming, von4 di2. 

von6 C4 to extend, to stretch out. 

voŋ1 B4 period, interval, time or space between two things or events, 
voŋ1 nɯŋ1. 

voŋ1 vaaŋ2 B4 B1 short period of time, a while. 

voŋ2 B3 read as ‘to make a path into or through something’ at 
[34.10]; usually vɔŋ2. 

voŋ6 
see vɔŋ6. 

vot2 sam2 B1 B1 pollen (B ဝတ္ဆံ). 

vot4 DL4 to turn up; usually for rolling up sleeves, etc., but 
unusually applied to ‘turning up the eyes’ at [10.09]. 

voy2 
B3 indistinct, [72.07] voy2 seŋ3 ‘infinite.’ 

voy2 B1 to distribute, to dispense (B ေဝ). 

voy2 soy1 
B3 B4 of pleasing complexion, handsome; used of men, vɔy2 
sɔy1 is used of women. 

voy2lu4van2 B1 A4 B1 ‘Voyluvan,’ the Bamboo Grove, a monastery where 
the Buddha sometimes dwelt, and where many canonical 
discourses and birth stories were recounted  
(B ေဝဠဳဝန္ P veluvana). 

voy4caa2yan4taa2 A4 B2 A4 B2 name of Sakka’s palace (B ေဝဇယႏၲာ  
P vejayanta); see saa5ko2. 

voy4saa2yam4fu2 A4 B1 A4 B1 [06.18] ‘Voysayamfu,’ an epithet of the Buddha 
(probably from P sayaṁbhū ‘self-dependent’). 

vɔk2 DL3 to tell, to announce; ʔot2 in everyday speech. 

vɔk4 DL4 monkey; also ʔi2 vɔk4. 

vɔn2 B1 to thrust through (as bushes or tall grass), to make an 
opening or hole through something. 

vɔn2 vi2 B1 B1 ‘to thrust through,’ used of animals running in the 
jungle; see vi2. 

vɔn4 
see vɛn5. 

vɔn4 A4 to persuade, to coax, to convince (with sweet words). 

vɔn4 caɰ1 A4 A3 to calm, to soothe the heart. 

vɔŋ1 B4 way, path; synonym for cɔŋ1, lɔŋ1. 

vɔŋ1 vɔŋ1 B4 B4 ‘vong vong,’ murmuring, muttering, with lowered voice. 
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vɔŋ6 C4 magnificent, great, excellent, royal, regal; used in epithets 
of the Buddha (such as vɔŋ6 kɛn2 caw3), the king (such as caw3 
vɔŋ6, kɛn2 vɔŋ6, yɔt4 vɔŋ6), royal cities (such as ce1 ko2 vɔŋ6), 
etc; also voŋ6. 

vɔŋ6 kɛn2 caw3 C4 B2 C2 ‘Magnificent True Master,’ an epithet of the Buddha 
and of the king. 

vɔŋ6 pen1 caw3 C4 A2 C2 ‘Magnificence who is the Master,’ an epithet of the 
Buddha, and of Inta (Sakka); also used of kings in other texts. 

vɔŋ6 saaŋ5 faan2 C4 A1 B1 ‘Magnificent One Created by the Gods,’ an epithet 
of the Buddha (and of the Bodhisatta). 

vɔy2 sɔy1 B3 B4 of pleasing complexion, beautiful; used of women, voy2 
soy1 is used of men. 

vu1 vu2 B4 B1 ‘vu vu,’ the humming or buzzing sound of bees. 

vu2 
B1 [09.12] read as ‘hot,’ may3 vu2. 

vun5 see von1. 

vut4 loŋ2 DL4 B1 to dress, to wear, to put on clothes (B ဝတ္ရံ)ု. 

xaa1 B4 branch or limb (of a tree), classifier for branches, etc. 

xaa2 B1 to be missing, lacking, defective, incomplete, used in 
negative expressions such as ‘without fail, without exception’ 
implying completeness or constancy; also xyaa2. 

xaa2 
B1 time, occasion (B အခါ); synonymous with thaa2. 

xaa2 B1 [06.18] used as a classifier for Dhamma teachings, read as a 
scribal error for xo3. 

xaa3  C1 I, first person singular, commoner, subject (of a king). 

xaa3 
C1 [50.17] non-Tai upland peoples, xaa3 kop3 tay4. 

xaa3 cam1 C1 ‘xaa cam,’ untranslated final particle. 

xaa3 hɤy6 C1 C4 ‘xaa hɤy,’ untranslated final particle. 

xaa3 hɔ6 
C1 C4 ‘xaa hɔ,’ untranslated final particle. 

xaa3 lɛ2 C1 B1 ‘xaa lɛ,’ untranslated final particle. 

xaa3 nɔ1 C1 B4 ‘xaa nɔ,’ untranslated final particle. 

xaa4 A4 time, occasion, period of time. 

xaa5 A1 leg, classifier for one of a pair, such as husband and wife, 
e.g. sɔŋ5 xaa5 ‘couple’ (also used for ‘foot’ in everyday speech, 
for which tin1 is used in literature only). 

xaa5 A1 to search, to seek, lɤk4 xaa5. 

xaa5caa4  A1 A4 to pay court to, to attend upon (B ခစား). 
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xaa5me4 A1 A4 father (also understood as ‘parents’); also xaʔ3me4. 

xaak3 DS1 to exert oneself, to make continuous effort. 

xaak4 DL4 normally used for a ‘line’ or short piece of continuous 
written text, but at [48.20] used for a longer section of the 
manuscript (usually tɔy4). 

xaam3 C1 to cross. 

xaan4 A4 to alternate, to take turns (alternative reading at [57.04]). 

xaan4thaa4 A4 A4 to appoint, to commission (B ခန္႔ထား). 

xaan5 
A1 thunderbolt, xaan5 faa2. 

xaan5 A1 to speak; often as xaan5 seŋ5, xaan5 su2. 

xaan5 to2 A1 B2 indeed, in fact. 

xaan6 C4 lazy. 

xaaŋ2 B1 [29.02] at ease, easily, peaceful, untroubled; used in ce1 
xaaŋ2 ‘city/state that is peaceful, untroubled’ or xaaŋ2 taaŋ4 
‘road or way which is easy to travel’ in everyday speech. 

xaaŋ2 see lɯm5. 

xaaŋ3 C1 side. 

xaaŋ4 A4 to release, to set free (possibly from B ကင္း); see kaaŋ4. 

xaaŋ4 A4 together, side by side; commonly as faa4 xaaŋ4, xaaŋ4 faa4, 
hɔm4 xaaŋ4. 

xaaŋ4 [54.12], [57.16] see xaŋ4. 

xaaŋ4 A4 to allow, to permit; see yɔn4. 

xaaŋ4 ho5 A4 A1 spouse. 

xaaŋ4 pe2 A4 B2 territory, domain, realm (B. ခြင္ျပည္). 

xaap1 DS4 to place side by side, abreast. 

xaap1 xiŋ4 DS4 A4 read as ‘distress’ at [30.03] and [54.02]. The initial /x-/ 
differs from the expected kaap1 xiŋ4 as in kaap1 caɰ1 ‘troubled, 
distressed.’ 

xaap3 
C1 to follow on, to continue, to carry forward, xaap3 haa3; 
synonym for sɯp2. 

xaat2 DL1 (to be) broken off, broken in two, separated, rent. 

xaat3 DS1 to steer, to drive. 

xaat3 lom4 DS1 A4 to go against the wind. 

xaat3 xɤŋ4 DS1 A4 anxious, troubled, vexed. 

xaat4 DL4 to bind together. 
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xaaw1 xaaw1 
B4 B4 ‘xaaw xaaw,’ [09.09] the sound of the ogre proclaiming 
his challenge, [10.10] the sound of the king’s proclamation. 

xaaw2 B1 news, word, report. 

xaaw4  A4 period of time. 

xaaw5 A1 white. 

xaaw5 ku2 A1 B2 very white. 

xaay2 B1 [67.02] read as ‘to divide, to split’ (B ခြဲ). 

xaay2 pe4 B1 A4 [67.01] read as ‘to divide and distribute’  
(B ခြဲေပး); an alternative TN reading for xaay2 could be ‘to 

decorate (offerings),’ perhaps keeping the Burmese pe4 ‘to 
distribute.’ 

xaay5 A1 to sell. 

xam1  B4 dusk, early evening. 

xam1 B4 classifier for days in the lunar calendar, for which the Tai 
Nuea use a 29 or 30 day cycle (beginning the day after the new 
moon), rather than two 14 or 15 day cycles for the waxing and 
waning phases of the moon as used by the Tai Lue. 

xam2 [11.03] see ʔaa2maʔ1xam2. 

xam2 B1 to receive, to accept, to endure, to suffer (B ခံ). 

xam2 hɔŋ2 B1 B1 to receive, to accept, to hold (in the hands or when 
holding a vessel); see hɔŋ4. 

xam2 kin1 B1 A2 to be married, literally ‘to accept to enjoy.’ 

xam4 
A4 word, [01.06] xam4 tham4; also kam4, usually xɔm4. 

xam4 A4 gold, also denoting very special status. 

xam4 lɛŋ1 A4 A3 ‘golden red,’ denoting very special status; at [05.06] 
‘Golden Red One,’ used as an epithet of the Bodhisatta. 

xam4 xaaŋ4 A4 A4 spouse. 

xam4 xɔt2 see xɔt2. 
xam5 A1 to be stuck, to be trapped. 

xam5 kiw2 A1 B2 in dire straits, to be stuck in adversity or poverty; see 
kiw2. 

xan3 C1 to separate or divide by a boundary, to divide, to punctuate, 
used for the breaks between xaak4 or ‘lines’ of couplets or 
tercets in manuscript texts; xan3 ho5 mɤŋ4 ‘the northern 
boundary of the kingdom or city.’ 

xan5 A1 [37.04] to calculate, to reckon (B ခန္႔). 

xan5 
A1 [64.02] read as ‘salver, ceremonial offering tray,’ xan5 sɛŋ5 
xan5 xam4. 
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xan5 
A1 [51.07] to (place in) order, cat3 xan5. 

xan5 A1 spirit, soul, the constituent parts of a person’s spirit, or the 
spirit/fortunes of a person, a kingdom, etc. (kan5 in everyday 
speech); see pan4 xan5, tun1 xan5. 

xan5 A1 quick, quickly; often as xan5 vay4, vay4 xan5. 

xan5 ŋaw4 A1 A4 spirit, soul (used in reference to rebirth). 

xan5thu4laa2 A1 A4 B1 read as clipped from of mu4laa4ni2xan5thu4laa2. 

xaŋ4 A4 to sigh, to moan, to groan in pain, ‘howling’ sound of wind 
at [58.13], ‘cacophonous, raucous’ of noisy crowds at [38.07], 
nan4 xaŋ4, laŋ4 xaŋ4; also xaaŋ4. 

xaŋ5 A1 to confine, to incarcerate, to enclose. 

xap3 xap3 DS3 DS3 ‘xap xap,’ the sound of the ogre eating people (bones 
and all). 

xat1ti2 see kaʔ1ti2. 
xat3ti2 DS1 B2 velvet; usually xat3ti1paa2 in manuscript use, kaa2ti1paa2 

in everyday speech (B ကတၱီပါ).  
xaɰ3 C1 to want, to desire, to wish; often as xaɰ3 lay3 (xay3 or xay3 

lay3 in everyday speech). 

xaɰ3 caɰ1 C1 A2 to consider, to reflect. 

xaw2 B1 to shake or ring a bell or chime, to jingle; yaw2 in everyday 
speech. 

xaw2 B1 knee. 

xaw3 C1 to enter. 

xaw3 C1 rice. 

xaw3 tɛk2 C1 DL2 ‘popped’ rice (similar to pop corn), thrown as an 
offering at Tai Nuea festivals and in temples (and also eaten), in 
use in Mueang Sing until the early 21st century. 

xaw5 A1 they, third person plural; also xaw5 caw3. 

xaw5 A1 horn, antler. 

xaw5 hɤy6 
A1 C4 ‘xaw hɤy,’ untranslated final particle. 

xaw5 nɔ1 
A1 B4 ‘xaw nɔ,’ untranslated final particle. 

xay1 B4 to tell, also xay1 laat4; xon6 xay1 ‘to tell, to recount, to read 
aloud from a manuscript,’ ʔaan2 xay1 ‘to repeat words, mantras 
or stanzas as a contemplative practice.’ 

xay2 
B1 egg; see xay2 faʔ6, xay2 hɔm5, xɔm4 xay2. 

xay2 faʔ6 B1 C4 ‘Egg of the Heavens,’ an epithet of the Bodhisatta, the 
king and the princess. 
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xay2 hɔm5 B1 A1 ‘Fragrant Egg,’ an epithet of the princess. 

xay3 C1 to be ill, xay3 naaw5 ‘to have a fever.’ 

xay4 A4 bodily dirt, scarf. 

xay4 hɤ2 saaŋ5 tɯn4 A4 B1 [21.01] ‘bodily dirt and sweat are of the lineage of the 
gods,’ a compliment paid to the king by his daughter. 

xay4 hɔm5 A4 A1 ‘Fragrant Bodily Dirt,’ a term of praise for women, used 
at [55.12] as an epithet of the princess. 

xaʔ1laa2 DS4 B1 to be of use, to be of worth, to amount to something, 
used in negative expressions such as ‘not at all, not the 
slightest, worthless;’ see xyaa2. 

xaʔ3me4 see xaa5me4. 

xaʔ3miŋ2 DS1 B1 wise man, pandit (B သုုခမိန္). 

xaʔ3naʔ1 DS1 DS4 instant, moment, time (P khaṇa). 

xaʔ3yaʔ1vaʔ1lo4kaʔ1tham2 A1 DS4 DS4 A4 DS4 B1 read as a compound, although the 
meaning of xaʔ3yaʔ1vaʔ1 is not understood (possibly from P 
khaya ‘decay, dissolution’ or khāyati ‘to seem to be, to appear, 
and P vaya ‘decay’); the eight lo4kaʔ1tham2 (P lokadhamma, 
AN.VIII.5, Vism. XXII) are gain and loss, fame and 
anonymity, happiness and suffering, praise and blame. 

xe2 B1 Chinese. 

xe2 
B1 foot (B ေျခ); see cak4 xe2. 

xe2 B1 to scratch the earth (like a chicken looking for food). 

xe2 myo2 B1 B1 to look in detail; from xe2 ‘to scratch the earth’ and  
B myo2 ‘to look.’ 

xe4 
see caaŋ1 xe4. 

xe4 A4 often, frequently; also xe4 to1. 

xe4  A4 agreeable, pleasing (in tone, sound), xe4 seŋ5. 

xe5 A1 to deliver someone from danger or difficulty, to protect. 

xen5 A1 to force oneself to do something that is difficult or beyond 
one’s ability, or which one does not want to do. 

xen5 A1 misfortune, disaster, danger. 

xeŋ2 B1 to compete, to take part in a contest, to vie. 

xeŋ2 B1 frame. 

xew3 C1 tooth. 

xew3 vaaŋ3 C1 C3 broken or missing teeth. 
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xew5 A1 green, read as such as a component of the Buddha’s aura at 
[01.12] although this is usually blue (P nīla); Gedney (1989: 
361) gives xew5 as ‘sky blue’ in addition to green, but it is only 
understood as ‘green’ in Mueang Sing, where sky blue is mɔn2. 

xɛk2 DL1 guest, visitor. 

xɛk2 nan1 DL1 B4 noisy calls of many birds or other animals. 

xɛk3 faa2 DS1 B1 [12.16] ‘a split coin’s [worth]’, i.e. ‘not in the 
slightest;’ xɛk3 is read as an old term for ‘money, coin’ 
(Cushing gives ‘a seed used in weighing, six of which make a 
pe4); see mu4 pe4. 

xɛm3 C1 intensifier for pink, xɔŋ2 xɛm3. 

xɛm4saa2 A4 B1 wellbeing, happiness (B ခ်မ္းသာ); also xyɛm4saa2. 

xɛn2 B1 to keep offering food or drink, to urge someone to eat or 
drink. 

xɛn3 C1 good, beautiful, haaŋ1 xɛn3 ‘handsome, beautiful.’ 

xɛn4 A4 more, more than, rather. 

xɛn4 haɰ3 see xɛn4 to1. 

xɛn4 to1 A4 B4 you had better, you should rather, it would be best if, 
pray, may, polite imperative; also xɛn4 haɰ3. 

xɛn5 A1 arm. 

xɛŋ5 A1 hard, strong, great (also applied to light shining strongly, 
etc.). 

xɤ4 see tan4 xo4. 

xɤ4 A4 creeper, vine, lineage, descent, line (of events, of thought, 
etc.), classifier for stories, teachings, ‘thread’ or ‘trail’ of 
thought or emotions, etc. 

xɤ4 xɤ4 A4 A4 repeatedly. 

xɤ5 A1 C1 we two, dual form of first person plural, xɤ5 xaa3, xiŋ4 
xɤ5. 

xɤm4 A4 to block, to place a barrier, ‘unbreachable’ of love at 
[23.02]. 

xɤŋ1 B4 object, thing, clothing. 

xɤŋ1 B4 half (kɤŋ1 in everyday speech). 

xɤŋ1 tip1 B4 DS1 celestial or divine object (with magical properties). 

xɤŋ2 B1 strong, firm, stable, robust (B ခုုိင)္. 

xɤy5 A1 in-law, relative by marriage to son or daughter; also xoy5 at 
[23.13]. 

xɤy5 mɤŋ4 A1 A4 heir apparent to a kingdom by marriage to the princess. 
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xi2 B1 to ride. 

xi2 myɑɑk4 A4 DL4 to instate, to invest with high authority  
(B ခ်ီးေျမွာက္); also xi2 myɔk4. 

xi3 C1 faeces, excrement. 

xi4  A4 to praise, to exalt (B ခ်)ီ. 

xi4yo4 A4 A4 to praise, to venerate, to pay homage to.  

xi5 A1 troubled, worried, anxious. 

xi5 xom5 A1 A1 anxiety and distress; see xom5. 

xiŋ2 B1 time, xiŋ2 yaam4, xiŋ2 xɔp4. 

xiŋ4 A4 I, body, part of some first person singular and plural forms, 
also used as second person singular amongst close friends in 
everyday speech. 

xiŋ4 caay4 A4 A4 I, first person singular for male.  

xiŋ4 faɰ5 A4 A1 each, anyone; synonym for faɰ5 man4. 

xiŋ4 haa4 A4 A4 we, first person plural for two persons used as first 
person singular by scribe. 

xiŋ4 haw4 A4 A4 we, first person plural used as first person singular by 
scribe. 

xiŋ4 kaw1 A4 I, first person singular. 

xiŋ4 vɛn4 see vɛn4. 

xiŋ4 xam4 A4 A4 ‘Golden One,’ used when addressing the Buddha and 
Bodhisatta, but not considered an epithet, xiŋ4 xam4 ʔaa1lɔŋ4. 

xit3taa2 DS1 B2 instant, moment (B ေခတၱ). 

xo2 
see xwyo2. 

xo3 C1 part, point, section, classifier for Dhamma teachings, etc. 

xo3 C1 bunch, cluster (of flowers), classifier for bunches. 

xo3 mɯ4 C1 A4 wrist. 

xo4 A4 throat, neck. 

xo4 
see xo4 leŋ4. 

xo4 leŋ4 A4 A4 (household) goods, possessions; also xo4.  
xo5 A1 to ask, to request. 

xo5 A1 to laugh. 

xo5 haɰ3 A1 C1 ‘may (there please be),’ used to express wishes or 
requests. 

xom5 A1 bitter; see xi5 xom5. 

xon4 A4 to mix, to mingle. 

xon5 A1 body hair, fur, feathers. 
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xon6 C4 to tell, to recite. 

xon6 lɔt4 C4 DL4 to recite, to recount, to give a Buddhist sermon. 

xon6 xay1 C4 B4 to tell, to recount, also to recite (a story). 

xoŋ4 A4 realm, abode, level of existence in Buddhist cosmology. 

xop1 DS4 to kneel respectfully, to bow, xop1 xaw2. 

xop2 DL1 cycle or period of time, xop2 xɔp4 ‘complete cycle or 
period of time.’ 

xop3  DS1 to bite. 

xoy2 B1 coil, ring, bangle (B ေခြ). 

xoy5 see xɤy5. 

xɔ5 
A1 cognate of xo5 written in Tham script. 

xɔk2 DL1 boundary. 

xɔk2 faʔ6 DL1 C4 universe; sɛn5 xɔk2 faʔ6 may also mean ‘universe,’ but 
since this term is found in other manuscripts without the word 
sɛn5, it is translated here as ‘one hundred thousand universes.’ 

xɔk4 DL4 enclosure, pen, cage, jail. 

xɔm3 C1 to turn upside down, to overturn, to lie face down, to be 
used up, to be emptied (of a container). 

xɔm4 A4 word, speech; also xam4, kam4 (xaam4 in older speakers, 
now replaced by kam4). 

xɔm4 hoŋ5 A4 A1 ‘Renowned Words,’ an epithet of the Dhamma, the 
teaching of the Buddha. 

xɔm4 no5 A4 A1 to speak a lot, for a long time. 

xɔm4 suŋ5 A4 A1 ‘high words,’ to bluster, to boast of one’s abilities or 
strength in a boisterous, menacing or threatening manner. 

xɔm4 xam4 A4 A4 ‘Golden Words,’ an epithet of the Dhamma, the 
teaching of the Buddha. 

xɔm4 xay2 A4 B1 read as ‘(son) in-law, especially of a royal family.’ 

xɔn3 C1 to collect or gather together (large numbers of goods or 
people). 

xɔn4 A4 to shake (loose), to move back and forth. 

xɔn4 teŋ2 A4 B2 [39.09] read as ‘sacred flagstaff’ (B တံခြန္တုုိင)္. 

xɔn4 vay5 see vay5 xɔn4. 

xɔŋ1 B4 to trip, to stumble, to falter. 

xɔŋ2 B1 pink, xɔŋ2 xɛm3 ‘deep pink.’ 

xɔŋ2 
see xwyɔŋ2. 

xɔŋ3 C1 to meet (misfortune), to touch accidentally. 
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xɔŋ3 kit2 
see kit2 xɔŋ3. 

xɔŋ5 A1 thing, belonging to. 

xɔŋ5 
A1 because, on account of, xɔŋ5 laak2. 

xɔŋ5 di1 A1 A3 ‘marvellous object,’ (literally ‘good object’) celestial 
object with magical power; also xɔŋ5 li1. 

xɔŋ5 sɛŋ5 A1 A1 ‘jewel object,’ celestial object with magical power. 

xɔp4 DL4 to meet, to come together, complete (period of time), 
entire, [06.17] ‘throughout each period (of the day).’ 

xɔp4 xiŋ4 DL4 A4 everybody. 

xɔt2 DL1 to amass, to build up, to collect together. 

xɔt2 DL1 to knot, to bind; also xam4 xɔt2. 
xɔt2 DL1 to resent, to bear a grudge. 

xɔt2 haak1 DL1 DS4 to cherish, united in love. 

xɔt2 hɔy3 DL1 C1 to love, to care for. 

xɔt2 yaʔ6 DL1 C4 decorations around the edge of the royal umbrella. 

xɔy1 B4 to meet together, to join, all (together). 

xɔy3 C1 to die. 

xɔy3 lɛ1 
C1 B1 ‘xɔy lɛ,’ untranslated final particle; 

also xɔy3 lɛ2. 

xɔy5 A1 to envy, to be jealous of, to covet. 

xu1 B4 incessant, ceaseless, endless. 

xu4 A4 moat. 

xu5naa4 A1 A4 compassion, to pity, to forgive (P or Skt karuṇā). 

xuk3 DS1 suddenly, immediately. 

xuk3 thop3 DS1 DS1 to bring to mind, to recollect. 

xuk4 xuk4 xak4 xak4 DL4 DL4 DL4 DL4 ‘xuk xuk xak xak’ the sound of a monkey; 
also xuk3 xuk3 xak3 xak3. 

xum2 B1 to lower the head, to bend forward. 

xum2 
B1 plain, low-lying land, hollow; see lɯm5 xum2. 

xum4 xum4 A4 A4 ‘xum xum,’ the sound of the ogre stamping. 

xun2 B1 to run, to gallop. 

xun5 A1 lord, noble, man, used for the Budha, the Bodhisatta, 
monks, kings, officials of high rank, etc., and for ‘men’ when 
the narrator addresses the audience. 

xun5 di1 A1 A3 ‘Good Lord,’ an epithet of the Bodhisatta (also used to 
address the king). 
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xun5 fi5 faʔ6 ʔaa1lɔŋ4 sip3 su2 A1 A1 C4 A3 A4 DS1 ‘Lord Spirits of the Ten Heavenly 
Along,’ read as the spirits of the Bodhisatta’s ten final lives in 
the human realm (TN taʔ1saa5 sip3 cat4) as found in the 
Mahānipāta of the Jātakaatthavaṇṇanā (J538-J547); see 
ʔaa1lɔŋ4. 

xun5 hoŋ5 A1 A1 ‘Renowned Lord,’ an epithet of the Buddha and of the 
Bodhisatta and the king. 

xun5 kaan1 A1 A2 (high-ranking) official. 

xun5 mɤŋ4 A1 A4 ‘Lord of the Kingdom,’ the king. 

xun5 mi4 vun5 A1 A4 A3 ‘meritorious Lord,’ used of the Bodhisatta, but not 
considered an epithet. 

xun5 no2 A1 B1 ‘Lord Shoot(s),’ used at [70.10] for the sponsors of the 
copying of the manuscript. 

xun5 nɔ1 A1 B4 ‘xun nɔ,’ untranslated final particle. 

xun5 pɛŋ4 A1 A4 ‘Cherished Lord,’ an epithet of the Bodhisatta. 

xun5 xam4 A1 A4 ‘Golden Lord,’ an epithet of the Bodhisatta. 

xuŋ5 see liŋ4. 

xut1 
DS4 ‘xut,’ giant bird-like creatures of immense strength  
(Skt garuḍa). 

xuy4 xaay4 A4 A4 to scramble, to clamber, to scurry (with an action similar 
to an animal scratching the earth); also xoy4 xaay4. 

xɯ4 A4 ramparts, formed by digging a fosse or trench and building 
up the excavated earth alongside the inner slope of the fosse, 
xɯ4 being the raised rampart, and hɔŋ1 the fosse, xɯ4 veŋ4. 

xɯn3 C1 to go up, to ascend, to increase. 

xɯn4 
A4 night, xɯn4 nay6 ‘last night.’ 

xɯn4 A4 to repeat, to return, to restore. 

xɯt2 
DL2 to scrape (xut2 in everyday speech), xɯt2 soy4 to polish, to 
burnish. 

xɯʔ6 C4 of great size, large, important. 

xway1 
B4 [59.04] read as a variant of xɔy1 ‘to meet together.’ 

xway2 B1 meaning unknown at [29.10], where sɔt2 xway2 (also xay2, 
xɔy2) is read as ‘covered;’ see sɔt2. 

xwyɑɑŋ1 xwyɑɑŋ1 B4 B4 [68.10] read as ‘lustrously,’ intensifier for ʔu4 ‘shining’ 
(possibly B ခ်င္းခ်င္း given in Judson as ‘flaring,’ an intensifier 
for redness). 

xwyɑɑŋ4 A4 instantly (B ခ်င္း). 

xwyɑɑŋ4 see xwyɔŋ4. 
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xwyo2 B1 decorated with (B ?), xam4 xwyo2 ‘decorated with gold;’ 
also xo2. 

xwyo4 A4 to persuade, to coax, to entice (B ေခ်ာ့). 

xwyo4 A4 slender, graceful, fine (B ေခ်ာ), xwyo4 law4. 

xwyɔŋ2 B1 to fear (B ?). 

xwyɔŋ2 B1 skilled, able, accomplished (B က်င ္?), xwyɔŋ2 tat4; also 

xɔŋ2. 

xwyɔŋ4 A4 repeatedly, again and again (B ?); also xwyɑɑŋ4. 

xwyɔŋ4 A4 stream, brook (B ေခ်ာင္း). 

xwyɔt4 DL4 to take out of, to free from, to deliver, to release from 
danger (B ခၽြတ)္, xwyɔt4 ʔaw1; also xwyɑɑt4. 

xyaa2 B1 [65.14] to be of use, useful, with negative ‘useless, 
worthless’ (B ?); see xaʔ1laa2. 

xyaa2 see xaa2. 

xyaa2 
see se4 xyaa2. 

xyaa4  A4 to put down, to place, read as ‘to put on’ (of jewelry) at 
[19.12] (B ခ်); see poŋ1 xyaa4, ʔu4 xyaa4. 

xyaa4 su4 A4 A4 to reward, to give a reward (B ဆုုခ်). 

yaa1 A3 medicine, potion. 

yaa1 maat4 
A3 DL4 ‘excellent medicine,’ i.e. the yaa3 lɔk4 xaap4 which 
magically transforms one’s appearance. 

yaa1 yam1 
A3 A3 ‘potent medicine,’ i.e. the yaa3 lɔk4 xaap4 which 
magically transforms one’s appearance. 

yaa1caʔ1kaa2 B4 DS4 B2 mendicant, beggar (P yācaka). 

yaa1haan4 
B4 A4 ‘yahan,’ Buddhist monk (B ရဟန္း P arahant); 
synonymous with fik1xu2. 

yaa2 B3 don’t!, negative imperative marker, ‘to refrain from’ in 
relation to the five moral precepts; usually as yaa2 pay1, yaa2 
pay4, yaa2 pi1, yaa2 paa1. 

yaa2 nan6 B3 C4 besides that, in addition to which. 

yaa2 pay1 B3 A2 don’t!, negative imperative marker; often yaa2 pay4. 

yaa2 pi1 B3 A2 don’t!, negative imperative marker. 

yaa3 C1 medicine, herb, grass. 

yaa3 lɔk4 xaap4 C3 DL4 DL4 ‘skin-shedding herb,’ the tree bark which 
magically transforms one’s appearance. 
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yaa4 A4 to meet (with), to find (B ျငား). 

yaa4 A4 five (B ငါး); also ŋaa4 (haa3 in everyday speech). 

yaa4 paa4 A4 A4 ‘five points’ (B ငါးပါး), usually with reference to the five 

moral precepts, written and sometimes pronounced ŋaa4 paa4; 
see paa4. 

yaa4thaa4 
A4 A4 vehicle, carriage (B ရထား P ratha); previously used in 
everyday speech in Mueang Sing and in Moeng Vo for terms 
such as yaa4thaa4 fay4 ‘train;’ also laa4thaa4. 

yaa4vaʔ1 
A4 DS1 until (P yāva); also yaa4vaa1. 

yaak3 DS3 to nip, to pluck, to pick.  

yaak4 DL4 difficult, difficulty, hardship, adversity, poverty. 

yaak4 caɰ1 DL4 A2 distress, anguish.  

yaam3 C3 ever, to be in the habit of. 

yaam4 
A4 time (P yāma), yaam4 xiŋ2. 

yaam4 dew1 A4 A3 now, at present, at once, at the same time; also yaam4 
lew1. 

yaam4 lɛŋ1 
A4 A3 the first period in the life of a new-born baby or luk4 lɛŋ1 
(until around the age when able to stand). 

yaam4 nan4  A4 A4 (irreg.) at that time, then. 

yaan5 
A1 to leave, to part from, to separate, far, distant, co1 yaan5 
distant time, long ago. 

yaaŋ4 see nok1 yaaŋ4. 

yaap2 
DL3 difficulty, suffering, distress, poverty, synonym for yaak4 
(used in everyday speech); also yaap2 yaak4. 

yaap2 caɰ1 DL3 to be distressed. 

yaap4 DL4 to squeeze, to compress, to pinch, to crush (B ညပ)္. 

yaat2 DL3 drop, to drop (of liquid), to pour drop by drop; see nam6 
yaat2. 

yaat4 yaat4 DL4 DL4 resplendent, gleaming, glittering. 

yaaw4 
A4 long, far, very, hɔm5 yaaw4 ‘very fragrant,’ naan4 yaaw4 ‘a 
long time,’ paak2 seŋ5 yaaw4 ‘to speak for a long time,’ pay1 
yaaw4 ‘to go far,’ sɤ4 yaaw4 ‘much enjoyment.’ 

yaay4 see ŋaay4. 

yaay4 A4 to scratch, as an animal digging a hole. 

yak1 
DS4 clipped form of yak1xaa2. 
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yak1xaa2 
DS4 B1 yakxa (P yakkha), a kind of non-human being, usually 
portrayed in later Buddhist literature as malevolent ogres and 
often man-eating, but also capable of being converted to 
Buddhism; also yak1. 

yak1xi2 DS4 B1 ‘yakxi,’ female yakxa ogre (P yakkhī). 
yam1 A3 effective, potent, quick-acting (of medicine, poison); see 

yaa1 yam1. 

yam1 yum2 A3 B3 [48.09] to respect, to revere; this is A4 yam4 ‘to respect, 
to revere,’ which takes an A3 tone in yam1 yum2 (Cushing 
gives A3 yam1); see yam4. 

yam4 A4 to respect, to revere, yam4 ŋaw4, yam4 vun5; see yam1 yum2. 

yam4 A4 spell, charm, incantation; synonym for mun4 and kaa1thaa2, 
often as xɔm4 yam4 xɔm4 mun4. 

yam4 A4 to shine, to glisten, to be intense in colour (as though wet). 

yam4 
A4 to rule (over), to govern; often as yam4 pɤŋ2 or fɔŋ4 yam4; 
written and sometimes pronounced ŋam4. 

yam4 
[13.06], [63.16] see yɔm4. 

yam6 C4 to (partially) chew, to chew on. 

yan2 B1 to place down from above, to put down in a perpendicular 
position, to drape, to hang (of a curtain at [17.18]); written with 
initial <ɲ->. 

yan2 pɔŋ3 B1 C3 to kneel and pay respect. 

yaŋ1 yaŋ1 A3 A3 glittering, gleaming. 

yaŋ4 A4 still, yet, not yet, even, and. 

yaŋ4 mi4 A4 A4 topic marker, formulaic particle for introducing minor 
stories within the text. 

yaɰ2 B3 big, great. 

yaw4  A4 to rest on, to lean on (yaw4 vaa2 ‘to lean on the shoulder’), 
to place on or around (yaw4 xo4 used for wearing a garland 
around the neck); written yaaw4. 

yaw6 C4 to be finished, perfect marker. 

yaw6 hɤy6 C4 C4 ‘yaw hɤy,’ untranslated final particle. 

yaw6 hɔ6 C4 C4 ‘yaw hɔ,’ untranslated final particle. 

yaw6 lɛ2 C4 B1 ‘yaw lɛ,’ untranslated final particle. 

yaw6 yaa2 C4 B3 finished, past marker. 

yay5 A1 to arrange in order, one after another, yay5 xaaŋ4 to arrange 
in a line or row. 
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yaʔ1so5thaʔ1laa2 DS4 A1 DS4 B1 Yasothala, wife of the Bodhisatta in his final 
life, before he renounced the palace and later became the 
Buddha. She later became a nun and attained enlightenment, 
and was chief among the Buddha’s female disciples in 
possession of supernormal powers. She passed away two years 
before the Buddha (P yasodharā). 

yaʔ6 C4 lace, net (around edge of royal umbrella), decoration with 
lace-like appearance, xɔt2 yaʔ6. 

yaʔ6 C4 to destroy, to ruin. 

ye1 B4 each, every; often used as a pair, as in ye1 mɯʔ6 ye1 koʔ6 ‘a 
person each day’ at [57.06], or with the meaning ‘the more..., 
the more...’ at [60.16]. 

ye1 sam6 B4 C4 again, more, repeatedly. 

ye2 B3 small (B ငယ#). 

ye2 cɛt4 B1 DL4 to pour water as part of the dedication of merit  
(B ေရစက္); synonym for TN haay1. 

ye3 C3 eldest daughter (luk4 ye3), often part of given name. 

ye4 A4 granary, storage place, storeroom. 

ye4tvaa4 A4 A4 to look around (B ေငးသြား). 

yem3 C3 to look at, to watch. 

yen1 A3 quiet, still, calm, silent; see yaam4 yen1. 

yen1 caɰ1 A3 A2 calm, peaceful, to calm, to soothe. 

yen1 si2 A3 B1 quiet. 

yen1 viŋ1 A3 B4 completely silent. 

yen1 yɛw5 A3 A1 ‘eerily quiet,’ read as ‘completely silent’ of monks who 
are free of defilement at [64.20]. 

yen4 A4 to transform, to change. 

yeŋ4 A4 to aim (towards), to look at, to intend. 

yeŋ4 maay5 A4 A1 aim, goal, objective, to intend, to aim. 

yeŋ4 toy4 A4 A4 to look carefully, to look at attentively. 

yep2 
DL3 to tread on, to step on; also yep2 yam1. 

yep2 yam1 DL3 B4 to tread on, to step on, to look down upon. 

yet2 B3 to stretch, to straighten.  

yew1 A3 to think, to suspect, to have an opinion, to fear (that), to do, 
to get ready, to prepare. 

yew1 B4 to urinate, urine. 

yew1 hɛn4 A3 A4 to prepare, to get ready (still used by elderly speakers, 
but more often haaŋ3 hɛn4 in everyday speech). 

yew1 laak2 A3 DL1 perhaps, maybe. 
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yew1 me4 A3 A4 to make, to prepare, to repair, to put in order. 

yew1 pɔŋ1 A3 A2 to organise, to arrange, to set up. 

yɛw5 A1 to fear, to dread (as when alone); written and sometimes 
pronounced ŋɛw5; see yen4 yɛw5. 

yɛw5 kon4  A1 A4 desolate, deserted. 

yɤ1 A3 to exceed, to add extra, beyond, more. 

yɤ2 B3 food, fodder (for animals). 

yɤk4 yɤk4 DL4 DL4 damp, clammy. 

yɤn6 C4 to restrain oneself, to endure to tolerate, to force or compel 
oneself (to do something). 

yɤŋ1 B4 kind, sort, type, alike, similar, to do the same, to follow, to 
copy, to emulate, yɤŋ1 ʔaw1, yɤŋ1 het3; synonym for pɤŋ1. 

yi2 
see ŋi2. 

yi2 pat4 B1 DL4 [44.10] ‘correct practice,’ to practise correctly (or 
perfectly) according to Dhamma teachings. 

yi3 pɤʔ6 ʔɤ2 C3 C4 B3 one hundred and twenty (Ch 一百二 yi bai er); 
equivalent to TN paak2 saaw4 at [48.02] but left untranslated as 
yi pɤʔ ʔɤ since it is not generally understood by Tai Nuea 
speakers in Mueang Sing. 

yi4 A4 Eld’s deer or brow-antlered deer, Panolia eldii. 
yin4 A4 to feel, to sense, to hear. 

yin4 com4 A4 A4 to feel happy, delighted, to enjoy. 

yin4 com6 A4 C4 to feel at ease. 

yin4 faan5 A4 A1 to be troubled, tormented. 

yin4 ko1 A4 A2 to feel afraid. 

yin4 sɤ4 A4 A4 to feel happy, to be pleased, to enjoy. 

yin4 soy4 A4 A4 [48.14] read as ‘at odds with;’ see soy4. 
yin4 yaa2 see laŋ5 yin4 yaa2. 

yiŋ4 A4 woman, female. 

yiŋ4 caay4 A4 A4 women and men. 

yip3 B3 to hold, to take hold of. 

yiw1 A3 [04.01] ‘Yiw,’ read as Tai people from Moeng Ngiw (also 
Nyiw, Yiw), but the context implies a larger group; an 
alternative suggested reading is the Chinese 夷 yi ‘barbarian,’ 
but since this is a derogatory term it is unlikely that it would be 
used in a Tai manuscript. Not found in the 1876 manuscript, it 
might have been added by the scribe based on his experience 
living in Kengtung before moving to Mueang Sing.  
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yo1 B4 [25.06] to shrink, to be reduced, to retreat, to turn back, 
ʔam2 yo1 ‘unshrinking, dauntless, indomitable.’ 

yo1 
B4 to turn back on itself; see kaw3 yo1. 

yo4  A4 to lift up, to raise, to exalt, to praise. 

yo4 
A4 B1 to incite, to coax ([23.12] yo4 so2); usually yoʔ6. 

yo4 sɔk2 A4 B1 ‘to raise the elbows,’ i.e. to raise the hands high with 
palms together, in a gesture of reverence. 

yo4 taan4 A4 A4 to make a donation, to practise generosity. 

yo4 yo4 A4 A4 to be doubtful, to be suspicious (B ယုုိးယုုိး). 

yok1  DS4 to lift, to raise, to ‘raise up’ by bestowing a high rank or 
position, ‘to carry’ of panniers at [04.03] 

yom4 A4 [72.07] ‘Lord Yom’ (xun5 yom4), the ‘god of death’ who 
judges the deceased according to their deeds  
(P yama); usually caa4 yom4 fi2vaan4. 

yom5 A1 [45.14] wrinkled, shrivelled, withered, dried up, emaciated. 

yom6 
C4 to smile, yom6 xo5, yom6 fan4 xo5. 

yon4 saaŋ5 
A4 A1 ‘Yon Sang,’ at [08.18] ciŋ2te2 yon4 saaŋ5 read as an 
epithet of the Buddha; yon4 may be from B ယာဥ ္ 
P yāna ‘vehicle,’ giving ‘Cingte Vehicle of the Gods,’ similar 
to ciŋ2te2 laan5 saaŋ5 ‘Cingte Nephew of the Gods’ found in 
other texts. 

yoŋ1 yaaŋ1 
see yoŋ1 yoŋ1. 

yoŋ1 yoŋ1 A3 A3 ‘yong yong,’ the ambling gait of the ogre; yoŋ1 yaaŋ1 at 
[62.20] to agree with haaŋ1 caʔ6. 

yoŋ2 A3 blossom, classifier for flowers; synonym for loŋ2. 

yoŋ4 A4 segment, division of a fruit or seed pod, yoŋ4 niw6 ‘kapok 
seed capsule, containing cotton-like fibres’ also ‘cotton wool.’ 

yot1caʔ1naa2 DS4 DS4 B1 a measure of length (P yojana), which Rhys 
Davids and Stede give as equal to about 7 miles. 

yot4 DL4 evil, wicked, vicious, bad (B ယုုတ္). 

yot4 maa2 DL4 B1 vile, depraved, wicked (B ယုုတ္မာ). 

yoy4 A4 to choose, to select (B ေရြး), yoy4 xaa5, yoy4 haa5. 

yɔk3 DS3 tattered, dilapidated, torn. 

yɔm1 A3 thin, emaciated. 

yɔm4 A4 to give up, to submit, to acknowledge defeat; yam4 at 
[13.06], [63.16]. 
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yɔn2 B3 to stop, to cease (an activity). 

yɔn2 B3 to be suspended, to descend. 

yɔn2 faa3 B3 C1 to stop, to end, to abandon (an activity or practice). 

yɔn3 C3 to vibrate, to tremble, to flutter, to shimmer. 

yɔn4 
A4 to ask, to beg, to request; also yɔn4 xaaŋ4. 

yɔn6 C4 on account of, owing to, because (of). 

yɔŋ1 see mɔk2 yɔŋ1. 

yɔŋ1 B4 to lift up, to raise, yok1 yɔŋ1. 

yɔŋ1 yɔŋ1 B4 B4 [06.09] rickety, unstable. 

yɔŋ1 yɔŋ1 B4 B4 [21.04] read as ‘to walk in respectable way.’  

yɔŋ2 B1 small (B ေညာင္). 

yɔŋ3 C3 to praise, to exalt, yok1 yɔŋ3; [04.06] to adorn thay2 yɔŋ3. 

yɔŋ4 A4 [68.07] ‘Yong,’ Ficus religiosa (Moraceae), the Bodhi Tree, 
beneath which the Buddha was enlightened  
(B ေညာင္). 

yɔŋ4 A4 to arrange, to style, to put straight (the hair), yɔŋ4 fom5. 

yɔŋ4 yɔŋ4 A4 A4 ‘yong yong,’ the fluttering movement and sound of the 
magic kampala cloth being carried by the wind. 

yɔt2 DL3 to drip. 

yɔt4 DL4 tip, pinnacle, summit, supreme, to sprout, to shoot (of 
plants), used in epithets of the Bodhisatta (such as yɔt4 caw3, 
yɔt4 xay2 faʔ6, caw3 yɔt4 faʔ6), of the princess, (such as hun2 yɔt4 
cɔy6), and of the king (such as yɔt4 vɔŋ6, yɔt4 caw3). 

yɔt4 caw3 DL4 C2 ‘Supreme Master,’ an epithet of the Bodhisatta and of 
the king. 

yɔt4 hun2 cɔy6 Dl4 B1 C4 ‘Supreme Damsel Form,’ an epithet of the princess. 

yɔt4 no2 faʔ6 DL4 B1 C4 ‘Supreme Heavenly Shoot,’ an epithet of the 
Bodhisatta. 

yɔt4 vɔŋ6 DL4 C4 ‘Supreme Magnificence,’ an epithet of the Buddha and 
of the king. 

yɔt4 xay2 faʔ6 DL4 B1 C4 ‘Supreme Egg of the Heavens,’ an epithet of the 
Bodhisatta. 

yɔt4 xun5 caay4 DL4 A1 A4 ‘Supreme Lord of Men,’ an epithet of the 
Bodhisatta. 

yɔy1 B4 fine (of small particles). 

yɔy4 A4 strand, tuft, tassel; yɔy4 fom5 ‘strand of hair’ used with 
negative to mean ‘not the slightest, not at all,’ see fom5 faa2. 

yɔy4 yɔy4 A4 A4 trembling, quivering. 
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yɔy6 C4 to flow, to drip, to run down (of liquid). 

yu2 B3 to be (at), to stay, to dwell, yu2 maw2 lay3 ‘unable to keep 
still, unable to contain oneself,’ yu2 tum4 tum4 ‘to come to a 
halt, to be inactive.’ 

yu2paak4 B3 DL4 result or consequence of previous actions according to 
the law of kamma; synonym for vi1paa2kaa2, kɛm4maa2; 
viʔ1vaak1 in everyday speech. 

yum2 B3 to trust, to believe, to have faith or confidence in  
(B ယုုံ), tɯ4 yum2, yum2 maat4, yum2 ʔaw1,. 

yum4 A4 bush, undergrowth, clump of saplings. 

yuŋ2 ke2 B1 B2 to believe, to trust, to have faith (B ယုုံၾကည္). 

yuŋ3 C1 tangled, long and shaggy (of beard). 

yɯn1 B4 to present to, to hand over. 

yɯn4 A4 to stretch out, to be prolonged, to endure, long, lasting. 

yɯn5 A1 to project (of a tooth), bucktooth (yin5 in everyday speech). 

yɯt4 
DL4 to threaten, to daunt, to intimidate, to scare, yɯt4 lɔk2; 
written (and sometimes pronounced) ŋɯt4; [49.09] ʔɯt2 lɔk2 is a 
scribal misreading of yɯt4 lɔk2 in the 1876 manuscript; the 
missing final consonant at [60.06] and in the 1876 manuscript 
are also read as a scribal errors. 

ʔaa1cam2 A3 B2 pattern, designed, arrangement. 

ʔaa1co4 see ʔaa1kyo4 

ʔaa1faʔ3laa2 A3 DS1 B1 result (from B ဖလ P phala); at [11.01] ʔaa1faʔ3laa2 
san5taa2 ‘result of desire’ is usually aa1lo2 san5taa2. 

ʔaa1kaa1saa5 A3 A2 A1 sky, space, the heavens (P ākāsa); also ʔaa1kaa2. 

ʔaa1kaa2 see ʔaa1kaa1saa5. 

ʔaa1kwyɑɑŋ4 A3 A4 deed, practice, custom (B အက်င္)့. 

ʔaa1kwyo4 A3 A4 benefit, blessing, consequence or result of good actions 
(B အက်ဳိး); also ʔaa1kyo4, ʔaa1kyɤ4, and sometimes written and 

pronounced as ʔaa1co4 (i.e. according to current Burmese 
pronunciation). 

ʔaa1kwyɔŋ4 A3 A4 cause, reason, event, matter (B အေၾကာင္း). 

ʔaa1kyɤ4 see ʔaa1kwyo4. 

ʔaa1laak2 A3 DL1 [10.15] read as ‘to appoint (to an office or rank)’  
(B အရာခန္႔), ʔaa1yaa2 ʔaa1laak2. 

ʔaa1laap2 A3 DL1 location, place (B အရပ)္. 
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ʔaa1le4 A3 A4 calamity, misfortune (B ?). 

ʔaa1li4yaa2 
A3 A4 B3 noble (P ariya), used of the disciples of the Buddha; 
also ʔaa1li1yaa2. 

ʔaa1lɔŋ2 A3 B1 radiance, brightness, aura (B အေရာင)္. 

ʔaa1lɔŋ4 
A3 A4 ‘Along,’ an epithet of the Bodhisatta, one progressing 
towards the perfection of Buddhahood  
(B အေလာင္း), for which Judson also gives ‘anything in an 
incipient, unfinished, imperfect state, but progressing towards 
perfection;’ see lɔŋ4. 

ʔaa1maan2 A3 B1 read as ‘time recently passed’ (B အမန)္. 

ʔaa1maat1taa2 A3 DS4 B2 ‘deathlessness,’ ‘the deathless’ (P amata), an 
epithet of Nibbana, i.e. freedom from the round of rebirths. 

ʔaa1maat4 A3 DS4 counsellor, royal advisor (B အမတ ္P amacca); also 

maat4. 
ʔaa1miŋ4 A3 A4 (royal) order, decree, command (B အမိန္႔); sometimes 

ʔaa1meŋ4. 

ʔaa1mu2 A3 B1 matter, affair, business (B အမႈ). 

ʔaa1mu4 A3 A4 service or duty to the king or the state (B အမွဴး). 

ʔaa1naa2 A3 B1 pain, disease (B အနာ). 

ʔaa1ni1soŋ5 A3 B4 A1 blessing, good result of a meritorious act  
(P ānisaṁsa); also ʔaa2ni1soŋ5 and sometimes written and 
pronounced ʔaan1ni1soŋ5. 

ʔaa1saak4 A3 DL4 age (of person) (B အသက္). 

ʔaa1saaŋ2 A3 B1 [45.12] read as ‘in disguise, to pretend’ as in ʔaa1saaŋ2 
huʔ6 ‘to pretend to know’ in everyday use; an alternative 
reading might be B အသင ္‘to peel,’ i.e. similar to TN lɔk4 in 

lɔk4 xaap4 ‘to magically transform one’s appearance,’ although 
this use is not attested in Burmese. 

ʔaa1seŋ2 paʔ3leŋ2 A3 B1 DS2 B1 ‘Sovereign Master’ (B အရွင္ဘုုရင)္. 

ʔaa1sɔŋ2 ʔaa1lɔŋ2 A3 B1 A3 B1 [24.17] ʔaa1sɔŋ2 is read as a synonym for ʔaa1lɔŋ2 
‘radiance’ (B အေရာင္), possibly formed from the Burmese 

nominalising prefix ʔaa1 with TN sɔŋ2 ‘to shine;’ see sɔŋ2, 
ʔaa1lɔŋ2. 

ʔaa1taaŋ2 A3 B2 [54.02] read as ‘teaching, lesson’ (B အတန္း). 

ʔaa1tat4 A3 DL4 skilled, proficient, adept (B အတတ္); also tat4. 
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ʔaa1thɔt4 A3 DL4 excellent, the highest, the summit (B အထြဋ္), an 

epithet of religious teachers; also thɔt4. 
ʔaa1vaaŋ2 A3 B1 alternative reading at [54.01], meaning unknown (B ?); 

see ŋaa4 vaaŋ2. 

ʔaa1xaa2 A3 B1 time, season (B အခါ). 

ʔaa1xaaŋ4 A3 A4 permission, consent (B အခြင္)့; also used in the sense of 

‘to forgive’ pɔy2 ʔaa1xaaŋ4. 

ʔaa1xan5 A3 A1 time, era (B အခ်ိန္). 

ʔaa1xiŋ2 A3 B1 time, season (B အခ်ိန္), ʔaa1xaa2 ʔaa1xiŋ2. 

ʔaa1yaa2 A3 B3 office, rank (B အရာ). 

ʔaa1yo2 ʔaa1xaa2 A3 B3 A3 B1 [09.02] read as ʔaa1xaa2 ‘time, season’  
(B ?+ အခါ). 

ʔaa1yu2 A3 B3 thought, opinion, sentiment (B အယူ). 

ʔaa2 B3 disgusting, loathsome (B ?). 

ʔaa2laʔ1han5taa2 B3 DS4 A1 B2 ‘alahanta’ (P arahant), a Noble Disciple who is 
liberated from all suffering; also han5taa2. 

ʔaa2maʔ1xam2 B3 DS4 B1 to assent, to agree, to undertake (B အာမခ ံ 

P āma and possibly xam2 ‘to accept’); also xam2 at [11.03]. 

ʔaa2naa2 B3 B1 authority, (governmental) dominion (P āṇā). 

ʔaa2nan4taa2 B3 A4 A2 Ananda, one of the chief monsatic disciples of the 
Buddha (P ānanda). 

ʔaa2naʔ1cak4 B3 DS4 DL4 (spiritual, supernatural or royal) greatness, power, 
majesty, radiance (B အာဏာစက ္P āṇā + cakka); also 

ʔaa2naa1cak1, ʔaa1naa1cak4, ʔaʔ1naʔ1cak4, cak4. 

ʔaa2pay4yaa2 B3 A4 B3 ‘woeful states,’ ‘states of deprivation’  
(P apāya), lower realms of rebirth in Buddhist cosmology, i.e. 
the realms of ‘titans,’ hungry ghosts, animals, and hell. 

ʔaa2pum2 
B3 B2 story (possibly from B ပုုံ); see pum2. 

ʔaa2saa5vaʔ1ti2 B3 A1 DS4 B2 passion flower (P āsāvati); also saa5vaʔ1ti2, 
mɔk2 yɔŋ1. 

ʔaa2thaa2 B3 B1 raising up, promotion (B အားထား), [20.15] ʔaa2thaa2 xi2 
myɑɑk4 maŋ4kaʔ1laa2 ‘auspicious ceremony raising up and 
instating.’ 
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ʔaa2tin1naa4taa4naa4 B3 A2 A4 A4 A4 ‘(to refrain from) stealing,’ the second of the 
five and eight moral precepts for lay Buddhists  
(P adinnādāna); the meaning ‘to refrain from’ is implied, 
although this part of the formula (TN ve4laa2maʔ1ni2  
P veramaṇī) is omitted; usually further clipped to ʔaa2tin1 in 
everyday speech; see pɛn2caʔ1si2, sin5 pɛt2. 

ʔaa3 C3 to open (the mouth), to spread the arms or legs, ʔaa3 paak2, 
ʔaa3 sop3, ʔaa3 vaa4 mɯ4. 

ʔaa4 A4 (irreg.) great (B အား ‘strength, force’). 

ʔaa4laa4 A4 (irreg.) A4 to be satisfied, to take satisfaction, also 
‘vigorously’ at [12.15] (B အားရ); the meaning in everyday 
speech is ‘hardworking, working harder or better than others.’ 

ʔaam1 laam1 A3 B4 ‘sweet but unsatisfying;’ used to modify vaan5 ‘sweet’ 
in everyday speech: vaan5 ʔaam1 laam1 ‘something that is sweet 
but not good-tasting,’ applied to women’s hearts at [27.10]. 

ʔaam4 A4 (irreg.) to be amazed, to wonder (B အံ)့; also ʔɔn2 ʔaam4. 

ʔaan2 B3 to count, to recite (internally), to ‘count’ the rounds of a 
repetitive recitation or recollection.  

ʔaan2 lɔt4 B3 DL4 to recite (as a repeated contemplative practice). 

ʔaan2 xay1 B3 B4 to repeat words, mantras or stanzas as a contemplative 
practice; see xay1. 

ʔaaŋ3 C3 to intend, to plan, to aim, to expect. 

ʔaap4 DL4 (irreg.) suitable, proper, fitting (B အပ္). 

ʔaap4 DL4 (irreg.) to deliver, to present, to bestow (B အပ္).  

ʔaap4 miŋ1 DL4 (irreg.) B4 ‘to bestow (one’s) destiny,’ to conduct the 
blessing ceremony for a marriage at [65.08]; see miŋ1, fuk2 
miŋ1, haap1 miŋ1. 

ʔaay1 
A3 to be ashamed, to be shy, ʔaay1 kon4. 

ʔaay1 A3 vapour.  

ʔaay1 hɔm5 A3 A1 fragrance, perfume. 

ʔaay1 yen1 A3 A3 coolness. 

ʔaay3 
C3 male child, son, man (elder male sibling is caay4), luk4 ʔaay3 
‘eldest son.’ 

ʔaay3 ʔɔn2 C3 B3 ‘Ai On,’ the name of the grandson of the main sponsors 
of the copying of the manuscript. 

ʔam1 A3 to conceal, to keep back, to keep secret, ʔam1 thɛm2, ʔam1 
sɤŋ2. 

ʔam2 
B3 not, negation marker; also ʔam2 pe1 
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ʔam2 caɰ1 B3 B4 untrue, to not be the case. 

ʔam2 pɔk4 B3 DL4 ‘not to return,’ a ‘Non-Returner,’ one of the four kinds 
of Noble Disciples of the Buddha, who is freed from sensual 
craving and ill-will and is destined to be reborn in a heavenly 
realm and realise Nibbana there without returning to this world 
(synonym for P anāgāmi); also maw2 pɔk4 at [67.20]. The 
context in both cases suggests TN ʔaa2la1han5taa2 (P arahant), 
the highest of the Noble Disciples who who is liberated from all 
suffering and will not be reborn in any realm. 

ʔan1 A3 general classifier for inanimate objects, also used as a 
dedicated relativiser (including with people, ogres, etc.), and 
found in many combinations such as cem1 ʔan1, haɰ3 ʔan1, kaa1 
ʔan1, pɤ1 ʔan1, pɔy4 ʔan1, ʔan1 naŋ5, ʔan1 vaa1. 

ʔan1 naŋ5 A3 A1 as for, regarding, concerning; also to1 naŋ5. 

ʔan1 vaa1 A3 B4 as for, regarding, concerning. 

ʔan1taa1caa2 A3 A2 B2 insect, literally ‘born from eggs’ (P aṇḍaja). 

ʔaŋ1kaa2 A3 B2 member, constituent, component part (P aṅga); possibly 
a clipped form of ʔaŋ1kaa2laak1xaʔ3naa2 at [56.18]. 

ʔaŋ1kaa2laak1xaʔ3naa2 A3 B2 DS4 DS1 B1 ‘physical characteristics,’ at [25.14] (P 
angalakkhaṇa). 

ʔaŋ2kuʔ1li1maa2 B3 DS4 B4 B1 Angkulimala, a perfected disciple of the 
Buddha, who had killed 999 people to collect their fingers as a 
necklace for a previous teacher. The Buddha intercepted him on 
his way to kill his own mother to complete the 1,000 required 
fingers, and converted him to the path of Dhamma  
(P angulimāla). 

ʔaw1 
A3 to take; also used in two-verb constructions such as hɔŋ2 
ʔaw1, kam1 ʔaw1, laak1 ʔaw1, nam4 ʔaw1, pɔŋ1 ʔaw1, tɔŋ4 ʔaw1, 
yɔŋ3 ʔaw1, ʔɔn1 ʔaw1, etc. 

ʔaw1 maa4 A3 A4 to bring. 

ʔaw1 pay1 A3 A2 to take (away). 

ʔaw1 su2 thɤŋ5 maɰ4 A3 B1 A1 A4 ‘aw su thoeng maoe,’ untranslated due to 
unknown meaning; the context at [62.17] suggests ‘have 
survived,’ or ‘have returned as yourself’ (this line is missing in 
the 1876 manuscript due to damage). 

ʔaw1 yaw6 A3 C4 ‘ʔaw yaw,’ untranslated final particle. 

ʔaw2 B3 to melt (of gold, metal), xam4 ʔaw2. 
ʔay1 son5 A3 A1 ‘Supreme Beings’ (Skt aiśvara or aiśvarya). 

ʔaʔ1kaʔ1maʔ1he5si2 DS4 (irreg.) DS4 DS4 A1 B1 chief queen  
(P aggamahesī); also ʔaa1kaʔ1maʔ1he5si2. 
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ʔaʔ1tiʔ1thaa5naʔ1 DS4 (irreg.) DS4 A1 DS4 resolution, determination  
(P adhiṭṭhāna), ʔaʔ1tiʔ1thaa5naʔ1 paa1laa1mi2 ‘Perfection of 
Resolution’; also ʔaa1tiʔ1thaa5naʔ1; see paa1laa1mi2. 

ʔe1 A3 to seek, ʔe1 haa5. 

ʔe1kaa1lɛt4 A3 A2 DL4 (independent) sovereign, monarch (poss.  
B ဧကရာဇ္ P ekarajja ‘sole sovereignty’ or ekarājā ‘universal 
king’). 

ʔe4 see hɔm5. 

ʔe4 lɔy2 A4 (irreg.) B1 ‘e loy,’ term of praise for women used of pɔm3 
tit1, the wife of ho5 can1 and co-sponsor of the copying of the 
manuscript. 

ʔe4kaan2 A4 (irreg.) B2 [44.05] read as ‘certainly, truly’ (B ဧကန္  
P ekanta). 

ʔeŋ1 A3 to lean, to recline, to depend upon. 

ʔeŋ1 fɤy4 
A3 A4 to take refuge in, to trust in (sometimes written as foy4, 
but read as fɤy4). 

ʔeŋ1 ŋaw4 A3 A4 to take refuge in, to trust in. 

ʔeŋ2taʔ1le2 B3 DS4 B3 (sense) faculties, senses (B ဣေျႏၵ P indriya). 

ʔeŋ4 ki4 ʔeŋ4 ye2 A4 (irreg.) B2 A4 (irreg.) B1 ‘great and small households’  
(B အိမ္ၾကီးအိမင္ယ#). 

ʔet3 DS3 one; used to replace nɯŋ1 or lɤŋ1 as the final unit in 
complex numbers, i.e. sip3 ʔet3 (11), saaw4 ʔet3 (21), saam5 sip3 
ʔet3 (31), which number the manuscript folios. 

ʔɛ4 A4 (irreg.) ‘ae,’ appellation given to male or female children of 
wealthy families; see ʔɛ4 sɛŋ5. 

ʔɛ4 sɛŋ5 A4 (irreg.) A1 ‘Ae Saeng,’ the name of daughter-in-law of the 
main sponsors of the copying of the manuscript. 

ʔɛn2 B3 to run, to flee, to soar, to glide. 

ʔɛw2 B3 to wander, to visit, to go out and about. 

ʔɤk3 
DS3 chest; written ʔok3 but pronounced as ʔɤk3 in Mueang 
Sing. 

ʔɤk4 ʔɤk4 DL4 (irreg.) DL4 (irreg.) ‘oek oek,’ the confused sound of very 
many people; also ʔuk4 ʔɤk4. 

ʔɤm3 xaaŋ3 C3 C1 consort (royal spouse). 

ʔɤm4 tɤm4 A4 A4 overcast, read as ‘thick, dense’ of love at [23.02], 
‘sombre’ of the princesses mood at [39.13].  

ʔɤŋ2 B3 pond or lake (of stagnant water), pool of water left when a 
larger body of water is drying up (B အုုိင္). 
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ʔɤŋ3 tɤŋ3 A3 A2 intensifier for ‘big, fat,’ usually not flattering (as in 
everyday speech pi4 ʔɤŋ3 tɤŋ3), but at [06.13] vɛn4 ʔɤŋ3 tɤŋ3 
‘well-built, stout’ for growing Bodhisatta. 

ʔɤŋ3 ʔɤŋ3 C3 C3 ‘oeng oeng,’ used at [09.10] for the sound of an ogre, 
and elsewhere for the clamorous sound of a crowd. 

ʔi2 vɔk4 see vɔk4. 

ʔi4 si4 A4 (irreg.) A4 little, small; also si3 ʔi3, ʔi4. 
ʔik2 DL3 and, also, more, together with, in addition (to); often as 

ʔik2 loy3, ʔik2 thɛŋ3. 

ʔim2 B3 full, sated (when eating food). 

ʔin1 A3 ‘In,’ the god Sakka, who rules over the Tāvatiṁsa Heavenly 
Realm (from P devānam indo ‘Chief of the Deities,’ a frequent 
epithet of Sakka); commonly as faʔ4yaa4 ʔin1, xun5 ʔin1; also 
ʔin1taa2, ʔin1taa2 saa5ko2, sak3ko2 te4viŋ2taa2, xun5 fi5 si5kyaa4, 
maʔ1xaʔ3vaa2 suʔ3taat1, vɔŋ6 pen1 caw3. 

ʔin1 du1 A3 A3 to pity, to take pity upon; ‘please’ used to introduce an 
entreaty; written ʔit1 lu1 but pronounced ʔin1 du1 (or ʔi1 lu1 or ʔi1 
luk4 by some speakers) in Mueang Sing (more commonly 
written as ʔin1 in other texts). 

ʔin1taa2 A3 B2 ‘Inta,’ see ʔin1. 

ʔo2ti1xaa1 B3 A2 B4 ‘otixa,’ introductory phrase for Shan manuscripts 
and for ceremonies (often ʔɔ2ti1xaa1 nɔ5ti1xaa1), not normally 
used in Mueang Sing or Jinggu; written in Shan script at 
[01.01]. 

ʔo3kaa2 see ʔo3kaa2saa5. 

ʔo3kaa2saa5 C3 B2 A1 ‘may I take this opportunity,’ a formal request for 
permission, opportunity, consent, or leave, in Buddhism  
(P okāsa); also ʔo3kaa2. 

ʔo3xaa2 C3 B1 flood (P ogha); [45.10] read as a scribal error for 
ʔo3kaa2. 

ʔo4 A4 (irreg.) old (B အုုိ), paan1 hɤŋ5 thɤŋ5 ʔo4 ‘a ripe old age.’ 

ʔom1 A3 to hold inside the mouth, [59.12] ‘by heart, from memory.’ 

ʔom1 lɔt4 A3 DL4 to repeat or recite from memory. 

ʔom6 C4 (irreg.) to eat hurriedly, to gobble, to wolf, ʔom6 kin1. 

ʔon3 C3 weak, exhausted, to tire, to yield, tender, gentle, faded. 

ʔoŋ3 C3 underside of wing (of bird), palm (of hand), sole (of foot). 

ʔoy4 haa5 A4 (irreg.) A1 to long for. 

ʔoy4 nɔ2 ʔoy1 nɔ4 A4 (irreg.) B1 A3 A4 ‘alas!,’ expression of woe. 
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ʔɔk2 DL3 to go or to come out, to appear. 

ʔɔk2 DL3 to be related, [25.11] ʔɔk2 haak1 ‘related by love.’ 

ʔɔk2 naa3 DL3 C1 to face, to show up. 

ʔɔm1 A3 basin, pot, ʔɔm1 nam6 ‘water pot.’ 

ʔɔm2 B3 to bask (by a fire, in the sun). 

ʔɔm2 fuk4 hɔm4 faa4 B3 DL4 A4 A4 [20.06] ‘to bask on the mattress, united side by 
side,’ a synonym for marriage (hɔm4 faa4 or hɔm4 xaaŋ4 in 
everyday speech). 

ʔɔm3 C3 womb, uterus (perhaps also ‘afterbirth, placenta’ in ti1 puk2 
ʔɔm3 faŋ5 he2). 

ʔɔn1 
A3 to lead, to go before, before, former, previous; see moy4 
ʔɔn1. 

ʔɔn1 kan1 A3 A2 to lead each other, to act together. 

ʔɔn1 nay6 A3 C4 previously, before this. 

ʔɔn1 taaŋ4 A3 A4 at first, before, formerly, previously. 

ʔɔn2 B3 small, fine, young, soft, weak. 

ʔɔn2 nɔy6 B3 C4 small child. 

ʔɔn2 yɔŋ3 B3 C3 to praise, to exalt. 

ʔɔn6 ʔɛn6 C4 (irreg.) C4 (irreg.) fine, small, dainty (of physical beauty); 
also ʔun6 ʔɛn6, ʔun6 ʔɤn6. 

ʔɔŋ2 B3 to defeat, to conquer, to overcome; read as ‘to gain one’s 
objective’ at [61.18] (B ေအာင္). 

ʔɔŋ2 laan2 B3 B1 to defeat, to conquer, to overcome an enemy  
(B ေအာင္ရန္). 

ʔɔŋ2 maaŋ2 B3 B1 to defeat, to conquer, to overcome, to be successful, to 
be fulfilled (B ေအာင္ျမင္). 

ʔɔŋ2 ʔɔy3 B3 C3 to swing suspended from something. 

ʔɔy3 C3 sugar cane. 

ʔu1 A3 reputation, fame (B ?), ʔu1 mɤŋ4. 

ʔu1 ʔi1 
A3 A3 ‘u i,’ the indistinct sound of a crowd of people talking 
when heard from a distance; sometimes ʔu4 ʔi4. 

ʔu1tu1 
A3 A2 season (P utu), laʔ1lu4 in everyday speech. 

ʔu2 B3 (swinging) cradle. 
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ʔu2 B3 [45.13] ‘Northern Continent,’ read as ʔu2taaŋ2 as found in 
the 1876 manuscript (following Cushing’s ʔu4taaŋ2 ‘a name for 
the great northern island’), ʔu2 kaaŋ2 ‘chief’ (of Silver 
Mountain) is more common in other manuscripts (possibly 
from P uttarakuru). 

ʔu3 C3 father, po1 ʔu3; see pi1 ʔu3, me1 ʔu3, muŋ1 ʔu3. 

ʔu4 A4 (irreg.) power, majesty (B ?). 

ʔu4 A4 (irreg.) to polish, to make bright, shining, bright, lustre  
(B ?). 

ʔu4 A4 (irreg.) (top of) head (B ဦး). 

ʔu4 kaaŋ2 A4 (irreg.) B2 palace (B ဥကင္း). 

ʔu4 xyaa4 A4 (irreg.) A4 to bow the head in obeisance (B ဦးခ်); 
sometimes ʔu4 xwyaa4. 

ʔu4su2 A4 (irreg.) B1 ‘usu,’ is untranslated due to unknown meaning; 
suggested readings include ‘the water (or possibly the water 
pot) used for pouring when dedicating merit’ (nam6 yaat2 or 
nam6 taw3 yaat2 in everyday speech). 

ʔu4taan4 A4 (irreg.) A4 utterance, teaching, discourse (of the Buddha) (P 
udāna, possibly via B ဥဒါန္း). 

ʔuk1caa2 DS4 (irreg.) B2 goods, property, possessions, money  
(B ဥစၥာ). 

ʔuk3 ʔaw2 DS3 DL3 to mourn, to sulk, to be sad, to be anxious, distressed. 

ʔuk3taa2maʔ1thaa4ni2 DS3 B2 DS4 A4 B1 Uktamathani (P uttamaṭhānī), the city 
where the Bodhisatta is first carried by the flying kampala cloth 
and where he marries Princess Cantavati; ʔuk3thaa2maʔ1thaa4ni2 
at [14.10] is read as a scribal error, as are the clipped 
ʔuk3thaa4maa2, ʔuk3thaa4ni2. 

ʔuk3taa4laa2 DS3 A4 B4 north (P uttara). 

ʔuk3taʔ1kam2 DS3 DS4 B2 water (P udaka); usually ʔuʔ3taʔ1kaa1, ʔuk3taʔ1kaŋ2 
in other texts, it is possibly from  
P udakumbha ‘water jug’ at [18.10]. 

ʔuk3thaa2maʔ1thaa4ni2 see ʔuk3taa2maʔ1thaa4ni2. 
ʔuk3thaa4maa2 see ʔuk3taa2maʔ1thaa4ni2. 
ʔuk3thaa4ni2 

see ʔuk3taa2maʔ1thaa4ni2. 
ʔum1 A3 pot, jar, (water) vessel, [01.15] ʔum1 sɛŋ5 ‘Jewel Vessel’ is 

the vessel containing the Dhamma, the teachings of the 
Buddha. 
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ʔum2 B3 to crowd together (B အုုံ). 

ʔum3 
C3 to hold in the arms, to cradle, ʔum3 hɔp2. 

ʔum4 ʔum4 A4 (irreg.) A4 (irreg.) ‘um um,’ the sound of the monotonous, 
mumbling speech of the ogre. 

ʔun1 lun5 A3 A1 bloated, bulging, distended. 

ʔun6 ʔɛn6 C4 (irreg.) C4 (irreg.) [40.01] read as an unusual variant of ʔɔn6 
ʔɛn6 and ʔun6 ʔɤn6, both ‘fine, small, dainty (of physical 
beauty),’ possibly with the vowel in ʔun6 ʔɤn6 modified to 
agree with cɛn4 ciŋ2. 

ʔun6 ʔɤn6 C4 (irreg.) C4 (irreg.) fine, small, dainty (of physical beauty); 
also ʔun6 ʔɛn6, and more commonly ʔɔn6 ʔɛn6 in other texts, 
where ʔun6 ʔɤn6 is also applied to a tranquil atmosphere in a 
forest, etc. 

ʔuŋ1 A3 mud, mire, morass. 

ʔuŋ4 xyɑɑŋ4 A4 (irreg.) A4 pillow, to rest the head on a pillow (from  
B ေခါင္းအုုံး); also kɔŋ4 ʔuŋ4. 

ʔup1 pɤŋ2 DS4 (irreg.) B2 to have authority over, to have dominion, to 
rule over (B အုုပ္ + ပုုိင)္. 

ʔup3paa2laa4caa2 DS3 B2 A4 B2 viceroy (P uparājā). 

ʔup3paa2naa1mik4 DS3 B2 B4 DS4 sign, omen (P upa + nimitta). 

ʔup3paa2sam5maa4nuʔ1saʔ3ti2 DS3 B2 A1 A4 DS4 DS1 B2 Recollection of Peace  
(P upasamānussati); see nuʔ1saʔ3ti2. 

ʔup3paa4li2 DS3 A4 B1 Upali, an eminent monastic disciple of the Buddha 
renowned for his proficiency in the vinaya or monastic code  
(P upāli). 

ʔup3paʔ3laa2van4naa2 DS3 DS2 B1 A4 B1 Uppalavanna, one of the two chief female 
monastic disciples of the Buddha  
(P uppalavannā). 

ʔup3pe4xaa2 DS3 A4 B1 equanimity (P upekkhā), ʔup3pe4xaa2 paa1laa1mi2 
‘Perfection of Equanimity;’ written ʔup3pek4xaa2 at [03.03], but 
usually pronounced as here; see paa1laa1mi2. 

ʔut2 ci2 xu4 ko2 DL3 B2 A4 B2 [09.11] read as ‘roar in preparation for combat’ 
based on Cushing’s ʔut2 xu4 ‘to make a roaring sound 
preparatory to fighting, used of oxen.’ 

ʔɯn2 B3 other, another, [57.19] distant, far away. 

ʔɯt2 DL3 to make a prolonged sound, to wail, to howl, to bay, to 
sound (as a gong), used for the sound of monkeys at [48.03]. 

ʔɯt2 see yɯt4. 
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Appendix D: Manuscript images 
 

The following digital images of the Pukthanusati manuscript are numbered according to page 

and line for reference to the phonemic transcription and English translation in Chapter 5.  

The beginning of a new line on the page is indicated by the number of the page and line within 

square brackets (e.g. [12.15] is page 12, line 15). The images are reproduced here with the 

consent of the current custodian of the manuscript, Nan Say Thammasan. Four unwritten pages 

at the beginning and end of the manuscript are omitted. 

 

 

 

The rolled manuscript 

 
 

 

 

  

Image of the manuscript rolled for storage or transport, showing binding, cloth cover, 
and Preservation of Lao Manuscripts Programme catalogue tag. 
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Versicherung (gem. § 4 Abs. 3 Satz 1 Nr. 5 PromO): 
 
 
 
Ich versichere hiermit 
 
- an Eides statt, dass ich die Dissertation selbständig angefertigt, außer den im 

Schriftenverzeichnis sowie den Anmerkungen genannten Hilfsmitteln keine 
weiteren benutzt und die Herkunft der Stellen, die  wörtlich oder sinngemäß aus 
anderen Werken übernommen sind, bezeichnet habe, 

 
- dass ich die Dissertation nicht bereits in derselben oder einer ähnlichen Fassung an 

einer anderen Fakultät oder einer anderen Hochschule zur Erlangung eines 
akademischen Grades eingereicht habe. 
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